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PREFACE.
It is with the greatest diffidence that I have determined

to place this work of my late husband, Lord Crawford,

within the reach of that limited portion of the public who

take an interest in the subjects of which it treats.

I cannot but feel that there is much that will provoke

adverse criticism, and that, to some, even the principle on

which it is founded may seem unjustified. But in times

like these, when all things that can be brought to bear on

the great questions of our Faith are so eagerly sought

after, I have felt that the result of a long life of deep and

conscientious research should not be lost to the world. The

greatly increased interest in questions concerning the origin

and formation of language, and in the myths of the early

ages of the world, has brought many new lights and eluci-

dations, unknown in his day, to bear on these subjects

;

many new theories have been raised and many abandoned,

even since my husband's death, eleven years ago. The

present work was entirely completed and written out

roughly by Lord Crawford, but he had not even begun

to revise it, owing to which fact there are, I am aware,

many points, though chiefly, I think, minor ones, which

might and probably would have been altered or modified

had he been permitted time to carry his work to its
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final close. Those who have studied and wrestled with

the great and vexed question of etymological deriva-

tions and definitions can remember how eagerly a clue is

followed up which sometimes turns out to be fanciful and

fallacious, and is set aside for another and yet another;

such scholars will the more readily comprehend and appre-

ciate the great disadvantage under which this book labours,

full as it is of collateral illustrations, which the wealth and

variety of my husband's learning but rendered the more

numerous. Time only, and a more complete and searching

revision of these illustrations, various of which were possibly

only noted down for consideration, might have determined

their final acceptance or rejection: but we have no means

of knuwing what would have been his intentions in this

respect ; and, at any rate, the main principle on which he

founded the basis of his views, and w7hich he laid down in

his book on the Etruscan Language, was unmistakable, and

upon it his present work rests firm and unshaken. For

this cause I am convinced that he would wish that this

exposition of his theory, even though inadequately carried

out, should be placed in the hands of those students to

whom it might prove useful. As will be seen from the

1' tter of my husband to Bishop Forbes of Brechin, the

reconstruction of this early Creed was a matter of con-

versation and correspondence between them many years

ago. The letter now printed, addressed to the Bishop, is

in many parts identical with one written to him in 1805,

sketching the outline of the work which was subsequently

executed by my husband. Of this letter a portion is quoted

in Bishop Forbes's 'Explanation of the Nicene Creed'

(2nd ed., 18CG). The work, planned in 1805, was begun,
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but not completed, when the Bishop died in 1875, my

husband following him in 1880.

1 should scarcely have ventured to make it even so far

public as I have done, had it not been for the advice and

encouragement given to me by several great and wise men,

whose opinion has been absolutely conclusive with me. The

late Canon Cook, of Exeter, was the first person to whom

I shewed the manuscript, he having met my husband

abroad a year or two previously, and having conversed

with him on the subject of this work. Having taken

great interest in it, I asked his opinion, and he told me

that I ought not to let the matter drop, and urged me to

undertake the labour of printing it. He put me in com-

munication with Dr. Wace, of King's College, London,

whose courteous and practical assistance enabled me to

take such preliminary steps as were necessary. Dr. Wace

introduced to me the Rev. Mr. Hole, and from that time

the printing of the book began to take shape and form.

Tbe late Bishop Lightfoot, of Durham, although ill and

suffering, interested himself in the work, and recommended

its being printed for private circulation. The late Dean

Church, of St. Paul's, whose kindness I cannot sufficiently

express, in a personal interview strongly and unhesitatingly

encouraged me to persevere, advising me not to publish the

book, but to distribute copies of it to the chief public

libraries in Great Britain and abroad, besides presenting it

to the principal savants likely to be interested in it. The

Dean had previously written to me, ' I have read the

'

(proof) ' sheets with much interest and great admiration

for the writer's learning, and still more for the largeness

and depth of his views of religion. I understand that I am
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asked for my opinion on the desirableness of either publish-

ing the work, or printing it for private circulation. I am
sorry that I must say that I cannot advise publication at

present. Publication is a challenge; and an argument of

this kind is sure, alike on scientific, on religious, and on

anti-religious grounds, to meet with a great deal of hostile

criticism. I do not think it is fair to the writer that

a work like this, bristling with debatable points, should be

placed before the public without having had the chance of

his last touches and final decisions on any question that

might arise.'

There has been no attempt to interfere with the work

beyond makiug such necessary changes as the elimination

of manifold repetitions, the clearer arrangement of the sub-

divisions, and the formation of marginal notes to facilitate

the study of the various questions raised. Quotations, refer-

ences, and linguistic words have been, as far as possible,

identified and verified, these frequently demanding long

and patient research; and all that could be done consistent

with the retention, unmodified, of the original subject-

matter has been carefully carried out. For this I am
indebted to the Rev. Charles Hole, whose invaluable assist-

ance I most gratefully acknowledge. He has with unwearied

industry conscientiously deciphered and copied out the

entire manuscript, which, written in a very small hand,

with interlineations, corrections, and shortening of words,

was an exceedingly difficult and arduous task; but it has

been accomplished with great skill and kindly care, as also

the verifications above mentioned, and the preparation and

n'\ isal for thr press.

To my daughter Lad} Mabel Lindsay I owe the mar-
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ginal notes, and also the Precis, which is printed in an

Appendix. This she has made in accordance with a sug-

gestion made to me by Bishop Lightfoot, through my
kind friend Canon Body, of Durham, that it would

greatly facilitate the understanding of the book if the

student could previously peruse the argument, so as to gain

some insight into the scheme of the writer, before applying

himself to the study of the proof. The Precis is entirely in

the words of the original text, being merely shorn of the

illustrations in support of the argument.

This book, now printed, was the outcome of the study of

many years of my husband's life, and the underlying current

of his denpest interest. It was often interrupted, it is

true, by other literary undertakings, and by the duties

and occupations of a busy life ; but it was always resumed

whenever a time of special opportunity or leisure occurred,

and was looked upon by him as the great work of his life.

He was called home by his Master before being permitted

to complete it, and it has remained for me to endeavour,

to the best of my power, to carry out his intentions.

The original manuscript is dedicated to Professor Max
Mullcr, but I have not ventured to act upon this, knowing

how vehemently adverse his opinions are to that etymo-

logical theory on which Lord Crawford founded his inter-

pretation of the Etruscan language, that theory being a

main argument in this work ; but I mention this dedication

to show how warm an admiration and reverence my husband

felt for the great and profouud learning of Professor Max
Muller, and his keen appreciation of his works.

I have now concluded my task, and this book is sent out,

not what it might have been, but, as it now is, unavoidably
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imperfect for lack of those last touches which none but the

master's hand could give to the finished picture.

I would ask a kindly and lenient judgment on its many

failings, and an honest and unprejudiced consideration of

the great field of research thus, as it were, opened out for

future labourers.

Margaret Crawford and Balcarres.

Villa Palmieri, Florence,

June, 1891.



A LETTER

To Alexander Forbes, Bishop of Brechin,

Explanatory of the Nature and Object of the Work.

My dear Bishop,

I delayed replying to your letter in hopes that

you would be able to pay us a visit here, in which case

I could have replied more readily to your query respecting

my ideas on the subject of the Dioscuri, the Ztvg apaevo-

6t]\vQ, etc., as adumbrating the doctrine of the two natures

in Our Lord. You held out some prospects of coming to us,

which I hope may be realised, and meanwhile I send you

a few papers, which will, I think, sufficiently convey my

impressions on the interesting point in question.

They will hardly, however, be intelligible without a

few words of commentary—and, sooth to say, I am very

much afraid of bringing them forward publicly as yet, for

a reason which I will mention presently. Moreover, they

proceed on a theory and principle so much out of fashion

at present, and so absolutely scouted by mythological

antiquaries, that I do not think that any partial statement

of views or facts based on that theory would attract respect

or attention. I have therefore reserved all my lucubrations

on these subjects, so far as publication is concerned, for

a future day, when, after fully testing and working them
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out, F may produce them (if ultimately thought worth pro-

duction, aud the time be suitable) as a consistent whole.

In the meanwhile, I need scarcely say that any suggestions

that the papers I send may afford you, are heartily at your

service, if you think it advisable to make use of them.

My belief is that a tradition of the true God, and of

the scheme of redemption as foreknown to Adam, was

handed down in the succession of Adam to Noah, and was

transmitted by Noah to his three sons and their posterity.

In the course of ages this tradition was corrupted in the

three great lines of Noachide descent, but least so, I appre-

hend, in that of Japhet, or of the Aryan race, inasmuch

as they were the eldest sons of Noah, and, we may presume,

retained the original seat of civilisation while their brethren

were more or less scattered abroad, and may thus be pre-

sumed to have continued longest in communion with their

great original patriarch. I also think that they were the

last to fall away from the primitive faith.

I believe that in course of time the Almighty re-revealed

the primitive faith—not to the Japhetan but to the Shemite

race, first through Abraham, then through Moses, and lastly

through Our Saviour ; each time restoring, deepening, and

enlarging the original inscription of truth, till finally, in

the fulness of time and triumph of accomplishment, the

book of life stood forth revealed to the gaze of all men,

Jews and Gentiles, engraven and manifest for ever, on the

rook of Calvary and in the architrave, as it were, of the

sepulchre of the Resurrection.

Meanwhile the tradition of truth as originally possessed

in common by Shem, Ham, and Japhet was, I conceive,

overshadowed and obscured more and more by the growth
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of mythology among the two latter, the Hamite and Aryan

races, till in the course of years its primal beauty, simplicity,

and purity became almost effaced and invisible.

This had come to pass long before the time of Our

Saviour—before, I should say, Homer and the epoch assigned

to the Trojan war. Still, however, beneath this luxuriant

overgrowth, the original foundations, and some even of

the superstructure, of the ruined edifice, of the doctrinal

faith as held by Noah and his three sons, may be traced,

partly in the traditions preserved by Mythology herself,

partly in the roots of language, that great revealer of what

our remote forefathers believed, felt, thought, and did in

times anterior to history.

The manner in which mythology was, in its most essen-

tial elements, generated and developed from the earliest

times was through, I think, attributing to the central and

personal inherited idea or conception of Deity the image

and association suggested by the resemblance of etymo-

logical roots similar in sound to those which constituted

the names of deity, the central idea in question being thus

in each instance robed with incident and imagery through

the sport of fancy and imagination. The central and

essential idea, handed down in each instance from patri-

archal times, seldom or never lost its original brightness, but

stands out sublime and recognisable amid the multitude

of material characteristics which the process of mythological

aggregation— of mythogony, as it may be styled—has

heaped around it ; and in such instances the influence

of this central idea is visible, acting through unconscious

tradition in enhancing the reverence of posterity, and

in limiting and controlling the choice of attributes and

b
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symbols from among the host of etymological candidates

crowding around it for selection. There are, of course,

exceptions to this rule in the direction of depravity ;
but

these have almost always originated, in the first instance, in

pure intention, however liable (through an inherent bias

to evil) to gross perversion in succeeding generations. This

view of the origin of mythology may be considered a very

simple and unscientific one in comparison with other schemes

which presuppose a philosophy and a scientific knowledge

with which I rather scruple to credit mankind at so early

an epoch ; and yet it is more in accordance, if I mistake

not, with the normal growth of things human ; and I think

I see a confirmation of it in the kindred and still earlier

growth and formation of symbolic gesticulation and action

in accompaniment of the common transactions of life, which

was undoubtedly founded to a great extent (unless I am

greatly mistaken) on the aural resemblance of words. I do

not, however, put this theory forward to the exclusion, in

their due degree, of other influences.

The language in which the processes of mythological

construction here spoken of took place, and in which the

primitive faith of Noah can be traced with the most certain

results, was, I apprehend, an ancient speech substantially

identical with the existing German; that is to say, an old

Teutonic language now lost, which I believe to have been

the common parent and source of the Germanic, Slavonic,

Lithuanian, Latin, Italic, Celtic, Hellenic (and, as I believe,

Etruscan) tongues.

The other Indo-Germanic tongues, both European and

Asiatic, contribute to these results ; and, in a remoter circle

and witnessing with peculiar value to the original titles,
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names, and character of deities rather than to mythological

development, the Old Egyptian language and the ancient

Semitic. I think it can be shewn that the old primitive

Teutonic speech, even as preserved in the Gospels of

Ulphilas, and the relics of the Old High Dutch, is, to say

the least, quite as ancient a language as Sanscrit. There

can be no difficulty, therefore, in making use of it or of its

earlier prototype in the etymologic interpretation of classical

myths. I have constantly found it available as a source

of illustration, a lamp of illumination, in the case of Greek

and Latin words of obscure origin, of the names and attri-

butes of classical deities, of words which, through their

contradictory and apparently irreconcilable significations,

have been a puzzle to philologists, the names of ancient

cities, etc., etc. Perhaps, in lieu of Teutonic, I might style

the primitive language above spoken of the Pelasgic. It

is certainly older than Greek and even Latin. There is

nothing that need surprise one in assigning such antiquity

to it, or in expecting to find it the vehicle of primitive

truths ; for Japhet, as I have above remarked, and would

here reiterate, was the eldest son of Noah ; as such his

posterity lingered nearest the parent nest of the Noachide

race, and the Aryan tribes of Europe came at no very

remote period from the immediate neighbourhood of what

we believe to have been the first settlement of man-

kind after the Deluge. All this is in favour of the

Aryan language being at least as ancient and as near to

that spoken by Noah as the Old Egyptian or the Old

Semitic.

I am writing at considerable length, and what I have

written is apparently irrelevant to the proper subject of this
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letter ; and yet, without preoccupying your mind with these

views, I fear the papers I send you will seem utterly baseless

and unsatisfactory. What 1 have further to say will ap-

pear less visionary, because it will shew that your suggestion

of the adumbration of the doctrine of the two natures in the

Dioscuri, and in Zevg 'ApatvoQnXvg is not a vague or chance

assumption on your part, but the result of sober inquiry,

proceeding from a solid ground of fact, on which I have

been endeavouring to establish a consistent scheme of

historical reconstruction, and for an object which, if at-

tained, would well reward all the trouble I could bestow

upon it.

It has for a long time been in my thoughts that it would

be possible to reconstruct the ' Creed of Japhet,' the primi-

tive religious belief of the Aryan race, assigning to it what-

ever is pure, holy, and of good report, and comformable to

the idea of God as witnessed by natural religion, in the

mythical traditions of Aryan antiquity, and separating from

it whatever is corrupt and unclean as necessarily of later

growth and accretion—this inquiry to be prosecuted in entire

independence of the Bible and of Revelation,and the materials

to be sought for partly in the traditions of mythology, and

partly in the utterances of etymology and linguistic science.

The second step would be to shew that the creed thus

demonstrated to have been held by the primitive ancestors

of the Japhetan race coincides in its main features with the

creed of Christianity, as recorded in the Bible, and especially

in the New Testament. And the third would be to point

the inference from this coincidence and parallelism, viz. that

the Bible or Book of Revelation, and especially the New

Testament, cannot have been the work of men, but must
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necessarily have been inspired by or written under the

direction of God Almighty.

The leading features of this Creed or Faith of Japhet

as ascertainable in the manner indicated will be found, I

think, as follows :

—

That God exists as Father and as Son, the Son being of

a twofold nature ;—that there are indications of a Divine

Spirit issuing from the Father as the Giver and Generator

of Life, who provides for the birth of the Saviour-God on

earth ; and that these three, Father, Son, and Spirit, the

three Persons of the Trinity, are but one God.

That the true Father Almighty is indicated under the

name of the " Hidden "—
" Shrouded "—" King "—supreme

in excellence and power.

That through the alliance, in an extraordinary way, of the

Supreme God with a daughter of the human race was con-

ceived and born on earth through the Holy Spirit the Son

of God, who is bifold in nature, God and Man.

That there is one unchangeable Moral Law of Order and

Right, imposed by God, and that the soul of man, having

strayed from the path of duty, became contaminated by sin

and deserved punishment.

That therefore the labour and sufferings of the Son, Man
and God, who dwelt on earth, endured hardships, fulfilling

the Law of God in all things, and died—the Immortal to

redeem the mortal nature—were needful as expiation to

appease the rightful wrath of the Lawgiver, the Father

Almighty, the Supreme God.

Among these points or articles of the Japhetan faith, the

one we conversed about at Florence, and which you now

recall to my attention, the myth of the Dioscuri and of the
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hermaphrodite Zeus held a prominent place, adumbrating,

as you there suggested, the twofold nature of the God-man

our Saviour.

If I mistake not, the primitive title of God (the Father)

Almighty was the root which we have as Ra or Re in

Egyptian and Babylonian, as El in the Hebrew (7 and r

being interchangeable), and as 'Eppog in Greek, the title of

the Cretan and Dodonean (the iEolic or Pelasgic) Jupiter,

the word and title being that familiar to us in German as

1 H—rr,' • Heri,' ' Herro,' or * Uerr,' etc., etc., (the remote root

being interchanged, as Hru, Hlu), and in which the ideas of

holiness, veneration, prescience, magnificence, and supreme

dignity, and even of belovedness and of glory, are all

either latent or developed. I believe the name 'Cronos' to

be identical with 'Eppog, as compounded of Cr or Hr and

Anu or Onos, implying godhead. The characters and titles

of many subordinate gods, reflections of the attributes of the

Supreme God, were formed by disintegration from this title

'Ep/aoe or 'Herr,' in the manner illustrated in the papers

which accompany this letter.

The second person of the Trinity, or ' Son ' of God, is

represented by two series of deities :

—

1. Those which bear the name of 'Bar' and ' Bal,' imply-

ing sonship, as being the strength of their parents' loins, in

the oriental mythologies, and of which ' Apollo '
( Apul, Aplu,

in Etruscan) is the prominent example in classical my-

thology, the name resolving in analysis, if I mistake not,

into ' Va-Bal' or 'Baal,' the 'Lord Baal,' in which form,

I apprehend, it became originally known to the Greeks

('Pollux' or ' Pol' is another form of it).

2. Those which bear the names of z-z = (z) = '; - C
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$-r, g}-n, i.e. Zeus, Deus, Tys or Dis, Tuisco, Diosc-, Zida,

Set, Tet, Thoth, Tur, Thor, Tir or Tyr, Zr,v, Astur, Tina,

Va-Tin, Va-Dana, Va- or A-don-is, O-thin, Odin, Woden,

etc., names all originally identical (the terminal letters s and r

being always interchangeable, and r in particular changing

into n in the Babylonian and Cushite dialects). Zwg, Dens,

Zrjv or Diosc-ur stand forth as the prominent members of

this group in Europe. The word and title T-s, Z-r, Tus

or Tur, having in its oldest Babylonian signification the

sense of Son, as derived from ts or dis, implying duality in

the sense of distinction and separation, the ultimate root

being <$v—du—zwi or ' two.' Ztjv, Tina, etc., have a similar

connection through the form tna, half, in Old Egyptian

and zwn, twn, or twin in Old Teutonic, the ultimate root

being the same as ' 8w,' two.

It is in connection with the second of these groups that

the bifolcl character of the ' Son ' of God especially develops

itself, and I enclose you also, with this letter and the papers

referred to, a comparative chart * which I drew up some time

ago, but which as yet is not only deficient in many instance*,

but insufficiently chastised and tested, exhibiting the various

forms and developments of the primeval ' Thor ' and ' Son
'

in this and other relations. If you spread it out on the

floor, you will see this deity branching out under three

heads ; 1. as a unipersonal God or personage ; 2. as a

bifold God or personage ; and 3. as resolved into triplets

of sons or brothers. The first of these heads is subdivided

into two classes; of 1. Deities representing the 'Son' in

general or deity in the aggregate ; and 2. Gods presiding over

special attributes or realms of deity, such as War, the Sun,

* Sent to the bishop, and probably destroyed with other papers at his death.
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Time, Letters and Knowledge, and Hades or the Infernal

Regions ; the process of disintegration and separate constitu-

tion of dependent deities being analogous to that which took

place in the case of Ra, Herr, or 'Ep/Joc. The second head

comprehends, first, the class of deities or personages who

seem to have partaken of a double animal character, as that

of half man, half goat ; half child, half old man ; etc.

;

secondly, those that were conceived of as hermaphrodite, or

of both sexes, among which the various impersonations of

the Demiurgus, the Ztvs a/o<rtvo0>jXue of our conversation,

stand out conspicuous ; thirdly, the class of twin-gods

such as the Dioscuri and others ; and lastly, the brother-

and-sister deities, which we find in all mythologies, and

whicli certainly, like the other classes included under this

head, appear to reflect the twofold idea of the godhead.

As regards the third head or category, under which I have

ranged the various triplets of sons or brothers, recorded in

ancient mythology or tradition, I suspect that the idea of

these triple groups originated primarily in the resemblance

of the root t-r to the numeral dri, three, in conjunction with

the tradition, which must have been common to all post-

diluvian nations, of the three sons of Noah ; and I am some-

what confirmed in this impression by the consideration that

the tribes of the Dorian race were three in number wherever

that wide-spread family established itself, those of the

Ionic (to point the contrast) being four. It is possible,

doubtless, that a tradition of the Trinity may have thus,

expressed itself, but I feel less assurance on that point.

You will observe, on running your eye along the parallel

lines of descent and derivation <»n the chart,* how invari-

* See t he jireviuus note.
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ably the deity represented by variations of the title z—

r

or Thor stands in the relation of son to the earlier

and more archaic deity answering to the iEolio 'Eppog.

A mother is always imputed : sometimes, as in the case of

Rhea, Thea, etc., a mere feminine reflection or image of the

parent God ; but at other times with more significance, under-

names and accompanied with legends which point to human

parentage. The instances of Leto or Latona the mother of

Apollo and Artemis, and of Leda the mother of the Dioscuri,

are the most important in this category.

I have spoken of ' Leda ' in the paper on the Dioscuri

now sent ; but it is in the person of Leto or ' Latona ' that

the prevision, as it were, of the mortal mother of the

God-man is most manifest. Mr. Gladstone, in his work

on Homer, has noticed the peculiar beauty and sanctity of

her character in Greek tradition. She is said to have been

the wife of Zeus before his marriage with Here or Juno.

My belief is that she was the wife more properly of 'Eppog,

the father (as I conceive, although the relation had been

lost sight of) of Zeus or Jupiter. The names of Leto

(Latona), Leda, Hludana, and Hludyna (the two last in

Teutonic and Scandinavian mythology) are all, I think,

forms of a primitive Teutonic or Indo-European word, of

which we find an analogue in ladu, translated in the

bilingual inscription of Lycia as ' uxor.' Mr. Daniel

Sharpe has rightly (as it appears to me) approximated

this word to our Saxon ' lady,' * and it is, I conceive,

a name formed from the past participle of the Teutonic

hit- or led-'mn, to lead, the Latin ducere, the word

* In his Appendix B, in Fellows's ' Discoveries in Lycia,' 1841, pp.

479, 481.
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being translated or translatable as ducta, in the sense

of ' ducere uxorem.' ' Leto ' or ' Lat-ona ' must then have

implied, in the oldest Pelasgian or Teutonic speech, ' the

lady,' that is 'the wife' par excellence, of 'Eppog, the king

of gods and men, the final ' ona ' being perhaps the ancient

' Anna,'' implying mother or goddess, and having at all

events the sense of amplification and enhancement, as in

matrona, Junonis, etc. . You will not perhaps wonder, under

all these circumstances, at my recognising as antitype and

type a connection between this grand, lofty, and awful

revelation of early Japhetan faith and the mild image of

* Our Lady,' the mother of the true Apollo, the true

Hercules, the true Castor, the true Thor, the Virgin Mary.

That the bifold nature and doctrine of the two natures

in the Saviour-God is singularly illustrated in the name,

character, and symbols of the Dioscuri will, I hope, approve

itself to you on perusing the chapter dedicated to them

now enclosed to you. That chapter, I would observe,

as well as that on 'Eppog, was not written to support that

view, but for another object ; nevertheless, the points are

incidentally dwelt upon. The hermaphroditic Zeus is but

one of many modes of expressing the idea of a union

between God and Nature, God as representing the male

or active element, and Nature the female or passive, which

underlies almost all mythology.

The danger I have apprehended (as I above stated) from

bringing forward these and kindred views prematurely and

isolatedly is this—that they might suggest an attack on

Holy Scripture, as being a mere rechauffe of old ideas

familiar to the ancient world, and thus a work of merely

private and uninspired intelligence. They would not be
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liable to this imputation if the whole argument were set

forth together, not only the ' Creed of Japhet ' as extracted

from the records of mythology and language, but the infer-

ences from a comparison between it and the gospel, proving,

as I think may be shewn, that the latter could only have

proceeded from God himself. I have not as yet been able

to apply myself properly to this argument; but, in the

meanwhile, I subjoin some observations which I wrote as

a memorandum for future use shortly before leaving England

for Italy last autumn, and after reading which you will

understand, I think, how nervous I feel lest I should do

harm rather than good by advancing ideas which, it seems

to me, might better be reserved till circumstances may

demand it, than brought forward without occasion. ' There

is a time to speak, and a time to be silent,' says the wisest

of men, and certainly one should not speak on such subjects

as these till after full scrutiny aud premeditation.

With these observations, then, extracted from the memo-

randa above spoken of, I will close this long explanatory

letter.*

* Written by Lord Crawford from Florence, before the present work was
composed.



INTRODUCTION.

My design in this work is to exhibit the scheme of religions

belief—the dogmatic creed—held by our earliest ancestors

of the Japhetan stock ; and thus to furnish a basis for

comparison and judgment whereby the claims of Holy

Scripture to authority as a revelation ah externo from God

to man may be estimated from a point of view wholly new.

My plan is, first, to state pretty fully the method of inquiry

by which the Creed in question is to be ascertained

;

secondly, to set forth the results arrived at on each particular

article of that Creed ; and, thirdly, to bring the Creed as

a whole into comparison with that of Christianity, and

point the inference. Towards the ascertainment of this very

early Creed I shall devote such amount of probation as may

suffice to establish the various articles of which it consists,

and may justify me in entreating the young and ingenuous

reader who is tempted to throw off his hereditary faith, in

favour of the new lights set forth by modern criticism, to

suspend his judgment, make independent inquiries for

himself in the direction I shall point out, and then only—

not till then—make his election.

There are many points of collateral interest, unessential

to the proof, although valuable as adminieula, which will
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crop up as we proceed in the ensuing investigation; but,

as a rule, I shall merely touch upon them as matters worthy

of inquiry,—for this book, I need scarcely observe, is

suggestive merely, not exhaustive ; new matter would be

continually presenting itself were one to live to the days of

Methuselah, and where so much may be said, it is better

to say but little—in the spirit of the proverb, ' Enough is

better than a feast.' The broad outline traced is accurate

—

of that I feel assured ; the details are open to any amount
of exception. It is a virgin soil. Like Tarchon in the

Etruscan legend, I merely turn over the furrow that Tages

may spring up, and it will be the province of Tages to

testify more fully to truth when catechised by my successors.

It is but justice to the ultimate object aimed at, as above

pointed out, that I should add that the subject of this early

Creed was not taken up nor prosecuted by me in the spirit

of controversy against current opinion ; it came before me
for inquiry and discussion many years ago, while the hydra

of doubt was still sleeping in the Lernean Marsh, and in

sequence to a series of hitherto unpublished memoirs upon

the origin, language, migrations, and primitive history of

the Japhetan race,—the inquiry was prosecuted and the

Creed ascertained according to the strict scientific method,

in pursuit of truth and independently of any collateral

purpose ; and the practical bearings of it in relation to the

Bible and the Christian faith dawned upon me but slowly,

month after month, and year after year, while dwelling (so

to speak) in the cave of Trophonius, working—perhaps too

isolatedly—among, the roots of language and the ruins of

the prehistoric world. Had my purpose been less practical,

I should have drawn collateral illustrations as freelv from
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Scripture as from the traditions of Mesopotamia or Egypt

;

but the conditions of the argument to which I have limited

myself with the special object in view have precluded such

assistance ; and to these conditions, although sufficiently

severe, I shall conform. In a word then, I shall in no one

instance base my ascertainment of the 'Creed of Japhet'

upon Revelation, whether Hebraic or Apostolical,—the reader

shall hear nothing from me, direct or indirect, of Christianity

and the Bible till the very conclusion of this memoir ; and

then only—after the briefest possible comparison and con-

trast—shall I invite him to accept their testimony as from

Heaven.*

MATERIALS FOR THE INQUIRY.

I commence by pointing out the materials for the inquiry

now in view, their relative value, and the use to be made

of them ; and this I must do in some detail, my views bt-ing

different in many respects from those at present in vogue.

1. Sacred Books and Dogmatical and Mythological Tradi-

tions of the Japhetan race. Among the Sacred Books

(properly so called) I found mainly upon the earlier portion

of the Rig-Veda, the most ancient hymnal of the Hindus,

* Since this was written, I have published one of the works above spoken

of, under the title of ' Etruscan Inscriptions : analysed, translated, and

commented upon,' etc., with the view of justifying beforehand the use

I have made in the present memoir of the ancient Teutonic language as an

instrument of etymological and mythological comparison and analysis. Such

use could only be warranted by the adduction of proof ' that the language

in question—the Teutonic—stamls upon a par in point of antiquity and

importance with Greek, Latin, Zendic, and Sanscrit; and that its written

or rathrr engraved monuments are centuries older than the Gospels of

Ulphilas' ('Etr. Inscriptions,' p. 215). Such proof has been supplied, I

think, by the evideuce adduced in the work in question, that the Etruscan

was a Teutonic speech.
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and on the five Gathas and the Haptanhaiti, the oldest

portion of the surviving 'Avesta,' or, as it is popularly-

styled, 'Zend-Avesta,' of the Medo-Persians ; the former

representing the religion of the Rishis, predecessors of the

Brahmins, the latter that of Zarathushtra, or Zoroaster, in

its earliest recorded stage. The authority of these docu-

ments is very great, their antiquity is almost incalculable
;

and yet that antiquity is only comparative, and the autho-

rity not absolute in relation to the present inquiry. I

cannot allow that the Veda and the Zend-Avesta represent

the infancy of religious belief among the Japhetans, and

that all is darkness and uncertainty beyond them. Instead

of standing abashed in their presence as the ne plus ultra

of evidence, we must subject them fearlessly to analysis and

comparison, and proceed by careful induction to the truths

they testify to, and the still older evidence to which they

point. Although towering forbiddingly on the horizon of

our knowledge like the twin Pillars of Hercules, we must,

in a word, pass between and beyond them if we would

discover the ' Creed of Japhet,' moored, like Plato's

Atlantis, on the ocean of prehistoric antiquity. Subjected

thus to comparison and criticism, the Rig-Veda will be

found to represent a very materialistic, and the Gathas

a very rationalistic—in both cases a late—development of

a pre-existing theology, each development bitterly hostile

to the other; the Veda embodying the sacerdotalism, the

Gathas the puritanism, of the two sects born of a Schism.

Now, the analogy of all religions and all philosophies proves

that such developments and schismsare the result of unbridled

antagonism between the powers of Imagination and Reason

working within the intellect, and that they presuppose in
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every instance a prolonged period during which the rival

elements co-existed within an earlier and larger system, in

constitutional opposition doubtless, but in mutual respect

and toleration. It has often been pointed out, although

without turning the observation to full account in this

particular direction, that the gods of the Brahmins are

(broadly speaking) the devils of the Zorotistrian faith, and

vice versa; but this is merely the external sign and effect

of the inward and deeply rooted hostility which charac-

terises the two theologies, inducing the proscription by each

respectively of those elements of the earlier and more com-

prehensive creed which had become distasteful to it, and

an exaggeration of those upon which it had taken its

original stand in controversy.

It is to the original, comprehensive, and constitutional

creed thus indicated that we must seek to ascend in this

inquiry. It would not be impossible to reconstruct this

original creed in accordance with the analogy of theological

and philosophical experience ; but what would be more

to the purpose would be to discover—to disinter, as it

were, from under the ruins of the past—a real, actual,

historically substantive religion older than either of the

dissentient halves, in which the deities of both India and

Iran co-exist in their original amity and apposition, and

in which the principles upon which the Rishis and Zoro-

astrians severally citadelled themselves, have not as yet

come to such desperate collision and hopeless disruption.

The religion thus characterised, if such exists or has existed

—and the presumption is in favour of the supposition,

—

would have a manifest claim, unsystematic and rude as

it might be, to prior antiquity, as representing the primi-
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tive faith from which the schools of Iran and India have

divaricated. Such a religion, moreover, would furnish means,

through its traditions, of testing the claim, not merely

of Vedic and Zoroastrian doctrines, but of various dogmas

preserved in the later theological literature, alike of the

East and West, to aboriginal antiquity—dogmas which, in

most instances, could easily be demonstrated to be primi-

tive, but which I do not propose to found upon in this

memoir, except in rare instances.

The comprehensive theology, the pre-Vedic, pre-Zoro-

astrian religion, thus sought for, may be found, I think,

in that of Western Aryanism (to use a common but in-

accurate term) considered as a whole—in the theologies of

the classic races, the Greeks, Romans, and kindred tribes,

and of the Slavonic, Celtic, Teutonic, and other Indo-

European nations of Europe—races which can be shewn to

have swarmed off from the parent hive ages before the

great Indo-Zoroastrian schism—theologies, all of them,

stamped with a common type and character. The Gods

who are arrayed and the doctrines which are advocated

in mutual hostility in the Zoroastrian and Vedic creeds,

co-exist in primitive harmony—or at least in equal recog-

nition—in these Western mythologies, in the midst doubt-

less of apparent chaos, but with their names and characters

unaffected by the influences of sectarian system such as

manifests itself in the teachings of the Veda and the Zend-

Avesta. These mythologies represent, in short, the original

Japhetan faith in a more disintegrated, doubtless, but less

adulterated state than those of our oriental brethren; and

they thus afford more valuable testimony towards the inquiry

now in view.

c
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It has been surmised with much acuteness that, previously

to the great controversy which determined the separation

of the Hindus and Medo-Persians, those two races had

dwelt for a considerable time together apart from the other

branches of the Aryan (Japhetan) race.* This early seces-

sion was the consequence, I believe, of a similar schism

in very remote antiquity, traces of which emerge from

a comparison of the creeds and traditions of the eastern

and western Indo-European world. I think it may be

shewn that a relic of the dogmatic faith of the pre-Vedic

pre-Zoroastrian Aryans (proper), as held during the interval

in question, still exists, although much adulterated, in an

unsuspected quarter ; but it is the earliest stage of all, that

anterior to the first schism in the Japhetan theology, which

I seek now to reconstitute.

The records of the Greek, Roman, and kindred classical

mythologies are to be sought for partly in the Homeric

poems, the record especially of Hellenic tradition, partly in

those attributed to Hesiod, the depository of the far older

and independent Pelasgic faith
;

partly in the traditions

founded upon or alluded to by Pindar, the dramatists, and

the later Greek poets ; and partly in the works of the

prose-writers, the grammarians, scholiasts, geographers, and

historiographers of both Greeks and Latins. These latter

sources are often the most ancient really of all, and the

most genuine, because derived from purely popular and

local tradition.!

* Professor Miiller, • Chips from a German Workshop,' vol. i., p. 83.

t I do not, of course, mean that the Iliad, or tho Odyssey, or the story of

the Argonauts, or the drama9 of 'Prometheus' or ' 03dipus Coloneus' are

to be read as so many deliberate expositions of dogma,—their value consists

in the testimony they afford to current dogma. The particular dogmata they

found upon must be identified and vindicated by independent evidence.
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Of the' primitive Teutonic mythology the original or

vernacular monuments have for the most part perished,

except in the case of the Elder or poetical and the Younger

or prose Edda of Scandinavia, both of them of comparatively

recent compilation, but which contain a body of most

important myths, demonstrable by comparative mythology

and speech to be of primeval antiquity, and which must

originally have been current in forms more or less varied

throughout the Teutonic world. These authorities may be

supplemented by a few illustrations from Etruscan mytho-

logy proper, on grounds which I shall specify pre-

sently. We derive also some precious facts relating to

the Teutonic religion, although at second-hand, from the

classical writers. We have merely foreign testimony

—

hardly any original data—for the Celtic, and but little

comparatively for the Slavonic, Lithuanian, and Prussian

religions of Europe. We have a vast and daily increasing

accumulation of legendary tales and songs current among
all these races, but the light they throw on the matters here

treated of, although valuable, is indirect.

2. The ancient Speech, or Language, of the Aryan and

Japhetan race. Language, or Speech, is older than mythical

tradition, and its testimony regarding primitive thought

and belief, as brought to light by verbal and grammatical

analysis, comes necessarily more near to the truth. We
must ascend to this testimony in the same manner as in the

case of the Sacred Books and Traditions above spoken

of. The various existing groups of Japhetan speech—the

language of the Vedas and the Zend-Avesta forming one

group, the classical and kindred languages of Europe a

second, the Teutonic (including the Etruscan) a third, the
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Cymro-Celtic a fourth, the Sarmatian or Slavonic a fifth,

and so on—are all derived from one original tongue, which

is proved to have existed by the concurrent testimony of

its descendants, although no written monuments have as

yet been discovered of it. It would not perhaps be impos-

sible to ascend to and resuscitate this primeval tongue as

spoken round the paternal hearth before the ancestors of

the eastern and western Japhetans parted company. Such,

words and names as all these languages, or the greater

number of them, held in common, form necessarily a portion

of this original tongue ; and the ideas and doctrines

expressed by these words in matters of morals and religion

constitute necessarily the basis upon which the ' Creed of

Japhet ' reposes.

I might pause here ; but two or three further and supple-

mentary observations may be permitted to me before pro-

ceeding to the especial subject of this memoir. They will

render the argument at once shorter and more clear.

The first of these regards the origin of Mythology as

distinguished from Dogma, an origin which, under the term

* Mythogony,' forms the subject-matter of one of the unpub-

lished essays above spoken of. I have been led to views

on this subject which the very eloquent expositions of one

most learned and graceful writer in particular have as

yet failed to shake. I cannot concede that mythology is

the utterance of the age of childhood in the life of man

and nations. The analogy of individual life refutes such

an idea. Childhood, however conceptive and construc-

tive, and full of promise, is essentially noncreative in

character; it is only when passion begins to burn within

the veins, when Imagination begins to exert her refining
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sway over Sense, that that poetry in our individual being

which creates mythology in the religious life of mankind

comes to the surface. Mythologies and mythologic language

are not therefore of primitive growth, but, as in the case

of materialistic and idealistic systems of religion and philo-

sophy, presuppose an earlier stage of dogmatic belief and

integral ideas upon which they fix themselves and grow,

like the parasitic plants of South America, scenting the

air alternately with fragrance or fcetor according as purity

or impurity has suggested or influenced their development.

The means of access—through the gates of mythology—to

this earlier, this premythologic stage of purely theological

belief is to be obtained chiefly through an etymological

analysis and critical comparison of the symbols, titles, and

epithets of the deities of the mythical period, by the especial

test of the old Japhetan tongues. From this analysis and

comparison the facts emerge : 1. That among the symbols

of a given deity the majority usually point to one among

his titles in particular as the leading one, these symbols

having frequently hardly any connection with each other or

with him except through the resemblance of verbal sound
;

2. That the titles thus distinguished are necessarily older

than the symbols which echo them, and must be referred to

the earlier or premythological stage of belief here in ques-

tion ; and, 3. That a large proportion of those titles, however

varied in outward presentment, are etymologically identical,

resolving in the case of each group of deities into a single

deity, and tending towards unity more and more the higher

we ascend through the premythologic period. The theory

—not to call it law—to which these and other collateral

facts have guided me may be expressed in the position,
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That mythology was, in its most essential elements, gene-

rated and developed, especially among the Japhetan race,

by attributing to the central and permanent inherited names

and conceptions of deity images and associations suggested

:—I might almost say fortuitously—through the resemblance

in sound borne by certain etymological roots and words to

those original names,—the central ideas in question being

thus in each instance robed with incident and imagery

through the sport of fancy, even as a pure and beautiful

maiden, pure and beautiful as Persephone herself, is arrayed

by her mother or her attendant maidens, on her bridal morn,

with drapery and flowers. These central and spiritual dog-

matic ideas, handed down in almost every instance from

patriarchal times, have seldom or never lost their original

brightness, but stand out sublime and recognisable amid the

multitude of material characteristics which the process of

mythical accretion has gathered round them ; and their

influence—that of an elevated and pure primeval morality

—is in most instances clearly visible, acting through uncon-

scious tradition or enduring instinct towards the enhance-

ment of the reverence of posterity and the limitation and

control of the choice of attributes and symbols from among

the host of verbal candidates crowding round for selection.

Even the exceptional divergences in the direction of gross-

ness almost always originated in pure intention, however

liable to perversion in succeeding generations; while many

such instances are unquestionably the reflection of cosmo-

gonical doctrines, as has been ably shewn by various writers,

although the theory has of late been pushed, I think, to

extravagance. In a few cases only, but important ones,

I shall base an argument upon the views of 'Mythogony'
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thus laid down ; and I may add, in corroboration of thern,

that the identical process in a ruder stage will be found

to have originated the kindred, and, still earlier, the very

prosaic growth and development of symbolism proper, the

daughter of dogma and mother of mythology and the echo,

as it were, of Speech in the infancy of human existence,

and which has been founded mainly on the accidental

resemblance and arbitrary association of sounds—an object

denoted by the same word, or by a word similar to that

which expresses a person, a circumstance, or an idea,- being

chosen to represent that person, circumstance, or idea visibly

to the eye of conception—such choice, of itself, necessarily

establishing the previous existence of the words of which

these symbols thus become the echo. The process is thus

from dogma and the words expressive of dogma to sym-

bolism, and from symbolism to myths and mythology,

the dogma answering to the conceptive age of infancy, the

symbolism to the childhood, and the mythology to the

glowing youth of humanity. But the symbol is more

closely connected with the dogma than the myth, and

although not per se explanatory of dogma is too closely

bound up with it to be classed with mythology. I shall

therefore notice in sequence to each dogma as it passes

before us the symbols which reflect it, reserving the myth

for definite consideration after I have completed the dog-

matic survey.*

* ' Mythology,' observes Professor Miiller, ' does not always create its own
heroes, but it lays hold of real history and coils itself around it so closely that

it is difficult, nay almost impossible to separate the ivy from the oak or the lichen

from the granite to which it clings. And here is a lesson which comparative

mycologists ought not to neglect. They are naturally bent on explaining

every thing that can be explained ; but they should bear in mind that
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I have further to observe, on the subject of Language,

that even as the mythologies of the West preserve the pri-

mitive religion and traditions of the Japhetan home more

purely, albeit in a rude and disintegrated state, than the

more highly developed systems of the East, so the ancient

dialects of Europe preserve the tradition of the primitive

Japhetan speech in greater simplicity and originality than

their oriental congeners, although less artificially developed.

This more especially applies to the languages qualified by

the Greeks and Romans as barbarous, and most of all to the

Teutonic. I have at least found that names, words, and

phrases absolutely inexplicable by the classical languages

in which they occur, and which have proved etymological

puzzles alike to the ancients and scholars of our own day,

yield a readier response to the test of ancient German than

to that of any language by which I have (perhaps in-

adequately) addressed them ; while that archaic German or

Teutonic—which must have been in existence, substantially

what it is now, when those names, words, and phrases were

first intelligently uttered by the Greeks and Romans—may

be recognised still, clear and ringing, in the old Tyrrhenian

or Etruscan language, and likewise in such fragments as we

possess of the Pelasgian—the inscriptions in both languages

being neither more nor less than primitive and almost

unmixed German. I have recently published some proof

there may be elements in every mythological riddle which resist etymo-

logical analysis for this simple reason, that their origin was not etymological

but historical' ('Chips,' ii. 1G9). 'We ought to be prepared,' he concludes,

'even in the legends of Herakles or Meleagrosor Theseus, to find some grains

of local history on which the sharpest tools of comparative mythology must

bend or break' (p. 171). These observations are most due, but equally

applicable, I think, to those dogmas of which these name? arc only the

echo.
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of this assertion.* On the other hand, although it is acknow-

ledged that Japhetan words abound (and they do so far more

than is usually imagined) in the ancient Egyptian, and

though holding that there is strong reason to believe that

the early civilisation of Egypt, of Phoenicia, and of the

coasts of the Mediterranean generally, was in a great degree

Japhetan—while Japhetan elements are admittedly to be

found in the theologies and speech of Assyria and Babylon,

I shall borrow nothing from these sources for the construction

of my Japhetan creed, although I may use them in illus-

tration of the comparative antiquity of particular words or

names of deities, clearly native, within the Japhetan pale.

The presumption, I would add, is in favour of the Japhetan

tongue being the nearest representative of the primitive

Noachide speech, inasmuch as Japhet was, according to the

historical tradition in Genesis—a tradition absolutely un-

connected with dogma, and thus open to adduction—the

eldest son of the common patriarch, and as such would

linger on, himself and his posterity, at the ancestral hearth,

the primeval home, the recipient and transmitter of the

patriarchal language and tradition for ages after his younger

brethren had migrated to other lands.

Some prejudice will, I fear, be created against my
argument by what may appear to be a too fearless analysis

of words and names, and by the unexpected approximations

which will proceed from the application of the laws governing

the mutation of letters in the formation or variation of

words and names. A certain latitude is generally allowed

on this score. The interchangeability of the letters d or t,

and 1, r, and s, <\> and 0, \ and xp, is sufficiently familiar to

* Sec note at p. xxx.
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classical scholars,— that the letters b, /, u, v, w are constantly

used one for the other (of course under ascertained rules)

is readily acknowledged,—and no one has ever disputed the

fact when the process has been placed clearly before hirn,

that the words 'four,' 'five/ 'twenty,' 'bishop,' and such

like, are identical with ' quatuor,' ' quinque,' ' vinsati,'

' eveque,' although hardly a single corresponding letter be

the same. But a rooted and not unwholesome jealousy

pervades the popular mind as to such derivations, and

Professor Midler has, I think, wisely abstained from pushing

many of his beautiful analyses too far for the acceptance of

his readers, through an apprehension—which is not per-

missible to myself—of shocking the prejudice here depre-

cated. I shall venture on none, however, but such as are

warranted by what I believe to be demonstrable laws

legitimately applied. Many of these interchanges find

their explanation, if I mistake not, in the fact that the

' utterance of the early Gods ' was thick rather than

' large,' as Keats represents it,—thick through the agglome-

ration of what we call consonants at the beginning and in

the middle of words,—the normal progress of distinction

and refinement being from hard and complex to soft and

disentangled sounds. M and b, for example, n and t,

t and s, s and h or hard g, were originally pronounced

together in the same mumbling, hissing, or husky breath as

we now pronounce z, ^, and x; and it was through the

decomposition of these harsh and somewhat grotesque com-

binations that the component sounds obtained emancipation

and independent constitution, descending as m, b, p, t, s,

/.-, //, from the fountain-head, and undergoing the attenuation,

induration, or mutual interchange noticeable in the later
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stages of the roots and words in which they occur. The

history of language is that of attrition and disintegration,

although, as in the case of the olive-tree, life springs up

continually from within its veins, even as younger men

replace the elder in the families of mankind. And this is

what the poets of a living language have to apprehend in

the prospect of their speech becoming obsolete,

—

' The language grows,

And like the tide their work o'erflows.'

I have little doubt but that most words which now begin

with a vowel began originally with one or more consonants,

which have been elided or abraded by time ; and I shall be

obliged to notice repeated instances of this process. The

terminational letters would appear, as a general rule, to have

been more easily and earlier parted with than the initial

ones. I would note, too, that the letter r, when occurring

in the middle of words, is very frequently softened down into

u or iv, and ultimately lost,—this amounts well-nigh to a law

in primeval etymology, and must be kept in view in tracing

the genealogy of words and names, and I earnestly deprecate

any hasty judgment upon the preceding suggestions.

I may wind up these observations, and prove by anticipa-

tion that some of my identifications, startling as they may

appear, are not arbitrary, by citing the various forms which

our common word Schwartz, swart, or black, assumes in

different languages, as given by Finn Magnusson in his

'Lexicon Mythologicum ' and his other glossaries to the

Edda, under the head of ' Surtr,'—some of these languages

extending far beyond the Japhetan pale :
" Svartr, ater,

niger; Dan. sort, Suec. svart, A.S. svart, sveart, Angl. and

Germ. Infer., swarf, M. Goth, svarts, Aleman. suuarz, Germ.
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Super, schivartz, C. Brit, arddu, Lapp, spirtte, Cauc. Ossetice,

ssaiv, Tzschet. Ingusch. Tuss. ardshi, Chunsag. Avar, tscheran,

tscherah, Ak. zuttara, Pers. siah, ssiah, —conf. Latin, svasus,

niger sive fuscus, at fumo quoque similis; surdus, ater,

obscurus, it. ignotus,"—and again, " Ebr. scaeher, Gr. \pa-

(j>ap6g, squalidus, obscurus, C. Tart. skara, Pelv. schdbba,

C. Oss. tar, obscurus (tenebrosus), Pers. tarik, darsh (H.),

Angl. dark, Gr. Satpog" * To which I may add as addi-

tional (Japhetan) varieties our English mirk, murky, the

Greek and Latin pavpog, maurus, the Greek \Pa6vp6g, the

Zendic kadrva and kaurva, and cyava, and the Sanscrit,

kadru, karbura, Carva, Sara, Kali, Doorga, and even, I think,

Sudra (where the metathesis of letters is the same as in

kadrva, kadru),—Cimmerian, the old European epithet of

darkness,—the Turkish kara, the Latin ' carbo,' obscurus,

and kiarth, implying 'niger/ and tapirn, 'fuscus,' in the

old Etruscan, the latter, tapirn, again, being identical

with the Teutonic zauber and French sombre. The omission

of the r, as between swarz and svasus, is in accordance

with the rule of abrasion above laid down, and may be

paralleled with the Greek vzKpog as compared with viicvg,

and the Zendic nacus or with the Zendic thworestara

as compared with the Sanscrit tivashtar, both implying

'creator.' Schwartz or swart must have been pronounced

and written zwarz originally, as is manifest on approximation

of the initial letters of its leading representatives. The

reader will perceive hereafter why I have selected this

particular word zwarz as an illustration of the literal changes

above spoken of.f

/'./</« Antiquior, Havn. 4to, 1S28, vol. iii., p. 735, compared with vol. ii.,

p. 803 and i. G76.

f Srr Appendix A.
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Two principles must be observed in the application of

language to an inquiry such as the present,—first, not to

lay special stress upon etymological approximations unless

they are supported by the consentient testimony of myth-

ology ; and, secondly, to distinguish carefully between words

and names which, although now identical in form, have been

developed from distinct centres, approximating in resem-

blance till they touch and melt into each other to absolute

indistinguishability, but which nevertheless must be parted

and referred back to their respective sources by the test

of special character as attaching to each of them.

Many of my approximations will appear to be at variance

with accepted etymologies ; but, without questioning the

accuracy of those etymologies within the range to which

they should be limited, my position is, that there are strata

beneath strata in language ; and that the conditions at-

tendant on the present inquiry transport us beyond the

age of (Homerically speaking) /xtpo-n-uyv avSpwirajv—of men

speaking in inflected dialects, and beyond the great bounded

limits of linguistic criticism, and the laws of which have

yet to be laid down, but for which this essay may supply

data— to a period anterior by incalculable ages to the

earliest dawn of existing literature—an age when language

was governed by laws, the same doubtless in essential prin-

ciple as now, but younger, broader, and more elastic in their

discipline than they became under the trammels of a written

or even a traditional literature. The test of accuracy, there-

fore, in the ensuing etymologies and approximations must

be looked for in the coherence of the results arrived at,

special and general, rather than in the exact conformity

with the rules or theories of modern grammarians— the
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rules subject, like all rules, to reconciliation under higher

laws, the theories too often beds of Procrustes, although in

the hands of the scholar of general philology rather than

of special. If, as Dr. Haug observes of the old Bactrian

or Gatha language, parentally anterior to the Zendic,

" The Bactrian languages seem to have been dying out in

the third century B.C., and they have left no] daughters," *

this applies a fortiori to the old Japhetan tongue we have

to deal with. It is in the interest of the honest and

inquiring student, to whom I address myself in these pages,

that he should divest himself of the prejudices and rise

superior to the cant of current criticism before addressing

himself to the subject now before him.

It remains for me to explain why I speak of the ' Creed

of Japhet ' rather than the ' Aryan Creed.' I do so for a

reason which may be divined from what I have already said,

—

because the word ' Aryan,' properly limited, does not include

the whole of the races belonging to the Indo-European or

Japhetan family. In an unpublished essay entitled, ' The

Thoringa, or Tyrrhenian Kace, of Asia and Europe,' I have

shewn that the Aryans are a branch or subdivision of the

'Hru-inga,' the second receding stage in the genealogy,

but that the third, the widest and remotest recognisable

stock, derives its patronymic from Jot, Gapt, or Japet-us,

who, it may be presumed, is identical with the patriarch

recorded in the Book of Genesis—but under a non-Hebraic

name—as 'Japhet.' I use the title ' Japhet' merely as

more familiar to us and less uncouth than Iapet-us, Gapt,

or lot. It would be safest for historical purposes to con-

fine the title ' Aryan ' to the Hindus and Medo-Persians.

* Haug's ' Essay on the Sacred Writings of the Parsis,' p. 65.
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My citations from the Big-Veda and the Gathas in the

ensuing chapters are taken exclusively from the versions

of Max Muller, Muir, and Haug—versions executed under

the guidance of strict and self-sufficing linguistic criticism.*

Those by Wilson, Spiegel, and others, not less learned, are

avowedly based upon the traditional interpretations of later

times, and, as such, have their special value, but not in the

direction available for my present purpose. I have laid

most stress on texts in which the traditional and critical

interpretations agree. On the other hand, I have omitted

many, apparently of great value, which I originally founded

upon, through an uncertainty as to their exact critical

meaning.

* I refer to 'Chips from a German Workshop,' by Prof. Max Muller;

* Original Sanscrit Texts on the Origin and History of the People of India,

their Religion and Institutions, collected, translated, and illustrated,' by

J. Muir, D.C.L., etc., London, 5 vols, (as yet published) ;
' Essays on the

Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of the Parsees,' by Martin Haug,

Ph.D., Bombay, 8vo, 1862.





THE CREED OF JAPHET.

PART I.

GOD AND THE SPIKITUAL WOULD IN EELATION
TO MAN.

CHAPTER I.

THE SUPKEME GOD, THE FATHER.

That the Japhetan race acknowledged, with more or less The Japhetans ac-

precision, One Supreme God, of absolute moral and intel- sotbemb God,

lectual excellence, the Creator of the Universe, and the universe
°
and

E

Father and ruler of gods and men, can hardly require proof. QUALIFIED AS

The popular epithets cipiarog and others, and that of

1 Optimus Maximus,' attached to the respective representa-

tives of this supreme Power by the Greeks and Romans

—

the testimony of Homer and Hesiod to his justice and

goodness—the titles of ' Wise,' ' Creator,' ' Living God,'

' Source of Light for the World,' and others addressed to him

in the Gathas of the Zoroastrians—and the profound moral

veneration paid in especial to Varuna, and the constant

appeals to his fixed and immutable laws, in the most ancient

portions of the Rig-Veda (to say nothing of the full recog-

nition of his unrivalled omniscience), are sufficient to prove

B
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the fact, and my space will not allow me to multiply

quotations unnecessarily.

Pateknal titles of The qualification or character emphatically attached by
the Supreme God.

, . . n-n-i
the Japhetans to this Supreme Being was that of .bather.

The Ztv Trartp and irarrip uv^pwvTi. OeivvTt of the Greeks,

—

the corresponding expression of Roman reverence in the

titles ' Jupiter,' ' Diespiter,' ' Mars ' or ' Maspiter,'—the

' Alfadir ' (properly Adfavdur or Alfodur) of the Northmen,

and, by fair inference, of the Teutons generally,—as well as

the ' Diaus-pitar ' and other paternal titles less definitely

and yet sufficiently recognised by the Indo-Aryans, all point

to the conception of a Parent and Conservator of mundane

beings. And this is equally witnessed to by the successive

generations of Gods in the leading Japhetan mythologies

(with the exception of the Zoroastrian), each series born from

a Father—that Father invested usually with higher dignity

and purer spirituality in proportion to his antiquity,

although with correspondingly diminishing power over the

material world, through the successive supersession of the

elder by the younger representatives of the supernal cha-

racter thus impersonated.

Tim original Japhe- That this Father of all was One God—that the original
tan Creed was mono-

. . . ,

theistic. Japhetan Creed was monotheistic in the legitimate sense

of the term—may be inferred from the general (I might

term it super-Olympian) use and acceptation of the word

Qtoz, ' Deus,' in the singular number, in the West, and from

the remarkable fact that, with the exception of the function

of lawgiver, which is always reserved to Varuna, the varied

powers of godhead are in turn indifferently ascribed to all

the leading deities in the Vedic hymns ; inducing the

conclusion (forcibly pointed out by Professor Max Miiller)
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that they represent but varied manifestations of one Being.

The assertion of the priests of Dodona to Herodotus,* that The Gods orioin-

the gods (Oao'i) originally had no names, points to the same

belief among the primitive Pelasgi, ancestors of the Greeks

and Latins. Dardanus, in like manner, in introducing the The ' Great Gods ' at

worship of the ' Great Gods ' at Sarnothrace, gave them, names.

as we are told, no names. The ' Dii Involuti/ the Supreme

Deities of the Etruscans, had similarly no names. And the

assertion of Har, in the introduction to the younger Edda,

that Alfadir, the Supreme God, had twelve names—not

among mortals, but in the ancient (or celestial) Asgard

—

names respecting which the oracle is silent, although we

learn them from other quarters—is to the same effect.

That this abstinence from giving a special name to the The Supreme God

Supreme God arose from reverence, and was associated with Themi^^invoiutt'

a profound sense of his secret, unfathomable nature, may
! Hidden' ^dS?'

1 ''

appear from the very title just mentioned, as applied to the

Etruscan deities—the ' Involuti,' the ' Veiled ' or ' Shrouded

Gods,'—or, as they are also spoken of, the 'Opertanei,'

' Hidden ' or « Secret Ones '—the ' Dii Aquili,' the ' Dark

'

or 'Swart Gods,' being apparently another variety of the

title,—the deities who held a position of superiority and

sat in judgment, not only over the twelve ' Dii Consentes,'

but over Tinia, the Etruscan Zeus, himself, their character

(as well as their names) being absolutely unknown to

mortals. The worship of the ayvwarog Qtog, the ' Unknown The &ypw<rros &ebs,

God,' ' Unknowable,' or ' Incomprehensible,' whose altar was

appealed to by St. Paul at Athens, points to a similar

conception, and may even have been a relic of the old

Tyrrheno-Pelasgian faith left there by the ancestors of the

* Herod, ii. 52.
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The Vala's tro- Etruscans before their settlement in Italy. It is in this

same spirit that the Vala Hyndla prophesies, in a lay

of the Elder Edda, looking forward to the day of Eagnarok,

or of doom, 'Then shall another come, yet mightier,

although I dare not declare his name. Few may see

further forth than when Odin meets the wolf.' So too the

Vala per excellentiam in her prevision of the same great

catastrophe declares, but without naming him, 'Then

comes the Mighty One to the great Judgment, the Powerful

from above, who rules over all. He shall dooms pronounce,

strifes allay, and holy peace establish, which shall for ever

be.' It was thus again that, according to Tacitus, the

ancient Germans ' lucos ac nemora consecrant, Deorumque

nominibus appellant secretum illud quod sola reverentia

vident,'—words indicating the worship of an unseen and

unnamed power, distinct from, superior to, and more com-

prehensive than that of the minor deities whom he had

mentioned previously under the supposed equivalents of

The Sylva Rmeuo- Mercury, Jupiter, and Hercules. And lastly, I may quote

Re^tor
aSumhe

the description, by the same historian, of the periodical

Deus. Votaries assemblages of the Suevi in the* Sylva Semnonum '—a dark
Louud with a cliam. » J

grove hallowed by ancestral auguries, to which no one

could approach unless bound with a chain in token of

submission and inferiority, and which was venerated as

the cradle of the race and the abode of the 'regnator

omnium, Deus.' If any one chance to fall within the

grove, such persons, says the historian, may not rise, but

< evolvuntur '—are rolled out—along the ground ; a symbol

and word which, in connection with that of binding with

a chain, is significant, as we shall find, towards the identi-

fication of the deity thus honoured with those already
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mentioned. The Sernnones belonged, it is believed, to the

Slavonic rather than the German branch of the Japhetan

race in the west.

That the One and Paternal God, thus reverenced originally, The Supreme God

it would appear, without any positive personal appellation,^^ coursed"

would in course of time be described bv epithets of a more Y-

me
,-
was siveudis"

J r tmctive names.

determined character, which would at last become distinctive

names, is naturally to be expected. And such names were

undoubtedly current before the break-up, not only of the

Aryan family and of the collective Japhetan race, but of

the primeval hearth itself, where the ancestors of the

Shemite and Hamite races (to use once more a popular

and sufficiently accurate term) dwelt in fellowship with

those of Japhet. The point of interest is, of course, to

ascertain which of these names is the oldest, the original

title or titles by which our Japhetan progenitors knew and

worshipped the Supreme Deity. Two such names stand out The oldest names or

i j • ,i , - , i-i titles may be written
beyond comparison as the most important, names which may typically—

be written typically as Schwaetz, Swarz, or, what must Schl™rtz
) Black, or

have been its earlier form, Zutjarz or Zwarz: and Hek. f"'7

ft,
'i, ,'

T ,.
Ileli, Kuler or King,

Zwarz has, to our modern apprehension, the sense of ' Swart,' a subform of Zwarz.

' Black
;

' but this adjective (as we now term such words)

was originally, I conceive, the participle passive if such

grammatical terms can be applied to a condition of things

anterior to the birth of Grammar proper formed as Zivar-z,

Zwar-ta, from a verb Zivar, corresponding with the (abraded)

Sanscrit vri, vri-ta, the Teutonic iverj-an, werj-ta, and the

Latin ' oper-io,' ' oper-ius] all signifying ' to hide,' and

'hidden;' while we have the identical root in our current

and less worn down Teutonic speech as shroud, shrouded.

Zwarz, as a personal title of the Supreme Deity, is thus
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Titles of the originally the exact equivalent of the general term
Supkebie GOD.

, t l > r\ t
Involutus or ' Opertaneus, and signifies the ' shrouded

or ' hidden ' one—and thus, the colour standing as the

symbol of the idea, the ' Black ' or ' Swart God.' The title

Hck, Ruler or King. ' Hek,' on the other hand, has the proximate signification, as

I shall shew, of ' Euler ' or ' King,' but, subjected to a

remoter analysis, resolves ultimately, possibly through the

medial stage of Here, into a subform of Zwarz, which thus

stands out as the name per excellentiam of the Supreme

God. This subtitle Hee, although honoured to the last

in the personality of its chief representative, was early

obscured, and stands practically alone ; but Zwarz is the

parent form of almost all the innumerable titles applied to

God the Father, and the subordinate deities into whom he

was decomposed under the influence of early 'niythogony.'

The few names, obscure but not unimportant, that do not

fall under this comprehensive type, are traceable to an

independent title or rather qualification conveyed by the

ancient Japhetan word already adduced under the Zendic

ThwOrcstara, Creator, form of Thworestara, signifying 'Creator,'—that is, in its

primitive sense, ' He that intervenes,' or ' runs athwart ' or

' across.' This title, in varying forms, was given (as has

been stated) sometimes to the Father, sometimes to the Son-

God, sometimes, and more especially, to the Spirit-Deity.

The primitive sur- It was with a view to the illustration of the process by
name Zwarz resolves

into the various titles which the primitive surname Zwarz became resolved into
of Deity.

the various titles of deity which I must now enumerate, that

I adduced, in a former page, the Protean forms assumed by

the identical word considered as a simple adjective, exhibit-

ing as they do the manner in which Time abrades the outer

edges of words, decomposes compound letters, and mctamoj-
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phoses or softens single ones—the inner vitality of each Titles of the
. . Supreme God.

such word remaining unaffected by these changes on the

outward crust of its embodiment. Taking our place by

the side of Time, or rather identifying ourselves with

him so as to look down the stream, and applying the

process thus warranted to the word in question considered

as a designation of the Supreme God,* we arrive by

gradual descent to the following results—which I must

preface by stating that the titles in question fall into three Three series of titles

„ , ... , . . P -, descend from the
categories : first, a series descending direct from Zwarz

; primitive surname

secondly, a series descending from Zwaz, the form answering
warz "

to the Latin svasus, assumed by Zwarz when the r has been

elided ; and thirdly, the series represented by Hek, descend-

ing from Zwarz through an intermediate form, Herk, E,ok—
after the r has similarly been abraded. The suffixes -n, -in,

-nus, -anus, -ana, -as, etc., are, it should be added, varieties, The suffixes -n, -in,

„ , , 1 ,
•

-i • , -nus, -emus, -ana, -as,
in some cases, ot an archaic word, ans or as, denoting deity e tc ., are varieties of

in the Japhetan language, and, in others, if I mistake not, noting ^Deity/
'

° C

where the n occurs, of the ancient Runic sunu, son, such titles

being patronymics and the initial syllable or syllables form-

ing the paternal title which is the object of general interest.

I do not, of course, mean that the various names now to be

grouped together were formed correspondently in exact

chronological succession,—the most abraded forms may

frequently have been reached almost at a bound, under the

influences of physical conditions of speech attaching to

different races; but the normal process of disintegration

must have taken place nearly in the following order :

—

* I need scarcely state that I did not start from this point in my own

investigation, but ascended to it by a long and painful process of analytical

examination of the individual names and deities now to be enumerated. Let

those who will, work it out for themselves.
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First series of I. First Series, descending through Zwarz.
titles from Zwarz

. Through decomposing or softening down the initial and

final z into its constituent elements, s and t—the latter

varying as 6, S, and <p or v, in one direction, as h in a second,

and as I in a third—the typical Zwarz resolves in this

initiatory stage into the Surt, Surtr, of the Edda, and

Tartar-us of Greece ; Trut-n, of the Etruscans, Truht-in

(' Deus ') and Drott-na of the Germans and Scandinavians ;

Thrud-, as in the ' Thrud-heirn ' of the Edda; Trito of

Greece ; Trita of Aryan India ; Trait-, Turret-, Ferid-,

Dard-, the basis of the dialectically varying names of

the one great primitive hero known as ' Traitfana,' ' Thraet-

aona,' ' Farid-un,' and ' Dard-anus,'—this same root Thr-d

taking the form of Lar, Larth, in Etruscan, the title we

give so constantly as Lord to God in English -.—while

startling as it may appear, the Vedic title of the evil

demon, Vritra, is identical Avith that of Surtr, Surt,

the initial z, s, t, being modified as <p or v, as above stated :—

and, finally, the word KE^nX/j, head, from which, as that

of Zeus, Athene was delivered by the axe of Hepha3stus,

is, I suspect, a corruption of the name Zwar-, corrupted

into K(j>X, and a translation of which has been preserved in

the title <j>a\aKp6g, while the like signification is assigned,

as in the Thracian tongue, to Trito, the paternal element

in the patronymic Tritogeneia given to Athene.

ii. Secondly, through abrasion of the final z (unless the

title date from a wholly pregrammatical period), we may

recognise the original root zwar, to hide or cover, in the

Zeru-ane Akarene of the Zend-Avesta, a personal title

of pre-Zoroastrian antiquity, used in the Gathas in the

abstract sense of 'time without bounds,'—in the Satur-
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nus of the Latins, where the initial Sat- represents the Titles descending

z in Zeru-, Zwar-, as the similar combination does in

the Sanscrit vin-sati, the eastern form of zwan-zig,—in the

Scandinavian Thor, considered as a title of the Supreme

God and distinct from that, derived from a distinct root,

borne by the son of OdiD,—and in the Tur-an, the ' Venus

Urania,' or holy Aphrodite, of the Etruscans :—While, as

the letter r not unfrequently takes the form of n in ancient

speech, as in the case, for example, of the Assyrian ' Asshur,'

which becomes ' Astun ' in the Samaritan or Cushite version

of the Hebrew Bible, Zwar is thus recognisable in the

Z»> of Greece, the Tina (or Jupiter) of Etruria, the Thun-

aer, or chief God of the Thuringi, and the Tun-ur of

the Etruscan inscription at S. Manno,— the San- of Lydia

exhibiting a variety of 7A\v> and the Pan and M?jv- of Greece

the same title, with the initial entirely abraded. Thirdly,

iii. Through reading the initial z or zw as
t&, g (hard), or

q (modifications likewise of t), we come face to face with

Cer-os Duonos and Cer-us Manus, the ' Creator bonus ' of

the ' Carmen Saliare,' a deity or deities of extreme antiquity,

the better-known Qum-inus, Gbad-ivus, GAU-anus, CurRA,

and other such titles in Italy, and Ce-ouus, EH-ea, Cer-cs,

Cora (Persephone), Char-ow, to name no others in Greece

;

Char-un being moreover a God of much higher dignity

in Etruria than in Hellas :

—

Evp-taioe, understood as the

' discoverer,' under which name Garanus—or Heracles

—

sacrificed to Jupiter after his recovery of the cattle from

Cacus, may also bo noticed here.

iv. Through absolute abrasion of both the initial and final

z (Jc or t), Zwarz becomes at once the Hindu YAU-una

and the Greek VK-anus and Vn-ania; upon which the
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Titles descending remark is obvious that, Vu-ania presenting an abraded form

of the Etruscan LuR-an, Un-amis and \AB.-una must both

have been originally written TxjR-anus and TuAR-wwa, and

the Sanscrit vri as tvri, that is, Zvri-, Tur- and Tvar- having

been still more remotely Zur- and Zwar-, ZuR-anws and

ZwAR-ana—early forms which have absolutely disappeared

from view in the East. Here too, I think, and with the

same ulterior reference to older forms, may be classed such

titles as Aur- (in Aurigena, the patronymic of Perseus),

Ares, eris, eros, and others, excluding Eppog for a reason

presently to be mentioned, although both Ares and Eppog

are varieties of one original, as shewn by the common

service of the Salii at Rome and the Selli at Dodona, while

Ares is identical with Mars, as shewn by the patronymic

Quirites, i.e. race of Quir, Gra, or Ares, applied to the

Rornan people, and by the name of Rome herself, i.e. R-heirn

(as I have explained it in my 'Etruscan Inscriptions,'—

-

the City of R. or Ares).* Quir and Gra replaced the older

form of Ares, as Turan does of Urania. We may trace the

intermediate step between Zwar- and Var-, TJr- in the

Sanscrit Asura and the Persian Ahura, both of them titles

of the Supreme Deity—Ahura as combined with Mazdao in

the title familiar to us as Ormuzd ; while Asura was, as

suggested by Muir, a title of deity superior even to Mitra

and Varuna.f I may notice similar intermediate or trans-

lated forms in the titles kvmxo-clite, AriiAR-eMS, borne by

the father of Idas and Lynceus, so noted in the history

of the Dioscuri—and AMPHiAR-aws, father, according to

one account of Linus. I suspect that Apoll-o, in the

* Etruscan Inscriptions, p. 304.

t Cf. Muir, Orig. Sausc. Texts, ii. 207, 299.
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character of father of Iamus and (alternating with Aniphi- Titles descending

araus) of Linus, is a simple variety of Zwar, the r being

exchanged for I (as in the Sanscrit sphar, sphal, 'dis-sil-

ire '), and thus becoming confused with the title Bal, more

peculiarly appropriate, as we shall find, to the ' Son-Deity

'

as God, but which I think may still be reckoned here as

a very rare but legitimate variety of Zwar.

v. Again, through softening the initial z, read as z = th=

ph = v = m, into this latter letter, or possibly by excision of

z altogether and mutation of the sequent u, uu, w, into m,

we obtain Mavort-s, Mavors, Mamers, Mars, MARS-pter

or MAS-p^er (this last form belonging to a category to be

dealt with presently), as a name of deity fundamentally

identical with that of TJu-anns VAR-una, and Surtr; and

that of MARTEM-is (=i<$T]g), abraded into Artem-«s, but

preserving its original form in Brito-martis, titles of the

virgin sister of Apollo, whose attributes however, alike in

Arcadia, Ortygia, and Tauris, reflect the character of black-

ness, severity, and dread thus etymologically attributed to

her as the daughter of her father Zeus, Zwaz, Zwarz :

—

vi. Once more, the final z in Zwarz, taking the form

of h or g (hard), we have the MERC-wnMS (MERC-aro) of

Rome, the PERK-tmas of the Lithuanians (the God wor-

shipped in groves), YAUjanya (if I mistake not) of India,

Berec- as in the Berec-ynthia of Thrace ? and Fiorg-yna of

Scandinavia,—while, admitting the aspirate as an alterna-

tive initial modification,we have Herc-mZms, the Terminal God

of Rome ; Orc-us, the God alike of oaths (the sanction of

Terminus) and of the grave ; Herac- or Hero, the basis

of the illustrious name of HERAC-Zes, HERC-wZes ; Zeus 'Ejok-

uog, at whose altar at Troy Priam fell ; the Gtoi 'EpK-tloi and
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Tjtles descending tfiK-toi (' Dii Penates '), and other forms, to which I shall

pbom Zwarz.
rCyert presently, as this forms the starting-point of the

category of titles of which Hek is the central type.

vii. Through still further abrasion, to the banishment of

this very m, u, or 10, we reach, in the descending scale,

'Epp-og and "Efjp-a, the iEolic titles of Zeus and Here (in

which the double -pp- replaces the harder -pK-) ;
almost all

of these varying titles, subforms of Zwarz, testify in similar

manner (crosswise, as it were) to their fraternity.

viii. Lastly, under this first series it is to be noted that,

while the deities enumerated under the preceding groups

coalesce under a typical subform of Zwarz representable

by the literal combination HE, the r in this combination is

conimutable as I and s ; and HR, taking thus the form of

HL and HS, gives birth to two collateral series of names

of the Supreme Deity or his representatives. We have,

therefore, first, under the type of HL, the Cocl-us of anti-

quity ; Alc-, the basis of the patronymic KhC-ides, other-

wise HERAC-7es, SAN-des, Mijwrfe, etc. ; Auk- holding similar

parental relation to Perseus as AvK-nytviig, otherwise Aur-

igena, as 'son of Aur*

—

Avk- being further recognisable

in Zeus Lyc-xus, and in Elio, the root of Jupiter Elic-»ws ;

and, secondly, under the type of HS, the 2Es-ar of the

Etruscans 2E$-ir of the Scandinavians, and Ans-« of the

Goths, mere varieties of one and the same collective title

of Deity, equivalent to Qeoi or ' Dei
;

' together with the

personal name AW of Homer, Hes-sms of the Celts, and

Jessa of the Slavonians. Reverting now to the

—

Second series of titles II. Second Series of names of Deities descending from

Z^fee^Sal r Zwaz, i.e. Zwarz softened down by the abrasion of the

abraded.
central r; and recollecting that we have had a parallel
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instance in the familiar Mas- for M.ARS-piter above noticed, Titles descending

we may recognise another still nearer to the fountain-head
FK0M ZwAZ "

in the iEolic S&uc, the classic Zevg, and the Latin Jovis,

Ja-iius, and Jv-piter (Zev Trarip),—names which associate

themselves apparently with the Sanscrit Vayu ; while Qtog,

Otfog, Divus, Deus, Dis, Themis, the venerable goddess of

Justice, the old Teutonic Tius (as resuscitated by Grimm).

Shamas, the father of Buddha, the Indo-Aryan Dyaus, and

the pre-Aryan but Japhetan Siva of India, represent the

Father and God per excellentiam in every Japhetan tongue.

Pos, which I shall shew to be a distinct title in the com-

pound name Pos-e^ow, is the same Zeus, Zwaz, with the

z elided (as in Mas-, MAS-p#er) and the u or w changed to

p. But z is mutable (as we have seen) as 7c, g (hard) ; and

thus Cos and Consus, an ultimate name of Pos-e^<w, equally

ranks under this category ; while the alternate t or d, taking

the place of z, either at the beginning or end of the word

Zwaz, becomes Dod-, in the case of the primitive deity

of Dod-ona, and Teut, Zeutates, in the ancient, and Goth,

Gud, God in the existent speech of the Teutonic world,

—

words always denoting Deity in its most exalted sense.

Nor is this all,

—

Wod-, or Od-, as in the patronymics

Wod-ot, On-in, Buddha in India, Bod-, as in BoD-owa, an

alternate form of Dodona, and Bog among the Slavonians

—the b in these titles representing the initial u, w, in Zwaz

after the initial z has been rubbed off—belong to the same

succession.

Lastly, under the

—

III. Third Series, descending from Herk-, 'Epa-, and re- Third series of titles

presented id supra by the typical Hek, the r being typical H&L/

abraded, we have the venerable names of Qc-eamis, and
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Titles descending Hecate, in Greece ; the entire category of Otol \B6vioi or
FK01I JIl.lv.

'Dii Manes;' Evk-oettjc and Aov-ystis, surnames of Cybele

in Lesser Asia; Sancus or Semo Sanc-ms, the Great God

of the Sabines, the 'Jupiter Fidius' or God of Oaths and

Faith among that true-hearted people ; 2EG-ir, the pre-

Odinite or Jutun God, the analogue in his feasting of the

Gods and his Kuer, or caldron, of the Homeric Oc-eanus

;

Occu, or Aku, the title—and alternately for or in com-

bination with that of PERKimas, or Perm?*, by the ancient

Slavonians, and with that of Thor among the Scandinavians

—of Thor, that is to say, in the original sense of the

Supreme God, long since obscured by association with the

similar title which, as I shall shew, was borne by the Son-

deity of the North ; while, lastly, we have the same form in

' Aku ' and ' Aki,' names denoting the evil principle in the

Zend-Avesta and the Veda. 'Aki' figures in every page

of the Big-Veda as the great opponent of Indra, while his

alternate name of ' Vritra,' interpreted by the commen-

tators as 'Death,' is a mere variety, as we have seen, of

Zwarz,—the association of ' Vritra ' and ' Aki ' in the East,

as of Zwarz and Hek in the West, as alternate names

originally of God, furnishing, I think, a strong argument

for the correctness of the deduction up to this point. I

am sorry to have been obliged to trouble the reader with

such dry details as the preceding enumeration.

Titles descending I have yet to notice the surnames and epithets of the

Father or Supreme God which may be recognised as

varieties of the Medo-Persian thcorestdr, or ' Creator,' to

use the accepted signification ; but which is to be under-

stood, I think, more precisely, as ' ho who runs across,' or

' traverses,' in beneficent intervention (this being always

from Tuwokestaka.
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implied),—the root being ihwdr, signifying 'trans/ or in Titles descending

English, 'a-tliwart! This root, and the conception con-

veyed by it, governs the entire dogmatical and symbolical

evolution of the epithet in question. Thivorestdr is found

in Vedic Sanscrit as tvashtri (from tvaksh, or taksh, the

equivalent of the Zendic thwareg), signifying 'carpenter,'

and denoting, as a proper name, the illustrious deity so

named, the ' Carpenter ' in the grandest sense, or Architect

of the Gods—the first of the two rs which occur in the

Zendic root and derivative equivalent having been abraded

in the Sanscrit,—a name likewise given as Tivaslitar—and

the coincidence is remarkable—to the evil power Vritra, or

Aki. It is not here, however, but under the Spirit-God,

that I shall speak of Twashtar. Under the present head

I may specify ' Stator,' the title of the Koman Jupiter as

(inter alia) the upholder of the constituted order of things,

and 'Feretrius,' the surname of Jupiter when invoked,

under his title ' Lapis,' on the occasion of the oath ' per

lapidem silicem,' by the stone, or rather stone-axe, of

sacrifice, as I shall shew hereafter. With Jupiter ' Lapis

'

I should connect the Greek title of 'Zeus Laphystius,'

in which the initial I represents th in thworestdra or

iwashtar, the r being elided as elsewhere; and its sub-

form ' Phyxius,' in Greek, and ' Pistius ' in Latin ; aud

it is to be observed here, and will be elucidated more

fully hereafter, that 'Laphystius' is usually associated

with human sacrifice, while the title appears to point

etymologically to the compact between God and Man upon

which the doctrine of sacrifice was founded. This title

' Laphystius ' is given alike to Zeus, the Father, and to his

son Dionysus ; and such, too, is the case with the Phrygian
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Titles descending ' Sabazius,' which represents an independent descent from

the Zendic or Sanscrit type, the z taking the form of s ; and,

nearer home again, with the title ' Hyetius ' or ' Hyes ' (of

Lebadeia) similarly given both to the same paternal and

filial God. The title ' Pistor '—Jupiter Pistor—the ' Baker

'

deity proximately, but more remotely 'he that moulds or

shapes/ belongs to the more general category of thworestdra,

—the very word ' baker,' indeed, like ' maker ' and iroiryrfiG

—'maker' in the poetical sense in Scottish

—

meister and

' magister ' being mere varieties of the ancient Aryan word

in popular use at the present day in the West. We little

suspect the absolute identity of current speech with that

of thousands and thousands of years ago. This Jupiter

' Pistor,' I must add, is closely linked with ' Vesta
;

' and

I feel uncertain whether to rank that venerable deity under

the head of the Father-God, as his symbolic utterance, or

along with Hephaestus, Mazdao, and Mithra under that of

the Spirit-Deity. Her associations are perhaps more with

the latter. But Zeus ' Chrysaor,' or ' Chrysaoreus,' the great

God of Caria, worshipped there when the Carians (a

Japhetan people) met for their national assemblies, is

manifestly the thworestar, the initial th taking the form

of eh, kh, or %,—that is, the ' Creator ;
' while, in accordance

with the general use of the title, as already observed, the

name ' Chrysaor ' is also given to Demeter, Artemis, and

Apollo, as well as to the Medusa-born brother of Pegasus.

The Vedic title ' Yisvakarman,' explained by Dr. Haug as

* who does all work,' * applied originally to Indra, and in

the tenth book of the Rig-Veda for the first time to an

independent deity, 'the great architect of the universe.'!

* Haug, Sac. Writ, of Tarsia, ii. 20. t Muir, v. 51,
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This ' Visvakarman ' appears to mo to be a mere compound Titles descending

of * Twashtar-inan,' analogous to ' Cerus Manus ' or the ' Good

Creator.' He is indeed qualified as ' Tvasktar ' in the

'Aitareya Brahmana.' I have little doubt that the

character of some of the deities ranked under Zwarz

have been influenced by the general title thworestara
;

and at one time I was tempted to rank ' Sust-r,' ' Saturnus,'

and others under it ; but the reasons to the contrary,

I think, predominate. The very word ' Creator ' would

seem to be itself a Western form of Tlnvorestara, Tioashtar

—the original form of ' creo,' viz. ' cereo,' pointing, I think,

to thivareg-, thivorestdr-, rather than the Sanscrit hri and

Zendic liar, 'facere.' The title "Apiarog, given to Zeus,

and Kparwp (TravTOKpartop), may possibly have the same

remote origin.

The result, in fine, is that Zwarz, the ' Black,' that is, the Zwarz, the « Black,'

' Hidden,' < Unknown,' and, by inference, the Unrevealed God known^God—stands

—the blackness being the mere symbol of the character JjS^^Sff
imputed by general consent to him, as above shewn,—stands the

^

SuPreme Gocl »

out as the especial personal name of the Supreme or Father- Tlnvorestara, Creator,
as His general quali-

God among the ancient Japhetans, and Thworestara, fication of Deity.

Creator,' as the general qualification of Deity,

—

Zwarz,

being the parent root, not only of ' Zeus ' but of ' Hek,'

as well as of innumerable names descriptive of God in genere,

and in particular among the Japhetans. I have little doubt

that the Pelasgic gods, the ' Dii Involuti,' ' OPERtanei,' or

' Aquili,' the ' Veiled ' or ' Shrouded ' Gods of the Etrus-

cans and Romans, and the Teutonic and Slavonian deities

spoken of by Tacitus, as cited at the beginning of this

chapter, were known {mutatis mutandis, according to the

etymological genius of the respective nations) by this one,

c
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dominant, far-extending title of Zwarz in their various

languages. And as respects the ' ignes minores,' the deities

of less than imperial rank, whose names have passed before

the reader in the preceding review, he will, I think, recog-

nise all of them as varieties formed by disintegration of this

original name and conception of Deity, and attribution of

the fragments, shelled off like satellites from a central sun,

to the realms of physical nature and the personified passions

and qualities of the moral world, under the influence of the

law of 'Mythogony ' already spoken of,*—the time of this

efflorescence having been that of the early imaginative

youth succeeding the childhood of the Japhetan world.

Many preceding Very many of the preceding forms of the title Zwarz
forms of the title i • i 1 j ..1 r i ^ -i i • -i •

Zwarz are held in mav De recognised beyond the Japhetan lamily, derived in

S^teyt^the common heritage from the Noachide tradition ; as, for ex-

Japhetan family
; ample, II, in Assyria; El, among the Hebrews; Ea, in

' ii,' Assyrian, Babylonia; Ra, in Egypt; Hurki and Sin, Moon-Gods of
4 El,' Hebrew,
• Ra,' Babylonian, Babylon and Assyria (each of them standing in close con-

nection with the patronymics of Hercules) ; Asshur, of

Assyria ; and Osiris of Egypt,—and even Seb (' Cronos '),

and the great Ammon (' Zeus ' or ' Jupiter ') of the latter

country, whom I shall revert to once more in the course of

the present chapter. I might extend the list, but the pre-

ceding are sufficient to show collaterally the extreme antiquity

of the Japhetan titles above enumerated. My impression is

that in innumerable instances the Japhetan names of deity

—no less than Japhetan words of ordinary use—are older

and less degraded than either the Shemite or Hamite

equivalents ; and this is not to be wondered at, if (as I

have before suggested) there is reason to believe that the

* Introd., p. xxxvi.
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Japhetans were the elder brethren and lingered longest in

the original home.*

The most complete and typical impersonations of God- Typical Impersona-

head, under the central type and very high sanction above

established, is to be found in the Surtr, or Surt, of the Surtr, or Surtur,

VfiriiDfi

ancient Northmen, in the Varuna of Aryan India, and in Hecate,'

the Hecate of ancient Greece,—with whom may be asso- oceanus*
°

ciated the Qeol x^vi01 and the god Oceanus. All these

peculiarly express the paternal and sovereign character. A
few words will suffice to shew forth this.

Surtr, the Scandinavian God—seen but dimly behind Sup.tr, or Surtdr,

the more prominent Thor and Odin of the Edda—is con- the Northmen."

sidered by Finn Magnusson to have been originally the

Supreme God of the Northmen. He dwells in Muspelheim,

—he is Lord of Giinle, that is himmel, or heaven,—he is the

efficient cause of the existence of man as the creator of

Ymer,—he rules impartially over the 'Lios-Alfar' and

'Swart-,' 'Dock-,' or ' Myrk-Alfar,' the Elves or Genii of

Light and Darkness, collectively named ' Dvergar '—he

perishes not when the Asa Gods (Odin, Thor, etc.) perish at

the day of Eagnarok, but then rides forth over the bridge

Bifrost, with the sun burning on his sword, preceded and

followed by flame, and at the head of the genii of Light, to

encounter and slay the Vanir God Freyr, the impersonation

* The prefix Va, for instance, found in the titles Va-Dana, Va-Gur, Va-

Zur, etc., may perhaps be a form of Zev, Ju-, and the Hindu Vayu. What is

more striking is, that the dual and plural forms Elohim in Hebrew, Ahtjra

and Asura in Zendic and Sauscrit, Cabiri (given to the great deities of

Phoenicia and Samothrace), Qeoi in Greece, 'Dei' in Italy, '.<Esar,' 'iEsir,'

' Ansae,' and Drottnir among the Etruscans, Scandinavians, and Goths—to

name no more—were all used collectively to denote deities derived from, or

collateral with, the Supreme Father, but not excluding him,—the singular

number being reserved apparently for his own exclusive designation, as shewn

in the text, supra, in the case of &e6s, ' Deus.'
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Typical Impcrsona- of more materialism, destroy heaven and earth, judge in the
tions of Godhead.

J
. .

Suktk. Great Judgment, and gather the good to dwell with him in

Gimle,—thus, in fact, corresponding in abode (?), in function,

and in power, with the unnameable God of the Vala of

the elder Edda. The comparatively late compilation of the

Edda is apt to impair our perception of its antiquity : the

myths and personages recorded in it find their analogues

in almost every mythology; and in this very instance,

for example, the ' Samvartaka ' fire which, issuing from the

mouth of Surya, the Sun, will consume the world at the

dissolution of all things, as sung in the ' Mahabharata,' is the

identical Lokabrenna attendant upon the avenging Surtr

in the Scandinavian legend, and the Surturbraudur, the

torch or fire-brand of Surt, of the Icelandic popular vocabu-

lary, suggesting that the traditions have descended together

imri passu in both races from primeval times. The Gods,

I may observe, of the upper and those of the nether

world constantly change places in the ancient mythologies,

the result of the upheaval and subsidence of mythological

strata; and thus the Surtr of Scandinavia is identical in

character, no less than etymologically, with the Tartarus of

the Greeks, as already shewn. The contrast, let me add,

between the late Hindoo and the early Japhetan doctrine

may be noticed in the fact that Surya, the Sun, who plays

so important a part in the East, is the mere pommel, as it

were, of the sword of Surtr, riding forth to judgment.

We obtain a more positive conception of the function,

so to speak, of the Father-God, as represented by the

Japhetan Zwarz, from the title and qualifications attributed

Vaiu'n.y to him by the Kig-Veda in the character of Varuna, by

the Gathas in that of Ahura Mazdao, and by the Greeks
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and others in that of Qeog, or Deus, and in the Supreme Typical Impersona-

Ztvg of Hesiod. He is pre-eminently the Disposer, the Law- Vakuna.

giver; and the implied and affirmed relations of man

towards him are those, as has been stated, of bonds and

obligation,—obligation to obedience—bonds, the ' bonds of

Varuna,' incurred through guilt contracted in wilful

disobedience to his commandments—if not in positive

violation of a mutually understood contract, as I have

suggested in a former page. Wisdom, therefore, and justice

are on all sides attributed to him. It is nevertheless from

his mercy, the ' mercy of Varuna,' thus distinctly recognised

as proceeding from the Supreme God himself, that eman-

cipation from this bondage is, as we have seen, expected.

We are left, however, to seek elsewhere for the grounds of

this expectation. The signification of tutelage, of guardian-

ship by covering, attached to the Sanscrit vri (originally,

as suggested, svri, zvri),—usually accepted as the root of

Va7"?ma, and undoubtedly attaching to his name collaterally,

as in a thousand parallel instances—indicates the protective

character of the Deity ; and the like general character of

protection attaches even to the ' Involuti,' or Shrouded

Deities, through the original title, derived, as I have sur-

mised, from sivar, zwar, to hide or cover, from which

' Involuti ' is translated. It is, however, from the character

of Father, emphatically dwelt upon in association with the

titles centering in Zwarz, that the early Japhetan derived

his best assurance that a provision would be made for his

salvation.

Eeturning to the West,—and pausing on that early but Hecate.

abraded form of Zwarz which we have noticed in Herk-,

the 0eo( zpKHoi or Penates, the Zeus 'Epilog, at whose sacr^1
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Typical impcr^ona- altar in Troy king Priam fell—but in the softened form of

1

Hecate. Hek,— we have one of the sublimest impersonations of

Supreme Deity, although in the feminine form, in Hecate,

that great Titan Goddess, degraded latterly into a mere

handmaid of Cora, or Persephone, and represented as a

mother of sorcerers, the patron of demons and ghosts, the

three-headed, three-handed monster of art and song—but

who was originally worshipped, as we may gather from the

Hesiodic Theogony, as the dispenser of blessing and punish-

ment according to human deserts, and ruler (in the especial

collateral force of the name Hek) over heaven, and earth,

and sea, after the accession of Zeus to the throne of the

universe. I must refer the reader to the remarkable portrait

drawn of Hecate in the venerable poem referred to (stamped

as it is with every mark of Pelasgic antiquity) for the

evidence of the deep reverence paid to her over others

by Zeus (the usurper Lord of Olympus) and by all other

immortal beings. She was personally identified, as it

would seem, with the mysterious Aura, 'Sors>' or Fate.

Hesiod also testifies to her ever-present help to prayerful

men, who, sacrificing to the Gods Kara vofxov, according

to the fixed and ancient ritual, humbly invoke her, and

receive from her in return special blessings, whether

in the field of agriculture, or when travelling by sea or

land, or contending in the public games—to such votaries

Hecate giving victory or honour. Finally she sits in

judgment beside kings

—

j3a(riXevai aldo'ioiai—kings, not

tyrants,—she that is thus the guardian of justice being at

the same time the tender KovpoTpofyoi;, or nursing mother

of children, from the beginning. The link between the

personality of this severe but kindly deity and the Hecate
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of popular dread—as well as between the forms of Hek Typical Impersona-

. . ., . /.rnioA tions of Godhead.
and Zwarz, and the general qualification ot lhworestara, Hecate.

may be found in the offerings made to her of 'swart,' or

black lambs, dogs, and honey, and in the peculiar worship

paid to her, especially in Italy, at ' campita,' or cross-ways

—in reference to the root thivor, thwar, 'trans,' or across,

which lies at the foundation of the idea of creation, as

already stated.

Of the Qeol x®° vlol > tne 9 £°* ^pKtioi, and Oceanus, whom The @eo\ xe^ioi, etol

I have associated with Hecate as contributing to the im-
fpKt

personation of the Father-God, there is less to be said, but

the points are not unimportant. The Qeol yQovioi—the

plural form of Hek, Hecate, with collateral association

from the Greek \Bwv, the earth, and hence styled 'Dii

Inferiores' or 'Dii Manes'—although looked on with the

utmost awe, are not demons, but, on the contrary, ' Manes,'

that is, the ' Good ' Gods per excellentiam, analogous to the

' Duonos Ceros,' ' Cerus Manus,' or ' Good Creator.' It has

been, I should conjecture, through the association of the

Dark, the Unknown, the Terrible with the unseen world

below and beyond the grave, that the Father-God as

Hek, and in the form of Zwarz as Tartarus, acquired

the character, in the plural number, of Qtol x0° viol> 'Di

Inferi,' domiciled below the \0tov or visible world. The

Qtol tpicioi too, or Penates—whose title 'Penates' and

' Denas ' I should be inclined to connect with the Zendic

spenta, white, and Duonus, ' bonus,' while their wor-

ship attaches itself to that of hserg, or domestic hearth,

which was the centre of the 'sacra privata' of the old

Roman gentes—appear to present a middle stage between

the XOovioi and Hecate, the Father-God, as the object of
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Typical Impersona- the worship of the heart, of the individual, Iving and
tioua of Godhead. . .

priest within his own household, a worship distinguished

in its independence, seclusion, and simplicity from the

hierarchical and ritualistic worship of the assembly of the

faithful in open day, this being apparently the original

principle of the Kshatriya and the Zoroastrians, and, I

may add, of the Achrei (Archsei, I think, originally), and

Argives, as opposed to the Brahmins, the Magians, and

the Trojans.

Oceanus. Oceanus, lastly—whose name I read as HEK-awa

—

figures in Homer, not merely as the ocean-stream with

which he is associated, but as a personal being, august and

powerful, the 'parent' or origin (yivEtriv) 'of the Gods;'

whom not only the Olympian, but the earlier Titan deities,

and by necessary consequence mankind, revered as their

great original and ancestor. It is to him that the Homeric

Gods resort periodically for feasting, beyond the Hellenic

world, among the ^Ethiopians—suggesting his identity with

the pre-Odin-ite and Iotun God iEg-ir, whose mighty Jcver,

or caldron (the ocean-basin), whose palace, and whose hos-

pitality to the other Gods are celebrated in the Edda. I

look upon. Oceanus as the male complement of Hecate

;

and one link, at least, may be recognised between them in

the fact that Oceanus and Tethys undertook the nursing

and education of Here, as entrusted to them by Rhea,

compared with the title KovpoTf)6<pog above noticed as

attached to Hecate.

Etymological links But, the full force and signification of the title IIek,
connecting Hek with .,, , . TT , . . , . ,

Zwarz, Hecate with as illustrated in Hecate, and the occult etymological links

I loUatDral influences.
wnicn identify IIek with Zwarz, Hecate with Yaruna, the

<):o( \B6vioi, and in Oceanus, cannot be understood without
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appreciation of the collateral influences which came to bear Etymological links.

upon the title Zwarz, 'Epic-, after abrasion of the letter r, Hek
"^ "* uence*

and its reduction to the typical Hek. We may receive

assistance here from the old Egyptian, that singular lan-

guage which betrays in its composite formation such varied

and interesting traces of Japhetan influence. Hek, to bind,

to rule, and hk, a ' vitta ' or fillet ; heka, rule ; hek, a ruler,

a king (as in the title ' Hyk-sos,' or ' Shepherd-kings'); heJc-t,

queen (in very near approach to ' Hecate ') ; hek, a frog, as

symbolical of rule, a most suggestive word ; and hek, a

magical charm (in the sense probably of ' nexus,' a binding),

are early words in the vocabulary of Egypt ; while Hek-hak

is a title of deity, and Hek, finally, is a peculiar name of

' Amn, or ' Amnion,' a deity, I may now say, identical,

I believe, both in mythology and etymologically with

Zwarz, and having the same signification of ' Hidden

'

in old Egyptian. All these significations are discoverable

in kindred words in the purely Japhetan tongues, although

they do not appear in our lexicons in the same connection

;

and there can be little doubt that they represent together

a very early form of Japhetan speech, although much later

than the archaic and patriarchal Zwarta, Zwarz. The title

Hek, ' Ruler,' represents, I have little doubt, in its earlier

unabraded form Herk-, the ap\-, which we have in "Apx-tov,

and the targ-, which subsists in the Old Celtic targadh, rule

;

while hek, to bind, similarly connectible in its earlier stage

of herk with elpy-co, zpy-io, l Or-cus,' to exclude, confine, in-

carcerate, is recognisable in ' vitt-a,' vincere, vinculum, in the

Teutonic ivet-an, bind-an, and more particularly in ivick-, the

root of wickeln, to involve or shroud, the precise equiva-

lent of the Latin form found in ' Involuti,' and ascending
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Etymological links higher towards the root, in our English shroud, by abrasion
connecting Hek 7 iio - i-ii-r<
(Hecate), Var-una, swathe,—and the feansc. sutr, to bind, and Egypt, sun, a
and Sutr with Zwarz, i • > > ,1 ,1 iir'ii xi

the'Hidden,"Black
t

' enam, belong apparently to the same group. With these

De'itv"

1UVLak l

etymologies in view, and calling to mind the 'bonds of Va-

runa,' the chains which confined the limbs of the votaries of

the great God of the Semnones, the ' evolvuntur ' of Tacitus,

the symbolic cords which (as the Egyptologists will recol-

lect) depend from the head-dress of Amnion, and the title of

' Involuti ' given to their supreme Gods by the Etruscans,

we cannot, I think, doubt that Hek, (x^-? wk-, as in ' Hecate,'

the 6toi x®° vlol > an(l Oc-eanus,) Var-una, as in the Veda, and

Surtr, or Zwarz, in the Edda, were kindred forms of one

and the same Deity, ruling alike over life and death, this

world and that which is to come, potent to bind and to

loose according to the merit or demerit of man, and dis-

pensing mercy no less than justice ; and whose central and

original title was Zwarz, the Hidden, Black, or Unrevealed

Deity, as set forth in] the preceding pages. It was as the

representative, I conceive, of the Father-Deity, in this aspect,

and for the vindication and enforcement of the duties of

The ' nexum,' or con- obligation to God and man—the "nexurn" or contract

—

tract, between G-od i-i • , • n -it ,1 i/"ii ii»r
and Man. Tiio upon which society is tounded on earth, and God and Man

.v|!m ivi.tativc"'"

8
reconciled in heaven—that the 'Pontifex Maxinius' presided

{ ' '"'
at Rome, standing as it were between Church and State, and

regulating both ; and it is to this his character, and not

to his presidence over the Sublician Bridge—which was the

mere symbol of that path from earth to heaven which it

was his province to keep in repair and guard—that we must

resort for the true etymology of his title, and that of every-

thing connected with his office.

I need hardly remark upon what must already have
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approved itself to the mind of the reader, viz. how thoroughly

spiritual was the character of the Father-God as conceived

by the early Japhetans, as represented more especially by

these sublime impersonations of Hecate, Varuna, and Surtr.

The material or cosmogonical ideas associated, for instance, The material or cos-

with Uranus, Rhea, Ccelus, and others, are evidently of ciated with Uranus,

more recent date. Judging merely from written theogonies, ut^d t

6t°
'

° f

these last would appear to be the oldest ; but comparative

mythology and language, rangiDg over the entire field of

evidence, amply vindicate the priority of the spiritual or

moral conception.

The title Hek—a subform, as shewn, of Zwarz, but which The title Hek be-

. came the source of

obtained a special prominence, I suspect, in connection with controversy in the

the severer character of the Father as the God of Justice ne party ; con-

and bondage—became the victim, in the East, of a con- the

U
Evii Principle

troversy (already incidentally spoken of) waged between ^yf^Jth^party-

hostile parties in the primitive Japhetan Church, by one

of which, represented by the Aryans proper, it was rejected

altogether, and either confounded with the title Aku, Ahi,

previously borne by the evil principle or arch-demon, of

whom I shall speak more fully hereafter, or assigned to him

in that form simpliciter ; while the Western Japhetans, on the

contrary, continued to venerate it—as in Hecate, the Geo!

tpKiot, and Oceanus—in equal honour with the titles "Ejopoc,

Zeus, and others similarly derived from Zwarz. Aki figures

in every page of the Rig-Veda as the great opponent of

Indra ; while his alternate name of Vritra, interpreted by

the commentators as Death, is equally, as has been shewn,

a derivation from Zwarz, and survives in the West also, as

demonstrated by Professor Max Miiller, in the Greek ^OpOpog.

The inference suggested by this contrast—the deities set in
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The Auyan schism, mortal opposition in the East, coexisting in friendly relations

in the West—is necessarily that which I have laid down

in a previous page, viz. that the Western represents the

primitive and comprehensive faith which we only find in

schismatic disintegration in the East. I may add here, that

I apprehend that the schism in question originated in the

revolt of the Aryans proper, the predecessors of Zoroaster

and the Hindu Yaristha and Visvamitra, against the practice

of human sacrifice, which had engrafted itself in process of

time upon the original ritual. I shall revert to the matter

in due time. After rejecting the severer form of Hek,

which had become identified with this practice, the Aryans

continued to worship the Father-God in his milder and

balanced character as Varuna and Ahura, the latter in

association with the title Mazdao, as Ahura-Mazdao, or

Ormuzd, but identifying him more and more with Him

whom we shall find reason for dealing with specially as the

Spirit-God. The Aryan movement was, in effect, it must be

reiterated, a rationalistic or rather intellectual one, asserting

itself in revolt against the elder, more comprehensive, but

less metaphysical Pan-Japhetic faith,—this Aryan movement,

however, bearing within itself the seeds of future schism

in the directions of idealism and materialism. But, even to

the last, traces of adhesion to the rejected conception of the

Father- God as Hek (Ammon) are visible in the dogmatic

and political attitude of the Kshatriya in regard to the

Brahmins in India; while the ancient doctrine broke out

again in Iran long afterwards in the Magism of historical

times. Witchcraft, magic, necromancy, Zauberei, or the

' Black Art,' even if it had its root, as I apprehend,

beyond the Japhetan race, received a distinct develop-
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merit beyond the Japhetan pale, in, or through, the perverted Witchcraft of the
. ASURA MAGICIANS.

worship oi the Hidden or Swart God, as retained in the Last

and propagated through the West after this early schism

had identified the Holy One of the primitive creed, in one

and the more occult phase of his character, with the prin-

ciple of evil. The word 'fascinatio' has its root in the

Vedic paga, generally used for the ' bonds ' of Varuna,

—

' iron nets, iron bonds, and hooks ' are the instruments of

the Asura magicians. The general character of the charms

of the Jiexe, wicca, or witch of the West is that of binding;

while, as above shewn, Hecate, through the perversion of

the root heh, was looked upon as her patron.

Most of the personal symbols of the Supreme Deity in Personal symbols of

iti n i/i p
t'ie Supreme Deity

the Japhetan Creed (and such symbols of deities are to be are mostly etymologic

distinguished in all mythology from the victims offered at Zwarz, Hek, Thwd-

their shrines, such victims being, as a rule, symbolical of

the being who seeks to propitiate a superior) are ety-

mologic echoes of the varying forms of the title Zwarz,

as above elucidated. The Sun and Moon reflect it in

one or more of its varieties, as Suri, Surya, Savitri, 'Sol,'

?jA-, or riftX-iog ; Sin, San ; Mi/v, Mani. In part-associa-

tion with Surya, the Sun, we have the sacred fire as nop,

athar, varying as apliar- ; but the etymology associates

itself with KaOap-, as in Ka0ap-6g, pure ; and we may re-

member here the title KaOdpaiog, one of those which Solon

enjoined the Athenians to swear by in public causes.

Especially attached to the Father as Zwarz was the number

four, and the character of foursidedness or quadrangularity

—as in chatur, quatuor (' quartuor,' as I think the word,

and other of its forms, was originally written), read- or t(tt-

aptg, * petuf,* four—possibly as being the most perfect or
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Peksoxal symbols of complete, according to the Pythagorean doctrine of the
the Supreme Deity -it t • •

are mostly etymologic rtrpciKrvg. This foursidedness was the peculiar characteristic

Zwarz, Hck, Tbwo- °f temples and cities founded, like ' Roma Quadrata ' in

Roma^Ou d t
particular, under the auspices,—the pyramids being, perhaps

the oldest examples of temples (if such) thus constructed,

while the symbol on the coins of Corcyra (the land of

the Phpeacians, or Spiritland) of Hurki, Core-, 'EpK-, Ore-,

Hek, was a tetracta, of a square shape. Such too was

the mysterious ' lapis quadrata ' of the Roman Capitol,

—

and this may bear reference to the titles ' Lapis ' and

' Laphystius ' borne by Jupiter and Zeus, as noticed a few

pages back, and to the stones, or rocks, squared or rude,

which seem in various localities to have symbolised the

Supreme ^God. In the mythology of ancient Egypt, Ptah,

the father of Ra, the Sun, was called the Architect, and

this would seem rather to indicate the character of

Thworestdra, or Twashtar, and may be considered common,

in varying degrees, to Father, Son, and Spirit Deity. The

colour swart, or black, attaches almost of necessity to the

conception of the Father-God ; was specially sacred, as we

have seen, to Hecate, and interpenetrates the symbolic

worship of other deities, as for example Artemis, almost

in proportion as they share in the attributes and power of

The aro or aquila of the divine Father. The dro, aquil-a, or eagle, the bird-

Zeu8, messenger of Zeus, stands out as an intermediate etymo-

logical reflex of the older Zwar-z, but properly personifies

the Son-God, as attached, like Briar-eus and Iris, to his

immediate person ; while in the form of yv\p, capys, liabuh,

„,, , , „„ hok. the hawk or vulture, we may discern a reflex possibly
rhe bonds of Varuna. J * J

The chain of the of Hek. The figurative bonds of Varuna, the palpable
Semnonian votaries.

The cord of Ammon. chain of the Semnonian worshippers, reflect more nearly the
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verbal suggestion both of hek (to bind) and Zwarz, and Personal symbols of
. _ the Supreme Deity

connect themselves with the cord of Amnion (Hek) in Lgypt. are mostly etymologic

Hek, the frog, identical (in form) with hek, to rule, and Hek. Zwarz, Thwo-

with the title Hek, or Ammon, in Egypt, was a symbol of The fro^

the Supreme God as Euler (if I mistake not) throughout

the Japhetan race ; while we have it, in particular, in Greece

as T£rn£, the tree-frog, in one of its senses, as a reflex of the

older form of Trut, Zwarz. In India the frog appears to

me to have been a symbol of the Eoyal Kshatriya—priests

and kings originally, like the Ach-sei, as opposed to the

exclusively priestly Brahmins; and it is in this sense, as

a satire upon the Kshatriya (and perhaps the M'lech'ha

tribes), that I should be disposed to understand the curious

hymns in the first book of the Kig-Veda, which have

created so much speculation, and which it is impossible

to read even now without a smile. The links of etymological

concatenation and progress

—

Jcshatra, chatra-pa (satra-p),

fiarpaxog, froseh, frog, he[r]k, hek—are singularly distinct,

and may be best commented on in the words of the Latin

proverb, which evidently springs from, and perpetuates in

a translated form, a similar approximation and play upon

words in a forgotten speech—"Qui fuit rana, nunc est

rex." Lastly, the oak, the sacred tree of Zeus, corresponds The oak, and other

Scicrctl trees*

as ($pv-g with Thor ; as il-ex with Elic-ius, Ale-, Auk-
;

or as querc-us with Herk- (the earlier form proximately

of Hek) ; as ok, oak (varying as fag-us, <j>riy-6g, ygg,

ash, etc.), with Hek and Occu, or Aku-Thor; while the

0rry-o'e of Dodona and Yggdrasil of Scandinavia have the

like affinity, the latter reflecting, if I mistake not, both

titles, Hek and Thworestdra—the adjunct drasil being a

corruption of the latter title,—Yggdrasil thus signifying
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Personal symbols op
the supreme deity
are mostly etymolo-
gic echoes of the titles

Zwarz, Hek, and
Thworestara.

The <TTavp6s, tho
' crux,' (tk6aoi\i, ' in-

felix arhor.'

The <TT<xvp6s, or
' crux,' was the tree

represented by
Yggdrasil.
The Rune-Song of
Odin.

the 'Tree of Creation,' or Hek (=Ygg, a title of Odin),

' God, the Creator.' We may recognise this sacred tree in

many other varieties throughout the Japhetan world, but in

none more strikingly than in the wild fig tree which crowned

the rock of Charybdis—a very close analogue in all respects

with the Ygg-drasil. Finally, the aravpdg, the 'crux,'

(tkoAoi//, or the ' infelix arbor ' of antiquity—the root of

which must be referred to thwar, across—and the form

of which was as frequently a pole or stake as a cross

proper, such being probably its original form—is a direct

echo of the title Thworestar-, ' Cer-us,' ' Creator,' that is

'Intervener,' or 'Traverser,' as above stated. This con-

nection is further shewn by the connection of punishment

by the aravpog, or cross, with the compita, or meeting-

places of crossways—the stake being, as almost within

our own remembrance, driven through the body of the

criminal. That the vravpog, or ' crux ' per exceUentiam,

was the tree represented by Yggdrasil—the tree of thworec,

or creation (intervention), ut supra—would appear from

the strange and hitherto unexplained incident recorded by

the god Odin himself—the son of Bor and Beyzla (that

is, as I believe, of the Bili-Nifru and Beltis or Mylitta

of Assyria) when he sings in his ' Rune-Song '

—

" I know that I hung

On a wind-rocked tree

Nine whole nights,

With a spear wounded,

And to Odin offered,

Myself to myself;

On that tree,

Of which no one knows

From what root it springs.

Bread no one gave me,

Nor a horn of drink.

Downward I peered,

To runes applied myself,

Wailing learnt them,

Then fell down thence." *

* Edda of Stemund, Edvamdl, Btroph. HO, ill; B. Thorpe'a lr.. pt. i., p. 51.
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The rock on which Prometheus suffered on Caucasus Personal symbols of

appears, from the character of the infliction, to have arTmostiyTtymoio-^

been a <jravp6g (and he is expressly stated to have gfi S££h£
been bound to a pillar), while the rock itself was a

aud Thw6rest*ra -

separate symbol of the Father-God, as already shewn.

To conclude, the o-Ko'Ao^, or 'crux,' was, in that form

of the word, symbolical of the living power of God
traversing and healing death, as shewn by the personifi-

cation of the idea in the hero Asclep-ius, iEsculapius

(= 2ko'Aoi//), the Iryrrjp a/iv/jLiDv, or 'blameless physician,' of

Homer, who restored the dead to life, and was struck dead

by Zeus. iEsculapius was connected by descent with the ^Esculapiug.
'

Lapithre—a relationship which is not without dogmatical

significance. But I have dwelt too long on this symbolism,

which is rather illustrative than directly probative of the

Creed of Japhet.

To conclude, then, upon this head : The Japhetan fathers

worshipped, I think we may affirm, One God—of perfect

excellence—the efficient Creator of the Universe—and the

Father and Lawgiver of mankind—as their Supreme Deity

;

qualifying him by the title of 'Best and Greatest' in

general—and specially of the ' Hidden,' ' Shrouded,' ' Swart,'

or, I think I may say, ' Unrevealed God.'

i'
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CHAPTER II.

GOD THE SON.

A deity emphatically designated as the ' Son ' of the

Supreme God occupied a place of pre-eminent importance

in the original Japhetan Creed.

If the reader will take the trouble to construct a genea-

logical chart of the leading deities of the Japhetan and

other primitive religions, as flourishing in the mythological,

but having their roots in the pre-mythological or primitive

Ranking of Deities period—ranking those of kindred or interchangeable name,
AS Fathebs AND . i • i -i

• , • • •! i ,i

Sons. identical derivation, or similar powers together on the same

line or plane—he will find that, as a rule, they all rank in

the relation of Father and Son—the Sons, sometimes em-

phatically described as ' Eldest ' sons, standing in that

relation to the archaic deities whom we have already recog-

nised as representatives of the Supreme God, the primitive

Zwarz or Hek, among the Japhetans. It will further be

found that the names of these Son-Deities rank, with few

Typical forms of the exceptions under the typical forms of I. mBal, Bal (vary-
names of the Son- . ^ . TT . m . . m \ •• -wr k

Deities. ing as Bar) ; II. l. Tus (varying as Tur) ; n. Ka, Akk,

or Aku, originally, I think, Zaku (a title not to be con-

founded with that of ' Hek ' and ' Aki,' already spoken

of) ; iii. Tet, or Set (varying as K-T, L-t= k),—and
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III. Bal+Tus (or Tur), Bal+ Aku, and Bal+Tet, this last Typical forms of

or third group being, as is evident, a compound. It will be £oN-ta.
°F ™E

observed that Tus is a mere form of ts, and Ka or Aku
of sk, roots which, as will be shewn, are developments

or rather disintegrations (but with their distinct shades

of signification) of the primeval root Z, tscli, Zr\ra. The

preceding types are thus ultimately reducible to I. Bal; "Types "—

II. Tet, or Set, that is Z ; aud III. Bal+Tet, or (in ii. Tet, or Set, that

shortest form) Bal+Z. Most of the Son-Deities bearm . Bal + Tet or

one or more of these typical titles interchangeably or
Bal+Z.

in combination. The combination Bal-Z constitutes in

effect the most complete and significant title of the Son-

God. Of the few names of this Deity which do not fall

under this classification I shall speak in due time.

Distinguishing the Japhetan from the Semitic and

Hamitic representatives of this interesting group, the fol-

lowing may be specified as of the most importance :

—

I. Under the name of Bal,—Poly- in VohY-deuces (other- Names under Type

wise written BvL-tuke, as in Etruscan, Pol in JEde-TOL and
L

'
Bal

'

or Bar "

Poll-w*), the immortal Dioscurus ; BohY-dectes and PL-tito,

titles of the God Hades, or Dis; Amal, or Umbl, as in

AmAL-thea, (EcZ-umbla ; -/3oAoc as in
f

Ek-*j-/3oAoc, 'E/car?j-

ftoXog, the epithets of Apollo ; the glorious name of Apollo

himself; Bald-r (Phul and BAL-degg, or BAirdagg, in

medieval Teutonic) ; PALL-a^-s or -as, the alternate or

rather proper name of Athene, or Minerva; Phuphl-mws*

(that is falFbX-, mBal, or Amal) the Dionysus of Etruria

;

Gamla (another variety of mBal) and Biorn, titles of Thor

;

Ymer of Scandinavia, the Yima of Persia and Yama of

India ; Indra, the Vedic God, a variety, I think, like the

* See ' Etruscan Inscriptions,' p. 255.
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Names under Type
11. (1), Tus, or Tub.

Typical forms of great '(ZtOtj) "Offipiog, of Ymer, through the interchange-

s!!n-Dkit?
°F TaE

abilit
)
T of nd and m > BALA-^ewa, a surname of Hercules in

India ; MeX-afiirvyog, his title at ThermopyL-e, m and b being

closely cognate ; and, to name no more under this head,

Veli-%, the 'White God' of the Slavonians, a mere

variety (in both elements of the compound) of MtXa/unrvyog.

II. i. Under the form Tus, Zeus (as the son of Rhea and

usurper of his father's throne, the name deriving, as will

be shewn, from a root distinct from that of Zeus considered

as the Supreme God, Zwar or Zwarz); Dis; i.e. Hades;

DES-anaus, a name of the Cretan Hercules and Tys, other-

wise Tyr, of Scandinavia, the son of the radiant giantess,

—

while, Tus taking the form of Tur, we have Tyr, as just

mentioned, and Tiior as the 'Eldest son' of Odin, dis-

tinguishable, like the filial Zeus, from the Father-God,

as known by the name of * Thor,' • Bor,' or ' Bur,' to the

Scandinavians.—II. ii. Under the form of Ka, Aku or Zaku,

—Deuces—Tuke,—Ux, the component element in the title

Pofy-DEUCES, PwZ-tuke, or Poll-ux ; -Degg, or -Egg, the

similar component in BaldEGQ (or Baldiigg), the Teutonic

form of Balder ; -Dectes, -Uto, similar components in the

name PoZ?/-dectes and Pluto ; -Ex, as in Ind-vx, the title

of the Eoman Hercules; Hades, "AtS>?c, that is Dis, or Pluto

;

DiOD-as, the Cretan Hercules ; kfj- and jkot»j- in UiifioXog

and kurrjj3o'Aoc, ' Aku-Bal,' the title of Apollo ; -Ad-s, as

in PallAV-s, PallAS, or Athene ; ^Eacus, the just, the son

of Zeus and iEgina : Iacchus, the Pelasgian Dionysus

(Bacchus), or Etruscan Phuphluns ;—Mirvyog, the comple-

ment of MtXdfiirvyog, unless, as I rather think, fxirvy, the

Slavonic 'Bog,' be a form of Zwarz, as previously sug-

gested ; "AvaKiq (perhaps), the collective title of the Dios-

Names under Type
II. (2), Ka, Aku, or
Zaku.
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curi
; and Aku, Auku, Ukko, the Old Northern, and even Typical forms op

Finnish and North-Asiatic title of 'Thor,' as Akv-TIiov, SJ-StS?.
°F THE

Taran-VKKO.—And, further, under the very antique form Names under Typo

of II. iii., Tet, Set, varying, as has been said, as L-t, L-k,
a (3)

'
Tet

'
oe Set'

the Tet, or Hermes, of Pelasgic times ; Tages (if it be not

a form of Deuces), the revealer of the Etruscan discipline

;

Tuisco, the primitive deity and father of the Teutonic race,

according to the tradition recorded by Tacitus, and whose

name connects itself otherwise with that of Dioscuri ; and

—

the letter z being interchanged with I, as above shewn

—

Loptk, Logi, or Lok, titles of the malignant and treacherous

Scandinavian deity, whom we also know as Sutx, but

originally of a very different character and dignity. The

names of ' Ahi ' (otherwise ' Vritra '), the antagonist of

Indra, of < Aku-Mainyus/ the antagonist of Ahura-Mazda

—names transferred in enmity from the ruler Hek to the

evil demon—and the whole brood of serpents, hydras, and

monsters, of which the Persian < Azhi-Dahaka,' the Greek
' Echidna,' and the Scandinavian ' Angurboda ' exhibit the

type—do not properly belong to the category of Aku
as a form of the Son-Deity,—they represent the title Hek,
the Kuler, transferred in hostility from the Supreme God
to the evil demon at the time of the early schism already

referred to, but have been associated so long with the ideas

connected with Aku as a form of the Son-Deity that it

is only by taking up our position at the very birth of

language and thought that we can distinguish between

them.

Lastly, III., we have the complete compound Bal-Tet, or Names un.ler Type

Bal-Z, in the names Poly-deuces, Bal-degg, Poly-dectes, bal +
A
z.
+ ET'

Pl-uto, Pall-ads, and others already enumerated.
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Typical forms of
Till: NAMES OF TIIE

Son- Deity.

Analysis.

I. Bal, or Bar, signi-

fies ' Son,' but not
' Sid.' Partition, or

Bplitting off, from

Sphalf Sphar.

II. (1) Tus, or Tur.
II. (2) Ka, Aku,
Zaku, denote Son-
Bhip, but of human
generation.

The testimony to the filial character of the preceding

deities derived from their genealogical approximation is

supported by the etymological analysis of the typical

titles Bal (or Bar) ; Tus (or Tur), and Aku ; and Tet,

Set, or Z. These titles all imply ' Son ' but with dif-

ferent shades of meaning. I. Bal—as in the form of

bala, poll-, aji-, aplu-, fil-ius, varying as Bar, Biorn,

bairn, has the signi fication of ' Son ' but not properly of

' Seed,' the fundamental idea being that of partition, as of

a rock, for example, split in two, the parted halves being

of congenital origin and subsistence—the proximate root

sphal, p>hal, varying as sphar (in Sanscrit), signifying ' dissi-

lire,' pointing the sense of Bal, Bar— thus originally

Sphal, Sphar, Zpiial, ZrHAR—as Twinned, Biparted, or

Divided. This original signification of the title Bal may

be approximated to through its analogy with the cognate

name 'Delphi'— originally Zbelphi, Zwelphi— the great

seat of the Greek Bal, Apollo,—the dialectic varieties of

%t\(j>h>, fit\(f)iv, §ig, 'bis'

—

(SfitXcptv, Sfiig, twice, in their

original form)—illustrating the process.—II. Tus, or Tur,

and Aku, on the other hand, equally denote Sonship, but

in the sense of human (although not necessarily ordinary)

generation. Tus, or Tur, is found with this signification

in the oldest known vocabularies—the patronymic -(£>>jc,

-vrjjc, fid-ius, being identical with the Tus, varying as

Tur, denoting Son in the old Babylonian language,

with Tet, son, in Egyptian, and with Tur, the Mudo-

Fcrsian name of the son of Feridun,—the remote Egyptian

words aat, a boy, at, the loins, indicating the source

of progeniture. Ka, Aku, again, originally (as suggested)

Zaku, connects us with ka, seed, ha, male, ha, sa, the
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denomination of male issue, all in Egyptian, and also Typical titles of

suta, seed, ovum, with the aboriginal egg—(suh in Egyptian) analysed.

with which chick-en, rUv-ov, etc., connect themselves, the

root preserved in German as Zeug-, implying generation,

lying in the background.—And lastly, III. Tet, Set, Z, III. Tet, Set, Z, sig-

... ... -ii i p nines ' Seed," Sou,'
with its varieties, is at once recognisable as the tet, iruit < Guild.'

or seed, tet, son or child, and set, boy, of the Egyptian

hieroglyphics, and the suta, seed, of Japhet—the Japhetan

development especially stamping itself, through the inter-

change of d or t and h, as k-d, h-t, hoed-, hid, and by

'anusvara/ hint, hind, or -I again taking the place of n,

child.

But there is a distinction yet further indicated by Further distinctions,

etymology between these latter titles, Tus or Tur, Aku,

and Tet, Set, or Z,—each of them has its special significa-

tion. The title Tus is a form, as above stated, of the

primitive ts, dis, denoting, as I have shewn, light, life,

and spirit, with, I must here add, the female character

attaching to it ; while Ka, Aku, similarly associates itself

with sh, and indicates darkness, mortality, and matter, in

the sense of masculineness -ts, or t, in fact, representing the

' she,' and sh or h the ' he ' of humanity,—the sense of

deficiency, that is of incompleteness, and a consequent

yearning after consummate perfection, attaching to the

material or masculine element, as already slightly suggested.

But both elements of humanity, the male and female, the

spiritual and material, are represented in the etymologic

stage preceding the separate constitution of these roots ts

and sh, as found in the radical Tet, Set, Z^Ta, or z ; which thus

denotes the unity of the two elements and gives effect to

the idea of ' Seed ' or ' Birthhood ' in a general or absolute
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Typical titles of sense, inclusive- of complete humanity, (is we have just seen
the Son-Deity . ,

analysed. m the case ot the Egyptian and Japhetan words cited in

relation to Tet or Set. The primordial sense of ts + sk = z

is that of Separation or Distinction, as has been observed,

and the name Tet, Set, or Z is thus identical in general

meaning with Bal, but with the special qualification of

generation {ut supra) attaching to it.

The title and per- The results to which this etymological analysis conducts

distinct and apart.

S
us may ^e summed up briefly as follows:—The title and

r

T
epC8enUiuman4

/lM personality of Bal stands distinct and apart. Tus, or Tur,

in partition, male and and Aku are relatively connected, however individually
female, spirit and ^ J

matter. antagonistic, representing humanity in partition, as female

Tet, Set, z embraces and male, spirit and matter. Tet, Set, Z, again,—in which,
both Tus and Aku, .

. j* • _• • , i i-ii
representing hu- as m one r°ot divaricating into two trees or branches, both

thTconcrete.'in pri™ ^us and Aku co-exist as before their separate constitution,

—

niitivo perfection. represents humanity or * homo ' in the concrete, that is, in

absolute perfection and satisfaction, prior to, and thus apart

from, any influence of unsatisfied, unsupplied yearning or

desire, and a fortiori from any quality (as yet) of inherited

Nothing of Godhead or imputed evil,—nothing of Godhead attaches inhe-
attaches to the Son- iji • i m -ir/i-n
Biiip of Tus, Aku, or rently to these titles lus, Aku, and Z; the idea of son-
z

ship thus conveyed is human not divine, ' seedship ' being,

in fact, the more correct expression, so far as etymology

shews. But the personage surnamed Bal, on the other

hand, as we shall see in ' Apollo] ' Balder,' etc., while dis-

tinctly qualified as 'Son' to the Supreme Being, is shown

by his etymological root, supported (as we shall find) by

Bal is Son by a super- his mythological associations, to be so by a generation super-
natural generation. . . .. . „ ,.

natural and distinct irom that ot ordinary propagation

—

the title implying, as has been stated, Partition or Splitting

oil', as it were, in the sense of individual constitution

—
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independent life and energy co-existing with unity of Typical titles op

substance, homogeneity of nature, and essential equality analysed.

of dignity, as between the Son in question and his Father.

The conclusion is, that, while Bal is thus etymologically Bal, super-natural

the ' Son ' or ' Child ' of God, and Tet, Set, Z the ' Son ' or ChMtf°God.
0n

1 Seed ' of man, each representing a distinct nature, the gee'd oVma'n.
01

compound Bal-Tet—or in its ultimate form Bal-Z—ex- The compound Bal+

presses and sets forth, as in 'Polydeuces,' 'Pallads,' 'Apollo,' unioiToYScmofGod+

'Eica7r>/3oXoc, and others, the union of the two natures, God
ee ° au'

and Man, the one in absolute and everlasting fulness,

the other in original harmony and integrity—the per-

sonality of a Deity, who, One only under his several

distinguishing presentments but bifold in nature, is thus

qualified as ' Son of God -j- Son ' or seed ' of Man,' and who

is also expressly styled (as we shall see) by the title

Thwoeestara, explained in the preceding chapter as

' Creator,' in the form and sense of Swrjjp, or Saviour.

The titles of the Son-Deity above discussed are, as we

have shewn, variously combined. Those impersonations in

whom they all, or the majority of them, meet must be

considered the most ancient, as they are at the same time

the most complete expression of the composite Son-God.

Viewed detachedly, they represent but partial aspects of

his character, with a liability to undergo exaggeration,

especially in the directions of idealism and materialism
;

and it is conceivable that either Aku, Tus or Tim, or Tet,

Set, Z, the peculiarly human element, might in the

decadence of the primitive faith become dissociated from

Bal, the divine element, and from each other, and be either

exclusively worshipped or absolutely execrated by the

partisans of hostile sects.
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Tyi'ical titles of There are, as has been intimated, some titles of the
the Son-Deity.

Son-Deity which do not fall within the preceding categories,

Patronymics formed to wit, patronymics formed from the paternal name by the
by the addition of the ,,.. „ i •

i <> o /?7 • /* 7 •

classical -6i5?>s, -iStjs, addition ot the classical -tiding, -iciig, -jil-ius or -jid-ius, the

'Aryan innn'i^Jnu, Aryan hunu, sunu, and other such-like words, all denoting

Surnames derived ' son '>
' au<^ surnames derived from special qualities or

raauS
actmties

activities, which have acquired prominence in the mytho-

logical or dogmatical character. The names of 'Alc-ides,'

' llerac-les,' ' Thraet-aona,' and ' Ath-ene '—that is Son of

Ale,' ' Son of Herak ' (< Herk ' or ' ITek '), ' Son of Thraet,'

' Son (Child) of Ath,' may be cited as belonging to the

former class, and those of ' Bri-areus,' ' Merc-urius,' to the

second. But of these—as well as of some of the outlying

and less recognisable subforms of the Son-Deity—I shall

deal separately, partly at the end of this chapter, and in

part at the various points where the characters and names

in question come into prominence.

The conclusions come to in the preceding paragraphs,

first, from the genealogical relationship of the Father- and

Son-Deities, and secondly from the etymological analysis

of the typical names Bal, Tus = Tint, and Aku, and Tet,

Personal history and will be confirmed, I think, by a consideration of the personal
characteristics of the . .

Representations of history and characteristics 01 the representations 01 the
C1 y*

Son-Deity, especially as preserved in the unsystematised

West. These characteristics arc to be gathered, and the

life, history, and office of the God ascertained, by comparison

of various traditions which, although sufficiently familiar to

us from early youth, we seldom contemplate in connection

with each other, or credit with their rightful importance as

picturing forth religious doctrine. The general outline may

be slated briefly as follows:

—
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The Deity in question is of bifold or dual being, the Personal history
~ .. . _, , i i • ir> /~i n 1 • AND CHARACTERISTICS

Son oi God the x ather, and himsell a God, but conceived of the Kepresenta-

t , tj/t .i i • , ,. ... , TIONS OF THE SON-
and born as Man through an intervention giving impulse deity.

to the ordinary course of nature in an extraordinary or p^alBeing°theSon

abnormal way—born, that is to say, from a mortal or earthly of God, ami himself
J J ' •'a God, but born troni

Mother, whose name in one variety connects her with the a m0ltal mother.

Parent-God in the quality of Wife, and in another with

the torpidity of Matter ; while the Son is himself, through

her (in the latter alternative), in close relation with

manhood. In the cases in which the humanity is most

pronounced (belonging still to the latter category), this

Mother, the subject pi the divine supervention, is the

wife of a man, but submits to the conjunction in inno-

cence—surprised, like Leda, through the medium of a

swan (itself, as will appear, a mere symbol of the genera-

tive Spirit-God), or deceived, like Alcmena, the married

virgin, through the semblance of her husband,—the same

symbolical presentment shading off, in the remoter vista

of the mythological gallery, into the union of Heaven and

Earth—Coelus and Terra, Uranus and Ge—for the purpose

of educing life and light from darkness, death, and chaos,

—

cosmogonical presentments not more archaic probably than

the legend of Leda, yet similar to it, as giving utterance

to the same conception of creative intervention. The Son-

Deity, thus generated and born upon earth, becomes

—

by his Father's sentence, or through the will of the Gods,

amounting practically to a curse—the slave, subject, or

passive victim to the caprice of another and less noble being

throughout a part or whole of his career. This doom he

loyally acquiesces in ; and his Father's love, although

seemingly extinguished or held in abeyance, endures
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Personal history throughout and vindicates itself at last. He spends his
AST) CHARACTERISTICS ,

.

. . . 1-11
of tho Represeuta- life in struggles with monsters and wicked men ; or m
Deity.

th
°

°U
" tne more pacific labours of beneficence—relieving the

oppressed, redeeming captives, punishing tyrants, promoting

human happiness in every form, furthering the worship

of the Gods, and teaching truth as the special messenger

of his Father. In frequent instances, shortly before the

termination of his career, he descends into Hades for the

purpose of restoring the dead to life, and returns victorious

over the powers of darkness. He dies, in his mortal

character, prematurely, and usually by the undesigned act

of a friend—that friend obeying an occult and (apparently)

malignant impulse in the background, and yet he dies, so as

to imply in many cases a virtual suicide, but of the quality

of heroic ' Devotio,' or self-sacrifice. He is raised from the

dead by his Father, triumphing over Hades, is received

into heaven, and continues from henceforth the protector

and friend of mankind, and the object of their prayers and

worship as the Otbg Swrrjjo, or Saviour. But this same

personage is represented likewise as to come as a deliverer,

and he is also described as Creator, with indications of

an existence anterior to that of mankind, and of the

mortal mother by whom he became incarnated,—an

apparent contradiction ; but which corresponds nevertheless

with the distinction established by language (ut supra)

between the signification of the title Bal and that of

Tur+Aku, Tet, or Z. It would, at first sight, appear as

if the old Japhetans believed the Son-Deity to have been

twice born, twice immolated, once in the person of Bal for

the creation of the present world, and afterwards in that

of Tur+Aku or Z for the re-creation or salvation of man-
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kind ; but legends and titles, when submitted to a closer Personal history
i. 1 • . 1 ,• 1 ,n AND CHARACTERISTICS

analysis, resolve into a single creation, a single vatirjina, f the Kepi-esenta-

by a single Saviour, although the Divine element is Deity?
&

predominant in the earlier, and the Human in the

later examples of his manifestation. The interventions

are, in fact, treated (if I mistake not) as separated in

point of time, but the activity is that of One and the

same personality. It is thus, for example, in this

same essential identity that the son of Latona, Apollo,

and the hundred-handed Briareus, the son of Uranus

and Ge, or Rhea, are both recorded as defending heaven

and the Supreme God successfully against the rebellious

Typhoeus and the giant brood of evil. In like manner, the

special festive commemorations of the Son-Deity as God

and Man—the Godhead represented, as we shall find,

by the ambrosia, the manhood by the nectar of classical

and barbaric song—ultimately coalesce and are combined

into one sacred Eleusinian feast, the mystic record of the

consummated ' Devotio ' of the bifold piacular God on

behalf of Man,—the commemoration as God being the

most noted in earlier, and that as man in more recent times,

but neither, as a rule, however extravagantly pronounced,

being unaccompanied by the other as its complemental

satellite. On the other hand, although an interval of time

is thus established between the two creature Devotions of

the Son-Deity, the Japhetans, at the earliest date to which

our critical telescope can pierce, looked upon him as having

already suffered in both natures of his composite being,

while at the same time they looked forward, as has been

stated, with certain hope as to the prospect, although

with dim notions^ as to the manner, of his return in the
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Personal history triumphant character of a great Saviour and Prophet
AND CIIAKACTERISTICS „,.•,•,
of the Rcpresenta- of truth, in the latter days of the world, to restore the
lions of the Sou- , , e . . i i

•
. i mi

Deity, golden age ol virtue and happiness upon earth. These

points are obscure, but thus much at least may, I think,

be affirmed with safety as articles of the Japhetan belief,

—

that at some remote period the Son-God, and apparently

in his most ancient type, underwent, by his own inherent

authority and the sanction of the Supreme God, a process

of suffering, to the result of which mankind owe life and

happiness, and, by a symbolic repetition of which, in the

sacrifice more especially (as we shall find) of a white ram

or lamb, the sacer agnus of primitive religion, his especial

imagery, they propitiated the Supreme Father. The

dominant idea, in fact, which governs the conception of

the entire life and death of the Son-Deity, as worshipped

by the Japhetans, is that of self-submission— * devotio
'

(in the largest classical sense, as I shall shew), as a piaculum

or sin-offering of Royal and Priestly rank, self-slain through

voluntary approach to the symbolical altar of sacrifice, and

flung into a quasi-gulph which lias opened, in consequence

of sin, between the spiritual and material worlds, so as to fill

up the chasm by satisfying the wrath of a just and offended

God. The slain body of this piacular victim, the Son of

the Supreme, becomes not only the germ of a new or

(in a strictly classical sense) eucharistic creation, but

moreover a pathway, bridge, or boat spanning the abyss,

by which mankind perform their pilgrimage from earth

to heaven, and over which the living and beneficent Son-

Deity himself presides. These doctrines are not, as might

be supposed, of comparatively modern or Orphic times, after

the intrusion of Eastern mysticism into the Western creed,
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but traceable to the remotest antiquity alike in the East Personal history

and West. The sum of the whole, as connecting the of^Representa"
03

Father and the Son-Deity in relation to mankind, may g^°' the Son-

be given in this position,—that, whereas the character of

Lawgiver, Bondmaster (in enforcement of obligation and

penalty), Darkness, Seclusion, Unknowableness and thus of

Unrevealedness, attaches to the Father-God, as shewn in The relation of the

the preceding chapter—that of Law-fulfiller, Emancipator, SSSSfa tM^The
Enlightener, Opener, Teacher and thus of Reverter, Inter- JSjSSSt,
cessor and Saviour, attaches to the Son-God. Salvation

and Unknowableness
attaches to the

through the mediation of the Son, being provided for bv Father
»
while the

, . , i i i
character of Law-

his human birth, life, and self-sacrifice by ' Devotio,' thus fulfiiier, Emancipa-
, tor, and Intercessor

gives expression to that * mercy of Varuna which is set for man attaches to

forth in conjunction with the denunciation of sin by the

Eishis in the most ancient Veda, and which the later,

post-Vedic, or Brahmanian Hindus represent by the endless

succession of the Avatara, or mediatorial incarnations of

Vishnu,—a doctrine to which no sanction is given by the

primitive traditions adduced in this memoir.

To conclude thus far :—The bifold character of the Son-

God, as indicated by etymology,—two Natures in one Person,

—is figured in the scale of descending and corrupted types

by the qualification of brother-and-sister-hood, of simple

twinship, and, in a still lower stage, of hermaphroditism.

Most of the incidents and points of character above enu-

merated are peculiarly developed in one or other of the

separate impersonations of the Son-Deity, so as to furnish in

each such instance a nucleus or central type round which

similar incidents, only faintly or but just touched upon else-

where, group themselves so as to acquire consistence and

intelligibility, and vindicate their claim to rank as positive
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Pbbsokai history elements in the character and history of the sublime per-
ANl) CHARACTERISTICS . • r\ l i • n i

of the Kepresenta- sonage in question. Utlier such points ot character—and

Deity. especially those enumerated last in this sketch—lie half

concealed, half discernible, at the roots of ritualistic

ceremonies and obscure traditions dating from the prime-

val times of Japhet. These and, broadly speaking, the

relations of God to man and of man to God, as recognised

by the Japhetans, may not, in a word, be fully under-

stood, nor many assertions of them completely justified till

the survey of particular articles which form the subject of

successive chapters in this inquiry has been completed.

Each will then be found to illustrate the others, and the

whole to throw light on the several parts.

The mortal or Among the preceding characteristics the one that stands
EARTHLY MOTHER OF
the Son-God. out with peculiar distinctness is that also, I need hardly say,

of greatest importance and the most far-reaching in its

influence, to wit, the human and material element associated

with the divine in the composite being of the Son-God,

as derived from the mortal or earthly mother more than

once spoken of. It is necessary, therefore, to appreciate

this particular dogma correctly. In every Japhetan gene-

alogy of the Gods these mortal, material, or terrestrial

mothers—ultimately One, as the varied Son-Deities are

One—occupy (as has been stated) their place of dignity

in the ancestral scale ; their names sometimes reflecting

proximately the marital title, although with the qualifica-

tion of terrestrial origin etymologically attributed to them

;

but on other occasions, and those which come home to

us in nearest human approximations, stamped with signifi-

cance as representing a distinctly defined province in nature
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—matter, manhood, and mortality. The names of * Rhea,' Mother-titles.

1
Ilia,' "Eppa, and ' Here ' are the most prominent instances types.

„ '. . , T , , T »\ j.

i

.1 First type. ' Rhea,'
of the former class, and 'Leto (or 'JLatona ), the mother 'ilia,' "Eppa, 'Here,'

of Apollo and Artemis, ' Leda,' the mother of the Dioscuri, the mant^Sief
7

and 'Hlodyna,' the mother of the Scandinavian Thor, &e; ^SStofrf to-

son of Odin—with whom the Hlodana of the ancient Teutons restrial origin etymo-
logically attributed

is evidently identical—of the latter. The representatives to tliem'

of these two categories, and their children, are usually in

opposition, as in the well-known antagonism of Here with

Latona, Leda, and the numerous progeny of Zeus by human

mothers. A third group of maternal titles is represented

by the almost typical name of Amalthea; and this type

would appear to cover and include ultimately both the

preceding ones.

The proximate analogies of the titles ' Rhea,' "Eppa, ' Ilia,'

and I may here add ' Sylvia,' with ipa, * terra,' ' tellus,'

v\r) (matter), etc., need hardly be insisted upon ; while a

comparison of them with those of the Father-God, Hr-, Hl-

"Eppoc (ut supra), shews that they are in a remoter stage, and

originally a mere feminine reflex of those names, in the

sense of ' master,' ' mistress,' ' lord,' ' lady,' ' husband,' ' wife,'

—as illustrated in the formula 'Si tu Caius, ego Caia' of

Roman espousals. I doubt whether the personage so named

ever had, properly speaking, a distinct existence. The

ultimate signification of the titles ' Leto,' ' Leda,' ' Hlodyna,'

—which I shall deal with before elucidating their proximate

meaning—may similarly be approximated to by comparison of

these with the Lycian word latu, translated in the bilingual

inscriptions of that country as ' uxor,' and which has been

happily, as it appears to me, compared by Mr. D. Sharpe

with our A. Sax. lady—a word which, itself more ancient,

E
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Mother-titles. as I have elsewhere shewn, has received its specific signifi-
Second type. Leto,

a

or Latona, Leda, Hlo- cance, I conceive, from association with the past participle
dyna, represent a dis- r.,1T i i iiim .,..
tinct province in ot the Japnetan verb represented by the Teutonic leitj-an or

motherhood mor- led-ian, to lead, and the Latin duc-ere—being thus equiva-

lent to ' ducta ' in the sense of ' ducere uxorem.' ' Leto/

' Latona/ must thus have implied, in the oldest Pelasgic

speech, ' The Lady ;

' that is, * The Wife/ per excellentiam, of

''Eppog, the King of Gods and men, the classical represen-

tative of Zwarz, or ' Surtr/ the Hidden or Unknown God of

primeval antiquity,—the final -o?ia, -yna, in ' Latona ' and

' Hlodyna/ having proximately the sense of amplification or

enhancement, as in ' matr-ona/ ' patr-onus/ ' Jun-onis/ etc.,

but ultimately resolving into the very ancient title m?ia,

opirvia, femina (whence ' female/ through the interchange of

n and I), woman, amna, amma, ana, implying mother, nurse,

and (as already incidentally shewn) goddess ; and of which

the Celtic bean, the Greek yvvfi, and our Northern gyna,

huna, and queen, are still more archaic forms. In accordance

with this resolution, we find it stated, in one line of tradition,

and that the most important, that Leto was the wife of Zeus

before his marriage with Here, or Juno. My belief is, that

she was the wife more properly of "Eppog, the father, strictly

speaking, in a mythical sense, of Zeus—although the rela-

tionship had been lost sight of, and is only recognisable in

the fact that "Eppog is originally the same word and per-

sonage as Kp-6vog. All this equally applies to Hlodyna.

I have not authority for asserting that Surtr was the original

name of the husband of Hlodyna, but whatever may have

been his name, his title and place had been usurped by his

son Odin—a filial deity fhe analogue of Zi)v or Zeus, in the

same manner as that of "Eppog or Kp-ovog was usurped by
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that same Zeus or Z/jv in Greece. The father of Tyr, or Mother-titles.

m • • 1 mi Second type.

lys, a deity in many respects identical with Thor, is not

named. Mr. Gladstone, in his suggestive work on ' Homer

and the Homeric Age,'—a work that in its profound insight

into the spirit of antiquity transcends the apprehension of

ordinary criticism—has noticed the peculiar beauty and

sanctity of the character of Leto in Greek tradition. That

of Leda is less distinct. That of Hlodyna is altogether

undefined, except through her synonym ' Fiorgyna '—which

is evidently, I think, a variety of the Phrygian ' Berecynthia,'

and analysable as i. ' Fior,' corresponding with ' Bere-,' which

I should compare with the Greek tto\v, ' great
;

' and ii.

'gyna,' corresponding with 'cynthia,' in which we may recog-

nise with equal readiness the ywn, queen, amna, o/^wia, etc.,

above adduced,—both titles, ' Fiorgyna ' and ' Berecynthia,'

thus implying in classical speech the 'Magna Mater,' MtyaAjj

Mj/Vjjjo, to whom the Scandinavians of later times have

attached, in the personality of their own goddess, the

equally appropriate, although less correctly translated, title

of ' Fruitful.'

But while the title Leto, Latona, Hlodyna, Leda, has this

broad and remote signification, corresponding with the

august dignity of the personage indicated by it as Queen,

or feminine reflex, of the Supreme, it acquires, like that of

' Rhea,' a specific signification, hardly less ancient, when

taken in connection with collateral roots and words of

physical import. As maternity, or motherhood, has etymo-

logically and essentially a radical retro-reference to matter,

so Leto and its analogues have, in the sense of mother,

a radical retro-reference to the primitive root I—t, implying

the inactive, passive, or conceptive element in universal
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Mother-titles. nature, as illustrated in the derivatives lot, lut-um, lant,
Second type. . i •

, i\ -v ,n
or land (tallow, that is to say, or uncultivated), Xid-og,

lap-is (a word and idea which we shall recognise hereafter

as of much importance in reference to Leto), and laz, lazy,

or torpid—a word fundamentally linked, in the expression

of a kindred development of ideas, with Leth-e, leth-um,

tod or death (mere varieties, all of them, of the same word),

implying mortality and oblivion—the idea of Mad, suffering

or passivity being equally attached to it,—in short, Matter,

as opposed to Spirit—Matter inert and uninformed per se,

but capable of becoming recipient of a divine and energetic

influence exerted ah externo, and thus evolving organic

life and intelligent activity. A consciousness of this funda-

mental truth, physical alike and metaphysical, lies in the

depth, as we have seen, of language, and is witnessed to

by all mythologies—although the peculiar symbolism of

the egg and the Demiurgus by which it has been set forth

in the systems most familiar to us is, by one degree in

the case of the egg, and by several degrees in the

case of the Demiurgus, less primitive. It is, it will now

be abundantly evident, to this material or physical side

of the bifold Son-Deity, derived from his Mother, that

the titles Tus, Tur; Ka, Aku, Zaku; and Tet, Set, Z,

borne by him, bear especial reference in the Japhetan Creed.

A further subject of remark of deep interest here suggests

itself, but I can but indicate it briefly to the reader. While

the Son-Deities which stand most detached from humanity

—those, for example, in which the title Bal assumes

predominance—are for the most part associated with the

Sun, or orb of day, those in whom the humanity is more

peculiarly expressed, and whose more prominent titles
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refer themselves to the type of Tur, Aku, or Z, have a Mother-titles.

marked and close relation to the Moon, the lamp of night
Wlai]e thoso

'

of the

and through the Moon, to Hades, the world of spirits, and Son-Deities derived
a ' r ' trom Bal are associ-

to Man—Man and the Moon being universally associated ated with the Sun or
D Day, those derived

in early speech, partly through etymological, partly through f™ Tur, Aku, or z
. , m m

(i.e. the human or
physical relations. And the deities and divine or heroic material element) are

. associated with the
personages 01 human amnities are thus recurrently liable Moon, Hades, and

to madness as a peculiar attribute of their lunar descent.

It was not without an eye to such relations that the Manes,

or spirits of the human race (not to be confounded, as

in later times, with the ' Dii Manes ' or ' Good Gods '),

were derived by the Etruscans through immediate emana-

tion from the nightly luminary, and believed to traverse

and abide in the dim interlunar regions during their

disembodied state. The Son-deities referred to were thus

considered as \pv\oTroibnrot, intermediaries, or mediators

between mankind, the Moon, and Hades, on the one hand,

and the Supreme God, the common Father, on the other

;

and mankind—or perhaps, restrictively, the Japhetan race

proper—as represented by such eponymi as Mannus, Maui,

Menu, Menes, Minos, and the Etruscan Manes, are, although

somewhat inconsistently, represented—in historical, indeed,

rather than mythological tradition—as the immediate object

of the creation or progeniture of such deities. Behind the

very idea of mann 'homo,' indeed, that of matter lies hid

in these early speculations,

—

madhr (independently of other

links of connection) being a very early alternate form of

the generic title (mann) in question.

The third and last group of titles of the Mother-Wife,

or Goddess, represented, as has been stated, by the typical

name ' Amalthea,' must now be noticed. The antiquity
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Mother-titles. of the word, or rather compound, may be estimated by the

Amaithea, CEdum- fact of its recurring, with hardly any modification, as

Beltis. represented in Amaithea in Greece, as CEdunibla (the order of the syllables

the East as the wife t 1 • i j\ • o t • j m rn
of the Supreme God, onv being changed) in Scandinavia, and as Mylitta,

nuSn?mJk
a

erofthl
or Beltis iu Assyria and Babylon—all of them names

Son-Deity. of a deity considered in the East as the wife of the
line type ultimately J

includes and covers Supreme God, but in the West as the mother, in the sense
both the former.

of nursing-mother, of the Son-Deity—who is, however,

derived in many of the subsidiary legends directly from

her womb. Analysed, the title resolves into, i. Amal,

Umbla, Myl—that is mBal, Bal, the Son of God in his

divine character; and ii. -thea, (Ed-, -itta, corresponding

with the eide 'nutrix,' of the Teutonic tongue—'Amaithea'

thus signifying the 'Nurse of Bal.' In a secondary stage,

the general title eide suggested the symbolic representa-

tion of the mother or nurse as Cow, or Goat— as in

USdumbla, the nurse of the Scandinavian Ymer, and

Amaithea herself, the nurse of Zeus—Amaithea retaining,

however, her human or maternal character in the tradi-

tion of the Pelasgic Dionysus. It is in this secondary

or symbolising stage that the Son-Deity came to be

symbolically represented in speech and in art as a

calf, the Sa/xaX-og of Greek and ' Ap-is ' of Egyptian

antiquity. We may further recognise the same title and

a similar symbolism in the title and quality of the MiXiaaai,

MiXtrrat, the nurses and bees of Zeus, providers of mel, the

sweet honey, for his sustenance—an ancient name of the

bee having been hunibal, as in ' Hybla ' and ' Hymettus,'

which thus became a symbol of mBal, Bal, or Zeus. Other

variations of the typical Amaithea may be enumerated in

\Melibodes,' a title of Persephone as mother of Iacchus, the
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Greek Dionysus and Etruscan Phuph?uns, that is, as will Mother-titles.

be shewn, ' the God Phuphl,' ' Amal,' or ' Pal
;

' in ' Semele/ Ainlltkea!'

perhaps the more familiar name of the Dionysiac mother;

in ' Al-thea,' short, I imagine, for ' Amalthea,' the mother

of Mel-eager, one of the minor or heroic varieties of the

Son-Deity—the initial m in all these cases being inter-

changeable with b, as Mulita, Mylitta, is with Beltis in the

name of the Oriental Goddess; and, again, in 'Pl-uto/

the mother of Tantalus king of Phrygia, whose name is

ultimately, strange as it may appear, a mere form of Amal-,

Bal-, P1-, + Oua; while 'Beyzla,' the wife of Bor, and

mother of Odin in Scandinavia, is a corrupt but unmistak-

able variety of Mylitta or Beltis, as it is also written, the

wife of Bili-Nifru, or Belus, of Assyria. The enmity of

the Goddess-wife represented by 'Rhea,' "Eppa, 'Here/

will be remembered as manifested against several of the

preceding personages ; but this is merely the expression

of the antagonism of the divine or spiritual and the material

or earthly elements of being, which are reconciled in the

God-Man or Son-Deity ; and accordingly we find that the

title ' Mylitta ' in Assyria and ' Ri ' in Babylon designated

one and the same mother of that deity, and that Ehea and

Amalthea, their analogues in the West, are similarly thus

but one personage. It is thus, as we shall see,, that all

enmity ceases between the jealous Here and Hercules, the

son of Alcmene, after the translation of Hercules to heaven.

It is possible, in fine, although I will not suggest it in the

face of contending claims, that the title ' Leto ' itself, and

those of ' Leda ' and ' Hlodyna ' may be mere worn-down

forms of ' Amalthea '—the name ' Pluto ' forming the first

step in the upward progression.
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MOTHEIi-TITLES.

Alcmene.

Yet one last name—of the Mother-Goddess—standing by

itself and remarkable in every way, must be mentioned

before passing from this subject, that, viz., of 'Alcmene,' the

mother of Hercules. While the name of Latona has beeu,

in Mr. Gladstone's words, "a perpetual puzzle to the ex-

pounders of Greek," that of 'Alcmene' has been readily

interpreted, according to its superficial appearance, as

' strength of the moon '—a sense which the considerations

above dwelt upon may well justify. But the ultimate form

is, I think, ' Alc-mna,' that is ' Alc-ofjnrvta, signifying woman,

female, jw{), huna, queen, or wife of ' Ale,' ' Elic-,' or ' HI,'

the Supreme Deity,—even as the Greek patronymic of her

son is a compound of 'Alc-t&K-,' that is, ' Alc-fidius,' or

' filius,' ' Son of Ale' Her portrait, moral and physical,

is sketched with reverent appreciation in the precious

fragment of Hesiod known as the 'Shield of Hercules,' as

excelling womankind in beauty and stature, unrivalled in

prudence, her head aud dark eyelashes breathing forth

a charm like that of Aphrodite, while yet (unlike Aphrodite)

she honoured her husband, the noblest of men, beyond all

other women, as no wife ever honoured husband. She

lived with her spouse together, in consent of abstinence,

from the first, as was meet, till he should have avenged the

slaughter of her brother ; and it was during his absence, she

being yet a virgin, that Zeus intervened in the hSioXov or

shape of Amphitryon, for the purpose, as of set counsel, of

begetting one who should be an a\Krijpa, or averter of ruin

—

ruin, the result of a curse or devotion to the Qtol \06vtoi,

01 Infernal Gods—all which is implied in the word apd—
from Gods and men,—to wit, Hercules, the Otos awTt'ip, or

Saviour, thus generated as the inoculum for even more than

humanity.
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I may repeat here that, while the character of the mother- Mother-titles.

deity is distinctly pronounced as the parent of the Man-God

and Saviour, as represented by Tur-Aku, or Z, and even by-

Apollo or Bal in his character of spello, or messenger of

God to man, that of ' Khea,' "Eppa, ' Here,' is of a more First type. Rhea,

shadowy quality, more of a satellite or reflex retrospectively senTa shadow or re-

assigned to the Supreme God ; and I doubt whether any the^SupremrGod.

feminine parent was assigned by the earliest Japhetans to No feminine parent

the Son-Deity in the comprehensive character of the ' Son Deify in the compre-

{simpliciter) of God.' My impression is that when the ^S^ggg of
human, material, or maternal element is found associated God -

with deities bearing the compound name of Bal-Z, or Bal,

without any adjunct, such element attached originally to his

character as Z (or man), not as Bal, The very etymology

of Bal—from sphal, ' dissilire,' as above shewn—implying

severance and distinct constitution without compromise of

essential unity would appear to exclude, in the primitive

conception, the co-operation of any agent participative

with the Father-God, or exterior to the inherent force

of Godhead as simjpliciter exerted, in the work of evolve-

ment ; and the legend of the birth of ' Athene,' the pre- The birth of Athene

eminent type of the ' Son of God ' under his most com- Zeus.

prehensive character and perhaps most archaic name, from

the head of Zeus, as conceived through fxrirtg, or counsel,

would appear to support this discrimination. It is not

without significance that Here is represented as pro- The birth of

. Typhoeus from Here
ducmg Irorn nersell alone, apart from Zeus and in rivalry alone.

of the abnormal birth of Athene, the demoniacal Typhoeus

the great antithesis and enemy of the Divine Son in his

character of Briareus, as we shall hereafter see. I should

interpret this, if the above criticism be correct, as implying
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MOTHER-TITLES.

Leading points in

the lives of the
Son-Deities.

that Typhoeus was the creation or quasi-child of the Father

in that phase of his character, whatever it may be con-

sidered, which was personified detachedly in Here; and

that the activity of Here, when exerted against him, as

it was in so many ways, simply expresses that antagonism

of forces, among mortals styled principles, which subsists

throughout creation, but finds its ultimate ratio in a con-

dition above our unassisted apprehension. This is in

keeping with the distinction thus attempted to be shewn,

that while Ehea ordained Here to receive divine worship

from mortals, Leto and Leda, although held in high honour,

receive none, the reason being, I conceive, that the former

was in fact the Supreme God in a feminine phase of concep-

tion, while the latter were themselves human.

I proceed to what may probably be hailed as a comparative

relief after these etymological disquisitions; i.e., a rapid

sketch of the leading points in the lives and characters of the

most prominent Son-Deities, or in other words, types of the

one Son-Deity. Many of these points will at once suggest

themselves to the memory of the reader, and I shall there-

fore touch but lightly on such, and dwell only on those that

have either been neglected in our popular mythological

treatises, or have had in some respects less than justice done

to them. The result will, I trust, be sufficient, taken in

connection with the consentient testimony from language

already given, and the prior argument from mythical

genealogy, to vindicate the general estimate just given of

the Son-Deity of the Japhetans, although I must still refer

to subsequent chapters for justification of some of the less

important details. The deities I have selected are

—

I. Under the first of the three categories established at
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the beginning of this chapter, represented by Bal, i.e. the The Son-Deities.

Son-Deity as God,—the Gods Apollo, Balder, and Thor son-Deity.
"

(Biorn, or Gemla).

II. Under the second, represented by Tur+ Aku, or

collectively by Z, i.e. the Son-Deity represented as man,

—Hercules (surnanied Poliuchos and Index), Iacchus (Phu-

phluns, or Dionysus), iEacus, and Tet (or Hermes)
;

And, III. Under the third, represented by Bal+Tet, or

Bal+Z, tantamount to the 'Son of God+ Seed of Man,'

the Son-Deity's most comprehensive title,—Pallas (Athene),

Polydectes or Pluto, and Polydeuces or Pollux—this last

originally surnamed, as will appear, the Castor, and the

Dioscurus—in the singular number. A few comparatively

minor deities belonging to the group will be noticed after

these more illustrious personages have passed in review

before us.

Section I.

—

The Son-Deity as God. Class I.

1 Bal,' i.e. the Son-

1. Apollo. In regard to this cherished deity, whose ^
elt^ as " God-"

name we have concluded to have been originally iuBal,

Bal, or Sphal, with the peculiar sense of Sonship as

twinned from the Father, as above defined—we may notice,

i. His title of Kapvtuog, ' Carneius,' as worshipped in the

Peloponnesus

—

Kap- being a modification of Sphar, the

alternate form of Sphal, Bal, through the familiar inter-

change of sph and Jc, with the suffix ana (answering to the

-wv in 'A7roAX-wv),—thus producing Kap-v-zlog, the ' King

'

or 'God Sphar, Bar, or Bal:'—ii. The patronymic Auk-

vytvfig (or ' Lyk-inga '),
' Son of Lyk,' i.e. of ' HI-,' a form

equivalent (as has been shewn) to ' Hr-,' "Eppog, or Zwarz

:

—iii. That of 'Apx-vylrne, or 'Apxvy-irrig, proximately to be
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Class I. understood as the 'leader' or chief, but which resolves
Bal,' i.e., the Son-

. ,

Deity as 'God.' ultimately into 'son (-ibrig, fidiiis) ot Arch, or 'Arclmg,

' Herak,' ' Here,' the link between the parental titles

' Zwarz ' and ' Hek ;

' and iv. The surname 'Eic»j-j3oAoe, or

'FtKani-fioXog, which similarly is analysable as ' Hek-,'

' Hecat-,' or ' Hek-Bal,' or possibly ' Aku-Bal,' i.e. ' Son of

Hek.' With these also may be associated the title ' Smin-

theus ' (otherwise very important), which resolves, through

the intermutation of sm or su and k (above illustrated) with

' Kint-' or ' Kind,' ' the Son,' that is to say, per excellentiam—
and in the most absolute sense—of God. We must take

our stand in these and similar cases at the source of the

stream, and mark its divarications from the heights, as it

descends the valley. The title 'ApxnybriG is peculiarly

important as linking Apollo with Polydeuces, who bears

the corresponding epithet MiZ-apxaytTag and nv^-ayaOotj.

His birth. —The circumstances of the mortal birth of Apollo are given

in the fragments which compose the Homeric Hymn, in

Hesiod, and in other depositories of ancient tradition. It

took place on the seventh day of the month Thargelion,

which henceforth was kept holy to him monthly,— at the

despised island of Delos,—after the long wanderings of

Latona, and her nine days' and nine nights' protracted

sufferings, all through the jealousy of Here, had been com-

pleted—the mother reclining on the slopes of Cynthus (a

word akin to Smintheus, kind,—and perhaps to Cynthia,

as indicating the new moon), and embracing the palm-tree,

the emblem at once of death (qualm, eulmu in Etruscan*)

and victory, as he leapt from the womb. Apollo him-

* See Etr. Insc., p. 11G, note :
' Palma has a close affinity with qualm, the

Etruscan Eulmu, death.'
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self had previously selected the barren isle for the place Class I.

of his nativity ; and the ideas of setting apart (sphal, theil)

either for contempt or glory, separation from the womb

(theil, and ' Thalna,' the Etruscan Lucina), and manifes-

tation (£>>jA-), all centre in the etymology of the name

Delos; while the island bore the name Asteria (or Hesperia),

as would appear, among the immortals, the aarpov, or

' star upon the black earth.' Delos was a wanderer on the

face of the ocean till Zeus bound her to the foundation of

the ocean by chains, as a refuge for Latona ; and Apollo

afterwards acquired an absolute right to her from Poseidon,

as he also did to Delphi, by giving the island of Calaureia

in exchange for it. He was washed as soon as born, with

pure water. No sooner had he tasted the food of the Gods

than he sprang up to complete stature, and announced that

he would declare his Father's will to mankind,—an idea

collaterally involved in the root sphal, as developing into

spello, spokesman or messenger, a character which attaches, As the ' Spello,'

I may observe, to all the deities who rank under the Bal singer of God.

category. It is in this character likewise that he appears to

bear the title of Ao^lag Trarpog, as in Sophocles,—'Loxias'

being, as we shall see, a variety of -Deuces, in the collateral

sense of ' teacher '—teacher, that is to say, of duty, in the

human character, comparatively subordinate, derived from

his mother,

—

Spello in the more prominent or divine, as the

Father's nuncius of salvation.—I need not insist on the

golden hair, untouched by the razor, or the perfect beauty

of Apollo, save to reiterate that the spiritual and feminine

(not effeminate) character attaches to the Son-Deity as

Bal, as distinguished from the impress of material and

masculine strength which distinguishes him as Tus-Aku, Z,
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Class I. or Man.—Apollo proceeded forthwith—on the very day, it

would appear, of his birth and maturity—to Delphi, then

styled Pytho, where he slew the dragon Pytho, Typhoeus's

Founds the oracle of nurse, who had hitherto given oracles there ; and founded
Delphi.

his own oracle—thenceforward to indicate through the Pythia

to Man the will of God under his Father's inspiration.

A cloud now arose between Apollo and his Father Zeus.

Asclepius, or iEsculapius, the blameless physician, son of

Apollo by the nymph Coronis, had been taught by Athene

how to bring back the dead from Hades. Hades remon-

Zeus slays ^Escula- strated, and Zeus slew JEsculapius with lightning. If

Apollo resented this, it was a solitary instance of a difference

of will between the Father and himself; but, judging by

analogy, the difference was by understood consent towards

a common end, a remedial process in favour of man, of

which the initiatory stage may perhaps be indicated in the

etymology of -ZEsculapius, or Asclepius, as inclusive of the

idea of mcoXoxp, the stake or ' crux,' such as that Prometheus

suffered upon on Caucasus, and which is associated, as has

been stated, with the idea of judicial punishment inflicted

by running across the line of life (to use the language of

palmistry) on the part of the Thworestara, or Creator.

Apollo banished, de- Banished by Zeus to the Stygian land, but recalled from
Bccnds upon earth. . .

hence by the intercession ot Latona, Apollo descended upon

earth, by his Father's command, in commutation of punish-

Servos as a slave ment, and in willing obedience, to serve for a limited period

as a slave and herdsman under Admetus of Pherae—that is,

restoring (as I believe should be done) the lost initial letter,

' Cadmetus '—the ' Cadm-a)t,' or ' race of Adam.' Admetus

—a weak and poor creature otherwise—was kind to him
;

and his wife Alcestis was subsequently recalled from the
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dead and restored to him by Hercules, in acknowledgment Class I.

of this kindness, Apollo subsequently, along with Poseidon,

under Laomedon of Ilion, grinding at the mill, and enduring

contumely at his hands ; and during this service the two Together with Posei-

deities, with the co-operation of zEacus, of whom I shall builds the walls of

have to speak more at large, rebuilt the walls of Ilion—

a

work of singular significance, 'Il-ion' being, as I under-

stand it etymologically, the ' II-' or ' El-heim,' ' the House

of God ' on earth, as the correlative ' El-heim,' ' Ol-ymp-os,'

was in heaven. Reascending to Olympus, Apollo dwells there Reascends to Olym-

thenceforward pre-eminent in dignity—the Gods rising

up before him in reverence whenever he enters the house of

Zeus—Latona alone retaining her seat of dignity by the

side of Zeus, rejoicing in her son's glory, while she alone

assists to disarm him of his mighty bow and swift arrows

—

the former representing, I conceive, the Iris, or rainbow, in

his quality of dro, or messenger of God, and the bridge or

bark which leads from earth to heaven, and is under the

special guardianship of the Son-Deity as Bal—the latter,

the arrows, representing the stone (' sagittsD '), or flint-

arrows, which are constantly formed in symbolic connection

with the son, also in the character of Bal.

Dwelling thus in his Father's house, Apollo, and he Hermes or Tet, the

, .. . -i.,1 t> r j.i. i.
mortal contingent of

alone, is in possession—manifestly as Bal—of the secret Apollo's perfect

knowledge and inmost counsels of Zeus ; and when even
eing '

Hermes or Tet, the mortal contingent (as will appear) of

his perfect being, seeking to share in those counsels, he

replies that he is sworn by a mighty oath not to betray

them to any of the Gods.

That Apollo, the divine Bal or Son, was in being before His existence prior to

his birth in Delos is implied by the fact that, according
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Class I. to the Homeric Hymn, he selected that island for the

place of his nativity. This, too, may be inferred from the

War with the giants, ancient tradition that he assisted Zeus in the war against

the giants, and from the identity of his personality with

that of Briareus, of which I shall speak in due time. The

date of that event is left undefined, but it can hardly be

doubted that it was before the original creation of mankind.

Residing in Olympus, he nevertheless interests himself

His character and in the daily life of man, in the character of prophet and

teacher, as the pavng or " augur Apollo,"—of punisher of

disobedience and sin, the title OvXtog (a variation more

remotely of Bal) being assigned to him in that capacity,

—

of healer of suffering, physical and moral, as 'IjjTrao'/wv

—

the allurer of the world to harmony through song, by means

of the lyre which he obtained from Hermes in exchange

for the caduceus,—of patron of shepherds (his own occupa-

tion while on earth), as Nopiog, and thus of the pastoral

and agricultural life, while the title appears to link

song and green fields together in pleasant association,—of

builder of cities (iroXug), and promoter of civil institutions

(TroXiTiia), and thus necessarily of the active life, under the

titles of KTioTng, oiKiorrig, which refer us, indeed, beyond

obcog, to ' Hek-<Srj<? ' in one direction and thworestara in

another—and, in fine, in the large and beneficent character

exhibited in the titles aXe^iKOKog, aniaiog, aKtarwp (the

same word as Castor), and pre-eminently of awTi'ip—that

is, Protector from evil, Healer, and Saviour ; in which latter

and general character the peculiar enumeration of the nine

days' and nine nights' suffering attendant on his birth

would appear to denote the complete fulfilment, in the

humanity imparted by his mother, of that law of justice,
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SiKti, ' lex,' which seems to be identified in early speech Class I.

with the number Ska, ten; and which fulfilment is
Ap0LL0 -

betokened by the immediate reception of the new-born

God from his mother's womb by the venerable Themis :

—

a character, I need scarcely remark, broadly to be dis-

tinguished in the aggregate from that of Helios, * Sunja,'

' Sol '—physical impersonations of later times, and to which

many beautiful but cosmogonical myths attach themselves.

The title ' Phoebus ' undoubtedly belonged to him from

early times, but in the sense, I suspect, of the Egyptian
' Hepi ' or (read with the digamma) * Apis '—a word which

I take to have been identical originally with the early

Celtic mab (the Welsh ah, the Gaelic mac) denoting ' Son

'

—symbolised in later times as a calf or bull—the Greek

Sd/uaX-og similarly echoing the ' Bal, inBal, Sphal, Zphal,'

in Greek.

Apollo, I may in fine thus suggest, represents the extreme

form of the Son-God in the direction of deity, the material

element or humanity being held in almost total abeyance

to the spiritual in his being. His twin sister Artemis— His twin-sister

originally, as suggested, Martemis or Zuartemisa, i.e.

* emiS "

' Daughter of Zwarz '—and styled ' Phoebe ' likewise, as the

feminine reflex of her brother's title Phoebus—represents

this material element in their dual or conjunct being in

its utmost purity, chastity and physical strength com-

bining alike in her character. But the true complement ' Tet ' supplies the

required to make up the bifold or dual being of the Son-™S foSXaf
Deity as represented by Apollo, is to be found (as stated) afApo!?

6 S°n"G°d

in the God Hermes, Mercury, or, as I shall more specially

identify him, Tet, in due time to be noticed ; and who

stands in the same relation and propinquity to Apollo as

F
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Class I.

Apollo.

Other titles of

Apollo

—

AiSu/xos.

Smintheus,
Ismenius,
iEgseon under the

name of Briareus,

Argeipliontes as

borue by Hermes.

Deuces to Bal iu the compound title Poly-deuces, as Ad-s

to Pall- in the compound Pallas (Athene), or as Thoth

(the Egyptian Hermes) to Horus (similarly identified with

Apollo) in the ancient mythology of Egypt. It is to this

relationship—lost sight of in the earliest records, hut

recognisable through the process of comparative investiga-

tion now adopted—that I think the title Aidv/xog, the Twin,

by which Apollo was known at Brauchidae, must be referred,

—partly through the etymological affinity of A<S- and Tet,

partly through the idea of ' brachia,' arms, or branches,

' rami,' inherent in the name ' Branchidse,' and which links

the mythological conception with that attaching to the

Dioscuri, and to Romulus, Remus, of ancient Rome. The

two titles 'Smintheus' and 'Ismenius' given to Apollo at

Thebes in Boeotia, connect him in fact, not with Horus,

but immediately with Thoth of Egypt, in a manner which

I shall illustrate in speaking of Tet under the second of

the three categories here under discussion. Matter and

evil are opposed to both Apollo and Hermes in the serpent

Pytho and in Typhoeus ; and the common title ' Argei-

phontes,' as borne by Hermes, and iEgseon by Apollo under

the name, as above stated, of Briareus, testify to this

identity. It is important, lastly, to observe that the

worship of Apollo in Europe spread southward—from

Thessaly and Tempe and Delphi to Peloponnesus and Crete

;

and that although worshipped by the Ionians and Athenians

with especial honour, he was especially the God of the

Dorians, the Thoringa of the South, as his analogues

Balder and Thor were Gods of the Thoringa of Central and

Northern Europe. His political sympathies were with the

Trojans and the Lycians (their near kin), not the Achrci.
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The Athenians and Ionians honoured him under the title Class I.

of ' Patrous,' perhaps in this case to be understood as the , Patr6llg
,

of
1

h

'Putra' (Sanscrit) or 'Son.' He was familiar to the Athenians.

Etruscans as ' Aplu,' by inheritance, I suspect, from their ' Aplu ' of the Etrus-

Teutonic ancestors; but was little known to the Romans,

Oscans, or Latins proper. The fact that Thoth, Horus, Thoth, Horus. and

and the divine Apis in Egypt were forms of Apollo of Egypt!™
6 P1S °

most ancient date merely shews, as in other instances,

that his worship spread south-westward from the original

home at the same time that it spread westwards to the

north of the Mediterranean. The general tradition of

classical antiquity brings him from the North ; it was from

the Hyperborean land that Latona and Eileithyia came

to Delos ; the oracle of Delphi was founded (it is said)

by the Hyperboreans and ' Olenus '—a mere corruption of

' Bal-ana,' the ' Phul,' ' Balder ' or Apollo of Germany, and

the Celtic ' Bel-irus,'—the Hyperboreans, it is added, were

to a man worshippers and priests of Apollo. All this tends

to establish the original identity of Apollo and Balder

(Phul) and Thor, and the derivation of his worship—partly

indeed, perhaps, from the Celts, partly from the Slavonians,

but mainly from the Thoringa or at least, in a broader sense,

the Teutonic race,—although the importation of that worship

into Greece and Italy by the Dorians and the Tyrrheni (or

Etruscans) may probably have long preceded the arrival of

the Northern Thoringa in Scandinavia and Central Europe.

1 I have necessarily spoken at some length of Apollo as

being the most pronounced type of the Son-Deity as God,

and shall have to do the like in the case of such other deities

as are similarly typical ; but those that follow, Balder and

Thor, may be more briefly dealt with. I reserve enumeration
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Class I.

Apollo,
of symbols of these several deities to the conclusion of this

chapter. I proceed now to

—

Balder.

Phal.

Bald'agg.

Balder slain by his

brother Hoder.

2. Balder, Baldr, or Baldur, the Son of Odin (in the

imputed sense, as in the case of 'Zeus' of the Supreme

God), and of Frigga, the analogue of Khea, as Hlodyna is

of Latona and Leda. Balder is also known as Phal in

archaic German, and as Baldagg, this last being the ab-

solute equivalent (as we shall find) of ' Polydeuces ' or

' Pollux
;

' and I have little doubt but that he is the

Hyperborean 'Olenus' above mentioned as the founder of

Delphi, and thus a variety of ' Apollo.' All that is most

beautiful in the character and aspect of Apollo is common

likewise to that of Balder the Good—the wisest, most

eloquent, and most merciful of the Asa—the beloved of

all men, and into whose palace (Breidablik) nothing im-

pure might enter ; but, while Apollo represents broadly

the Triumphant, Balder represents the Suffering God—the

companion, as it is expressed, of Hela and of tears. Balder

was mortal ; and the tale is too familiar to need repetition,

how he was slain by the mistletoe, the weakest of plants, by

the unintentional act of his brother Hodd or Hoder, the

Blind, secretly incited and his hand directed by the malig-

nant Lok in the background,—how his body was solemnly

burnt, with that of his wife Nana and his horse, on the

gallant ship which constituted his funeral pile, his brother

Thor consecrating it by the hammer Miolnir, while Odin,

the iEsir, and the giant Jotuns sorrowed all with a common

sorrow ; and how, after Hermode—another son of Odin, the

messenger and in this case the i//u\wo^7ro'c of the Gods, and

thus an analogue of Hermes and Hodd—had ridden in the
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meanwhile to Helheim, and obtained from Hela the con- Class I.

Balder.
cession that Balder should return to life if all nature wept

for him, the same malignant Lok defeated the hopes of

heaven and earth by refusing, in the shape (as was believed)

of the witch Thok, to join in the mourning. All this is

written in the Eddas Young and Old, prose and verse, and

is connectible with the most ancient names and traditions

of the Eastern Aryans. We shall find, too, an exact parallel Parallelism between
• . the deaths of Balder

to the occult influences of Lok upon Hodd, and the overt and Castor, the

action of Hodd upon Balder, in the Peloponnesian legend Curi.

of the Dioscuri—or, rather, of the Castor Polydeuces, (Bal-

dagg), as slain, in his mortal being, by Lynceus and Idas

—this parallelism demonstrating the original identity of the

circumstances and personalities throughout the two legends,

to the effect of approximating Balder (Baldagg) to Poly-

deuces, in one direction, as in another we find reason for

identifying him with Apollo. There are ample data to

shew the close alliance of the old Teutonic mythology as

preserved in Scandinavia with that of Rome and Greece in

the South, and that of the Aryans proper in the East. In

further illustration I may adduce the etymology of the Etymology of the

name Hodd, which resolves into sh, akJc, Jck, significative of sk, akk, kk.

matter—of matter blind, ' caec-us,' and evil, akk, ieaie-de, as

by later imputation. The nine days' and nine nights' ride

to the gates of Helheim expresses, it may be suggested, the

fulfilment of the Snoj, ' lex,' or law of God, as accomplished

in the number Sbca, ten, according to the suggestion already

given, by the suffering Balder ; and this would lead to the

supposition that Hodd represents in the legend the mortal

or material element answering to -Deuces in Poly-deuces,

and which is still preserved in the little-known compound
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Class I. title Bal-dtigg above mentioned. Lastly, the universal
Balder. .

-
.

Mourning for Balder mourning for Balder is the same tradition as those attach-

for Adonis, for Osiris,
jnff to t^e memory of Adonis (Trait-hunu?), Osiris (as

identical legends, ° J v /» \

perpetuated by the Ashur, the Tur, or Son?), and others, although invested
Song of Linus and
the Maueros. with a moral signification and tenderness comparatively

wanting in the Eastern legends. The Song of Linus (II-

hunu, as I believe the name should be analysed), and the

Maneros of the Egyptians, which by the testimony of Hero-

dotus was identical with it, perpetuated the lament from

ages anterior to the separation of the Egyptians, Phoenicians,

and Hellenes.

Balder the Good thus remains in Helheim, holding the

highest place of honour there, but will return to the light

of day, accompanied by his brother Hodd, or Hoder, thus

inseparably associated with him, at the restoration of all

things after the day of Ragnarok, the Twilight of the Gods,

when Odin himself, and even Thor, shall have ceased to be.

It is to this last-named deity I now turn :

—

TlIOR.

Biorn, the Bear or

Ursa Major.

3. Thor is known to us as the ' eldest son ' of Odin

—

in the sense of the Father-God, as already shewn—by

Hlodyna, the Leto or Latona of the North,—and under the

leading titles of Biorn, usually interpreted as the Bear or

' Ursa Major,' refers us evidently to the older title Bar,

or Bal, as 'Bairn,' or Son,—and this is supported by the

fact that Thor is known popularly to the Norwegians and

Swedes as Thor Kar—Kar answering to Bar as the Spartan

Cameius to Bal-ana or Apollo; Kar further taking the

form of Karl in the name of the constellation of the Bear,

familiar to us in England likewise as ' Charles's-Wain.'

Gammel, Gemla, now understood as 'the old,' denotes the
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' Twinned/ the ' Twin,' or ' Bifold '—in the Latin Gemellus, cia&s I.

—but, as aforesaid, in the sense of the ancient Bal, mBal, Thor Ear

Amal, as formed from Sphal, Zphal ; the original initial Q
h

^J
68

'

8 Wain -

z= sp taking the harder form of y, k, in disintegration, as

gBal, Gammel, ut supra. Asa is the mere word for deity;

but AJcu, Occu, supplies the complement of the compound

epithet usually attaching to the personality of the Son-

Deity, answering to the ' -Ux,' ' -Deuces,' in ' Poll-ux,'

'Poly-deuces,' and '-agg' or '-dagg' in Baldagg, the title

of Balder. Thor resides in Thrudheim, and this compound

word, the ' home of Thrud,' points, I think, not to a daughter

of Thor named Thrud, but to the Hidden God Zwaez as his

real father, represented in later times as Odin. Thor is,

I have little doubt, originally identical with ' Tyr,' or ' Tys,'

the Mars of Scandinavia ; but they were separated and dis-

tinguished before the earliest traces of existing mythology.

The word Tyr, Tys, is sometimes used for ' Deus ' simpliciter,

and in this sense is the equivalent of Btog, 'Deus,' and

the Egyptian ntr, Us. It is possible that the name ' Thor

'

may sometimes be used for Zwae, as the Supreme God,

as ' Zeus ' is for Zwaez ; but the distinct qualification

of the mythologic Thor as the son of Odin and Hlodyna,

and of Tyr as the son of the ' radiant goddess,' together

with the signification of the very ancient word Tue as

' Son,' as shewn at the beginning of this chapter, stamp both

Thor and Tyr as filial deities.

With the strength of Thor the reader is well acquainted, Thor's hammer

as well as with his marvellous hammer Miolnir—originally,

I think, a stone axe of sacrifice, or what is popularly called

a ' celt,' secured in a handle such as is still, or was till

lately, in use among the South-sea Islanders,—with his
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Class I. struggle, only partially successful, with the great serpent

His°deecls and Midgarsormr, or Jormundgandr, whom he strikes with

Miolnir on the head, but does not slay,—with his wars

with the Giants, the early Jotuns, predecessors of the

Thoringa in the North, and synonymous with Titans, the

initial T in 'Titan' having been abraded as already stated,

—a race identified in mythological times with the powers

of matter and malignity,—with his friendship for mankind

and his especial protection of serfs and slaves,—and with

his final doom, to fall—after receding nine steps (the number

of judicial accomplishments above noticed)—by the venom

of the great serpent, after crushing him nevertheless to the

earth, in the day of Eagnarok. The reader will likewise

recall the strange weakness which breaks almost periodically

through the thoroughly visible personality of Thor, his

torpidity, and his voracity—all belonging to the original

conception of his character as a bifold God, and giving

expression to the material element in its coarse vigour as

conjoined with the spiritual or divine in his constitution.

It must be acknowledged, indeed, that these points are

exaggerated, that the merits of Thor are but grudgingly

acknowledged, and that his original dignity is wilfully

depreciated, and indeed caricatured, by the later Northmen,

the worshippers of the Odin of the Edda, whose influence

supplanted his; while among the Normans— who were

descendants (as supposed), at least iu the family of Eollo and

his immediate partisans, of the older and royal Thoringic

or Tyrki race anterior to that of Odin and Harald Harfagre,

and who claimed their ancestry direct from a Thor, the

father or ancestor, not the son, of Odin—the name and

worship of 'Tur,' or Thor, endured in highest honour till
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superseded by Christianity—as was the case, too, in Thuringia class I.

and central Europe, where ' Thunaer ' was of higher account

than Odin,—and among the Tyrrheni, or Thoringa, of Italy,

too, whose God ' Tunur ' I have, I think, identified as

' Thunaer ' or ' Thor ' in my recent book on the subject of

the ' Etruscan Inscriptions.' *

Lastly, it is to be repeated, as of much significance, that, Balder returns after
J r &

Raguarok, Thor does

while Balder the Good returns from Helheim at the recon- not.

stitution of the world after Ragnarok, there is nothing said

of the return of Thor, although his sons Modr and Magni,

heirs-possessors apparently of Miolnir, meet the surviving

-ZEsir on the plain of Ida. The contrast might of itself

suggest the belief that Thor-Aku and Balder are, like

Balder and Hodd, and I may say Apollo and Hermes, the

parted halves of one deity, whose original character included

the two elements, divine and human, nomine et re, as in the

case of Poly-deuces or Pollux ; and this would be confirmed

were we entitled to claim the BnXoe Tvpiog of Phoenicia as

a Japhetan variety of the Son-Deity, as I believe he really

was. But, even considered in his simple personality, Thor

represents in every point of view, mythological no less than

physical, a very important phase in the worship of the

Saviour Son of early times,—one in which the divine and

human elements are more nearly balanced than in the case

* Etr. Iusc, 110, 118. Thura, too, from whom the Celtic 'Carrig-Thura' and

' Inis-Thura ' derive their name in the sublime Ossianic fragment of the ' Death

of Curhullin,' is distinctly Thor; as may be inferred from the title ' Spirit of

Loda,' and the character ascribed to the local deity,—the titles of ' Hlodridi
'

or ' Hlorridi ' and of ' Eindridi,' given to Thor in Iceland, being equivalent,

I think, to ' Hlod-marut,' and ' Vind-marut,'—the former signifying 'Hlod,'

i.e. 'Larth' or 'Lord,' the latter ' Vind ' or 'Storm'—with the addition of

the Sanscrit marut, which is fundamentally, as it appears to me, the same

word as the Latin 'spiritus.'
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Class I. of Balder and Apollo considered similarly per se—and

consequently to the depreciation, or rather constitutional

subordination of the spirituality exhibited so eminently by

those two deities.

Lines of demarcation The lines of demarcation between the various impersona-
between the various .

, n

impersonations of the tions of the one Son-God are not, as the reader will already
one Son-God, not , , ,, ,. ,. ,. .,

easy to preserve. have perceived, easy to preserve,—the distinctive traits

constantly intermingle. But, while Apollo, Balder, and

Thor especially present him under the aspect of Deity

—

triumphant throughout in the person of Apollo ; triumphant

but destined to ultimate extinction (apparently) in that of

Thor ; suffering, but destined to final triumph, in that of

Balder—but always as God the Son, the Son of God,—the

four deities that follow, Hercules, Iacchus, iEACUs, and

Tet, or Hermes, present him no less individually under the

aspect of the Son, or Seed, of Man—the divinity in manifest

association, but the humanity predominant—as worshipped

by the Japhetans; and this in the distinctive characters

of Sufferer, Conqueror, Intercessor, and Guide to happiness

and immortality.

Section II. The Son-Deity as Man.

Class II. Tnr, Aku, 1. Heracles or Hercules. The Son-Deity, born as man,
or /.

The Son-Deity as and subjected to unmerited and prolonged pain in his human

Hebcui.es. character for man's benefit, is pre-eminently exhibited in

the character of the Thor of Greece, the human patriarch

(as supposed) of the most illustrious races of antiquity and

many of modern times—Hercules, the God of strength and

health, physical and moral, and the protector of man against

monsters and evil of every description

—

kuWivikoc and
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aXi^iKUKog, as he was saluted by Telamon after his conquest Class II.

of Ilion. He bears the varied titles and patronymics of
VnxiecHrtie

Alcides, Mtivvri'ig, Dorsanes, Sandes, and Index, Diodas,

Musagetes, noXtov\og, MeXditnrvyog, all of which contribute

when analysed to the definition of his character ; which

character is one of peculiar pathos and beauty. He is the His character,

son of the Supreme God, generated of set purpose as a

defender or protector of men and gods, and born of the married

maid Alcmene, whose beauty and virtue we have already

recognised. I need but allude to his long servitude in obedi-

ence to the divine oracle which promised immortality as his

guerdon— his deep humility and sublime long-suffering

under injustice and wrong—his endless series of labours of

beneficence at the bidding of a low-miuded and ungrateful

kinsman and tyrant, and ranging over the whole known

earth. It is important, however, to observe that the pre-

scribed number of the adXoi was ten, not twelve—in fulfil-

ment, as already suggested in similar cases, of the law, Si'k-q,

' lex,' which appears to have been identified symbolically

with that number, and in reference to which one of his

titles, ' Index,' would appear to bear a secondary reference.

It is thus that the tenth adXov prescribed the rescue of the

oxen of Geryones, which, in accordance with other myths,

I shall hereafter venture to interpret as the rescue of the

strayed, captive, or lost souls of mankind, by one who has

redeemed them by his own fulfilment of their forfeited

obligation. But two of these ten labours were disallowed

by Eurystheus, and an eleventh and twelfth prescribed, the

accomplishment of which crowned the work of the life of

Heracles by what would have been considered the con-

quest of immortality in the apples of the Hesperides, and
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Class II. the extirpation of death in the abduction of Cerberus. The
Hercules.

dogmatical signification of all this will appear more clearly

in the retrospect, as I approach the later stages of this

inquiry. It was during the penultimate of these udXot

that Hercules slew the vulture and released Prometheus,

as recorded in the well-known legend of that god or demigod.

The mythical character of Hercules is thus, through the

consummate number twelve, approximated to that of Apollo

as the God of Delphi and Spello, or spokesman of God.*

Before the concluding I shall speak of the expedition to the Hesperides in a

ated into tlie Eleusi- later page and in another connection. The steps which

scend^intoHades, prefaced and attended upon the concluding aOXov are

fou-ht with

P1Ut
°' remarkable. He was adopted by a solemn rite into an

Thanatos, Death. Attic, or rather the Attic family, a quasi-priesthood, as we

shall hereafter learn,—he was initiated by Eumolpus into

the Eleusinian mysteries,—he descended into Hades, or

Helheim ; the obscure notice in Homer of his fight with

Pluto, the king of the sunless region, in which the latter

was wounded at Pylos, the 'gate' apparently of the world

of shades, appears to attach itself to this point in his history
;

and his still more mysterious combat with Thanatos, Death,

for the rescue of Alcestis, wife of Admetus (or Cadmetus,

as above suggested), from the jaws of the grave, will also

* I am aware that the specific number of twelve ad\oi is not mentioned

by Homer or Hesiod ; but the inherent testimony of the legends, and

especially the remarkable distinction between the ten first and the two last,

warrant the belief that the tradition existed from ancient times. While it

is marvellous, on the one hand, how much has come down to us from the

past—so marvellous that I can attribute! it to nothing short of providential

supervision—it is equally clear that many most important myths have only

been preserved in a mutilated form or have been lost altogether. Such is

also the case with regard to the Scandinavian or old Teutonic mythology

and thai of the Zoroastiians.
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be remembered here. He returns triumphant, with the dog Class II.

Cerberus in chains, and with his recovered friend Theseus ; Returns triumphant.

but Pirithous, the descendant of the Lapithse, was detained

a prisoner. Nor are the closing incidents of the career

of Hercules less remarkable. Visited by madness—by no

means for the first time—after his return from Hades, and

having in his fury killed Iphitus, the son of Eurytus king

of (Echalia, and brother of Iole, whom he had loved from

early years, but whom Zeus denied to him—Iole being,

I take it, a personification of ftfoXti, saivala, the soul—he

seeks for purification at Delphi, which the Pythia refuses

him ; whereupon he fights with Apollo, like a Norse Fights with Apollo

champion with Thor, in his own temple, till parted by the fixation on condition

!• i j. p rv l . • ji -a j.' i ii of three years' add i-

lightnmgs oi Zeus, and yet wins the purification demanded tional servitude,

on condition of a three years' additional servitude as a self-

sold slave,—this being the celebrated interlude of his life

(miserably understood) with Omphale, Queen of Lydia.

The reader will connect this incident with the occasional

effeminacy of Thor, and his patronage of slaves. His

expedition against Troy followed, and then that to Calydon,

where he marries Deianeira. Exiled from Calydon, but

accompanied by Deianeira, Hercules sets forth on his last

adventure—I might say, pilgrimage—to recover Iole ; and

everything now assumes a ritualistic and religious aspect

as attendant on departure from this world to the next.

They cross the river Evenus, where the Centaur Nessus is Crosses the river

in the custom of carrying travellers across—not like St. 6^o\6s\ato].l.
S

Christopher for love and duty, but like Charon, for a small

piece of money, the oftoXog, it may be presumed, of which,

and of its peculiar character as the mark and symbol of the

tutelage and passport of the Son-Deity in his character
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Class ii. of mBal or Bal, I shall have to speak in a later chapter.

Etymologies. ^ne names °f Nessus and Deianeira connect themselves

with that of Dionysus in the sense of a nest, nasre, or

nectareous drink such as formed the food, together Avitk

the more solid ambrosia, of the Gods and of peculiarly

favoured mortals. I make no pretension, at this stage of

inquiry, to do more than submit mythical names to ety-

mologic analysis and mythological comparison ; but this

I may say, that whatever is implied under the name

Dionysus is conveyed under that of Deianeira, both words

having the same ultimate origin. The root of 'Evenus'

may perhaps be found in abend, Ament, the river of ' the

West,' or ' Even,'—just as the ' Avent-ine ' was the most

westerly hill of Rome ; with a further suggestion perhaps

of the ' Ament ' or heaven of ancient Egypt. The death of

Nessus followed on his. perfidy to his trust, and his blood

bedewed the robe of Deianeira—well-known incidents. Iole

was won ; but no taint of suspicion has fallen on her fair

fame or that of Hercules ; and his last act was to bequeath

her as a wife to his son Hyllus, ancestor of the most illus-

trious line of the Heraclida?. I may observe that, as a rule,

the many wives and concubines, and such licence as is

imputed to him in the case of the daughters of Thestius,

are the mere expression of his strongly pronounced humanity

at a period when such licence was not viewed in the light

of Christian, or Hebraic, or even Spartan morality. The

heroic Hercules is never cited as a votary of Aphrodite.

Touching at Eubcea—perhaps a form of JEfvca, in the West,

and with a like signification—he prepares to sacrifice to

Zeus Cenaeus, and sends for the befitting vestments from

Trachis. We all remember what followed—the poisoned
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robe ; the mortal agony of the last hours of Hercules, class II.

suffering, like Balder and (as we shall find) Pallas, by the
Hercules -

' ' •> His death,

undesigned act of his nearest, if not dearest, Nessus insti-

gating the deed like Hodd or Lok in the background ; the

scene ending in his self-immolation, still in his full glory

of life and strength, upon the funeral pile on (Eta, and his

translation to Olympus amidst storms and lightning by his His translation to

father Zeus, to be reconciled to Here, and to watch there,
01ymPus -

like Apollo, from henceforth over the interests of mankind.

Such are the leading incidents of his magnificent career—

a

career dashed across, however, occasionally by human, not

to say effeminate weakness,—a voracity like that (again)

of Thor,—and the perpetually recurring insanity above

spoken of.

It is, upon the whole, in Hercules, the very God of health

and manly vigour, that we find the most distinct picture of

the infirmity of man, and the settled purpose and power

of a God, combined (rather than struggling) within the

same breast. His madness, his weakness, and the intense

humanity of his character find their key, partly in his

Cretan title Diodas, i.e. Tet ; and partly in his patronymics Various titles and

Mrjvurije, Sandes, and Index—and even that of Heracles

itself—all indicative of his descent from the Supreme God,

manifesting himself symbolically through the Moon, and

thus, I may repeat, through Man, as supposed to emanate,

in his material quality, from that luminary. As Alcides,

indeed, the ' Son of Ale,' that is, of Hl, as elsewhere ex-

plained, he is simply ' Son of the Hidden God,' and identical

with Apollo AvKriyavi'ig. But as ' Herac-1-es,' ' Herc-ul-es,'

the ' Son of Herak,' ' Herk,' that is Zwarz (otherwise Hek),

the Father-God, as already shewn, we are at once referred
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Class II. to ' Hurki,' the God of the Moon and, in part at least, of
Hercules.
Various titles and ' Orc-us among the Babylonians, whose mythology has so

many points of connection with that of the classical races

of the West. And that this is no arbitrary approximation

is clear from the fact that the ' Hurki ' of Babylon was

identical with the ' San ' or Moon-God of Assyria, and that

the title of Hercules among the Lydians, ancestors of the

Etruscans, was (ut supra) Sandes, i.e. San-t£>»jc. ; while ' the

unintelligible name Aopadmig ' (as Mr. Bunbury calls it)

by which Hercules was known in India according to Hesy-

chius, seems to have reference to the same paternal name,

and at all events combines the two roots, ' Thor,' i.e. Son,

and ' San.' With the preceding we have in Greek associa-

tion the patronymic Mr/vur//e, i.e. Mj?v-tS»}c, son of M/;v,

Lunus,* and the Latin ' Ind-ex,' connectible with the

Sanscrit indu, indha (?), the moon,—Index and Mrivvrfie both

thus signifying, as in the case of Herac-les, 'Son of the

Moon,' qualifications, all of them, which imply a collateral

reference to Man and Matter in connection with the orb of

night. It is possible, undoubtedly, that Mtivvrfe, Index, aud

Sandes may all be varieties originally of the title Sniin-

theus given to Apollo, and thus denote simply the ' Kind ' or

' Son
;

' and I should be well content so to believe it ; but

the coincidence from so many quarters of lunar signification

lends strong support to the belief that the descent of

Hercules was (ut supra) through a phase of effluence from

the Supreme God which expressed itself in light as identified

with the luminary of night in antithesis to that of the

luminary of day—in light transmitted through man in

contrast to light transmitted direct from the Deity. This

* Cf. Etr. Inecr., 255.
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antithesis was expressed from prehistoric times by the Class II.

Ufrpttt F1
^!

antagonism of the Solar and Lunar branches of the Japhetan Antagonism of the

race, familiar to us in Hindu genealogy as the Suryavansa JnJtheLnmrOT™'
and Indu-, or Chandra-vansa, and of which the race of Indu-> or Chandra-

' vansa branches 01 tha

Perseus and Eurystheus, or collectively the Hruinga stock, Japhetan family.

on the one hand, and the Thoringa or Heraclidse on the

other, appear to have been parallel representatives in the

West—the Solar or Perseid, of whom Here was the great

patroness, leaning to what we should call, in the language

of medieval philosophy, the Nominalistic, Conceptualistic,

and Idealistic, and the Lunar or Heraclidae, patronised

chiefly by Athene, to the Realistic or Materialistic view of

truth in the old Hellenic world of speculative thought.

One of the titles of Hercules, Musagetes, appears to bear

witness to this, at least in a proximate sense, when taken in

connection with the gigantic crab who came to the assistance

of the Lerneean hydra in the fight with Hercules, and the

crab who is deputed by Zeus to assist the frogs against the

mice in the Batrachomyomachia—the subsignification of

the title Smintheus, as connected with afilvOog, a mouse,

and the title Musagetes, not being lost sight of in the back-

ground. The mice were materialists, akin to the Brahmins,

the frogs and the crab rationalists, akin to the Kshatriya, of

ancient India ; and the affinities of Hercules were thus with

the former against the latter, as will appear on a much

larger scale and field in later pages of these lucubrations.

I need only add that the title Mvaoyerng is ultimately

a variety of the same compound as that of the Dioscurus,

livZayaQog and MiKapxaytrt^g, the initial syllable Mwa- cor-

responding to M<£-, TlvZ,, and being, like them, a corruption

of an earlier tuisc-, zuisc-, ' binus,' or twofold,—signifying,

G
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Class II.

JIekuules.

Various titles.

in short, to anticipate somewhat, ' the Bifold Leader,' or

perhaps (-yenig corresponding with kit, kid, child), ' Son.'

A similar title of Hercules, in Phocis, Miaoyhvvg, resolves

into Tuisc-ana, the 'Bifold God.' That of noXtouxoc, borne

by Hercules at Tyre, is at once recognisable as Bal-Aku,

or, as in the ultimate form of Balder, Bdl-dagg ; and

MtXd/nrvyog, by which Hercules was known at Thermopylae,

belongs to the same category of Bal, being analysable as

i. MeX-, mBal, Anal, Bal ; ii. A/nrvyog, a form intermediate

between Aku and Zaku,—MtXafnrvyog resolving thus into

identity with Uo\tov\og,—while it is possible, at the same

time, that -fxwvyog may correspond with the Slavonic Bog,

deity, in which case the title would be identical with the

Vili-bog, or Biele-bog, the 'White-God,' the antithesis of

' Czerne-bog,' the Black Deity of the Sarmatian mythology.

We must look in all these cases beyond the proximate

etymologies and the worship attendaut upon the correlative

analogies, to the sources of nomenclature.

Iacchus.

Diouysus, Zagreus,
Bacchus.

2. Iacchus. No such weakness as that imputed to

Hercules is discernible in the character of Iacchus, the

outward expression of whose activity is fundamentally

opposed to that of the Dorian hero. The title Iacchus

or "Ifaicxog, a variety of Aku, Zaku, associates itself in

its secondary formation with ' Bacchus,' and is in fact

identical with 'Io/3okxoc of Athens; but nothing of the

licence popularly indicated by the Bacchic title attaches

to the earlier and venerable surname. Both signify, in this

secondary form, the ' Preacher ' or ' Teacher,'—but this

will be a matter for future observation. ' Dionysus ' is

another well-known title of the deity ; and, this, too is a
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mere epithet. The title ' Zagreus '—
' Dionysus Zagreus ' class II.

—is more especially associated with Iacchus. 'Zagreus'
various titles and

denotes proximately, it would appear, the 'Hunter,' but their etymologies.

more remotely, the ' Sacrificer ' or ' Priest.' It is only in

his Etruscan name ' Phuphl-uns,' the God Phuphl, that the

divine character of the God, his filial personality, and his

earthly symbolism are reconciled,—Phuphl, read in Greek

with the digamma as PaifioX-, being a variety of ' Apollo,'

' Phul ' (Balder) Bal, the ' Son-God,' in the more archaic

form of mBal, although stopping short of the remoter

Zbal ; while, symbolically it takes the secondary form of

'AjU7T£X-uns, or ' Pampin-uns,' literally ' God of the Vine,'

the Greek afiireX-og having lost the second of its originally

initial letters, as shewn by comparison with the older form

' pampin-us,' which preserves it ; while the first initial z

or st, lost in afiireX- and pampin-, is preserved in ara^vXi)

(a vine or bunch of grapes), in the name Staphylus, the

twin-brother of (Enopion and son of Theseus and Ariadne

the abandoned spouse of Dionysus, and, I think too, in

that of a personage identical originally with Phuphluns

or Dionysus in the character of Zagreus, to wit, Stymphalus

(i.e. Zphal, Zbal, Amal, mBal, Bal), king of Arcadia, who

was taken by stratagem, his body torn to pieces and his

limbs scattered abroad, by Pelops—as we shall find that

the body of Zagreus was by the Titans. Sra^uA//, as com-

pared with afiirtX-oQ and pampin-us, must have been written

at an earlier date or7ra$uArj or arva<pv\n, and the name of

Phuphl-uns Sr7ro«/)i»A-uns, or Z/3a0uA-uns, (conf. <$s\(piv,

fitXiptv, Dodona, Bodona, etc.), barbarous as this may appear

—the successive developments of Phuphl-, Bal-, being

thus traceable to the original form Zphal, or Zbal. The
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Class II. connection of Stymphalus with Iacchus is supported by the

fact that the famine with which Arcadia was visited in

consequence of the murder of the former could only be

averted by the prayers of iEacus—a very near variety of

Iacchus, as we shall see in due time. Another signification

borne by aracpvXi) is that of a plummet of a mason's level

—

which connects it with the symbolism attributed to Bal,

the Son-Deity.

Three lines of tradi- The legend of Iacchus—more famous to us as Dionysus

—is preserved in three lines of tradition, that of Zagreus,

that of Dionysus or Bacchus, familiar to our school-days,

and that attached to him in the character which principally

concerns us here, to wit, of Iacchus. Each legend throws

light on the others, and leads to a clear and definite con-

Dionysns Zagreus, ccption of the God. According to the legend of Dionysus
his legend.

Zagreus—a tale familiar to East and West long before the

birth of the Orphic mysticism—he was the son of Zeus by

Cora, or Persephone, surnamed Melibodes, into whose breast

he had glided in the form of a serpent, this being before

her abduction by Hades. His Father destined him, it is

said, for supreme power when grown up, and in the mean-

while honoured him above all the Gods even as a child,

and placed him beside him, at his right hand, on the throne

of heaven. Here, jealous as usual, incited the Titans to

slay him. They did so by offering him a toy, when for

the moment unwatched by his guardians the Curetes, and

attacking him while examining it. According to one

account—but not, I should think, of primal antiquity—he

fought for his life, and took many shapes, in conformity

with his epithet alo\6fiop(j>og, and the Protean character

of the (rod, in order to elude their grasp. Having slain
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him, they cut up his body—some say into seven pieces,— Class II.

boiled them with water in a caldron, roasted them with n- r,' Dionysus Zagreus,

fiie, and devoured the whole with the exception of the ^s legeud-

heart, which Athene rescued (?) and carried to Zeus. Zeus

struck them, thus fed, with lightning, and from the matter

deposited by the fumes which rose from the burning mass—
(I omit the mystical teaching grounded upon this tradition)

—mankind were generated. Ehea, or Demeter, collected

the scattered members of Zagreus, and reunited them ; and

Apollo buried them at Parnassus. No attempt is made to

reconcile discrepancies in this ancient tradition. The heart

was given by Zeus to Semele, and she became thereby,

through its virtue, the mother of Dionysus,— the dead

Zagreus being thus re-born and living once more as Dionysus

—the quality of Keparo(pvrig, or ' Horned,' being attributed

to him after this resurrection and rejuvenescence. The

death of Zagreus was commemorated in the festival styled

' Omophagia,' in which, if we can believe the popular

narrative of Plutarch, the blood and flesh of the victim

—

origiually a human one and torn to pieces—were devoured by

the votaries, the priest and singer Orpheus having been the

first such victim, torn by the Masnades. The title Dionysus

'O/xa&oc, interpreted as ' eater of human flesh,' was similarly

given to Dionysus in Tenedos and Chios. The archaic poet

Musaeus, to whom the invention of the myth of Zagreus has

been attributed, can have done no more than versify it

;

for the preceding incidents, even in their minor details,

belong to the mass of primitive tradition, and may be

recognised in the legends of Stymphalus (above cited), of

Kvasir and Ymer in Scandinavia, of the Aswamedha sacri-

fice in India, of Osiris in Egypt, and even of Belus in

ancient Assyria.
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Class II. According to the more popular and refined tale—current
Iacchus.

.

Dionysus or Bacchus, m the purely classical times of Greece—which yet preserves

popular legeud.
an incic

i ent, or rather symbolism, of very ancient origin, the

history of Dionysus, or Bacchus, commences with his con-

ception by Semele, as the son of Zeus ; her death, consumed

by fire, at the approach of Zeus in his majesty, the conse-

quence of her rash request, prompted by the jealous Here

;

the premature birth of her son, in the midst of the flames

;

his enclosure for a season (as within a second womb) in the

thigh of Zeus, sewed into it, and his second birth therefrom,

—traditions evidently founded upon the same idea of regene-

ration or double birth which we have just noticed in the

legend of Zagreus ; while Semele and Melibodes (Persephone)

are, as has been shewn, mere etymological varieties of the

same name of Mother. The story of the conquest of the earth

by Dionysus, as apostle of the vine, is sadly vulgarised in

the classical narrative—with the exception of his marriage

with Ariadne, and the beautiful episode of his voyage in the

ship of the Tyrrheni in the very ancient Homeric Hymn.

The madness attaching to his personal history and that of

his worship should not be overlooked, but taken in connec-

tion with that of Hercules and other heroes of lunar birth
;

and the tradition that gives him a mother in ' Indus ' may

be remembered here,—it has a source and signification

behind and beyond that of mere inebriation. His purifica-

tion by Prcetus, king of Egypt, from a crime incurred in an

access of this insanity, also deserves notice on more than one

account. This connection with Egypt and Assyria links

the Bacchus or Dionysus of our school-days with the purer

form of the elder tradition, as handed down, it would appear,

from Telasgian times by the Eumolpidoc, the hierophants
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of Eleusis—the descendants of the patriarchal Euniolpas, Class II.

whose name is a mere variety, like so many others, of mBal
Dionysus or BaCchua.

or Bal, in connection with the Mysteries.

It was by these Euniolpidae especially that the name

Iacchus was preserved as the surname or epithet of Dionysus

Zagreus ; but the original legend had an extension far

beyond Eleusis, and, as will now be seen, it attaches to the

Southern as well as the Northern—but still, as I believe, in

both cases, Japhetised—shores of the Mediterranean. It is

found in its fullest form in the tradition of Mount Nysa, in Legend of Dionysus

_, , i i -n i • x *n tne poem 'Plxry-

Northern Greece, as recorded by the old relasgic poet g ia .'

Thymoetes in his poem entitled ' Phrygia,' of which

Diodorus Siculus * gives us an abstract. Dionysus, he tells

USj—but it is the Eleusinian Iacchus who is evidently the

hero of the tale,—was the son of Ammon (the Ophion,t I

suspect, sung of by Orpheus according to the Argonautics

of Apollonius Rhodius), by Amaltheia—that compound title

of the Mother-Wife or Nurse-Mother of whom I have spoken

supra, and of which ' Melibodes ' is a variety in its integrity,

as that of Semele (unless Semele was originally Semel-the)

is of the initial syllables—the sons or nurselings of these

mothers all resolving, in fact, into one and the same person-

age under different forms, characters, or representations.

I wish I could linger over the picture, as transmitted by the

Sicilian antiquary, of the island formed by the river Triton,

with its shady grove, and the grotto of the nymphs of

Mount Nysa, among the Acroceraunian Mountains, all

glittering with native marble and fragrant with perennial

foliage, to which Ammon transports the infant—one account

says in the form of a ram—to avoid the search of his jealous

* Biblioth., lib. iii. c. 67. t Apol., i. 503.
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Class II. wjfe Rhea,—thus identifying Amnion with the paternal

Dionysus. "Eppog, Cronos, Saturn, Zwaez ;—of the education of the
His legend.

child by Aristaeus, the patron of bees, and by Athene

surnamed ' Tritonis ; '—of the youth's discovery of the vine,

the art of manufacturing wine, and the culture of trees ; and

the burning desire that possesses his soul to communicate

these blessings to mankind ;—of his war, in youthful man-

hood, and in alliance with the Amazons, against the Titans,

who had dethroned his father Ammon and put Saturn

(Cronos) in his place ;—of his complete victory over them,

and full forgiveness when they were expecting death, leaving

it to their free will either to accept or reject his friendship

;

—of their grateful adhesion and acclamation of him as a God,

—and of the oath of fidelity which he accepted from each in

return for the ministration of a cup of wine—this being the

origin of the ' libationes.' This event was followed by his

reconquest of his father's city of Ammon (a name already

paralleled with amen-t, himin, heaven), and capture of

Cronos and Rhea, whose love and confidence he besought,

and obtained that of Rhea, who loved him afterwards as her

own son (as Here did Hercules after his translation) ; but

Saturn was less placable. It was at this time that Zeus

was born (in the character of Tus the Son), who became

ultimately king of the world, and to whom Dionysus

(Iacchus) was always a faithful brother (as Aku-Thor had

been to Balder). Learning that his father Ammon had

prophesied before his exile 'that he (Dionysus) should

recover the throne of Libya, extend his power over the

world, and be worshipped as a God,' Dionysus founded

a temple in his honour—the Ammonium of classical story

—and appointed priests to serve the oracle. Consulted
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by its founder, the oracle replied that 'by doing good to all ciasa II.

mankind he should attain to immortality '—a prophecy
DionYSUg

analogous to that at Delphi, which spurred Hercules to his His leSen(J -

career of glory. He travelled from thenceforth over the

whole world, conquering everywhere—according to the

Hellenic tradition by warfare, but according to the Pelas-

gian by love,—introducing the vine and wine among all

nations, or, where the climate was too severe, barley-ale,

—

knowing no distinction between Greek and barbarian, but

solely bent on promoting peace, civilisation, and happiness.

His last (or, perhaps, penultimate) act was to succour his

father Ammon, who had acquired the throne of Crete, his

place of exile, and was in danger from a renewed attack of

the Titans. Zeus flew to Ammon's assistance from Egypt,

and Dionysus, with Athene, from Libya; the Titans were

completely destroyed ; Ammon and Dionysus were translated

to the skies, and Zeus became king over the universe. But

according to another account, after finishing his wanderings

he descended into Hades, led forth his mother Semele,

named her Thione—thus completing the compound 'Amal-

thea/ -thea corresponding to Arjw, ' Deione,' or ' De-meter,' as

' Amal ' to ' Semele,'—and ascended with her to Olympus.

I need not pause on the rare and unstained beauty of the Purity of the original

portrait thus drawn of the Son-Deity now under considera-
°

tion, in this second category of the Son manifested in

humanity. None of the revolting cruelties, immoralities,

and inconsistencies which deface the more familiar history

and worship of Dionysus find place in the Pelasgic legend
;

and the points through which it forms a centre of union to

other Dionysiac traditions are not such as a Sicilian or even

Alexandrian compiler would have brought together, but
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Class II. latent and unsuspected, and such as could only be detected
Iacchus.

Dionysus. by that comparison of myths and analysis of language which
Punty of the original wij] enable us in time, I believe, to resuscitate much of the
legend.

prehistoric life and thought of humanity. The result of

such comparison, as bearing on the dogmatical character of

the deity now in question—under the three distinct tradi-

tions above given, may be stated in part as follows,—but

more will come before us at a later point :—The conception

of the God by Persephone in innocence, as taken by surprise,

is akin to that of Hercules by Alcmena already noticed, and

to that of the Dioscuri by Leda. The circumstances of the

death of Semele, in the flames, coincide with those of the

abduction of Persephone, at least in so far as the idea of

Trvp, fire, may be considered. ' Semele,' as I have already

suggested, is etymologically allied to saivdla, the soul.

Etymologies of titles. The title Uvpiytvijg given to Dionysus may have a proxi-

mate reference to the conflagration occasioned by the light-

nings of Zeus—and the Latin title ' Ignigena ' supports this

identification ; but the ' Puri- ' in this patronymic is origi-

nally, I think, to be read as ' Var- '
' Zwar-,' Zwarz, unless

indeed it be rather ' Sphar,' 'Spbal,' Bal. The title

Mnpoppatyvg, MripoTpacjivc, and the legend of the thigh of

Zeus, have a double reference, first to Mij/o-, understood

as Zwar, the paternal Zwarz, and secondly to the ancient

association of the idea of a covenant, that to which we

swear (sw = pvp) with the piipog, or thigh, as shewn

possibly in the Greek paprvp-, and more clearly in the

ancient kp, kauf-en, caup-o, etc., to bargain, with a col-

lateral reference to kp, the hand or fist, by which con-

tracts were symbolically effected, as compared with fem-ur,

fern-en, ham, and the old Egyptian xfl> tne thigh. The
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covenant here in question would appear to be that into class II.

which Iacchus—acting throughout as lieutenant for his „.° ° Dionysus.

father Zeus—entered with the Titans, by tendering them Etymologies of titles,

the cup (conf. l:ver) of wine, and accepting their homage and

oath of fidelity in return, as a ^uoswnilitary 'sacramenturu.'

The word ' libationes,' \oifiai, expressive of the rite, then

first instituted, has thus its moral significance in the root

represented in Teutonic by gJaule, ttigtic, faith—the root,

as I have elsewhere shewn, of the extremely ancient word

' cliens ' among the Eomans ; and my impression is that

this idea and root of glauhe, faith, trust, is the primary one,

and that of freedom only the secondary one, in the etymology

of 'Liber,' 'EXtvOtpog—titles, likewise, of Dionysus,—and

gives its signification, too, to the mythical connection of the

God with Lib-ya. The idea of vicissitude, change of form,

expressed in the epithet alo\6^op<pog, and illustrated in the

transformation of Dionysus into a lion and a bear on the

Tyrrhenian ship—as well as by the dolphin, sacred alike to

him and Apollo, which assumes varying colours in dying

—

all appear to have reference to the transmutation of death

into life, as shewn in the double birth of Dionysus, and of

slavery into trust, the parent of liberty, as shewn in the

clemency shewn to the Titans. It is noteworthy, too, that

the word pajnUo, the butterfly, standing as it does in associa-

tion with fauFoXoc, variegated, has equal affinity with

' Phuphl-uns,' the alo\6p.op<pog, the son of Semele, in whom

we have recognised a certain affinity with 'Psyche.' A
close alliance also subsists between the conception of the

deity in this point of view and that of Proteus, considered

as the God of changing form, and that of Yertumnus. The

title Zagreus, implying, as I have suggested, ' Hunter ' and
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Class II. ' Sacrificer,' appears to connect itself with the Teutonic jagd,
AAOCHuS*

Diouysus. m Etruscan zuki, the chase, and with jager, a hunter, on the

Etymologies of titles. oue i^a . an{i on the other wj t}1 ^/oijtij/o, g di, hotar, and

similar words, denoting a sacrificial priest in various Aryan

languages ; while lint, hntr, implying priesthood and sanctity

in connection with kingship in old Egyptian, and hunt, huncl,

a hound, in connection with hunting, in old Teutonic, bear

Meleager. a parallel analogy. This may be illustrated by the name
His legend.

and legend of Meleager, who appears to me to be identical

with the Son-God Bal in the human character of Zagreus,

the name being analysable as Mel-eager, or Phuphl-Zagreus.

Meleager was the son of Altheia, whose name is, as above

stated, a worn-down form of Amaltheia, as our Teutonic

Albert is of Adalbert ; and the torch or brand connected

with his nativity is the analogue of the lightnings to which

(by transposition of the personalities) Semele became a

victim. Altheia, too, was the sister of Deiaueira—a mere

variety of the name Dionysus, as already stated, and as

I shall further shew. Both sisters, too, were children of

CEneus. The great hunt, or rather, I think, sacrifice, of the

Calydonian boar must have presented itself to the memory

of the reader ; and Kci-rrpog, ' aper,' appear in ancient varieties

of the word as aphid, leading, in connection with other data,

to the conclusion—but which I would not here anticipate

except in this vague manner—that Zagreus, as Meleager,

was thus at once the hunter and sacrificer of the boar and

symbolically the boar-victim himself. The boar in question

was, I have little doubt, the Ssehrimnir of the Edda—in

which the resemblance of the initial syllable (divided as

Saihr-imnir) to Zagr-eus may be a subject for remark here-

after. It was in this character of boar—the swhr-imnir of
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Pelasgic antiquity—that, I conceive, the Titans slew and Class II.

T APPTTTT^!

feasted on the corpse of Zagreus ; and we may hereafter Dionysus za°reus

recognise in his flesh, perhaps, the ambrosia of the Gods in ™ 1

ele
,

ager
J

' hls les.e„
ncI -

° * * * The hunt or sacrifice

a very primitive form of cookery- But it was as the re- of tue Calydonian
boar. Etymologies.

vealer more particularly of nectar, the drink of immortality,

represented on earth by wine, that Phuphluns came before

us in the special character of Dionysus. Dividing the word

as Dio-nysus, which we are justified in doing by the distinct

constitution of such words as Nysa, Naxos, Nepus, and even

Deia-neira, we find the root in the old Teutonic word denot-

ing, as nsere, to refresh, and as nisa, rest, to refresh and

refreshment—a word which I have recognised in Etruscan

under the very form of nasi—' nast av Helephu,' nectar

from Olympus.* I conclude, therefore, that the titles Dio-

nysus and Deia-neira are mere personifications of the idea of

' divine refreshment,' ' or refreshment of the Gods.' The

interchangeability of the letters d and I, as in ' Dio-,' Atw-,

evidently suggested the symbolism of the lion, into which

Dionysus transforms himself in the Homeric Hymn ; and I

should almost suspect that the idea of suture into the thigh

of Zeus, as in the title Mtipoppafyrig, has been engrafted on

the Egyptian form of the same word, rabu, where r and I—
rabu = Xefu)—are interchangeable ; and with this, too, the

idea of the binding of Dionysus, in the same hymn,

—

mr

signifying to bind, in Egyptian,—may have originated

;

although the analogies of vit-is and wiltre may have sufficed

for the suggestion. Arya, the lion, was, once more, the

title of Bili Nifru, or Nimrod, the great ' hunter '—or

perhaps ' sacrificer ' — of Babylonian antiquity ; and on

this ground I hold with the scholiast who asserts that the

* Etr. Inscr., 16, 19.
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Class IT.

Iacchus.

Dionysus Zagrcns.
Analogies.

Symbols

—

The Bear.
The Ram.
The Bees.

The Serpent.

two children of Ariadne, (Enopion and Staphylus—sig-

nificant names—owed their parentage to Dionysus and not

to Theseus. The title 'SlfidSiog may refer either to the

Soma or Haoma of the Aryans in the East, the analogue

of nectar, or to the name of Ymer, who undergoes in the

Scandinavian North a mutilation similar to that of Zagreus.

There may be reference too to neuos, humer-us, a shoulder

(whether of a man or a mountain), which would refer us

on the one hand to Ymer as represented in Hindostan by

the Himalaya, and to the shoulder of Pelops devoured by

Demeter on the other. The w/uo^ayia probably commemo-

rated the entire banquet in a very rude form—like that of

the iEsir in Valhalla. These various approximations, start-

ling as they may appear in their naked crudity, at the

present stage of our inquiry, are not arbitrary, but cannot as

yet be duly appreciated. Nor should I have entered here

and elsewhere into such minute criticism, or hazarded these

many apparently disjointed suggestions, unless the broad

outline of the scheme into which they fit had approved itself

to my judgment as definable beyond refutation.

Of the symbols of Iacchus, or Dionysus, the vine and

the lion have been sufficiently treated of. The bear, which

he presented before the Tyrrhenian pirates in the midst of

the ship, can hardly be other than the Great Bear, Arctos,

already recognised as the symbol of the Bar, or Son-God,

Thor. The ram, understood as a/ivog, connects him with

Ammon, and perhaps, as I may hereafter shew, with the

sacrificial feast of Zagreus. The bees, fisXtnaai, are asso-

ciated with Dionysus through Aristajus, as they are uni-

versally with Zeus and other forms of the Son-God as Bal.

As a serpent, f'x-<c> tne symbol stands in near etymological

approximation to Iacchus.
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The general career and character above elucidated, Class II.

although it springs from subjection to apparent cruelty as^y™'
s Zagreus.

its basis, is that of the Triumphant, as that of Hercules is

that of the Suffering Man-God in the old Japhetan creed.

I have little doubt that it was fundamentally as the Libyco-

Pelasgian Dionysus or Zagreus that the God in question

figured, under the name of Iacchus, in the Eleusinian

mysteries. It is my strong impression too that the pre- Preceding traditions

,. , t,- .,, ,, . , . n „ , influenced Alexander
ceding tradition—with a collateral influence from those the Great.

attaching to the mysterious personage expected to come

as a Saviour in the remote future under the names of

Oshedar-Bami, Soshyosh, Oshedar-Mah, and others in the

East, and \ayzvoq, as I believe, in the West,—influenced

Alexander the Great—a descendant, it will be remembered,

of the Heraclidai, and who is universally known now as

i Iskander ' in the East—throughout his career ; inspiring

his visit to the shrine of Jupiter Ammon, his conquest of

Asia, his Dionysiac descent of the Indus, his draught

from the cup of Hercules (legendary, in great measure, as

these traditions are), and his policy of conciliation, amalga-

mation, commerce, and peace, kept steadily in view as the

culmination of his conquests—believing himself in all

sincerity an incarnation of the Son-Deity; while the recogni-

tion of his actually realised resemblance to Iacchus con-

tributed doubtless to the development of his legendary

history. It was through this system of identification that

Alexander was represented as the son of Zeus by Olympias,

the wife of Philip II., king of Macedon—Zeus taking the

form of a serpent as he did in approaching Persephone,

surnamed Melibodes (the smie word, in fact, as ' Olympiad-s,'

/Olympias), when

—
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Class II.

Iacohus.

' Around her slender waist he curl'd,

And stamped an image of himself, a monarch of the world.'

Olympias was of an ardent and enthusiastic character,

deeply versed in the Dionysiac and other mysteries, and

these traditions may have induced her to inspire her son

from childhood with the idea of accomplishing in history

and truth the mythical and quasi-jivophetic mission of

Iacchus.

Macvs. 3. ^Eacus. It might be thought, at first sight, that

this illustrious hero, or demi-god, was a mere ' alter ego

'

of ' Iacchus.' The names may be varieties of one original

;

while there are certainly some points of connection between

them sufficient, for example, to have induced Olympias, as

the descendant of the kings of Epirus, the direct represen-

tatives of the vEacidrc, to believe in their identity and

dwell on it in her discourses with the youthful Alexander,

as above suggested. I think, nevertheless, that the two

personages are distinct.

His legend, Ms birth, -ZEacus was son of Zeus and iEgina, daughter of tho

jSti^iStewe^or. river-god Asopus. Here, as was her wont, persecuting the

future mother, Zeus provided the island, then called CEnone

or (Enopia, now iEgina, as a birth-place for his son. Here

destroyed the inhabitants by a pestilence, according to one

story, or by a dragon; but Zeus renewed the population

by changing ants

—

nvpfirjKeg, 'forrnicse' (the words are the

same), into men,—a tradition which associates the iEginetans

with the myrmidons of Phthia, subjects of Achilles, the

grandson of JEacus. The reign of iEacus was one of perfect

peace. He was pre-eminently just among men; and, as

such, was chosen as arbiter in controversies among mankind,
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and even among the Gods. He was also the intercessor per Class 11.

excellentiam
; and when Pelops had slain and mutilated

"EacUS "

Stymphalus, as above noticed, and Zeus had visited the

land with a drought, Apollo declared from Delphi that

it could only be removed through the prayers of ^Eacus.

He was invited to take part with Poseidon and Apollo in With Poseidon and
building the walls of Ilion

; but his work partaking of ^"ofDton!
^

human weakness, the portion built by him yielded to the

assault of the third of the three dragons which attacked the
walls after their completion. Apollo prophesied that by that

breach the descendants of ^Eacus should ultimately enter

in conquest over the dragon, it must be presumed, which
held possession—which was accomplished, in the first instance,

in the person of his son Telamon. After death, ^Eacus One of the three

was appointed one of the three judges in Hades; and he
judges ia Hades-

is represented accordingly, as holding the sceptre and
the keys of that region. By his marriage with Psamathe
(the Nereid, whose name proximately denotes 'sand ') iE^cus
became father of Phocus, his best-beloved son; by that

with Endeis (< daughter of the Moon,' as the word would
seem to imply), of Telamon and Peleus, who slew their

brother and fled—the one to Salamis, the other to Phthia

;

the former to become father of one of the Ajaces, the latter

of Achilles.

The analysis of the preceding names leads to some curious Analysis of names.

speculations unnecessary to my present purpose, except to

this extent, that as the name (Enopia appears to point to the
olvog, or wine, of Iacchus or Dionysus, so that of Asopus
similarly reminds us of Kacyapa, ancestor of the rajahs

of Kosala, of the race of the sun, and of Dasaratha, the
father, through the virtue of the Aswamedha, or horse-

H
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Class II. sacrifice, of Rama, the Indian Dionysus ; and the fact that

the tortoise

—

Kaqyapa in Zendic and Kachchhwpa (conf.

JEae-us) in Sanscrit—is a leading symbol on the coins of

.ZEgina appears to support this approximation, suggesting

even that the city of CEa in the interior of iEgina may

be a representative in the west of the far-famed Ayodhya,

or Oude, the capital seat of Kacyapa's, or at least of

Dasaratha's rule in India,—names, as in other cases, carried

by Aryan colonists from their original home, and localised

in the respective countries where they settled. The cha-

racter of iEaeus is, however, too distinct from that of

Iacchus to justify their identification ; and considering his

close connection with Apollo, I should be rather inclined

to consider him as a complementary representative of the

human half of Apollo's personality as Ata«-, answering to

'Ek-f]-/3oAoe, or Bal-Aku,—the two impersonations consisting

in that perfect harmony which springs from conformity

with the will of Zeus.*

Hermes or Mercurius, Lastly, under the second category, we have to deal with

the well-known deity Hermes, or Mercurius—the Thurms

of the Etruscans,f and the Logi and Lok of the Edda

—

under the unfamiliar title of

—

* The fact of Kacyapa being the ancestor of the race of the sun or Surya-

vansa, in the line of the rajahs of Kosala—father, in fact, of the sun himself,

according to the Buddhists,—is in keeping with the suggested connection of

iEacus with Apollo, popularly associated as he is with Helios, or the sun,

rather than Iacchus. In the remoter regions of legend the name of iEacus

may perhaps be connected with the mythical Phaeaces and their namesakes

(if not originals) the Fravashis of Iran ; and beyond them, through Ferseis,

the husband of Helios king of Colchis (Kosala?) ruler of iEtea (CEa?), and

father by Idyia (Ayodhya ?) of Medea. iEetes, however, is, as I shall shew

hereafter, identical with Vivaswat, Yima, or Ymer, and thus the circle com-

pletes itself still in the category of the Son-Deity here in question.

t Etr. Inscr., 256.
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4. Tet. This venerable name—like an ancient shrine Class II.

Hermes or

concealed and lost under a magnificent temple reared above Mercurius, Thurms,

it—is hardly visible now above the ground of tradition; title of

and yet it is, if I mistake not, the central and typical

designation of the God now to come under consideration,

as well as of the entire class whose names are compounded

of Tus- or Tur + Aku. The steps that lead me to this

belief are as follows :

—

The especial office of Hermes or Mercurius is that, first, Hermes, or Mer-

c -in n rr f ^ 4. w ~
urius> meeseneer of

of nuncio, herald, or messenger ot Zeus lor the teaching Zeus.

or guidance of mankind ; and secondly, of i//uxo7ro/z7roc,

or leader of souls to their destination in the other world.

The qualification of messenger simple is expressed in the

etymology of the title ' Mercurius,' that is, ' Merc-aro,' that

is, 'envoy of Merc-,' otherwise Zwarz, the Father-God,

-dro being a noun formed from ar, ri, to go, analogously

to 'Iris' and dro, the eagle nuncio of Jove. The Greek

name of the caduceus, Ktipvutiov, supports this analysis. But

neither the name of Mercurius nor that of Hermes gives

etymological utterance to these dominant ideas, to wit, of

teaching and guidance on this and the other side of the

grave, which is the main object of his mission ; and these

ideas ought, by analogy in other instances, to be recognis-

able in words of similar sound to that by which the

Japhetans originally distinguished him, whatever that name

may have been. The idea of teaching, especially oral,

is conveyed in Greek and Latin by the roots <W§-, &S-,

die-, doe-, \ty-, varieties indeed of one original, S being

interchangeable with A and y or h, denoting instruction

by speech in knowledge ; and that of leading or guidance

by leitj-, led-, to lead or conduct, which takes, in the Latin
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Class II.

Hermes or Mer-
curius

—

Tet.

Etymologies.

Titles—
Dod-ona,
Lok,
Budd-ha.

dialect, the form of due-, and in the Greek that of ay-.

The inference from this is direct, that the original name

of Hermes or Mercurius must have been a syllable varying

as D—d, T—t, L—g, or L—k. Turning at this point to

the old Egyptian language, which preserves so much that

was originally common to the Japhetan and Hamite races,

we find that tt was the word for speech and for the papyrus

(used for writing), means of instruction, and that tilth or

thti signifies to lead—thus far corresponding to the Greek

analogues ; while we further find in the Egyptian Pantheon

the God named ' Thoth ' or ' Tet,' who unites the characters

of divine instruction of man and of \pvxo7rofj.ir6g, universally

recognised by the Greeks as the analogue of their own

Hermes. It is the existence and parallelism of this Thoth

or Tet in Egypt which justifies us in expecting to discover

a corresponding name of Hermes or Mercurius under the

debris of the past in the old Japhetan mythology ; and

there are, in fact, as we shall find, vestiges of it sufficient,

although scattered and defaced like the fragments of a

broken mirror, to vindicate the present restoration, and shew

moreover that the name was not an importation from Egypt,

as might at first be supposed, but a title familiar to the

common ancestors alike of Japhetan and Egyptian in their

original and common home,—a title more comprehensive

and full than the better-known titles—originally mere

epithets—which superseded it in classical times.

Among these vestiges the title 'Dod-' in the local name

'Dod-ona' appears to me the most important in Greece,

and that of 'Lok' in the old Scandinavian mythology;

while the name of 'Budd-' 'Buddha,' which is found in

so many varying forms between the Baltic and the eastern
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shores of Asia, belongs to the same Japhetan category. Class II.

Tet.

Titles.
Postponing these for the moment, the signification of the

typical title in question, ' Tet,' to which the roots denoting

offi-ial duties have attached themselves as above shewn,

may be found in the old Egyptian ' tet/ « set,' and the equally

primitive suta, sat-, ki-d, kind, of the Japhetans, denoting

'seed,' 'child,' or 'son'— 'Child,' that is to say, per excel-

lentiam, but in the sense of material or of mortal generation,

in which connection it is to be remarked that the Greek

"Epfitig or Etruscan Thurms has a corresponding lateral

(1 do not say primitive) connection with the word airipfia.

And as this word and the title Tet, Set, Suta, Ki-d, resolves Deduction of title

into the primitive root or letter Zijra, Z, which denotes 'Zt'.
fr°m primitive

simple separation and includes within itself potentially the

divaricating categories of ts and sk, respectively associated

with the ideas of light and darkness, spirit and matter,

femineity and mascnlarity, and represented, as we have

already seen, by the two categories of deities distinguished

in this review by the typical names of Tus and Aku, the

inference may be considered plain that ' Tet' expresses the 'Tet' expresses the

seed, son, or child of Zwarz, the Father-God, in the entire f human nature, as

perfection and harmony of human nature, but still as one D^/natoe!*^
half only of the bifold Son-Deity, whose other moiety is

represented by Bal, as has also been shewn.

It is in this capacity of ' child ' or ' Son ' that I conceive Tet worshipped in

that Tet was worshipped at the oldest shrine of the Pelasgo- DodST^
at

Greek religion named after hiin, as above suggested,

' Dod-ona.' I infer this as follows :—1. From the statement

of Herodotus that two priestesses of the Theban Ammon,

captured by the Phoenicians—or two black doves flying Affinity of legends.

from Egypt—the former being the tradition of Thebes,
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cla8S n - the latter of Dodona herself—settled, the one in Libya,
Tet. j

Affinity of legends, where she founded the oracle of Ammon, the other at

Dodona, where she established that of Zeus :—2. From the

translation given by Manetho of the name ' Athothis,'

borne by the son of Menes of This, the first king of united

Egypt,—he renders it ' Hermogenes,' i.e. ' sou of Hermes ;

'

but this Hermes—if Mnon = Memnon =Amm or Ammon

—

in one directiou, was Thoth, or Tet, our European Dod-, in

the other :—and 3. From the apparent identity of the a"Xt,

or sacred tree of Thoth, as even now visible on the walls

of the Memnonium at Thebes, with the 0>?yoc, or speaking

tree, of Dodona, from which the oracles principally issued.

But, on the other hand, while the Theban and Pelasgic

Tet, or Thoth, are thus connected with Dodona, it does not

at all follow that the Greek worship was imported from

Egypt. On the contrary, it has still closer affinities with

the traditions of the Scandinavian Edda, as the reader

will allow on comparing the many-tongued 0>ryoc with the

tree Yggdrasil, the oracular fountain at the base of the

ijiiiyog with that of Mimer at the foot of Yggdrasil, and

the three Peleiades with the three Nomas. The simple

explanation is that the separate currents all flow from

one common though distant source. The correspondence

between the local peculiarities of Dodona and those of the

North is equally close; in many other peculiarities; but these

I must postpone to a later chapter. Dodona would thus

signify ' Dwelling ' or ' Home of Dod,' Tet, and Thoth

;

The oracle at Dodona an(i I may thus far anticipate what I shall shew more at

^.DeilJ^8Tet!
ldleilSt]l1 hereafter, viz. that the oracle at Dodona was that

pud, or Hermes—
f ^e J3if |J Son-Deity in his tf?ms/-hiimau personality

in mm '/»</.<t-nunian J * * J

personality. f Tet, Dod, or Hermes, uttering the commands of his
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Father to mankind in the character of teacher, as the Class II.

Tet.
oracle of Delphi on the other hand, presided over by Apollo, The oracIe of Del hi

or Bal, represented the same great personage in the cha- b^^ 1^—' ns

h lf

racter of revealer of the will of Zeus on extraordinary of tne Bifold Son.

occasions—the two halves of the Bifold Son being thus

represented by the two oracles—Zeus himself being domi-

nant in the background of both sanctuaries—the prophetic

character attaching to Delphi, the ethical or dogmatical

to Dodona. This is in strict accordance with the reply

given by Apollo to Hermes in the Homeric Hymn, when the

latter seeks to be instructed in the secret counsels of the

Father,—this knowledge, Apollo replies, had been entrusted

to himself alone (as already stated), under a solemn oath

not to reveal it to any of the immortals. But he assigned

or delegated to him the three Qplai, or vaticinatory nymphs,

as prophetesses on his own mountain of Parnassus. It is

true, on the one hand, that an intimate relation subsisted

between the two deities, as evinced by their religious rites,

as has been remarked by Mr. Grote. The titles AiSv/ulos

and Ao^t'ac borne by Apollo have, the former a superficial,

the latter, perhaps a more immediate affinity to the name

of Tet, Thoth, or (as has been^ suggested) Lok, as that

of Ismenios, borne by Apollo, has a strong resemblance to

the Egyptian Esmun, rendered in Greek by ' Hermopolis/

which was the city of Thoth in Egypt. The Egyptian Tet or

Set, moreover, receives the very title of Bar, and Bal, which

lies at the root of that of Apollo. But, however nearly con-

nected, the two Gods must not be confounded ; and the obser-

vation that the Egyptian Tet has an intimate relation to the

Moon, as the Apollo of Europe has to the Sun, may justify

the distinction already sufficiently vindicated, viz. that while
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Attributes of < Tet

'

in the ' Book of the
Dead.'

Class II. Apollo or Bal represents the Son-Deity in his divine cha-

racter, Tet, whether in Egypt or Europe, Hermes or

Mercury, represents the same deity in his character, so to

speak, of Man, in accordance with the close affinity already

established between the Moon, Matter, Mortality, and

Mankind.

Postponing for the moment some further identifications

and analogies, and passing from the name and general

office of the ancient deity thus identified to his more special

characteristics, we find him described, as Tet, in the ' Book

of the Dead,' the ancient ritual of Egypt, and other Egyptian

authorities, as God of the sacred tree, inspirer of knowledge,

weigher of souls at the great judgment after death, and

guide of the good during the first part of their pilgrimage

through the world beyond the grave,—characteristics all

of them, recognisable in Western tradition ; while we are

In Greek and Roman indebted to the Greek and Roman mythologies for the
mythologies.

fuller manifestation of him as the friend of man, herald

of the divine messages, protector and conservator of land-

marks, and promoter of commerce, that is, of civilised

intercourse, and guardian of travellers—always in the

interests of peace, a constant attribute of the character of

Hermes,—this last predominant object of his conservation

being essentially symbolised by the caduccus, the wand

of olive-wood wreathed with serpents, which he received

from Apollo, according to the Homeric Hymn, in exchange

for the lyre at the time when the two deities made friends

together. With the cadiiceus—in the etymology of which

we may recognise mingling influences from tat, zat, the

Egyptian and Semitic words for olive, tod, death, and the Celtic

cadail, to sleep—he not only appeases strife but induces

Hermes, his cadii-

ceus.
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slumber, either in life or death.—We have thus, in fine, in Class II.

Tet, the primitive Hermes, the character of the Son of T
™'

. ...

God veiled in humanity, the missionary of the Father, and Hebmes-

teacher and guide of mankind through the ordinary course

of traditional doctrine and discipline rather than (as above

shewn) by special revelation,—thus applying, if it be not

too much to say, to the case of each individual that general

conquest of mankind to God which had been accomplished

in suffering by Hercules, achieved in triumph by Iacchus,

and established in justice and obedience to the divine will,

and in the exercise of arbitration and intercession by iEacus,

—his own mission being emphatically (ut supra) Peace.

The office of \pvxoironir6g was the mere extension of this Hermes as ^vXoiron-

guideship and discipline beyond the grave. The presidency Presidence over

of Hermes, conjointly with Hercules and the Dioscuri, over^ZTm^f^
gymnastic exercises and the public games of Greece is not,

as might appear, opposed to this peaceful ministry, as will

be seen when we consider the disciplinal character of these

contests. He came, nevertheless, to be associated or rather

confounded, in very ancient although not primitive times,

with the God Ares, or Mars, the Tys, Tyr, of Scandinavia,

and especially at Dodona, as we shall hereafter see.

The identity of Tet, or Dod, with the Scandinavian Logi, Identification of Tet,

or ' quasi-genius of fire, who accompanies and works with Se genius of firef'

Surtur in the great conflagration in the day of Eagnarok, neSnVf'Tetor
011"

depends—not so much on the literal interchangeability of SSe'Do^Btoi-"
118

T-t, L-g, as on the connection of Tet, or Thoth, with Sirius

or the Dog-star, the ovXtog aan'ip of the Greeks, the ZwOig

of Egypt, and sacred to Thoth, or Hermes. The subject

will come before us hereafter. But I must say a word in

vindication of my identification of Tet with the various
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Class II. forms which culminate in the Indian Buddha. That the
Tet
Tet and Buddha. names are literally interchangeable may appear from a

comparison of such acknowledged varieties as Dodona and

Bodona, $z\(j>iv and fit\<piv, dig and bis, already cited—and

to which I may add the very name of Theb-es, Thebaid-s,

as identical with Boeotia—originally, I need hardly iterate,

Dbodona, Afit\<l>iv, dbis, Thbceotia—from which the distinct

dialectic forms have been selected according to national or

provincial taste. But I would not lay undue stress upon

this, for a strong collateral influence may have passed upon

the names thus originated and as borne by the great Indian

reformer, from that of Mazda—especially as I cannot but

connect the house of the Gautamas, from which Buddha

sprang, with that of the Spitamas, the ancestral line of Zara-

thrustra

—

sp, as I have elsewhere shewn, being interchange-

able with h and y, and Gautama being thus a mere variety

of Spitama. This of course presumes a far more distant

date for the deified Buddha than that of him who was,

I may say, his latest incarnation. Nor would I lay too

much weight on the resemblance of the name of his mother

Mayadeva to that of Maia. But the character of Buddha

himself, so peaceful, so just, I may say so beautiful, in its

original conception, affords so strong a warrant for these

approximations as to justify me, I think, in the identification

above asserted.

Tet as the SoSoDxos, I must reserve for later chapters of this work my observa-
or torch-bearer. His ,. m , «• t i i« * „«. j.-u„

connection with the tions on Tet as figuring, according to my beliet, as the

Jity

:

with LogUmd"" fySovXoe, or torch-bearer, who led the mystm (as thti, < dux,'

Loki - or leader) to the temple of Demeter on the fifth day of the

mysteries of Eleusis,—his connection as mentioned supra

with the Dog-star, Sirius, or Sothis,—his identity with Logi,
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—his symbolism as the dog or dogs who protect the dead on Class II.

their path beyond the river of death to the ' Bridge of the His
'

, ,.

Gatherer ' in the Zend-Avesta ; and reversing our gaze
jj ^

who Pr°tect the

to a period apparently before the foundation of the present

world, to his concurrence with Briareus and Apollo (as may With Briareus

be inferred from a comparison of the myths) in putting down Hennes (Ar°-ei-
P° °'

the great enemy of God and man, from which Briareus fidu'ngThe grelt

obtained the name of JEgseon, and Hermes himself that of enemy-

Argeiphontes. What demands more particular notice before Degeneration of the

closing this notice is the degradation and debasement lofty character of"

which the originally pure and lofty character of Hermes
ermes or ercur

y

or Mercury had undergone before the earliest times of

classical literature—as the Homeric Hymn and even Homer

himself may sufficiently testify. Even in Egypt Tet or Set Also of Tet or Set.

shades off latterly into the Typhonic character—that of

absolute rebellion. The double-dealing, deceit, and theft

imputed to Hermes, although redeemed by a somewhat

playful or Puck-like character, in classical tradition, is only

less disgraceful. The cause of this degradation in Egypt Cause of degradation.

may be traced to a very early confusion, parallel to the

case of Hek and Aku, Aki, of Tet or Set with Set or Sut^,

otherwise named Typhon, the evil demon; while the title

of Tet, hr-a-if, 'he who has two countenances,' indicative

originally, I presume, of the two-fold character of the god,

may have led by a natural process to this confusion.

After thus identifying the divine and human elements of

the Son-Deity as Son of God, Bal, and Son of Man, Tur

-f Aku = Tet, or Z, it remains for us to consider him in his

conjunct or consummate character of Bal -j- Z, as represented

by Pallas, surnamed Athene, by Polydectes (Hades or

Pluto), but, most of all, by Polydeuces, or Pollux, the
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Class II.

Tet.
original bifold deity subsequeutly developed into the twin

Castores or Dioscuri. The distinctive stampmarks of the

two preceding categories—that is, of the two natures of God

and Man—meet and are pre-eminently reconciled in the

titles, characteristics, and symbols of these important

deities.

Class III.

Bal + Tot, or Bal

+ Z, equivalent to

Son of God + seed
of man.
Pallas Athene.

Section III. Son of God and Son or Seed of Man.

1. Pallas Athene—the Minerva of the Latin world.

The reader will recollect that Mr. Gladstone characterised

this Goddess some years ago, as a consummate type of the

Son-Deity ; and it was not without sufficient warrant ; while

there are independent grounds for doing so. Not to lay

stress on her Orphic epithets appnv and OnXvg, ' male and

female,' she is represented in art with a leaning towards the

masculine type ; she is emphatically the ' Virago ' in the

best sense of the epithet ; the word appnv, male or mascu-

line, was originally written fappr)v, varren, vargen, virgin,

that is ' Virgo '
' Virgin-s

;

' and UdWaZ,, with which the

name Pall-ad-s has a near though secondary analogy, signi-

fies a maiden or a virgin, whether female or male, in which

latter sense the word is constantly used, to cite a familiar

illustration, in the case of Sir Galahad in the ' Mort d'Arthur.'

The idea of chastity, purity, holiness, and consummate

excellence attaching to the original conception of the bifold

Son-God might well give prominence in later times to the

female over the masculine expression of that excellence in

the person of Pallas Athene. And the title of the Boeotian

goddess Onka—in so far as she may be held an analogue of

Athene—supports this view, being evidently akin to the
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Egyptian an ^, implying life, the emblem or hieroglyphical Class III.

. , . , Tr „ t. t ., . Pallas Athene.
expression 01 which is the so-called Key ol the JNile, which

combines the symbols of both sexes, a rude betokennient

of consummate physical perfection.

Of the two names Pallas and Athene, I believe that

Athene is a simple patronymic, one of the group already

spoken of, denoting ' Son of Zwarz,' or of the Supreme God
;

and that Pallas, more properly written Pallad-s, expresses

the bifold nature of the Son, and is an abraded form of Poly-

deuces. There can be no doubt, I think, as to the identity

of the initial Pall- with Bal-, as in Balder, and Apollo ; and

-ads, perhaps originally tad-s, corresponds with the typical

Akn, as in -Deuces, Tet, or Z, of which various examples

have been already given. The antagonism of the two

elements, Divine and Human, is depicted in its most positive

form in the curious myth of the Palladium, in which Pallas The myth of theit- T-i
Palladium.

and Athene are represented as distinct personages. Pallas,

the daughter of Zeus, and Athene, the daughter of Triton

—

whence (it is inferred) the patronymics Tritonis and Trito-

geneia—were brought up together as playmates ; but one

day, while they contested in wrestling, in sisterly love and

unity, Zeus intervened to distract the attention of his child

Pallas, and Athene, without intending it, wounded her to

death. In great distress, she caused an image of her friend

to be made, which she hung beside that of Zeus, who, long

afterwards, flung it to the earth; it fell near Troy when

Ilus (the mythico-historical namesake of Hlu, Hru, or Zwarz)

was about to lay the foundations of the sacred city Ilion, and

was thenceforward preserved and reverenced there as the

' Palladium '—a word signifying, as I understand it, at least

in its older sense, the bilade, bild, or sacred image—from
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Class III. whence she received the title, at least at Athens, of Athene
Pa i, las Athexe.

,

A-nalysis of the myth ^oAiag.

of the Palladium. rp^
activIty of Athene, thus opposed to the passivity of

Pallas, is apparently identical with that of Hodd as opposed

to Balder, and that of Idas (already alluded to as in prospect)

against Castor and Pollux—Athene thus representing the

mortal, material, human, I may say the male element, and

Pallas the immortal, spiritual, divine, or female, in the

compound title Pallas-Athene—a dual epithet by which the

daughter of Zeus is always spoken of (for example) by Homer,

although without any intimation that he was aware of the

ancient and peculiar significance of the title Athena. Like

Balder by the hand of HoJd, Pallas, the divine, suffers death

in the legend by the unintentional act of her friend, the

representative of humanity—that act being impelled, strange

to say, but presumably from some deep counsel and adequate

motive, by her own Father, dooming her to death ; while his

flinging her image to the earth was not, it is clear, from any

hostility to herself, but in benefaction to mankind, as a pro-

tecting bulwark to the city which was being founded, under

his auspices and in his own especial name, by II us. It is

only, I may observe, in the legend of the Palladium, above

related, that Pallas and Athene are arrayed personally as

distinct existences, against each other ; but the same

opposition, animated by fixed purpose and tempered by

constitutional reconciliation, is exhibited elsewhere in the

twofold character of Pallas Athene—of Pallas as the war-

like goddess, not a Bellona or Ares, but a Ota awrupa, pro-

tectress of right ; and of Athene, as the spinner, the worker,

the creator of the olive, the inventor of the useful arts,

the promoter of peace and civilisation,—thus uniting the
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distinctive characteristics of Hercules and Iacchus. All that Class III.

• j i_ t> j.' • j.i • ±. j. i.- f ,, . Pallas Athene.
is required by way 01 corrective in the interpretation of this

singular tale is to assign the activity imputed therein to

Athene to the personal -Ad-s, conjoined to Pall-, in the

consummate name Pall-ad-s, or Pallas ; and to restore the

title Athene to its true dignity, as indicative of the supreme

character of the deity, as the ' Child ' of Zeus—her of whom

it is said by Horace

—

Proximos illi tamen occupavit

Pallas honores

;

although in very truth belonging to Apollo. The steps by

which we are led to this identification are as follows :

—

That Athene and her land of Attica must have been Analysis of the name

originally written Tathene, Tattica, may be inferred from

the facts that the people of Attica, like the initiated of

Eleusis? wore golden rimyt^, cicadae, or grasshoppers ill

their hair as their national badge or symbol; and that the

olive, the sacred tree of Athene, was designated tat, zat (as

has been already shewn) in Egyptian and Semitic, and, there

can be little doubt (although perhaps written cad, as in

cad-uceus), in the old Japhetan. The name Tathene was

at this period, I suspect, understood as the feminine of a

present participle in the old Japhetan language analogous

to the Zendic dathdno, creating, with the sense of giving

(dath) in the background,—the period in question being

coincident with that of the great constitutional struggle

with Poseidon, or Neptune. But Tathene, in a remoter

stage, was, I think, Trath-ene, Trit-onis, the r having been

softened down, as we have shewn to have been the case in

the Zendic thworestara as compared with the Vedic Tvashtri,

and in many other examples ; while, as Tritonis, I suspect
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Class III.

Pallas Athene.

Correspondence be-

tween the double

conception of Athene
by Metis, from the

head of Zeus, with

the double birth of

Iacchus Dionysus.

Pallas as ' Bal,' as

separately consti-

tuted from the

Futher.

she represents in a female form the physician Traitana, or

Trita, of the Veda, as the 'Minerva Medica' of primitive

times. The relative antiquity of particular myths or forms

of deities may constantly be approximated to when once

we have ascertained the successive stages of purely verbal

development (or degeneration), each verbal stage having

its correspondent company of myths. But we must ascend

beyond this present stage, Traitana, also ; and Athene, thus

abraded from Tathene, as Tathene is modified from Tritonis

—but preserving still that name, and the distinctly patrony-

mical form of Tritogeneia as epithets—would thus imp'y

' Daughter of Trit-o,' Trit-, that is, as I have shewn, of Suit,

Zwarz, the Supreme God, the Father. In the remotest

stage of all the name was probably in the masculine gender,

—the two final syllables, r)vr\, representing the Aryan and

Japhetan hunu, or sunu, ' Son '—that is to say, ' of God.'

I am unwilling to dilate on the history of this goddess,

being so well known, but I may point out the near corre-

spondence of the double conception of Athene, first by

Metis, secondly from the head of Zeus, with the double

birth of Dionysus, or Iacchus, first (prematurely indeed)

from Semele, and afterwards from the thigh of his father;

while the myth expresses in its leading particulars the

special quality of Bal, the Son, as parted from the Father

—

the sphar, sphal, spear, or -iriX-zicvg of Hephaestus (Phthah,

the ' opener ') cleaving (sphal, phal, dissilire) the head

(Kt(f>a\ii, caput, a word which associates itself literally with

sphal) of Zeus—towards the separate constitution of Bal,

i.e. Pall-as, the ' Son-Deity.'

In fine, it is not to Pallas, the Divine, with her aegis and

her lance, but to the same goddess in the character attri-
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buted to her as 'Epydvri, the worker, the goddess of practical Class III.
p»i t a q A^1 TTp'N^p,

ability, ever seeking to promote industry, wisdom, and

virtue among mankind—and which I connect with the

concluding syllable of her name, -ads, Tet—that Minerva Minerva,

of Italy is analogous; while the title 'Epydvr) may per-

haps be recognised in the Etruscan variety of the name,

Men-eruca.* The discussion of the initial Min- in Minerva

—

between such alternatives as spinn, spinnerin, spenta (holy),

/xrjv, mainyus (?) (mind), would be too long for this place, nor

would it materially assist towards my present purpose.f

—I proceed to

—

2. Polydectes,—better known as Hades, Pluton, Pluto Polydectes.

—otherwise UXovth'/q ; likewise surnamed Aidoneus ; Dis, orcus.'

Ditis ; Orcus ; and Mantus ; and who has yet the further title

of Polydegmon. It may seem strange that the av«£ kvlpiov,

or king of the shades, the object of such terror to the

ancient world, should be reckoned as a Son-Deity ; and yet,

as in the preceding instance, there is good ground for such

a classification. But the case is complicated by the relations

* Etr. Inscr. pp. 251, 252.

t The reader will perceive that I have abstained—though I confess with

reluctance—from saying anything in support of the identification of the

Greek Athene with the Nith of Sais in Egypt. Points of symbolical and

ethical resemblance undoubtedly exist ; and I thought at one time that

Athene might represent the combination Nith-ann, or Nrjifl-ana, the initial n

having been elided ; but the correspondence of Athene with other forms of

the patronymic above spoken of appear to negative the supposition. Nith

appears to me a mere variety of Anait-is ; and her claim to the parentage

of Ra, Helios or the Sun, further links her with the Asiatic goddess.— Since

this notice was written, I have seen a paper by the learned Professor Benfey,

entitled 'TpnaiviS AOava femininum des Zendischen Masculinum Thr&etana

Athwyana,' printed in the ' Nachrichten von der Konigl. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften ' of 1868, in which he arrives, from different grounds, at the

same conclusion as myself with regard to Athene. 1

1 Reprinted separately at Gottingen, 1868, Dieterichsche Buchhandlung.

I
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Class III.

1'uLYDECTES.

Hades.

Analysis of titles.

Persephone.

subsisting between himself and Persephone or Proserpine

—

otherwise and by her more special title known as Cora, the

daughter of Demeter, but who in reality resolves into one

personality with the ofxirvia nw^p.

The more special and personal name of Hades is the

above-cited Polydectes—divisible as Poly-dectes, and which,

I need not observe, corresponds almost literally with Poly-

deuces, the special title, as we shall find, of the Dioscurus,

and with 'Ekutt]—or
f

Eic»?-/3oAoc„ the epithet of Apollo, in

which the complement elements are reversed. It expresses

thus the typical Bal-Aku, the composite title of the Son-

God, God-Man. The title 'AVSiovtu'c, on the other hand,

may be recognised as the patronymic appropriate to Poly-

dectes, derived, like Athene, by descent through an inter-

mediate but lost form of Dathano, from an earlier Traitana,

or Tritoneus, resolvable into Zwarz-hunu, ' Son of Zwarz,' the

Father-God. Thus far we may proceed with a sure foot;

but the identification of the remaining names above enume-

rated—Dis, Orcus, Pluto, etc., depends upon a right under-

standing of the character of Persephone, the consort of

Polydectes. Tested by the criticism which I have applied

in these researches, we shall find, I think, that Persephone

belongs to an older generation than that of the Son-deities,

a fact that nevertheless tends to justify the present classifi-

cation of Polydectes or Aidoneus among them.

Passing beyond the accepted etymologies of the name

Persephone—the accuracy of which I do not question when

confined to their proper stages in her mythical development

—and remembering that h, or hard c, is interchangeable

w ith su, or s, in ancient Japhetan speech, we may recognise,

I think, in ' Pcrscphoneia ' a name identical with Bere-
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cynthia, written as Beresuynthia—the Rhea, Cybele, or Class III.

POLYDECTES.
Magna Mater of Phrygia and Asia Minor and with that Hades.

of Fiorgyna, otherwise Hlodyna, the mother of Thor—both Etymologies of the
name Persephone.

these titles being, as previously shewn, interpretable as Analogies.

' Wife of Fiorg,' ' Wife of Berec,' or, as in the case of Perse-

phone now before us, ' Wife of Pers,' that is, of Zwarz, the

Supreme God. But Rhea, the Roman Ops, was the wife

of Cronos, the Roman Saturn, and Persephone conse-

quently must be considered as the wife, originally at least,

of Cronos or Saturn, the Father-God, and thus as standing

in the relatioD, if not of mother, at least of ' noverca ' to

Polydectes, who not-the-less becomes her husband. The two

statuses appear to be in contradiction, and yet they are

easily reconciled. It may have been observed that, while

the name of Here, the wife of the classical Zeus, is the same

substantially as that of "Eppa or Rhea, the wife of Cronos, so

the name of Rhea or "Y.ppa is substantially the same as that

of "Epa, Terra, or Tellus, the Pelasgic equivalent of Ge, or

Gaia, the wife of Uranus,—in other words, we have one and

the same goddess, whose name is closely connected with the

earth and matter, and who is the wife originally of a god

whose name has attracted to itself the idea of the celestial

universe, becoming successively the wife of the son and

grandson of her first spouse—each younger generation sup-

planting the elder and usurping the throne, that first spouse

Uranus and his son Cronos being in reality one and the

same personage, Cronos and Uranus being both forms of

Zwarz, so that Zeus, or Tus, the son of Cronos, the third in

the series, is in reality the son of the elder Uranus by this

hereditary wife of her, or at least her husband's, descendants.

The key to order in this apparent confusion, physical and
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Class III.

rm.YDECTES.
1 lades.

Persephono.
Analogies.

moral, is simply this, that, while the contemplation of the

active or spiritual life suggested the idea in early times of

repeated subversions or revolutions of power on the side of

deity, matter, on the other hand, was necessarily conceived

of as passive and immutable ; and thus the personification

of matter, as exhibited in Ge, "Ep^o, or Tellus, descended

unchanged in name and conception throughout those revolu-

tions—suggesting, in consequence, the strange report regard-

ing many deities and heroes, alike in Egyptian and Hellenic

tradition, that they had done violence to, or become hus-

bands of, their mothers. That Persephone stood in this

relation to Polydectes, or the Son-God, is confirmed by her

older and more personal title of Cora, a mere variety origin-

ally of Rhea and "Eppa ; while Cora and Demeter, or mother

earth, are, as stated, one and the same ; and that her reign

over the world below was anterior to that of her husband

may be inferred as probable from the identity of her status

and name with that of Ilela, the goddess of Hellheim in the

Scandinavian mythology—she who rules without a consort

or children, as Cora ruled, in maiden majesty, before her

abduction ; while even after that event Hades only holds a

joint occupancy of the throne, and their marriage-bed is

sterile. The result is, that as Zeus—his name being under-

stood as Tus, the eldest son of Cronos—possessed himself of

the throne of his father in heaven, and married his mother

llhea under the name of Here, so Polydectes or Bal-aku

possessed himself of the throne of his father below the earth,

as Zivg KaraxBovtog, and espoused the same Rhea under the

name of Cora, or Persephone, ut supra.

Applying the preceding data to the titles of Polydectes as

yet unexplained, I take that of Pis, Dit-s, to be the name of
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Cronos, or Saturn, variously understandable as zeit, tide, or Olasa III.

time, and tet, set, or seed—transmitted to and applied to Hades.

Polydectes, Aidoneus, or Hades, the husband of Ehea or

Berecynthia, under the form of Persephone, as a personal

designation, not originally his own. The Arcadian title

Despcena, which I read as Des-baen, or Des-ywr), * Wife

of Des,' applied to Demeter, Hekate, and Persephone,

would seem to support this proposition ; while it suggests

moreover the original identity of the three goddesses in

question. This older title Dis, Dit-s, may be recognised, I

think, in the Babylonian Dis, or Ana, titles of Hurki, the Dia.

Lord of Spirits and God of the Moon, whose sacred city

Erech still survives, under the same name of El Warka, as

a vast mound, the immemorial necropolis of the whole

country—Erech and Hurki being in fact the same word with

the Western Orcus, a name given to Pluto analogously to

Dis. And the Etruscan Mantus,* which denotes a mouth or

chasm, is probably of the same character.

The name of Pluton appears to me to be—not a repetition Plutou.

of Bal+Tet, or Bal-aku, as might at first be supposed—but a

surname attributed to Polydectes on the following grounds

:

—Fiorgyna, the mother of Thor, has the alternate name of

Hlodyna,—Hlodyna, Latona, and Leda are varieties of one

and the same name and personage ; and these three names

all resolve into that found in varied form as Amalthea,

(Edunibla, and Mylitta. The name of Pluto, the mother of

Tantalus, occupies, as we have seen, a middle or transitional

place between the two groups. All these personages

resolve into identity with the Great Mother, or impersona-

tion of material life, known as Bi, Bhea, Berecynthia,

* Etr. Iuscr., 25-1.
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Class III.

POLYDECTES.

Hades.
Pluton.

Persephone. The typical Amalthea, or nurse of the Son-

Deity, is, with her cornu-copia, the symbol of material

increase, abundance, and wealth ; and I take Pluton, Pluteus,

to be a masculine form of Amalthea attributed to Poly-

dectes after his union with Persephone,—wealth of corn and

oil, of seedtime and harvest, as well as of mineral riches

—

the dowership of all things which the earth produces for the

blessing of man—being thus attributed to him by reflex

from his wife, not excluding the germination of that higher

spiritual life which is symbolised by the material as dramati-

cally exhibited by the grain of corn hereafter to be noted in

the Eleusinian Mysteries. It is not unworthy of remark in

support of this suggestion of attribution, that a Pluto,

daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, was a playmate of Perse-

phone, according to Hesiod's Theogony and the Homeric

Hymn to Ceres, on the plain of Enna.* Plutus, more popu-

larly known as the god of wealth,—the son of Demeter, that

is, Cora, or the great earth-mother, and of Iasion—can

hardly be other than a form of PJuton ; and the assertion

that he was blinded by Zeus in order that he might shower

riches impartially upon the evil and the good, has its parallel

in the signification collaterally imputable to the title 'AiBtiq,

or Hades ; while the idea of blindness attaching to Hodd,

the slayer of Balder, and Helblind the brother of Hela, in

the Scandinavian mythology—and the helmet which pro-

duced invisibility, pertaining to Hades or Pluton, belongs to

the same category of ideas.

The title Hades, which now comes before us, suggests the

broader and ultimate characteristic of which invisibility is

merely an accident. It is derived, I think, from the root

* riAouTw. Hcsiotl. Thcog., 355.
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found as huot (whence huotari) in old Teutonic, era>£- (whence Class III.

POLYDEOTES.

auTi'ip) in Greek, and cust-, cast- (?) (whence cust-od-s, custos) Hades Pluton.

in Latin, signifying to hide or cover, in the sense of pro-

tection or guardianship,—the thing thus sheltered—and

tenderly sheltered, as the very condition of the root

'sepulchre'—being the human soul during the term of its

absence and seclusion from the upper light of heaven,

—

Hades, the Son-deity here in question, being thus con-

sidered, like Pallas, the Dioscuri, and others, as a Otog

(Turnp, or Saviour of man. The helmet or hat of Hades,

rendering invisible as above stated, has evidently been

assumed in symbolism of this quality, the ancient word for

helmet in Etruscan and ancient Latin being cassila, cassis,

which is derived, as I have elsewhere shewn, from the root

huot-, like our English hat*

The title of Polydegmon, on the other hand, is probably Polydegmou.

peculiar to Polydectes ; it is at least invariably used in

the Homeric Hymn to Demeter as the name of the ravisher

of Persephone.

The legend of the rape of Persephone belongs to a distinct

article in the Creed of Japhet.

The present third category of Son-deities finds its con-

summation, as we shall now see, in the beautiful impersona-

tion of the ' Twins ' per excellentiam.

3. Polydeuces (Pultuke in Etruscan, Pollux and Pol in Polydeuces.

. 1 . /• i vf5/w TUE Dioscuri.

Latin) and Castor. Polydeuces is qualified as irvt, ayaUog,

Castor as M.iKapxa.ykrig (at Argos) ; while in their associate

character as Twins they have the surnames of Dioscuri,

Castores, Gemini, and Anakes. They are likewise styled

by the patronymic Tyndaridse, as ostensibly the children

* Sco Etr. Inscr., p. 243.
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Class III.

polydeuces.
The Dioscuri.

Their legend.

of Tyndareus, the husband of their mother Leda. It is

in these deities—or rather in this one (as it will appear)

but bifold deity—that the various phases of the Suffering

and Triumphant, Human and Divine, Son and Saviour,

and not only that, but the distinctive characteristics of the

Bal and Tur-Aku or Z categories already spoken of, meet

and are exhibited in the fullest consistency and beauty.

The story of the Twins is so familiar to us that I feel

hardly justified in alluding to its salient points as bearing

upon the present inquiry ; and yet I may mention their

mingled parentage, divine and human ; the abnormal cha-

racter of their birth, in which the swan and the eggs and

the deception of their mother Leda play so important a

part ; the mortality of the one, the immortality of the

other brother ; the stainless purity of their lives ;
* the

self-sacrifice of the immortal Pollux, embracing mortality

for the purpose of redeeming his less-gifted brother from

death and Hades ; their elevation to the skies, and yet

their alternate life between the upper and the lower world,

symbolised by the constellation Gemini, rising and setting

alternately, the one appearing when the other takes his

departure ; and their character henceforward as ' Castores

'

and Otol atorTipec, or ' Gods Saviours ' of man, and his especial

protectors against that elementary water which in the

* Their abduction of the daughters of Loncippus forms no exception to tho

above ; while they duly married them, according to tho legend. But tho

story has been invented evidently for tho purpose of giving an independent

constitution to the title of ' Anakes ' borne by the Dioscuri in the Pelopon-

nesus, and to that of Aswins, by which they were known in India, which was

dune by representing tho former in the shape of Araxis and tho latter in

that of Morasinus and Asinous as their children, in which character they

were represented as horsemen on tho throne of Amyclse—like their Bupposed

parents tho Dioscuri. As in the case of Apollo, Balder, and Pallas Athene,

nono of the heroic races claim descent from the Dioscuri,
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ideas of the ancient (I do not say the primeval) world Class HI.
POLYDEUCES.

was especially connected with evil and malignant (because The Dioscuri.

material) influences. I might almost stop here. But look-

ing through these traditions to the etymology of the titles

above enumerated, we come to results which exhibit the

character of the Dioscuri in a still more significant light :

—

It thus appears that the proper name of the Twin deity The proper name of
rr r L .the Twin deity is

is Polydeuces, or Pollux, while Castor does not properly Poiydeuces, or

represent an independent member of a duad, but (as in a t itie/

the case of Athene and Aidoneus) is simply a title or

qualification of Pollux. ' Polydeuces is a compound of Bal

and Deuces, analogous to Poly-dectes, Pall-ad-s, Bal-diigg,

or Balder, and (the component elements being reversed)

'Ekh- or
r

EKarrj-j3o'Aoe ; and gives utterance, like those titles,

to the full appellation of Bal+Tet or Z, the * Son of God+

Seed of Man ' deity. All that is narrated of the Twins as

above referred to is dogmatically correct with this sole but

important exception, that the twinship is that of natures,

divine and human, within one individual personality. The

title Castor, on the other hand, stands in apposition to Castor, a qualifying

epithet from the

Polydeuces as a qualifying epithet, being a Greek form Zendic thwGrestara,

of the Zendic thivorestdra, already frequently mentioned

—

the initial th, originally z, being formed as h, and the first

of the two r's softened down as in Tvashtri, the Vedic

form of the word,—Castor, like Tvashtri, thus signifying

Creator, with the original sense, not of giving, as dathano

but of interference—or rather of traversing, or running

thivor, thivert, or athwart, or across—the peculiar charac-

teristic of creation by the Father-God and his delegates

—

for the purpose of shaping, adjusting, and organising pre-

existing materials—materials existing in a chaotic or dis-
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Class III.

POLYDEVCES.

Signification of the
title ' Castor.'

integrated shape— into practical and useful, coherent form,

like, for example, a joiner or carpenter—the Vedic God

Tvasktri having (it may be remarked) this express signifi-

cation, in the laxest sense, of the 'Carpenter' or 'Archi-

tect,' the word Ka'orwp, or Castor, applied to the beaver,

the especial ' Constructor ' among the brute creation, has,

I conceive, a similar derivation. It is in conformity with

this assignment of titles that the Dioscuri are spoken of

collectively as the ' Castores,' but never as ' Polluces.' But

the title Castor, thus derived, as applied to Polydeuces,

had likewise a distinct moral significance parallel to that

mentioned in a former page as attaching to the operations

of the smith-deities through the agency of fire—to wit, that

of purification by chastening, in the sense (here) of cutting,

pruning, or 'amputatio,' that is of educating (as in the

operations of horticulture) the tree or plant by lopping

off extravagant excesses in growth. We are familiar

with this idea in the roots and their derivatives cast-igare,

castr-are, and the cognate cgedo, cresurn, caedes, implying to

cut or lop off; while quista, 'ramos CEedere,' quist, hoist,

zwig, twig, 'ramus,' a bough or twig, belong to the same

etymological stem. The special signification, as con-

temporary with the Greek legend, is illustrated in another

phase of symbolism by the title
c

l7r7roSa/*oc, the 'horse-

tamer,' given to Castor,—the Greek "nnrog, and most indeed

of the early words for horse, having the inherent or proper

sense of a store-horse or stallion. And the idea thus con-

veyed by tV7ro'Sajuoc is supported collaterally, and the title

Castor, castari, or ' Purifier ' further specialised by the quali-

fication attaching to the cognate derivative Kadapoq in Greek,

cuidh in Celtic, heusch in Teutonic, and cast-us in Latin

;
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and even the Egyptian "Xta and English ' chest '—words Class III.

POLYDEUOES.

which imply ' clausura,' inclusion, in the sense of ' conti-
Si nification of the

nence.' It may have been in consequence of this peculiar title « Castor.'

sanctity attaching to the person and office of the Castor

that to swear by the Castores at Eome, as by Demeter and

Persephone at Athens, was considered the peculiar privilege

of women. The original and proper Castor was indeed,

as above shewn, Polydeuces—the Creative, Chastening, and

Saviour God, and therefore in early times the oath Edepol

was equally reserved for women as that of Mehercle was

for men; but as the distinction widened, men usurped

Edepol likewise in great measure for themselves.

The title Dioscuri, or in the singular number Dioscurns, Etymology of tho

. ~ title ' Dioscurus.'

may perhaps be a Greek modification—analogous to Castor

—

of the old Aryan Thworestara, or Twashtar,—the change

being effected through the omission (by this time familiar

to the reader) of the first r, and the change of t for sk, in

the Hellenic development. But I suspect, from other

analogies, that although Aioaicovp- may have attracted a

collateral influence from thworestara, it is itself properly an

independent compound formed of i. Aio<tk-, and ii. -ovp, the

former element identical with the Teutonic zuisc, ' two-ish,'

or bifold, and the latter with hru, herr, epp-, ' lord,'—if it

be not rather 'Aur,' as found in the title 'Aur-gembla'

borne by the Scandinavian Yrner-, where ' Gembla' similarly

denotes twinship, in parallelism to Aiogk-. The association

of -ovp with the root represented in old Teutonic as hwarb,

hvarba, 'revolare, vices,' would naturally account for the

mythical connection of the constellation named Gemini with

Polydeuces ; while its resemblance to the Egyptian ba,

a kid or goat (capra in a worn-down form), may have
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Class III. suggested, or at least may reflect, the representation of
POLYDEUOES.

.

The Dioscuri. Gemini under the character of the kid, or the two kids

Etymologies of titles. ou tbe ancicnt zodiac,—ba = bar = Bal having, be it re-

membered, the prior signification of son, as lei-t, hid, hind,

has of child, as already shewn. That the two zodiacal kids

or lambs—for lamb and kid are the same thing, or at

least were expressed by the same word its in ancient

speech—were originally but one, as typical of the one

though bifold deity, may be inferred further from the fact

that the 'sacer agnus,' the object of rustic sacrifice, sym-

bolical likewise (as I shall shew) of the Son-deity, was—not

two or more of its kind—but one only.

That Ai6aKovp-oi is divisible as Aioaic-ovp; not as Aiog

Koup- according to the usual analysis, is additionally clear

from a comparison of the word with the titles Mi^apxaytr^g

and irvti ayadog, above mentioned. The identity of Aiogk-

with the Teutonic Tuisco gives, as has been remarked,

further support to the present analysis.

Towards the interpretation of Mt^apxay^g, the title given

to Castor at Argos, of which I have already spoken briefly

under the head of Hercules, and wvlZ ayaOog, the epithet of

Pollux, usually interpreted as 'good at boxing,' we must

begin by bringing Mit,ap\aytTr]g into comparison with the

compound pi^dvOpomog, pi^nwapOevog, pi£,ofiapfiapog, half-

man, half-maiden, half-barbarian ; and then, remembering

that m and u, b, or v, are interchangeable, and assuming

from the analogy of bis and dvis, twice, that M<£ and zuisc,

both denoting a twin or bifold character, are originally the

same word, we may safely restore the title as Zuisc- or

Tuisc- apxayinig. The same process will place ttv% ayadog

before us in the fuller form of Zuisc- uyuQug. 'Apxayirr^
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has been interpreted as dpxny^rr\gy
a commander, and doubt- class III.

less has that signification proximately ; and dyadog is, I have the Dioscuri.

,.,,,, . . P j.1 xi Etymologies of titles.

little doubt, a variety 01 -ayzrng, or -tiytrrig, the apx, the

mark of supremacy, being omitted ; while at the same time

I feel convinced that both dpxaytrtig and dyaOog were

written, or at least pronounced at the beginning of the

proximate stage at which they now appear before us, as

TapxaytrtiQ and rayaOog, with the sense of targadh, govern-

ment, as in ancient Celtic,—the original form being thus

Tuisc

—

Tapxayirr\g, the latter name having"probably a com-

mon origin with that of Targitaus, the mythical ancestor of

the Scythians, that of Tarchon (T-apxov, the Etruscan

founder of Tarquinii, and that of Archon, the successor of

Codrus, under a new title, as ruler of Athens. The result

of all this is, that the two titles before us, as borne by the

two twins after their separate constitution, resolve into one

and the same signification of * Half-commander,' but neces-

sarily, when the Dioscuri recover their original character of

one person, take the signification of ' Bifold-commander '—in

accordance, for example, with the title ' Didymus,' ' Twin,'

as given to Apollo, ' Gemla ' as borne by Thor, and ' Tuisco,'

simply, as borne by the ancestral G-od and ancestor of the

Germans, a personage hereafter to be spoken of. Funda-

mentally, 'Apxay-irvg, T-apxay-tTrjg, must be read, I conceive,

as Apxayi&lQ, Tapxay-t^g, ' Son of Apy/iy, or Tapxay,'—
these last being -early forms of Hurki, Herac- (as in Heracles)

and dark, and perhaps Dwerg—varieties, both of them, of

Zwarz the ' Hidden ' Father-God,—the full title being thus

Zuisc—Apx«Y&iKt
signifying 'The Bifold Son of God.'

The title Pol in the Latin adjuration Edepol! represents

the early form of the title Bal, like the Teutonic Phul as
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Class III.

polydeuces.
The Dioscuri.

The 86i<ava.

compared with Balder. The original oath, once sacred to

women, as above shewn, degenerated, like the Mecastor, Ita

me Castor, Ecastor! of the Komans, and the N?) tw Qtw, or

Ma tw Buo, of the Spartans, into a mere expletive,—Ede

being equivalent (as I think I have seen it explained) to

our English ' faith '—the same word, in fact as eide, ' fides,'

—such, in short, as the

—

' many a pretty oath,

Yea, and nay, and faith ! and troth !

'

with which Thillida, in the old song,

—

' with garlands gay,

Was made the Lady of the May.'

The distinction above established between Polydeuces as

the proper name of the one but bifold Son-Deity, and Castor

and Dioscurus as epithets in qualification of his dignity or

character, is in conformity with the main facts that transpire

from what has come down to us respecting the celebrated

Aocava

—

to. Aoicava,—the symbols of the Dioscuri at Sparta.

The Soicava are described by Plutarch as 'two £u\a,or beams

of wood, parallel to each other, and conjoined by two others

in a transverse, or oblique, direction,'— the symbolism

expressing, according to Plutarch, the love and union of the

two brothers. Herodotus tells us that in B.C. 504, on the

occasion of the Spartan expedition against Attica, the two

kings disagreeing (for a double government subsisted, as

will be remembered, at Sparta as at Home, Carthage, and

in numerous other countries of ancient and modern times)

—

it was decreed that only one king should command the

army in future, and should only be accompanied by one of

the 'Tyndaridse'—the name by which he speaks of the

MKaVa:—upon which Dr. Leonhard Schmitz suggests that
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the latter were then ' disjointed, so that one half of the Class III.
** POLYDETJOES.

symbols remained at Sparta, while the other was taken into The Dioscuri.

the field by one of the kings.' Our information as derived

from the ancients is completed by the testimony of Suidas,

that the word Soicava. likewise denoted the graves of the

Dioscuri at Sparta.

It is to be remarked here, in the first instance, that

although the evidence of Plutarch as to what he may

have actually seen—to wit, the shape and construction of

the SoVava—is of positive value, his explanation of the The Ukwa
symbolism.

symbolism must carry less weight, as conveying merely

the traditional belief of a very recent period ; and I think

that we should be nearer the truth in understanding the

special characteristic originally symbolised by the Soicava as

that of the union of two natures, God and Man, in one

personality through creative cross- or trans-vention, in

conformity with the results come to upon the preceding

etymological evidence. If this be accepted, the two parallel

£u\a, or beams of wood, would represent the two natures,

divine and human, Bal and Tus-Aku, or Z, as co-existing in

equal proportion (conf. the force of Mt£- in Mtsapxay^c),

in the composite Poly-deuces ; and the two cross-beams, or

ties, the quality of Castor or Thworestara attaching to him.

I shall adduce further proof in support of the first of these

propositions presently.

The general form of the Soicava, as described, must have

been nearly that of a square, or a parallelogram ; and we

have, as it appears to me, the symbol itself preserved, in

possibly a slightly modified form, in the astronomical sign

of the constellation 'Gemini,' viz. n. But, as the Sojcava,

when separated, formed each a compact unity, and this
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Class III. could not have been the case if the upright and transverse

The Dioscuri. beams were dealt with as each couple apart from the other

symbolisms. two, it follows that each separate Sokov consisted of an

upright and a transverse beam conjoined, so as to form an

angle either as <( or ^~] ; and also, that each moiety pour-

trayed symbolically the Divine and Human natures of the

twin personified by it, although only to the extent of one

half of the bifold unity. I may observe also that while

< , considered as a written character, represents the letter

k in the Gothic rnues, 71 has the force of g (hard, gimel,

gamma in Greek) ; while gimel is the third letter in the

Hebrew alphabet, and the constellation 'Gemini,' is the

third sign in the zodiac. Doubled, and placed back to

back, X would form the decussis, or cross, X, which

would be in keeping with the sense of Thworestara, or

Castor ; but the form of the astral sign may be our warrant

for accepting \_j~\ or pj as the distinctive shape of the

original or simple <Wav, subsequent to the disintegration

and, as I suspect, before the original conjunction.

It would lead me too far were I to speculate on the

relations of the numeral three (and perhaps ten) thus

symbolically expressed with the verbal term rpi-, tre-, drei-,

' three,' and of this with the idea expressed by thwerh,

through, per, the basis of the etymological utterance of the

idea of creation ; while the form of the Sonava, as witnessed

by the astronomical sign, suggests a connection between

them and the mysterious dvara, 7ru'Arj, Ovpa, or door, whose

very door-posts speak in the ' Book of the Dead ' of ancient

Egypt, and which may perhaps be found to give intelligible

signification to the ruins of Stonehcnge, Avebury, and other

similar monuments. We shall tread on safer ground, how-
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ever, and attain further etymological illustration of the class III.

induction based upon the words of Plutarch and Herodotus, t^Dioscuki.
by taking the Sokcivu commemorated by them in connection The s °Kav*-

. , , »
,

Symbolisms.
with the doKcwa spoken of by Suidas as the name of the Etymologies.

graves of the Dioscuri. The word which answers proximately

to both significations may be recognised in Latin as sign-um,

in Teutonic as zeicheii, token, and in the old Egyptian as

txn, or t<%n, an obelisk—the root being zih in Sanscrit and
tek in Egyptian,—the Latin ' in-dic-are,' < m-dex,' < dign-us,'

' dig-itus,' the Greek SiIkv-vio, etc., descending from the

former, and deka, tekar, the forefinger or index, the above-

cited t^n, etc., from the latter root,—our English finger

being more closely allied (as will be observed) to tekar

'index.' The word Soicava therefore, as used alike for

the symbols and graves of the Dioscuri, is, I conclude, to

be understood as zeichena, that is, tokens, 'insignia,' or

' in-dicia; in a general sense,—sign-posts, I may say, obelisks,

or pillars,—with the character of fingers attached to them,

not in one only, but, as we shall see, in both alternative

significations. Monumental pillars of the finger or obeliscal

type, although more rudely shaped, were erected over graves

formerly in almost every land—such, I mean, as bear the

name of ' standing stones ' among ourselves,—txn, zeichen,

I may observe, taking the form of liagan in Celtic,

through the mutation of t and I. It was by such a pillar,

evidently torn from the grave of his father Aphareus, that

the haughty Idas stunned the immortal Polydeuces in the

fight in which he slew Castor ; and such, I conceive, were

the SoKava erected over the graves of the Dioscuri ; and
these may possibly be discovered by excavation or research

in the valley of Therapnae. But pillars of the same

K
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Class III.

PoLYDEUCES.
The Dioscdri.

The 86i<ava.

Etymologies.

character seem to have symbolised the Saviour-God, in a non-

sepulchral sense, as the indicator or guide of man in the

path of duty. Two pillars of this description figure in the

worship of Hercules at Tyre, and two, on a larger scale, in

his legendary history as named after him at the entrance

of the Atlantic ; while Hercules bore, as we have seen, the

title of ' Index,' which although primarily derived from

inclhu, the moon, gives us likewise the exact equivalent

of tokar, the ' index ' or forefinger, ty%, zeichen. The pillars

of Tet, or Seth, on which he wrote the annals of the ante-

diluvian world, are another instance : and we are told that

the 'Book of the Dead' was written 'with the finger of

Thoth.' Similar pillars figured at Dodona, in the hall

of the giant Hymer, the father of Tyr, Tys, in the

Edda, and elsewhere. My belief, then, is, that the two

parallel beams which symbolised the divine and human

natures of the bifold Dioscurus in the Soicava, represented

pillars, or fingers, of the same description, figurative of the

Dioscuri as ' Dii Indigetes ' or ' Indices,'—and which, as

such, were erected with peculiar propriety over their graves.

Looking on the other hand, let me add, beyond the Egyptian

and Teutonic forms of t%n, zeichen, and their representative

roots deh, zlh, my impression is that tele, zih were origi-

nally written teirh, zrih, in derivation from the older root

thwerh, through, so frequently spoken of; and thus that the

word Sojcava was originally pronounced thwerh-ana,—the

inherent idea being that of the eye piercing through dark-

ness towards discernment and indication—this idea express-

ing itself in the form of 'in-signia'—whether of glory or

the grave. In descent from this type the title Soicava will

be found to blend collaterally, or to be susceptible of
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blending, with many words expressive of characteristics class III.

Poi YDFT'PK 5!

of the Dioscuri—as, for example, with such formations as the Dioscuri.

Tuisc-ena (resembling the Egyptian variety of t'Xn), under-
£j

16 s°™™-

standable as ' Gemini,' the ' Twins,' (in illustration of which

I may cite the old German phrase antar-zivisgen, i ad invi-

cem,' used in reference to the constellation in question)

—

Zeug-ena, or TIkv-o, denoting ' The Children,'—as Tah-end,

' The Kids,' or ' Lambs,' two kids having been their symbol,

as stated, on the Egyptian Zodiac,—as Zuk-ena, ' The Dogs,'

if the Dioscuri were indeed a form in the West of the dogs

of Yama ; while a single dog is, in fact, the especial com-

panion of Polydeuces,—as Swahan-a, cygn-a, ' The Swans,'

or ' Cygnets,' in reference to their symbolical parent,—as

Tx-, Aok-, Zvy-eva, denoting ' The Beams '—or as necessarily

in this case in the singular number, ' The Beam—or Yoke—
of the Balance '—from which, that is to say, the scales

depend—an idea latent in many parts of the mythological

conception of the Dioscurus, and which has its fullest

development in the scales of Thoth and his Semitic analogue

Michael—which I read by the help of Egyptian as ' Ma^a-el,'

the ' Weigher ' of God

—

i.e. of souls,—and yet again as

Zwig-ena, ' The Branches' or ' Twigs,' which would reflect the

Apollo Didymus of BranchidaB and the Komulus and Remus

of Rome, (the twins being themselves styled ' Tyndar-ida?,'

and their sister Helen having the surname of AevSpiris

at Rhodes,)—while we have noticed the signification of

the word in speaking of Castor, and the idea of divarica-

tion is closely connected with that involved in the title

Thworestara ;—all these words, in fine, like tSoicava itself,

requiring to be reduced ultimately to the singular number,

as the ' Twin ' or ' Bifold,' ' the Child,' the ' Kid,' or 'Lamb,'
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Class III.

POLTDEUCES.

The SoKava.

Etymologies.

the 'Dog,' the 'Cygnet,' the 'Beam of the Balance,' the

' Branch '—in conformity with the rectification of ' Dioscurus'

for ' Dioscuri,' as the original title of the Son-Deity here

in question. At an earlier period, immediately sequent to

the establishment (as inferred) of the form Thwerh-ana, it

is possible that, through the abrasion of the initial th, the

form Werh-ana may have been constituted, to the genera-

tion of the title 'E/oyovi?, the ' Worker,' appropriated to

Athene, and that of Virgo, Virgin,—the 'Maiden' (in the

sense already illustrated), which may have been a title of

Polydeuces as well as Pallas. I am the more inclined to

think that a tradition must have existed that the original

Aokiiv or thwerh-an was of a cruciform shape, inasmuch

as the legend of the partition of the Soxava, as reported by

Herodotus, passed into the early Christian mythology,

where we may recognise it in the partition of the two arms

of the cross of our Lord, the capture of one of which in

battle by the Persians, and the successful crusade of Herac-

lius for its recovery.

TLe title "Avaxes. The title "AvantQ—usually understood as 'The Kings,'

and sometimes conjoined with TraiStg, as "Avcuceg vaiSig—
remains for elucidation, but will not occupy us long. I can

only hazard some conjectures as to its signification. That

the plural form must be reduced to the singular, as

"Ava£, may be at once acquiesced in after what has been

proved. It is natural in the first instance to connect "Ava^

with the Egyptian mix, denoting life, and symbolised by

the ' crux ansata ' as already stated,—with Onka, the title

of Pallas Athene in Boeotia,—and with Aku, the typical

form of Deuces or Tet. "Ai/a£, as 'King,' connects itself
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proximately with the Sanscrit janaha, and more remotely, class in.
POLYDEUOI

The Anakee.
perhaps, with the Egyptian heh, rule ; but the question

F

is, whether there is not a remoter meaning. I own that

considering that Hercules is named ' Index ' and ' Sandes,'

—

that he was not unfrequently depicted as a boy or youth,

—

and that the epithet TralSeg is conjoined with "Avaiceg, ut

supra, it seems to me not improbable that"Ai>a£ and 'Index

'

are one and the same word. On the other hand, TrcuSsg has

a strong appearance of being a corruption of sveta, spenta,

white or holy, and as n and m are very frequently inter-

changed, avaKag ttcu&q might easily have been developed

from a form analogous to the Zendic Amesha-spenta. In this

connection we may recollect that the Twins constantly

appeared on white horses—that the white horse of the

Saxons seems to have been of the same breed—smd that,

if "Ava£ be a form equivalent to hengst, and iral^g to sveta

or spenta, we may recognise the national symbol of the

ancestors of Cerdic and Alfred, and perhaps Hengist and

Horsa themselves, in the "Avaictg TrcuStg here under dis-

cussion.

It may be interesting, in conclusion, to compare the

central fact in the history of the Dioscuri, the death of

Castor and the stunning of Pollux, with that equally pro-

minent fact in the Scandinavian mythology, the death of

Baldagg or Balder. Both legends are fundamentally the

same, and each supplies elements of the original Japhetan

myth which have been lost or misrepresented in the other.

I must premise that Perieres (who was perhaps the same

as CEbalus) had by his wife Gorgophone two (among

other) sons, Tyndareus and Aphareus. Tyndareus married

Leda, and from his bed proceeded the twins Castor and
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Class III. Pollux and Helen. Apharens married Psamathe, and was
POLYDEUCES.

the lather ot Idas and Lynceus, who were thus cousins-

german to the Dioscuri. Aphareus, as I have elsewhere

suggested, is a form of Zwarz.

Similarity of the Hoder the Blind, at the instigation of, and with his hand
legends of the deaths
of Balder and Castor, guided by the subtle and malignant Lok, flings the mistletoe

at Balder and kills him. Idas, at the instigation of and

under the direction of Lynceus, the quick-sighted, slays

Castor. Hodd and Idas, Lok and Lynceus, are etyinologi-

cally the same names, and the characters agree, more

particularly in the antithesis of blindness, as appertaining

to that of akk, or brute matter, and of quick-sightedness

to that of ' lux,' or light, but with the will prone to evil.

In the Scandinavian legend Hodd is the unconscious agent

of Balder's death, as Athene is that of Pallas in the legend

of the Palladium,—in the Greek, Idas has more decided

personality, and his traditional character otherwise is that

of bold, defiant, atheistical pride and self-reliance—although,

the guiding influence is that of Lynceus. In this spirit

Idas stuns Polydeuces or Pollux, the immortal twin, with

a stone,—(the pillar torn from his father's grave), although

he cannot slay him ; and Zeus, in turn, destroys him with

a flash of lightning. Lok escapes without immediate punish-

ment in the Edda, but Polydeuces, recovering from the

blow, slays Lynceus. It would appear, at first, as if the

personalities were reversed in the two legends,—as if Balder

wns, so far as the names are concerned, the analogue of

Polydeuces, not of Castor; but this is explained by the

facta that the fuller and, I believe, older (the Germanic)

name of Balder was, as has been shewn, Baldagg,—that,

dagg represents 'Deuces,' or Aku, the mortal element, in
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his composite being, and that it was this mortal element— Class III.

r* t» -11 p POLYDEUCES.
represented by Castor, not Polydeuces, m the later iorru

of the Greek legend—that perished by the mistletoe. In

like manner, attacked by Idas in both natures, the mortal

element, represented by -Deuces- in Poly-deuces, perishes
;

but the divine, represented by Poly = Phul = Bal, survives.

The legends differ in that Polydeuces and Castor, the

immortal and mortal twins, are transferred to the heavens

as signs thenceforward to men ; while Balder lives on in

Helheim,—but the return of Balder is sure, after Kagnarok.

The ' devotio,' or self-sacrifice, is rendered with most clear-

ness in the Greek legend.

I reserve what I have to suggest on the subject of the

swan and the eggs of Leda to another chapter of this

inquiry.

It may not, in fine, be too much to say, that the legend Interrelation of twin

p-r»ii •<» i i t\' • natures, Spirit and
and worship of Polydeuces, the bifold Dioscurus, is a precious immortality, Matter

relic of the ancient Japhetan faith, exhibiting the interrela-

tion of twin natures, Spirit and Immortality, matter and

mortality. God and man, conjoined inseparably and har- God and man con-

moniously as two constituent elements in One, and that

a Divine Person, qualified as Creator (in the sense of

organiser), Chastener, and Saviour ; and who stands, him-

self a God, in the relation of Son to the Supreme God,

—

each component element in his bifold nature representing

the world it belongs to in the type or abstract— the mor-

tality, in particular, pure and beyond all taint of human

frailty—and the two elements, as has been shewn, in perfect

balaoce and equality. All this is equally applicable to

Pallas Athene, and Polydectes, representatives likewise of

this consummate title of Bal + Tur-Aku
;
or Bal-Z,—and a
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Glass III.

POLYDEUOES.

God and man con-

joined.

fortiori, inasmuch as their confessed and single unity addi-

tionally witnesses to such having been the original con-

stitution of the Dioscuri.

Summary of the three

categories or classes.

Reviewing, then, the three categories of Son-Deities

represented by I. Bal ; II. Tur-Aku, Tet or Z ; and III.

Bal-f- Tur-Aku, or Bal-Z, as above characterised, it will

be found, I think, that the mythological characteristics

sketched at the beginning of the present chapter corre-

spond—in their leadiug particulars, for some have yet to

be vindicated—with what we were led to expect by the

previous etymological analysis of the simple names,—that

thus each element of the proof is confirmed by the other,

—

and that the two conjoined lead us to the recognition, as

their central type, of a single beneficent Saviour-Deity

—

One in person, but of bifold nature, God at once and Man,

and emphatically Son of the Supreme God—as an object

of worship, from the earliest times, to the Japhetan race.

Some other forms
of the Son-Deity.

The character of

Zeus as the ' Son

'

almost entirely sul>-

ordinated to that

imputed to him of

Zwaz, "i- Zwarz, the
FatlKT-Ciod.

4. Various other forms of the Son-Deity. I have

still somewhat to say of certain more obscure but im-

portant forms of the Son-Deity, as well as to explain my
reason for not having commemorated the Hellenic Zeus,

considered as Tus, the ' Son,' under the preceding categories.

My reason for this last omission is this, that the character

of Zeus as the Son has been almost entirely subordinated

to that imputed to him of Zwaz, or ZwrARZ, the Father-God,

whose throne he usurped according to the Greek tradition,

—nothing remaining to him in his filial character except

a material grossness, the exaggeration and depravation of

th.it idea of humanity as associated with deity which finds
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its counter development in the direction of holiness in the Some other forms of

character of Iacchus, JEaous, and the primitive Tet, or

Hermes. The character of Indra, the Hindu Zeus, is nearly iNDrA , the Hindu

as material even in the Eig-Veda, and still more gross in

the later Hindu writings. It is in this distinction between

the Father-God and the usurping Son that the recon-

ciliation is to be found of the purely animal passions

with which even the Zeus of Homer is contaminated, as

contrasted with the exalted views of him as the just and

immortal Father of gods and men which are presented

to us in other passages of the Homeric poems, and with

the like incongruity in other writings of the ancients.

Such, too, is the ultimate explanation of the pursuit of

Daphne and Coronis by Apollo, of the abduction of the two

sisters by the Dioscuri, and of various myths, partly the

birth of etymological confusions, partly of cosmogonical

influences, which naturally attached themselves even to

the purest conceptions of deity when associated with man-

hood after those original conceptions had been alloyed, in

the course of ages, by passing through the coarse alembic of

the human imagination. The characters of the old Japhetan

Gods, when confessedly of honest fame, are entitled to the

same fair construction as those of our friends and neighbours

in actual life when touched by the breath of scandal.

The lowest—I had almost said zoological—form in which

the dogma of the Son-Deity is presented to us, although

not exclusively in the Japhetan Creed, is that of the Her-

maphroditic Zeus—or rather Tet, or Hermes, as inclusive

both of the typical Tus and Aki ; and yet this dogma

reposes, if I mistake not, on a basis of very curious early

speculation. The myth of Hermaphroditus is, as already HERMArHRODiTus.
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Other forms in which intimated, a primitive and symbolical expression of the

dogma of the Son- doctrine of two natures, male and female, material and

^
tlty '

spiritual, human perhaps and divine, supernaturally, or
IIkkmaphroditcs.

" ' 1 l * J

at least theoretically, conjoined in one being,—to the supple-

ment of deficiency in the case of each by its predestined

complement, and in realisation of what was conceived of

as the highest type of existence—and, it may be added,

to the neutralisation, through satisfaction, of Jcarna, ir69og,

passion, or desire—not in its origin, or in its highest sanc-

tion, partaking of impurity. The same general idea is

expressed in the hieroglyphical ' Key of the Nile ' (as it is

The Crux Ansata,or called), the Crux Ansata, the sign of which is ^, of which

the verbal or sonant utterance is an\, with the signification

f < life
'—full or consummate life. The doctrine is further

The symbolic egg, and peculiarly associated with that of the symbolic egg, the

the seed of creation.
Beed of creatioDj the first principle operated upon by the in-

forming and organising Thworestara, Demiurgus, or Creator

(forms, all three, of one and the same early word), towards

the separation and distinct constitution of heaven and earth

—having thus an intimate association with the element

of matter as represented (in association with Deity) in Ka,

Aktj, and Tur or Tus-Aku, as above suggested. The head

of Zeus (the very word utPov, ov-um, egg, being used for

head metaphorically) as split by Hephaestus (the ' opener,'

Phtah) for the exit of Pallas Athene, the apprtv ku) OtiXvq,

or Virgo per excellentiam, as already intimated, is the

loftier and perhaps the oldest mythological type of the

conception in question. But the generative symbols associ-

ated in the conception came to be venerated in somewhat

later times in dissociation ; and from that moment the

original neutralisation of irodog ceased,—but it is quite
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unnecessary—it would even be unjust—to impute any low other forms in which

or degrading motive to those who first embodied their dogma of the Sou-

conceptions in these very unpoetical symbols. In the later
ei y *

'days of what we esteem a high civilisation the foulest cor-

ruptions attached themselves to their use.

Of a higher type are certain deities in which the bifold Contrasts within
. ONE SINGLE PERSON-

character 01 the feon-Uod is expressed by contrasts withm ality.

one single personality. We have had an instance of this

in Tet, or Hermes (although in his Egyptian form) as Tet, bearing the title

bearing the title Hra-i-f, ' He that has two countenances.' has two counte-

To this class belongs the mysterious Tages—youth, at once, youth%t onfeTand

and grey-haired sage—who sprang out of the furrow as grey- nairet^ saoe -

Tarchon was ploughing the 'pomcerium' for the foundation

of Tarquinii, and revealed the Etruscan Discipline. We
have the same name and personage, I think, in the Tuisco— Tuisc-o.

likewise described by Tacitus * as ' deurn terra editum,'

without mention of a male parent—the God and traditional

ancestor of the Germans, and whose name Tuisc-o, Zuise,

or Tivo-ish, I have identified with that of Dioscurus.

Mannus, the son of Tuisco, and ancestor of the German

race in its three great branches, answers to the Manes,

or ancestors of the Etruscans, who similarly appear to pro-

ceed from Tages ; and we may trace a similar relationship

between This, in Upper Egypt, and Menes, the heir of

its ancient princes, who founded the Egyptian monarchy

by the union of the two sceptres of the upper and lower

country,—to say nothing of similar cases in the East. The

Scandinavian Tyr or Tys appears to me in many respects

an exact analogue of Tuisco.

As twins, in the strict sense of the term, I may cite

* Germ., § 2.
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Various myths pre- the Aswins of India, the Roman Penates, and the brethren
senting the dogma , p ji i v i • i • . • i

of the bifold Son- whom we once so fondly believed in as historical personages,

,

ei y ' Romulus and Remus. These Roman brothers are the
In the character
of twins. Dioscuri in an Italic form; their names, significative of
The Aswins.
The Penates.

c arms ' or ' branches,' connect them not only with the syin-
Romulus anil Remus.

,
_

,
. . . . 1T _.. .

bolic boKuva, but with Apollo Didymus at Branchidse ; their

history runs parallel, point by point, with that of Apollo,

Perseus, and other demi-god heroes ; and their respective

association with Numitor and the Aventine on the one

hand, and with Amulius (rnBal) and the Palatine on the

other, stamps them as representatives dogmatically of the

idealistic and materialistic principles in the early Japhetan

world, as much as the same names indicate ethnological

distinctions existing between the early races over whom

they may be assumed representatively to have established

Parallelism between dominion. The slaughter of Remus by Romulus is the

of Balder, of Pallas, ' parallel, I think, of that of Balder by Hodd, of Pallas by

Athene, and of Peiren or Deliades (of whom I shall speak

anon) by Bellerophon. The ascension of Romulus to heaven,

carried up by his father Ares or Mars in a fiery chariot and

in the midst of a storm, tempest, and darkness, appears

to be a mere variety of the death of Hercules; and the

alternate tale, that he was butchered by the senators and

his body carried away by them piecemeal—likewise in the

gloom of a tempest—is at once recognisable, whatever be

its antiquity, as a form of the same widespread tradition

as that already recorded of the murder, or perhaps sacri-

fice, of Dionysus Zagreus by the Titans. The subsequent

i Ik > twins, Ro.mius appearances of the twin brothers, riding on white horses,
and Ri.mi 3, . x i t» -n • 1 p ,1 -r\-

as at Lake Kegillus, are similar to those 01 the Dioscuri

The Penates. on similar occasions. The word Penates appears to me
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to be a Western form—behind the more proximate etymo- Various myths pre-... . . . n „ n , seating the dogma
logies indicative ot their character as Vi01 opKioi ot tne f the bifold Sou-

Zendic Ameshaspentas, i.e. ' White ' or ' Holy Spirits '— THE
y
PENATES

the order of the component vocables being reversed. The

Zoroastrian Amshaspands, like the Hindu Maruts, are seven

in number, but I doubt whether the original number was

not two. The appearances of the two horsemen on white

steeds at Lake Kegillus, identified latterly with Castor

and Pollux, were, I conceive, these Eoman Penates. The

story constantly recurs in history even in Christian times,

as, for instance, in Syria in the time of the Crusades,

although then usually reduced to one horseman, and he

St. George.

Lastly, under this group, the Aswins, or twin horsemen, The Aswins.

of the Veda (conf. asiva, aspa, ' equus,' and zwin, twin, binus,

geminus),—and, I may add here anticipatively, the twins

Yama and Yami of India,—may be recognised as analogues Yajia and Yami.

of the Dioscuri through their pedigree. Twashtar was

father of Saranyu, the wife of Vivaswat, and Vivaswat was

father by Saranyu of Yama and Yami, and in the form of

a horse was father by Saranyu of the Aswins. Thestius, in

like manner, was father of Leda, the wife of Tyndareus, and

Tyndareus—or, according to the myth, Zeus—was father of

the Dioscuri. I have already shewn reason for believing

that Twashtar and Thestius are the same individual— grand-

father thus in each case of the groups of twins here asso-

ciated. If Sarama (mother of the Sarameya, the dogs The Sarameya.

of Yama) and Helena, the sister of the Dioscuri, be the

same personage, as suggested by Professor Max Miiller,

then the links between Yama and Yami, the Dioscuri

and the Aswins are strengthened ;—although in that case
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Various myths pre- Helen and her mother Leda must have been confounded
sonting the dogma

.

of the bifold Son- in tradition. In support of this approximation I may-

cite the fact that the Aswins were invoked as Saviours

from shipwreck and restorers of calm to the sea—which

is the identical function ascribed to the Dioscuri. A
further point of connection may be found perhaps in

the triplicate character so constantly insisted upon in

regard to the Aswins, their character and all their

actions, as compared with the numerical position of

the Dioscuri, as the Gemini or Twins, as third among

the signs of the Zodiac. 'The Aswins,' observes Muir,

'seem to have been a puzzle even to the oldest Indian

commentators.'

The horse Skyphius. A very ancient and obscure subform of the Son-God,

evidently akin to the Aswins and the Dioscuri, may be

recognised in the horse Skyphius, of whom I shall speak

again in a subsequent page,—born from the rock—like

Zeus from the Dictsean cave, and other deities—under

the influence of Poseidon upon Ge. The name Skyphius

allies itself on the one hand with tWoe, aswa, as in the

title Aswin and the Vedic compound aswamedha, i.e. the

horse-sacrifice; and on the other with Aku, Deuces, or

(in the fuller typical form) Zaku, the compound element

in the titles Aku-Thor, Poly-deuces, and others, as above

illustrated.

Beilerophon. The character of the Skyphius, or Horse, and of the
Hil>lionous. .

twins, the Aswins and Dioscuri, as horsemen, is marked

apparently in the title 'Hipponous' originally borne by

Beilerophon, or Bellerophontes, before his slaying of that

' Belleros' from which he acquired his better-known appella-

tion. There can be little doubt that Beilerophon, at first
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sight a mere hero of romance, is a form of the Son-Deity, other forms of the

but in the partial character of Aku or Deuces. His legend bellerophon.

reflects, as it appears to me, two distinct epochs in mytho-

logy, and thus exhibits a character of incongruity which

disappears on closer criticism. The legend is simply this :

—

Bellerophon, according to the testimony of his grandson

Glaucus in Homer, was the ' son of a God '— that God being,

according to Hyginus, Poseidon—which is in keeping with

the name ' Hipponous.' His reputed father, or according to

others his real father, was Glaucus king of Corinth, grandson

of Sisyphus, the son of iEolus. No account is transmitted

of the act by which he acquired his mythological surname

' Slayer of Belleros '—Belleros being simply described as ' Slayer of Belleios.

a noble youth of Corinth, the spot of his own nativity.

Bellerophon-tes is a compound of Belleros and phont-, the

Sanscrit hanta, to kill, as shewn in this and parallel instances

by Professor Muller, while the Egyptian lint, I would add—
a word etymologically connected with hanta—contributes

the further sense of sacrificial priesthood and sanctity. If

Belleros be understood as a sacrificial ram or ' sacer agnus,'

such as I shall speak of in a future chapter—and as the

word under one analysis would signify—this Egyptian root

would give the title a peculiar significance ; but the general

scope of the legend seems to be against it, at least in the

proximate view. Comparison must be made at this point

with a distinct tradition that Bellerophon slew his own Slays his brother.

brother, variously named Deliades, Peiren, or Alcimenes.

Remembering that the kindred formations Ss\(ptv, fitXtpiv,

Dodona, Bodona, dig, bis, point to <5j3fA<£<i>, Dbodona, dbis,

as the earlier forms of those words, and that spliar, and sphal

(dissil-ire) are mere varieties of the same root—originally
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Other forms of the
Son- Deity.

Bellekophon.

Zphal, or Zbal, upon which the title Bal or Bar is based, it

is clear that the names Deliades and Peiren resolve into one,

Peir-, corresponding with Bar, and Del, or rather Deliad-

(originally Dbeliad-es), with Bal, Phal, and Bald-, as e.g.

in Balder. It requires only a short step further to

recognise Balder in Belleros, the personage slain by Belle-

rophon, and whose death must have been the great event

in the history of that hero, as giving him his surname.

The great event, however, as celebrated by the poets, was

the slaying of the Chimaera under the orders of Iobates

king of Lycia, to whom Bellerophon was subjected—accord-

ing to Homer under the counsel of the Gods—as Hercules

Slays the Chimsera. to Eurystheus. But the Chimaera was, as I think the

etvmology of the word shews, identical with, or at least

a symbol echoing the name of, the Scandinavian Ymer, and

we shall presently recognise in Ymer a form likewise of the

primitive Bar, Bal, or Balder. I think, therefore, we may

identify the Chimaera as the Belleros—the Balder—of the

surname Bellerophon. It is to be observed that Hipponous

acts under the impulse of the king of Lycia, Iobates, in

slaying Belleros, while, according to one line of tradition,

Hipponous was the son of Glaucus. In the Scandinavian

tradition Hodd, impelled by Lok, slays Balder ; and in the

Peloponnesian, Idas, directed by Lynceus, stuns Polydeuces

and slays Castor. Lynceus, Lok, Glaucus, and Lycia occupy

here one and the same relative position. The three legends

are thus, it can hardly be denied, substantially the same
;

and the presumption must be that the name Hipponous

—

of which asiva, hnrog, otherwise Ikko?, equus, each, is the

basis—or at least some forgotten name of kindred sound, of

which (kk-, eg-, each has been a symbolical echo—must have

Similarity of the

slaying of Belleros,

of Balder, and of

Castor.
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corresponded to those of Hodd and Idas, and been the Other forms of the

t->
.. Son-Deity.

original (Japhetan) appellation of Bellerophon ;
while there belleroi-hon.

can be no doubt whatever, I think, that the personality of

the hero is identical with that of those unhappy individuals

—the innocent, though blind, Hodd being the nearer of the

wo analogues, inasmuch as he was the actual brother of

Balder as Hipponous was, ut supra, of Deliades or Belleros.

In his latter days, after the favour of the gods had departed The end of Bello-

„ i • -n 11 i ill l- i rophon : forsaken by
from him, Bellerophon wandered alone and in sadness over tiie g0(jg.

the Aleian plain ; and such, too, was the place of exile (as we

shall see hereafter) of the unhappy Athamas,—the initial

syllable of whose name, although originally (I believe)

Cathamas, connects him with the blinded CEdipus—origi-

nally, in like manner, Ccedipus, and a mere variety of the

same impersonation—the initiatory (Ed-, Ath-, thus again

connecting Hipponous, through the links specified, with the

blind Hodd, the slayer of Balder. The character of Belle-

rophon as drawn by his grandson Glaucus in Homer is that

of the ' best of the Greeks,' and he visits Lycia under the

* escort of the Gods '—but no account is given of the cause

of their subsequent hatred ; and Pindar likewise shrouds it

in mystery. I shall attempt, in a later page, to account

for these strange contrasts of love and hatred as judicial

visitations on heroic, innocent, and in fact favoured person-

ages, in order to bring out occult and beneficent purposes of

the Supreme God. The character of Bellerophon is as

beautiful otherwise as that of any of the hero Son-deities

;

and his personal purity was remarkably vindicated by his

resistance to the allurements of Antaea, wife of Prcetus king

of Argos, to whom he had resorted for ceremonial puri-

fication—a victory analogous to that of Hercules, likewise

L
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Other forms of the

Son-Deity.

Bkixerophon.
Uipponous.

The struggle of the

Son-Deity with the

embodied power of

evil.

A struggle anterior

to the creation of

man.

Indra, Aki-han,
Vritra-han, the

vanquisher of the

great demon, Aki or

Viilra.

at the commencement of his career, in the choice of the

rough path of duty in preference to the seductions of

pleasure.

The preceding identification of Belleros with Balder im-

plies no impeachment to the lucid interpretation of the name

BfAAf/ioc given by Professor Max Miiller in his paper on

Bellerophon, and which I shall refer to hereafter ; but that

interpretation must be confined, I think, to the word /3eA-

Acjooc as expressing the symbol, not the personality of the

mysterious being slain by Hipponous, the Bellerophon.

We may conclude, in fine, that Hipponous or Bellerophon

is a form of the Son-Deity, the character of the suffering

and triumphaut Saviour strangely commingled, but the

suffering predominant,—and that in the character of Zaku,

Aku, or Iacclms—although there is little connection between

him and the last-named personage.

The struggle, of which I shall have more to say hereafter,

of the Son-Deity with the embodied power of evil—the

great enemy of the Gods, variously known as Aki, Vritra,

and Azhi-Dahaka in the East and Mg- t
Arg-us, and Typhoeus

in the West—a struggle which is referred by mythology to

a period anterior, it would appear, to the creation of mortal

men— i8 obscurely intimated in the history of Tet, or

Hermes, surnamed Argeiphontes, representing the Son-

Deity as Tus-Aku, or Z, but is more peculiarly expressed in

the character of the Indra of the Veda, of Briareus, of

(strange as it may appear) Styx, and, as shewn by the pecu-

liar office assigned to him, of Heimdall, in the Edda.

The character of India—surnamed Aki-han, and Vritra-han,

as the slayer or vanquisher of the great demon variously

described as Aki and Vritra (this Lst interpreted as 'Death')
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— is too familiar to us to need exposition. He is the analogue other forms of the
Son-Deity.

of Zeus, the Son, as exercising the function of the Supreme

Deity, through, I fear not to say, usurpation of the earlier

rights of Varuna, as Zeus usurped those of Saturn (Cronos),

and Saturn those of Uranus. The warfare and continually

repeated victory thus indicated is distinct from and must

not be confounded with the struggle above noticed between

Hipponous and the Belleros, ending in the death of the

latter. Indra is the mere expression of power in the Veda,

exerted doubtless in the cause of beneficence, and, although

I cannot say demoralised, still utterly materialised. He has

nothing of the majesty of Briareus—whose character and

title requires a more special notice.

This august personage was known as Briareus to the Gods Briareus, or

Till iEgseoo.

and as iEgaeon among mortals ; and he also bears the sur- 'EKaroyxeip.

name of 'EKaroyx^p, which title, when Briareus is spoken

of in association with his two brothers Gyges and Cottus,

assumes the plural form of Eicaroy\£<p-6c- Ejcaroy^ap is

proximately interpreted as ' hundred-handed,' but it has,

I believe, a far more important and remote signification.

The three brothers were, according to the legend, sons Three brothers,

.,
Briareus, Cottus,

of Uranus and Ge, but hated by Uranus (in accordance and Gyges.

with the usual judicial withholding of favour by the Father-

deities), and concealed by Ge within the earth. When the Rebellion of the

rebellion broke out in heaven—that of the Titans accord-

ing to Homer, that of the giants according to Virgil (the

repository, although so much later in date, of most ancient

Italian, and, I suspect from his nativity, Etruscan my-

thical lore)—Here, Poseidon, and Athene being the insti-

gators in the background, in accordance with their frequent

antagonism to the purposes of Olympus—Zeus, by the advice
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Other forms of the of the venerable Themis, called the brothers to his assist-

BmABEus ance. They encountered and overpowered the arch-leader

Briareus, Cottus, and of the rebellious host, Typhoeus—the Vedic Aki,—the singly-
Gyges, overcome . . . . j -i

TyphoeuB, and are generated offspring of Here flinging with their three hundred

keepers?

1

hands three hundred rocks at once, and crushing him under

their blows ; and Zeus thereafter appointed them keepers of

the vanquished foe and guardians of the gates of Tartarus.

I shall revert to these incidents and their dogmatical signifi-

cation in a later page, and merely shew reason here for

The throe brothers holding Briareus, Cottus, and Gyges to be conjointly a form
conjointly, a form of

"

the' Sou-God. of the Son-God. The names Cottus and Gyges will at once

approve themselves as modifications of kk, Akk, Aku, the

material element in the bifold Son-Deity; and I suspect

that they were originally one, and that the duplicity com-

menced when the myth of the three hundred hands was

Etymologies. associated with the original tradition. Briareus—or, as it

was probably pronounced, Bri/areus—is, on the other hand,

I think, either a variety of BtWep-og, Balder, through the

simple mutation of I into r and d into P, ph, or v, or

possibly the name Bar, with the qualification of dro, mes-

senger, subjoined,—the original orthography having been

mBr-dro, equivalent to 'Bar' or 'Bal,' the messenger or

envoy of the Father-God. This last derivation is rendered

probable by the tradition that Apollo delivered Olympus

from rebellion, on which Mr. Gladstone concludes (I con-

ceive, with perfect accuracy) that Briareus and Apollo are

identical. The title iEg-a>on or iEga3-A>n, is evidently a

Western equivalent of Aki-han, the surname of Indra as

' slayer of Aki,' the same, ut supra, as Typhoeus. The title

'\\Knr6y\up expresses the custody of the same demon under

a compound appellation, Azhi-Dahaka, by which he was
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widely known, more especially in the East Aryan world ; other forms of the

c « Son-Deity.

but which I reserve, as in so many previous cases, tor future Bkiareus>

analysis. The resemblance of 'Eicar- to the Greek t/caroi/,

the Celtic cead, the Teutonic hund-red—taken in combina-

tion with what was supposed to be the final syllable, \up t

suggested the hundred hands, in accordance with many other

myths in which fifty heads and one hundred hands are

attributed to supernatural personages ; while the sanctity

of the number three-hundred as the attribute of actions

of heroic ' devotio ' or self-sacrifice—matters, once more, for

illustration hereafter—induced the duplication (I conceive)

of Aku, the material element in the bifold God, or Cottus

and Gyges. The mere fact, indeed, that the collective Zet

or Z includes both Tur and Aku might per se have sug-

gested the extension. Briareus is, in fact, a full analogue Briareus analogue of,..,». Tet or Hermes the

of Tet, or Hermes, in his early activity as slayer of Argus, Argeiphontes, which
. , - , . , , . ,, , title is the counter-

a character evidently depreciated m current mythology

—

part ofiEg»/on,

his title Argeiphontes being the absolute counterpart °^Eg-, and Ar^-, being

Mgpfon and Aki-han-Aki, JEg-, and Arg- being varied
B̂

f^^ aoA -

forms of one hostile power, animated in the case of Argus

as well as iEg-, or Typhoeus, by the virulence of Here;

while Argus preserves, it appears to me, a literal form

older than that of Aki and JEg-, which, if this impression

be correct, must have been originally written Arki and

JErg-.

The suggestion supra that Styx and Briareus are Styx.

originally identical must have appeared startling ; and yet

it can, I think, be demonstrated. We must, in the first Not the river of

instance, ascend beyond the ordinary conception of the name gty

C

xf
u ei y

Styx as simply indicating a river of Hades, to the original

conception of the deity in question. As a divine personage
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Other forma of the she was the daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, and the wife
Son-Deiiy.

&
. .

Styx. of Pallas, by whom she had four children, evidently meta-

physical beings, Zelus, Nike, Bia, and Cratos. She dwelt in

a grotto, supported by silver columns, near the gate of Hades.

As a river she derived her being from the tenth, and

necessarily the most sacred (?) source of Oceanus—that

is, Hek, or Zwarz, the Supreme or Father-God. In this

In reward for her capacity she winds seven times round Orcus. On the
Assistance, in the
rebellion of the rebellion of the Titans she came, first of all the Gods, with
Titans, Zeus ap-
pointed her the great her children, to the assistance of Zeus, in reward for which

the Gods. Zeus appointed her the great "Ojoko?, or Oath, of the Gods,

and her children to be indwellers of Olympus for ever.

All this is parallel to the tale that Briareus and his brothers,

previously concealed by Ge under the earth, came to the

assistance of Zeus, and were after his victory appointed

guardians of JEg-, or Typhoeus, and of the gates of Tartarus.

Moreover, the name Styx, analysed, resolves into St or Ts =
Tus, with the addition of -yx = Aku, and is thus equivalent

to Tus-Aku ; while the name of Briareus, understood as Bal,

taken in connection with that of Styx, thus gives the full

complement of Bal + Tus-Aku, or Bal -J- Z. The great oath

(opKocj) of the Gods by Styx was thus tantamount to swearing

by the Son of the Supreme God in his character alike of God

and man. When the Gods adjured her, Iris brought a cup

of water from the river which bore her name, and poured

it out—in a quasi libation, Xot/3//, reflecting the moral

sense of glauhe, trust. Whether identical with, or a com-

plement of Briareus—as I think she was—or not, Styx must

certainly be viewed as one of the obscurer but important

forms of the Son-Deity.*

* The sense of moral constraint implied by lipKos—parallel to the physical
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The peculiar character of the Scandinavian Heimdall other forms of the

, . Son-Deity.
which links him with Indra, Briareus, and, 1 may now add, heimdall.

with Hermes, is that of guardian of Bifrost, the bridge Guardian of the

between earth and heaven, where he watches, in Himin-

biorg, the fortress of heaven, to prevent the giants from

forcing their way over it. His character is very sacred,

a son of Odin and enemy of Lok—born of nine virgins, the

number conducing to judicial accomplishment, at the

extremity of the ocean, and who rouses the Gods by sound-

ing his trumpet, the Griallarhorn, to the combat at the day

of Eagnarok. The Giallarhorn reposes ordinarily under

the tree Yggdrasil, and it is to be understood, I imagine,

as the /3tAAe|Oo-horn, or ram's horn, according to the sym-

bolical figuration of the son Bal, or Balder. The palace of

Himinbiorg is enumerated as eighth in the Lay of Grimnir;*

and the region of ' Ses,' sacred to Tet or Hermes, was the

eighth in the mythological geography of Egypt. Heimdall

may perhaps be a remote form of mBa], Bal, the d taking

the place of b, as in the parallel case of oififiXt), zeidal

(tutulus), a hive, in Pelasgian Greek.

While the incidents lately dealt with in the mythical

history of the Son-Deity belong to a period and to events

antecedent to, although not unconnected with, the birth

of humanity, the legends connected with Ymer, Yima, or

Yama, and Prometheus—and that of Iamus must be added

to the number, although to be considered apart from those

encirclement of the realm Orcus, almost suggests that the original name

of Styx has been Sty-r-x.—This oath of the Gods is not to be confounded

with the oath of men ' per Jovem Lapidein ;

' and yet there is an element

of connection between the two, in the fact that ' Lapis ' is st in Egyptian

—

implying the ireAefrus or sacrificial axe, even as st is an element of ' St-yx,'

* Edda of Sjemund, Thorpe's tr., pt. i., p. 21.
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oth.r forms of the just mentioned—directly touch upon that birth and the

present and future destinies of mankind.

The legend of the First among these must be contemplated the dim, dif-

anXgousto those of form, material, but life-endowed image of the giant Ymer

!,n'^jan^oflmlia;—a strange analogue of the glorious Briareus and bright

li'L^tiu'sdV
11^ Apollo, but not the less one with them. The idea that lies

immolation of the a^ -^q root f ^e legends of this group of deities—and it
God fir the creation °

of the world and [s found, too, in those of Osiris of Egypt, of Belus in
mankind.

Assyria, and of Parjanya in Hindostan—is that of self-

submission, self-immolation, I might almost say self-

mutilation, of the Sun-God towards the creation and

fabrication of the material world and of the human kind.

We have already met with a variety of the legend in the

person of Zagreus as a form of Dionysus or Bacchus ;
and

all the wild Dionysiac, Bacchic, and Orphic orgies have

sprung from a misconstruction of the original myth.

Ymeb. It is in the legend of Ymer that the dogma itself and

the personality of the victim are most clearly conveyed

in the West,—the giant form shadowed undefined but living,

on the chaotic void,—the nurseling of (Edunibla,—father of

the Jotuns, or Scandinavian Titans,—ancestor of Odin, but

ultimately slain by Odin and his brethren for the creation

of the world out of his dissevered carcase. That Ymer is

etymologically identical with mBar, or Bar, and thus with

the alternate form mBal, or Bal, can hardly be doubted
;

and we have almost the identical form in "O/jfifuog, the title

of Zeus, proximately understood as the god of storms, which

same characteristic attaches to Indra, whose name once

more is a mere variety of "0/u/3p<oc, Ymer, the letters m and

nd being constantly interchanged as in a thousand familiar

instances. The identity is further shewn, as indeed already
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illustrated, by the testimony of the name (Edumbla, the other forms of the

, i r » i
Sou-Deity.

nurse of Yiner,—(Ed-umbla being the analogue ot Amal- Ymeiu

thea, and Umbla being thus equivalent to Amal, as Amal

—

by the very testimony of Zeus having been her nurseling—
is of Bal, the Son-Deity as God. Ymer bears the alternate

surname of Aurgembla ; and this supplies additional

evidence,

—

aur, read as abr, at once passes into Ymer ;
while

-gembla suggests the bifold character as in the name of

Gemla given to Thor, that of Tuisc-ana attributable to

Hercules,* and that of Gemelli, Gemini, and Diosc-uri,

attached to Polydeuces,—all of them now familiar to us

as varieties of the great personage who forms the subject

of this present chapter.

The special obiect of the dismemberment of Ymer, the The dismemberment
1 J of Ymer.

creation of the world out of his dissevered limbs, is less

defined in the legend of Zagreus ; but the formation of the

human race from the fuim s which arose from the burning

and seething flesh of the infant son of Zeus is as clearly

affirmed in the Greek as in the Scandinavian legend. The

idea of a primal immolation is confused in the Greek tradi-

tion with that of a sacred feast—in a manner which will be

more clear after our inquiry into the provision made for the

education of the soul of man, which will engage our attention

at a later stage of these inquiries.

Ymer of the Edda—the father of the earliest race of Ymer of the Edda.

humanity—of those Iotuns whose name is the same as that

of Titans, with the initial t abraded, is still more celebrated

in the Japhetan world of the East as Yima, or Yama, the

name he bears respectively in Iran and Hindostan. He is Yima, or Yama, of

Iran and Hindoatun,

there represented as the first man, and the ruler of the the first man.

* Yid. supra, p. 82.
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Other forma of the

Sou-Deity.

Yima on Yama.

primitive paradise—a land of purity and happiness,— as

having been punished for pride, through which sin and

suffering were entailed on mankind,— but as ultimately-

pardoned and restored, and appointed ' Gatherer ' of souls,

judge after death, and escorter of pious spirits to the

paradise of heaven.

Puometiieus. Last in the present group must be enumerated the God

who is in fact its chief representative—an immortal God,

as in verity he is, not a mere man—Prometheus ; in whom

it is not difficult to recognise, in general terms, the Son-

Deity in the extremest type of his suffering on behalf of

humanity. We have two great portraits of him, drawn

respectively by Hesiod (i.e. in the ' Theogony ' and the

1 Works and Days ' attributed to that poet) and by iEschy-

lus, the former embodying (I conceive) the Pelasgic, the

latter the Hellenic tradition. I note the heads of each, in

the first instance, in the barest outline :

—

His legend according Gods and men—both, according to Hesiod, of common

origin—were in controversy (sKpivovro) at Mecone,—at a

period subsequent to the establishment of Zeus on the

throne of the universe. Prometheus divided a vast ox into

two portions, and set them before Zeus with a view to de-

ceive him. He laid the flesh and eatable parts in one heap,

covered with the belly of the beast, and the white bones

covered with white fat in another, and bade Zeus choose.

Zeus perceived the fraud, and was wroth, but, carrying out

imperishable counsels, chose the latter. He punished man-

kind by giving them no fire—or, as stated elsewhere, con-

cealing it. But Prometheus stole fire from heaven, bringing

it down to earth and to mankind in a hollow vapOifc, or

to Hesiod.

The sacrifice at

Mecone.

Prometheus steals

lire from Leaven.
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stalk of fennel. Zeus thereupon commanded Hephaestus to other forms of the

, , Son-Deity.
fashion a woman of water and clay, in lorm ot a modest pR0METHEUS#

virgin beautiful to look upon ; Athene attired her, and

taught her the art of weaving ; Aphrodite shed grace, desire,

and suffering over her person ; and Hermes, by the special

command of Zeus, endowed her with a kvvzov voov, the mind

of a dog (we shall see hereafter how grievously misunder-

stood the epithet has been), full of falsehood and wiles—with

a soft voice to boot. Hephaestus gave her the name of

Pandora, as having received gifts from all the Gods, and Pandora.

Pandora was the first of the race of tender women. The

Graces hung golden chains round her neck and placed a

golden coronet on her brow, wrought by Hephaestus; and

lovelier still, the fair-haired Hours wreathed her head, and

arms, and all her person, with the flowers of spring. Thus

fashioned, thus arrayed, Hephaestus led Pandora forth to

the congress of Gods and men— still, it would appear, at

Mecone,—and all wondered at her loveliness. Zeus then Given by Zens to

Epimetheus.

sent her to Epimetheus, the brother of Prometheus. Prome-

theus had warned his brother against accepting any gift

from Zeus, lest it should bring ill to mankind ; but Epi-

metheus disregarded the advice, and accepted her. Till

then the race of men, although degenerated from the golden

age, had lived on earth in exemption from ill, without hard

labours, disease, or death. But Pandora removed the Trw/ma,

or cover, from a vast iriOog—of which Hesiod tells us nothing Pandora's nieos.

more—literally, an earthen jar for holding wine, and in

which, as necessarily must be inferred, the ills in question

were secured ; and thus doing, they were dispersed abroad.

But Pandora replaced the cover in time to retain 'EXirtg,

Hope, under the lips of the vessel—this being in accordance
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Other forms of the

Sou-Deity.

Pkometujeus.

Punishment of

Prometheus, bound
with a chain which
was passed through
a pillar.

The vulture.

His legend according
to iEschylus.

with the counsel of Zeus. A line (in the * Works and Days ')

expressing this, has been rejected since Plutarch's time as

spurious, but only, as it appears to me, on theoretical

grounds as implying inconsistency—the intimation in the

'Theogony ' being that Zeus acted throughout as the carrier

out of the superior counsels of fate. The punishment of

Prometheus followed. He was bound by a great chain, still

vtt' avayizrig, or 'by Necessity'—that power which was

mightier than Zeus, while Zeus worked according to its

will. The chain was passed through the middle of a pillar

—

Utaov Sia kiov. And Zeus sent a vulture, which devoured

his liver every day—the flesh being renewed during the

intervening nights. This endured till Hercules slew the

vulture and released Prometheus— not without the good will

of Zeus, who thus allowed his son to achieve additional

honour.

The point of contrast between the Hesiodic tradition and

that of iEsehylus consists in the view of the latter that

mankind, instead of being degenerate in descent from a

golden age of virtue and happiness, were mean and abject

and ignorant from the first—seeing and hearing indeed, but

as in a dream,—insomuch that Zeus, after his usurpation

of the throne of Cronos, meditated their extirpation and the

creation of a new race in their stead. Prometheus inter-

fered to prevent this,—gave them fire,— taught them to

sacrifice and to divine,—instructed them in letters, num-

bers, astronomy, medicine, and knowledge generally—and

developed memory in them,—then, and by his subsequent

constancy, meriting the praise bestowed on him by the

Oceanides as bringing 'great dxptXii/ua to mankind,'*—all this

* Msch., Prom., 259.
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being against the will of Zeus (in conformity with the Other forms of the
Son-Deity.

statement of the elder poet), the mercy to man shewn by p ROmetheus.

Prometheus being the cause, or at least one of the causes, His legend according
to '

p
to ^Eschylus.

of the merciless vengeance of Zeus against himself. But,

beyond all this, Prometheus is aware of a prophecy to the

effect that by a certain woman Zeus should beget a son

who should dethrone himself. He refuses to reveal this

secret to Zeus, who heaps every torture on his head in the

vain hope of bending him to his will. But there is a power There is a power or

i • i i tt j 17^111 t-»i •
fate superior to Zeus,

and a fate (m this both Hesiod and zhschylus, Pelasginn, and Prometheus

Athenian, and Etruscan agree) superior to Zeus ; and in wnen a God, the son

the fulness of time Prometheus shall be released, when a take lri™pTace'

a

God, the son of a woman, shall voluntarily take his place,

descending into Tartarus as his substitute—a prophecy ful-

filled, according to Apollodorus, when the centaur Chiron,

mortally wounded by an arrow of Hercules, and unable to

die, being immortal, released Prometheus by taking upon

himself his mortality, and giving him his own immor-

tality in exchange. Other points of interest transpire in

the various scenes of the drama ; e.g. that the place of

the suffering of Prometheus was on a rock in Scythia,—that

the chains were passed through his pierced feet (^laropovg

ireSag *), as well as through the pillar to which he was

bound, as stated by Hesiod—that Prometheus had assisted

Zeus in his contest with the Titans, his own kindred,

and contributed to establish the new race of Gods,—that

he opened with his axe (ttIAekuc) the head of Zeus for the

exit of Athene, the act usually attributed to Hephaestus,

—

that in depriving mortals of the knowledge of the future

which they possessed in their original savage state, he gave

* JEsch., Prom., 76.
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Other forms of the them hope, IX-rrtg, instead,—that the mother of Prometheus
Ron-Deity. . .

Pkometueus. was tae Ttravfe Qtpig, lhemis the litan, the great goddess

of absolute justice,—that Prometheus had already seen two

tyrants—not fiaaikuq or lawful kings, but rvpavvoi, usurpers

—fall from the throne of heaven, viz. Uranus and Cronos

the father of Zeus, Zeus being a third, their successor, who

shall fall likewise in fulfilment of the curse of his father

Cronos,—and that above Zeus there is yet (as in Hesiod's

narrative) a stronger power, viz. 'Avayioj, or Necessity, and

above Necessity a still higher authority, that of the Molpat

Tpliuop(poi* the Triple Moerae, or Fates, and the mindful

Erinnyes

—

Mo7pa being, as has been already shewn, identical

Above Zeus, with Zwar, Zwarz, Zeus, the Hidden and Supreme God,

Bity-^dabovef
8
" whose name nevertheless descends in successive forms of

Necessity the Mo«P«i disintegration to Uranus, Cronos, and other deities. The
rpifj.op<poi, or Jb ates. & '

Mo7pai are described by one account as daughters of Themis

and Zeus ; but Zeus here must be understood as Zwaz,

Zwarz; and the presumption arises that Prometheus, the

son of Themis, must also have been son of Zwarz, which

may be shewn otherwise to be the case. In this point of

view Prometheus was brother of Dike, or Astraea, Justice,

Law—of Eunomia, the ' good ' or rather the ' new law,'

and of E(/>j)v*j, or Peace. Among the Gods that sympa-

thise with Prometheus, Oceanus—the Father-God under

the character of Hek—is the most conspicuous ; and his

daughters, the Oceanides, stand by him and console him

lovingly and tenderly to the last, nor quit him even when

the drama closes in expectation of the last burst of divine

fury on the devoted victim, which the poet abstains from

* ti's oiiv 'Avdynjjs iar\v olaKocrrp6<pos ; Wlo'ipa.i rplpioptpoi fj.vhp.ovts r 'Epivvts.

Prom., 522.
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any attempt to delineate. Oceanus expresses pity for the other forms of the

fate of Typhoeus. Hephaestus, in binding Prometheus, pKOmethetjs.

avows that he does it unwillingly, through compulsion.

Hermes is insolent and hostile throughout. The threads

of genuine and corrupt tradition are very mingled through-

out the web.

Reverting to the great contrast above pointed out, between Contrasting the He-
. . .. , . siodicandiEschylean

the Hesiodic or relasgic and the .zhschylean or Hellenic views, materialistic

« ,, . . i
-,.,. r 1 • i i ii and rationalistic.

view oi the original condition ot mankind, we can hardly

be in error in identifying the former with the mediatorial

or materialistic, the latter with the rationalistic or idealistic

view of the relations of God and man—the former as held

and developed in absolute hostility in comparatively later

times by the Hindus and by the Brahminical succession,

more especially in India under the presidency of Indra,

Agni, and later deities—the counter principle asserting

itself all along by the Kshatriya Caste, and ultimately

vindicating itself in the temporary supremacy of Buddha;

the latter, by the Medo-Persians and by the Zoroastrian

succession in Iran, under the presidency of Ahura-Mazda

—

the counter principle in parallel issue vindicating itself

ultimately in the school of the Magi and in (as I believe)

the restored supremacy of Zeruane Akarene. Both these

antagonistic views were held, as in the germ, in constitu-

tional harmony, as has been previously asserted, by the

Western Japhetans, who came off before the great schism

which divided the Aryan race in the East ; and it is in this

primitive duality in unity that we must look for the key

to the contradictions attaching to Prometheus in the pre- The contradictions

sentments of Hesiod and vEschylus. We are referred, in die an(j ^chylean

fact, alike to the original character of the Kshatriyas and
account8.
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Other forms of tho of the Japhetans by the qualification of King and of Priest,

Pkosietheus as tne great sacrificer at Mecone, attributed to Prometheus

—

both characters, that of Kshatriya and the Brahmin, being

united in his single person as the representative or advocate

of mankind in controversy with the Gods. In this his

leading characteristic, as well as in his suffering on behalf

of man, and the prospect of his ultimate triumph, both

Hesiod and iEschylus are in agreement. We may thus

conclude, so far, from the general aspect of the portrait,

Prometheus ropre- independently of any further evidence, that Prometheus
eents India, Yima,

T . .„ . _ ,

and Buddha of the represents at once the indra or lima (lama) and the

Hermeeor t5, and*' Buddha of the East, variously represented according to

m^andth^xme
10

the respective sympathies of the Pelasgian and Hellenic

personage. race jn Greece. I have already shewn how Hermes or Tet

resolves into Dod or Buddha, the Son-God, as worshipped

at Dodona, or Bodona ; and how the Greek "Ofiftpiog (Zeus),

the Scandinavian Ymer, and the Aryan Yima, Yama, other-

wise Indra, are one and the same personage. I have only

to add that the character of Prometheus as Buddha grew

up in the West through virtue of the same inherent principle

of development which produced the corresponding form in

the East—not through any communication between the two

continents. It has always been more popular with the

Teutonic than the Latin race ; and the Teutons, Scythians,

and Kshatriya are, I think, by convergence of" every descrip-

tion of evidence, one and the same stock and race.

The question arises, which of these two presentments, as

recognisable in the characters drawn of Prometheus, exhibits

Presumption that the the oldest belief of the Japhetans. It will be found, I think,
Hesiodic version of _ . _ , n

'

. . ,

the Legend the more that that of Hesiod, the Pelasgian, is consistent throughout

with the character and offices of the various Son-deities who
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bave passed under review, and with the relations which have Other forma of the

come into existence between God and man arising through pbo'^theus.
an early lapse from right, and necessary propitiation by
means of sacrifice, with which I have still to deal ; while,

on the other hand, the Prometheus of iEschylus stands by
itself, apart, and is inconsistent with this character and these

offices and relations. A similar inconsistency exists between
the view of mankind held by ^Eschylus, and the deluge

which occurred in the time of Deucalion the son of Prome-
theus, which was necessarily the punishment due to long and

persistent iniquity. To suppose that, while man was improv-

ing, is inconsistent with the justice of God. The former is

therefore, I infer, the most ancient.

A further point of union between Prometheus, Tet (or Points of resemblance

Hermes), and Yima, shewing, what I believe to be the £TSe£SS5£
case, the original unity of these deities, exists in the ?•££

Hermes
'
^

character of fraudfulness attributed to each of them, the fraud
Fraud and mockei7*

being accompanied with a quasi-playfulness, or subacid

mockery, in Prometheus and Hermes, as shewn by comparison

of Hesiod (in loco) and the Homeric Hymn to Hermes
and Apollo; while Yima is asserted to have lost the

favour of the Gods, and forfeited his original happy rule,

through a lie. There are very curious points of resemblance

in this and other respects between the character and legend

of the Scandinavian Lok or Loptr, and that of Prometheus
;

and there can be little doubt that his character, like that of

Lok and Tet (Hermes), has deteriorated in tradition, and
been, in fact, influenced by ascription to him, as to them, of

the qualities of the evil power impersonated in Typhoeus
or Aki. On the other hand, the bold defiance of the Defiance akin to that

Prometheus of ^schylus is the echo in the West of thetLd^^^
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Other forms of the traditions in the East which make Yirna, and his representa-

Pkometheus. ^ve Nimrod, attempt to scale heaven—to be repelled,

like their analogues the Titans, with contumely and punish-

ment. The audacity and the fall of Phaethon is a variety

of the same tradition, and even Bellerophon attempted,

according to some accounts, to fly to heaven on Pegasus, but

was flung off contemptuously by the indignant steed.

Genealogical and ety- We may conclude, so far, by inquiring what light can be
rnologieal data on the . . i i i •

personality of Pro- thrown by genealogical and etymological data on the per-

sonality of Prometheus. That he was in a general sense the

• Son of God '—that is, of Zwarz, the Hidden Deity, the

Father—may be shewn as follows :—We have already seen

that the Hindu and Medo-Persian, that is, the Aryan Yama,

Yima, the analogue of the Scandinavian Ymer, was—like

the Aswins, and, I may here add, Manu, ancestor of the

human race according to the Vedic Hindu tradition—the

son of Vivaswat. But the name of the father of Prometheus,

Japetus, written with the digamma fifairerog, is identical

(as will at once be seen) with Vivaswat. Vivaswat and

fifawer-og are again identical with iEetes, written faiFrrrriG,

the mythical king of iEaea, so celebrated in the history of

the Argonauts, and father of Absyrtus, otherwise named

Phaethon. Absyrtus, as I shall shew in a future page,

resolves into Ab-syrt-, or 'Son of Syrt,' otherwise the

Scandinavian Surtr, or Zwarz. Phaethon, again, is an

abraded form of Traitana, Thraetaona, the modern Feridun,

the physician of the Gods in India, the conqueror of Azhi-

Dahaka and ancestor of the three branches of the Aryan

race in Iran, Turan, and Rum. But Ferid-, Thraet-, Trait-,

are, like Syrt-, a mere form of Surt-r, or Zwarz. The original

name of Athene, or Tritonis, is similarly formed from
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Trit-, otherwise Tiiraet-, Trait-, Syrt-, or Zwarz, as has been Other forms of the

already shewn. This, then, I take it, is the original form of p
the name Japet-us, that of the father of Prometheus, who Genealogies of Pro-

. nietheus, and etymo-
consequently is one with Ymer, Thraetaona, Phaethou, logies.

Absyrtus, and Athene, all of them forms of the 'Son of

Zwarz,' or of God. I have already repeatedly shewn that

Zwarz becomes softened into Zwaz at a very early period

;

and thus—even as Trit- is represented by Ath- in Athene,

and Trait-, Thraet-, by Athwya and Aptya (Trita Aptya),

the family name attributed to the Ancestral line of Thra-

etaona, Traitana—so Vivaswat, iEetes, and Iapetus are

representatives of Zwarz (as Father) in the modified type

Zwaz, as above stated. The epithet anrv/bi^Trjg given to

Prometheus by ^Eschylus is, in fact, singularly enough, an

absolute echo of his father's name la irtrog as now identified

with Vivaswat.

Proceeding to the special name of Prometheus, it appears

to me to be divisible—not, as might at first be supposed,

as Prom-etheus = Herm-etheus—but as Pro-metheus, or

Pr-ometheus. Pr, or Pro, answers, I conceive, to Yima, Ymer.

B and mB are interchangeable, and thus Pro resolves into

niBro, Bro, tantamount, like Ymer, to Bar ; while, by the

equally frequent intermutation of r and I, it becomes rnBlo

or Bl—tantamount to Bal. The final -metheus, or -ometheus,

may be interpreted either as fxdvng (/xarig ?) the Prophet, or

inedhas, the Wise, or medha, the sacrifice—all of them titles

appropriate to Prometheus; while I strongly suspect that the

title 'QjuaSiog given to Dionysus Zagreus, an analogue, as we

have seen, of Ymer, is of common origin, and points to

the same original sacrifice at Mecone. But my impression

is that this terminational -metheus is, in its remote origin,
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Other forms of the of a more personal character. It may be Buddh-, tantamount

Prometheus. to Dod, or Tet> otherwise Hermes, or, as I should be inclined

to think, a modified form of Khshat, king—or, more pro-

perly, King and Priest, the title given to Yima-khshaeta in

the Zend-Avesta—the modern Jamshed. These etymological

and genealogical conclusions tally, I submit, with those

derived from the analysis of the legend and character of

Prometheus above given, and may vindicate me in ranking

Prometheus, as I have done, not among the hero-champions,

but among the immediate personal varieties of the Son-

Deity.

Assemblage of the I have said nothing as yet, and it would be premature
Gods and men at . . . .

Mccone for sacrifice, to do so here, on some or the most curious points in tne

myth of Prometheus. That the great assemblage of Gods

and men at Mecone was for the purpose of sacrifice, will

be shewn under the head of Propitiation, in the portion of

this inquiry devoted to the relations of man to Deity. The

etymological and mythical data attaching to Mecone support

this view ; and thus much I may say, that the antithesis

presented by the divided portions of the sacrifice represent,

I think, dogmatically the ' Bonds ' and the ' Mercy ' of

Varuna, or, as he was known to the primitive Japhetans,

Zwarz, or Hek. The sacrificial character of Prometheus,

Priest and King, was that, I think, of an Athrava, or

Atharvan (?), a ' Fire-Priest '— terms common to the original

undivided Aryan worship. The congregation and contro-

versy of Gods and men at Mecone, and some of the incidents

recorded in the Hesiodic tradition, have their near parallels

in traditions of the Edda. The name and character of

Pandora had, in the original speech and conception of the

Japhetans, a very different character from that popularly

Analysis of the

legend.
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attributed to her—the name being resolvable, in fact, into other forms of the

' Spent-urva,' or the * Holy Soul,' like the Min-erva of the ptometheus.

Latins,—and, more remotely, into Gandharva. The quali-

fication of Kvtov, in particular, common to her and to the

eagle, as well as to Helen, the Harpies, and other beings of

superhuman character, denoted originally the ministerial

service of the Deity. The localisation of the punishment of

Prometheus in Scythia by iEschylus is in keeping with the

Kshatriya and pre-Buddhist character of the martyr, the

names Scythae and Kshatriya being, I think, originally

identical. And if the precise rock was the mountain Imaus,

or Caucasus, as usually represented, we have a further link

of connection between him and Yima or Ymer. The pillar The pillar parallel to

to which he was attached—the symbol of the Father-God
< crux^or stoke^f

'

when standing singly by itself, is parallel moreover to the J[g^^vxaa
'-

aravpog, gkoAoi//, crux, stipes, or stake, familiar to us as

an attribute of Hermes (Thurms, Terminus), as the God

of landmarks, limits, and boundaries. Both were planted

at the intercrossings of roads, and the stake run through

the body of criminals expresses the conjunction of both

deities in inflicting the penalty for crime. The gore, or

ichor, which dropped from the wounded side of Prometheus

pierced by the eagle's beak, generates, as by a tradition

preserved by Apollonius Bhodius, a sanative herb, identical,

it appears to me, with that from which the Soma and Haoma
potions of the Aryan and the Son of the Scandinavian

worship were expressed, and which had, according to the

Rhodian poet, a magical efficacy. It is, if I mistake not,

the mandrake of our English ancestors. The Oceanides,

who sympathise with Prometheus in his sorrow, are the

Hellenic analogues of the daughters of the Scandinavian
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Other forms of the JEgir (the Greek iEgialeus, the first king of Meccme) and

Prometheus. of the Apsaras, or Oceanides of the East, the immediate

w al

d
818 °f th° kindred of the Aptya or Athwya race, from whom Thraetona

is descended. The original friendship of Prometheus and

Athene, subsequently interrupted, is parallel to that between

Lok and Odin, contracted in early times; and Athene, if

it be not 'scandal against Queen Elizabeth' to suggest it,

seems to play a double, or at least a time-serving part,

in relation to her ancient friend—to whose 7teAekuc, or axe,

she owed—according to the account above cited, which

confuses Prometheus with Hephaestus—her delivery from

the skull of Zeus. She abstains, it may be remembered,

from taking part either with mouse or frog—Brahmin, as

I believe, or Kshatriya—in the great conflict between those

Parallelism between powers as sung in the Batrachomyomachia. The binding of
the binding of Lok .

and that of Prome- -Lok and the binding oi Prometheus are parallel ; but the

Torch-race. torch-race from the altar of Prometheus, in the Academy at

Athens, to the city—in which the competitor wins whose

torch (Xafnrag) outlasts those of his rivals, and is still alive

when he reaches the goal—points, partly indeed to the name

of Lok, as Loptr, but more so, I think, to the august and

ancient Logi, the genius of Fire, among the Scandinavians.

I must not omit in these memoranda, that Prometheus

was the father of Deucalion, in whose time the last of the

deluges remembered by the Greeks took place—which

Prometheus had prophesied, and towards escape from

which he instructed Deucalion how to build the Ark ; nor

that two other sons are (among others) attributed to him, viz.

Lycus and Chimsereus—whose bones were fetched by

Menelaus from Troy in obedience to an oracle of Apollo,

to the effect that a famine which desolated his kingdom
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would not cease till this translation had been effected. The other forma of the

story of Prometheus is thus extended beyond the Hellenic, pK0METHeUS
Pelasgic, tradition as to the fall of Troy ; for Paris Analysis of the

• t nr legend.
accompanied Menelaus on his return to Sparta, and there

first saw Helen. The history of Chima3reus, the son of

Poseidon by the Pleiad Celasno, connects itself with Lycia,

the land of the Chirnaera slain by Bellerophon ; but Poseidon

disputes with Prometheus the honour of generating Lycus

by the same mother; and this Lycus was placed by the

former in the Islands of the Blest. But Prometheus lives Prometheus lives on

,., . . age after age, chained
on, like Amadis, throughout the successive generations of and transpierced on

,i i-i i j i j i Caucasus, till de-
mortal men, Ins descendants ; and, to rise once more above

iiVered by Hercules,

the preceding minute although not irrelevant details, it is

this continued survival which forms the dominant point

in his legend—a survival of voluntary self-sacrifice alike in

the Hellenic and Pelasgic tradition—continued age after

age, for the benefit of the human race, as he hangs chained

and transpierced on Caucasus,—isolated and friendless and

unthought of by ungrateful man, without a hope save in

his destined deliverance by Hercules,—the sport of light-

ning, storm, and winter, and the perpetual prey of the

undying although mortal vulture that preys on his side

—

the groans, extorted by his sufferings, heard on the blast by

the shuddering Argonauts as they pause on their oars in

the voyage to Colchis. Prometheus is thus the expression— la especially the ex-
pression of the self-

in a more extensive sense even than the Castor Polydeuces devotio of the Son-

—of the self-devotio of the Son-Deity, in the mortal half half of his bifold,

of his bifold being, for the sake of the human race—for the
eing '

redemption of mankind from the wrath of the offended but

pitying Father-God ; for thus the myth must be interpreted,

not only in view of the imperishable counsels pointed at
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Other forms of the alike by Hesiod and iEschylus, of which Zeus was the mere
Son-Deity.

Prometheus.
instrument, but by analogy with collateral legends in which

the suffering heroes are the beloved sons, as well as the

victims, of the Almighty. An echo of this little-appreciated

characteristic of Prometheus survives, as I shall hereafter

shew, in that attributed to the victim in the great Aswa-

medha, or horse-sacrifice—originally a Kshatriya or Scythic

festival—of the Hindus.

Resume of character- Prometheus, Ymer, and Dionysus Zagreus—and Yiina

can hardly be excluded, although his character is less

marked in this respect—represent, in fine, the Son-Deity

as God, Bal, in the character of the Suffering Saviour, like

Balder, Polydeuces, and Hercules. The endless and unre-

quited toils of Hercules and of his kindred heroes on earth

make up the complement of the Son-Deity as Man ; while

the peaceful conquests of Phuphluns-Iacchus, and the

discipline of Tet, or Hermes, the ipvxoTro/xwog, all in the

interest of humanity, complete the circle of his ministry.

Iamus. A word, in conclusion, must be devoted to Iamus, the

son, as currently stated, of Apollo and Evadne,—but I

suspect that Apollo has originally been, like Aphar-eus,

the title Bal, used for the Supreme God, in disintegration

and verbal alteration from Zwarz. The name of Iamus

resolves etymologically into Yama, Yima, and that of his

guardian and protector, the Arcadian iEpytus, is a mere

variety of Iapet-us, iEet-es, and Yivaswat. Son of Evadne

—(a name in which the ideas of eternity and supreme law

are involved)—the daughter of Pitana, (otherwise the svet-,

spent-, or Holy Goddess,)—Iamus, if deserted, as is usually

the case in such legends, by his mortal mother, was never-

theless fed by two serpents with honey, and cradled in
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violets— everything connected with him breathing of Other forms of the

.,

'

, , . Son-Deity.
poetry, purity, and peace. His descent, when grown up, TAMrs

into the river Alpheius, the ' white,' and his prayer to

Poseidon and Apollo that they would teach him his duty

and destiny, was answered by Apollo, appearing in person,

who taught him the art of prophecy, and led him to

Olympia, the El[p]en, home of God, where he became

his prophet on the games being instituted by Hercules, and

ancestor of the illustrious race of hereditary prophets, the

Iamidae, at Olympia.

Finally, the reader may perhaps expect in this place

some special notice of the ancient heroes of India, Persia,

Greece, Borne, and ancient Germany,—some of them light,

exultant, and victorious—others bowed down with a weight

of woe too terrible for humanity to sustain— " ignes

minores," all of them, struck off (as it were) from the

central sun of the old Japhetan system, and who bear in

every feature the lineaments of their prototype, the great

and noble Son-Deity, in varying degree, and in special

reflection of the varying phases of his character—
although it is chiefly, as ever, in the West, the heir of the

other and more conservative tradition, that they reflect

the proportions, the individual characteristics, and the con-

stitutional harmony of that bright exemplar. But these The ancient heroes of

heroes are not, properly speaking, like Prometheus and forma'oftheSon-God.

Bellerophon, forms of the Son-God—although it is dimcult,

in truth, to distinguish between them ; they are, or purport

to be, men, living, struggling, and dying upon earth, the

elite of humanity ; and I shall therefore speak of them as

such, not here but hereafter.

It may be remarked at this point, with reference alike
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Other forma of the to Gods and heroes of the Son or Saviour type, that the
Son-Deity. „ . . . . .

The monstrous forms
monstrous forms which they contend against, Chimaeras,

S^'TwsedTo^thc'
sPDinxes '

hydras, pythons, dragons, lions, etc., of supernatural

Gods and heroes of growth, are in most cases instruments (as will be further
the Son or Saviour ...
typo are, in most shewn *) of judicial punishment or probation on the part of
cases, instruments of

judicial punishment the Supreme God,—that in another class of cases where their
or probation on the . ,

part of the Supreme opponent antagonists are represented as quasi-men, those

opponents—such, for example, as Hodd and Idas in the

myths of Balder and the Doscuri—are to a great extent

the impersonation of the material element drawn off, so to

speak, from themselves and embodied in hostility against

them,—but that in these cases the material element is

animated, impelled, or prompted likewise by an independent

and personal, but occult principle of malignity—as in the

case of Lok and Lynceus—in the background ; while that

malignant principle is, in a very limited but distinctly

marked class of instances, exhibited in its supreme and

undisguised inveteracy as in the personality of -/Eg-,

Arg-us, or Typhoeus. The character of the classical Zeus

(Tus) partakes largely of this materialistic and rebellious

tendency.

Recapitulation of the I have given so many instances, in the course of the

the Sou-Deity. preceding remarks, of the class of patronymics borne by the

Son-Deity of the Japhetans, that it is hardly necessary to

do more here than recapitulate them as in a muster-roll.

That of Athene, as abraded from Tritonis,—that of Aidoneus

(given to Pluto or Polydectes), the original of which must

have been Thraidoneus,—that of the Hindu Traitana and

Medo-Persian Thraetaona, of which the Greek Phaethon,

again, is a mere modification,—the Zi)v of Greece,—the

* See Chap. IV.
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Odin, or Woden, of Scandinavia or Germany,—the Attin Recapitulation of the

. , . patronymics borne by
of Lydia and Tina of Etruria,—and 1 suspect that the the Son-Deity.

Adonis of Byblos and Atin-ra of Egypt must be connected

with the group—are, all of them, compounds of the name

Zwarz, variously abraded, and the noun hunu, sunu, son,

—the patronymic denoting therefore ' Son of Zwarz,' or of

the Hidden and Paternal God. The titles Herac-les, Alc-

ides, and AuKrj-yei/jjc, are similarly analysable as ' Son of

Herak,' Herk, or Hek—'Son of Ale'—'Son of Lyk' or

HI-, resolving into the same name. In all these cases ' Son

of God' appears to cover both natures, of God and Man.

There is yet, if I mistake not, one other patronymic of

great interest, not as yet mentioned, that, viz., borne by

Linus, the mythical son of Apollo—Aphareus, as I shall Lints.

shew, or Zwarz, in the form of Bal—whose name I believe

to have been originally Hl-hunu, El-hunu, or Ill-inus,

shortened into L-inus. Linus exhibits the general type

of the Son of God born upon earth, cut off by an untimely

death ; and his fate was lamented in songs throughout the

ancient world—in Egypt and Phoenicia, Cyprus, and else-

where, according to Herodotus,—among every barbarian

nation, according to Pausanias, non-Japhetan (it would thus

appear) as well as Japhetan,—the song of Maneros in Egypt

being the analogue of, or rather, according to Herodotus,

identical with the Xivog and the ohoXivog of Greece.

Maneros, according to the Egyptians, was the son of their

first king, by whom, we must presume, they meant Menes.

The brief notices of Linus and his commemorative worship

in Greece are of extreme interest ; and not the least curious

intimation is that of bis statue on the road to the grove

of the Muses at Helicon having been represented as within
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Patronymica of the a small grotto or cavern—the signification of which will

Linus, appear hereafter. Born of a Muse named Psamathe,

that is (in current Greek) ' sand ' or ' dust,'—exposed by her,

in the usual fashion, but rescued by shepherds and brought

up among lambs, from which his festival at Argos was

named apvlg,—the sweet singer of his own melodies to the

lyre, to the lyre of three strings given to him by Apollo,

—and TravroitiQ o-o^njc SfSarjKwc, skilled in all sorts of

wisdom, according to Hesiod, he was slain at last, according

to one tradition, by Apollo (Aphareus, ut supra), his own

father, as a punishment for his audacity in comparing his

own skill in song with that of the God, while another

legend states that he went to fetch water for the reapers,

and never returned. We shall meet with this last tradition

hereafter— although unsuspected by the Greeks— in the

legend of the Argonauts. It is to be observed, here, that

the name Psamathe being equivalent in sense to that of

Arene, daughter of (Ebalus and wife of Aphareus, the father

of Idas and Lynceus—and the name of Aphareus being

identical, as has been shewn, with that of Tyndareus, the

father of the Dioscuri (so far at least as may be considered,

warranted by the patronymic Tyndarida?)—while the names

of Amphiaraus, son of Poseidon, and Urania, given by

another legend as the parents of Linus, are mere varieties

of Aphareus = Tyndareus (Zbar = Zbal = Bar, or Bal) and of

Arene = Psamathe—the results emerge, 1. That Linus is

personally identical with the Dioscuri, and with Idas and

Lynceus, the ^Mas^-shadows of the Dioscuri ; 2. That the

name of Apollo, the father of Linus, must, as in the case

of Aphareus, be understood, not of the God of song, but

as Aphar-, Amphiar-, or Tyndar-, otherwise Zwarz, the
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Father-God ; and 3. That the patronymic L-inus, Ill-inus, Patronymics of the

. . .
Son-Deity.

Hl-inus, is thus a variety of that of Avicn-yzvns borne Linus.

by Apollo, and of Alcides borne by Hercules

—

Auk and

Ale- being variations, ut supra, of Zwarz,— Hercules and

Apollo being thus identified with Linus.

Perhaps Oito- in 'OitoXivoq, which, according to Pau-

sanias, was used as a personal name for Linus, may represent

the name of Idas and of the Scandinavian Hodd. The

statement of the Greek antiquary, that after the battle of

Cheeronea, Philip of Macedon, warned by a dream, carried

the bones of Linus from Thebes to Macedon, but afterwards, The.bones of Linus
i j. .-, -i jiii i carried from Thebes

in obedience to another dream, sent them back, may be to Macedon. Same

compared with the tradition as to the removal of the bones o^Lycufand
^^

of Lycus and Chiniaereus, sons of Prometheus, from llion
Clum8ereus -

to Lacedsemon. The bones were the same, I suspect,

in both legends.—Although only indirectly bearing upon

the subject of these pages, the melody known as ' Maneros ' The 'Maneros' in

-n i i t • i • /-n p,i i
Egypt and the

in Lgypt and ' Linus in Greece—lor they appear to have < Linus ' in Greece.

been identical—deserves some few words of consideiation.

Herodotus asks, with wonder, ' Whence could the Egyptians

have got the Linus ? It seems to have been sung by them

from the very earliest times ' (ii. 9). My answer is, that

it was carried (in my point of view) by the Japhetans who

settled in Egypt to the banks of the Nile, and by ^the

Greeks and their ' barbarian ' neighbours and congeners to

those of the rivers of Pelasgian Greece ; while the Phoe-

nicians and Cyprians received it by a similar process of

transmission—the birth of the song being referable to the

primitive Japhetan, if not Noachide, home. A very

peculiar mark of the song or melody of Linus in Greece
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Patronymics of the was that, like many of our Scottish airs, it was equally

adaptable to grief and joy ; and thus, as Professor Kawlin-

son observes, ' Linus and Maneros were probably '—or I

should say, came to be considered as—' the genius or

impersonation of song.' Professor Rawlinson compares it

with the chorus ' Ya laylee' at present sung by the inhabi-

tants of Egypt; but there is another, that I have heard

sung from the Delta to the Upper Cataracts, of a more soft

and melancholy strain, which, if it were possible to believe

that a tune could survive so many ages, would have to my

mind a prior claim.

I may conclude by enumerating in the briefest possible

manner (although the mere enumeration must occupy some

Symbols of the Son- considerable space) the principal symbols of the Son-Deity

which echo either his character generally, or his name in

the alternate forms of Bal, Tur or Tus, and Aku, originally

Zaku, according to the law of symbolic selection which

I have suggested in the chapter on the Materials for the

present inquiry.

Taking the character of the God in toto, I may say broadly

that every male creature, generated by, or rather separated

from the being of another creature, as expressed by the root

afl, all, air, jit, fid-, pult, foal, was considered as such

symbolical of him. A similar series descends from the root

found in Egyptian as ha, denoting male and progeny, from

which we have the more developed hi-t, hid, hind, or child,

in the Teutonic, and even irm^-g, naig, (t/mv9-[oq] in the

Hellenic tongue. A second symbol of this general character

was the ' ov-um,' or egg ; with which the idea and ex-

pression of suta, seed, in the sense of progeny, was asso-

ciated. Thirdly may be specified the number two, duo,
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zivi, with the sense of zwi-falt, duplex, significant both of Symbols of the Son-

order in sequence and of the condition of bifurcation ; and

this again more particularly connects itself with the title

Bal. This numerical symbolism is especially shewn in the

duplication of the single pillar, saule, t<%n, or obelisk, which

represents the Father-God ; and we have seen it exemplified

in the case of Hercules and of the Dioscuri or bifold

Dioscurus, God and man. The number three seems also

connected with the Son through the letter or hieroglyph

gimel and the sign Gemini as occupying the third place in

the alphabet and the zodiac—in echo of which the con-

stellation has also the name of Triarii—the twinship of

the constellation and the triplicity in place forming a very

curious combination.

As special symbols of the Son as Bal, or Bar, we have Under the title Bal,

the sun in the character of ?jA/oc,, aftX-iog, sauil (Celtic),

and possibly s%mt-ri, as associated with and in later times

identified with Phoebus Apollo—the pillar, pile, pier, or

mole (of stone),

—

saule in old Teutonic, just spoken of—the

various import attached to o/3tX-, o/3oX-, a spit, as used

chiefly in sacrifice ; the root of ofitXiag, the loaf roasted on

a spit, carried in the procession of Dionysus ; of 6/BfXto-Ko-

\vx}>og, the lanthorn-spit, so frequently seen in old German

representations of Our Lord's crucifixion ; and of ofteXiaKog,

in the sense of a t^n, obelisk, or pillar, and of the

6/3oX-oc, the well-known coin, the original shape of which

perpetuated the form of a wedge or spear-head, from which

it took its name—the pil-um, geir, or spear itself, as derived

from sphal, sphar, ' dissilire,' whence sil-ex, flint ; a very

general symbol of the Son-Deity—the iriX-tKvg, axe,

especially sacrificial axe, stone axe, or celt, made of sil-ex,
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Symbols of the Son- flint—the miolnir (originally, I suspect, smiolnir, or

Under the title of sphiolnir), the hammer of Thor—the ora</>iAj/, or plummet

of a carpenter's square, the bull,—the <$apaX-og, or male

calf—the afxvoQ (v= X), the ram of sacrifice—the /uijX-ov

(conf. hammel and the French belter), a ram or goat—the

abr, gdbhar (Celtic), copra (Etruscan and Latin), a goat

—the afioXog, a poullain or young horse—the k-b-l, cavallo,

cheval, a word common to all the Japhetan tribes of

language—the aper, Kcnrpog, aphid, or boar (varaha, Sanscrit)

—the bar, ' ursus,' or bear, especially in the character of the

constellation ' Ursa Major,' or "Apicrog— the pi\-ivaa, 6fioX-6g,

lumbal, or bee; and mel, med, honey

—

<Tra<pvX-{), the vine or

grape; af_nrt\-og, ' pampin-us,' the vine ; and the pzXia, or ash-

tree, out of which mankiud were made, according to a very

ancient tradition—the coin 6(5oX-6g, an obol, the meanest in

value, being the sixth part of a drachma, which was given

to Charon at the passage of the dark river by the passenger

as his ransom—and finally under this head, the StXtyiv,

dolphin, the fish sacred to Dionysus and Apollo—named

the fish of the Tyrrheni—derived, it is said, from the

Hyperborei— into which the Pelasgi were transformed in

punishment for their addiction to magic—and which Ulysses

(whose name, as elsewhere shewn, is equivalent to Pelasgus)

bore on his shield as his insigne or heraldic device, according

to Lycophron.

Under the title of As symbols of the Son under the title Tur, Tus, we have

the ravp-og (originally, I presume, aravp-og), steer, or bull

;

and the dvp-a, -rrvX-t], dvara (Sanscr.), door, from the root

thwar, signifying trans, through, per,—although this associates

itself also with the idea of the Father-God.

Under the head of Aku, Zaku, we have the Egyptian ha,
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bull, and male generally; eug, my-g, hced-us, the goat, Symbols of the Son-

originally I suspect rait,, as a form worn down from ^ h
„..

the Lithuanian tekis ; the Teutonic and Scandinavian Aku
>
Zaku -

ticcen, ziJci, zige, a word widely spread beyond the Japhetan

pale, and denoting both goat and sheep ; the horse under

the name of 'eq-uus,' each, aswa, aspa ; while 'asinus,' esel,

ass, is a symbol of the Dioscuri, the suchdka (Sanscr.), that

is, indicator in the sense of dog, the symbol of Polydeuces

or Pollux ; the word dog being recognisable and the variety

(nraica used for bitch (the same word again) by the ancient

Medes according to Herodotus, air or sv taking the form of

k=d, or t, in many dialects, and awaKa thus becoming Soica,

dog, in one direction, and bitch, in another:—We have it,

moreover, in Egyptian as 'Sothis' the Dog-star; and this

especial star was the symbol of Thoth, Tet, or Horus, and

is to be seen on the pilei, or hats, of youthful Dioscuri—the

Sonava as zwigena, twigs or branches, expressive of the

quality of bifurcation, ut supra. The familiar index, finger-

or sign-post, from the root die-, zeich-en, and the Egyptian

analogues elsewhere noticed, appear to rank here. The con-

ception of a-%-, ang-, constriction, and of ok, ts (Egyptian),

to hang, seems to attach itself in some cases to the Son-Deity

under the titles Tus and Aku. The e'x-«c, oQ-ig, or snake,

the symbol in a good sense of vytua, or health, was some-

times attached to the Son-Deity in his saving or sanatory

character. It will be observed too that alca, akah (axe, or

hatchet in Egyptian), and wiga, ' cuneus,' a wedge, make up

the complement of -mA- in TriX-tKvg, the word thus answering

both to Bal and Aku.

The symbols, finally, that attach themselves to the title Under the titles Tus-

m p m rw
Aku, in the older

1 us-Aku in the older form of Tet, Z, are those of seed; form of Tet, Z.
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Stmbols of the Son- tet,—already mentioned,—of st, signifying a rock and an
Deity.

arrow (i.e. a stone axe or arrow-head) in Egyptian, the root

too of our modern st-one,—of tat (Egyptian), the olive,

the symbol of peace—and of Saig, tsed-a, a torch, which

again connects itself with the Dog-star and with the stars

worn by the Dioscuri already noticed. The idea of quarried

stone seems to bear reference to the Son-God, and of un-

quarried stone to the Father, in ancient symbolism, as we

shall see in due time.

Symbols derived from The various symbols enumerated here and elsewhere,
Thworestara, or ..

Creator. derived from the profession and practice of the architect,

builder, or carpenter, refer to the conception thworestara, or

creator, attached primarily to the Father-God and secondarily

to the Son, as the active agent in creation, physical and

moral ; and it is therefore difficult to distinguish precisely

between them ; but the general relation appears to be that

specially symbolised as of the plummet to the square.

Under the typical I am not sure, in fine, whether the symbolism of the
title Zaku.

stipes, orot\oc, aravpog, or stake, the primitive crux, the

symbol of Hermes as the God of boundaries, and the idea

of balances or balanced weights, by which the conditions

of right are adjusted, do not attach themselves to the

typical Zaku through Tet, or Z. The word (rrotxog exhibits

a singular analogy to Set- or Tet-, originally Z-Aku, as

I shall elsewhere shew. The following among other roots

and words occur in old Egyptian,

—

tax, a frontier; t\, a

weight (conf. tyji, an obelisk) ; £x~^X> *° order (conf. ort'x-oe'

(TToix-og, arox-og, in the varying senses of a rank, row, or

line of trees, letters, or otherwise, of the stake used for

supporting the hunter's net, and of a mark for archers)

;

ma, truth and water,— \a, to measure, xx *° balance, pxr>
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division, horizon, ma\a, a balance, or scale—I presume, Symbols of the Son-

formed from ma + xa> an^ equivalent to wagen and met-iri,

i.e. to weigh truth, or water, the original standard of weight

being water ; to which may be added the following,

evidently from a common root, in old Japhetan, $ok-6q

(Pelasgian), the beam of a roof, jug-um or yoke, the beam

alike of a pair of scales or of a weaver's loom, and Zvy-og,

Zvya, the beam of a balance, or the balance itself—the

word Zvy-ov being used for anything transverse which

unites two other objects. The word hilanx, in like manner,

is analysable as bil-anx, weX-ticvg, the original weight being,

I apprehend, a sacrificial or stone axe. In later times two

stone axe-heads probably served as the weights. The

Egyptian st, stone, or arrow, and 4%, ' suspendere,' as com-

pared with akah, aKig, axe or hatchet, is once more sugges-

tive here. These are hints merely for inquiry to speculate

upon.

More than one of the preceding symbols of the Son-Deity, Some Symbols of the

t . n \ Son-Deity, especially

such as that of twofoldness or duplicity (in a good sense) those implying du-

and more especially that of the serpent (in the sense of an Serpent (in the sense

ayaOoSa'i/iwv, or good spirit), were in time transferred in ly^Z^XZe
part to the demon Aki, Aku, JEg-, or Typhon, when the ^m^oTt^L.
personality of the former became confounded with that of

the latter. We may trace the progress in a remarkable

manner in the Grseco-Egyptian tale of the cave-born

Epaphus, the son of Io by Zeus, through whom the saviour

Hercules was to be born, as in the ' Prometheus Vinctus,'

—

Epaphus denoting primarily a calf, evidently the bull Apis,

but melting into the name Ap-p, 'IAttottiq, the giant serpent

of the 'Book of the Dead,' sometimes called Typhon the

brother of the sun. I must add that some among the
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Symbols of the Son- preceding symbols, originally of pure and lofty significance,

were degraded to material and sensual import as the original

manly chastity of the Japhetan race sank gradually into

the OXtj of impurity. The QaXX-og, or lingam symbol,

although common under these two names to the Eastern

and Western Aryans, has no proper claim to enumeration

in the text, inasmuch as, however ancient, it is clearly

not of primitive application. The lingam has evidently

been a corruption of the primitive lingua, dingua, or tongue

of Tet, or Hermes—speaking from the Spvg TroXvyXwaaog

of Dodona and elsewhere ; the transition being aided by

the latent proximity of the roots ScuS-, doc-ere, teach,

tig-, tang-ere, touch, etc. ; and when the (j>aXX6g came

into symbolic use—whether as representing the Father-

God Zwarz in the rarer form of Aphar-, Aphal-, or the

Son-God in his especial title of Bal, it was equally, I

submit, in a secondary sense as reflecting or transferred

in popular metonomy from the original saule, jpil-um, a pillar,

obelisk, or column. The very idea, in fact, which lies at

the foundation of Bal, Sphal, as the title of deity—that

of separation and distinct constitution of two existences

originally, and consisting in perpetuity, of the same essential

substance—is totally opposed to the idea of human or

material generation. But, even in the lowest conceivable

sense, the symbol rises to a singular and unexpected

height of moral significance when taken in connection with

the great presentment of Bal, Bar, or Prometheus, hang-

ing as man's representative and advocate upon Caucasus

—the (jtaXXog, the emblem and impersonation of Tcama or

irodog, being thus—if we are to recognise such a symbolism

—chained and transpierced on the ' crux infelix,' the <rravp6g,
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stipes, saule, of penal infliction, a prey to the undying vulture, Symbols on the Son-

till the wrath of an offended Father-God be pacified by the
ei y'

self-sacrifice of the piacular victim, innocent of sin, in order

to redeem his mortal fellow-sufferers.

I have now said all that is necessary, so far as my Conclusion.

imperfect view extends, at the present stage, on the in-

teresting subject of this chapter ; and may wind it up with

the following conclusion :—We have proof, I think, in what

precedes, that a Deity, surnamed the Son, bifold in nature,

miraculously born through the congress of the Supreme God

with a mortal woman, and thus at once God and Man, was

worshipped by the primitive Japhetans, who venerated him

as next in dignity—holding the 'proximos honores'—to

the Father-God, and as in an especial sense charged with

the Liberation, Evangelisation, and Saviourship of mankind.
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CHAPTER III.

THE SPIRIT-DEITY.

The Supreme God
inspires man with
wisdom, and directs

him by counsel.

Tlio medium of in-

spiration and direc-

tion was the afflatus

animating God's pro-

phets. This afflatus

proceeded from the
Supreme, Unrevealed
God, through a Deity
qualified as the
1

Spirit' and also as
1

( ieator.'

Ahura Mazda,
Mazdao.

That the Almighty inspires man with wisdom generally,

and directs him specially by counsel in emergencies, was a

tenet of the early Japhetan faith, as witnessed to by every

page of ancient literature. The recognised medium of this

inspiration and direction was the divine affectio or afflatus

animating the chosen ministers and prophets of God. But

this afflatus proceeded from the Supreme, and Hidden or

Unrevealed God, through an independent Deity, qualified

as the • Spirit ' in a personal sense, and generally, in action,

as in other cases, ' a Creator.'

The compound name of Ahura Mazda, understood by the

latter Medo-Persians as the ' Wise Spirit,' at once occurs to

us at this point : but the prefix ' Ahura ' is not found in the

Gathas, and the title Mazda, or properly Mazdao, which

there occurs, alone and without adjunct, in designation of

the Supreme God of the rationalising Zoroastrians, is a

worn-down form of ' Thworestara,' or Creator,—the initial

th having been elided, the w transformed into m, and the r

in the third syllable softened down by time, as the r in the

first has been shewn to have been in the analogous titles

' Twashtar ' and ' Castor ' already spoken of. The special

character of the Spirit-God is very vague, in fact almost
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lost in the general conception of Creator thus attached to The 'Spirit.'

him, in the East,—it is to the West, rather, that we must Western forms of his

look for the most pronounced form of his presentment. We i.^poseklon

niay recognise him, first, in ' Poseidon,' ' Neptunus,' or (in
NeThunB°

r

the Etruscan form*) 'Nethuns,' otherwise styled 'Consus' S^T'-F^Vt1

' J 2. The Smitli-deities,

and bearing also the surname of 'Petraeus,' which links him Hephaestus,
& '

. Sethlaus,

with the Aryan 'Mithra' or 'Mitra;' and, secondly, in the MnmuriusVetu-

category of Smith-deities headed by 'Hephaestus' and the

Etruscan 'Sethlans,'f—the hero or semi-divine armourer

' Mamurius Veturius ' (or ' Vetusius '), although little known,

holding a remarkable position among them. By the clearer

light reflected by these older Japhetan traditions we may

be enabled to pierce the haze of vague and indeterminate

glory thrown in later times over the Eastern Mazdao,

Twashtar, and Mithra, define their original outlines, bring

them into intelligible comparison with their less exag-

gerated Western analogues, and ascertain with some con-

fidence the original dogmatic significance of the entire

group. The peculiar realm of Poseidon, it should be stated, The realm of Posei-

don is water, that of

is air m relation to water, that of Hephaestus and his Hephaestus fire. Both
. _ , •niTTi- -\t i

categories resolve
analogues fire, as represented specially by Hestia, or Vesta, into one deity.

Both categories resolve (as can be shewn) into one deity
; aimvision of'tho'su-

and behind both the Supreme God may be dimly but g^Jj^J? J
arac"

distinctly seen, as the source of spiritual influence in the' Trutr«'

especial character of ' Trut ' or ' Trutr,'—a form, as already

shewn, of Zwarz.

The general characteristics of the Spirit-God as wor-

shipped by the Japhetans may be sketched as follows:

—

As Zwarz, or Varuna, the Father or Hidden God is the

author of the Law which condemns the sinner to chains and

* Etr. Inscr., 254. + Ibid., 255, 303.
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Characteristics of

the Spirit-Deity.

As Zwarz, Varuna,
the Father, condemns
the sinner to chains

and bondage, as Bal
+Tet, the Son,

emancipates him by
His own obedu-nce,

so Poseidon, Hephaes-

tus, Sethlans, the

Spirit, provides for

the birth of the Son,

G<»1 + Man, and
teaches mankind
their duty to God.

Poseidon.

bondage (although without excluding a prospect of mercy

which is equally his attribute, although provided for through

a delegated agency) ; and as Bal-, Tet or Z, the Son, is

the worker out of Emancipation from the law and salva-

tion for man through his own obedience and subsequent

protective care, so Poseidon, Hephaestus, Sethlans is the

efficient, voluntary, and self-sufficing agent by whom (in

the exactest sense) Bal-, Tet, Z is called into mortal and

filial existence, and by whom mankind are taught their

duty to God. He broods over and, as it were, kindles

matter so as to make it pregnant,—imposes Order on crea-

tion, physical and moral,—provides for the birth of the Man-

deity,—purifies and converts mankind by ablution through

water at the entrance of life, and afterwards by fire, as

symbolised through the processes of metallurgy,—and finally

inspires him with wisdom and divine knowledge, guiding

hinj through life—first, by ordinary means, through the ap-

pointment of priests, of sacrificial ordinances, and of ritual-

istic service; and secondly, by extraordinary guidance

in emergencies through signs and dreams, sent direct

from Jove, and through oracles delivered by the mouth

of Prophets—these last sometimes uttering the will of the

Father, sometimes that of the Son (and of the Son in the

several characters of God and Man), but obeying through-

out the impulse, or trift as it is called, of the Supreme God.

We may deal with Poseidon first, as the leading personal

representative of the Spirit-God, and secondly with Hephae-

stus and the Smith-deities.

It is commonly assumed that Poseidon and Neptunus (or

Nethuns*) are two distinct deities, the one Hellenic, the

* Etr. Iusc, 2j1,
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other Italic; but they are, in fact, one and the same, and Some forms of the

in name no less than character. Comparing the titles Po-
pm

~ ei y"

seidon and Neptunus = Nethuns, it is evident that Poseidon Poseidon, Neptunus

is a compound of two separate words, Pos and -eidon, and

that eidon has formerly been written -neidon, and, before

the digamma was introduced, -ne/ridon, or Neptun-us, Pos-

Neptunus being the original Pelasgic title. Ne/"id-, or Etymologies.

Nept-, has, further, a common origin and signification with

the Greek irvev/xa, Trvtv/iaT-og, and with Nu, Num, Kneph,

the name of the Spirit-Deity of Egypt. The character of

Neptune was eminently ethical, and according to Cicero,

the Stoics (more particularly) viewed him as the Spirit

or Breath of Intelligence shed abroad on the sea; while

Maximus Tyrius extends his spiritual influence over the sea

and earth alike, as regulating and maintaining their equi-

librium. The prefix Pos- is more puzzling; it may be a

variety of Mz-, M-sd-, as in Masdao, of -<paicn-, as in Hephass-

tus, and of Pt-, as in Egyptian Ptah,—all in nearly corre-

sponding stages of disintegration from Thworestara. I note

the alternatives, but in remotest origin, Pos resolves, I

think, into a softened or abraded form of Zvvarz, Zwaz,

De^us, Zeus.* The title ' Consus,' originally, I conceive, Consus.

'Cos,' and to be considered in connection with Cos, the

island celebrated in the history of Poseidon, is probably

* The process of etymological analysis and restoration, at all times requiring

caution, must especially be checked by attendant circumstances. I should

otherwise have been inclined to divide Posneidon as Po-sneidon, Po-sne/Tidon,

on the ground that the root nef, irv-ea>, and nif (to blow) in old Egyptian,

preserves the old form of sniff, snuffle, schnauben (for example) among our-

selves. Were this so, I should read Po- as akin to the Egyptian bai, the soul

or spirit, akin to the Gaelic baetha, life, and the title Po-seidon woidd thus

imply ' the Spirit of Life ' or ' Living Spirit.' But the apparent identity of

the titles Pos and Consus throws doubt upon this suggestion.
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Some forms of the somewhat older than Pos, the e, or k, representing: the z
bpirit-Deity.

.

* °

Consus. which is abraded in Pos (according to the constant usage of

substituting k or hard g for su or zw), and the n being

inserted by the rule known as that of ' anusvara ' in Sanscrit

—Zwarz, Zwaz, Zeus thus becoming Cos, Consus, in one

direction, and Pos in the other. Consus is described as

' Neptunus Equestris ' by Dionysius of Halicarnassus and

Livy, each of them of course the echo of the old tradition

;

and the qualification is at once vindicated when we

approximate Consus, Cos, to aswa, aspa, "nrirog, ikkoq, each,

or ' eq-uus,' given to the noble creation of Poseidon, and

which at a very early time must have been written with an,

initial k, c, or sk—as casica, for example, in derivation from

9:19, ' satire,' and which may still be recognised in the name

of the horse 'Skyphius' (akin to skip and huphj-an, * silire
')

—although a distinct root modified the legend connected

with this last-named animal. Consus, again, is expressly

qualified as the 'God of Secret Deliberations,' and the

' Hidden ' or ' Mysterious God ' (a further approximation of

Consus, Cos, Pos, and Zwarz),— his altar, situated in a sharp

angle projecting beyond the Pomoerium, and outside of

Roma Quad rata towards the Vallis Murcia (afterwards the

Campus Martius) and the Sublician Bridge, was discovered

by Romulus underground, and preserved in that state ever

afterwards, except when uncovered on the occasion of the

Consualia instituted in his honour.

ros[n]cidon, Consus- It follows from what has just been suggested that Pos-
Neptunus, and Zous- .

uvtvfxa, but vari< ties fnjeidon, Consus-JNeptunus, and Lvus-Ui^v/ua, are merely

name, the Spirit- varieties of one compound name denoting 'God the Spirit,'

or ' Spirit-God.' The idea of energetic will is implied in

the conception, and this idea descends collaterally in a less
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formal shape but with widely diffused application, in the Some forms of the
r J L L

Spirit-Deity.

Latin ' nunien '—usually but erroneously derived from nuo,

nutus, the symbol being substituted for the thing symbo-

lised ; while the sanctity attached to the 'notnen' or per-

sonal name, as well as to money, especially in the form of

coin or ' nummus,' is traceable to the same source. The

character, in fine, of Poseidon and Consus may be sum- Poseidon and Consus,

. . . the dispensers of

marised as that of dispensers of spiritual energy towards spiritual energy

, . pt/.. -n-rxi towards the genera-
the generation of lire in matter,—as will, in tact, be more tion of life in matter.

specially shewn presently.

The office, on the other hand, of shaping matter thus The office of shaping

. and purifying matter

animated, through solvent heat, towards the symbolical thus animated

. through fire belongs

epuration of the precious ore from the dross and its invest- to the Smith-deities.

ment with conscious but obedient life, lies at the etymo-

logical root while it governs the mythological development

of the entire system of the Smith-deities, the character of

wisdom (mati, unrig, mens) being superfixed in the leading

Japhetan languages as the qualifying attribute of the smith.

This epithet especially attaches itself to the forms of the

Spirit-God which rank under the category of Thworestara,

or Creator, and of which the Iranian Mazdao has been

already specified. The particular character of smith does

not, it is true, enter into the character of Mazdao as drawn

in the Gathas or the Zend-Avesta generally, but it is pre-

served nomine et re in the corresponding Western form of

Mamurius Vetusius, or Veturius, the hero-smith of the

songs of the Salii, priests of Mars or Ares, the title Veturius

= Vetusius being etymologically identical with Mazdao,

while Mamurius is, on the one hand, a mere ancient form

of the prefix Ahura, and, on the other, identical with that

of the smith Mimer, the master of Volundr, or Weyland
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Some forms of the Smith— the Daedalus, as interpreted by his character and
Spirit-Deity. nim • i/»iti
Tho Smith-deities, adventures, of the Teutonic branch of the Japhetan legend,

and of the wise Mimer of Scandinavian tradition. Hephaes-

tus, again, the smith of Olympus, expresses in his name the

creative character of Mazdao with especial reference to me-

tallurgy—the character of ' Opener '—as borne also by his

Egyptian analogue Ptah, whose name is a variety, I think,

of Mazdao, being superinduced upon the older and world-

wide sense of Creator. But not only wisdom, holiness is an

attribute of the Smith-God, and this is especially deve-

loped in the conception of Hestia, Vesta, the sister-half of

Hephaestus. The collateral associations extend in the other

direction to the root represented in old Egyptian by sma and

in Teutonic by schmeissen, to strike or smite, and in the other

to sveta, white, spent-a, or ' cand-idus,' implying spotless-

ness, purity, and sanctity. Sethlans, that is Sethl-ans,* tho

Etruscan Hephaestus, has the special and practical signifi-

cation of the Dividing, Analysing, or Refining God, imputed

to him from sceitil-6r, sceid-or, oxIlZ>id, s\, or sic, the metallurgic

process thus co-operating towards the moral refinement

of man consentaneously with the analogous discipline of

physical ' amputatio ' superintended by Castor. The name
1 Daedal-us ' is of cognate signification with ' Sethl-ans,'

the letters d and s being component elements of an original

initial z; and the character attached to that first great

sculptor and his works carries out the idea shadowed forth

in the Etruscan deity to its full development in the invest-

ment of matter, duly sifted and purified, with the outward

image and inward life of deity. The living statues of

Daedalus and Hephaestus embody, in fact, the conception

* Etr. Inscr., 255, 303.
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of the purer and ideal recreation of humanity. The student Some forms of the

may search into lower depths of illustration among such
pmt

" eity '

roots as dat, dath (Zendic), to shape or create (in the sense

of bestowing), ScucV, &S-, &K-, gOK-, \ey-, etc. . . . Tvashtri, Tvashtri, the Gar-

in fine, the Carpenter or Architect of the Gods in the Hindu
penter or Architect -

mythology, although derived by etymologists from the root

tvalcsh, to hide, which would connect him primarily with

the Father-God, is, I have little doubt, a form of Thwo-

restara, and belongs to the category of Spirit-deities here

in question. I was at one time, I may add, disposed to

identify Consus and Pos, Hephaestus, Mazdao, and Mamu-
rius Vetusius with the old Teutonic word geis-t, spirit ; but

I came long ago to the conviction that, although the cha-

racter of the deities in question may have undergone an

influence from that root, it was only collaterally, or after

their original modification from Thworestara. Such col-

lateral influences constantly crowd round primitive titles

at successive stages of the development of myth, but not

arbitrarily, the primitive and inherent character, as I

have already observed, determining the attraction.

Mithra, or Mitra, stands in a middle position between Mithra, or Mitra.

these two categories of Spirit-Gods—a deity identified with

the Sun both in Persia and India, but possessing, as above

observed, very little special individuality in the East,—he

is of more definite character and account (although hardly

known of) in the Western world. He is not named (to the

superficial eye) in the Gathas of Zoroaster, even as Mazdao

is not to be found in the Kig-Veda, these being the two

oldest monuments of the theological literature of the Aryans

proper; but the reason is, that Mithra and Mazdao are

merely variations of one and the same name ; and the key
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Pome forms of the

Spirit-Deity.

Mithra.
Mamurhis Veturius
or Yctusius.

Mazdao.

Tlie Smith-deities,

identified with tho

Sun, give birth to

the Suryavausa race.

The Poseidon and
Consus, identified

with the Moon, be-

come parents of the

Chaudravansa race.

to the identification is to be found in the analysis of the

compound Mamurius Veturius or Vetusius, so frequently

mentioned—'Veturius' being Mithra as Vetusius is Maz-

dao, in alternate Latin shape, while Mamurius, as has been

incidentally observed, is apparently Ahura under its older

unabraded form. Mithra and Mazdao must thus have been

varieties already determined of one and the same title of

deity, not only before the Indo-Zoroastrian but before the

original or Aryan schism, when the Aryans parted from the

non-Aryan tribes of the race of Japhet, as pointed out in a

former page. It is a curious coincidence that M£o-(V»jc, the

qualification of Mithra—as mediator between Light and

Darkness, mentioned by riutarch,* resolves per se into a

mere etymological form of Mazdao. Mithra is clearly recog-

nisable in his original and distinctly pronounced character in

Utrpaiog, the Thessalian title of Poseidon, of which I have

more to say presently. That character was generative—in

the sense of imparting life to dull matter towards the well-

being of mankind—preparing the way for the more sustained

labours of the Smith-deities proper. It was in this sense that

the Smith-deities, identified with the Sun and the light and

fire of day, are represented as giving efficient birth to the

rationalistic race of the Suryavansa, of whom Perseus of

Greece was the Western representative, while the deities

represented by Poseidon and Consus, who were connected with

the Moon and the light and fire of night, became the parents

of the Chandravansa, Induvansa, or Lunar line, represented,

as we have seen, by Hercules and the Dioscuri, and in fact by

Apollo—perhaps through his mortal mother. Both, so far as

their central type the Son-Deity was concerned, resolve into

unity.

* De Iride et Osiride, -iG.
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But while Poseidon may be said to represent the Spirit- While Poseidon re-

God generally, and the Smith-deities the special exercise of God generally and
1. rn ii !• • , rvj , ) ,i e «. ,• ; i . i the Sniith-deities the
his omce ; the divine ' afflatus, or rather ' anectio, which exercise of Ms office,

they breathe into or exert upon Man and Matter, emanates emaSrfrom 'aro-

(as above stated) from a remoter and original source. The
Fa^CT-GoT''T

e

t'

term tripud-, by which this ' affectio ' was expressed, and in = Zwar -

which a considerable proportion of the words connected with

its manifestations centre, being the Teutonic trift, drift,

derived proximately from trib-, tref-, trat-, and that from

the primitive tri (as in Sanscrit), signifying daro (Zendic)

' transgredi,' to step or cross over, and with which our

familiar through and thwart, ' per,' is cognate. The idea

of through, trans, running athwart or across, thus lies

at the very foundation of that impulse, just as the con-

ception and symbolic figure of the cross or bisecting line

does in every successive stage of the creative interventions

of God. The student will be rewarded by tracing out

this root in its ramifications, but I can only observe

here that the derivative trift, drift, gives colour and

meaning to the operations of the Spirit-God throughout,

and points backward (ut supra) to a more distant power

—

that of the Father-God, 'Trut,' = Zwar—as the primal

source of its effluence.

Of the two great processes worked out by the Spirit-

God, to wit, (1) The generation of the Saviour or Son-Deity,

and (2) The inspiration or Direction of Man, alike in the

ordinary course of Providence through religious ordinances,

and on extraordinary emergencies through oracles, we may

take the generation of the Saviour first.
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Tho 'Spirit' under Sec. I. His Generation of the Son-Deity.

the forms of Consus,
Poseidon, Poseidon ^his seems to have been the peculiar province of Consus,
x GlXtV' US.

The generation of the p0S) Poseidon, Poseidon Petraeus—PetraBus being the same,
Son-Deity.
The dogma ex- as shewn, as the Oriental Mithra. The dogma is expressed

1. By direct asser- in a twofold manner—by direct assertion, and by a syni-

2. By symbolism. bolism which, standing by itself indeed, we could hardly

found an argument upon, but which becomes good evidence

when recognised as a simple reflection of direct assertion,

i. By direct asser- i. The direct assertion is that the Ozbg awrijp, the Saviour-
tion, the debs crwTrip .

was the son of Zeus God,—under whatever name—was the son of Zeus by a

This tiaTzeus not woman. The title Zeus cannot be understood in these

th^Son^but from''
cases as ec

I
uivalent to Tus

>
the son

>
but must be referred

either 'Zwaz/tho either to Zwaz, Zwarz, the Father-Deity, or to Pos-, Cos,
Father, or else ' Pos-,'

.
4 Cos-,' ' Consus,' the Consus, the Spirit-God above spoken of. The reconciliation
Spirit. The title

x
. - , , , . j • xi

'Trut' connects the of these alternatives is found, as has been suggested, in the

title Trut, which implies, in connection with tripud-, trift,

the procession (so to speak) of a motive influence from

Zwarz. The woman (as has been shewn) figures specially

under the personalities of Alcmena, Leda, Leto, or Latona,

and Hlodyna—to say nothing of llhea, Ilia, Tellus, aud

other materialised forms of deity. The circumstances of

her conception are given in the case of Leda and Alcmena,

and those of her delivery in that of Latona; but the

original idea has doubtless been the same in all. The con-

ception is, of course, the central point of interest. The

purity of the mother, amidst circumstances which might

appear to cast a doubt upon it, is clearly recognised. It is

unnecessary to recall the delusion practised on Alcmena or

the surprise, equally in innocence, of the wife of Tyndareus

by Zeus in the form of a swan—in classic speech, kvkvoc,
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' cygnus,' and the birth of her twin sons from the egg, ac- The generation of

cording to the legend. The swan-form identifies the super- Spirit? unde/the

vening parent as the Spirit-God. This swan—or rather Consul
Poseidon '

goose—for I am afraid we must substitute the homelier for j^a, and Abmena.
the more picturesque bird—and the ' anser Amyclaeus ' was

not unknown to the ancients with regard to this legend

of Leda,—was the sacred symbol of Seb, the Egyptian

Cronos or Saturn,—Seb being, in fact, the same as Zeu-s,

Zeu, or Seva, whose name was usurped by Kpovluv, the ' Tus

'

or Son of Saturn, when he dethroned his father. The
correspondence of the bird with Consus, specially, the god

of secret counsel, becomes clearly apparent on a comparison

of the Egyptian smen, the Greek %&, xwfe* tne Latin

' ans-er,' and the Teutonic gans (gander),—all signifying a

goose (and our English swan is fundamentally a mere variety

of smen)—with the name of the deity in question. The
wisdom, or at least the acuteness of the goose—' argutus

anser'—was fully recognised by the ancients, while gans,

goose, stands in relation, actual or fortuitous, to the Teutonic

geis-t, the ghost or spirit. Smen and xy
'i
v stand in equal

contiguity, in a wider range, to sent-io, sens-us, cens-eo, denk-

en, think, as well as to spenta, holy, and \ix\v (Chandra, Indu),

the Moon. The name Tyndar-eus, viewed in reference to

Leda and the eggs, reflects the same idea collaterally to

its older signification, as 'Gander'

—

t or d and h being

interchangeable. The care of the sacred geese of the Capitol

was under the supervision of the f Censors,' and, considering

the extremely ancient cultus of the God Consus at Rome, I

should almost think that the birds that gave such timely

warning on the assault of the Gauls were kept there origi-

nally in honour of the God of secret counsel—the special
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Thk generation of protector of the State of Latium—although they were sub-
tle Sim-Deity by the

Spirit, under tl e

oseidon, junQ .

n ^ ^^^^qj. f Moneta, or patroness of the mint

sequently associated also with the sacrifices and worship of

Consus

The swan or goose

ii. Symbolical Evi-
dence.

for the coining of nummus. It must not be forgotten that

Rome was a city of Latium long apparently before the

conquest and refoundation of the city, as I conceive, by the

Etruscans, and that traces of the original worship existed to

the last in combination with that of the conquerors. It is

not without sigDificance, in regard to the legend of Leda,

that the Egyptian smy, taken in comparison with smen,

signifies ' compulsare,' to constrain or compel by force.

This goose, or swan, thus attached to 'Seb' (Zeus) and

' Consus,' figures, in fine, unmistakably, not as the Supreme

God himself transformed, according to the vulgar form

of the story, but as his representative, delegate, or envoy,

just as the eagle

—

aerog in Greek, dro in Teutonic, and

antar in Etruscan *—is the messenger or representative of

Zeus in primitive poetic mythology. All this points to

Consus, or Poseidon, the Spirit-Deity, as the especial and

delegated generator of the Castor ' Polydeuces,' or ' Pollux/

the most marked type, upon the whole, of the Son-God
;

and the like origin must be inferred in regard to the

analogues of Apollo and Thor, the children of Latona and

Hlodyna, and to Alcides or Hercules.

ii. The symbolical' evidence would require a much fuller

etymological proof than the proportions necessary to be

observed in this memoir will allow of; and I must there-

fore content myself with sketching a broad outline, and

indicating the process by which the student may verify it

and fill up the details.

* Etr. Inscr., 74.
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The birth of the Saviour-Deity and the establishment of The birth of tbe

. o nil i
Son-Deify was sym-

his disciplinary and oracular worship was figured by the early bolised by the early

Japhetan race—and, I believe, by the Noachide family in mountain range cleft

general—by the symbolism of a mountain range or wall at Spirit, fo/the^exit of

the head of a valley, with usually two lofty peaks tower- SS^dSer as a

ing over it, split by divine power (that, specially, of the nevfrho™ Deity or as
° r J r ' * J ' a stream of grace.

Spirit-God) for the descent, trans-passage, and extradition

through a mouth, door, or cavern, of the Seed—that Seed

emerging either as a new-born Deity or as a stream of grace

—the Deity in the former alternative springing at once

to life in the character of a child, a bull, or a horse, in

which case the cave is the immediate womb or parent

—

the stream in the latter alternative bursting forth and flowing

into a deep lake, pool, or swamp, on which a boat-like island,

or island-like boat, floats and is ultimately moored, where-

upon, as on a resting-place, a mortal mother, divinely im-

pregnated and the subject of long persecution, finds final

refuge and brings forth her child—both river and child to

find exit ultimately by descent to the outer world—the

deity to return thereafter in triumph, put down opposition,

and preside in an oracular temple-shrine at the point of

exit, where the valley opens into the plain, a sacred

tree usually marking the spot, contiguous to a fountain of

corresponding sanctity—the generative or parent God re-

linquishing to him the lower region of the valley, but main-

taining his seat, as it were, on the rocky throne in the

background which dominates the scene, while a remoter

and lofty mountain-range and its several summits, towering

high above the whole, derive their names, in certain cases,

from the supreme Father-God and from the Son in his

absolute character as God. A comparison of the mytho-
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Symbolical figure- logical traditions and an etymological analysis of the local
ment of the hirth of

. .

the Son-Deity. names attaching to Delphi, to Tempe (with the Thes-

Tile ^rcani^udkke! sa^an plain, once an inland sea, lake, or swamp behind it),

and to Dodona—with a glance at Gangoutri and Hurdwar

in Hindostan—will sufficiently vindicate this generalised

statement; but my belief is, that not only there, but in

Bceotia around lake Copais, in Arcadia at Mantineia, and

in other regions of Greece, in Paneas below Hermon

—

in the valley of the Nile above and below Philae and

also in the Western district of the Fayum—in Arabia

Petraea, as inhabited and a chosen goal of pilgrimage

before the time of Moses—and at Sychar, Sychem, (as

dominated by Ebal and Gerizim) before the visits of Joshua

or Abraham, the great shrines or centre of the worship

of the Son-Deity Bal—the Fair one, as born of the Supreme

God, Zeus or Zwarz, through the agency of Poseidon or

Cronos—were always fixed in spots presenting the general

features of the symbolical landscape above delineated. And

I believe, if ever we penetrate into that Aryana-vaejo which

was the home of the Japhetans before their first migrations,

or if we identify the actual home of Noah and his children,

we shall there recognise a similar scene.

Poseidon Petrseus, The general key to the etymologies attaching to this
the father, and 'Ge,'

.

the Earth, the mother symbolism maybe found in the obscure legend recorded by

from the rock. a scholiast on Pindar, to the effect that Poseidon Petraeus

—

that is, Thworestara, Mazdao, Mithra, or Mitra, in his western

form—became the active or male parent of the horse ' Sky-

phius ' while asleep, recumbent on the mountain—Ge, or the

Earth, receiving the Divine Seed, and Skyphius springing

forth from the rock in consequence. It is under this same

name Petraeus, it may be remarked, that Poseidon is repre-

sented as cleaving the rocks at Tempe.
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The special etymological and mythological investigations The birth of the

. j j i
Sun-Deity.

connected with this subject may be prosecuted under the Symbolisms.

p 11 • i i Etymological and
following heads :— mythological iuvesti-

1. The Names denoting the Deity or River born from the
f
at
^°^

eg dcnotin(r

Bock itself.—Of these names, that of the horse Skyphius Deity or River bom
J

. .
from the Rock -

and that of the fountain and stream Castalia are the most Skyphius and
Castalia.

prominent. The name Skyphius, originally, as has been

intimated, a variety of aswa, tWoe, has undergone a col-

lateral influence, at a comparatively late date, from o-ku^-oc,

a word akin in Greek to the Semitic ceph, ceph-as, signifying

a rock. Castalia is a form of Castor, Castari, and has the

same signification of the * Purifier '—the remoter type being

thworestdra. These waters of grace flow, according to the

Zend-Avesta, from the pure and holy lake of heaven, the

Vouru-Kasha, which contains the seed of life and purifies all

tilings. They are presided over and personified by the God-

dess Ardvi-cura, otherwise Anaiti, or Mylitta—the beneficial

mother-goddess whom we have recognised in Amalthea and

ffidumbla. We have the same Zoroastrian personage, I sus-

pect in Urda, the noma who presides over the sacred fountain

beneath Yggdrasil in the Scandinavian mythology ; and it is

singular that one of the titles of this fountain is Urdar-saer,

the ' Sea of Urda,' which corresponds almost letter for letter

with Ardvi-cura.

2. The Parentage.—The legend of Thessaly may be com- 2. The Parentage.

pared with the Persian tradition of Mithra and the bull,

pierced by the God for the release of the waters of life

imprisoned within him,—and with that current in Asia Minor

of the fecundation by Mithra of the mountain from which

Diorphus, the yiiytvhi>, or child of Ge, issued—Ge, or Khea,
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The biuth of the
Bon-Deity.

Symbolisms.

The Parentage.

being the cosmical representation or equivalent of Leda and

Latona, and the tradition exhibiting a previous analogy to

that of Thessaly—Mithra answering literally to Petra>us,

and Diorphus being etymological ly identical with Skyphius,

the sk represented by Di-, and the r in Diorphus softened

away, as in Zwarz, Zwaz, Zeus; Thworestara, Twashtar ; and,

I may add, as in aeiva, eq-uus, which, I think, must have been

originally areiva, erquus, and by consequence Skyrphius,

—

the word thus approximating to identify with hros, ross, one

of the oldest Japhetan words for 'horse.' The Phrygian

legend of the birth of Agdistis from the unwitting conjunction

of Zeus and Ge belongs to the same category,* and so does

the birth of Erechtheus through the medium of Hephaestus,

unintentionally as regarded Ge,—but that legend is made

up of many fragments, ill understood.

mouth.

3. The Place of Birth. 3. The Place of Birth.—Sometimes represented as a cavern,

sometimes as a swamp or watery abyss, above spoken of.

The words aKiHp-og, ' cav-erna,' uaimh (in Celtic), all signify -

A cavern, swamp, or ing a cave—and the Teutonic ivamba, womb, and sivamp,

one of the oldest forms of the word, are all of cognate origin,

with the general characteristic of hollowness, of something

scooped out, either in a rock or otherwise. The cave out of

which the divine seed first issues to sight, whether as a river

or oracular deity—but perhaps with typical reference to the

latter quality—is frequently spoken of as the mouth, oro'/ua,

as at Delphi, viz. Pytho, a variety, like the Egyptian Buto

and Mut, the Latin mundus, the Teutonic mimd, and the

* Agdistis may perhaps be similarly connectible with hengst, and I have

already suggested thai tlu>- may be the original root of Anakes, the title of

Polydeucef, or the Diopoun.
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Etruscan ' Mantus,' of our common but primeval word The birth of the

1 mouth.' This mouth, cave, or womb, was represented by sy^bouJ'

monolithic shrines, especially in Egypt, dedicated to Buto Place of birth, a

-n • t -*t -i
cavern, swamp, or

or Mut, the Egyptian form of Leto, to JNith, and others— mouth, represented

the hieroglyphic sign Athor or ani actually exhibiting it— shrines.
'

and of these the Santa Casa of Loretto, although properly no

monolith—is, in its legendary form, an European variety. It

will be found that the name of Leto is linked with those

of Buto, Mut, and the Greek Mrjr-ig, the mother of Athene,

on the one hand ; and with these monolithic shrines on the

other, through a process by which what I believe to have been

the original form of the name Z/urjr-, T^t*, has passed into

Ajurjr-, Aurrr-, Ar/r-w (and the intermediate form EiXdOvia),

by natural literal transition—Tjurjr- betokening the point at

which the silex rock, presently to be spoken of as the material

out of which the birth-place is formed, is quarried into a

womb of life. These monoliths represented in one form of

the legend the boat, vessel, or ark which floated on the lake

or swamp, and with which we are so familiar in the legends

of Danae, Bomulus and Bemus, and others in classic tradition.

The swamp itself—or, to speak more respectively, the sacred

lake, which is always found as an element in the system of

symbolism here in question—is to be recognised in the roots

KW7T-, j3ot/3-, 7ra/u/3-, which give their character to the name

Copais, that of the great lake in Boeotia, to that of Bo<j3»j'fe,

that adjacent, as I conceive, to the primitive Dodona in

Thessaly, and to Tlafifiwrig, that attached to the historical

oracle of Dodona in Epirus—all of them Hellenic variations

of the old Teutonic sivamp ; while ' Tempe ' has the same

origin, and the words ri/uevog and X'tfxvn, rifxsvog denoting

the enclosure of a temple, and \i[iv\) the lake or moat that
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Monoliths.

The birth of the surrounds it as a purely lacustrine erection, are intimately,
Son-Deity.

. .

Symbolisms. although more remotely, connected with it. I am uncertain

The cavern, swamp, whether a great Trtrpa, rock, or stone, which is constantly

found—sometimes apparently in an unhewn or natural,

sometimes in an artificial and especially a quadrate form,

in various localities where the preceding symbolism prevails,

denotes the monolithic celt of Egypt, or is a symbol of the

Supreme God attached to the birth-place of the Son. It

will not be overlooked at this point that (tkv^-lov, the cranium

or skull, and wfov, ' ovum,' an egg—the former the birth-

place of Athene, the latter of Polydeuces, are both of them

varieties of the primitive <rnv(f>- or swamp, in the sense of

a hollow place ; while the action of Hephaestus in liberating

the imprisoned goddess is in keeping with his character as

a form or variety of the Spirit-Deity. But these myths,

although developed laterally from the root in question, do

not form part of the primitive and connected system of

symbolism here under consideration.

4. The Mountain
"Wall. The Split.

Two Peaks.

Living stone, split-

table, qnarriable, in

Greek nvpir-qs, in
T>atin silex.

Dead stone, \l6os,

•lapis,' 'leth-alis.'

4. TJte Mountain Wall ; the Split ; and the Two Peaks which

risefrom it.—The typical name of this rocky barrier—that

actually split or divided by the agency of Poseidon Petrseus

at Delphi—would appear to be represented by the name

Phoedriades, there localised. Its roots may, perhaps, be traced

to the old atar, athar, wvp, fire, whence we have the Greek

7ru/»(V»/c, that is, living, splittable, qnarriable stone—in Latin,

silex—as contrasted with stone that is dead, as expressed

by the general term XiOog, * lapis,' ' leth-alis '—the sister

radical forms sphal and sphar governing the descent of the

relative words (wvpir- and silex), and the investigation

hading us to the inference that the spear and arrows
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symbolical of Polydeuces, Apollo, Pallas, and the Son- The birth of the

Deities more especially of the Bal type, were originally
on"Delty-

fliut headed and adopted in symbolism of a characteristic

of their birth, which connected them, as here suggested,

with sphil-ex, silex—the same or a similar weapon (like a

celt) receiving its name accordingly as (T-rreXeKvg, 7r(XtKvg—
a word still recognisable (of course, by independent descent)

in our English pole-axe, while spear, geir, ' cur-is ' perpetuates

the form of sphar. A very curious verbal connection between

rock and wheaten bread, parallel to that which exists

between the word Beth-lehem and the pre-Hebraic name
from which Bethlehem is translated, Ephrata = a^poaia,

brocl, bread, will here attract notice. The split finds The split mountain,

especial expression in the name Delphi—originally, as else-

where shewn, Dwelphi or Zwelphi, as derived from spalt-en,

to divide or split—of which our Teutonic sulf is a mere

literal variety. The legend that Hannibal split (as it were)

the Alps with vinegar is evidently a mere transfer of

mythical to historical tradition. And once more, a com-

parison of the Delphic names of the two hills, Nauplia and The two Delphic

Hyampeia, more especially of the former, Nauplia, with
U s *

si milar names attached to mountains or peaks which occupy

corresponding positions in similar symbolical localities, may
suggest the belief that the nomenclature in particular of

the holy valley in Palestine presided over by Melchizedek

centuries before the settlement of the Israelites is, like

many other names in Syria, of Japhetan origin. Ebal was, Syrian nomenclature

I suspect, originally Nebal, and akin to Naupl-ia—the older^^lj of JftPhetan

form being still preserved in Nablous and the Graecised

title Neapolis; while the remoter etymologies carry us to

vttyzX-i] and Nifl-, in the sense of clouds and darkness, as
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The birth of the the abode of the Hidden God, the dispenser of rigid law,

Symbolisms
righteousness, and judgment. In Gerizim, on the other

The mountain wall, hand, the student may perhaps recognise the same root

which the Hellenic race developed as Phaedriades, the source,

as at Sychar, of creative light and salvation, although at

Delphi the name (in the plural number, it is true) is given

to the mountain wall itself, and the peak Hyampeia is not

represented in the sanctuary of Melchizedek. The legends

of the antagonism of Nephele and Ino, and of Niobe and

Latona, with their respective children, as well as that

between Niflheim and Muspelheim and of the Nibelunger,

attach themselves to this point of symbolism ; but this

would demand much space for illustration. It is curious

that Bhdclra is a name of the heavenly Ganges and bhudhra

and bhil-dhara have the signification of mountain, in Sanscrit

;

but I am not aware that these words are localised at or

connectible with Gangoutri. The Sanscrit and Zendic

parvata, paurvata (the latter in the dual form) are also

worthy of attention. Criminals were thrown down in punish-

ment alike from the brow of Hyampeia at Delphi and from the

rock of Tarpeia at Rome, as from a wharf into the abyss;

and I suspect that the two words have a common origin

—

Hyampeia having been originally written Hyarmpeia, and

that the criminals were originally rolled over (hwerbi) in

accordance with the ceremonial cited in a former chapter

as perpetuated in a milder form among the Semnones. At

Delphi the two peaks are said to have been both of them

sacred to Dionysus— a mere variety, as has been shewn, of

the Son-Deity. Lastly, we come to

—

5. The Higher
Mountain Back-
ground, 5. The Higher Mountain Range which dominates in the Back-
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ground of the Symbolical Landscape.—And here I can but The birth of the

• • t/y» •
Son-Deity.

confess to general impressions very difficult to substantiate. Symbolisms.

AVe have Parnassus—Lvcoreia being the proper name for Tne higher mountain
J °

.
background,

its highest summit—above Delphi and the Phsedriades,

—

Mount Tomarus, or Imarus, above Dodona,—Olympus above

Tempe,—the Cambunian range above the plain of Thessaly,

—and the Himalaya above Gangoutri. Himalaya and

Cambun-i are (it appears to me) the same title, through the

interchange of I and n ; and Tomarus may appear to be a

variety of Cambun-i, t and Jc and r and n being equally

liable to commutation. Through Ymer and his nurse the

cow (Edumbla—Ymer being represented by Yama in India

—the idea of fertility or exuberance, expressed in the

Sanscrit adjective suphalya, appears to me to have become

attached to the Himalaya as the medium of transmission

of the sacred Ganges from heaven ; and if only we could

consider this nomenclature as having been adopted and

settled in some more Northern region, the hearth and

starting-place of the Japhetan race, we should obtain a

satisfactory signification for the name in the instances

specified. But the cow in question was a mere symbol

applied through etymological resemblance of words to the

earth, that is, to Ge, the recipient of the divine seed and

mother of the sacred stream, or child, in whose birth the

entire myth centres. I am confirmed in this impression by

the correspondence of the yjjc aTopa, or ' mouth of Ge,'

attached to Delphi with the title Gae Mouk'h,* or ' the Cow's

mouth,' still preserved at Gangoutri. I would even suggest

that ' Lycoreia,' the name attached to the highest point of

Parnassus, derives its name, in part at least, from the same

* J. B. Fraser, ' Tour through the Hiniala Mountains,' 1820, p. 473.
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The birth of the tradition—the idea of milk, and even perhaps of the licking

Symbolisms of tne calf
'
an(* of tlie neighbouring rock, by the mother,

The higher mountain surviving in the word. The title Parnassus appears to me
background.

. . . .

to be a compound of l. ram-, answering to cairn, and n.

either Ms-, iEs-ir, in the sense of 'mount of God,' or 'of

the Gods,'—or Pos-, Cons-, 'IOo--, 'the Spirit-God'—from

whoni proceed ultimately, as will be shewn, numbers, music,

and song. Pelion may be convertible perhaps with Bal,

and Ossa—a conical mountain, it must be observed—with

Cons, Pos-, while Olympus seems to be a compound of i. HI-,

01-, or E1-, the Supreme God, and ii. heim, home—the

residence or ' home of God.'

Tempe in Thessaly, I would add, before passing from this point of symbolism,

lylSh^Defphi. that everything points to Tempe and Thessaly—and thus

to those Cambunian mountains which stand in such near

etymological analogy to the Himalaya—as a shrine and seat

of worship—at least of Apollo's worship—older than that of

Delphi. It was to Tempe that Apollo resorted (as stated)

for purification after the slaughter of Pytho, and it was

from Tempe that he brought the laurel to Delphi—a fact

commemorated to the latest times by a special annual

mission from Delphi to the Northern locality.

Sacred trees attached I have refrained from saying anything as yet on the
to oracular shrines. .. , . . . . .

,

The ^>ity6s of Dodona. sacred trees attached to oracular shrines, ot which the <j>nyog

of DelphL
C

°f Dodona and the laurel or Scupvii of Delphi just mentioned

were the most celebrated. These trees vary, according to

the dominant worship of the particular shrines. The

The Yggdrasil of the Yggdrasil of the Edda—of celestial rather than mortal
Edda. n

growth—seems to represent the oldest and most general

symbolical form. Drasil I take to be originally a form of
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thworestar-, 'creator' or 'created,' and Ygg either Hek, the The birth of the

Supreme God, or, more probably, an analogue of the Egyp- stiooijsms

tian a«Xt, the sacred tree of Thoth. We have this identical Sacred trees—
, .- T • , -, . ,, ... „ , . ,

The a«Yt of Thoth.
tree, it 1 mistake not, in the enormous wild fig tree * which The Fig-tree of

grew over Charybdis—a myth, in Homer's description,
Charybdis -

suggestive of many points of contact between Hellenic,

Scandinavian, and Hindu tradition. But the (pvyog, pre-

sently to be spoken of, at Dodona, and the 'laurus,' or

§a<j>vT}, at Delphi and elsewhere, were typical, as we shall

find, of the Son-Deity. The etymological connection of the

(pvyog will come out incidentally in a later part of this

chapter; but the laurel may be considered more appropri-

ately here, as it bears directly upon the question of the

relations subsisting between Apollo and the Spirit-Deity.

The words laur-us and £a0v->; are the same, I and d, r and n
beiug interchangeable. The symbolic tree, although adopted

by and identical with Apollo, in his character of Bal, Bar,

Sphar, had, I suspect, a more immediate significance in

reference to the Spirit-God. I take it to be the same laurel The laurel of Hestia,

which shaded the hearth of Hestia, or Vesta, at Lavinium, nW **'
** Lavi'

the religious centre and point of union of the Latin race,

even within what may be accounted historical times; and
with which it is difficult not to connect the name Laurentes

borne by the inhabitants of the district. As $a<t>v-ii is a

mere variety of laur-us, so is laur-us a mere variety—the

r taking back the form of n—of Lavin-, the root of

Lavin-ium. The effect of this is to refer the cultus of the

laurel to Pelasgian times, and through its sanctity to Vesta,

the feminine form of Hephaestus, or Mazdao, the Spirit-God,

to support the derivation of Apollo from the Supreme Deity

* Homer, Od. xii. 103.
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The v.irth of the
Son-Deity.

Symbolisms.

Sacred trees.

Etymologies,

through the Spirit-God, as above shewn. This is support* d

by the facts, that the word $a<j>v-ti, laur-us, appears to echo,

as its symbol, the old Teutonic saivala, the spirit or soul,

through the familiar interchange of letters so frequently

founded upon—the initial S representing the letter which,

in combination with s, but liable to dissociation from it,

forms that primitive z to which words beginning now with

s or d must in cases innumerable ascend as to their original

initial. It is in keeping, too, with the fact that the proper

English equivalent for Satyvri or laurus, is bay,—a word to

which our philologists assign no satisfactory origin, but

which appears to me connectible with the Egyptian bat,

spirit, or the Celtic laetha, life. It was under a tree of

similar etymological symbolism—the salix, saule, sallow,

or willow—the ' agnus castus '

—

Xvjog in Greek, and which

was esteemed the oldest tree in Greece, even older than the

<pt)y6i; of Dodona—that Here, the analogue of Ge, Tellus,

Semele, and Amalthea, was born at Samos. Coupling this

imputed chastity and purity with the character of spirit and

life similarly testified to by language, with the character of

glory and reward for duty done, associated with the laurel

or bay down to the present time, and the sense of immor-

tality ascribed to it as an evergreen, it is impossible to

imagine a more appropriate symbol for the Son-God in his

divine character; while it links him, as above urged, in

especial relation with the generative God whose functions

and character form the object of the present chapter. I

have little doubt, in fine, that the tree at Lavinium cele-

brated by Virgil, although said by him to be dedicated to

Phoebus and associated with Apollo by the prodigy of the

bees, was, in fact, the laurel properly of Vesta, and thus an
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analogue of that Pelasgo-Thessalian tree from which we The birth of the
Son-Deity.

may presume that Apollo plucked the branch which he symbolisms.

brought back with him and planted in his new home at Sacred trees.

Delphi. The proximate association of the name (laur-us,

$a(j>vi}) with Apollo is through the alternate though less

familiar Zphar, or Bar; but I need not prosecute the

inquiry further, beyond observing that the amaranth—
arner-avfloc, tl\e ' flower of mBar,' or Bar—must, I presume,

have been the Sa^vr} or laurel, having the same symbolic

significance. In that case its older form may have been

damaranth or laur-anih.

These hints and approximations are but suggestions of a interpretation of the

vast and most interesting field of illustration. The general
"

idea which pervades the whole symbolism is this, that

through the inspiring or vivifying power of Poseidon Pe-

traeus, or Consus, the Mithra of the West, and the Spirit-

God, Matter,—elevated into motherhood, becomes the parent

of the Son-God, and the mouthpiece or utterance, in the

sense of blessing, of the Supreme Deity.

The generation of the Son-Deity—Son of the Supreme The Son-Go.l bom of

Father—by the intervention of the Spirit-God, was thus

effected, as by the combined evidence of mythology and

language, through the medium of a mortal woman—a wife,

in the case of Leda, a married virgin in that of Alcmena

—

conceiving against the course of nature and against normal

right ; but in innocence and, according to the drift of the

Thessalian legend in regard to Ge, without passion; while

the male parent, in like manner, exerts his energetic power

without lust, although, it must be inferred, not without

design. It is difficult to rise above the associations con-

nected by later and corrupt times with these primeval
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The ?ecoud Process myths ; but we are bound to regard them in their true

Spirit-God. light, as conveying great truths (or what were believed to

be such) by images borrowed from the ordinary course of

nature, and which in their naked but pure simplicity were

unsuspective of misconstruction.

The Inspiration ob sec . h # ffis Inspiration or Direction of Man.
Direction of Man.

The second great process assigned to the Spirit-God, as

specially represented by Poseidon (the Smith-deities, with

the exception of Mamurius Veturius, having little directly

to do with this process) must now be briefly considered ; to

wit, that of the discipline or Direction of mankind, alike

In the ordinary course in the ordinary course of Providence through the appoint-
through religious •

. ,
,

.

ordinances. ment of religious ordinances and on extraordinary emer-

emergencies through gencies through oracles, as has been stated. In this,

oracles.
however, as in the generation of the Saviour-God, Poseidon

acts ministerially (so to speak), under the influence of the

trift, ' impulsus ' or ' affectio,' above spoken of, potent alike

over mind and body, and the special expression of which,

it must now be added, was in modulated and concerted

motion—that which we describe, but inadequately, by the

modern word ' dancing '—the many combining in the exercise

The expression of the as one through a supersensual constraint or influence. We
remote ' influence,' , , . , „ J

. , . . ,. >,,•!.,•>
•affectio,' or trift, thus stand in the presence of the 'tnpudiuin, 'tnpodatio

dance.

111
°
8aCre

(as the word appears in the hymn of the Arval Brothers),

' amtruatio,' ' dithyramb,' or ' triumphal ' step of antiquity

—

the sacred and choral dance which gives its original name

(as I believe) to the 'theatre,' Qiarp-ov, as founded by

Thespis—this last being a name identical in origin with that

of 'Thestius,' 'Pistius,' Tvashtri, Mazda, and Thworestara,

while Ari/on himself was the son of Poseidon. The
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reader will at once perceive that tripud-, truat-, dithyr-, The Inspiration ok

± . , , ,, , xl ffi rn Direction of Man.
triumph-, are one and the same word, the amx or surnx am, The gacre(1 dance the

ami, giving: (when added) the signification of round, or in
symbolical

„
a°cora",

' o o \ / o » pamnient oi J aplietan

a circle, and its antiquity ascending to the most ancient ritual -

Pelasgic times. The root trib, trift, lies in the background,

but the proximate or qualifying link, to which trift gives

religious sanction, is the familiar English trip, cognate

with—or why should I not say identical with?—the old

Egyptian trf, to dance. Having once touched on this

subject, it is difficult to know where to stop, and my wisest

course will be to leave the suggestion and its far-reach-

ing consequences to the reader's memory and research

—

merely noting that the number tri, or three, confers its

triple character, through secondary association, upon the

stamp (tramp) on the ground in magical and other dances,

and that the ultimate sanction of the entire range of

trift, or spiritual impulse, lies in its symbolical reference

to the ancient Japhetan name of God or the Veiled or

Hidden Deity, of which ' Trut ' or ' Trut-n ' is, as I have

previously observed, one of the most ancient etymological

varieties. It must not, of course, be supposed that the

'tripudium' constituted the principal or most important

ceremony in the Japhetan ritual ; it was never such,—only

a symbolical accompaniment, but an almost invariable accom-

paniment, and indispensable sanction of the special services

of the race of Japhet.

Order and Eitual—the symbolical expression of Order— Order and Ritual—
the symbolic expres-

appear to have been the especial birth of Poseidon in his siuu of Order.

mythical character of air or ether effused over the sea, of

spirit and intelligence over water or matter. The root

of 'ritus,' 'ritual,' fundamentally the same word as the

P
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The TNsrnuTiox on Latin 'ordo,' the Sanscrit riti and raj-, is to be found in
Direction of Man. . . , „ . .

R'tu 1 Ord
Sanscrit and Zendic n, sn, pri, and the Latin ire, to

go—involving the idea of interminable progress or pro-

vection and yet of recurrent vicissitude or rhythm—motion

equable and regular, active but under control, with due

observance of station, as in the favourite derivation rough,

rauch, and the Egyptian rta to place in order—even, harmony

and progress being coexistent in the conception through-

out opposed to stagnation and immobility. The tritt of

the waves, the avfiptOiuov ytXaa/ua of the sea, were in the

eyes of the Japhetans the symbol of the stirrings of the

heart, under the influence of the spirit, in aspiration towards

deity; and thus 'ritus,' or 'order,' became the word for

worship, and ' rit-,' the initial r transmuted into I, gave

birth to the Xircu, or Prayers, daughters of Zeus, who ascended

to their parent from earth in supplication and thanksgiving,

ritual and liturgy. This might appear fanciful did not the

entire personnel of the Poseidonian Court testify to its truth.

The very bride of Neptune, Amphi trite, witnesses by her

name to this divinely constituted amtruatio or tripudium,

of worship,—it is by the rpifiaiva, or trident, that Poseidon

regulates the chorus of wind and wave and composes the

floods of ocean—his daughter 'Ehode,' his son 'Halirrho-

thius ' (and I have already mentioned his other son Arion)

personify (if I mistake not) the recurrent service; and in

their sister Benthesicyme— ' spenta '
—

' schaum '—or * White

Foam ' as I read the name proximately—we may recognise

through the remoter identity of -sikym, schaum, with the

Sanscrit kama, that holy or pure desire of the heart for far

higher objects than tliis world can afford—that pure desire

which is expressed in the alternative title of the young
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Astyanax—Scamandrius, that is the ' Schaum-avS/o-wv' or The Inspiration or

' Desire of Man,' and in that of the sacred river of Ilion the ~ .. „., '

7 Ordinary or liituahs-

' city of God '—
' Scamander,' so named in the speech of men ;

tic Service.

while the title 'Xanthus'—that is, 'Spenta,' 'Penens'

—

qualifies the kama as ' holy ' in the speech and sight of the

gods. I cannot pursue this theme further, except in the

recurrent remark that the idea of ' rhythm ' is based upon

that of ' ritus,' ' ordo
;

' and thus the early prayers were all

metrical, and the metres themselves are invested with an

actual and independent life in Aryan or East-Japhetan

mythology. While Orpheus was the quasi-priest, and

Arion the dispenser or regulator of song, Apollo, the

mediating God, and such incarnations of him (so to speak)

as Eumolpus and the Muses, were the Coryphaei of the sdman

or hymn of praise that from the Thracian and Thessalian

hills rose to heaven.

I may be allowed to wind up this first head of Ordinary or Symbolism of the

Ritualistic service by noticing the symbolical character of the^oul of marTancf

the Ship in Japhetan tradition, as representing the sbuI^JS^^J^J
of man and the commonwealth of the faithful voyaging um

J
er the iW'ration

J o o and government of

on the sea of life under the inspiration and government of tlie Spirit-God.

the Spirit-God. This character dates etymological ly from

the very earliest antiquity, and connects itself especially

with the worship of Poseidon as Neptunus, Ne/'idon, Nurn,

or Kneph, and with the symbolism expressive particularly

of the generation of the Saviour-God, as above elucidated.

It is the province and general agency of the Spirit-God

that I have to deal with here, not the special details of his.

operation, at least in the ordinary channels of the divine

favour. I reserve, therefore, the two great rites of the

Japhetan religion, Lustration, or ablution from sin, and
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The Inspiration on

Direction of Man.

Extraordinary emer-
gencies provided for

by servants of the
Deity, called Pro-
phets.

The oldest word for

Prophet being prob-
ably the Pelasgic

flCWTlS,

Sacrifice, in its two forms of Thanksgiving and Atonement,

for a future page ; as well as the names and offices of the

Priesthood, and the constitution of what I must call, from

lack of a less modern term, the Japhetan Church served

by that Priesthood, the peculiar ministers of Order and

Discipline in the observance of the divine law prescribed to

man. The case is different as regards the Prophets ; for

while the ordinary ritual and discipline, based thus upon

strict law and obligation, sufficed in all respects for the

normal course of human life, an ample provision existed (as

I have premised) on a parallel level with it to meet extra-

ordinary emergencies, and this provision was administered by

servants of the Deity who are described as Prophets—some-

times living in association with the regular priests, although

in distinct sodalities or colleges, as at Dodona and Delphi,

sometimes dwelling apart in eremitical isolation in caves or

deserts, like the Sibyls, but accessible for consultation by

votaries—always as the peculiar mouthpieces of the Spirit-

Deity in the vindication of Liberty. Their office—and this

applies to the entire range of the Oracular deities and Pro-

phetic books —was rather to declare the will of the Deity

than to predict the future ; and when pressed to perforin the

latter office, they usually did so in ambiguous terms, which

brought disappointment and disaster on the inquirers.

The oldest and most general word for Prophet among the

Japhetans seems to correspond with the Greek (or rather

Pelasgic) /auvtiq, the messages imparted through such a

medium being more peculiarly from the Supreme God.

MavTig is to be understood proximately as mund, 'mundus,'

viand- as in ' manducus,' mouth, or mouthpiece, that is

of Deity, with the collateral sense of mundus, clean, one of
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the Latin forms of spenta, white or holy, and of fiavd-avd), The Inspiration or
"Dtpfptton of IMan

fitiO-naiq, teaching, with a retrospective reference to smew
>

Title8 of Propheta/
Xvv, Consus ; while it stands in immediate relation to Pytho Etymologies.

—the oTOfxa yr\g, as already remarked at Delphi—and Pythia.

MavTig associates itself collaterally with 'Metis ' and 'Leto'

as vehicles of divine inspiration, and likewise with the

Egyptian Ptah, usually understood as the Opener, but which

I take to be an independent title, a variety originally of Mz,

Mazdao, Hephaestus, Thworestara. Ascending to an earlier

stage of development, and reading Mavng as Martg, in rejec-

tion of the intrusive v—the \x taking the form of /3, and r

of k—fxavrig resolves itself into fiaxig, and becomes hardly

distinguishable from a multitude of names and titles denot-

ing ' Prophet,' presently to be noticed, which derive imme-

diately, 1 apprehend, from spscan, to speak, but receive their

prophetic significance from association with fxang, fiavng.

The same process seems to have taken place in regard to

the well-known title ' Srnin-theus ' borne by Apollo, espe-

cially in Asia Minor, the oldest form of which is, I believe,

hint, hind, the ' Child '

—

i.e. of God. The prophetic link

was supposed to exist in the connection of the a/mlvOog, ' mus,'

or mouse, with the Deity, the little animal in question

deriving prophetic powers from vapours rising out of the

earth—as, for example, in the case of the Pythia at Delphi.

The sacred shrewmice of Egypt were buried at Buto,* the city

of the Goddess so named—mother, according to the Greeks,

of Apollo and Artemis, and identified with Leto. The title

thus understood was peculiarly appropriate to Apollo as the

mouthpiece of Zeus—Apollo having declared at once, at

his birth (as stated in a former page), that he would declare

the will of his Father to mankind.

* Herod., ii. 67.
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The Inspiration or
Direction of Man.

The will of God de-

clared through
Dreams—sent imme-
diately from Zeus,

—

and through Oracles,

mediately through
prophets or spokes-

men, either of Zeus
the Father or of the

Son-Deity.

Dnams.

This will of God, as communicated on extraordinary

occasions, was declared through Dreams and through Oracles

—the former sent immediately from Zeus, the latter medi-

ately through special prophets or spokesmen, either of Zeus

the Father or of the Son-Deity. The Prophets of the

Father announced his will (as a rule) with uncompromising

sternness as that of law, ' nutus,' or fate ; those of the Son

with more of the character of advice, teaching, and friendli-

ness. I cannot speak here of the prophets and auguries

of the inferior deities. Indications exist that oracular

responses were given originally by the Spirit-God direct,

but he soon vacated the shrine. The trift of the Supreme

God still gives the original impulse to all these revela-

tions. Oracles were usually delivered direct by the voice,

but likewise through signs, prodigies, and omens interpre-

table by fixed rules. The oracles of Delphi and Dodona

were especial conservators of the sense of justice, right, and

truth from the earliest Japhetan times in the West.

Of Dreams we have Homer's express authority for hold-

ing that they proceed without intervention from God the

Supreme Father, Zeus himself. It is somewhat difficult to

reconcile this, at first sight, with the statement that false

as well as true dreams passed forth through the gates of

horn and ivory to the upper world, except on the theory

that men may be judicially punished by the presentation

of falsehood as truth. Something like this undoubtedly

governed the answers of the oracles when improperly ques-

tioned. Heyne,* I may observe, suspects a play upon the

words, of Greek origin, but the Ktpdtam has a sub-reference,

I think, to Hru, "Efjpog, and the t\t<j>as t\t<pav[To<;] ivory,

* Referring to Od., xii. 563.
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symbolical of falsehood, is evidently an echo of the old The Inspiration or
_. . , . T-.1-N7/. i 7/- Direction of Man.
Teutonic (or rather say relasgian) aljan, whence aljanzerey,

falsehood,—a word which appears not unfrequently in that

sense in the inscriptions on Etruscan statuettes,* ex-votos

for perjury, as I have elsewhere shewn.

The oracular service of the Father-God. is exhibited, in Oracular service,

the most precise form in the case of the Haruspices and The Haruspices and

Augurs, or Auspices, of the Etruscans and Romans. The

observations of the Haruspex were chiefly directed to the

entrails of victims offered in sacrifice ; those of the Augur

or Auspex to the signs of the nightly heavens and those

given by the flight of birds. The name ' Hru,' ' Ahura,' Etymologies.

or 'Ejojooc, worn down from Zwarz—lies at the root, I

think, of the title Harwspex ; and eo, aiva, ' lex,' the eternal

law, at that of ' Au-gur,' ' Au-spex,' the final -gur in

Augur answering to the Teutonic ge War, gwar, denoting

observation, and '-sjoex' to the root -spek, as in 'in-spic-ere;'

while the Zendic qpaq, avaspag, to see, or spey, and qpag,

renderable as exploration, speculation (in the same lan-

guage), are almost identical with the Latin word. The

judgment from the entrails, a process of extreme antiquity,

may imply a connection through the old Egyptian kans,

entrails, with Consus. And as vijo-o-a or vrrra, anas, anser,

gans, KVKvog, swan, seem to have been a generic term for

water-fowl, and water and air were (as has been stated) the

especial domain of Consus and Poseidon, I suspect that the

birds originally observed by the Augurs were of that

amphibious description. But what is more important is,

that the Etruscan or perhaps Umbrian word for Haruspex,

viz. 'Trutnut,' points distinctly to the Supreme and Hidden

* Etr. Inscr-., 45, 54.
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The Inspiration or God as the source of inspiration. It is composed of, i. Trutn,
DlKEC'TION OF MAN. jlrni-T-wi-,i 1 •

> p o T
Oracular service. the Iruhtin, Druhtiu, ' deus, dominus, ot our Scandinavian

Et
U8

?oei

,

and Teutonic speech, itself analysable into ' Trut-ana,' or

* Trut-n,' and identifiable with Surt, varied, Tuta, Zwarz

;

and, ii. Vt, id, i.e. 'vat-es,' spokesman or prophet. Even

the title Trutn may have had its influence in suggesting

the entrails as a subject for observation through a lost word

in ancient Teutonic nearly resembling Trutn, a word at least

which would be legitimately formed from drehen, to twist

;

and this, again, would connect ' Trutn ' with the conception

of the ' Dii Involuti.' * The evident connection between

Trat, Trvt, and trift, ' affectio,' points the above inference.

The oracles of Do- The oracles of Dodona were those more especially of

the Father, but de- the Father-God, Zwarz, "Eppog, Zwaz, Docl, Gott (whence,

sin"
1

tV;(

n
Man-God, 1 conceive, < Dod-won-a,' < Dod-on-a,' dwelling of Dod or God,

Mu, Dmees, Tet. At
from Woluien, to won or dwell), but they were delivered

Delphi they were de- J

liveied through the through the Son in the character of the Man-God, Aku, Deuces,
Bou as the God-Bal

Zet or Tet, as represented by the vocal </>»ryoc, or oak. At

Delphi the responses were those of the Son-Deity, Apollo

or Bal, speaking through the Pythia,—either way, whether

as 13al or Tet, God or Man, acting as the o-wr?';^ or Saviour

of humanity. The teachings of Dodona were perhaps, as

above suggested, more didactic or ethical, in the guidance

of duty ; the responses of Delphi were suggestive in the

soar of liberty,—but it is difficult to draw the line. The

The Pon-Deity pro- Son-Deity, Tet or Bal, prophesied at both in fulfilment
phesieil at lmth

. i i i i • i

KhrinoH, as l Tet ' and of his
t
pledge on entering the world, already noticed, as

ment of Ms pledge, the envoy (speilo) of his Father's will, and through the

trift which proceeded from that Father by the Spirit-God,

as has been shewn.

* See Etr. luscr., 84.
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The physical media of oracular communication at The Inspiration or
Direction op ]Ma\

Dodona were, 1. The 'Speaking Oak,' or <£»yoc, above
0racular 8ervice.

"

mentioned (' quercus esculentus '), otherwise described as PhYslcal media at

Spvg, within the hollow trunk of which (according to the *• The <prjy6s.

constant idea of a aavtyog or cavern) was lodged the image

{tut, in old Egyptian, answering to tet, set, Suta, seed) of

Zeus, and whose boughs and leaves, when agitated by the

wind, emitted the response of the God :—2. The sacred 2. The sacred spring,

spring, at the foot of the <j>tiyog, the water of which

(emblematical of the mystical lake or swamp) likewise

gave forth oracular sounds when stirred by the wind

;

and 3. The caldrons (rp'nroStg probably) which were hung 3. The caldrons

round the temple, so near each other as to clash when
(Jpiiro

the wind blew, this again affording auguries ; while one

caldron in especial within the temple (?rifiBvog), styled

emphatically ' The brazen vessel of Dodona,' was elevated

on a pillar, and on another close beside it the statue of a

boy (dedicated by the Corcyreans), holding a brazen scourge

of three thongs, woven in chains, from which were suspended

small bones. These bones struck the caldron when agitated

by the wind, ringing it like a bell, so that the listener

might count four hundred vibrations, under the same

gusty trift or influence, and might hear the whip and

the chains, carrying the imagination back to the remote

Hyle and Ammon and the chain of Varuna. These

caldrons, hver in old Teutonic

—

cups, in fact, although of

giant size—are traceable etymologically to the root o-ku^-,

kvw-, swamp, and express—like the caldron of iEger, inter-

preted as the ocean, in the Edda—the same symbolical idea.

Lastly, ravens, Kopantg, are said to have been devoured

by the Peleides, which furnishes a slight but interesting
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The Inspiration or addition to the evidence which connects Dodona with

,;

v

, ,. Odin and Scandinavia. The interpreters of the oracle were
Oracular media at x

Dodona. ^g three Peleite or Peleiades, aged women, and always of
The three Peleiades.

;

a J

Pelasgic race, their title being understood to denote

' doves.' These are said to have passed from the Thessalian

The Selli, or iielli. to the Epirote Dodona. The Dodonean Selli, or Helli, the

unwashed i»7ro0»'/ra/, attendant upon the Dodona of Homer,

who slept on the ground, must also, I think, nevertheless

have been of Thessalian origin. I suspect they lived in a

sodality or college, and were akin to the Salii of Mars at

Rome and the Titienses.* They may have been the oldest

of the attendant prophets, and no other are mentioned by

Homer. The Chaones, the first of the three tribes of

Epiius who dwelt opposite to Corcyra, are said by a late

authority to have likewise interpreted the oracle.

The medium of com- The medium of communication at Delphi—the oracle

was^hVpytLia.
e,

rhe itself being properly named IlvQw, Pytho, the mouth, as

called vivol Pytho nas keen stated,—was the Pythia, who sat suspended over

the mouth. the chasm, the yjje arofxa, ' Mouth (Pyth-) of Ge,' or the

earth, within the adytum of the temple. This adytum was

constructed, not as in the instances already mentioned, of

a single stone, but of five, in the working out of a distinct

vein of symbolism which I shall hereafter touch upon.

Five chief priests, the "Oo-tot, also mentioned supra, served

the temple, but had no part in the oracular ministration.

The ' Ticus,' who Besides these leading media of oracular revelation, I
ottered tin' oracle of „. , n . . , .

Mars or 'Jupiter may mention the 'Picus or woodpecker, who uttered the

' Bacis ' of Boeotia. oracles of Mars or 'Jupiter Picus' at Reate— the prophet
nacrhu, or Dionysus.

M3;lciS) . of Bceotia— < Bicchus ' (or Dionysus) himself—the

Etruscan prophetess 'Begoe't (proximately the 'Piga' or

* Cf. Etr. Inscr.. 159, 170. t Etr. Iuscr., 2C3.
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pure maiden, but ultimately signifying spokeswoman, The Inspiration or

, Dikection of Man.
which also applies to Pious, Bacis, and Bacchus), the 'Sibyls, oracular media.

the ' Valas ' of Scandinavia, and, although the prophetic Begoe. The Valas,

• • ,\ en *ne Sibyls, the
character is less certain, the MtAtat or Mt/Wa-cu 01 Zeus, MeWo-ai.

Demeter, and Apollo.

Classifying these personages and media, animate and Three categories—

. . . -. !• The Peleiades,

inanimate, according to their etymological relations, they Melissse, Sibyls, and

fall into three categories, 1. The Peleiades, Melissa?, Sibyls,

and Valas; 2. The faiyog, the Pythia, the bird of God 2. The <priy6s, Pythia,

Picus, Begoe, arid

Picus, and the Etruscan Begoe,—including, too, the Pro- Prophetical Books.

phetical ' Books ' of the ancients (the word ' Book ' being

contemporary with these apparently older titles) ; and 3. 3. Sacred fountains
* J * " "

and rivers, the dpiat

The sacred fountains and rivers already treated of, among aud the tripods.

which Castalia was the most important, the Optai of Par-

nassus, and the tripods at Delphia, Dodona, and elsewhere.;

All these media testified to truth, but with characteristic

differences ; those belonging to the two first categories

being especial mouthpieces of the Son-D^ity—the Peleiades

and their analogues speaking in his name as the God-Man,

the Godhead being predominant; the <pnybg, the Pythia,

etc., on the other hand, as the Man-God, the human

character being most pronounced ; while the fountains and

the Optai or pebbles and tripods in the third rank or category

represent more immediately the divine trift or inspiration

proceeding through the Spirit-Deity from the Father-God.

All this comes out when we work down into the deeper

etymological strata which underlie the subject ; but I can

only indicate the following leading points:—1. The common

etymological type of the Peleiades, Valas, Sibyls, and their

analogues, is to be found, as has been shewn, in our old

Teutonic word spello, masc, sjpella, fern., -spel in Gode-spel,
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The Inspiration or Gospel—from the radical sphal, phal (Sansc), 'dissilire,'
Direction ok Man.
Oracular media. already spoken of.* Not only the Sibylla? and releite

—

Category l. Etymo- originally, it is evident, ' Speleiae,' * Speleiades '—precisely
logical type. 'Spello,' ° J>

. . . . .

from the radical the same word as Sibyl—but Apollo himself is in this
'sphal,' 'phal.'

.

point of view the Spello ' per excellentiarn,' the Word, of

Category 2. Etymo- his Father. 2. Bacis, Picus, in German spelit, the d»r/<>c
logical varieties of
1 Spachas," Yachae.' and such-like names, are on the other hand varieties of

Spachas, Vachas (as in Sanscrit, vox, spokesman, from spec-an,

to speak,—the primitive initial having been (as in the case

of sphal likewise) the compound letter z, from which fiat,-,

as in fia%uv, /3ak-i£co, Bacis, etc., and Sok-, zeich-, as in

Sokuv, zeichen, and ' teach,' descend in distinct but parallel

currents. I cannot enter here into the legend of the three

black doves, the fiiXaivai TriXuai, which fled from Thebes

to Dodona according to the Herodotean tradition, but the

resemblance of tauh, the dove, and zaub-r (in Etruscan

' tapirn,' ' fuscus '), black, may be a sufficient indication of

its fundamentally Japhetan origin, Teta, it is true, signi-

fying dove in Egyptian, but teta and taub are the same

word, the t and b being exchanged. The MtAtai and

Mt\i(T(Tcu connect themselves as priestesses with Apollo

(and with Zeus in the character of Tus the Son) through

the older form of the name ' niBal,' and with the common-

wealth of bees through the ancient word humbal, the bee

(still familiar to us as the 'humble-bee,' although in a

somewhat different sense), considered as a symbol of the

Son-Deity, mBal, Amal, or Bal. The Sacred Books, leaves

of the Sibyl, etc., etc., link themselves with both roots

sphal and spec,—QvW-ov, 'fol-ium,' and the old Irish duffle,

deriving from the former root, while the leaf of the palm

* Etr. Insc, 264.
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(beka in old Egyptian) and the ' laminfe ' of the becoch or The Inspiration or
Direction of Man.

beech, connect themselves with the latter,—the old Northern Category 2.

spjolcl, a general term for writing-tables whether of stone,

wax, or otherwise, exactly corresponding in signification to

the Teutonic buck, a book. It is to the tree of Thoth, as

represented by the ^rryoc at Dodona, that these leaf-speak-

ing records report themselves. The subject of sacred trees—
from the $jjyoc to Yggdrasil, or rather of the one tree

found everywhere in association with primeval worship

—

is too vast for me to enter more fully upon than I have

already done. 3. The tripods, or caldrons, finally, of Category 3 represent
symbolically the trift

Uodona represent symbolically, as lias been shewn, the of inspiration.

inspiring trift,—the three legs, like the three stamps in

the dance or the threefold chain of the tripuclium, have

but a secondary import. These tripods or caldrons are

evidently connective with those to which such importance

is attached in the Scandinavian legends, heroes and even

Gods condescending to steal them ; and I have no doubt

they were known to the Selli by the same name (above

mentioned) that they bore in Scandinavia, viz. Jcver—the

original of our English ewer, and (still nearer to the proto-

type) copper in the sense of a kitchen utensil. These tripods

may perchance be the remote ancestors of our Christian bells,

which appear to echo in this manner the ancient idea of

spello, spokesman. ' Castalia ' I have mentioned as of common

origin with ' Castor.' Other such streams, like ' Peneius,'

derive their names from roots such as spenta (canens, spenta,

white) testifying to their purity and holiness. Images

reflected on the water, or on mirrors let down into wells,

furnished a species of vaticination frequently resorted to.

Whether kettle, caldron, fountain, or well, the fundamental
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Tfie inspiration- on idea was always, I think, the sacred lake, or swamp, above
I hiMfTioN of Man.

Oracular medio.
spoken of, and the precise signification of which I have not

Category 3. ventured to determine—whether it represented the reservoir

of heavenly grace as transmitted from above through the

symbolical speech alike in the East and the West,—or a

gulph of bitterness occasioned by human wickedness requiring

a Castalia or Peneius,—or, say, an Alpheius to purify it,

—

or the single original chaos, cha/oc, the void or abyss,

which appears in its remotest origin to be a variety of

skver, cave or swamp. I grieve for the curt manner in

which I am compelled to deal with these curious matters.

But this abstinence will be rather to the advantage of

the student than the contrary if it induces him to make

inquiries for himself in these obscure regions of tradition.

The "ocrwi. Tne name "Omoi—the ' Holy Ones,' as interpreted in

title of the priests ^ "classical Greek—given to the priests of Delphi, demands a

^'l'111, somewhat fuller but brief notice. Their specified number

five, and the five stones with which the adytum of the oracle

was built, as above mentioned, point distinctly to Poseidon

as the original medium of the Delphic inspiration. The

number and word 'five'

—

irtvrt in Greek—seem to be as-

sociated in early speech with spenta, white (sveta) or holy,

and mainyu, finv, mens, mind. Moreover Trtvrs, 'five,' is

expressed numerically by the letter E—not, I conceive,

because E is the fifth letter in the alphabet, but because E,

answering to the Hebrew He, expresses the aspiration or

zTrtTTvoia (a significant indication) in vocal sound—the e^tAou,

tyikov, of the grammarians being merely a corruption, as

I take it, of a correspondent Pelasgic form, aspir-. 'EttI-

irvnia connects us with irvito, irvevfia, with the Num-

Kneph, of Egypt, and with ' Pos-ne/ul-on,' as shewn at
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the beo-innino; of this chapter; and while 'Nun' signifies The Inspiration or
° °

. Direction of Man.

fifty in Hebrew, the letter Nu ((>) does so in Greek. With oracular media.

these facts before us, and considering the priestly calling

and divine appointment of the "Omoi, who were brought The"ocrjoi.

miraculously from Crete and planted in their ancestral

families at Delphi by Apollo himself— I suspect that the

title implies a semi-divine origin, and that the Uivre "Oaioi

of Delphi correspond verbally, although in reversed orders

with the * Amesha-spentas ' of the Zoroastrians, signifying

'The Holy Spirits.' These latter—originally One only,

' 'Off- ' ' Pos,' or ' Consus,' but expressed as five through the

influence of the association of the qualification spenta, holy,

with TTivre or a number,—thus reflect a period in mytho-

logical development more early than the Hindu and Iranian

tradition, which fixes the number of the Amshaspands and

Maruts

—

(xapir(^)g, a word akin to 'spirit-us')—at seven.

I may add, before passing from this point, that although the

resemblance of ' Pentecost' to •' Spenta geist ' may be only

superficial, it is difficult not to believe that the early

Japhetans, and perhaps the whole Noachide race, had a

corresponding festival in honour of the Spirit-God ; and of

this the 'Consualia' of Rome may not impossibly be the

representative.

The fact that the Amphictyonic Councils of the Ionic The Ampbictyonic
Councils held under

race were held under the presidency of Poseidon ami the presidency of

i j.i
Poseidon and

Demeter should not be overlooked in its bearing upon the Demeter.

old Japhetan theology. Poseidon Fetraeus (or Mithra) and

Demeter—the latter in the character of Ge—are the parents

of the Sacred River and the Saviour-God in Pelasgic tradi-

tion : Poseidon, as Consus, is the God of secret counsel ; and

thus, although the Dorians professed to meet under the
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The Inspiration ok presidency of Apollo, it was really under that of Poseidon
Direction of Man.

,

as the Spirit-Deity, that the Amphictyones—the Ambacht-

iones, prime-ministers, or ambassadors (in that ministerial

capacity) of the different states met in conference, very

frequently at Delphi, for the good of the entire con-

federacy. This is in keeping with the tradition which

makes Poseidon reign still on PLuedriades and the slopes of

Parnassus after ceding the dominion of Delphi to Apollo.

The stmg.de between A word or two must be added on the struggle between
Posei<l"ii and Athene t» • i i * ,1 j> ,1 • .. •• i .- i i r
for the intitulation Poseidon and Athene tor the intitulation and rule ot

TOmpared°wtthth
a
e

Attica, on its own merits and in comparison with the

warfare betweenJhe warfare f the ' two spirits' of Mazdao, the Aku- or Angro-
' two spirits ot the r °

Zend-Avesta, Aku- mainyus and Spenta-mainyus of the Zend-Avesta. At
or Angro-niuinyus
and Spenta-mainyus. first sight, one might be tempted to identify these two

groups, or at least to consider Spenta-mainyus as an im-

personation of the Spirit-God in Iran. But the points of

contrast dominate over those of resemblance. The struggle

is, in each case, between the counter-principles of Order

and Liberty, with their respective issues; but with this

difference, that in Greece (as in every state and individual

being of the noblest stamp) the antagonism is constitutional,

its object being who shall produce the greatest boon for the

good of man— both the rival deities continuing to be

equally venerated in the Hellenic pantheon after the

decision of the Gods (?) in favour of Athene ; whereas in

Iran the struggle is internecine, mortal, the one spirit,

Spenta-Mainyus, being the friend, the other, Aku-Mainyus,

the enemy of the human race—impersonations, severally,

of purity and defilement, light and darkness, good and

evil. This distinction and contrast renders it impossible

to identify the two pairs of deities, while it leads us at
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the same time towards a recognition of their particular The Inspiration or
. , . Direction of Man.
identity.

The struggle between Poseidon and Athene is that of Analysis of the

i n • ' si -i n • t r~* j' ,1 i • struggle between
the Spirit-God, Poseidon, or (Jonsus, asserting the claims pOSeidon or Consus,

r. -.n 'j.* j. ii. r ii t x the Spirit-God, and
oi vovg or intellect, in opposition to those oi the mediatory Athene as the Son-

Son-Deity, God + Man, whom we have recognised under Deity> God+Man -

the general and comprehensive patronymic ' Athene ' (drXvg

Kai ap<rw>), already explained as originally Tath-ene, Trait-

ana, Traet-aona, Aid-oneus, Od-in, i.e. hunu, or son, of Tath-,

Trait-, Traet-, Od-, or, in our Teutonic form of the name,

God. The question of competition was whether the prin-

ciple of Liberty, as represented by Athene, or that of Order,

as represented by Poseidon, should prevail in the State

and quasi-Church of Attica. The problem was solved by

the establishment of a mediatorial faith, but under the

name and auspices of Athene, at Athens ; while Poseidon

continued to be held in the highest honour there and else-

where, although his repeated contests for supremacy were

never wholly successful except at Corinth. Liberty and Liberty and Order,

Order, Eeason and Faith, neither of them capable of interdependent, '

attaining to its consummate strength without the other, tionallyin Attica.

U"

were thus constitutionally established in Attica, and the

last aud noblest issue of that marriage was Socrates.

In Iran, on the other hand, Zoroaster, finding, as would In Iran, Zoroaster re-

n . ... „ . . . . jected the doctrine of
appear, the Son-Deity an object of worship, in his bifold mediation,

nature, Bal and Aku, or Z, and abhorring the doctrine of

mediation from the basis of his one-sided rationalising or

idealistic system, bisected as it were the deity in question,

and degraded the two halves to the rank of subordinate and

mutually hostile Sat/moviQ, or genii, the one of these, Spenta-

Mainyus, representing the immortal, spiritual, divine, female,

Q
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The rejection by or white element, and the other, Angro- or Aku-Mainyus,
Zoroaster of the me- ., , ,

.

,, • 1 1 i 111
diatorial principle as the correlative mortal, material, human, male, or black

ESonof Btd+Aku-, element, in the original Son-Deity—as severally represented

the> bifold Son-Deity, b Bal ancl Tus-Aku, -Deuces, or Z, in the composite name
and his consequent J c

bi-section of the said Poly-deuces, or Bal-Z, borne by the one but bifold Saviour
Deity, and degrada-

tion of the two halves of the primitive Japhetans. The original character and
to the rank of Sat/xo-

. . _

ves, or genii, ' Spenta- native harmony of these two beings continued nevertke-

ing the immortal or less to be witnessed to by the general title Thivurestara,

An«o^mainyns, the'
' Creators, ' Masters,' in the dual number, applied to them

ml'nMn^hcorigintl
in the Avesta—this being the original, as has been shewn,

Son-Deity.
f ^[Je equally generic title ' Castor-es ' and ' Castor ' (equiva-

lent to atoTi'ip) given to the Dioscuri. And it may be ob-

served that in the oldest Gatha Ahura Mazdao speaks

of the Twins emphatically as ' My two Spirits,' as if acknow-

ledging their personal relationship to himself, and as sanc-

tioning their antagonism, although no glimpse is given of

any lingering recognition of that mutual subservience for

good which is displayed so clearly in Greece in the case of

Poseidon and Athene. This irreconcilable opposition of

character and purpose between the Iranian twins is, I need

hardly say, the result of the schism already more than once

spoken of in the ancient Aryan faith, carried through by

Zoroaster, long after the Aryans themselves had seceded

from the heirs and representatives of the original Japhetan

tradition. It is remarkable that Angro-Mainyus and

Spenta-Mainyus are recognisable in the Slavonic and

Lithuanian mythologies, in the same character and under

corresponding names as Czernebog and Bielebog, while

the other religions of Japhetan Europe exhibit no such

analogues. This, of course, infers a comparatively late

development for the Slavonian and Lithuanian doctrine,
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and would suggest that the Iranians, the descendants of Angro-Maiuyus and

. . Spenta-Mainyns of

Irage, and the Slavonians and Lithuanians, representatives Iran, compared with

„, .r-. • it i.lt •
x>
Czerne-bog, or Black,

of the ancient Sarinatians, and descendants, 1 conceive, ot and Biele-bog, or

Selni—Irage and Selni being the eponymic sons of Feridun,
Slay ^an°a and

or Thraetona, in Persian tradition—dwelt for a length of Lithuanians.

time together in association subsequently to their separation

from the descendants of their brother Tur, the race of

the Thoringa, or of Turan. This vindicates the importance

I have assigned throughout to the religious beliefs held by

the Japhetan races which stand most apart from the schis-

matic influences which split up the early Japhetan and

Aryan world.

I have already spoken incidentally of the principal symbol

of the Spirit-Deity, to wit, the swan or goose, of Consus.

That of the ship, as representing the spirit of humanity

under the influence of the divine trift, might have been

treated of here, were it not that, in its fuller development,

it represents the Church, or community of the faithful,

among the house of Japhet, and I shall therefore deal with

it in the second division of my work. Everything con-

nected with this interesting department of deity partakes

of the symbolic character, and yet is, at the same time,

intensely real and practical, as I think I have shewn.

To conclude, then, thus far :—We have, I think, seen Conclusion.

reason ' to recognise a Spirit-God, of consummate dignity,

as worshipped by the Japhetans—the orderer and in-

spirer of Creation—the generator (by delegation) of that

Son-Deity who is qualified as Creator and Saviour—the

founder of worship and ritualistic observance, and the

teacher and enlightener of men alike in ordinary life and

on extraordinary emergencies—speaking chiefly by the
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The Spirit-Deity. Saviour-Son either as God or Man, but always under and

Conclusion. through the trift, or impulse, of the Supreme Father.*

* I have abstained from laying any stress on the utterance of Thridi, the

third of the interlocutors of Gangler in the remarkable introduction to the

Younger Edda usually ascribed to Snorro—a document, however, in many

ways so closely connected with other mythologies absolutely unknown to the

Icelandic compiler, as to leave no doubt in my own mind as to its substan-

tial authenticity.
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CHAPTER IV.

UNITY OF THE DEITY.

The proposition I have to support is this : that the dogma Dogma, that God
/-n /~i 1 1 M • 1 l t> ±1 wa8 0ne GrOd,

that God was one God, although exhibited and set lortn in although exhibited

three distinct Personalities, as Father, Son (God + Man),

and Holy Spirit, was an article of the original Japhetan

Creed.

On this matter I need say but little ; and that little must

be necessarily, to some extent, in repetition. While the While they wor-

. shipped three prin-
ancient Japhetans worshipped, as we have seen, three prin- cipai Deities, the

cipal deities, and may thus be termed, so far, polytheists, it a Supreme Power, to

is nevertheless equally clear, as I shewed under the head of wag subject,—not

God the Father, that they recognised a supreme power toJ5^cu"

which Zeus himself was subject,—sometimes in the singular approachable only
J ° through definite

number, sometimes in the plural,—sometimes as confounded channels, but omni-
present,—known in

with Zeus, the Father-God,—sometimes, and in current the West under the

. . . title of @e6s, Deus.
speech most frequently, as a Being above special nomen-

clature—a Being personal and individual, and dwelling, not,

like Uranus, Cronos, Zeus, Poseidon, Hades, and such-like

deities, in particular localities and approachable only through

definite channels, but present everywhere, and in the familiar

background of each man's existence—the confession of his

presence, supervision, protection, and judgment being ever

in their thoughts and their speech, more especially in the

western world, under the title of Owg, Deus, as the slightest
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One God, three Per- familiarity with the writings of the ancient world is sufficient

sonalities. , . -. .

to establish.

Triplicity and The old Japhetan faith exhibits, therefore, in regard to
U\ITY

Deity, that subsistence of Unity in Multiplicity, and Mul-

tiplicity in Unity, which has exercised the speculation of

mankind in theology and philosophy for so many ages.

The numbers Three and One present this problem in its

simplest form ; and certain it is, that the idea of triplicity,

combined with unity, pervades the ancient mythologies in

a remarkable degree, although it by no means follows of

necessity that the combination is the expression of any dog-

matic truth. So many theories have suffered shipwreck on

this rock that it needs great caution in approaching it ; but

to shun it would be cowardly,—nor is it wise to assume that

there is no fish in the stream because our predecessors have

not handled their lines skilfully. Something may generally

be gained by discrimination—even iu the most troubled

waters. The triplets of sons, for example, which occur so

frequently in the old theological and mythical genealogies

are probably the expression of the ethnological fact that the

leading races of mankind fall into three distinct stems,—or

it may be a mere adaptation to human classification of a

numerical process found, as we have seen, to present itself

actually in the classification of divine personages. The

triads which have been shewn to exist in certain ancient

mythological systems are of no higher importance than

those in ethnological tradition ; and still less stress can be

laid on the metaphysical processions of the so-called Zoro-

astrian and Neo-Platonic systems, of which no traces can be

found in the genuine writings of the Zoroastrians. The con-

ditions of my argument preclude, of course, all reference
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to such late authorities. But there are some instances, never- Triplicity. and-

theless—the expression in most cases of a rude symbolism

—

which testify, as it appears to me, to doctrine in the

background, as shadow does to substance; and in which

the numbers Three and One, as represented by the three

Deities whom we have lately dealt with, and by a supernal

Of6q, or God, appear to have had a real dogmatic significance,

indicating an individual existence of persons, and yet a

substantial and real unity. Two or three of these I shall

now bring forward.

First among them I may mention the symbolical repre- Zeruane Akarene.

sentation of that very ancient and obsolete deity ' Zeruane

Akarene'—a title analysable into st-r-+ ana; Akar-, or

Kr-tana—the Saturn or Cronos (alike in character and

etymology) of the pre-Zoroastrian period of Medo-Persia,

and, if so, a form of the Supreme Deity,—a genuine and

personal God, I think, although his lineaments had either

become so obscured by time before the Gathas were written,

or Zoroaster had so jealously banished him to the background,

that he appears in the Gathas as little more than an abstrac-

tion ; and it was not till long afterwards, under the Sassanian

kings, that his memory—never, doubtless, lost to the more

tenacious mind of the populace—revived to view. He was

represented—in late times certainly, but probably (as in

other cases) in the embodiment of old tradition—as havino-

a form composed of a bull's body, an eagle's wings, a human

head,* and in the midst the image of God. The charac-

terisation of deities by similar symbols was an universal

practice, especially in the East ; and it is difficult not to

* One of the Scandinavian Triads consisted of Haar, the high one

;

Jafrhaar, equally high ; Thride, third. Anderson's ' Norse Mythology,' p. 195.
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TllirLICITY AND
Unity.

Zeru-ane.
Akar-ane.
Satur-nus.

Cro-noa.

Hecate, one body,
three heads.

Zeus of Troy, three

eyes.

Y ergdrasil three roots

The converse pre-

bi ni ment

—

The three Grose.
The three Gorgons.

believe that this prefigurement indicates the coexistence

of three deities in one personality. I am aware how strongly,

and by what high authority, the personal existence of Zeruane

Akarene, as a substantive deity, has been discredited in

recent times ; and yet, when we find that the name is even

by the latest interpreters understood to imply the ' boundless

time,' and on the other hand that Zeru-, and Akar-, discard-

ing the supplemental -ane, correspond verbatim with ' Satur-

nus ' and ' Cro-nos,' it appears to me that we are bound to

attribute at least as much personality and antiquity to the

Persian as to the Latin and Hellenic deity—and the more

especially so, as the West-Japhetan tradition has undergone

no such modifying and rationalistic influences as that of

Zoroaster.

Hecate, in like manner, that august goddess, one of the

great representatives of Hek or Zwarz, Saturn or Cronos, the

Hidden God, and whose sway must originally have been

commensurate with his, was represented, single in body, but

with three heads, by the ancients. And the Zeus of Troy

—

whom we have elsewhere shewn to have been, as Zeus 'Epn-

tiog, identical with Herk, Hek, the male form of Hecate, in

etymological descent from Zwarz—had, in like manner, three

eyes, as indicated by the title Tpi6(j>6a\iuoQ. In analogy with

these mythical presentments, the single stem of Yggdrasil,

the creative tree of the Edda, symbolical (it would appear)

of the Creator-God, had three roots.

The converse of this symbolical presentment, and a

strong indication of the old Japhetan doctrine on the present

subject, may be found in the legend of the three Gra303 and

the three Gorgons, children all of them of Phorcys (a form of

Zwarz, Dwerz, Hurki, Gorg-) and Ceto (that is, Hekate, kk).
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The Grseae and Gordons are mere varieties of one and the Triplicity and... Unity.
same group, as shewn by the literal identity {mutatis

mutandis) of the names Deino and Stheino, and the etymo-

logical ideas reflected in common by Pephredo and Medusa
—

' Gorgones ' being, in fact, the patronymic, and ' gree^se

'

the quasi-official title of this office, as will be shewn hereafter.

The important point at the present moment is the possession

of but one tooth and one eye between the three Graeae—an Three Grape, but one
. ,. . T-i-1 o • • i i

tooth and one eye
indication, 1 think, of the unity which subsisted between the between them.

three sisters. The fact that Medusa was mortal, while the

other two Gorgons were immortal, suggests a distinct point

of interest.

The constant description of Odin as an old man with one The one-eyed Odin,

. ••iii n i
under his title Ygg,

eye, taken in connection with the three roots of the tree in connection with.

Yggdrasil, with which he is connectible through his title Yggdrasil.

Ygg, and otherwise in the character of (?) Allfader, may

perhaps have a similar significance,—for the idea that

Odin was half-blind, deprived of one eye, that which was

sunk in the fountain of Mimer, would appear to be a distinct

myth.

The tradition— that the three sons of Cronos, Zeus The three sons of

Kpoviwv, Zeus Hades, and Zeus Poseidon, divided the universe by lot, re-

universe between them, becomes important in consideration Xo^or Fate.

UpU

of the fact that the partition was by lot, which per se
Alcra',aformof Zwarz.

implies reference to a superior alva, or distributive fate
;

according to the doctrine of the ancients. And Alaa we

have already recognised as a form of Zwarz.

Yet another testimony may be cited to the triplicity

within unity taught, it would now appear, in regard to the

three leading deities of the Japhetans, in the case of the

command of Rhadama^thys of Crete, that men should not
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Tripi.tcity and swear by the Gods, i.e. by God, Gfo'c or Deus, but by the

Command of Rha.la- goose>
b7 the doS> and b? the ™m-symbols, as I have

manthus, of Crete, shewn, of Poseidon, the Spirit-God ; of Polydeuces, the Sou-
th it men should not

Bwearby the God, Deity, in his character of -Deuces, Aku, Tet; and of Zeus,
©tor, but by the

.

goose, the clog, and or Amnion, the Father-Deity.

PoseTdon, offoly-
8

While in some of the myths hitherto mentioned the Son-

deuces, and of Zeus.
DeJt^ figureg among the three as a single personage,

immortal and divine, there are others, that of the Gorgons

being one of them, in which the Son appears in his human

character (like Medusa), liable to mortality. It is thus

that in the kingdom of Hecate (Hek, or Zwarz), below the

earth, Minos, an impersonation apparently of Amnion or

Zeus—Ehadamanthus, who could be shewn, I think, to be

a form of Poseidon, or the Spirit,—and iEacus, are the three

judges of the dead—JEacus, the son of Zeus by iEgina, and,

like Iacchus and Castor, a representative (as has been shewn)

of the human element in the composite Son-God, having

been associated in the office as the reward of his justice

as a mortal ruler upon earth.

The triad, JEacus, A further illustration in this direction is supplied by the

buuS waU^f ' part taken by this same ^Eacus in the history of the 'City

i'auleifo/o.^God. of God >' the primitive Ilion or Il-heim—of which I shall

have much to say hereafter. He assisted Apollo and

Poseidon in building the walls of the sacred city—a myth

in which ' II ' represents at once the Father-God and the

lln ity—Poseidon, the Spirit-Deity—Apollo, the Son as God,

and iEacus the Son as Man,— ' Apollo-^Eacus' being thus

equivalent conjointly to
r

Ek-arn-/3o'Xoc, Bal-degg, or Poly-

deuces, the bifold Son and Saviour.

I am not concerned to establish more under this head
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than what flows from the practical recognition of one Triplicity and
. . Unity.

9eoc, Deus; but the facts thus enumerated are curious,

and we may gather from them that while in the one

class of instances the three leading Gods are represented

in a quasi-nmon with or interdependence upon a common

centre, who is at the same time identified with the first

in rank, the Father ;—the Son-Deity is represented in the

second category in his two characters of God and Man

associated with Poseidon the Spirit-God,—the Son and the

Spirit both building up the primeval Church of God.

All the remaining deities of the Japhetan mythology, All the remaining

n „ , , , , T
, -i , , , deities of the Japhe-

male and female, rank under the three great types above tan mythology rank

illustrated, with the exception of the female Mother-deity, ^SAhe'ex-
66

variously known and misworshipped as Berecynthia, Cybele,^0110^11^ *1161-

etc, in Phrygia and Asia Minor, but more modestly as

Demeter, Rhea, Latona, or Leda, in the oldest and purest

Japhetan worship. But although highly reverenced, she

was never, I think, worshipped with primary honours, but

usually in conjunction with and in relation to her Son, the

Saviour. Nor has slie any part in that definition of*

Supreme power and deity, reconciling multiplicity with

unity which we have recognised in the preceding instauces,

in which the Father, the Saviour-Son, and the Holy Spirit

stand forth without rivals in the character of deity per

excellentiam.

The result is that, while the Medo-Persians worshipped

one God in jealous exclusion of all other partakers of tbe

quality of deity; and while the Hindoos worshipped a

multiplicity of Gods, to almost total obscuration of the

monotheistic principle, each sect pushing its system to an

extreme, some—the Japhetans of the West, inheritors of
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While the Medo- the older and less rigid traditions—honoured three leading

on. (ioi exclusively, impersonations of the Godhead, along with God himself

multiplicity of God8, as au Unity—this last conception overruling the former
;

wlt'carrying^the wnile the being i* pointed to was no philosophic abstraction

i ,'!!! in !i three'i'm-
or metaphysical entity, but the personal object of a living

personations of the belief, handed down as a heritage among all classes of the
Godhead, with God ' ° °

himself as a Unity, people. There was no dualism in the early Japhetan creed

except in the case of the two natures of the bifold Saviour

;

but the Saviour in question was a member—in the character

at once of God and man—in the reconciliation of the two

natures which constituted that dualism — of the great

company of three Personalities who coexisted, as we are

entitled to say, in subordination to unity, in the primitive

Creed of the Japhetans.

I have been very anxious not to educe too much from

the traditions above dwelt upon ; but I have been unable

to satisfy the demands of what appears to me Truth with

less than what I have now suggested.
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CHAPTER V.

SPIRITS INTERMEDIATE BETWEEN GOD AND MAN.

This is a tempting theme— the last I have to deal with in Spirits intermediate

.. . between God and
this first division 01 my subject ; but it must not delay US Man were recognized

t [. .

,

tii/.-- by the early Japhe-
as long as some of the preceding heads of inquiry. tans, and ranked in

The simple enumeration of Devas, Maruts, Daityas, Asuras,
antasonistic classes -

and their colleagues, in the Veda—of the Amshaspands and

Devas in the Zend-Avesta—of the Lios-Alfar and Dock-

Alfar or Swart-Alfar, the Elves of Light and Darkness,

collectively called Dvergar, of Scandinavia—and, to name no

more, of the aya9o<$ai[i.ov£g and KaKoSai/movt g, and of the genii,

of the Greeks, Etruscans, and Romans—is sufficient to shew

that the early Japhetans recognised the existence of distinct

races of beings intermediate between Man and Deity, and

ranked, as in the cases above noted, in antagonistic classes.

The relation of these spirits to man—where such is speci- Their relation to

tied—was that either of protectors and deliverers (aX^UaKoi deliverers (aAe|iWot

Xvmoi), or avengers (aXacrropeg, an epithet of the Erinnyes), (^d^opes)^"
8™

inflictors of suffering on a large scale, and generally of a

physical nature—incarnated not unfrequently in repulsive

forms, like 'the grisly family of Death, more hideous than

their Queen.' But a closer and personal moral influence

was exercised by the familiar genii, two in number, who

accompanied every human soul through life according to
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Spirits intermedi- the Latin and Greek belief, prompting it to good or to
ATE BETWEEN GOD . . . .

and Man. evil—a doctrine inherited doubtless from the Jrelasgi, the

near kinsmen of the Etruscans, and which is, in fact, the

dogmatical and dramatic basis of the ' Choice of Hercules,'

proving that that beautiful apologue is the traditional

The Lares and the utterance of primitive Japhetan doctrine. The Lares and

Penatcr
?°'

°

r
tue etal £Wr°<> household Gods or Penates, should be

mentioned here as exercising a protective influence over

the Family and the State ; but these, I apprehend, report

themselves to the worship of the Father-God, of whom they

are, in effect, humble representatives. The genii attendant

The Etruscan genii, on the death-scenes of the Etruscans *—Lasa and Mean, the

searching and recording angels (the former ministering to

justice, the latter to love)—Leinth, the messenger of good

report—Racuneta, the reckoner of merit—Culmu, the dis-

penser of (simple) qualm, or death—Nathum, the inflicter of

violent death—and Vanth, the impersonation of tears and

sorrow—(so, at least, I understand their names and cha-

racter),—may be reckoned respectively under the classes

of light and dark, benignant and malignant spirits, per-

sonally associated with individual humanity. But these—as

is the case, too, with the Nymphs, Naiads, Sirens, Muses

—

Telchines, Dactyls, Cyclopes, and other numerous groups of

beings which people earth, air, and sea, and the interlunar

spheres in the ancient belief, are the outgrowth, I suspect,

of fancy, at very remote, indeed, but still comparatively

recent periods of Japhetan mythology. The case is other-

wise with regard to certain individual personages bearing

distinct marks of their own, and which I shall now have to

bring before the reader.

* Etr. Inser., 250.
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It must be observed in the first instance, however, that Although antagonis-

. , . ,, tic to man, they were
although ranked in antagonism, and sometimes to all appear- the ministers of God

ance acting with hostility against mankind, it does not ^a(^oveSt iwlx e6vl0 i',or

necessarily follow that these spirits were other than loyalJ^^S^™
servants of God,—on the contrary, there is reason to believe

that they were considered as ministering spirits carrying out

the will of the Supreme, either in reward of goodness or in

punishment of evil, with the view frequently to its correc-

tion in the divine economy. The case is different —and

the distinction is marked—when supernatural beings appear

in personal rebellion against God. The number of these The number of super-

. . . natural beings in

last is very few, and they resolve practically into one single personal rebellion

personage. Of the others, the personalities are innumerable
; a^d reSOive prac-

'

and, in the tradition recorded by Hesiod at least, included JJ^™*
one per"

the spirits of all who had lived in the Golden Age, and who,

after their happy slumbering away into eternity, became

Sa'ifxovtg, or demons, dwelling upon earth, but robed in air

—

iTTixOovtoi, or Indigetes—and guardians of mortal men,

watching over just and wicked works, and givers of wealth

to mankind. The term ' watcher,' in the sense of guardian,

expresses in fact the peculiar function usually assigned by

mythology to the class of demons as distinguished from

God on the one hand and Man on the other.

But while mythological tradition leads us to the above

conclusion, and etymology or linguistic record will be found

amply to confirm it, it is to the latter source of information

that we must resort in order to ascertain with precision tiie

general title and quality by which they were known to our

Japhetan ancestors.
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Spirits intermedi-
ate between God
and Man.

The epithet kiW
often applied to the

personages of the

intermediate class,

wit In mt canine

nature.

Etymology of

Kuan/, KVpUlV,

KVp-, loot,

Kpvf-,
ypvTT-os, ' gryphus.'

Section I. Ministers of Mercy.

The first point to observe is, that the epithet kvmv, or

dog, is either applied to or connected with many of the

most prominent personages of the supernatural and inter-

mediate class here in question—more especially those par-

taking of a monstrous or abnormal configuration, and who

are especially specified as having been employed for certain

purposes by Zeus or other deities,—and this in a manner

wholly irreconcilable, so far, with any imputation of canine

nature. It is impossible to suppose that this epithet kvwv

is an arbitrary one, and we are compelled therefore to seek

for an older form and signification for the word, such as

will comprehend the preceding personages within an intel-

ligible meaning.

- Kvwv, it will be remembered, must be written ku/wv, with

the digamma,—the root of the word Kvf-; and I believe,

and I think I can show, that the original form was

Kpvf; and that the word is fundamentally identical with

W<4>
' gryPnus>' a gryphon or griffin. The root of < gryph-

us, harp-y,' S/oaic-wv, is similarly ypvir- = ypvf. That

ypvn- might be worn down into kvtt- = kvF- may be

illustrated by the simple apposition of ypvirog, stooped,

bent, or, substantively, one who has an aquiline nose, or a

crooked beak, with ki^oc, bent, curved, gibbous ;
while v/3o'c,

humpbacked or gibbous, presents a still more softened form,

the word having assumed an abraded stage even in Pelasgian

times, as shewn by the coexistence of ku$6q, 'gibbus,'

in Greek and Latin. I am aware that there are proxi-

mate affinities between kviov and other Aryan roots; but

the application of the term is too broad, as above shewn,
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to admit of acquiescence in them as the original root ; and

the comparison of vfiog, Kv(p6g, ypv-rrog, just given, may
warrant us in ascending to a remoter form and etymology

;

and this we find, I think, in ypvf, ypfy, ut supra, which

supplies the general term we are in search of.

The question follows, What is the proper signification of Etymolog

ypvf-w, ypwp? and it is hardly necessary to observe that
Kvwv

'
ypv^~

any suggested signification must correspond with the mytho- Significations de-

logical character of the personages included under it, or it can-
(luced frQm roots '

not be received as accurate. It is not, therefore, to Kpvnr-,

war-t, vri, oper-, etc., signifying to hide, that we must resort,

nor to greip-, grab-, rap-, ap-rr-, hri, to seize,—although these,

and other similar roots, associating themselves with the

central root ypvf, have suggested various points in the

development of later legend ; but rather to the root repre-

sented by opaf-, optv- (?), wptf-, -ovptf-, deioptf-, in bpaFto,

dptvw, ojpe(o, (pp-ovptfio, Oiwptfw,—all of these variations

implying to watch, and by implication to guard or take care To watch or guard,

of; while we have the same root in the Latin 'serv-are/

'cur-are,' in the Zendic haurva and Sanscrit sdrva (as I

shall presently shew), and in the Teutonic war (' intentus '),

and its derivatives ; and, extending our view beyond the

Indo-European range, we have it in ari, to guard, and ursh,

urshan (where the ip or f is replaced by x> or ksh), implying

watch and watcher, in old Egyptian, and in hrs, also sig-

nifying watch, in Arabic. The root in question may thus

be considered of Noachide or primitive origin ; and my con-

clusion is, that tcpvF, gryph-, or, in its abraded form, icvf,

kvF(x)v, Kvh)v, thus denotes 'watcher' or 'guardian,'—a title 'Watcher' or

which will be found, as I have anticipated, to cover the

entire ground we have traversed up to this point.
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Epithets kvwv or

Etymologies.

It does not, I may here interpose, follow that because we

thus ascend to a general term bearing a signification anterior

to that of kihov, dog, the older word for dog should not have

borne such a close resemblance to Kpvf-o)v, ypvf-uv, as to

have suggested the selection of the animal as the symbol

of the watchman. We may rather infer from the extensive

application of the word kuwv beyond its familiar meaning,

as above shewn, that the title ' watcher,' Kpvf-wv, was given

to the dog from the first as the most familiar ful filler of

that office in domestic life. It is not (originally, at least)

the Molossus, the fierce satellite of the hunter Orion (?)

that is here in view, but he whom the Zoroastrian law

protects and venerates as the haurva, or pagus-haurva, the

shepherd's dog, 'keeper,' or protector, of the flock; and

whom we may perhaps recognise—the component members

of the title being reversed—in the similar Zendic word,

urujns—which, I think, must be distinguished at this stage

from the word into which wolf, lup-us, \vK-og—the Icelb,

or dog, too, of the Arabs. I could almost imagine that

we preserve this ancient haurva in the name ' Cyr-us,' so

popular in dog-nomenclature. Under any circumstances

The dog, griffin or the dog, whether Kvfwv or Kpvf-uv, could not be more

something beyond of than a symbol— like the griffin, indeed, or the harpy—of

chamctcr.

1

something beyond, of a moral or spiritual character; and

this additionally vindicates the significance of the title as

that of ' Watcher ' or ' Guardian,' as above asserted.*

The question arises here, whether the etymology of ypvf,

Kpvf, terminates practically at the point to which we have

* I may remark horo that, even if we take kvuiv in connection with the

Irish cu, and the Teutonic fpu, the idea of guardianship is still predominant

through the connection of that word with the Zendic haurva, watcher, and

fpag, ' custoa.'
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traced it, or whether it is to be ascended to higher, to the Epithets Kpvf- w$

word which we have in Latin as ' prior,' ' primus,' in Greek Etymologies,

ttpCjtoq and, I conceive, the ' Priam-us ' of Troy, in Gothic

as fruma, in Lithuanian as pirma, in Scythic (according

to Herodotus) as arima, one, in Zendic as paourva,

paourvim and fratema, in Sanscrit as purd, purva, and pra-

thama, and in Egyptian as xr2} > khrp, first, principal,

noble, repd, Lord or governor, and the constellation Virgo,

with the attendant signification of creatorship, consecration,

and form or image—the hieroglyphic expression of yrp

being an arm holding a sceptre, and that of the word Bar

(Bal), being a gryphon—the winged griffin standing more-

over for ax\, itself a "griffin, and aki, signifying sphynx.

Many of the names derivative from 6paf-, like that of

Sarama presently to be mentioned, ' Harp-y,' and griff-in,

bear even a nearer resemblance to yrV> and it is impossible

in such cases to say whether collateral influences may not

have flowed from the one to the other conception ; but the

signification of \rp is not so extensive, is in fact restrictive

in its essential meaning, and appears to belong rather to

that divine being whom we have already become familiar

with as Tet, or Z, in his well-known quality of ' Hermes.'

I am inclined to think that the names of the Coryb- Names and titles

conveying the sense

antes and Curet-es, and the titles, Earapdn, and Kavi, of watch, rs or

, . p ,1 rw . • » guardians.
given to the priests of the pre-Zoroastnan or Aryan

religion—as well as that of ' Chaones,' ' Cha/ones,' borne

by certain priests of Dodona, and the high name of

' Chiron '

—

xeipaf<Dv(?)—himself, in one of its possible

derivations—have all in common the etymological sense

of watchers or guardians—in, that is to say, the ministerial

function of the sacred rites of religion. If this be so, if the
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Spirits intermedi- sense extend so far collaterally, the probabilities in favour
ATE BETWEEN ClOD - , . , , , -II- 1

and Man. of the interpretation above proposed are sensibly increased.

Watchers and The Hindu Bihhavas, ' Urvasi,' and ' Orpheus ' may perhaps
Guardians.

belong to the same etymological category.

We may now enumerate and classify the leading members

of this spiritual or supernatural world, as comprehensively

covered by the title and character above indicated for them.

Three classes. They fall roughly into tbree classes:— 1. Creatures (as

composite or abnor- already stated) of a composite or abnormal character—what

I'M
1

ul

L

;^
r

r

a

b

<

;»

er•

we commonly call monsters. These are probably the most

ancient, being so distinctly the result of a combination of

symbols, the first effort of the infant imagination towards

Class 2. Beings linked the setting forth of previously accepted beliefs. 2. Beings
by nature or circum- . .

stances in pairs, not linked together by nature or by circumstances m pairs,

necessarily twins. , , , ., . . . , ,. • • e
although not necessarily twins—including many varieties ot

Class 3. Creatures of being. And, 3. Creatures of a single personality, ranging
a single personality. ,„ , , ,_ , n , . T tti

upwards from the crab of Hercules and the Lernrean Hydra

to such lovely impersonations as Pandora, Helen, and Iduna.

As a rule, I think that something of a divine or supernatural

character was attributed to all animals ; but we have now

to do with the particular specimens handed down to us as

distinguished from their fellows by divine selection.

Class l. 'Monsters.' First Class. Under the first of these heads may be noticed.

The ypTve 9, or i. The jpvTreg, or Griffins—half-lion, half-eagle, their

bodies being of the former, their heads and wings of

the latter animal—who dwelt in the Riphsean Moun-

tains, between the Hyperboreans and the Arimaspse, or

one-eyed men,* and who kept guard over the gold

* The idea of their being nov6<p0a\ixoi may have arisen, as Herodotus says

(iv. 27), from sjm, signifying eye in the language of the Scythians; but

I should rather think that the final syllable in 1 ho original compound was

the Zcudic and Sanscrit jpa, a «iW or dog.
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which the Arimaspse* were ever intent upon stealing Class 1. 'Monsters.*

(grabbing ?) from them—the picture being that of two 7PyT€y
.

'

sets of Griffins, each endeavouring to outwit the other.

The root ypvf confounds itself in this myth with that

of Riph-, and perhaps Hyperb-, as well as Arim-i,

Arim-aspse, etc. ; and the character of Griffin is that

of a watcher, or guardian, according to the etymology

above arrived at, and in accordance with the mytho-

logical character attached to ypv\p and griffin. Hero-

dotus | appears to have received his information from

the Issedones—or Teutons (?).

The gryps or griffin bore a very sacred character,

and on grounds probably widely extensive beyond the

particular instance. The Arirnphsei, or Orgiempoei,

neighbours of the Arimaspa?, and belonging evidently

to the same mythical and etymological category, were

celebrated for their justice and sacred character, and

were the arbiters, it was reported, in all disputes

between their neighbours. The happy and virtuous

Hyperboreans were similarly, I suspect, ypv-n-tg, and

in the names of Ubis and Arge, the Hyperborean

maidens, who carried offerings to Delos in gratitude

for the safe delivery of Latona, we have the actual

name of ypv\p preserved, especially in the case of the

former, whose name Ubis has descended from 711^,

ypv\p, as iifiog does from ypvir-oq, gibbus. Griffins

were sculptured on the helmet of Athene (* Son ' of

God) by Phidias, their duty thus specialised, and

the etymology of KopvO-moXog, the Homeric epithet

of Hector, may perhaps have a similar origin. The

* Herod., iii. 116, iv, 13. f Herod., iy. 13.
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gpmrra ivtkkmem- helmet bears the name of pos, zreye, in Egyptian. The
ATI. HKTWEEN GOD . , pit, > /• -1 'j.J'i.1
AN1) ^ AN idea of gold, ' aur- \pvaog, is constantly associated with

Class l. 'Monsters.' beings of the supernatural order—the whole class of
Griffins.

Sa'/novtg sprung, as we have seen, according to Hesiod,

from the Golden Age—the description of the Hyper-

borei exactly answers to his description of them. Tpvf-

<ov, griffin, I take to be the most ancient symbolic

expression of the divine watchers in question.

Harpies ii. The Harpies, daughters of Typhoeus,—whose name, as

will be shewn, is a mere variety of Kvf-, upvf-, ypvf-,

the k being exchanged for t. They are two in number

in Hesiod,f but only one is named by Homer, to wit,

Podarge (spenta-yp- by metathesis), the mother, by

Zephyr, of Xanthus and Balius, the twin and immortal

horses of Achilles. Hesiod represents the Harpies as

winged, with beautiful hair—simple maidens, apparently.

Later writers, and apparently popular tradition, describe

them as birds, with claws, but women's heads. Of the

names given to them by Hesiod, that of Aello, /a/ello,

appears to connect itself with ' Aquil- ' and vogcl, bird,

and ' Ocypete ' with -yv\p, the Etruscan ' capys,' vulture.

Their office, according to the Odyssey, was to carry

off those doomed to sudden death, or, at least, to dis-

appearance from earth ; and in this character they

carry off the daughters of Pandareus, according to the

well-known tale. A parallel duty is executed by the

dogs of Yama in Hindu, and more obscurely in Iranic

legend. But, in the case of the Harpies, it appears

to be proximately referable to the secondary analogy

* lies., W. & P., 122. t Hes., Theog., 267.
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or collateral association of the root greij)-,grab-, rap-ere, Class l. 'Monsters.*

to seize, which likewise has suggested the well-known
ie arpie8,

tale of their purloining the gold of Phineus—who was

thus punished for betraying the counsel of the Gods.

They figure in the Argonautic Legend accordingly as

avengers till the time is ripe for the suffering king's

deliverance. Zetes and Calais, the winged sons of

Boreas, themselves of a somewhat parallel nature,

encounter and put them to flight, and would have slain

them but for the interposition of Iris, sent by Zeus,

who declares it unlawful for them to slay the /utyaXoio

Aibg Kvvag—' the dogs of great Jove.' * It will be seen,

however, that many of this class of ypvireg die by

violent deaths at the hand of Gods, demigods, or

heroes; but this is simply, I conceive, tantamount to

the statement that, having fulfilled their mission, they

are withdrawn from earth, and, in fact, they are not

unfrequently translated to the skies. The Stym-

phalian Birds, daughters of Ares, are beings of the same

order as the Harpies, and the name is traceable,

although obscurely, to the same root.

iii. The Sphinx (o-^'yS, in Basotian 0f£),—half lion, half The Sphinx,

woman, according to the usual conception. She was

sent to Thebes by Hera (others say, by Ares, or

Hades), in punishment of the house of Cadmus. She

flung herself from the rock when (Edipus solved her

riddle. She is expressly described by iEschylus as

a TTTnivbg Kvwv, a winged hound ; and the name S#ty£,

<!>('£, is evidently a variety of airaKa, the Persian

* Apollonius Rhodius, 2. 289.
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Class 1. 'Monsters.'

The Sphinx.

word for a l>iteh, according to Herodotus*

—

s-bitch and

vix-en (fox being the same word) in English ; while

the male form, epa (preserved in the same early form

in the Irish cu) connects itself immediately with kvwv

in one direction, and with spdh, to prophesy

—

gpa$ too

having the sense of ' custos ' in Persian—and spec-an,

to speak, in another. But the word 'sphinx' springs

likewise legitimately from a form parallel with ypv\p,

griffin ; and the enigma she proposed was, I take it,

a ypT(j)og, or scirpus, riddle, or catch—thus affording

an additional approximation to the original word.

The parentage of the sphinx equally links her with

the class we are now dealing with—whether as the

daughter of Typhon, or of Orthus and Chimsera,

and born in the land of Arim-i, and the sister of the

Nemean lion. The epithet dXoi'tv—<P'ik oAo/jy

—

c per-

nicious'—given her by Hesiod f is probably a corrupted

form of oA-»;i', ' integer,' or whole, the Hellenic form

of the Zendic haurva and Sanscrit sarva, the title of

the guardian dogs above spoken of. Titles originally

expressive of an elevated character frequently become

exchanged for degrading ones, of nearly the same

literal sound, through confusion of words, when the

original and higher moral conception of the personage

to which they are applied has been lost sight of. Sf\,

I may add, is interpreted ' monster ' in Egyptian.

Echidna. iv. Echidna, the fruitful mother of monsters, herself half

maiden, half serpent, and immortal, who dwelt with

T\ plioeus in a cavern among the Arimi. The root of

* Herod., i 110. t HeB., Thcog., '626.
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her name Ex- is a remote derivative from a word Class l. 'Monsters.'

parallel with and used symbolically for Kpvf-, as I

shall presently shew.

v. The Ghimsera,—her head that of a lion, her back and The Chimera.

tail that of a dragon, and her body that of a goat

;

with three heads correspondently, breathing fire—the

scourge of Lycia. She was slain by Pegasus and Belle-

rophon—for such is the precedence assigned to the

former in the conflict by Hesiod.* Possibly ' Chimsera

'

and the Egyptian sfr, griffin, may be the same word,

the letters being interchangeable ; but ' Chimaara ' has

very ancient Japhetan analogies also.f She survives

in the ' Simurgh ' of Oriental legend.—The Chinisera,

too, was the daughter of Typhoeus and Echidna. I do

not for a moment intend to suggest that these genea-

logical ascriptions to Typhaon or Typhoeus are of

primitive Japhetan antiquity ; but they shew that

in that primitive belief the children so ascribed

were believed to belong to the class of intermediate

spirits or ypvir-tg.

I might enumerate many other mythical beings of

composite character here—as, for example, the three-

headed Geryones, the Gorgons, and the Grsefoe, already The Geryones,

spoken of, and the Minotaur ; but the few leading ones The Gral™
8 '

above given may suffice. The Centaurs might claim a TJj° centauri'

place, but they rather attach themselves to the rites of

sacrifice. The sage and venerable Chiron, their chief,

has much (as I have observed) of the appearance of

* Hee., Theog., U2j, t See Leland's ! Gypsies,' p. 112.
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SiiitiTs iNTERMF.Di- a ypvP- or griffin ; and the sage teacher of Sigurd, the

SK" to
Teutonic Achilles, bears the name of Grifa. The Greek

class l. 'Monsters.' t u, in proper names, especially when followed by a vowel,

very frequently represents an abraded form of ypvP-, and

this observation, followed out, would lead to extensive

consequences.

Class 2. Beings in Second Class. Under the second class of intermediate beings

above roughly defined—those which figure in pairs,—I must

mention, first, the Scylla and Charybdis of Homer, and the

Symplegades of the Argonauts—which I take to be funda-

mentally identical with them. And first,

—

Scylla and Cbaryb- i. Scylla and Charybdis—Scylla, is the daughter of

Phorcys and Kparaug, i.e. KparatfiQ, a form of Hecate.

She was once beautiful, and beloved by the sea-god

Glaucus, but was changed into the monster of the

Sicilian Strait. She has twelve feet and six heads,

armed with triple rows of teeth, with which she tears

her victims. She barks like a dog, and dogs circle her

waist. Thus far the description is from authorities

later than Homer, but echoing (as I conceive from the

comparison of the details) earlier tradition. Hesiod

does not mention either Scylla or Charybdis. From the

Odyssey we learn that Scylla's station is in a cavern

half-way up one of two <jk<'>tti\oi (rocks forming anoirot,

or posts of observation, according to the characteristic

function of the ypvf-, or Kvf-wv), surnamed by the

Gods irXajKrai, or wanderers—from having been once

errant, although now fixed, as may be inferred from the

tradition regarding the Symplegades. The voice of

Scylla is that of a new-born whelp. This rock of Scylla
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rises smooth, and perpendicular, and inaccessible to Class 2. Beings

.
linked together in

a vast height, and a cloud rests eternally upon it. pairs.

Argo alone had passed it with immunity before the ^cylla and Charyb

adventure of Ulysses. No birds pass the rocks, her

doves carrying ambrosia to Zeus, a point I must revert

to. Her neighbour Charybdis, a daughter of Poseidon

and Ge, according to Italic tradition, and thus of the

same parentage as Skyphius and other of the Son-

Deities—a genealogy which marks a salvatory or at

least not-malignant character —dwells, according to the

Odyssey, below the second of the Wandering Rocks,

and three times every day absorbs and vomits forth the

floods of Ocean. While Scylla tears, Charybdis

swallows her prey. Her rock is lower and less rugged

than that inhabited by Scylla, and is crowned by a

spreading and thick-foliaged zpiveog, or wild fig-tree.

Crataeis, the mother of Scylla, is ready to hear the

prayers of those who seek her protection in making

the fearful passage. Immediately after making the

transit, Ulysses arrives at the sacred isle of Trinacria,

grazed by the Oxen of Helios. When Ulysses asks

Circe whether he may not avenge himself on Scylla if

he escapes Charybdis, Circe warns him—as Iris did

the Boreades—against any attempt against one who is

not a mortal being. I have only to observe, in com-

ment on all this, that the character of the nvfuv,

ypvfivv, is stamped on Scylla by the mythological

legend ; while the name ' Charybd-is ' is closely akin

to that of Sarama, the dog of the Vedic tradition, and,

as I shall shew, to that gigantic crab which attacked

Hercules—all these names reporting themselves to
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Kpvf-, ypvf-, as already shewn; while the idea of

rapacity, characteristic especially of Scylla, attaches

itself to the secondary influence of hri, grip-, greif-,

rap-eve. Both Scylla and Charybdis are recorded (in

later tradition) as having stolen oxen from Hercules;

and these oxen, as will be shewn hereafter, were the

symbols of human souls. When I speak of later tradi-

tion, I always mean traditions recorded at a compara-

tively later date, but which are frequently, as by

collateral evidence, of far greater antiquity. The fig-

tree on the rock of Charybdis, and the whirlpool below,

are evidently, I think, the <j>iiyog of Dodona or the

Yggdrasil of the Edda, with the abyss or swamp below

them, localised in the West, although with very

different accessories—Charybdis, in this point of

view, connecting itself in a third descending holge or

range of etymologic suggestion with the Teutonic root

hwerb, whence hwerb-an, 'redire,' hwerbo, 'virago,'

gurges, ' vortex,' hwerft and umbi-hwerf, ' orbis,' and

hwarba, ' motus,' ' vices,' etc.—the root in question thus

involving the ideas of a whirlpool, of the world, and of

endless flux and reflux, or of vicissitude. On the other

hand, the epiveog, taken in connection with the locality,

suggests a germ of that churning of the Ocean by the

mountain Mem which figures so largely in post-Vedic

mythology,—for, from the point of view I stand upon,

the Furanic and post-Vedic tales are matters of

yesterday. All these would appear to be successive

accretions upon the simple root k/ov/-, implying

'watcher;' and the localisation of the two nymphs

on the coast of Sicily was probably owing to the actual
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existence there of a dangerous scolo, scola, or shoal Class 2. Beings

(=' Scylla ') and a hwerho, or whirlpool ( = ' Charybdis '), pair?
°Se

as known to the early mariners. Such was the glorifica- ^?
ylla and Charyb-

tion of the simplest material facts by Greek genius.

I am not sure whether the two rocks themselves thus

portrayed do not express likewise the two mountains

represented by Nauplia and Hyampeia, rising from the

Phasdriades, at Delphi, and Ebal (originally Nebal, as

I think) and Gerizim in pre-Hebraic Palestine, as

elsewhere suggested. Be that as it may, if the Ipivzoq

above the rock of Charybdis represents the Scandi-

navian Yggdrasil, as I think probable, the adverse rock,

crested with eternal vtyog, 'nubila,' or cloud, imme-

diately suggests the counter-heights of Niflheim, and,

by consequence, that Scylla and Hela—Hela presenting

an abraded form of Scylla—are identical. The nymph
Scylla, in fine, is a different person from Scylla the

daughter of Nisus of Megara, of whom I shall have to

speak hereafter. Proceeding to

—

ii. The Sympiegades,—these, according to tradition, were The Sympiegades.

two rocks stationed at the mouth of the Euxine Sea,

which continually clashed against each other and recoiled,

so as to render the entrance impassable unless the ship

could pass through during the interval of their mutual

repulsion and separation. They are called nXajKral

or the ' Wanderers ' by Apollonius Ehodius, this being

the same title given to the rocks of Scylla and

Charybdis in the Odyssey *; and, in fact, Sym-pleg-ades

and Plaucta3 are the same words, the initial Sy- being

elided in the latter form. They have, I think, a

* Ttfrpat -KXayKTai, Od. xii. 61, xxiii. 327, — Sympiegades in Herod., iv. 85,
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The Symplegailes.

remoter root and signification than that of 'Wan-

derers,'—but of this hereafter. The dove sent forth as

pioneer by the Argonauts, flew between them with but

the loss of some feathers of her tail. Argo, as stated in

regard to Scylla and Charybdis, was the first to pass

through safe under circumstances hereafter to be noticed,

and from that time forth the Symplegades became fixed

and stationary. It is not without importance with refer-

ence to the suggestion of an identity between Scylla

and Hela, that as soon as we pass the Symplegades

in the Argonautic voyage, the commencement is per-

ceptible of a geographical nomenclature on the south

coast of the Euxine, which corresponds in several

respects with that of Niflheim in the mythical geo-

graphy of the Edda. I shall have more to say regard-

ing the Symplegades in a future page, but, considering

the peculiar position they occupy—at a point of mythical

geography, in the one case in the East, in the other in

the West—symbolising, as I shall shew, the passage

from the present to the future life, I have little doubt

that they are impersonations of the two dogs of Yama,

so celebrated in the Aryan world, and of which we have

the counter-part also, although not so inseparably linked

to their master, in Europe. The Symplegades were

styled the Kvaviai, or ' Cyanere Insula)
;

' and I suspect

that Kvav- here (and perhaps in other cases) must be

understood as an epithet formed from the Sanscrit svan

and Latin 'can-is,' and not in the indeterminate and

misty sense attaching to the current Greek word. But

kvuv-, icvftvv, is simply xpvf-, ypvf-, as already shewn.

We pass naturally, therefore, from the Symplegades to—
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iii. The Dogs of Yama.—These are described in the tenth Class 2. Beings

book of the Rig-Veda as two in number,—four-eyed, Pairs.

brindled or brown, guardians of the road from this The Dos8 of Yama -

world to the abode of the fathers, and of Yama, and

observers of men-—wandering everywhere, and insati-

able, not in a cruel or malignant sense, but as the

messengers of Yama, as identified with death, to indi-

vidual mortals. This last book of the Rig-Veda,

although very ancient, represents a less remote date

than the opening book, and the description conse-

quently may not represent the most ancient belief even

of the undivided Aryan stock. But the idea of

guardianship and observance is that generally attached

to the Kvfuv or ypfy of the West; and the idea of

wandering corresponds with the title of the flAayio-cu

and Symplegades. The griffins were believed to be

'spotted,' like panthers, in Greek tradition, (Paus.) as

the two dogs of Yama are brindled. (In the Atharva

Veda one of them is described as spotted, sabala, and

the other as black, syama.) These dogs of Yama are

represented as the sons of the bitch Saraina, of whom
I shall treat presently.*—The transition is immediate

from these semi-monstrous beings of the Veda to the

* Their names are given in the Atharva Veda, viii. 1, 9—a composition

more recent than the other Vedas—as Cyamd, i.e. grey, dark-blue, or black,

Cabala, or Cavala, i.e. spotted, or variegated in colour. Cyama is compared,

by Benfey, with nvdveos, and Kvaveai is the adjective epithet of the Sym-
plegades 1 ut supra; and Cabala, Cavala, has a resemblance to the initial

syllable of 'S.ufxirX- ; so that it is not impossible that the two dogs may be
referred to by name in the Greek tradition, although the original root must
be sought in a remoter region.

1 Herod., iv. 85; Eurip. Med., 2.
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Sl'iniTS INTERMEDI-
ate between god
and Man.

Class 2. Beings in

Pairs.

Hypuos and Thana-
tos.

lovely impersonation of, I think, the identical per-

sonages in

—

iv. The twins "Yrrvog and Oavarog of Homer, Sleep and

Death, according to Hesiod, Theog., 211. These are not

to be confounded with the many allegorical creations

to be found in Hesiod, Homer, and the later poets, but

are genuine although mythical beings, of the order

ypv-rng or genii. In like manner the traditional fight

of Hercules with Qavarog for the rescue of Alcestis

must be considered as a real, not a symbolical conflict.

It is to Hypnos and Thanatos that Apollo, by command

of Zeus, entrusts the body of the beloved Sarpedon

—

washed in the river Scamander,* anointed with ambrosia,

and robed with immortality—to be borne away to

the paternal land of Lycia. Hypnos is occupied less

worthily, and the allegorical feeling comes out, when

he puts Zeus to sleep, in the sense of sensuality and its

consequent topor, at the instigation of Here on Olympus.

"Yirvogy the Latin ' Somn-us,' is undoubtedly the same

word as the Sanscrit svdpna and Zendic gafna, and

our Teutonic sweven, or swoon; but the mythological

character and nomenclature have been superinduced, as

it appears to me, on the original, Sanscrit and Zendic

gvan, guni, the kvo>v or kuZ-wv, of our present investiga-

tion. The function of Hypnos and Thanatos, as above

illustrated, is sufficient to prove them analogues of the

dogs of Yarna. They are represented in ancient art as

two genii standing with reversed torches. In modern

art we have them as the two angels of Luini, carrying

the body of St. Catherine to her tomb on Mount Sinai,

* II., xvi. 6G0, G79, and the commentators.
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like that of Sarpedon to Lycia, and as the angels that Class 2. Beings

guard the portal of the tomb erected by Canova to the Pairs'.

togetLer m

last of the Stuarts in St. Peter's of the Vatican. Hypnos and Thana-
tos.

Third Class. I have already spoken of the two attendant Two genii attendant

genii, who attended upon human life and watched over

the morals of the individual for good or for evil, according

to the Eoman belief ; and I shall speak elsewhere of Balius Balius and Xanthus.

and Xanthus, the twin horses of Achilles, and perhaps of

others, of the spiritual order, ranked usually in pairs ; but

we may now pass to the third of the classes marked out ut

supra, including beings of a single personality. I must be

brief in this enumeration.

i. The word Apaxiov, dragon, or serpent—found not only Class 3. Beings of a

in the Japhetan but the Finlanrlic speech, and repre- TPflJ,Z7agon%
sented in the Lithuanian by drezas, in Irish by deare,

SerPent-

and in Welsh by draig— is common to a great

number of supernatural beings linked together by this

common title, although it requires the aid of minuter

criticism to substantiate their identity. Confining our Various forms,

attention, in the first instance, to Spaic-wv, in its

familiar sense, and starting from the fact, so frequently

observable in other instances, that the initial d, y, or h

is the parted half of a primitive compound letter z, and

taking account also of the interchangeability of r with

n, BpaK-o)v, Draco, takes the form, in the first instance,

familiar to us in Teutonic as snaca, snakr, snake,

schlange (in which last variety the I replaces the

original r instead of n)—in the Lithuanian as smakas,

and in Polish as smok, in which two last instances the

s
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Sri KITS INTEUMEDI-
atk between god
and Man.
Class 3. Single Per-
sonalities.

ApaKoop, Dragon, or

Serpent.

Various forms.

n is represented by m, a not unfrequent exchange. We
have a modified form of this (the initial s undergoing

elision) in the Sanscrit naga, the word used for a

fabulous serpent or serpents, with human faces, dwellers

in ' Patala,' or hell, in the Hindu pantheon, but not, I

believe, mentioned in the Vedas. Naclrs (Gothic), a

viper, and other similar words, and the Latin natrix, a

water-serpent—and, I would almost suggest, Nid-hoggr

— and perhaps v§pa, or hydra (in which the n is

dropped off)—represent this stage in descent; and I

strongly suspect that the Zendic nacus (connected

laterally with the Greek vUvg) stands on a parallel

with these in a collateral line of development. A still

more degraded form may be recognised in the Zendic

' Azhi-Dahaka,' AM (originally Amh-i) in Sanscrit, E\-,

in "E\<cW, and ang-, in ang-uis, Ang-itia, Ang-erona,

and in the Scandinavian Angur-boda ; while, the %

taking the form of <j>, we have a parallel form in 6<p-tg,

vip-er, and the Egyptian pliof and ap-ep, the giant

serpent.* This analysis may be supported pari passu

by comparison with the process through which the

ancient arpayy-o), stringo, drang-en, o<j>(yy-ix> (holding

a parallel position here with <r0rys, <^<'s, the 7rr»>voc

kviov, as above shewn), descends through successive

abrasion to ay\-^, ang-o, and unc-us ; and by the

concurrent descent through which the Zendic thrag, to

go as a serpent or creep, the word creep itself, the

Sanscrit sarp-a, the Latin serp-ere and rep-ere, from

* ' Serpent ' in Egyptian or Coptic has the following forms. Bunsen : hf,

a snake ; Ap-p, the giant serpent. For ' serpent ' Teyron gives ho/, and

Parthoy hnf, hov,fof, or phof.
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whence serpens, a serpent, and the Greek iprr,—ah in class 3. Single Per-

Sanscrit having the exact signification of thrag,—while
Dra on g

.

I may add to this enumeration the Egyptian hof— Various forms.
.

combine to the production of our familiar worm, urm

(Egyptian phof), a word once appropriated to the

serpent in its most majestic and distinct sense. But

the ideas thus suggested are subsidiary, I think, to that

of (rrpayy, string-, drdng-, which I take to be the true

original root of §pa.K-iDv, drac-o. The n (as in string-o,

drdng-en, has been added for euphony, the older form

being (rrpayy-, drag-, as we find in dpaK-wv. AM, "E^-

idva, Azlii-Bahaha, thus all report themselves to a

common root in Spaawv. But Spcuc-wv, drag-on, is, in a

remoter sense, I think, than that of serpent, a mere

variety of ypv\p$, icpvf, and by abrasion, kvP-wv—

8

and t, y and h, being interchangeable. The original

signification of ku/wv, is, as has been shewn, that

of watcher or observer ; the fact that most of the

mythical dragons were watchers over divine treasure

suggests the belief that they were chosen as a type or

symbol of the intermediate spirits so employed,— while

a consideration of the root drig in Sanscrit and $tpK-iv in

Greek, signifying to see, from which are formed the

participles dargant, Sepicwv, seeing, may lead us to con-

clude—not that Spaic-ojv, a serpent, is directly derived

from this root—but that the root in question con-

tributed to induce the selection of the dragon or serpent,

so noted for its quickness of eye and vigilance of

observation, as a prime symbol of the supernatural

watchers, the ypinng or kvvsq in question. This conclu-

sion is in strict conformity to the testimony from
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Spirits intermedi-
atk BETWEEN God
and Man.

Class 3. Single Per-

sonalities.

Dragon, Serpent.

Various forms.

The sacred serpent

of iEsculapius.

The dragon of Ares,

slain by Cadmus.

The dragon of Ares,

which guarded the

golden fleece.

The dragon Ladon,
guardian of the

apples of the Hespe-
rides.

The dragon sent to

ravage iKgimi.

The three dragons
w In. assailed the

walls of llion.

The dragons Pytho,
Nidhoggr, Tafuir,

and Echidna.

mythology familiar to every one, that dragons and

serpents were beneficent or maleficent, forming in fact

two distinct classes, and variously viewed with love or

abhorrence, according to their imputed character. And

the conjunct evidence amply vindicates my ascrip-

tion of the various dragons and serpents which abound

in ancient legend to the class of jftv-rrec; in which we are

at present interested.

Among these it may be sufficient to enumerate the

sacred serpent of iEsculapius;—those, too, in whose form

the genii were accustomed to appear—the dragon, guar-

dian of the sacred well of Ares, slain by Cadmus, and

whose teeth were so prolific when sown by that hero and

by Jason,—the dragon who guarded the golden fleece in

the grove of Ares, at iEaea, and who was set to sleep

by Hypnos at the demand of the enchantress Medea,

—

the dragon Ladon, who guarded the golden apples of

the Hesperides,—the dragon sent by Here (usually the

patron of actively persecuting monsters) to ravage

JEg'ma, and which could only be put down by the

prayer of .ZEacus according to the legend already

noticed,—the three dragons who assailed the wall of

llion built by Poseidon, Apollo, and iEacus, and of

which one entered in and held possession, the other two

falling dead in the attempt,—the dragon Pytho slain

by Apollo at Delphi,—the dragon IS'idhoggr of the

Scandinavian mythology,— the dragon Tafnir, who

guarded the Nibelungen hoard—and the semi-maiden,

semi-serpent Echidna, whom, however, I have already

spoken of in the first, or composite class of spirits.

Most of these dragons—all thus far terrestrial—are
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connected with the guardianship of legendary gold, a Class 3. Single Per-
sonalities.

superstition which has been handed down by general Dragons.

tradition throughout Europe till the eve of the present AU guardians of
° x treasure.

day—a fact which additionally connects them with the

yfivirsg of Herodotus. These dragons had a sacred Sacred character,

character everywhere, akin to that which I have speci-

fird as attaching to the Harpies and to Scylla. Cadmus

was purified for the slaughter of the dragon of Ares,

and even Apollo had to visit Tempe to obtain absolu-

tion for the death of Pytho,—in fact, as a rule, none of

these monsters could be slain or injured with impunity. Cannot be slain with

The name of ' Ladon ' requires only the restoration of

the abraded r and the interchange of familiar letters

to reascend to the older form of S-p-aic-wv, ypvf-wv.

' Tafnir,' again, is simply Pythn-r, Gryphn-r. The The Hydra of the

Hydra of the Lernsean Marsh is a similar variety of

this wide-spreading root and name, and the principal

type of the aquatic dragon. Her ninth head, immortal

and imperishable, buried by Hercules under a vast

stone, connects her with the myths of Typhoeus and

Azhi-Dahaka, and Lok, presently to be dealt with.

The giant serpent Midgardsorm or Jormundgandr, has The serpent Mid-

. ,
gardsorm or Jor-

a grander vocation, to encircle and guard the earth, but mundgandr, who en-

may, perhaps, be the same individual with the Lernsean dearth!

hydra. But I have said, I think, enough. The men-

tion of the hydra naturally reminds us, in passing from

this dracontine group of ypv-rreg, of her friend and ally,

the gigantic

—

ii. Crab, which attacked Hercules and wounded him in The Crab,

the foot while engaged in the conflict. I have little
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Spirits intermedi- doubt that the name krabbe, krabazo, in Old Teutonic
ATE BETWEEN GoD
and Man. and Old Northern—and which we have in various

SmaiiUes
SmSle ***" modifications in the Sanscrit carabha, the Greek Kapaftlg

The Clab - and Kupafiog, xripa<piG, the Irish kriiban, and the Welsh

crivban—forms almost identical, as it will be observed,

with ypvf-wv, was more familiar to the framers of the

legend than the Latin cancer, the Greek tcapKivog, or the

Sanscrit karka, although these latter words are given to

the identical crab here in question, as transferred to the

Zodiac. But (?) the Greek x^pa(5og signifies also beetle,

and as such is a mere modification of ' scaraboeus,' the

Egyptian yj>r—thus proving the antiquity of the word.

I should perhaps add that yjpr and \rp both signify

image, form, and consequently \rp may have signified

k[ ?xJajoa/Soe,
' scarabasus,' in Egyptian, as well as -^pr.

Not only the word crab and its various forms above

given, but giomacli in Irish, and even cancer, are con-

nected with roots denoting what is bent or curved—in

Greek (or rather Pelasgian), ypvir-og, ku^oc, 'gibbus,'

as has been shewn,—which at once lands our crab,

through the associations already shewn, in spirit-land.

—We pass from the Crab through a natural transi-

tion to

—

The Scorpiou. iii. The Scorpion sent by Artemis to destroy Orion, in

punishment for his pride, his love for the goddess her-

self, or, as also asserted, his violation of Upis, the

Hyperborean maiden above mentioned as having

brought an offering from the land of the ypv-mg, her-

self a ypvrp,— to Latona at Delos. Scorpio is evidently

the same word as crab, and is subject to the same
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etymological interpretation. I am not, however, sure Class 3. Single Per-
J ni-i sonalities.

whether the Scorpion, and perhaps the Crab, do not The Scorpion

denote one holding a higher rank than that of gryphon

or genius, to wit, Hermes, the \rf, or ' first,' himself,

the Tet or Thoth of Egypt; and this in his character

of measurer of merits and weigher of souls at the great

judgment after death.* An instrument of divine

* My reasons for this impression are as follows : —The constellation Libra,

or the Scales, was substituted in the Greek zodiac for the Xr)\ai, or claws of

the Scorpion, about a century before our Lord's Advent. Till that time

Scorpio occupied the space of two signs in the duodecimal division of the

heavens,—there were, in effect, but eleven signs of the zodiac ; but one of

them—that of the ' First,' or X*Y>,
or ' Herm-es,' was, as I conceive, of twice

the importance of any other. My suggestion is that the original unmutilated

Scorpio symbolised not only Hermes but the balance with which he was so

inseparably connected in the Egyptian imagination; and that, after the

Greeks had become familiar with the import of the Scorpion through their

intercourse with Egypt, they cut off the claws of the Scorpion and substituted

the balance in order to complete the number of twelve signs, and also to

support the moral lesson conveyed in the myth that Astraea, the latest of the

daughters of the Golden Age to tarry upon earth, had fled to heaven. The

etymological process which facilitated and perhaps suggested the mutilation

of the Scorpion may be traced through a collocation of words by which

XapaB-os, xnpa.<\>-is, scorpio, becomes associated, first, with xvp^-is, xypaP--6s,

the shell of the species of muscle used for measuring and taking up liquids,

and secondly, with xi*-» as iu XV^ai, claws ixvp = XV^), the root of which,

XtjA.-, signifying to split, takes the parallel form of scala, a shell, and scala, a

scale for weighing—for which purposes such shells as those of the oyster

probably formed the primitive instrument.—But what principally induces me

to believe ut supra is, that both the Crab and the Scorpion (including Libra)

were originally known to the Romans by the name of ' Nepa,' which Festus

tells us was of African origin. The Egyptian Anupu, or Anubis, was the

special title of Thoth= Hermes= xrP. tQe ^vxoiro/nr6s, or weigher of souls in

Egypt—Hermes being the Latin Mercury. The Chaldsean Nebo, the same

as the Nabiu of Babylon and Nebu of Assyria, was the God of the planet

Mercury—the God Mercury being Hermes and Anubis, as just shewn.

' Nepa ' would therefore appear to be a Latin form of the title Nebo, Anubis,

designative of Thoth, who is also (as stated) Mercury and Hermes—applied

to the two signs in question, Scorpio and the Crab—names that correspond

etymologically, as has been already shewn, to xrp, the root of Hermes. This

may be corroborated by comparison of the fact that Nebu bore the especial
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SPIRIT8 INTERMEDI-
ATE BETWEEN God
and Man.
Class 3. Single Per-

sonalities.

The yvty, or Vulture,

of Prometheus.

The Ravens of Odin.

vengeance similar to the Crab and the Scorpion may

next be mentioned

—

iv. The yv\p, or vulture, of Prometheus, slain, after long

ages, by Hercules. rty, in Etruscan 'capys,' the

Latin ac-cipiter, our Teutonic habuli, or hawk, is, like

lifHiZ,, an abraded form of ypvxp-, as represented inter-

mediately by ypvir-oQ, signifying a bird with hooked

beak aud claws. Zeus himself took the form of a

iipa%, when he guided Hermes to the slaughter of

Argus. It was, I may observe, a bird of similar

etymological character and association, the Kopcdi,

'corvus,' rafn (O.N.), or raven, which Apollo set to

watch Coronis. And the two attendant ravens of Odin,

Huginn and Muninn, his wise envoys, will occur to the

reader readily, as well as his titles 'hrafna-God' and

' hrafna-drottinn,' God of the ravens—hrafna being a

title of Tir, denoting an arrow, in Assyrian ; and that the Scorpio is styled by

the Greeks fitya B-hp-iov, ixtya repots,—0rjp- and t<p- appearing to be echoes of

the title in question, Tir. The chief seat of the worship of Nebu was Bor-

sippa, which I should understand as Bors=burz, burgh+ Ipp-a, an Assyrian

form of Ip, answering to the Egyptian ' lb-is,' which forms a component part

of the hieroglyphic sign for Thoth. The wife of Nebu, again, is ' Varamit,' or

' Urmit,' which I read Varam- or Urm-it, female or wife of Varam, Urm,

answering to yrp, Hermes. Varam- has a strong resemblance to Verethregma,

now Bahrain, in the Zoroastrian faith. These suggestions lead one on,

possibly, beyond a legitimate issue.—The Assyrian Nebu, to resume, thus

connected with Hermes, or xrp, is repeatedly, I may add, described in in-

scriptions translated by Sir Henry Itawliuson, as holder or beatower of the

•Sceptre of Power' for the purpose of government; and an arm holding a

sceptre is the hieroglyph expressing the literal combination xrp in Egypt.

Nabu is further styled 'eldest son,' which corresponds with the sens. of

' Bret' attached to xrp; and 'Lord of Constellations,' which would certainly

not be inappropriate to Scorpio, as holding the place of two of the modern

signs of the zodiac. These last two approximations are not of much impor-

tance, but the community held by Nebo and xrp in the 'Sceptre of Power'

is not insignificant.
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mere variation of the ypvf— while the familiar Class 3. Siugle Per-
sonalities.

Icelandic word for raven, Jcrunmi, supports the ap- xhe vulture.

proximation through its affinity with krumma, lerymna,
e avens ° m '

crooked, as used in reference to a hand or a paw

—analogous to ypvirog. The story of Ceyx and

Alcyone may be noticed here. We have, I may

further remark, an intermediate form between yv\p and

ypvip parallel to that already noticed in a(j>ty^—in the

word o<t>i'itZ, a wasp, which takes the form of vespa in

Latin, but preserves the older form in French, as

guespe or gudpe, while the Latin crabro, wasp or hornet,

corresponds closely with ypvf-v. The wasp is called

in dialectic English appleclrain, which perhaps may

denote abil- or evil- SpaKtov or demon, or poisonous

dragon-fly. A creature of this denomination, described

as an olarpog, or gad-fly, was an instrument of persecu-

tion of Io by Here in Greece, and of the punishment

of Nimrod according to oriental tradition.

This vulture of Prometheus, and these cognate gryphi

are not, however, to be confounded with another being

of the same class but higher dignity

—

v. The eagle-envoy of Zeus, who bears the title—sum*- The Eagle-envoy of

. . .
Zeus.

cient to certify his pre-eminent dignity—of Atoc kvwv

that is—not dog, in the usual sense, but Kvfwv, of

Jove. This leads us, nevertheless, to the class repre-

sented by

—

vi. The Dog, in the actual and unequivocal, although The Dog.

secondary, character of kvwv, canis. The golden dog,

the guardian of Zeus's infancy, the gold and silver dogs
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Spirits intermedi-
ate between God
and Man.

Class 3. Single Per-

sonalities.

The Dog.

Varieties.

Sarama of India.

Cerberus and
Orthras, Garmr.
The dog of Orion.
"Watchdogs and
guardians.

of the palace of Alienor, the bitch Sarama of India,

Cerberus and Orthras,* and Garmr of Scandinavia,

and the dog of Orion, and the leading representative

kinds of the watchdog in the present classification, as

distinguished from the dogs of Yama, which we have

ranked, for reasons assigned, in a former subdivision.

The first of these dogs was fabricated by Hephaestus,

for Khea, who gave him the custody of Zeus and

Amalthea in the cave at Crete. He was afterwards

appointed to the guardianship of the temple of Zeus

there. Pandareus stole and gave him to Tantalus, king

of Phrygia. Tantalus swore that he had never received

the dog, and was crushed as a punishment under Mount

Sipylus. The dogs of Alcinous are well known. They

too were the creation of Hephaestus, and although of

gold and silver were animated. Their connection, like

that of the dog of Crete, with gold, the especial charge

of the griffin, is to be noted. The bitch Sarama was

the guard of the cows of the Gods, according to the

Veda,—when the Panis stole them, Sarama was sent to

demand them back—the Panis, or evil demon, sought

to seduce her to their side, but she resisted—wherefore

' they kept the darling.' Sarama, we have already

stated, was the mother of the two dogs of Yama. The

name, like xrP» Herm-es, easily identifies itself with

jfwf-, and seems like an earlier form of kvwv. Professor

Max Miiller identifies Sarama with Helen of Troy, not

merely in regard to her mythical character, as detained

by Paris and the Trojans, as Sarama was by the Panis
;

but etymologically, Sarama passes into Helen, by the

* Hos„ Theog., 309; cf. 293.
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legitimate change of s, r, and m, into h, I, and n ; while Class 3. Single Per-

-p, .
t t-» • sonalities.

Tans and Tarns are equally identical. This is quite The Dog

legitimate and probable ; and I may add, I suspect we identification of
1 names and legends.

have the Panis likewise in the Van-ir of the Edda. Pro-

fessor Muller has recognised the etymological identity

of Sarama and Cerberus, although he does not trace

them to the same root as myself—and Orthrus and the

Scandinavian Garmer may be also associated, I think,

with the group. Orthrus, the keeper originally, with

the shepherd Eurytion, of the oxen of Geryones, and

whom Professor Muller* identifies with Vritra, is

originally ' Cerber-us,' the initial C elided, and the b,

answering to <j>, exchanged for th ; and Garmer and

Cerberus are still more plainly identical, c and g, m and

b being interchanged. Garmer and Cerberus both live

in caves and guard the mouths of the respective hells

of Scandinavia and Greece. Fenris, again, must be

associated with the preceding dogs of the infernal

regions, by his quality of vlph—Fenris Ulf, which is

simply whelp, wolf, corresponding to the Arabic helb.

Fenrir and Odin, Garmer and Tyr mutually slay each

other in the great day of Eagnarok. Last and most

exalted in his destiny of all, we have the dog of Orion

— Sothis in Egypt, Sirius in Greece, Lokabrenna in

Scandinavia— the kvcjv or Canis Major or the Dog-

star—the ovXiog a<jTi'ip—(not, I think, originally signi-

fying pernicious, but as in the case of 6X»ji/,t haurva,

salvatory or saving)—and I think the dog of the Castor

or Saviour Polydeuces, while the star on the helmet of

Polydeuces, and on that of Castor, represents the same

* See Muller, Lect., p. 478. f Of. Sup., p. 248.
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Spirits intermedi-
ate between God
and Man.

Class 3. Single Per-
sonalities.

The Dog.

personality. The twins were, as I have shewn, one

bifold being, originally, and therefore the stars were

properly but one, as the clog is solely attached to Poly-

deuces and not to Castor. According to another legend

Sirius was the dog appointed by Zeus as guardian over

Europa, and who—after passing through the hands of

Minos and Procris,—and having received the gift that

no prey should escape him—was carried by Cephalus,

after the death of Procris, to Thebes, where he met with

a fox whose equal privilege it was that he should put

to flight all dogs he met with. Jupiter, at a nonplus,

transformed both into stone, a fact which tends to

identify or at least link together the Theban with the

more familiar Sirius through the Egyptian st, which

denotes both a rock or stone. The quality of watcher

or guardian attributed to the dog proper or whelp,

as contrasted with the vidpes or oAa>7nj£, supports,

I think, the more favourable interpretation of the

ovXiog a(jr>ip and of 6Xi)v which I have suggested ut

supra.

Lastly, in

—

vii. Pandora, Harmonia, Helen, Calypso, and Iduna we

have members of the same general group, which form

the lowest class as viewed from the standpoint of the

supernatural world, although they appear to ourselves,

from their lovely humanity, of far higher account than

the dogs, the dragons, the harpies, and the griffins,

which, as shewn, are distinctly symbols of powers above

humanity. I have either spoken or shall speak of each

of these personages in reference to their mythical history
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in other divisions of this inquiry ; all 1 have to do now Class 3. Single Per-

.. . sonalities.

is to establish their character as griffins or divine

ministers for good or for evil—in a word, Aibg Kvvsg.

That character is attached to Pandora in the most direct Pandora.

manner by the statement of Hesiod *—reporting a tradi-

tion of which the true import was unknown to him

—

that Zeus commanded Hermes to implant in her, after

the full accomplishment of womanly charms imparted

by Aphrodite, kvveov re voov, the mind of a dog, and,

as its consequence, IttikXottov nOog, a deceitful disposition.

In Harmonia, again, the bride of Cadmus, the gift Harmonia.

of Zeus, perfect in beauty and excellence, and at whose

marriage the whole court of Olympus was present, as

at that of Thetis, we have the same root of ypvrr-,

^rp- in Egyptian, as the basis of her name, and her

necklace, the famous op/xog, her ^wcm-marriage-ring,

but which wrought such woe after she had passed

from the scene, is of similar derivation. Both she and

her husband were ultimately translated in the form of

dragons, or in a chariot drawn by dragons

—

kvveq, that

is to say, or ypvirtg—to Elysium.

If the identification, once more, by Professor Muller, Helen,

of Helen with Sarama be accepted, as 1 think it

deserves to be, we have at once the character of kvwv

established without any taint from terrestrial associa-

tions. But Helen applies the identical epithet to

herself in Homer f in a comparatively modern sense,

with an unsparing remorse, which I venture to think

the result of an oblivion of her true mythical charac-

ter on the part of Homer, as I have shewn it to have

* Op. et Di., 67. t D., vi. 344, 356.
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Spirits intermedi-
ate between God -

and Man.

Class 3. Single Per-
sonalities.

Helen.

Calypso.

been on the part of Hesiod * in the case of Pandora.

On the other hand, and in inconsistency with the

coarser view of her character, it is remarked by Mr.

Grote f that the tone in which she is spoken of by

Euripides and Lycophron is so strikingly opposite to

the delicacy and respect with which she is always

handled by Homer, who never admits reproaches

against her except from her own lips. And the high

honour paid to Helen throughout—the worship paid

to her in association with the Dioscuri at Therapna?,

the miracles she wrought, and the signal punish-

ment of blindness inflicted, according to tradition,

on the poet Stesichorus, when he presumed to speak

of her with disrespect, testify, I think, to the fact

that she was in no sense in the vulgar sense a kvujv,

but a ypvfwv or minister of the Supreme God. 'Helen,'

again remarks Mr. Grote, 'never grows old, . . . her

chronology consists only with an immortal being.'

Her actions are abnormal, and it looks as if she had

in the original tradition been sent to Ilium, and kept

by the Trojans as the Panis originally threatened

to keep Sarama. It was according to Herodotus, who

looks on the fall of Troy as the direct work of the

Gods, the divine will that the Trojans should be

destroyed root and branch, to shew to mankind that

for great crimes they would inflict great punish-

ment.

The name of a lovely oceanid, Calypso, appears to

me, once more, a very near variety of ypv\p, with the

simple exchange of I and r.

Hes. Op., 07. Cf. sup., p. 2G9. t Vol. i., p. 282, en*. 1872.
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This is but an imperfect survey of a most interesting

department of Japhetan belief, yet it may be sufficient to

establish the fundamental dogma of that belief— the

existence of ypvirtg or intermediate spirits, as stated at

the beginning of this chapter. In almost every instance

the kvoov is entrusted with a charge as guardian—frequently

in exclusion of man's participation in the treasures,—in

many it is beguiled and the treasure won by deities or

heroes in the interest of mankind—the explanation of this

must be reserved for future discussion. But they are The ypvwes or Kvvei

- . , are ministers of divine

throughout ministers of divine purposes and instruments purpose.

of blessing or punishment, not blind agencies born of

matter or impelled by wicked intention.

viii. The other groups of supernatural or abnormal per-

sonages which I ought perhaps to notice, however briefly,

at this stage are the Amshaspands and the Amazon s. The Amshaspands.

None of these heroes, except the Amashaspands, have a

position akin to the character of ypv-rrag. The centaurs

are noted as at war with the Lapithse

—

avtpeg aXtywral—

worshippers of Zeus Aa^variog, and thus the advocates

of a form of worship of which I shall have more to speak

hereafter. The celebrated fight between the two races

took place at the marriage of Pirithous, a hero whose name

recalls the association of Marut, Spirit-us. They have

a certain resemblance to the White and Black Elves of

Scandinavian mythology. The Centaurs themselves have The Centaurs.

been compared and identified by Dr. A. Kuhn * with the

* Dr. A. Kuhn's ' Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung,' Berlin,

1852, etc., vol. i., 513. Further remarks on the subject occur in vol. iv. 43,

v. 392, vii. 88.
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BPIBITa INTERMEDI-
ATE BETWEEN God
and Man.
Tlie Ceiitaurs.

The Amshaspands.

Gandharvas of the Veda, Guardians of the Soma—and

quite correctly so. I think their office, and the character

in particular of their chief, Chiron, can be further illus-

trated. The PhaBacians were expelled from Eypereia by

the Centaurs, and abode,* according to Homer, in Scheria

otherwise Drepane. I have spoken of them elsewhere.

Everything about them belongs to the supernatural.

The etymology of Hypereia, and perhaps of Drepane

—

attaches it to the root ypvir-, and such too is the case, as

I have above mentioned, with the name of Hyperborei,

—these last, however, are to all appearance the spirits

of the departed, akin to the Pitri of Hindostan, and not

properly ypvirtg. I mention the Amshaspands here, the

seven spirit-ministers of Iran, in order to suggest that

they are represented by the ' Septemtriones,' the seven

bright stars in the constellation of the Great Bear—pro-

perly, I think, ' trifones,' or ypinrtQ. The word cannot be

understood as signifying oxen, inasmuch as Virgil applies

it to both the bears, in the phrase ( geininosque triones.'

Although travelling beyond the border of the Japhetan

world, we may perhaps recognise the antagonism of the

subordinate ypv-rng. Answering to the ayaOoSaipovtg and

KaKodmpovtg, in the curious myth of the periodically re-

The winged serpents newed effort of the winged serpents to enter Egypt, and

gyp '

their repulse by the ibises, as reported by Herodotus.f The

ibis is named lib and the serpent jplwf in Egyptian, and

both these words are, as I have shewn in vj3oc and 6'0<c,

analogous words in Japhetan, traceable upwards to ypvf.

It is difficult to say whether the Amazons, the last I have

here to speak of, are to be considered as spiritual or human
The Amazons.

* Od., v. 34. t Herod., u. 75.
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beings. I have often thought that they derive part of their The Amazons.

mythical reputation from association with the Amshaspands,

with whose name their own stands in some relation. But

the etymological and historical indications point, I think,

to a common origin with the Sauroniatse or Sarmatians

(the true reading, if I mistake not, of the supposed Scythian

words olbp ward, reported by Herodotus*)—and, as such,

to a descent from Selm (varying as Sarm-, Slav-), the

son of Feridun according to the ethnological legend. This

is not the place to enter on such a discussion ; but a

legendary and mythological character has certainly been

imparted to their existence, and their genealogical derivation

from Ares suggests, as in the case of the monsters generated

or sent forth by Here, the qualification of ministers of

judicial punishment. The exquisite picture of the beautiful,

virtuous, and dying Penthesilea, wept over even by her

slayer Achilles, testifies to the general sense entertained

of their character—while the very name, when analysed, as

I believe it should be, Spenta-seele, ' white or holy soul,'

is evidence to the same effect. She was an ally of the

Trojans, who, again, were looked to by the Persians as their

kindred.

ix. Lastly, I may mention the Titans of Greece and the The Titans.

Jotuns (originally, I think, Tiothuns, Titans) of Scandinavia, The Jotuns.

as races of the ypvxp class, although their names are deriv-

able, I think, from a different source, as Nait-hunu,| sons

of Nait or God.

The seraph and cherub of the Hebrews may have oc- The Seraph.

curred to the memory of the reader while perusing the

preceding pages. I have little doubt that they denote the

__* Herod., iv. 110. f Hunu, sunn, from the Runic for 'sons.'

T
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Stoits wtbbmbm- same class of beings with similar duties and powers, but

and Man. the Japhetan name has been derived from a more distant

and primeval source. It is questioned, indeed, whether

'seraph' has any proper or definite etymological root in

Hebrew, and my belief is that the word must be referred to

the Japhetan analogues.*

The composite beings of Assyria, on the other hand, the

man-bull and the man-lion, denote Gods, not intermediate

beings.

Section II. Ministers of Punishment.

Supernatural beings, Ilitherto, as may have been observed, we have dealt with
servants and minis-

. . ,. •iii.ni
ters of deity of sub- supernatural beings variously distinguished but ol almost
ordinate rank. , , , i • • . n i •.- -it p n

equal rank, servants and ministers of deity, either lor the

benefit or bale of man, that is for blessing or reward, punish-

ment or correction, according to human deserts, their special

character being that of watchers or protectors, commissioners

carrying out the purposes of God in strict loyalty and

obedience.

* ' The moaning of the word seraph,
7 observes Mr. W. Latham Bcvan, * is

extremely doubtful ; the only word which resembles it in the current Hebrew

i;> taiaph, to burn, whence the idea of brilliancy has been extracted. . . .

But . . . the Hebrew term never bears this secondary sense. . . . The absence

of any cognate Hebrew term is certainly worthy of remark.' Smith's ' Bib.

Diet.' But Dr. Hayman, under the article Cherub, cites the Rabbinical

Hebrew TTlD* denoting 'image,' as 'possibly containing the true germ of

meaning,' and he connects this with the Greek ypv-rr-, y\inrui, ypd<pu, grohen,

etc., in the sense of carving, and brings the griffin and the dragon of tho

Hesperides into comparison with the Cherubim. These are very happy

criticisms. But although the Rabbinical word in question is, I think, tho

name as the Egyptian x rP» an(l is llse^ !,s standing for an image in the later

or subsidiary sense of xrP> the primary one is that of 'first,' or 'chief,'

a purely personal qualification, and this, I thiuk, is the true equivalent of

cherub and seraph.
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The Japhetan creed recognises alike the ' chains ' and Those derived from

. . Typhoeus, or, in a

the ' mercy ' of Varuna. Such of these intelligences as derive broader sense, from

,. ,.,.. ..„ mi 1T, , .i Hera, are mostly
their mythical origin or mission Iroin lyphoeus and Echidna, primitive and malig-

Lok and Angurboda, or in a broader sense from Here, the
nau Power3,

consort ascribed to the Supreme and Spiritual God as repre-

sentative of wrath, are for the most part primitive and

malignant powers. And there are few indeed of those

above enumerated except Balius and Xanthus, Hesperus and

Thanatos, and the less distinguished but everywhere diffused

class the ayaOoSai/uioveQ, which do not bear the austere

character of aXaaropes or avengers. But all, I would insist,

are the representatives and trustees of power, delegated

from God, exercised in fulfilment of his will. All are Aioq The preceding are

. Atbs KiWs

—

ypvnes—
K&VSQ—ypvTTtg—watchers of the Almighty. < watchers ' of God.

In contrast, however, to these beneficent and constitu- One great type of

moral evil (in con-

tional although antagonistic agencies, there is one dark figure trast to the former

... .... .
,

., , . . class) stands in open
which towers, like a colossus, above all his compeers—in rebellion against

open rebellion against the Almighty, aspiring to supreme °
•

power over Gods and men, but crushed in the attempt,

—

and to whom alone the character of watcher or guardian is

never assigned in existing records, although it would appear

from the etymology of his name and otherwise to have

originally belonged to him. This great type of moral evil Variously known
° J ° D

. . under the names of

is the being variously known as Aki in the Veda, Aku- Aid, Aku-Mainyu,

, _ , , . ! • -r^ i t • • ^ t • Azhi-Dahaka, Loptr,

Mainyu in the Zend-Avesta—Azhi-Dahaka in ancient Iranian Lok or Asa-Lok,

legend, Loptr, Lok or Asa-Lok in Scandinavia, Mg- or Arg-, Ty|hoeuf~or Ty™'

Cac-us, and Typhoeus or Typhaon * in Italy and Greece—this Phaon -

last being the more primitive type, and all these names

fundamentally identical. I have said ' almost alone ' in the

negation of KiW-ship, because some of the class of gryphs

* Tvcpuevs, Hes. Theog., 821, 869. Tv<pdwv, 306.
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Spirits inter-

mediate.

Malignant and
rebellious spirits.

The Arch-Rebel
Typhocus or Lok.

Genealogies.

Etymologies.

above enumerated may exhibit in part a reflection of the

character of Typhoeus unduly attributed to them, and

the Titans and Giants would appear to share, especially

the latter, in the character of rebellion ; but practically it

is in him only, or at least pre-eminently, that the concep-

tion of revolt and malignancy against God and against

the divine creation, man included, finds its incarnation.

Typhoeus was the youngest son, as some say, of Tartarus

and Ge, but, according to others, the unaided conception of

Here, in rivalry of Zeus, who had similarly produced Athene.

Hesiod makes Typhoeus and Typhaon father and son, but

they are to all intents and purposes identical. These names

must have been originally written and pronounced Typhae-

fus and TyphseAm.

That the various personages just enumerated are but one

and the same individual may be shewn partly by their

genealogical, partly by their etymological affinities, and

a subsequent approximation of the various myths may lead

us independently to the same conclusion. That Typhoeus

and Lok, the two most characteristic types, are the same

personage will appear from a comparison of the names and

characters of Echidna and Angurboda, their respective wives

(?), and those of their children, the Lernaaan Hydra and

Midgardr, Fenrisulf and Orthrus, Garmer and Cerberus,

beings whom we must, as I have shewn, carefully distinguish,

and their mothers also, from their reputed male parents.

And turning to the titles of the arch-demon above enu-

merated, it is apparent at a glance that the root Typh-,

proximately connectible with the Babylonian Zop, and with

the idea of deep, depth, alyss, not originally in Semitic but

Japhetan speech, melts imperceptibly in a collateral direc-
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tion into Tych-, Dahak-, Lopt-r, Lok, in one direction, and Malignant and
_,._,. , _ __,. ~. , „ . ., rebellious spirits.

into Tit-, Gig-, and Cac-, or Titan, Gigas, and Cacus in the „ . .

» o » ' ' o ' Various names ol the

other, while Typh-, Tych- degenerate downwards (so to Arch-Rebel.

speak) through abrasion into iEg-, Ak-, Aki, or Aku-,

taking the form of Azhi, in the Persian Azhi-Dahaka

—

and of Asa, probably, in Asa-Lok. It is bardly possible,

I think, to doubt, on a comparison of these names, that the

compound titles Azhi-Dahaka and Asa-Lok denote one and

the same individual, while the etymologic descent of Azhi

and Asa-, as well as iEg-, Aku from Typh = Tych, parallel

in all respects to the derivation of e'x- fc> ang-uis, etc., from

SpaK-u>v, as shewn in the preceding section, is sufficient,

as it appears to me, to dispel any doubt on the subject.

I suspect, indeed, that Dakaka itself is a form of SpoK-wv,

the k- representing the yasuphs on the one hand, and the

X, chah, of dacha on the other.

That the name of Typhoeus is the oldest of all these

forms, and of primitive Japhetan date, may appear from

a comparison of it with those of Apep- or Apophis, the

giant serpent, as it is translated, of Egypt, a form of Set-

Nubi, sister names of Typhon, surnamed ' Sutex ' or the

great Destroyer, and Apaosha the sea-horse, or the aquatic

monster of the Zend-Avesta, which is encountered and

vanquished by Tistrya as Apophis is by Horns and Typhaon

by Briareus or Apollo. Ap-ep has been hitherto derived

from ap, api, ' the head,' and from apa, to stand up

;

Apaosha from ush, to burn or scorch, with the prefix apa,.

The Zendic upapa is derived in like manner hitherto

from dp, water, and the prefix upa, and interpreted ' im

wasser befindlich,' a general word for aquatic beasts, and

would be equally appropriate to Apaosha and Apophis or
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Spirits inter- Apep. They are, in fact, if I mistake not, one and the same
mediate.

word, but I would suggest iu an abraded form, finding their
Malignant and OD

,

rebellious spirits. initial complement in the T which is preserved in Typhoeus,

SchXbSr
eS °fthe U Typhosus—the original form being Tapep, Taphophis,

Tapaosha, Tupapa,—and an intermediate stage lies per-

haps preserved in Baba Set or Typhon, Graecised

as Babys and Bebon.* The abraded syllable ap-, apa,

and upa was by this restitution Zap, Zapa, or Zuph,

with the sense, in that stage of derivation, of Zop, or the

j)eep—a word which allies itself with the Sambh-, swamp,

of which I have elsewhere spoken, and perhaps with the

element in the mythological landscape thereby expressed

and which it even still retains in Scotland in that par-

ticular sense, although shrunk to the dimensions of a dub

but which properly has the sense rather of abyss, of chaos,

without particular qualification (unless indeed a moral one

attaches to it). The effect of this rectification, if sustained,

must be (1) to identify Typhoeus and all his etymological

analogues enumerated in former paragraphs with Apophis

and Apaosha,—while his name preserves the more primitive

typo
; (2) to shew that the name in question must have been

held in common by the ancestors of the western Japhetans

and the Iranians before they parted company in the east

;

and (3) to shew that Typhoeus is no importation from Egypt,

although Apophis and Typhoeus may have been an importa-

tion from the Japhetan world, and the title of Set-Nubi or

Apophis, the Egyptian Typhon cursorily mentioned a few

lines back—as Sutex—may be cited in further support of

this conclusion. The name occurs as 'Sutex, the great

Destroyer,' in a papyrus cited by Dr. Birch. It appears

* Plutarch, De Is. et Os., xlix., lx. ; Bunscn, ' Egypt's Place,' i. 427, 1st cd.
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to be identical with the Iranian Bahaka, which has the Malignant and
rebellious spirits.

same meaning, as derived from dah, to destroy, a root
Various names of the

answering to the Sanscrit dah (daghus), to consume with A™h-Rebel.

fire—whence dahaku, an incendiary. Both these names,

Sute\ and dahak, must therefore have been in use as epithets

of Typhon in the original Japhetan home.

We may not, however, I must still further say, acquiesce

in Typh- as the primitive form of the title under discussion.

I will not lay any stress on the ancient word Triton as

denoting a water-horse or monster, although the hippo-

potamus is an ancient symbol of the Egyptian Typhon,

but the identity shewn in a former chapter between Mg- and

Arg- in .ZEgseon and Argeiphontes, the titles of Briareus

and Hermes, suggest that an r had been abraded before

Typh- assumed its present form, aud that it was originally

pronounced Tryph- = Tryph-as/us or Tryph-on; and in

this Tryph- we may recognise—first, the root familiar to us

in Egyptian as xrP> an^ secondly, through the mutation of

\ or g into t, Gryph-, the root of ypvxp or ypvf-uv. We
are thus led to the conclusion that this was his original

and pre-eminent title at a period when the character of a

A toe kuwv, and originally of the highest trust and dignity,

was the rightful qualification of Typhoeus, although forfeited

by disobedience unnumbered ages ago and lost to the

memory of man in later times. I am confirmed in this

belief by the significant fact in this regard, that at the

birth of Typhoeus he was committed to the care of the ser-

pi nt Python, at Delphi, as his nurse— this being at the

time when Themis still ruled there, and Pytho was, as has

been shewn, her oracular minister, before the older regime

was superseded by Apollo. Here was from first to last a
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Spirits inter- stranger to Delphi. Typhoeus was thus not only born but

Malignant and brought up as a ypty, or ypvf, a minister of God.

rebellious spirits. j am aware that the rebellion of Typhoeus is not connected
Various names of the . . .

Arch-Rebel. with that of the Titans and Giants in express terms by the

Typhoeus was origi- mythologies, and that Hesiod even describes the Titans as
nally a ypinp, or » ° '

ypvfw, a ' minister trembling as they stand around Cronos in Tartarus and hear
of God,'—although

. .

he forfeited by dis- the echoes of the conflict raging between him and Zeus.
obedience.

My identification of Typhoeus with iEg-, the enemy sub-

jected by iEgreon or Briareus, may therefore appear to need

support. This support may be found, I think (as inferred

from the analogue of the title .ZEgason

—

JEg-^ujvTng or

iEg-' han,' slayer of iEg), in the analysis already slightly

anticipated, of the title 'EKar6yx^p> the ' hundred-handed/

as it is proximately interpreted, given to Briareus or iEgoeon

by the ancient mythological writers. As already stated,

iEga3on and his brothers were the keepers of the vanquished

demon. I read their title therefore—divided as tKaroyx-^p—
as Eicaro7X"wara> keeper of EKaroyx* anc^ I divide 'Eicaroyx*

again, as 'Eku-tojX' an<^ understand this compound as an

Hellenic form of Azhi-Dahak, Asa-Lok, or Set-Xubi,

' Sutex,' i-e.
f

Ek-a-, fflg-, or Aki, the ' Destroyer.' And the

Caduceus borne by Mercury or Hermes, the Argeiphontes,

bears the same testimony, being ultimately analysable, as I

think, as ' Caduc-e/'us,' i.e. Dahak-Azhi, ocpig, t\tg, although

other mythical significations of extreme antiquity have

subsequently been engrafted upon it.*

* The olive-wood wand symbolical of peace, of which the caduceus was

made, refers us to the familiar tat, olive, as already shewn; but Tat probably

has ulterior reference to Tat, Tet, Set, Tych, Typh, Trypk, ypfy. The two

serpents cnwreathed on the caduceus remind us at once of the two serpents

which grew out of the shoulders of the Johah of Eirdusi, otherwise Azhi-

Dahaka, at the kiss of Eblis. The Greek word KijpvK-tiov is, I suspect, the

B&ma word, the p representing the <7, while h in Dahuka is a softened form

ol both.
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The result is that Argus, conquered by Hermes, and Mg Malignant and
,. , rebellious spirits.

as conquered by iEgseon, or Briareus, are thus directly
Various namesofthe

identified with Azhi-Dahak, whose name in both its elements Arch-Rebel.

is traceable to Typli-, Tych-, Tryph as its original form.

While, as the war of iEgaeon was, according to the mycolo-

gists, with the Titans or Gigantes, and he obtained his

name in consequence of his conquest over those monster-

demons, it is clear that Mg, Azhi-Dahaka-Typhoeus must

have been their chief leader, in whose fall their own destruc-

tion was involved and by whose name his conquest was

commemorated. Typhoeus was himself one of the Gigantes,

although the latest born. The evidence is thus, I submit,

rounded and completed. But even with the Titans or

giants as his subordinates, he stands, as I have observed,

practically and substantially alone in his audacity and

pride, while Lok stands even more absolutely superior in

his guile and treachery in Teutonic tradition. It is in

keeping with this view of the relative positions of Typhoeus

and the Titans—for whom a respect transpires continually

throughout the annals of mythology, that the Jotuns of

Jotunheim, the Titans of Scandinavia, although constantly

at war with the iEsir, and noted like the Titans for their

daring, are not regarded as demons, but retain much of the

original dignity of their name Jotun, Titan, Thraetona, or

sons of God. Their relation to Odin and the JEsir or

Drottinn Gods are those of rivalry rather than rebellion.

In the Aryan East, on the other hand, in marked distinction,

the destructive energies of nature and every form of evil

are associated, under the general title of Devas, with Aku-

Mainyu in his struggle with Akura-Mazdao and the spirits

of light ; while in India the Devas, headed by Indra, wage
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BpieitS inter-

MEDIATE.

Malignant und
rebellious spirits.

Varied traditions of
tin- great rebellion

a<rainst God.

1. The conquest of

Indra over Aki or

Vritra.

2. Tlic struggle of

Ahura-Mazdao
against Aku- or

Augro Mainyu.

3. The fight of Tis-

trya an<l Apaosha.

1. The fight of
Thraetona and Azhi-
Uahaka.

5. The war of Zeus
and the Gods, cham-
pioned by Briareus,
jEgseon, or Apollo,

against Typhoeua
and the Gfcnta.

a similar struggle against the Asuras, Daityas, and other

powers of physical evil associated with Aki, or (as he is

often called) Vritra. All this argues a prolonged course of

oblivion of and departure from the primitive tradition.

The great rebellion of which Typhoeus is thus, upon the

whole, the representative impersonation, and of which I

have already spoken in relation to the part borne in it by

iEgaeon or Briareus, is set forth in a highly dramatised

form, and yet with the outlines sufficiently marked to indi-

cate the original dogma—1. In the hymns of the Eig-Veda

celebrating the conquest, perpetually renewed, of Indra over

Aki (otherwise surnamed Vritra)—the object of Aki being

to deprive earth and mankind of the wholesome rain by im-

prisoning the clouds in which it is stored up, but which,

as impersonated in Aki, Indra pierces with his thunderbolt,

and releases their treasures in fertilising showers—Indra

receiving thereupon (as stated long ago) the title of Aki-

han, Vritra-han, slayer of Aki or Vritra—a form analo-

gous to iEgaeon in Sanscrit and in Greek. 2. In the

struggle of Ahura-Mazdao against Aku- or Angro Mainyu,

of which the details are but slightly indicated, but this

demon produces every physical evil inimical to man and the

good creatures in antithesis or opposition to the Almighty.

'6. In the fight of Tistrya against the pairika, or demon

Apaosha in the Tistrya of the Zend-Avesta. 4. In the

pre-Zoroastrian tradition of the fight between Thraetona

(Feridun) the Thraet-hun, or ' Son of God,' as I have inter-

preted his name, and the great serpent or superhuman

demon Azhi-Dahak above noted. 5. In the war between

Zeus and the Gods championed by Briareus, Mgs&on, or

Apollo, against Typhoeus and the Titans or Giants who are
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crushed under rocks, Typhoeus himself being thus impri- Malignant and
' J r rebellious spirits.

suned—some lying under iEtna,* others under a vast stone, The Arch-Rebel,

the Ti^aovuj irfrpv, among the Arimi (or ypvirtt;) in

Caucasus. 6. In the long course of Lok's treachery and J^g^ST
malignancy revealed in a thousand instances, followed by binding.

his suppression, binding, and punishment by the lower Gods

—who secure him under three rocks, according to the well-

known legend. And lastly, 7. In the struggle of Osiris l. The struggle of
° J Osiris, or Horus,

carried on by Horus against Set-Nubi, Sute\ or Typhoeus, against Set-Nubi,

, , , Sutex or Typnon.

in Egypt—and consummated in 'the day of the battle

between Horus and Set ' commemorated in the ' Book of

the Dead '—a tradition which has many points of identity

with those above enumerated, and is derived, I cannot but

think, from the same source, although it has been inde-

pendently developed on the banks of the Nile. It would

be too much to argue from the identity of these demons to

the identity of the personages who respectively suppress

them; and yet we have already come to the conclusion on

separate grounds that Indra, Thraetona, Briareus and Hermes

are varieties of the Son-Deity; and it is possible that the

teaching may be for evil as well as good.

I may add that it appears to me there is an extraordinarily

interesting impersonation of Typhoeus or Lok common both

to ancient Egypt and ancient Iran, and thus of extreme

antiquity. The wicked Typhoeus or Lok bears the title of Typhoeus or Lok
1 J bears the title Ap-ep

Ap-ep, or Apophis, usually understoud as the Griant Serpent, or Apophis.

but which I would read Water Serpent, and who after a

long struggle is vanquished by Horus the Egyptian analogue

of Apollo, and is decapitated according to the ' Book of the

Dead,' whether literally or figuratively and by the agency

* Hes., Theog., 304.
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Spirits inter- of Horus once for all, or repeatedly, is not clear. Typboeus

_.. , ... or Typhon, I must here state, has for his symbol the
The great rebellion. J L J

Varied traditions. hippopotamus—or water-horse.

Apaosha and Tistrya. In the Zend-Avesta, on the other hand (not indeed in the

earliest portion), Tistrya the watcher over him, and whose

name I take to be a form of Thworestara, Castor or aivTi'ip,

encounters the water-demon Apaosha, who binders tbe descent

of the river of life from Vourukasha, and after three defeats,

lasting three days and three nights, subdues him. My

impression is that this apaosha has been originally apa-

aswa, tbe water-horse, and identical with apophis. Then

we have what may be an older form than apaosha, up-apa,

derived from ap-a, water, signifying a water-fiend, a word

almost identical with apep. One of the names of the

Egyptian Typh- is Baba. The struggle is most dramatic,

for the character of Apaosha as drawn precludes the

possibility that he can be a subordinate ypty or agent.

Lok answers moreover to Sute\, ' the great Destroyer,'

and the Iranian Dahak, as already shewn.

While the name The student who has perused the preceding pages, will

to
ytehen^

bl6
notice that, while the name Typhoeus is traceable to ypty

of Uermea is repre- r
tlie uume f Hermes suruamed Argeiphontes, the

eeuted by xrp, ue- VA / " '
.

noting noble, or
slayer of Arg-us (whom I have identified with JEg, and

Aki, equivalents of Typhoeus) is represented by x rP> the

early analogue of ypty or ypvf, \rp denoting noble, or

•first' per excellentiam—the character which Apollo, the

divine Bal or Son (Hermes being the mortal contingent of

his perfect being) in particular bears in ancient mythology,

—'First' after the Almighty, 'First' in the defence of

mankind and the world as twrrjp or Saviour. These two

great personages, Typhoeus and Apollo + Hermes, slaud

thus forth in hostile pre-eminence in the great conflict.
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Of these various forms of one tradition, three, viz. the old The great rebellion.

Iranian legend of Azhi-Dahaka and Thraetaona or Feridun, ^r

J

ed tradUions -

Of these various torms

that of the war of Typhoeus and Briareus in Greece, and of one tradition, three

. . 1 . .are the older ; viz.

—

that of the suppression of Lok by the iLsir m bcandmavia, 1. The legends of

are far older than those of the Zend-Avesta and the Veda, Thraetaona.'

in which Aku Mainyu and Aki are the representatives of x'yphoeus'and

the evil demon, while the struggle between Tistrya and
3/^suppression of

Apaosha, although betraying a nearer approximation in Lok by the ^Esir.

most important points, as has been shewn, to the original

type, is still found merely in the later portion of the Zend-

Avesta, and may have undergone modifications which render

it unsafe to found upon its details. This distinction may be

justified, 1. By the different characteristics assigned to the

name and character of Deva (the great Qtfog) in the Zend-

Avesta and Vedie theologies—the name being given to

hostile or diabolic agencies in the former and to friendly or

(so to speak) angelic in the latter, while the term asura,

ahura, undergoes a similar parting misconstruction in the

inverse order. This, as has been observed, points to a schism

—which I have shewn must have taken place when the

Aryan or Iranian Church split into the rival sects of

Rationalists and Materialists ; and the myths of Aku Mainyu

and Aki or Vritra appear in their present development

subject to the conditions of that schism. 2. By the phy-

sical character of the conflict between the powers of good

and evil in these primary Aryan theologies—such being

the counter views naturally taken by the modifiers of the

original doctrine to the measurement of its importance by

merely human or, rather, material interests ; while a respect

for the Titan, for example, transpires continuously through

the ancient mythologies of the West—and the Jotuns, the

Titans of the North, retain much of their original dignity
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Spirits inter-
mediate.

The great rebellion.

Varied traditions.

Distinction justified.

In tho Vedic and
Zoroastriau books,

the warfare is per-

petually recurrent.

In tbc pre-Vedic, pre-

Zoroastrian tradition,

represented in

Western mytholo-
gies, and the legend
of Thraetaona, the
struggle takes place

once for all.

even in the hostile page of the Edda, and their relations

to Odin and the Drottinn are those of rivals rather than

rebellion. In the East, on the contrary, the destructive

energies of nature are associated with every form of evil in

the shape of Devas and Asuras respectively in the rival

creeds of Iran and Hindostan, and the conflict turns more

especially in the Vedas on the retention or discharge of

rain, and nothing more. Jupiter Pluvius is the highest

conception attributed to the Briareus or iEgseon of the

Punjab :—while, lastly, we are led to the same conclusion,

—

3. By a still more marked contrast, the limited and imper-

fect extent of the conquest carried on by the defensive

(TMTiipEQ of the Aryans.

In the Vedic books, and less marked perhaps but still

unmistakably in the Zoroastrian, the warfare between the

hostile powers is perpetually recurrent as between sun and

cloud, day and night, summer and winter, good and evil,

and will continue to be under such conditions as long as the

world endures.

But in the earliest, pre-Vedic, pre-Zoroastrian tradition,

aa represented by the mythologies of the West and the

historical legend of Thraetaona, the struggle between the

great leaders of the opposing hosts of good and evil—God,

and that which is opposed to God—takes place once for all

;

the foe is conquered, chained, and crushed, although the

perturbation consequent upon the struggle continues to be

felt in the lower spheres, and it is only from the legend of

Lok in the Edda of Scandinavia and that of Azhi-Dahaka—as

sung by Ferdusi in the shah ii. to some extent agreeing with

it—that we learn that the personal embodiment of rebellion

and malignity revives for a time in pristine strength,
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although to fall at last in a final struggle at the day of The great rebellion

against God.
Eagnarok. This last incident belongs to prophecy rather

Contrasted forms of

than to mythology, and must be reserved to a future page

;

the tradition,

but the fact in the meanwhile stands out on this third point

of distinction, namely the contrast between the one great

conquest, single and complete in every case, however varied

in dramatic accomplishment, and the later conception of a

never-ending succession of victories—expressed in post-

Vedic mythology by the avatara of Vishnu—over an ever-

renascent foe. Thus the struggle as conceived of in the

earliest time was not one of elementary influences, which

must endure in their vicissitudes while Vishnu rules on

earth—not a contest between subordinate ypvwtg or Satfxovsg,

the administrators of justice and guardians of mankind

whether in the character of a\(^,iKaKoi or aXaaropeg—but a

struggle believed to have actually occurred at some remote

period, it is impossible to say how remote, between God

himself, as represented by his vicegerent, and a rebellious

vassal, who perishes through his iniquity and temerity.

The Aryans or Japhetans of the East could never, in fine,

have attributed demoniacal malignity to the course of naturp,

or, indeed, have connected moral imperfection essentially with

matter, unless they had previously lost sight of— first, the

original Japhetan doctrine regarding sin, as wilful deviation

from the path of duty, inferring moral obliquity ;—and

secondly, of the constitutional antagonism of the two great

classes of ypvirtg or spirits, investing the KcacoSaipoveg or

oXoo-rO|Ofc with the character of enemies of God and man,

and allies of Typhoeus ; whereas these agencies were as

much Atoc Kvvtg or ministers of God for the good of men as

the ayuQoSaiuoviQ or aXi^UaKoi themselves.
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It may be granted that the interests of mankind, especially

s physical or material interests, may appear to be more

immediately involved in the Ayran doctrine where angels

Spirits intek-

The -reat rebellion
n ŝ physical or material interests, may appear to be more

against God.

Contrasted forms of . , , , „

the tradition. on the one hand deiend him against devils (to use the

common phrase) on the other ; but those interests are more

comprehensively and more effectively guarded in the

tradition of the primitive Japhetans, which entrusts them

to a mighty and victorious potentate, in rank superior to

any mere ypvip or intermediate agent, to wit, Briareus,

iEgneon, Apollo or Hermes the Son-God, akin to humanity

through human motherhood, and the (twti)p or Saviour—as

there is reason to think, through an inscrutable ' Devotio

'

or self-sacrifice in the interest of others—of that ' good

creation ' the permanency of which he vindicates once for all

as against iEg- or Typhoeus, while in the Aryan variety

it is ever trembling in the balance of incertitude. These

considerations support, I venture to think, the view above

set forth in favour of the superior antiquity of the Typhcean

legend as found in the Japhetan West and in the old

Iranian pre-Zoroastrian land of Persia.

I am far from denying—and the importance of the subject

will plead my apology, I hope, to the weariness of the reader

—that an attribution to Typhoeus of atmospheric and

volcanic influences exists in the West-Japhetan view of his

character as handed down to us, more especially by Hesiod,

whose distinction of Typhoeus from Typhaon *—so slight and

vague as to imply little import otherwise—appears to

betray this tendency in a confusion of the name with that

Hesiod's oontradic- of the typhoon or whirlwind. There is a remarkable

g.
viewaofmyth°"

antagonism throughout Hesiod's views of mythology—at

* Tvcpdwv, Th., 30G. Tv<pw(vs, 821, 809.
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one time highly spiritual, at another grossly material. The The great rebellion

.
against God.

connection of Typhoeus with the storm-winds in one direc- contrasted forms of

tion, and with volcanic agencies in the other, is in fact, if
®

e ^
l 10

?'
f

I mistake not, a mere dramatic extension of the original Typhoeus.

myth, similar to the aggregation of the like influences around

the o-KoXoi// of Prometheus in iEschylus, and it must be re-

membered that the supremacy of Deity is assumed even in

the very blasting of the arch-rebel by the lightnings of the

conquering Zeus. It is by lowering the character of

Typhoeus to the level of a KaKo^aifiojv, a marut, or a Cyclops,

as a member of one only of the two antagonistic classes of

ypvireg, instead of one who appears originally to have been

a quasi-chief over both, that the materialisation is effected

;

but even admitting that, the character of his confederate

gigantes, for example, is susceptible of such interpretation

that the analogy of Gig—ah to xx> akk, case-, matter, dark-

ness and blindness—the distinctive title of Tryph-Gryph,

vindicated for Typhoeus, stamps him as above such influence,

or at least but wielding the powers of nature to effect the

loftier purpose of audacious intellect and a depraved moral

instinct. The material is still but accessory to the moral in

the mighty picture, while if the root Typh- leads us to

the brink of the physical abyss in one lateral direction, it

entangles us with tivb in the sense of subtlety or deceit in

another, and the character assumes a corresponding morality,

or immorality, in the alternate presentment of Lok.

It is, in fact, in these two great personages, Typhoeus of In Typhoeus and Lok
the fullest portraits

Greece, and the Scandinavian Lok or Loptr, that the fullest of the Arch-Rebel,

and most exact portrait of the dark potentate is exhibited

to us — Typhoeus, I suspect, giving more peculiar ex-

pression to the character of the Father and Euler God

u
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Spirits inter- Hek, and Lok to that of the Son in his human character,

The great rebellion as Deuces, Ux, Aku, as misconceived of by the Aryans. The
against God. crushing alike of Typhoeus and Lok—and of Azhi-Dahaka,
In Tvphoeus and Lok
the fullest portraits the Persian variety of Asa Lok—under mountain and rock,
of 1 1

< A.rcii~Ivcl)ol

which shake during their accesses of agony, are independent

links of identification ; but there is a beauty and pathos

connected with this phase in Lok's history which is

wanting in the corresponding myth of Typhoeus. The point

of apparent opposition between the two characters consists

in the subtlety of Lok as contrasted with the brute force

of Typh—but Lok's material force is vast up to the moment

of his suppression, and I may once more revert to the ease

with which the root Typh-,Zop-, tiiif, deep, slides into the moral

sense of deep as fraudful

—

tiub, a thief; ziceifach, double; luge,

falsehood, etc. ; while the cognate title of Loptr, reasoning,

attributed to him, and which finds no adequate explanation

in the Teutonic tongue, involuntarily suggests a fundamental

unity with the Greek aXtxmr]*, fox, lupus, and XvKog. Tod,

a fox in Scotland, and Lok resolve in fact into one and the

same word, although I may cite this as shewing how

character may have been developed in these legends. The

reader will recollect that Hermes, the slayer of Argus, was

also the patron of guile, and the thief of the cows of

Apollo. It was not unnatural, indeed, that the material

conception should prevail in the character of Ty|>hoeus

and the psychical in that of Lok, the classical and Teu-

tonic races bearing such close connection respectively

with the materialistic Hindu and the rationalising Medo-

Persian.

My impression is that the idea of the Father-God Hek

was chiefly associated with Typhoeus, and that of the Son
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Deuces, Aku, with Lok or Set ; and that the identity The great rebellion

of Lok with Tet or Set, as shewn in a former pasre, „ ,
',

r t> ' Names and charac-

contributed to transform the early name of the Son- terlstic8 of the Aich -

Rebel.

Deity in the form of Set-Ana (Tet or Set, the Son or Typhoeus, Lok, Tet,

Seed ; ana, deity)—that is, the Son in his human or media-
Set

torial character—into the title now so familiar to us of his

great antagonist, Satan, the evil Spirit.

The process can be traced, I think, as follows :

—

The character of Set or Tet, as the Z or unit of the bifold

Son-Deity in the most exalted sense, was susceptible of

misrepresentation in the reverse direction. Set is described,

like the Etruscan Tages, as " he who has two countenances,"

in the Egyptian hieroglyphics, the title being hra-i-f—

words that have apparently suggested his symbolism as the

griffin or giraffe. His character of prophet or teacher might

be towards evil as well as good,—Set-Nubi in Egypt answer-

ing, I conceive, to the Semitic nibhal, to prophesy, and to

the God Nebo or Mercury at Babylon and Nineveh. The
like may be said of his qualifying characteristic knowledge,

(laid;—his symbol, the griffin, whether represented as a

seraph, cherub, or serpent (these words being all inter-

changeable, and Hermes, serp, or worm echoing them), was

on the one hand the emblem of the highest deity, and on

the other hand practically the terror and execration of

mankind.

It was natural, therefore, when circumstances had pro-

duced the great schism in the early Japhetan world, and

the Father and Son of the primitive faith were split, as it

were, and arrayed against each other as antagonists, that

the name- under which the Bifold Son was especially known
as ' Son of Man ' should be transferred to this evil power

—
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Spirits inter- in the first instance, as I believe, as Set or Tet in Egypt, as

The Jeat rebellion
Azu i> Azhi-Dahaka, and Aki in Persia and India, Lok in

against God. Scandinavia, and ultimately as Sat-ana, or, as he is now
Names and chnrac- . ... .. , _

,
... . . , .

teristics of the Arch- iamiliarly known, batanas. lhe original unity of both

°
,

' _ , „ ,
potentates is witnessed to by a parenthesis—' Tet, otherwise

Typhoeus, Lok, Tet, r J l

Set. Set '—in the ' Book of the Dead,' while their antagonism forms

the background of the entire drama in that mysterious

volume.

I notice here a possibly transitional form between Typh-

oeus and Lok,—the name of Lycaon the son of Pelasgus

the primitive king of Arcadia, who attempted to murder

Zeus, and also to deceive him into a banquet (presumptively

sacrificial) of human food ; and the wickedness of whose

fifty sons and his own crimes brought on the deluge of

Deucalion. The name Lycaeus is simply that of Typhoeus,

with the mutation of I and h for T and <p, familiar in

etymology ; and the death inflicted on him by the thunder-

bolt of the indignant Zeus is parallel to the similar stroke,

by the same ' father of Gods and men,' which prostrated

although it did not annihilate Typhoeus. Such subforms

are too numerous, local, and partial to justify notice in this

argument except by way of illustration, and it certainly

offers such illustration, not merely in reference to the pre-

sumed cause of the original Aryan schism but to the

etymology of the name Loptr or Lok.

Connection of the Another point worth remembrance is the connection

Can is, with Set,
' 0I> the star Sirius, Sothis in Egyptian,—the Canis or

Thoth,Tet,and Dod. Dog-star,—with Set and Tet in Egypt and Dod in Europe,

—and the variously conceived influence of that star, the

torch borne by the A«SoCx°c in the Eleusinian mysteries,

as well as the star of Polydeuces, and that of Tistrya,
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together with the very name Dog-star, all symbolising The great rebellion

an earlier and beneficent, as the burning Sirius of popular
Nameg of th

"

Ar
.

fame and the Lokabrenna of the day of Ragnarok expressed R^el.

a later and malevolent aspect. The Zendic dahaka and Tet.

Sanscrit dahaka, incendiary, denotive of the latter, and with

which I have compared the Egyptian sut^, the destroyer,

may perhaps be the same originally with SaSovxog denotive

of the former—and even with Logi, although a less-developed

shape. The title kvwv, Canis or Dog-star, appearing with

others as the symbol of Set, serves to prove that Set was

originally a ypv\p or y,rp of high dignity, while the epithet

hra-i-f is probably a corruption or paraphrase of that very

word.

If these approximations be followed out, it would appear Set, Tet, became in

as if Set, Tet, or Thoth—who is designated in ancient the great enemy, of

inscriptions by the title of Bar (or Bal), that of the divine 2^^^?"
element in the compound being of which Tet, Mercury 1ueror-

(or Hermes) was the human element—became identified

in time with the great enemy of whom he is in reality,

in the fraternal character of Horus, the antagonist and

conqueror.

One important observation presents itself in force on a

fact shewn in these last few pages, viz. that the general

consent shewn on the part of the Aryans imputing the

demoniacal character to the ancestral gods whom they

disowned—to the Father in his character of Hek, Vritra,

at the time of the first Japhetan schism, and to the Son

in his human character as Deuces or Ux on the occasion

of the second schism—proves per se a primeval belief in the

living personality of a great enemy of God and man, with
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simm inter- Avhom they severally identified the rejected deities,—in
MEDIATE.

i i • i ii i
•

The neat rebellion
other words, a being who must have been present to their

against God. consciousness as an objective entity, vague, dreaded, and

God and man. abhorred by all—as absolute an existence to their appre-

hension as that of God himself.

Known as Typhoeus, The further facts as above shew that this being was
Mg, and Arg.

known under the determinative title of Typhoeus, JEg, and

Arg- by the Aryans and European Japhetans before they

parted in the East, that is generations before the first or

Aryan schism (for the induction ascends thus far) ; and,

The title Typhoeus moreover, that the title Typhoeus was originally Tryphoens

-oeus or ypwt, a or ypty, proves per se that the demon with whom the

(''[•'("'h'i'-' faUen"and
er

schismatical heresiarchs thus wilfully confounded the deities

punished.
t] iey repudiated was himself less than God, and in effect

a creature of the Almighty, once a minister and watcher

of God, Aiog Kvtov, and of the highest rank—although

fallen from that high estate through breach of allegiance,

and punished accordingly.

Note. Note.—I may suggest before passing from the point,

that a perverted view of the dogma expressed by the title

Set, Tet, ' Seed,' assisted by the verbal association of

awipfia, Hermes and the serpent, together with cognizance

taken of Said-, knowledge, gave rise, in my opinion, to the

ascetic doctrines of antiquity connecting the idea of carnal

generation with sin and attaching the qualification of a

' wise ignorance ' to the condition of holiness, a doetrino

of which there is no trace in the old Japhetan tradition or

Zoroastrian writings, and originally in faint anticipation

in the Rig-Veda. It is this idea of duplicity or double

dealing— Zweifel in Teutonic, that we must trace the
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peculiar character expressed in the Greek word Stci/3oX-oe, The great rebellion

teufel, ' devil,' the word itself being apparently, and from T .,, . ,

'

.

antiquity, I presume, a variety of ypvf-, jvtt-, Smj3- with Rebel,

the adjunct wv, modified as wX, or oX-. The word Sheitan,

as used in the East, and whom the Yesdi or reputed devil-

worshippers are supposed to worship, although they disown

the name, is, I think, either a compound of this the primitive

title Set, once in much higher honour, with the final ana

denoting deity ; or an abraded form of jpvf-wv.

The result, then, is that the primitive creed of Japhet Summary,

recognised the existence of intermediate Spirits subordinate

to the great deities and the Supreme God, the ministers

of divine justice and watchers over mankind, arranged in

two broad antagonistic classes, variously distinguished as

dark or bright, helpers or avengers, according as blessing

and punishment were to be dispensed to mortals—all of

them loyal to the Deity :—and that it further recognised

a mighty being of the same class, and of the highest rank,

variously described as Typhoeus, Arg-, JEg, Azhi-Dahaka

and Lok—who had fallen from his duty, rebelled against

God, and aspired to supreme power over Gods and men,

who was put down by the Son-Deity, and punished—vast

power and vast wickedness being opposed in his person

to the concentration of unmeasured power and absolute

goodness. We shall have to deal with him again under

the ensuing division of this work.
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Summary.

conclusion of Part I. The first division of this inquiry, dealing with God and

the spiritual world in relation to man, ends here ; and

I think it may be affirmed that the primitive Japhetans

worshipped One God, exhibited and set forth in three

principal personalities, Father, Son (God and Man), and

Holy Spirit; and further, recognised the existence of

subordinate Spirits, good and evil, and of an arch-prince

of evil, opposed to the God-man, Son and Saviour,—this

Supreme God, these Deities and these spirits, all standing

in special relation to mankind, as more fully stated in the

summaries appended to each section of the inquiry.



PART II.

RELATION OF MAN TO GOD AND THE SPIRITUAL

WORLD.

We have now ascertained the belief of the earliest Japhetans

on the subject of God the Father or Creator per excellentiam ;

of the Son-Deity in his bifold character of God and Man

;

of the Holy Spirit, the source of life and wisdom ; of the

Unity of God ; and of the spiritual world, superior to man

but below the rank of Deity—the relations of God to man

thus forming the object of the first half of our inquiry.

It remains for us to gather and investigate such evidence Outline of chapters.

from the same primeval Japhetan sources as may enable

us to form a correspondent conception of the belief of our

early fathers on the various points which define the rela-

tion of man to God and the spiritual world,—and this

inquiry may be prosecuted under the following heads :

—

1. The Moral Law, and the condition of guilt attaching

to mankind through non-fulfilment of its conditions.

2. The Propitiation of God provided for through Lus-

tration and Sacrifice, including the practice and theory of

Sacrifice.

3. The Education of the Soul in this life, through ap-

pointed mysteries and instruments of grace.
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Outline of chapters. 4. The City of God, Church (as it may be called) and

Priesthood ; as existing in the primitive Japhetan home

;

and the Provision for the conservation and vindication of

morality and justice, which I shall class together under the

title of City of God.

5. The Condition of the Future State, or Life to come

beyond the Grave ; the Defection, Penitence, Pilgrimage,

Militancy, and Chivalry of the soul battling its way towards

the recovery of the lost treasure of salvation, according to

the traditional legend or epos of the Japhetan race.

I must preface this Second Part of the inquiry. In the

relation of man towards God, Love is the prevailing motive

when the Reason predominates in the intellectual constitu-

tion, Fear when the dominating organ is the Imagination,

—

and this in the National as well as the Individual Man.

Beligious develop- The sense of guilt is weaker in the former case, and stronger
llKllt of lllf Mt'llo- . T i t-i

Persians and in the latter. this contrast between Love and .bear is

strongly marked in the religious development of the two

great branches of the Aryan race in the East, the Medo-

Persians and the Hindus. The rationalising Zoroastrian,

proud of the freedom of liberty, exulting in his deliberate

choice between light and darkness, good and evil, longs

after Ahura-Mazda; the Vedic Hindu, the slave of law,

trembling in the sense of deserved punishment, as a child

of matter and mortality, deprecates the wrath of Varuna.

The contrast is vividly exhibited in two prayers addressed

by Zoroaster himself and by the great Eishi Vasishtha to

the One God, thus differently approximated to, and which

Prayer of Zoroaster, strike the key-note of the adverse principles :
—

' I believe

thee,' prays the Median, ' to be the best Being of all, the

source of light for the world. . . . Thou givest with thy
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band, filled with helps, good to the righteous man, as well Religious develop-
' r > o o

merit of the Medo-

as to the wicked. . . . Thus I believed in thee as the Holy Persians and
. T Hindoos.

God, ... the primeval cause of life in the creation. 1
Prayei. of Zoroaster.

will believe in thee, the glorious God, in the last (future)

period of creation (at the dissolution of all things) ! . . .

Grant me the truth ; instruct me in the faith ! . . . My

heart wishes that I may know thee, thou Wise (Mazda) !

*

. . . How may I come to your dwelling-place? . . . How

shall I spend this gift, ten pregnant mares, and a camel

to obtain the two powers of health and immortality ? '

f

—

Vasishtha, on the other hand, prays thus : ' Wise and Prayer of Vasishtha.

mighty are the works of him who stemmed asunder the

wide firmament. He lifted on high the bright and glorious

heaven ; he stretched out apart the starry sky and the

earth ! How can I get unto Varuna ? Will he accept

my offering without displeasure ? When shall I, with

a quiet mind, see him propitiated ? I ask, O Varuna

!

wishing to know this my sin. I go to ask the wise.

The sages all tell me the same ; Varuna it is who is

angry with thee. Was it an old sin, O Varuna ! that

thou wishest to destroy thy friend, who always praises

thee ? Tell me, thou unconquerable Lord, and I will

quickly turn to thee with praise, freed from sin. Absolve

us from the sins of our fathers and from those which we

committed with our own bodies ! Release Vasishtha, O
king ! like a thief who has feasted on stolen oxen ; release

him like a calf from the rope ! It was not our own doing,

Varuna ! it was necessity (or temptation), an intoxicating

draught, passion, dice, thoughtlessness ! The old is there

* Cf. Haug, Essays on Sac. Writ, of Parsis, 1884, p. 155.

t Cf. Haug, ibid., 161.
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to mislead the young ; even sleep brings unrighteousness

!

Let me without sin give satisfaction to the angry God, like

a slave to the bounteous Lord. The Lord God enlightened

the foolish ; he, the wisest, leads his worshippers to wealth.

O Lord Yaruna ! may this song go well to thy heart ! May

we prosper in keeping and acquiring ! Protect us, Gods !

always with your blessings
!

'
*—The reader will have antici-

pated my observations here. These prayers, thus divergent

in sentiment, can only be paralleled by similar composi-

tions reflecting the later and crystallised life of the other

Analysis of differ- and more modern religious communions. — We have

Eastern and Western nothing in the East earlier than the Rig-Veda and the

ofStowMds'the
1

Gathas, which represent the old Aryan religion in similar

Dclty- stagnation ; and we must resort, therefore, to the tradition

and practice of the West and to the revelations of language

in order to ascertain the primitive and unsystematised

Japhetan doctrine, as to the relation of man to Deity as

held before the times of schism. In both these sources,

and in the latter more especially, we find distinct proof

that the sense of sin, the consciousness of guilt, the separa-

tion it entails from God, the necessity of cleansing and

sifting of the pure ore from the dross of evil, the holiness,

enlightenment, and exultation which is the consequence

of this epuration, and the obligation of sacrificial service,

whether in the humble uplifting of a true heart or in the

atonement for sin by vicarious offerings, were matters of

common recognition in the Japhetan home, reposing side

by side as correlative truths and in constitutional harmony,

as between law and liberty, in the primeval faith long

before the over-ripened intellect had run to seed and schism.

* Ritf-Veda, vii. 86, quoted in Max Midler's ' Chips,' i. 40.
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I have already noticed several of these points of doctrine,

—

I may add here that, as shewn by M. Pictet,* the words

for adoration, prayer, and sacrifice are common to all the

leading branches of the Japhetan race by derivation from

one original source.

* 'Les Origines Indo-Europeens,' ii. 475, sq.
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CHAPTER I.

THE MOKAL LAW.

Hindoos and Per-
sians, Greeks,

Romans, Teutons,
all ascribed an
eternal law of right

and wrong to the Su-
preme God, as Va-
rnna, Ahura-Mazdao,
Zens, Jupiter or

Odin.

The operation of

this Supreme Law
expressed by the

word 'Ord-o.'

That the consciousness of the Japhetan race witnessed to

an unchangeable standard of morality is evident, not only

from the superficial identity but the cognate origin of the

two words eiva, eke, se, e, law (in the sense of 'sequitas/

natural or moral justice and right), and ewa, aiv-, a, aev-,

ai/"-, an, and similar words implying everlastingness or

indeterminate duration.* This eternal law of right and

truth is ascribed, alike by Hindu and Persian, by Greek,

Roman, and Teuton, to the Supreme God in each religion

as its author—to Varuna, to Ahura-Mazdao, to Zeus or

Jupiter, and to Odin.

The course or operation of this Supreme Law is expressed

by the word 'Ord-o,' developed from a root represented

in Sanscrit by ri, to go, implying (in its essence) progress

through harmony, the result of obedience to those fixed

constitutional laws through which creation subsists ; t and

* The cognate origin of these words is recognised by Graff, ' Althochdeuts-

cher Sprechschatz,' vol. i., col. 506.

t Conf. riti, usage, manner, or way, in Sanscrit ; fiefy,
' facere,' to do or

perform, in Greek ; ritus, in Latin ; and a host of kindred words iu the old

Teutonic dialects, as enumerated by Graff, Wachter, Scherz, aud other

lexicographers. Coguates of 'ordo,' riti, may be equally recognised in the rt

ret, race, or mankind ; rta, to place in order, or causo to do ; and rrut, to

whirl or revolve, words belonging to what I conceive to be the Japhetan
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the harmony of the microcosm, man, alike with Nature aud The Supreme Law
of Right and

with God, is echoed in aoer/j, ' virtus,' a word which allies Wrong.

itself alike with the root of ' ordo ' and which the primitive

r, ar, hru, to which the name and attributes both of man

and Deity attach themselves in the mythologic stage of

language.

This consummate virtue, or manhood—witnessed to gene-

rally by the common consent of mankind, and negatively

by the dispraise affixed especially to falsehood and wrong

in the Veda—is enforced dogmatically in the ever-recurring

precept of the Zoroastrian law to be pure and truthful in The Zoroastrian pre-

cepts maintain a

thought, in word, and in deed, and manifested symbolically straight walk on the

. -inn • Path or wav (we9) °f
by the prescription of a right or straight walk to be mam- iife: deviation from it

, . i ,i ., ,i / \ Ai-n expressed as a-wicki-,
tamed on the path, the way (weg), of Jite,—a common wicbedness, implying

metaphor in the Veda ; deviation from it, expressed by our waudermS or sm -

Teutonic ancestors as a-wicki-, wickedness, implying error,

wandering, or sin. These deviations from the straight

road are the result, not of necessity but of wilful choice,

as by the teaching alike of Zoroaster and of the Greeks.

You must chuse, are the words revealed by Ahura-

Mazdao through the flames, either the evil spirit or the

holy. You cannot belong to both. ' Be good, not base
!

'

*

Achilles deliberately preferred his brief life of glory to the

ignominious security of home.f ' The path of vice is smooth

element, or common at least with that element, in the old Egyptian lan-

guage. The Zendic rdz, signifying, first, to illuminate, and secondly, to

place in order, is from a different root. For Egyptian words, I may here

state, I refer to Dr. Birch's ' Egyptian Vocabulary and Dictionary of Hiero-

glyphics,' printed in Bunsen's ' Egypt,' translated by Cotterell, vols. i. and v.

For Sanscrit roots, to Benfey's ' Sanscrit-English Dictionary,' 8vo, 1866 ; and

for Zendic, to Justi's ' Handbuch der Zendspracbe,' Leipzig, 8vo, 1864.

* Gatha L, sec. 3 (Yas. xxx.), § 3, in Haug's ' Sacred Writings of the

Parsis,' p. 142, ed. 1862 ; p. 149, ed. 1884.

f II.. ix. 410, sqq.
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The Supreme Law
of Eight and
Wrong.

Moral teaching of

Hesiod, Homer.

The Havanial.

The fundamental
idea of sin -was thus

of divergence and
BeparatioD from the

path of right and
law of eternity.

and facile,' says Hesiod, 'while that of virtue is steep and

rugged, and must be conquered by exertion; but once at

the top, the way is easy, however difficult before.' * It is

to this latter period of his course that the softer Vedic poet

doubtless refers when he says, ' His path is easy and without

thorns who does what is right.' f The beautiful apologue

of the ' Choice of Hercules ' merely epitomises, in fact, the

universal doctrine of Japhetan antiquity.

For the special sanctions of Western ethics, as handed

down among the Pelasgi, I would refer to Hesiod, or to the

Homeric poems, 'passim, whose teaching, however practical

and homely, is marked by a very lofty morality founded

upon a most reverential sense of religion—of religion in its

true sense of obligation to God as the Father, Ruler, and

Benefactor of mankind. The contrast between the Hesiodic

and the Homeric morality is great ; but they are in accord

fundamentally on the most important points, although the

superstructure of the former is formal and ceremonial

that of the latter free and unfettered, in the respective

directions of materialism and rationalism. With these

the ' Havamal,' the ' Lay of the High One,' Odin himself,

should be brought into comparison—that most curious and

evidently very ancient relic, in which the good sense rises

to sublimity, while the distinction between good and evil,

vice and virtue, is clearly enforced on mankind.

The fundamental idea of sin, or moral evil, according to

the Japhetan doctrine, was thus, as has been shewn, that

of division, divergence, and separation from the path of

right, the law of eternity. And this is especially witnessed

* Hesiod, Opp. et Dies, 286, sqq.

t Pig-Veda, i. 41, 4, quoted by Max Muller, ' Chips,' i. 39.
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by the root sk, from which proceed the most important Separation and.,.,„.,,. x>
division especially

words expressive alike of guilt and ol recovery trom guilt witnessed by the root

through purification.

This root sk—like ts, or dis, which is a mere dialectic

variety of it, while the original parent form must be again

here stated as z* is of aboriginal antiquity, common alike

to the Hamite, Shemite, and Japhetan races; and implies Sk primarily implies

separation in the

in its primary sense separation iu the abstract, in the sense abstract, in the sense

, ,, . , of one, becoming two,

of what was originally one becoming two, and this not only w,th no imputation of

apart from any imputation of evil, but with a positive in-
evi *

herent qualification of goodness, as shewn in the primitive

form of ' bonus,' viz. ' duonus.' f We have examples of

this primary stage in such words as dis, di-, Sm, <ti\a, sec-

are, (TKiZb), sceidan or scheid-en, shed, cut, hack, hash, gash,

shear, etc., etc.—words as familiar, under the forms of ts,t

' to distinguish,' s\ or sk, ' to cut,' %at%
' to cut,' \t, * to shut,'

hska, ' to cut in pieces,' "Xas, ' to run through, traverse,'

\r
f

' a section,' to the old Pharaohs as to ourselves.

The 'Via Sacra,' as separating the Koman and Sabine

cities, and the ' Mons Sacer ' as the place of secession in

Koman legend, belong in their historical character to this

category. The same may be said of ' son ' or ' seed ' in

the sense of offspring as separated from the parent, found

* Independently of the etymological resolution, this conclusion is sup-

ported by the fact that both ts and sk are expressed by the wedge, or arrow-

head, in the earliest writing.

f As preserved in the words ' Ceruses Duonos,' the plural of the title

otherwise given as ' Cerus Manus,' and interpreted as ' Creator Bonus,' the

Supreme God (Festus)—' Bonus ' or ' Manus ' being a formation from ' Duo-

nus ' akin to that of ' binus ' from the older zwin or twain, the initial d or z

being abraded, and w read as b. ' Duonus ' and ' binus ' are alike derivatives

from 8 uo, zwey, two.

X Buusen gives ts, ' to distinguish,' «x>
' to cut,' <%al, ' to cut,' x*,

' to shut,'

hska, ' to cut in pieces,' <%«*, ' to run through, traverse,' xr
i

' a section.'

X
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The root si- from in Old Egyptian as s, son, and ka, seed, and in other lan-

S^^rlant^rdsguages, with the additional variation of fe, tus, ifa, /tditw,

an.i'nSy
S" /liws> as already shewn. I readily incur the risk of

£uilt - repetition when it is important to bring the same idea or

fact forward at different stages of a survey so vast as this is.

Secondarily, sit=h= In the second stage of thought (almost congenital with

tivlXmcter.
ap0Si

" tne first) tne root s£ = k=ts = z acquires a positive charac-

1. Physically, as con- ter, physically and morally: 1. Physically, through con-

wiiiw^aiulofdark- nection of the ideas of light and life with ts (as in 'dies,*

withal-.
m°r a 1 Y dyaus), and of darkness, matter, and mortality with sk, as in

' cha-os,' ' cobcus,' kcik-qq, scat-o (shadow), and the cognate

JcJc, aJch, darkness, u"Xa, night, u<Xau, darkness, etc., of

Egypt,—the imputation of faultiness or defect attaching

involuntarily to this latter category, but still without any

conception of positive or wilful evil attaching inherently

2. Morally, as attri- to it ;— 2. Morally, through the attribution to ts of the
bating to ts order as . ......
educed out of chaos, idea of order intelligently educed by discrimination out
and to sk wrong and „ , -1.7P..1 • r ii
culpability wilfully oi chaos, and to sk of the consciousness ot wrong and cul-

ieX^tothc hl'w of
pability incurred through wilful contravention of the law

order- of order thus vindicated. These latter ideas are expressed

in our old seado, sJcadi, slcalth, 'damnum' or injury, words

closely akin to the Egyptian sic, to molest or injure, "Xta,

sin or crime, ^bt, iniquity ; but they are more especially

developed in the a\ir\ia ipya of Hesiod, the Latin ' scelus,'

'scelestus,' and the Sanscrit skhal (cognate with pat-, and

the Latin 'cad-ere,') implying, with its derivatives, first,

to fall (fall being itself a variety of the same word), and

secondly, to sin,—the moral fall being specially connected,

as in the Sanscrit halusha, kalana, with the idea of physical

pollution through lapsing into slush (the English furm of

Jcalusha) or dist-, that is, matter. Our common Western
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euphemisms, a ' faux pas ' and a ' slip '—the metaphorical The root eh, fc, /.«, z
r implying the divir-

path of life always being understood—equally indicate the gence from right.

fundamental idea ; and the Old Egyptian word yatb, ytb,

implying to fall or (the same root again) to tumble =

stumble *—words having a common origin with the "Xta, xr,

to fall, x^t above noticed—witness all of them to the meta-

phor as primitive. We have, in fact, the same association

of the ideas of sin and matter in the double sense of dirt and

crime attached to mala in Sanscrit, and in the alternating

signification of ' mal-um,' ' mad-idum,' matter, water, bad-ness,

vArj, and sul-, words and roots linked intimately together in

the chain of moral implication.

Finally, in the development of this primitive sk in the Skhal, lapse from

. -in 17 7 7 1
right, schuld, ssecul-,

direction of divergence from right and ot moral skhal, lapse, gu iit.

or defection, we reach the word schuld, skid in Etruscan,f

smcul- in ancient Latin—the old Japhetan word per excel-

lentium by which the moral culpability of men and nations

was expressed—implying ' debitum,' debt, or, in the English

variety of schuld, guilt, in the sense of that defalcation from

duty to a superior which subjects the debtor to the creditor as

one who has forfeited his rights of independence and liberty.

The condition of moral enslavement thus induced is sym-

bolised by chains and bondage—the ' chains of Varuna ' or

of f Hek ' or Zwaz, the Father-God, as already illustrated

;

and the severity of the Roman law, for example, towards

debtors was the expression, not of cruelty, as has been

* Tumble or stumble is a mere Teutonic development of an early form

analogous to the Egyptian x#>> x^> supra, in which the letter x has the force

of sk=ts or st=z.

t Cf. Etr. Inscr., 174, 279. Max Miiller observes that schuld, in German,

means debt and sin ; and skal, in Gothic, ' I owe, I am bound,' but originally

u I have killed." ' Chips,' ii. 61, 62.
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The root sic implying supposed, but of that relationship between man and God as
thu divergence from , .

right, gfcaJ, sc/twW, debtor and creditor in consequence ot disobedience and sin

which lies deep, it may be said, in the moral sense of all

nations. The position implies an original contract between

man and his creator, and this idea of contract—the nexum

of the Eomans, the bond, as I shall prove in due time, of the

Etruscan and Teutonic law—underlies in fact the entire

notion of relationship between them, as revealed by language.

We shall see hereafter (although the doctrines previously

dealt with have already exhibited it) how this debt was to

be paid and liberty recovered.

But sk, in its moral aspect, true to its original instinct of

divarication, expresses the tendency to good as well as to

evil. If in one direction it leads us, as we have seen, into

ever deeper defilement towards the shores of Acheron, a

rill of purer and more hopeful promise, springing from the

same source, conducts us in an opposite direction, by pleasant

paths through sunny meadows, towards the gates of Elysium.

Sk, as ' saeer,' ' sacra- If sic, as ' sacer,' ' sacratus,' has the original and general

and "-eneral sense of sense of ' set apart,' and implies in the former and darker

tbnVTnciSion" special sense < accursed '—to wit, through wilful or imputed

through remedial
g

-

it siprU ifies no iegs \n the latter case, 'sanctified' or
purification. » a '

1 blessed '—through remedial purification. The Greek ayiog,

the Latin 'sanctus,' and Egyptian u\, pure, Zendic and

Sanscrit ur, all bear this holier signification. And the

means by which man becomes ' sacer ' in the sense of holiness

is equally indicated by the root in question, and expressed

in its derivatives through the processes (that is to say) of

metallurgy—physical in its general, moral in its special

application,—that separation of the pure ore from the scorm

or dross, and its consequent refinement, which is understood
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as readily of the human subject as of the useful and precious The root sh tends

. . , « .. towards remedial

metals. My limits and purpose will not admit 01 expatia- purification, not by

tion on so wide a field; but the student of language will througlTthe external

easily trace the expression of the moral ideas of purity, eftemai^anTabove

clearness, sanctity, and glory as attaching to humanity humanity,

running pari passu with those of the early Japhetan metal-

lurgic art, from which they derive their symbolic and

metaphorical association. It may be sufficient to remind

him of the Etruscan Spirit-Deity, the Hephaestus of

Etruria,* whose title Sethl-ans, implying in its highest

sense the ' Sifter ' or ' Purifier,' is derived from this root sh,

scheid-an, scheit-il-n. An important point to be observed

is that the doctrine implies, in its moral development, purifi-

cation—not by self-evolvement in the course of nature,

working itself clear—but by an intelligent and presiding

agent, external to and above humanity, controlling the

process. In keeping with all this, while man is repre-

sented in the oldest portions of the Eig-Veda as subject to

the 'bonds of Varuna,' a captive through sin, his eman-

cipation from ' bonds ' through the remission of iniquity is

always (as we have seen) ascribed—not to the remedial

deserts of man's efforts, but to the simple ' mercy of Va-

runa.' t It is in the recognition of this divine ' mercy '

—

of the superintendence exercised by the metallurgic purifier,

and of the responsibility of man, nevertheless, as a moral

agent, that the weakness or deficiency of the material or

fleshly nature testified to by language, and the power of

will or choice exercised by the spiritual Heracles in resisting

* Etr. Inscr., p. 255.

t Passim,—and emphatically, ' Varuna is merciful even to him who has

committed sin.' Rig-Veda, vn. 87, 7 ; Muller's ' Chips,' vol. i., p. 41.
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evil—phases at first sight contradictory—find their recon-

ciliation.

The rod ek=ts=z I have dwelt at some length, here and elsewhere, on
ami its derivatives; . 1.7. 1 r -x

this most important primeval root s/c = ts, and on some 01 its

derivatives. What I wish to repeat and enforce here still

more emphatically is that the abstract fact of separation

or division is not testified to by etymology as essentially

evil, but the reverse. It is through the shhal or ' lapsus ' of

man only that evil attaches to it. I will only add on this

point, that, as the power of abstraction, distinction, and

limitation, in its most extended and fullest sense—and I

need hardly say in equity of judgment—is the highest

attainment of philosophy, so likewise evidently was the con-

stitution of the root sk = ts = z, in which that philosophy

exists in the germ, the earliest effort of the human mind

when it sprang into consciousness from its birth-place of

clay. The god Terminus presides alike over the cradle

and death-bed of humanity.

The consciousness and the confession of sin, of alienation

from God, is more expressly uttered in the Rig-Veda, in the

addresses to Varuna, than in any other of the Sacred Books

of the Japhetans ;
* but the roots of language testify even

more eloquently and in the strictest sense to the conscious-

ness of error, the contamination and consequences of guilt,

the need of purification as a step to emancipation.

A very singular connection is discernible in the verbal

roots above illustrated when compared with others in the

Japhotan and Egyptian speech, between the ideas of eating,

Bin, and imprisonment or captivity. But this will be matter

for a future page.

• Unless indeed tin. ' Book of the Dead' of Egypt belongs to that class.
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It is in these roots also, although more obscurely, that The root,sk, M, is
° and its derivatives.

the sense of desire—oslc, wish, ivunset, nodog, hama, schaum—
on the part of the deficient or weaker element in our

individual mortal nature—the sense of longing for its

complement or full constituency through union with its

correlative element towards the consummation or perfection

of humanity—finds its original expression, as in spirit and

symbolism accomplished in its holy and sanctioned exercise

by yafxog, marriage; while the counter and unhallowed

exercise of ttoBoq, in which the element sh, dkk, kcik-6q,

' scel-us,' implying darkness and materiality, preponderates,

merely for the gratification of its animal instincts, finds its

utterance only in derivatives of base import, of which ply-,

fioix-(?)>
* mo3ch-,' and perhaps zeug-, may serve as examples.

Marriage was the law, and illicit intercourse the disgraceful

exception, according to the moral sense of the primitive

Japhetan world. The root cup-, as in * cup-ido,' a variety of

ham-, yap-, associates itself, I may further suggest, with

hob-, implying possession indeed, but in the sense, not of

seizing by force, as in 'cap-ere,' yv\L, but of compact Marriage.

.
Compact.

or contract—the Teutonic Jcauf- and Latin caup-, with

which may be compared xP>% fist
> fyt (aptar-), to join or

unite in Old Egyptian—a compact consecrated by the

symbolic junction of hands, this covenant by the hand

being the symbol and accomplishment of the prevenient

pact. The idea of forcible capture of the wife came into

prevalence and became the prominent symbolic feature of

the marriage-rite in very early times, and according to the

law of mythology I have already established, but only,

I apprehend, when the races that practised it had begun

to lose sight of the primitive institution of matrimony

—
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The root «fc and its man meeting woman no longer on equal terms of alliance,

derivatives. ^ viewing her as a quasi-slave. The symbol survived after

the primitive contract symbolised had been lost sight of.

And yet the ancient Roman formula, 'Si tu Cams, ego

Caia,' witnessed to the last to the original equality of the

wife in matrimony.* So far as language is evidence, civili-

sation everywhere preceded barbarism.

The alienation ofman That the alienation of man from God, and his subsequent

In'Soffapsfo" liability to suffering, originated in impiety towards heaven

man towards God.
wag an ancient Japhetan tradition alike in the East and the

West, associated in the East with the history of Yima or

Yama (Ymer of Scandinavia), and in the West with

that of Prometheus — as, for example, in the familiar

'Post ignem zetheria domo,' etc., of Horace, f And that

the shad or shhal or lapse originated in erratic quest

after forbidden or at least unsanctioned enjoyment would

appear from the myth of Persephone, when read—not in

accordance with its symbolical interpretation—but by the

etymologies which lie at the root of the legend, and which

prove that it represents, not a material but a moral

defection from the centre of life, the ' umbilicus orbis '—as

represented by the fabled Cora. It is not in the legends

of ancient mythology as developed by the poets that

I seek for dogmata, but, as I think I have already said,

in the signification of the roots and the disentangling of

the principles, which determined the lines and traditions

from one another, and which were almost if not absolutely

forgotten long before Homer or Hesiod. The reader will

appreciate, I trust, this limitation. The fact of a skhal,

or lapsus, I may add, is directly personified in the legend of

* Etr. Inscr.. p. 72 t Od., i. 3, 2'J.
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Scylla, the daughter of Nisus king of Megara ; but this

I must postpone for the present.

That man is responsible not only for his own but for That man was

. responsible for ances-

ancestral sin was certainly held by the most ancient xtishis tral sin was held by

„ , -r.. -rr i • , , i i xi the Rishis of the Rig-
or hymmsts of the Eig-Veda, as interpreted by the prayer Veda.

of Vasishtha, ' Absolve us from the sins of our fathers and

from those which we committed with our own bodies."
*

The sense of guilt was felt far more profoundly by the

Hindu than the Medo-Persian or rationalistic branch of

the Aryans proper ; and this observation applies equally Aryan traditions.

to the nations of the West which attach themselves ethno-

logically, no matter at what remote a distance, to the one

or the other of the great branches of the Aryan race in the

East although not Western Aryans strictly speaking, as

I have repeatedly remarked in these pages. But the The human race once
r J dwelt in mnocency

memory of a time when the human race, or the ancestors under Yama or Yima,
J

. , in his pairi-daeza or

of the human race, dwelt in innocence and happiness, the paradise; but Yima

meed of unswerving obedience to the moral law, was
ey^ came on him ami

cherished by all those races, and especially by the Aryan, hls -

in connection with the name of Yama or Yima, traditionally

their primitive ruler,—his pairi-daeza, or paradise, being

the scene of their felicity. That Yima lapsed into sin

through pride (as already stated), and that winter and

evil came upon himself and his people in consequence,

is a very ancient tradition, although not in the earlier

portion of the Zend-Avesta; it supplies a reason for the

* Rig-Veda, vn. 86, 5, Miiller's 'Chips,' vol. i., p. 40. That a similar

opinion was held in the West is shewn, not only by the ordinary rite of

infant lustration, to be spoken of in its due place ; but by the lustration

administered under Eleusinian sanction to the children of pure blood at

Athens, after which they performed expiatory sacrifice in favour of adult

myslx.
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change from happiness to misery, referred by the traditions

to the very origines of the human race; it is in keeping

with the testimony of language to a moral fall or cata-

strophe, and with the confession or prayer of the Eishi

Vasishtha, as above cited, and is thus presumably a portion

of the primitive Japhetan faith rejected, like others, by

Zoroaster as uncongenial to his system, but restored by

his successors— restored, not originated, as proved by

the agreement of the traditions with those of Persephone

and others preserved by other and independent Japhetan

Tradition of tho races. Among these the legend of the ' Saturnia regna,'

Golden Age.
gQ fon(jiy looked back upon and forward to, in expectation

of its return, by the Italic race, stands out prominently;

and that likewise of the kindred Pelasgi as recorded by

Hesiod—the creation by Cronos, the Greek Saturn, of the

golden race of fupoirwv avOpuTrwv—a. race happy in them-

selves, rich in flocks and herds, and dear to the gods, who

passed their lives untroubled by care and sickness, and who

died as if in sleep, to become after death (as we have seen

in a former page) the kindly demon-guardians of man upon

earth. It was the revendication of fire for man by Pro-

metheus which prompted Zeus—not Cronos—to blot out

this fair scene, and bring a silver, brazen, and iron age

successively on the earth. The oriental idea that Yima

and his subjects still dwell, and tho spirits of good men in

company with them, in the ancestral paradise, apart from

the living human kind, may be compared with the Greek

tradition of the distant but unappropriated land beyond

Boreas in the North, where the sacred race of the Hyper-

boreans, worshippers of Apollo, dwell in undisturbed felicity.

The tradition of a golden or paradisiacal age among the
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Japhetans—such indeed as existed when Persephone, Artemis,

and Athene gathered flowers together on the plains of Enna

•—is thus primitive.

The relations of man towards God originating in his slchal The skhal or lapsus

, p 7 7 7 •!, of man, his incurring
or lapsus from innocence—to the incurring oi scliulcl or guilt f Schuld or guilt.

—and his consequent subjection to the ' bonds of Varuna '— bondage under Va-

and his emancipation from their imprisonment—form aS^£d his emau"

fertile theme for mythical legend, but belong to a late

chapter in this inquiry.

Among the symbols connected with the Moral Law, that Symbolism connected
° J

. with the Moral Law.
of the chain has been already dealt with under the head oi The chain.

Heh, the Father-Deity, to whom it more properly belongs.

The entire relationship of debtor and creditor between man Debtors and credi-

and man on earth is similarly considered as symbolical of

a corresponding state of things subsisting between man on

earth and God in heaven. The analogy between moral

expuration and metallurgy is strictly symbolical. The

colour white

—

sveta, or, in the fuller Zendic and Latin forms, Colours : goodness as

, .

,

., . , , -, .,i -i sveta, spenta, cand-
spenta, cand-idus—is almost inseparably connected with the idus, whiteness and

idea of virtue,

—

tugad, dygd, in Teutonic ; and of good— pun y*

ayadov in Greek,

—

ayaOog having been originally written,

I suspect, rayaOog ; while tugad and ayaO- appear to point

to the root due-, leifj-, led-, to lead, that is through discipline

or teaching, in the sense of the Etruscan * agalletor, * puer,'

and the Teutonic agaleizir, * one attentive.' Baseness or Baseness or defi-

, „ . ,i ,, i j • a j i v n ciency as blackness.
deficiency, on the other hand, is connected symbolically

with blackness, the colour of night or matter, as in ko/c-oc,

aJcJc, bad (the Egyptian bt), mal-, mad-, and the Greek

fxiXag. But more important than these is the connection,

already on various occasions suggested, between the number

* Etr. Inscr., 242.
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Symbolism connected ten, BUa in Greek, dasan in Sanscrit and Zendic, and
•with the Moral Law.

The number ten the *ne idea °f complete, absolute fulfilment of titKri, lex, law

"""hi^ftihiimen^of or obligation. In many of the mythical traditions already

the Law.
noticed, and many more omitted, human effort appears to

rise, or divine work to be developed through a progressive

cumulation up to the number nine complete, and thence to

open out into accomplishment in that of ten. It is only on

the accomplishment of the 9th day and 9th night that Odin's

son reaches the gates of Helheim. It is on that of the 9th

month that Apollo is born as man in Delos,—ten is the

original number of the labours of Heracles, as also of the

months of the year,—it is from the 10th and most sacred

of the streams of Ocean that Styx descends upon earth,*

—the archons of Athens are limited to 9, stopping short of

10, on the abolition of royalty after the death of Codrus,

—

ten is the number of Decemvirs, appointed, as they were,

after a struggle of 9 years—their laws being embodied in

10 tables, although 2 more were subsequently added ;—ten

is, in short, the numeric expression of the fulfilment of the

law, physical and moral, appointed by God, stern, absolute,

prescribed, uncompromising. But the Bonds, especially of

Varuna, however absolute, are not uncorrected by mercy as

absolute, and I have already shewn how these 2 are recon-

ciled in the doctrine symbolised by the additional numbers

11 and 12, which have a significance, that especially of

Zwolf, or .twelve, immediately connected with the mission

of the spello, or envoy of the Father-God, Apollo. The

conception of tX-rrig, hope, of hilf, help, salvat, and of Xvk-oc;,

1 lup-us,' the wolf, connect themselves with the duodenal

number. The analogy between the ten labours and the

* Hcb., Thcog., 789.
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ten tables respectively raised to twelve, as above shewn,

would seem to support the above suggestions as to the

symbolical character of the numbers in question.

The general sanctions (to conclude) of the primitive

morality of the Japhetans have been expressed perhaps

more comprehensively than elsewhere in the words of Ahura- The words of Ahum-
r J Mazdao m the Zend-

Mazdao to Zoroaster in the Zend-Avesta,—' Perform ye the Aveata.

commandments which, pronounced by the Wise (God) him-

self, have been given to mankind ; for they are a nuisance

and perdition to liars, but prosperity to the believer in the

truth ; they are the fountain of happiness.' * Nor should

I omit the words of Odin in the « Hava-mal,'—' Rejoiced at And of Odin in the

Hava-mal.

evil be thou never, but let good give thee pleasures . . .

Cattle die ; kindred die ; we ourselves also die ; but the fair

fame never dies of him who has earned it. But I know one

thing that never dies
;
judgment on each one dead.' t

In sum, then :—The Japhetan faith acknowledged one Conclusion.

supreme law, emanating from God, cognate with eternity

—

expressed in Order, physical and moral—obeyed by man

through virtue—manifested by the maintenance of a straight

path in life, implying a distinct choice between right and

wrong—deflection from the straight path becoming error

and wickedness—a wickedness identified with the fact of

separation from the standard of truth, and implying more-

over a fall or lapse from original purity, and contamination

as through contact with matter—responsibility for such

wickedness descending, as would appear, from father to

s0n—but from which defilement and debasement recovery

may be made, by means of refinement and purification

* Gatha I., v. 11. Haug's ' Essays,' p. 143, ed. 1862 ; p. 151, ed. 1884.

t Hava-mal, vss. 76, 77. Thorpe's ' Edda,' pt. i., 45.
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Conclusion. through the mercy of God—the original condition of man,

long lost sight of, having been one of innocence and hap-

piness before the winter of sin and evil nipped his early

prime—a winter, however, which it was hoped (but the

indications on this point are more obscure) might be termi-

nated by a restoration to pristine felicity, even (although

this likewise is dubious) in the present world.
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CHAPTER II.

THE PROPITIATION OF GOD, THROUGH LUSTRATION AND

SACRIFICE.

The propitiation of God, as practised in the early times The Propitiation of

of Japhet, may be ranked broadly under the two great

heads of I. Lustration, the act of ceremonial (importing

spiritual) purification from evil ; and, II. Sacrifice, rank-

ing under the subdivisions of 'Sacrifice of Appeasement,'

and ' Sacrifice of Thanksgiving ' and daily duty. Lus-

tration was the indispensable preliminary to Sacrifice

;

but each office depended on and received value from the

other. The idea of a covenant or compact between God

and Man, repeatedly referred to, lay at the root of both

rites, and interpenetrates all the ceremonies connected

with them. Lustration and Sacrifice prepared the way for

that education of the soul which will be the subject of the

ensuing chapter.

SECTION I.

—

Lustration. Lustration.

This consisted in purification, physically by water, spiritu- Purification, physi-

.
cally by water, spirit-

ally (it would appear) by fire, water and fire being alike ualiy by fire.

the media of operation of the Spirit-God, as has been shewn.

That the idea involved more, originally, than a merely

external ceremony is clear from the etymology and signifi-
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LfSTRATION" OR
PURIFICATION.

Etymologies.
4 Lustratio.'

Typical example in

mythology.

Iamus' descent into

the Alpheius.

Etymologies.
' Purjratio.'

cation of the Latin ' lustratio,' the Greek Xyrpwaig, nadapmc,

and the Teutonic hlutar, Idutarjan, the Latin form having

the attendant force of purification and illumination, the

Greek that of deliverance and ransom, and the German that

of purification and expiation. These words, if I mistake

not, are merely dialectic varieties of one original, the Teu-

tonic hi in hlutarjan preserving the h = k which is lost in

lustr-are, and the I in like manner, which is lost in Kadapcng.

The intermediate form is present in Greek in KAv£<t>, to

besprinkle or wash, although restrictively used. The par-

ticular significations thus attach themselves to the original

conception expressed by the common root. The typical

example in mythology of lustration by water would appear

to be that (as I understand it) of Iamus in the Alpheius,

into which river he descended (as has been narrated) by

night, and invoked Poseidon and Apollo to reveal to him his

destiny. Apollo manifested himself to him, commanded

him to follow him to Olympia, and installed him there as

his prophet, where his descendants, the illustrious Iamida3,

flourished for many ages afterwards, supplying prophetic

guides to every part of Greece.

The root ' pu,' on the other hand, whence 'purgatio,'

'purus,' 'Februa/ etc., (words constantly used as synony-

mous with lustr-, lustratio), is similarly suggestive. In its

primary sense it signifies to cleanse, and the words -rroivn,

' poena,' ' punio,' derived from it, had thus the sense of

cleansing or purifying towards repentance and reforma-

tion of life, that being (so far as etymology testifies)

the original theory of punishment. Pu is independently

developed into the Gothic fona, and Greek wvp, fire, as an

agent of purification, which associates the idea with that
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of ' Sacer,' sacred or holy, as through metallurgic refinement, Lustration or
J ° °

. Purification.

as already noticed. The typical example of lustration in

this sense of pu, as by fire, in mythology, is supplied By fire.

in the action of the goddess Demeter, who, after feeding Demeter and Demo-

her nurseling Demophon with her milk and with ambrosia,

bathed him every night in fire for the purpose of purging

away his mortal parts and enduing him with eternal life

or immortality. These mythological legends become in-

telligible when the dogmatic foundations on which they

are built are laid bare through the removal of the super-

incumbent accumulations; and they are then found not

unfrequently to throw retrospective light on the moral and

spiritual significance of those dogmas,— although such

testimony must be adduced only by way of confirming or

adminicular evidence, not forming proof. Pu, again, in

another direction, but with a more fundamental import,

takes the form of putus, amputatio, in the sense of pruning

or lopping off umvholesome growths—towards the strength-

ening the main stem, as it were, of health and duty—the

idea represented by the title Castor, understood as the

Chastener in one stage of its etymological development.

Animal sacrifices were associated with Lustration from

very early times, but that association, and the ideas of

expiation and ransom thus connected with Lustration,

are, I think, secondary, or at least extremely recondite,

underlying the whole scheme of salvation as held by

the Japhetans;— the immediate and definite idea of The idea of Lustra-

. .
tion was that of ablu-

Lustration was that of ablution and emancipation from tion and emancipa-

_,,.,, t T i xi tion from bin against

the sin against God which the early Japhetans connected God.

with the idea of dirt, mud, matter, and physical contami-

nation (con-taminatio = damn-urn) as symbolical of spiritual,

Y
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Lustration on such ablution, performed with pure water, and though pure,

, T

l lvlb

. , , not by man himself for himself, but by ministers of theMan receives ablu- J ' J

tion with pure water pr0pitiated and forgiving God commissioned for the purpose,
by ministers of God. l r ° ° x L

being considered as a visible declaration of pardon and

acceptance consequent upon repentance.

This original, simple, and thoroughly moral concep-

tion of Lustration as revealed by language, is to be

recognised in the practice of the conservative Western

More obscure in the world with a clearness which is greatly obscured in the

systematised doctrine and elaborate ritual of Eastern

Aryanism. This will be at once manifest on reference to

The Ardvisura, or the passages of the Zend-Avesta relating to the Ardvisura,

tained the seed'of ai or celestial water, of the Zoroastrians, and those of the
llfe<

Aitareya Brahmana prescribing and explaining the details

of the Diksha ceremony, that, namely, of personal regenera-

tion, with which the Agnishtoma or great Soma sacrifice

commences in the old Hindu ritual. These waters, accord-

ing to the myth common originally alike to Persian and

Hindu—but not, I think, to the non-Aryan branches of the

house of Japhet, and therefore developed subsequently to the

original schism—contain the seminal principle of all life,

a principle, or seed, which passed down from heaven into

the primeval bull out of whose body creation was formed,

and which still purifies the seed of man and beast, herb

and tree (?), and regenerates life when being has become

corrupt. The virtue imparted by consecration to the

The Zaothra, or holy zaothra or holy water of the Zoroastrian rite—aspersion
wati r, derives its

.

consecration from the with which, from the baresma, or sacred twigs, by the

Zaotar or priest, is the initiatory ceremony in the Yapna, or

sacrificial ritual of the Zend-Avesta, is derived from this

celestial fount or sea ; and so likewise is the virtue in-
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herent in the waters of the Ganges and other sacred rivers, Lustration or
Purification.

especially at their junctions or intercrossings (according to

the symbolical expression of creation already noticed), and

which is imparted to man through aspersion and ablution.

Man, according to the fundamental principle of this Aryan The Aryan concep-

,
„ . tion. Man is born

theory, is born pure, the seed of God; but the Zoroastnan, pure, the seed of God.
-.j, , . , , . , i , • i

• .'•
/? t m The Zoroastrian

self-sustained and independent in his assertion of Li berty, admits no skhal or

_ • 777 j?n p _r 'j. £ • • l • i * fall, so the ablution
recognises no skhal, no tail, no forfeit ot original righteous- by tiie zaoth, a is

ness, and ablution by the zaothra is to him the mere mere
.

ceremonlal
J washing.

washing away of ceremonial or superficial defilement from

his inherently pure being,—the Hindu, on the other hand, The Hindu admits
. „ T . j-/> ,i • • i a

the fall, sees the need
the slave ot Law, in reaction from the original Aryan for a new pure body,

i , • j • ,i , t n ,i ,. which the priest con-
doctnne and in the exaggerated expression ot that reaction, fers upou him by

admits a fall, deprecates the wrath of Varuna, and recognises divSfseeiffrom

the necessity of obtaining a new and pure body in which he beaven -

may approach God in sacrifice ; and this body is conferred

upon him accordingly by the priesthood, through the

mystical evocation of the divine seed from heaven, its

elaboration, member by member, in an imaginary womb,

a subsequent figurative parturition, and a birth—to the

effect of investing the votary, as by a magical process, with

an alter ego, a second self, holy and divine, in which, or

rather as which, he may meet the immortals face to face,

his original and impure man being discarded, and not be

ashamed. The same idea in a different, far more poetical

and deeply moral sense, and wholly divested of the gross-

ness of the Hindu conception, is embodied in the conception

of the beautiful maiden, the creation of his good works, and

the hideous hag, built up by his bad actions, which greet

the departed Mazdazdian according to his past life, and

become inseparably associated with him on his journey to the
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Lustration or presence of Ahura-Mazda, as described in the later portions

I'vKincATioN.
of the Zend.Avestaj themselves to a great degree reactive

against the earlier Gathas. Nothing, however, of all this is

warranted by the primitive speech or ceremonial of Japhet,

and these ideas must therefore have been elaborated sub-

sequently to the separation of the Aryans as a body from

the original Japhetan family, and during the long period

of isolation which preceded their own schism and divarica-

tion into the antagonistic path of which I have so often

Essential difference spoken. The essential point of difference between the

Western doctrine on Eastern doctrines and those of the West is that they repre-

sent regeneration through Lustration as the work of the

priest alone, apart from the spiritual concurrence of the

individual operated upon, and that they view the holy

water as containing inherently, or by imputation, the actual

seed of physical—although pure—life, with hardly any

reference to moral sentiment or duty. In the West, on

the contrary, where correlative truths did not become the

subject of schismatical exaggeration, at the early time

referred to, the conjunction of physical lustration and

pardon with personal and national sin and repentance, is

recognised in every association of language, in every

record of history, and in every page of literature, while

the visible medium employed is never considered in any

other light than that of simple water made holy by

deputed or ministerial blessing through fire from the altar

of God, and thus a vehicle of the divine blessing. Even

in the myth of the generation of the horse Skyphius, once

for all, from the rock, through the agency of Poseidon

Petraeus, or Mithra, and in the traditions and etymologies

connected with the rivers Castalia, Peneius, and others,
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as derived from the intervention of the Spirit-Deity— Lustbation or

. . . Purification.
myths and traditions in which we may see the germ

Essential difference

inherent in the roots of language from which the grosser kyea
t

eeu East aud

imagery of the Eastern Aryans originated—the moral idea

prevails exclusively over the material imagery. Men, in

the simple and original creed of the Japhetan world, are

born, physically and spiritually, as their fathers were born

before them, and in their fathers' nature or image, part

good and part evil ; they are purified (as we shall see) and

even consecrated after birth ; they are purified again and

again at intervals throughout their lives by a quasi-

repetition of the rite, always in the same fleshly embodi-

ment, and, when they die, the spirits even of the just are

not apparently disconnected from their lifelong companions,

their mortal bodies.

The ceremonial of Lustration in the West, whether among The ceremonial iu

the West.
the Greeks and Romans, representatives of the original but

mixed Pelasgian family, or among the Teutonic, Sclavonic,

Livonian, and other Indo-European races, was thus very

simple. The nucleus and essence of the rite consisted in

the sprinkling of the person or thing lustrated with pure Sprinkling the per-

, . ... . . son or thing lustrated
and spring or living water, the instrument 01 aspersion with pure water.

being usually (in the South) a branch of olive, the emblem o/oiivTor Injure],

of peace and reconciliation, or of laurel, that of victory and Frequently the fumes

immortality, held by the priest,—the smoke of torches smoW^orchef
6

and the fumes of unmixed sulphur assisting not unfre-

quently in the operation. Water and fire thus concurred

in the ceremony. The branch seems to have been usually The branch of the

i • u.1. -\ht v -i. ,1 ,i •
West and bundles of

single in the West, but it was the same apparently, in branches of the East,

essence, with the baresma of the Zend-Avesta, the bundle

of twigs or branches tied together, which is also pre-
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Lustration or served in the ritual of the Hindus, although under
Purification. .

, . _ . _ _ .

Ceremonial. anotlier name

—

baresma being, 1 think, derived from the

same root which we have in the Zendic as barez, and

the Greek and Latin, otherwise Pelasgic aspergo and

rrpotnrcHTato. It symbolised, I imagine, the Son-Deity in

his character of a branch, as illustrated in the case of

A vessel of water Apollo and the Dioscuri supra. A vessel filled with con-
placed at the en- ,

trance of every secrated water stood at the entrance ol every temple—the
temple, consecrated , L ii 1 i * .1 i.

by a burning torch water consecrated by a burning torch from the altar

pCgedintolt. plunged into it—a still further conjunction of the two

elements of fire and water over which the Spirit-God pre-

After aspersion the sided. Purified by this aspersion the votary became no longer
votary might advance
as far as the limit of ptptiAog, unclean or unconsecrated as he was previously,
the <rx0iVi0V or roPe r ' o //3 a i • m i i t
of the sella and ady- but apspTjAoe and privileged to approach to the limit,

although not beyond the limit of the a\oiviov or rope,

this band being the bond of Varuna which secluded the

sella and adytum of Deity from the congregation. That

the minister of aspersion and fumigation should perambulate

a person or thing purified three times was most desirable, if

not absolutely essential. The lines of Virgil

—

' Idem ter socios pura, circumtulit unda,

Spargens rore levi et ramo felicis olivse
;
'
*

and of Ovid

—

' Terque senem flamma, ter aqua, ter sulfure lustrat,' f

pretty nearly sum up the rite. The perambulation was

The 'cantuslustri- apparently a tripudium ; and a 'cantus lustrificus,' J or
ficus.'

hymn, accompanied the ceremony. Its avowed purpose

was to remove the sce-lus, guilt, damnum, or con-

tamin-ation attaching to the condition of guilty and

* Ma., vi. 229. t Metam., vii. 261. % Val. Flaccus, Argonaut., iii. 448.
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uncleansed persons ; and this may perhaps tend to explain Lustration ok... .
Purification.

tne selection 01 the aKiXXa or sea-onion, a more obscure ceremonial.

derivation, unless it be the fish so called, and the anvXaZ,

the sea-dog or squalus, or whelp, as instruments by which

purification was effected ; the aiciXXa or aicvXal being carried

round the person of the unclean votary,—for the purpose,

we may presume, of removing the skhal, or stain, affixed to

him. The whelp—or at least dog—has been shewn to have

been an example of the Son-Deity, especially in the character

of the Dioscurus Polydeuces. But I cannot dwell in detail

on minor matters.

It was only after this purification from disqualifying Only after purifica-

pollution that the votaries might venture to sacrifice, as we voteSventare to

again have it in Ovid, a great authority in matters f
8acrifice -

ancient ritual

—

1 Lustramurque Jovi—votisque incendimus aras ' (10 Met. 398).

But sacrifice, although connected in practice with many Sacrifice an aggrega-

ceremonies of lustration, was, if I mistake not, an aggrega-St^nKS
tion to the original and simple ceremony, and is not con-

tl0u "

nected with it in theory except in so far as the intervention

by the Son-Deity on behalf of man, through his own self-

sacrifice—coextensive with humanity, as the whole tenor of

Japhetan tradition proves, and prevenient (as shewn below)

in time and essence to lustration—must be understood to

give validity to the initiatory ceremony by which the

/3t/3»?Xoc was privileged to approach the consecrated altar

of the Supreme God. It is in this highest sense that

Alcides or Hercules, alike the son of Alcmena, Herk—Hek,

or Zeus, or God, and Mriwrfc, or Index, and son of the

moon, matter, or man, merits the title given him by Apuleius

of ' Lustrator orbis.'
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Lustration oh The fundamental ' lustratio,' the backbone (antwar) of the

entire system, was that conferred upon the infant child

when he received his name and was received into the family,

The' Dies Lustricus' a few days after his birth. The day was styled 'Dies

of a ehilcC by the Lustricus ' and the ceremony ' Nominatio ' by the Komans

—the ceremony being performed on the eighth day for

girls and the ninth for boys ; among the Athenians it took

Called by the Athe- place either on the seventh or more usually the tenth day

Sacc&ni.

C C

after birth, and was thus styled the t^o^ag and dtKarij.

The Greek rite. In Greece, more particularly, the child was carried round

the domestic fire or hearth, and then dedicated to the Gods,

the ceremony deriving the distinguishing title of ii/n(f>i%p6iLiia

The Roman rite. from this perambulation. The Roman rite was invested,

as we are told, with the express sanction of 'religio,' but

the ovo/uia or ' nomen ' affords of itself a sufficient testimony

to this fact, and points to the Spirit-Deity in particular

—Num, Kneph, Poseidon, irvtvfia—as the God whose in-

fluence was understood to preside over lustration. Sea fish,

the cuttlefish, and the marine polypus were presented by

the guests, which implies the purification by water, that

of the sea being always held in the highest esteem ; but

the main element of this infantine lustration was, as we

have seen, the sacred fire of the hearth sacred to Vesta.

The Teutonic rite. In North Europe, on the other hand, among the Teutonic
Water was employed,
bat a more indepen- races—so far as we can judge from the practice of com-
dent and patriarchal . . ...

use prevailed. paratively recent but still pagan times—water was employed,

and a more independent and patriarchal use prevailed.

Lustration—as indispensable there as in the South—was

usually bestowed by the father or mother—the parent

acting as in the primitive character of king and priest,

pouring water on the head of the newly born child, and
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giving him bis name. Many examples of this are recorded Lustration or

.
Purification.

in the Sagas.

An immediate link between the infantine lustration The lustration of

t. tt 11
children of pure

practised at Athens and the highest arcana ot the Hellenic Athenian blood by a

religion is to be found in an extension of the rite which was dependent on the

occasionally practised in favour of children born of pure Eleusml -

Athenian blood : they were in these cases (or might be)

lustrated by a peculiar ceremony which depended on the

Eleusini, and was considered as a partial initiation into the

mysteries; and thus consecrated, their impurity washed

away, such children offered expiatory sacrifices .on behalf

of other mystae. A child so lustrated was styled iraXg a<f a child so lustrated

<-m • i 5 i i l
'was styled irous a<f>'

laTiag—'Son, as it is said, 'of the Hearth —although ^las—' son of the

T . ,, , ,. e x
• Hearth,' and he could

I suspect the phrase is a mere corruption ot a more arcnaic
offer eXpiatory sacri-

one, implying 'Son of Hestia or Vesta, Hephaestus, or
fices for other m?sise -

Mazdao,' the Spirit-Deity. The significance of this Attic

rite is apparent when we recollect that, as I think I have

shewn in the preceding chapter, the people of Athens

constituted a national and distinct branch of the primitive

and once universal Japhetan Church ; while they certainly

formed—as shewn by the very existence of the condition of

purity of blood above noticed—a privileged religious com-

munity. Eleusis was, as has been stated, their centre of

worship. Every Attic child was born an heir to this

lustral initiation and to the privilege of accessibility to

the mysteries conveyed by it ; but his initiation and

investiture through this peculiar ceremony depended on

supplication every morning being made for it on his behalf,

and the ceremony was performed by delegates from Eleusis.

What is even more interesting is the fact that, while the

privilege of the soil was exclusive in point of right, it
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Civil adoption in

Greece and Rome.

Lustration or was elastic iii matter of favour,—those not of pure Athenian

rp, -»...«/ blood had no claim to that initiation which opened the door
1 lie ttois a<p etrrias x

the peculiar lustra- to the mysteries, but adoption into an Athenian family
tion or initiation of
an Athenian child, conferred the right. We have already seen how it was

necessary for Hercules himself to pass to his initiation

through this human channel. The significance of the

religion is further enhanced by the points in which it

stands in parallelism to the rite of civil adoption as practised

in Greece and at Kome. The youth or man adopted by a

stranger as his son became such absolutely—or, according

to the Greek word which is applied in varied forms to desig-

nate every condition created, by the act was ' made ' such

—7roojro'c or tHjTTo'uiTOQ TTcttS-g—the idea of making being

the same as that conveyed by piZ,uv, ' facere,' in a priestly

or sacrificial sense, while the quasi-spiritual character which

attended the transfer is shewn by the contrast marked

between the designation of a son so iroirjrog or Btrog (as it

is also designated) and that of a son by nature or by right,

yin'iaioQ. The early character was in such cases lost and

absorbed into the new, and the original father became no

more to the original son than an absolute stranger. By

the Koman usage the father, in whose ' manus ' or power

the original son stood, emancipated him by a formalact and

ceded him in law to the adopting parent, who bought him

for a stipulated sum of money, usually a nominal considera-

tion ; and the name of his adopted family, filial duty, and

the privilege and responsibility of maintaining the 'sacra

fundatio ' or religious rites of his new family devolved upon

him thenceforward.

It may not, perhaps, be difficult to recognise an identity

of principle lying at the root of these two processes of civil
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and religious adoption ; but the civil was less elastic than Lustration or
Purification.

the religious usage, for no one could become uairon]Tog or
civil and reli

Snog, unless of pure (?) and free Athenian birth. It should adoption in Greece.

not be overlooked that the alienation effected between the

son and his natural father did not infringe upon his relation

to his mother, which remained unaffected by the transfer,

even as the ties and responsibility attached to the duties of

actual life were unaffected by the dedication of the Eleu-

sinian neophyte, but expressly enjoined upon him by the

hierophant of his great mother Demeter.

I have again to add here the observation that no sacrifice

took place in connection with infantine lustration. When
the iraig a<f kariag sacrificed himself after his initiation

it was in a sequence identical with that expressed in the

line of Virgil quoted supra, and by virtue of a privilege

actually acquired by the prevenient ceremony.

But the privilege even of the Tralg a<f toriag, entitling The ceremonial en-1-1 p -r-ii • i i /> • • tailed on a irals a<f>'

him to the liroTTTtia 01 LleusiS, II found worthy of the Vision, karias, or ' Son of the

Hearth '

and to the contingent rights conferred by reception into the

family on the 7th or 10th day, could not be enjoyed without

previous submission to the highest of all lustrations not of a

distinctly public character, viz. the washing away of sin by the

water of the Ilyssus, administered at Agree by the Hydranus

in the lesser Eleusinia, which were in their integrity con-

sidered as the TrpoKadafKTig kcu Trpodyvevcng, the purification

and sanctification preparatory, after a year's probation, to

the greater ceremonies ; while this, again, was followed,

although of less marked importance, by the solemn proces-

sion of the assembled votaries to the sea, the especial seat of

the Spirit-Deity Poseidon, for the same purpose of lustra-

tion, on the second day of the great mysteries, named from
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LUSTRATION OR
PURIFICATION.

Greek ceremonial.

The river Il-is.sus.

Private or personal

lustration

Public lustrations,

Greek and Roman.

i. At the Rural Lus-
tralia.

that ceremony the "AAaSe fivarai. The water of the sea

was thought peculiarly sacred at all times, and it is not,

perhaps, without significance as regards the river Ilyssus

that the word is analysable as Il-issus, signifying ' River of

El,' Hlu, or the Father-God, as we shall find reason for

interpreting the name. Even Hercules, after his adoption

into an Athenian house, necessarily underwent this abster-

sion in the Ilyssus before entering upon the mystic week

of probation preliminary to an illumination, whicli preceded

his descent into Hales.

It is hardly necessary to add that the rite of private or

personal lustration was practised on every conceivable occa-

sion in ordinary life by the Greeks and Romans and their

kindred races in the West—I notice the West only,—for

there is no religious usage more universal. Nor need I, in

the remembrance of the invariable reference to the Gods

with which the act was accompanied, insist on the im-

possibility that the ceremonial could have had no deeper

sense and purport than that of mere cleansing of the

physical being.

The public lustrations familiar to the Western Japhetans,

Greeks and Romans, took place on the following (besides

other less important) occasions :—i. At the Rural Lustralia

—at harvest-time, before the crops were cut. This was

probably the germ or central element of the public, as the

Eleusinia were of the private lustrations. The fields were

perambulated three times ; fruits and auimals were sprinkled

and blest ; complete rest was prescribed to man and beast

;

no one was to be present at the chaste rites who had sacri-

ficed to Venus the preceding night, for although the noble

Theano vindicated the freedom of the marriage-bed in her
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celebrated answer to the inquiry, such was not the usual Lustration or

. Purification.

understanding ; the ' sacer agnus ' of rural piety and peni-
{ The Kural Lu3.

tence was presented at the altar and accepted—and, as it
traha -

would appear, sacrificed—by the Pontifex or Censor
;
prayers

were offered to the ' Dii Patrii ' against all evils that

might affect rural interests ; and the day closed with merri-

ment and song :—ii. At the annual visitation of the marches ii. The visitation of

the marches of the
of the ' Ager Komanus by the Arval Brothers, when they « Ager Romanus.'

invoked a blessing on the State :—iii. On the completion iii. On the completion

. . of each lustrum or

of each lustrum or quinquennium, when the victims of quinquennium.

the Suovetaurilia—the Trittua of Athens—were sacrificed

with his own hands by one of the Censors robed in the

' Toga Preetexta,' or royal Etruscan robe,* and crowned,

for the purification of the Eoman Empire, the title * Censor

'

and the number ' quinque ' or five, both linking the

lustration in question with Consus the Spirit-Deity :

—

iv. When a navy or an army was sent forth, on which iv. When a navy or

. . an army was sent
occasions peculiar and singular ceremonies were observed, forth.

When a naval expedition was in question, the victims were

carried in boats three times round the fleet, and then

divided, and one half flung into the sea, the other burnt

on the altar ; in the case of an expedition by land, as

practised in Macedonia, a dog, figuring, I believe, proxi-

mately the tagus, dux, or zogo, the general, was cut into

two pieces, and one half thrown to the right aud the other

to the left, the army assembling between them,—ceremonies

which appear to me to date in their essence from primeval

times :—And lastly, a lastratio, attended by religious cere- When a lustratio

, , ,

.

„ , ,. i • i i
t°°k place on occa-

monies and public games ot an extraordinary kind, took sions of great

place on occasions when Rome was visited by extreme
ca aim y"

* Macrob., Sat. i., vi. § 7.
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Lustration or calamity, the penalty (as was supposed) of inordinate

skhal or guilt,—of this also I shall speak presently.

Theory of lustration. The primary and simple idea, the theory, as I may call

it, of lustration as practised by the Japhetans, was thus, in

fine, that of rendering clean, and pure, and acceptable to

God that which, either through inherited responsibility

(such as Varishtha acknowledges to Varuna), or personal

sin, or ceremonial defilement, had become impure, to the

effect of incapacitating it from the efficient and acceptable

service of God. The pure lymph effected the abstersion,

illumination, and reconciliation with God in the actual body

of the worshipper. The sacrifice of blood, unless in a broad

and subjacent sense, presently to be illustrated, and as the

blood of a personage too of whom the ' sacer agnus ' was a

mere symbol, had no part in the essence of the rite. Lus-

tration, the type of voluntary but yet accepted passive

submission and the pledge of obedience, was thus the neces-

sary preliminary to the active service of sacrifice—for I

must again repeat that the sacrifices which accompanied

lustralia in ordinary practice are aggregations on the

original rite.

Section II.

—

Sacrifice.

The rite of Sacrifice. The rite of Sacrifice—which we must now deal with

—has to be considered, as has been stated, under the two

aspects of Sacrifice of Appeasement and Eeconciliation,

and Sacrifice of Thanksgiving. Some sacrifices were

bloody, marked by the effusion upon the ground of the

blood of victims slain and offered at the altar ; others were

unbloody, consisting in the mere presentation of an offering,

living or inanimate, at the altar, or in the pouring of
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libations on the ground. The former of these were the Sacrifice.

especial means prescribed for propitiation of an offended

God, the latter the peculiar expression of grateful recogni-

tion of the Divine blessing. It has been disputed which

were of the oldest ordinance and prior obligation among the

Japhetans. My belief is that, as Lustration preceded Sacri- Lustration preceded

n . , , .. n* t « •/• i /• Sacrifice, so Piacular
nee in principle and practice, so riacular (sacrifice always (in Sacrifice preceded the

• i , i ,\ • • -n j? mi i • • Sacrifice of Thanks-
prmciple at least) preceded sacrifice ol Thanksgiving :— giving.

I say in principle, because the two rites were constantly and

almost inevitably mixed up together in practice. Stress

has been laid on the self-flattering assertions of classical

writers—of course within historical, that is, comparatively

recent times—that the original offerings of their ancestors Bloodless offerings

„ ., .,, , , .„ , . ,, claimed as original,

were iruit, milk, honey, etc., animal sacrifices being then denied because—

unknown. But this can only be accepted as true if under-

stood of that remote and mythical Saturnian reign when

absolute virtue and peace prevailed upon earth—long, cer-

tainly, before the state of things which has reached within

all historical memory. It may be important, however, to

shew that such was not the doctrine or practice of the

primitive Church of Japhet, beyond which I do not seek to

ascend in this inquiry :

—

1. In the first place, the assertion is negatived by the l. The ancients

. . n testify to contempo-
testimony of the ancients themselves, that animal sacrifices rary prevalence of

were of general prevalence among contemporary or (as they

styled them) barbarian nations, many of those nations being,

as we know, of common descent with themselves and heirs

of the same traditions, while they moreover expressly tell us Theseus, Hercules,

that Theseus, Hercules, and other primeval heroes, put down practice of human

the practice of human sacrifice, the sacrifice of blood per
nOTerfoeless sur-

exeellentiam, which nevertheless prevailed in their own vlved>
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Sacrifice. time and down to the times of Christianity. 2. Another

Koman S

G
and

k
Etrus- Vvooi to the same effect may be f°Und in tbe admitted fact

cans sought for au- ^ t t^ G reeks Romans, and Etruscans sought for auguries
gunes in the entrails ' ' on
of slain victims. through the observation of the entrails of victims. I have

shewn in my ' Etruscan Inscriptions '
* that Trutnut, the word

for Haruspex in Etruria, is based in part upon a lost Teu-

tonic word denoting 'entrails/ and the fact is then clear

that victims were sacrificed and their entrails inspected

by a body of men, a sacred college who derived their

current name from that office, at a period when the

ancestors of the Teutons, the Etruscans, the Greeks, and

a. The oldest name Romans were still living together. 3. The oldest name for

for sacrificial priest. •/»•!• • i_ j j r j.- w i

Hotar. Zaotar Gudi. sacrificial priest, in its purest abraded formation, affords

further evidence, which, although secondary in point of

absolute antiquity, may be reckoned as primary when taken

as contemporary with the period just referred to. AYhile

Hotar, etymologies, the title hotar, zaotar, fjodi, was originally, I think, written

hrotar, zraotar, grodi, like the Irish erutaire and the Greek

api)T{}p, as a form of thivorestdra, there is no doubt that in

its form of hotar it exhibits a secondary sense, such as

would naturally flow from the root found as hu, su, gu, x*v,

in the Japhetan language, and signifying to pour, that is

in the abstract—the substance poured being described, still

in the abstract, as xtv/ua, humor. The Aryans in India

understood the root and the x^v/ma as of a particular and

generative libation derived from the celestial water spoken

of under Lustration ; but the affinity of \tt"/<o with cu/ia,

blood,—with Bona, the sacrificed victim—and with (I think

I may say) the Latin hostia, and the association in which

the \tvfid stands in the ritualistic sense with humus, the

* Etr. Inscr., 85.
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ground,—and a comparison of hotar in this stage of its Sacrifice.

degeneration with the old Egyptian Mb, to pour out, htb, prieBt8i

slain, hu, to strike, hu, evil, su and hit, a priest, as well
Et^nolo^eif

06'

as with the cognate Greek root <pwv-, ^wvrrjc, supplying the

link between the Egyptian ha and Sanscrit hem,—are,

taken together, sufficient to prove that the specific libation

poured out was blood, the blood of the victim offered in

sacrifice. The period to which these roots refer us places

it beyond a doubt that the office of aprirfip or hotar, as under-

stood when the word was brought into association with the

Japhetan su, hu, x^v, was that of pourer forth of sacrificial

blood—a period contemporary at the latest with that above

ascertained, when the Trutnut * or Haruspex inspected

under different names the entrails of the victims sacrificed

by the hotar. I reserve the question whether the root hu,

su, gu, \zv above signified is not itself a secondary formation

from an earlier form still preserved in piu, ser-o, Jluo, the p,

mutable as h, having been abraded in tbe root as at present

existing. Lastly, The Greek and Latin words used to

express the crowning act of animal sacrifice, to wit, acparro),

immolare victimam, a<pa^u) mact-are, imply, especially (T(^aZ,(D

maetare, the actual cutting of the throat of the victim.

The root a^aZ-, mact-, gives name or signification to (Me-

cone), the place where the first great animal sacrifice re-

corded by the ancients, that of Prometheus, was enacted.

The word itself is found in ancient Egyptian as ama\,

signifying to devote, strengthen, and bless—the peculiar

attribute of sacrifice, and we may recognise it also, I think, in

the Hebrew zebach, used for a sacrifice of atonement by blood.

I may add, as a final observation at this preliminary stage,

* Etr. Inscr., 85.

Z
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Sacrifice. tliat the sacrifices of the West exhibit (with hardly an

No trace in the "West exception) no trace of the supposed efficacy inherent in
of obtaining power . a ,. , . . , , ., ,,

through, sacrifice as sacrifice ot obtaining power and authority even over the

j
a c mrm. Qocjg themselves, as by a magical charm, which distinguishes

those of the East and especially of the Hindhi Aryans.

This idea, therefore, is of a development posterior to the

original schism, and characteristic of the schismatical race.

(That idea is originally developed in the witchcraft of the

West.)

Sacrifices or Ex-
piation and Recon-
ciliation.

Class I. Ordinary
Bacbifioeb.
Animal.

The victims usually
olVernl were

—

'II,. Bam,
The Goat (including
the young of each),

'I be Boar,

The Bull,

The Horse,

The Uog.

Subsection I.

Sacrifices of Expiation and Reconciliation.

I use these words with the view, as in other cases, of avoid-

ing the associations familiarly connected with ' atonement.'

Sacrifices were, I now add, of two kinds: 1. Ordinary, as

of quasi-daily occurrence, in which the victims were mere

animals ; and 2. Extraordinary, in which the victims were

men,—this latter class again being subdivisible into the

two categories of (1) Passive victims offered up by men or

nations, presumably against their will, although acquiescence

was thereby attributed to them ; and (2) Voluntary victims,

self-dedicated, self-offered on behalf of others, the hero-

victim acting in his self-immolation as Priest and King, by

divine suggestion and under religious sanctions, according

to the rite styled at Rome ' Devotio.'

Class I. Ordinary Sacrifices of Appeasement and Recon-

ciliation.—The victims usually offered by the Japhetans

were the ram, the goat, and the young of each, the lamb

and kid,—the boar, boar pig, and sow, and the bull. The

horse was also an offering of very high dignity; but although
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very ancient the horse-sacrifice was more in favour with Ordinary Sacrifice.

the Teutonic, Persian, Scythian,
r
and Kshatriyan races than

with the Brahminical Hindus and their congeners in

Europe, whose languages and religious instincts are of

a materialistic tendency. The dog-sacrifice, a military one,

was very rarely resorted to, but connects itself in its cere-

monies with very remote antiquity.

These animals were known to the ancient Japhetans by Linguistic varieties

the following leading names, some of which require to be

commented upon, but I will be as brief as possible. The

results will reward the inquiry.

1. Scdf, sc. sheep, avi, oig, ovis, oi, ap.-vog,—nap, caira, l. The Ram.

cairach, lira, aries, apvog, berbex, vervex, (the brebis),

-/ulyiXov, convertible with /aaWog, vellus, from whence bel-us

and perhaps fttXXep-og, in Bellerophontes—vrishni (Sansc.)

ram, sauths, saudhr (O.N.), ram, and lamb, these last words

being originally the same, r and I being interchangeable.

Scdf, sheep, is a purely sacrificial name, although derived

from a root of abstract signification and very high antiquity,

as I shall shew hereafter, "Xf, ram, in Old Egyptian.

2. "AtE,—hced-us,—x'Va 'i°
_a > capra, gabhar, gobhar, etc.,— 2. The Goat.

the goat or kid. Heed, goat, are varieties of suta and seed,

offspring, or, as we have it in English, kid, i.e. 'kind' and 'child.'

That aiZ, originally denoted both goat and ram or sheep, and

was written rai^, would appear from the fact that Jcizzi signifies

hcedus in Old German and tekis, ram, in Lithuanian ; while,

extending our view beyond the Japhetan pale, claykas is a

sheep in Arabic, and dekar a ram in Chaldean, the Hebrew

zahar denoting male in general, as vrisha, arsJian (apm)v),

do in Sanscrit and Zendic and ha in Egyptian. But tuil,

I conceive was itself written at an earlier period rpaiZ, or
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Sacrifices of
Expiation.
Ordinary, or
Animal.

Linguistic varieties

of names.
The Ram-
The Goat-

-Lanib.

-Kid.

roofs, the Greek rpayog, goat, representing this older form,

while we have the abraded r preserved likewise in fipit,,

the Scythic word for ram (as in /3jo<s-a/3a, a ram's fore-

head, according to Plutarch*)—and the name of the mythical

Fhrixus seems to be an echo of that of the animal, vervex,

herhex are variations of <j>pi%, rapiZ,. The root is to be

found apparently in older forms denotive of male genera-

tion ; but (deferring these for the moment), it is to be

remarked—starting from the stage of rapiZ,, <ppi%, rpayog,

we have three distinct series of words descending from it

by disintegration in a parallel line with tekis, a<£,—first

the Ionic Inr, in which h takes the place of t, npiog, and

the Celtic caira, caor, cairach,—ovis ; secondly, urd in

Sanscrit, and aries ; and thirdly, ap-vog (ap, with the

adjunct gne, yev, or kind) and a-gnus, both signifying

ram, or child of the ram

—

apvog and agnus having been

originally ' argnus.' The association of apy- with apy-og,

white or brilliant, may have contributed, however irregu-

larly, to render the colour in question peculiarly requisite

in the selection of lambs, kids, or the parent animals for

sacrifices, at least to the Dii Superi. The irpoayvtvoig or

purification preliminary to initiation,—the one lamb sacri-

ficed giving virtue to it apparently in the background

—at Eleusis was thus evidently in like manner originally

irpoapyv£V(Tig.

This family of names is found beyond the Japhetan

pale, as, for example, in addition to the instances above

given, in the Phoenician aZ,a, the Egyptian dr, a gazelle,

the Arabic ghazal—being moreover, I think, a variation of

* De Fluviis, xiv. 4, Opera ed. Dubner, vol. v., p. 91.

interpreted Kptov ixtruirov.

The word is here
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the comprehensive terms the Kdirpog, gabhar, capra, saudhr °J™Y Sacrifice.

above mentioned. Linguistic varieties

3. Kairpog, aper, aphul—xot/ooe, varaha, verves, balin
3 # t^

6^.
(Scr.), boar,—vg, sus (originally suev-s),—porc-us, hog, pore.

Verres, porcus, and hog (originally, I think, ' horg ') may

perhaps be identical with the Egyptian rra and "xaau,

and "Xrau, an^ rr> signifying a child, and s, son, in that

language, together with the vrisha, may be considered in

connection. Kairpog, aper, aphul, and perhaps suev-s, seem

to belong to the category of gabhar, capra, madhr.

4. Tadpog, taurus, originally « staurus,' as shewn by its 4. The Bull,

innumerable varieties alike in the Japhetan and Semitic

tongues,— balin (Sanscrit), volu (Old Slavonic), builis,

bullus (Lithuanian), bull, a word found in short in every

Japhetan language,—vrisha, vrishan, bull, in Sanscrit, and

the corresponding varshni arshan (apanv, male) in Zendic,

which we have in an abraded form in the Zendic uhhshan,

Gothic and English auhsan, oxen, as also the San-

scrit usra and the European ur, urus, and in a more

general sense go, gava, gu, gaus, /3o0e, bos, inclusive of

both sexes.—Of these names ravpog associates itself with

Kcnrpog, gabhar, madhr, etc., bull has the signification of

strength, as of a father's torus, and arshan and its con-

geners, implying male generation. Go and fioiig or bos are

decomposed forms of an earlier yfiovg, and if the genitive

of bos was originally boveris, as stated by M. Varro, the word

gbover-s resolves into identity with taurus, gabhar, madhr, etc.

5. Szkapa, aspa, aswa, hrirog, iiacog (Mo\.), equus, each 5. The Horse.

(Irish), afioXog, caball-us, the Celtic capall and eeffyl, the

Old Slavonic kobyla, Illyr. kobila, Latin caball-us, and the

Egyptian Mr, htm. Htr appears to me akin to madhr ; and
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Sacrifices op capall- may be so likewise. The Polish szhapa connects itself

Ordinary ok witli the name of the horse Shjphius, already familiar to us.

Animal - Aspa is derived by etymology from cap, salire ; but if so, I
Linguistic varieties

of names. should think the earlier form was crap, akin to the same

root.

6. The Dog. 6. Finally, <TKuAa£, a ' catulus ' or ' whelp,' these latter

being mere varieties of trtevkati, denoted grown dog, vkvXo.%

more especially in ordinary lustration, but I think a word

akin to the Sanscrit suchaka and our English dog must

have suggested the particular sacrifice to be mentioned

presently. 'Catulus' and 'whelp' signified properly the

young of any creature, and ' vitulus ' likewise.

Two classifications Obs. 1. Two classifications suggest themselves on a review
approximating names ,. „ .„ . . . . _ .

of sacrificial animals oi the preceding names ol sacrmcial animals. It may be

to titles of Son-Deity.
observed ^

.

q ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ .

f ^ ^ ^^
names echo (as it were) in verbal sound the various titles

of the Son-Deity as elsewhere ascertained, to wit, Bal

or Bar, Tur or Tus, and Aku, Zaku, or Deuces, Bar

representing the Divine, and Tur + Deuces, Tus -f Aku,

Ts—sk, Tet or Z, the Human character united in his

person. As respects Bal, Bar (Aryan, sphal, sphar),

we have /u>)A-ov, /StAA-fpoc, the ram; aper, aphul, the

"boar:

—

balin, the bull; and kapala, afioXog, the horse.

TavpoQf a bull, and perhaps vg, sus, suev-is, answer to

Tur, Tus. Go, gdo, ukshan, ox, tekis, cu£, hog, equus,

and suchaka, dog, correspond with Aku, Deuces; while

sauths, saudhr, and the kindred words above enumerated

similarly correspond with Z or Tet, the form in which Tus

and Aku find their reconciliation through the intermediate

form of suta, ' seed ' or ' child,' which is the exact significa-

tion of Tet. This correspondence of symbolic with animal
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nomenclature—the names of the persons symbolised being Ordinary Sacrifice.

, . Animal.
uniform while each such personal name is represented by Correspondence of

various animals-is in conformity with the principle of£^J^ 6niraftl

mythogony elsewhere laid down.

Obs. 2. Again, the preceding names of sacrificial animals, Two groups : I. Ex-
. . pressing the idea of

considered analytically with reference to the signification secd or offspring in

, , , , . , , . general ; II. Tlie
conveyed by them, resolve into two groups, expressing idea of sacrificial

r espectively the ideas of seed or offspring in a general sense,
vlc xma'

and of sacrificial victims.

Under the former of these groups we have rpayog, (j>plZ,, Group I.

fipiZ, the goat, xo7> c, verves, the boar, and possibly suevis;

vrisha, auhsan, the bull, and possibly bos, bover-s ; and aswa,

the horse. The root to which vrisha is referred, and to

which most of the preceding are also referable, is the San-

scrit vrish, expressive of male generation; but vrish is

merely a half-way house on the road, and we must trace

it further to reach the real root—as well as for that of the

kindred root wachsen, to wax or increase, namely the primi-

tive thworestdr, implying ' creator,'—vrish with the initial

sereh restored answering to thworestar as the abraded vish

does to the equally abraded Tvastri. The idea conveyed

is that of a son or offspring ' created ' or ' made,' and who

is himself at the same time Creature and Maker. An Italian

woman says, ' Ho fatto due inaschi.'

Under the second group we have the titles above Group II.

remarked upon of sauths, saudhr, xwaiPa >
caPra>

gabhar

and perhaps* cairach, Kairpoq, aper, aphul, x°^<p°c> suevs,

radpog, originally aravpoq (as by comparison with many

analogical forms); bover-s (originally gbover-s), bos;

a0oXoc, capall, and htr in Egyptian, and catulus, whelp,

* See third and fourth groups, p. 341.
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Sacrifices of —all of which have, independently of any remoter meaning,

Ordinary or the sense of sacrificial offering. The normal type of this

NrZofsa.ifi.ia. g""P « <° *>e^ ™ SaUths (
H -G")>

8audhl' (°-N >-
The

animals analysed. word in question, unlike its congeners, is common, with more
Group EL

or less variation, to a wide range of ^language other than

the Japhetan, while a learned French etymologist cites it,*

along with the MaBSo-Gothic form of sauds or sauths, as the

only general analogue of the category of sacrificial words

derived (as he considers it) from su, hu, in the old Aryan

tongues of the East, and as not at all sure whether liostia

should not be added. In some apparently remoter lan-

guages in which the word occurs it denotes the goat, but in

the greater number and in the old Japhetan dialects the

ram—but always with the idea of sacrifice connected with it.

The analogous names grouped (as above) around saudhr,

sauths, all resolve into unity with it through that inter-

mutation of literal sounds which disguise the outward form

of words to the uninitiated eye. The word may be traced

higher through this particular form, but I shall reserve this

for the moment, and proceed to consider in detail the various

sacrificial animals above enumerated, taking the ram first

as the most universal and ancient object of sacrifice, and

adducing proof under that head of the signification just

assigned to saudhr, sauths. 1 will merely remark, before

doing so, that the two classifications just specified testify to

each other—the sacrificial names which answer to those

titles of the Son-Deity, in the first class, by merely verbal

or aural assonance having themselves the signification of

Son and of Sacrificial offering in the second.

In confirmation of the general conclusion thus far arrived

* Pictet, Lea Originea Iudo-Eur., iii. 478.
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at, it may be interesting to turn for a moment to the Old Ordinary Sacrifice.
Animal.

Egyptian language, that treasure-house of primeval roots Names of sacrificial

and associations, although in a very abraded state. I animals analysed.

may observe that ha, besides the general sense of male

seed and husband, denotes the bull, answering to the go,

gava of the Aryan,

—

ha, hau, expressing the cow; hu, a

calf; ha,—hi, the goat, male and female, corresponding

perhaps with eug the goat, and <%f, the ram—this last

word being identical with the Teutonic schaf, in regard to

which avi, oig, ovis stand in a relatively modern character

:

—while some words, as ha, to offer, hha, altar, hu, to strike,

ha, a type or form, ha, seed (as offspring), and (once more)

ha, male, may sufficiently indicate, when considered in con-

junction with the two parallel series of names, Japhetan and

Egyptian, above enumerated, that the animals in ques-

tion were offered and slain as victims at a period when the

Japhetans and Egyptians were still living together.

The Six Sacrificial Animals again revieived.

1. The Bam or male Lamb.—That the ram or lamb sacri- 1. The Ram or Lamb,

77 . /. i i the propitiatory sa-

fice was the propitiatory sacrifice per excellentiam of the early orifice per excellen-

Japhetans is to be found partly in the special and cognate sig-
u

nifications of the Old Northern and Gothic saudhr, sanths,

above spoken of, and partly in the testimony of classical an-

tiquity. We shall in this and the following section notice the

historical and familiar sacrifice first, and afterwards those of

mythology, which are usually idealised presentments of ordi-

nary rites. Taking the word saudhr (Scand.) first, I have to

observe that its signification is given by Pictet as ' victima

et vervex, ovis.' In the Gothic speech Ulphilas employs

it for his translation of the Now Testament as sauds to
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Sacrifices of denote Ovaia, Rom. xii.—rendered in the English version

Ordinary or
' a lively sacrifice.' He employs it again as sauths in Eph.

Al
!if^ T , v. 2, as equivalent to oXoicavTwua, a whole burnt-offering

—

1. The Kara or Lamb. ' u °

the passage being that in which Our Saviour is spoken of as

having given himself for us as ' an offering and sacrifice to

God for a sweet-smelling savour' (I quote Scripture here,

or rather the Maeso-Gothic translation, the reader will

understand, solely in proof of the original pre-Christian

and Japhetan signification of the word under discussion).

But sauths is also found in Ulphilas, although deprived of

its initial letter by the attrition of time, in the sister form

of vithrus, the word by which he translates the phrase in

St. John i. 29—' Behold the Lamb of God '

—

vithrus Guths—
'which taketh away the sin of the world.' Sauths, like

vithrus (and the Old High German, Old Saxon, and

Scandinavian wiclar, withar, veor, our English wether, as

well (as I have suggested) as the Greek BeXA^o- in /3tAXepo-

Qwv-tik, and the French belier, are mere varieties of the

word) thus bore the general signification of sacrifice, and

the special qualification of lamb- or ram-sacrifice among

the Goths—and this, as shewn by the existence of the word,

with the same signification in other languages, ages unnum-

bered before the advent of Christianity. The antiquity or

civilisation of a nation is not to be estimated merely by tho

date of its first appearance in history, but by the more

authentic records of speech ; and I have in the present case

furnished proof, I think, that the speech of the Goths, as

ancestors or at least the nearest congeners of the Europeans, is

of antiquity corresponding with that of the classical languages.

That Saudhr bore the particular sense of ram in the

earliest Japhetan times may be independently shewn by
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the fact that a description of wild sheep in the Hindu Ordinary Sacrifice.

Koosh is styled Qoclaur in the language of the Kal Posh, L The Ram or Lamb>

that interesting but little-known race flung off into the

rocks by the descending torrent of the Aryan immigration

into India, and that still preserves the blue eyes and fair

complexion of their ancestors, and speak a language derived

from a coeval origin with Sanscrit, goclaur stands to sauths

as gocli does to hotar, the identical word through the inter-

mediation of gak and su ; and it is clear, therefore, that the

sauclhr, sauths, or ram, was known to the Japhetans by the

same name, and that, as inferred, a sacrificial one, before

the separation of the Aryan and non-Aryan Japhetans in the

East, and taking the word in connection with its congeners in

the European languages, that the sacrifice was not instituted

by the Japhetans themselves, but practised by them in

common with races not Japhetan.

It may be added in illustration that M. Pictet compares

sauclhr, sauths with the Gothic saun, the Scandinavian son

(from sona, placare, reconciliare), and the Old German

suana, all three signifying ' expiatio, satisfactio,' as also

allied with the Sanscrit su and its derivative savana, ablu-

tion, purification. Saun, I may subjoin, is employed by

Ulphilas in translating St. Mark x. 45, where it is said

that our Saviour came ' to give his life a ransom,' sacrifice,

Xvrpov, for many—which additionally illustrates the sense

in which the venerable bishop understood the word as handed

down from old pre-Christian tradition.

It may be noted in conclusion, so far, that sauclhr, aKa9ap-og,

appears to be substantially the same word, s and h being-

mutable, as we have so often seen, while the root of Kaf)ap-6g

has been traced, a few pages back, to an analogue of the
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Ordinary Sacrifice. Teutonic hint-, through which KaQupoic; aud lustratio both
Animal.

_

l. The Ram or Lamb. ^ Uc^ their elder form in hlutarja—that analogue being

probably k\vZ,-, kXv^-biv, the older form of Ka0ap-6c;, k\ci6-

or K\v6-epoQ. If this induction be correct, the older forms

of saudhr, in this particular connection, may have been

sluadhr or hluadhr, and it may be important to notice

incidentally that the word hlut, or blood, stands in immediate

proximity to the form in question as well as to k\v%-, lilut-,

suggesting an inference as to the natural fluid, to the virtue

of which, as by the convergence of evidence above specified,

the sanatory effect of Sacrifice in the first and of Lustration

in the secondary instance is attributed. I am inclined to

think now, that the word klutiva, explained in the ' Etruscan

Inscriptions '
* as ' wethers,' the animal sacrificial offering

in the tomb of S. Marino uear Perugia,! and the initial

syllable of which I explained by gald, gelt, sterilis, in the sense

of emasculation—is in reality a compound of SAUTHS= klut

and iva, avi, ovis, thus furnishing the composite signification

of ' berbex ' or ' ram-offering.' But the indications do not

pause here, and we must inquire whether saudhr, thus

restored to an older form as slaudhr, is not recognisable

likewise alternatively as sraudhr, in virtue of the constant

interchange of I and r. That it is so may be inferred from

the fact that ' sator,' ' satus,' ' Saturnus ' must both have

existed in an older form as ' Sartus,' ' Sartor,' ' Sartur-nus,'

in derivation from ser-o, signifying to sow, or deposit

seed; while the Sanscrit and Zendic roots su, hu, gahu,

\f)t-a, \tv-, so frequently dwelt upon as final, must, with

their derivatives suta, seed, \tvfia, alfia, have been like-

wise originally sru, hru, gru, \fitv-, alfxa in like manner

* Etr. Iuscr., 110, US. t Vide Etr. Inscr., 213. Cf. 161.
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Xpaifia, while xr iQ tne corresponding stage produces Ordinary Sacrifice.

'chreo,' 'cruor,' the analogues flu- developing into the 1. TheBam or Lamb,

simpler lustrative form 'flu-men' and 'cr' into ' cresco,'

wohs-a, and the Aryan forms of vrish, vish, of which I

have already spoken, having the sense of flowing on in

growth and increase. But the present inference almost

ascends to certainty when we compare the form of sraudhr,

srauths, thus arrived at with the sacrificial formula pre-

served in the Hindu ritual ' Astu sraushat,' signifying (as

it is rendered) 'Be increased,' and which Dr. Haug has

connected with the Zendic graoeha, the name of the angel

ruling over the worship of the Parsees. ' Sero,' sert-, on

the other hand, and 'cres-,' cresc-, stand in intimate

relation, in the sense of geniture, and both of them find

their analogue in thworesc-, the root of thivorestdra, the

creating deity. We must conclude, then, that saudhr, sauths,

originally sraudhs, but in an abraded form, has the same

signification, and is in fact identical with the word else-

where repeatedly dwelt upon, and which I may once more

mention—as tet and aat in Old Egyptian, get and aught in

Anglo-Saxon, hid, hind, and child (through a rare but

ascertained mutation of n and I) in Teutonic, and ' Srninth

'

-eus as in the title of Apollo,—all signifying 'the Child'

or ' Son ' per excellentiam—the ultimate root being sh or s%,

implying separation, of which I have so often spoken.

The results so far established may be summarised thus— Results summarised:

(1) That the name by which the Bam-sacrifice was desig- (l) The name by

nated denoted < The male seed ' or < Son ;
' and Orifice was aSgSed

(2) The sacrifice of blood, and of the ram or lamb in parti- teed't < Son.^
6

cular, whether sufficient in itself or as symbolical of a more

exalted victim, underlies the entire system of the propitia-
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Sacrifices of tion of God as held by the Japhetans—although, as stated,
Exi'IATION.

. .

Okdinaky, on Lustration did not itself involve the practice of sacrifice,

Results summarised. but merely, as the attendant circumstances and analysis

(2) The sacrifice of
prove) tne removal of pre-existing disabilities in the case

ram or lamb, under- f individuals, entitling them personally to offer sacrifice.
lies the entire J a-

.

phetan system of the It is singular that the epithet awTi'ip should be identical,
propitiation of God.

.

at least at the Hellenic stage of its development, with

saadhr, as it likewise is with hotar ; but although o-wrZ/p is

traceable, like saudhr and hotar, to thworestar, I think it

derives its peculiar signification from huot, as in the parallel

huotdn, hider or protector, as elsewhere suggested—protector

from the wrath of Varuna.

Historical proofs in I have now to shew how far the historical facts handed
th • West, of the pre- , __ T , .

eminence of the ram- down from West Japhetan antiquity support the preceding
or lamb-sacrifice. -, ,-, . r , , , ,

conclusion as to the pre-eminence of the ram- or lamb-

sacrifice.

The * sacer agnus ' of I would first observe that the 'sacer agnus'

—

sacer
tie' rural lustration . . ,, ,, . ,

of Italy. signifying ' separated or ' set apart in the most com-

prehensive sense, as previously illustrated—was the solitary

victim offered up in connection with the rural lustration of

Italy, as described in the beautiful idyllics of Tibullus, the

' Candida turba ' of its brethren following peacefully after

as it was led to the 'fulgentes aras,' the blazing altar.

Little, perhaps, could be founded on a fact so natural as that

a lamb should be the offering of a village or rustic com-

munity, poor, however happy and loving to the Gods. Such

too was the offering per excellentiam of the State herself,

of Rome even in all her glory. It was the ram that was

thus offered at the Agonia or Agonalia, perhaps the most

characteristic sacrifices of Rome, and which were celebrated

several times a year—the root of the name Agon- connecting
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the rite (as I shall shew hereafter) with the most primitive Ordinary Sacrifice.

. , _ . Animal.
Japhetan and even pre-Japhetan antiquity. Ihe Gods Western exani pleg

propitiated were the Great Gods, the guardians of Rome,^ aSSfiwfS
1*'

and the ram was offered up by the Rex Sacrificulus, the the Agonalia.

representative of the period when King and Priest were

but one office and at the Regia; while the institution of

the festival was attributed to Numa, which is tantamount

to an ascription of it to the remotest ancestral antiquity.

The lamb, too, was the principal and original offering, if The Lamb originally_.. iT-i-rii i i i
at the Ludi Seculares.

1 mistake not, at the Ludi Seculares, perhaps also at the

Suovetaurilia or Solitaurilia. The facts and etymologies

connected with these festivals throw great light upon the

whole question of piacular sacrifice. I shall interpose a

few comments upon them before endeavouring to establish

the peculiar significance of the ram-sacrifice at the close

of this section.

The Ludi Seculares—instituted originally, according to The Ludi Seculares.

tradition, in consequence of the death by disease of the

three children of a certain Valeria—were celebrated at Rome

on occasions of penitence for surpassing guilt, or after a great

national catastrophe. The Secular Games are sometimes

spoken of as the ' Ludi Taurii,' and the Sacrifices are said to or Ludi Taurii.

have taken place at the 'Tarentum,' a place near the Campus

Martius, whence they are also styled 'Ludi Tarentini.'

Sterile cows, ' taureae,' were the offering, whence the games

bore the name of Taurii. The root is, I have little doubt,

the same as that of which ravpog and saudhr(?) are alike

variations ; but the principal sacrificial victim, at least in

the Secular Games per excellentiam, was still the ram or

lamb, as may be inferred from the description of the great

Secular Games celebrated by Augustus ; the emperor him-
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Sacrifices of self commencing the rites by sacrificing three lambs, black

Ordinary or in colour, to the Parca3 or Fates—that awful power superior

W^tera'examples. to tbe Romau Jove himself, Parca, like Mo7pa, being a

l The Ram or Lamb. form f zwarz, Herk, Hek, and thus representing the
The Ludi beculares. r °

hidden or Supreme God.

The name Valerius—a late equivalent, I take it, of

fitWepog, vithrus, saudhr—figures, I may observe, attached

to different personages, throughout the obscure but singularly

significant records of this ancient festival, and it is that,

too, of the Pontifex Maximus, who takes part in the most

important of the ancient Roman ' devotiones,' presently to

be spoken of. The qualification of guilt must be kept in

view here in reference to the character of the offering ; and

this may be brought out by inquiring into the signification

of the title itself, ' Saeculares.' These Ludi Saeculares were

not held periodically at the termination of a great Saeculum,

as has been supposed, but at irregular intervals and always

under circumstances of remorse and fear, as just stated

;

Derivation of the and the root ssecul- must, then, be read skhal, scol-o, scelus,

root Snecul from ,. .. > • p
-i

*k 1 1 ai, ecoi-o, scelus, delictum, crime; while the terminational 'ares is tormed

from aur, a root corresponding with -jmr, februa, and

other words denoting purification, the compound word

The lamb the oxpia- thus signifying purification from guilt. The simple lamb
oryo rmg orgm

. ^g thus, in all probability, as in the preceding cases, the

expiatory offering for the suprcmest guilt conceivable by

the Roman people.

Supremacy of iamb- The supremacy of the ram or lamb, as a sacrificial offer-

offering less certain . . ._ jti^ii
in the Suovctaurilia mg, is less certain in the other Roman and, 1 would add,

and TpLTria.
Greek festival above noted, the Suovetaurilia or Solitaurilia

The TpiTTva.

Three victims r Timrva. Three victims were offered, both in Italy and
offered, Bull, Ram, *

, . . , _,. .

Boar. Greece,—the bull, the ram, and the boar-pig; and this
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must be allowed as sufficient to shew that the triple sacri- Ordinary Sacrifice.

fice must date at latest from Pelasgian and pre-historic times. Western exam lea

The etymology assigned to Suovetaurilia as derived from Suovetauriiia.

sus, ov-is, and taur-us, is, like almost all Koman etymo-
ymoogy '

logies, purely fanciful ; suovet- is simply our familiar

sauth-s, saudhr ; aur, the word denoting purification just

mentioned, and ilia, the usual suffix implying religious

service in ancient Latin,—unless indeed suovetaur be simply

a form of saudhr. I own I am inclined to think, consider-

ing all the circumstances, that the unit or germ of the

sacrifice was the simple saudhr, or ram, one victim usually

constituting a sacrifice in the oldest times, while suovet-,

suovetaur-, has that especial signification. The dress worn

by the sacrificing Censor in offering the suovetaurilia renders

it almost certain that the sacrifice was originally Etruscan

;

and as the Etruscan, as I have presumed to affirm, were

Teutonic,* and spoke a language nearly allied to the Gothic

and Norrsena— as I prefer to call the Old Northern

tongue—we at once see how the word suovet, Suovetaur,

saudhr, sauths, might be common, with precisely the same

signification, at once to Italy and Scandinavia.

The name of Tpirrva, given to the corresponding or rather Tpirrva.

identical festival in Greece, has a peculiar etymological Etymology '

interest, as preserving, if I mistake not, the original r which

is lost in saudhr—the initial r in rpirrva representing the

s in saudhr, as representing an earlier compound z-rptrr-,

thus preserving, under a slight modification, the older form

of saudhr, sraudhr, above vindicated for it.

A yet further proof that the ram or lamb was the earliest 1. The Ram or Lamb.

Japhetan sacrifice is afforded by the fact that apviov

* Etr. Inscr., 312.

2 A
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Sacrifices of was one f the Greek words used for the vessel employed
Expiation.
Ordinary, oh in receiving the blood of the animal slain in sacrifice. The

Western examples.
other word was °<Pa7 t

~
lov

>
a general term expressive of

1. The Ram or Lamb, bloodshed merely, whereas afxviov denotes that of the

the vessel for^receiv- lamb, hfxvoq, lamb or ram in particular. Two alternatives

D&u
a

ction

C,

i
1

Ss
0d

' nere Present themselves, viz. that afxviov is derived from

the male lamb prob- » j tne ma i e ]amD r that it is a Greek derivation from
ably the especial

"

sacrifice. the Sanscrit and Zendic and Scandinavian savana, havana,

son, signifying ' pouring forth ' in the abstract, but with

an admitted sacrificial sense. Under the former, the usual

understanding, afivog must have been a primitive and

special name for the animal chiefly selected for sacrifice

—

the ' sacer agnus ' of the Komans—as the vase destined

to receive the blood of all animals indiscriminately would

not have derived its name from the particular offering

—

in the latter alternative we have clear proof that the Eastern

savana, havana, and the Western suana, son, implied a

sacrifice of blood.

It would appear, then, from the preceding conclusions

from language and from historical record, each leading

independently to the same result, that the peculiar piacular

offering of the early Japhetans was the ram or male lamb.

The preceding names The preceding names of the ram or lamb, saudhr, sraudhr,

sa^rSuharacter vithrua, resolve, as we have seen, into mere epithets

descriptive of its sacrificial character, but there is one

name for it—that of sedf, schaf, 'aries,' sheep, (the title

from which, as has been shewn, we have through attri-

tion of the initial compound consonant, the Sanscrit avi,

Greek ofa-, Latin ovis, and Gaelic oi)—that reveals in

analysis the peculiar sense in which the animal in ques-

tion was piacular and the actual part borne by it, and by

of the ram or lamb.
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every other sacrificial victim, including the highest of Ordinary Sacrifice,

all, man or God, in the sacrificial rite. This requires^* One name of the ram
and will reward our attention for a few moments. The word or ,amb roveais its

peculiar piacular

scdf, Teutonic though it be, is of primitive antiquity may character, in the

i . . v 6acrificial rite.

be inferred from its appearing (as already noticed) in pre- The name sccu Sclwf

cisely the same form and with the signification of ' ram,' iu Teutonic
- X ( in

Egyptian, both de-

as "Xf in the vocabulary of Egypt. But we may proceed noting ram.

further, and, by ascertaining its special signification, obtain

an insight into the peculiar doctrine associated by the

Japhetans with the sacrifice of the victim in question, by

reference to an old Teutonic root almost literally identical

with it, scliieb—as in schieben, our common English shove,

but not having quite so rude a meaning, at least in this

special sense. It is rendered, as in Schaz and Oberlin's

Glossary, by 'transferre, devolvere, transferre culpam,

declarare quern reum, deprehenso penes ipsum corpore

delicti,' and I take scdf, <%f, therefore to have signified,

at a very remote period, literally, the ' shove- ' ' "Xf- ' or

' scape-offering ' or ' victim ' upon which the confessed guilt

of the penitent or community that offers it in sacrifice is

'shoved' or transferred, for his or their immunity and

redemption.

That scdf, <%{, was closely connected with the root xP * or Connection of scdf,

kp, and other words implying a covenant or contract in its
"^ '

W1
, .

ie r

,

°

M r * ° xP or *P> implying a

relative symbols, will be shewn further on in this chapter ;
contract.

but the fact that "Xp, a formation nearly resembling "Xf,

likewise signifies in Old Egyptian ' to bear off,' the Greek

word for scapegoat, airoTroinraios, exactly answering to it,

and "xf, «xft, to desolate, would almost induce one to

think, when taken in connection with the peculiar treat-

* Cf. p. 401.
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Sacrifices or ment of the head ((ce^aX?';, caput, haupt) likewise to be

OkdinaryVor noticed hereafter in the Japhetan ceremonial, that the

'
' _ , Japhetan and the Hebrew rite, the one handed down

1. The Ram or Lamb, r

in its especial piacu- uninterruptedly, the other, it would appear, reconstituted
lar character.

Sc-af, Schaf, in Teu- by Moses, but each independently of the other, must have

tiau

' °
been a part of the original Noachide worship. This at least

may be affirmed, that the title of «xf being thus peculiar

to the ram in Japhetan speech, and given to no other

animal, is proof per se that the ram was the original central

sacrifice of propitiation among the Japhetans, which is all

I am concerned to prove.

The word «%f, a ram, If, finally, as I have sometimes thought, the Egyptian

ffi^oSTitleWord -xf, a ram, be a degenerated form of the title xrp,

xrp, denoting 'first;
(]enoting, not only ' first, principal,'—in which sense we have

considered it under the head of ' spirit,' as a form analogous

to that which gave origin to the title ypvip, ypvfwv,—but

also ' first fruits,' it may then be that the ' scape-offering
'

thus sacrificed was the first-born issue of its parent. The

qualification ' princeps gregis ' given to the ram or lamb

in the Latin is true in fact. In that case "Xf, sedf, must have

been written originally "Xrf, scarf, ' shreep,' and we should

thus obtain a satisfactory root for ram, lamb, o^uv-oc (words,

as has been stated, identical in origin),—the initial y, in \rj>,

sch,% being elided, and p taking the form off or m ; while

afi- in afx-vog would represent the same root in the de-

scending scale.

The first ram-sacri- The first ram-sacrifice of mythology is, the reader will
fice of mythology.

, .
_ .. ,

'Chrysomalltis'or have anticipated, that of the ram ' Chrysomallns or

'Golden Fleece,' as the word is rendered. Chrysomallus

was the ram provided by Hermes—in the character, doubt-

less, of the messenger of his father Zeus—for the rescue
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of Phrixus and Helle, the children of Athamas, whom lie Ordinary Sacrifice.
Animal.

proposed to sacrifice to Zeus Laphystius in atonement to
1 The R(vmorLamb

Nephele, and upon it the brother and sister performed their ' Chrysomallus
' orr » r r

.
the * Goldea Fleece.'

adventurous voyage through the air to Colchis. Phrixus,

the survivor, sacrificed the Ram, on his arrival, to Ares—that

is, Zwarz or Zeus,—and the recovery of his ' golden fleece,'

which was hung upon a tree in the grove of Ares, and

guarded by the dragon, was the object of the expedition

of the Argonauts. All this will be commented upon more

fully hereafter, but by way of retrospective illustration, not

of inductive proof. Chrysomallus was subsequently trans-

ferred to the skies, and became the first sign of the Zodiac

as Kpiog, Aries, the Ram. What is noteworthy in corrobo-

ration of the suggestion in the last paragraph is that

Hermes—whose name is a form of xrP> as nas been shewn,

—himself provides the ram—also a ^rp, as suggested, for

this interposition and sacrifice.

2. The Goat. I have nothing further to add on this 2. The Goat,

offering except that the ram and the goat appear to have

been comprehended under the same title (alike in Japhetan

and Egyptian), and sacrificed indifferently, although the

ram was always the especial victim of honour. None

of the astronomical goats appear to have any relation

to sacrifice.— I may pass with almost equal brevity

over

—

3. The Boar, Boar-pig or Sow. This sacrifice was 3. The Boar,

especially connected with treaties or contracts of peace,

whether after war, or in marriage, etc., echoing as it were in

Kcnrpog, aper, aphul, the attributes of Iacchus. The sacrifice

on marriage, the bride and bridegroom especially only

offering a ' porcus,' is spoken of with especial reference
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Sacrifices op
Expiation.
Ordinary, ob
Animal.

3. The Boar.

In mythology, the

sacrifice of tho wild

Boar.

Meleager and the

Caly(Ionian Boar.

The hour ysehr-

iuinir.

The Erynianthian
boar.

to kings and nobles of Etruria—the connection with peace

and covenants seem to have been of Pelasgic antiquity.*

It is in mythic story, as in pure mythology, that the

Boar sacrifice attains its highest dignity, and that in the

case of the wild boar. The close connection of hunting

and sacrifice in early speech suggests a frequent preference

of wild to domesticated animals as propitiatory offerings.

Keeping the relationship of Meleager and of Dionysus

Zagreus—the Son-Deity as torn asunder and devoured by

the Titans—in view, I suspect that the hunting of the

Calydonian Boar by the assembled heroes, headed by

Meleager, was of the nature of a sacrifice, partly because

jagd zuki is very similar to yaj yajata, but far more

so because the name ' Calyd-on ' appears to echo the

familiar schuld, ' delictum ' or guilt, which was the cause

for sacrifice. The boar Ssehr-irnnir, the object of the

daily hunt and nightly banquet of the heroes in Valhalla,

and which I have already connected with Dionysus Zagreus,

otherwise u/naStos, appears to supply what is wanting in

the legend of Calydon, for a feast—the nature of which I shall

deal with hereafter—always followed a sacrifice. I have

little doubt that the Hellenic sets forth one great pro-

pitiatory sacrifice of early times, and the Scandinavian

its daily commemorative reiteration. It may be that the

Erynianthian boar, slain by Hercules, belongs to the same

category— ' Erymanth ' having a remarkable literal resem-

blance to Saehrimnir. If the more usual analysis of

Saehrimnir as sae-hrimnir be pressed, we may recognise in

* I should suggest in this connection whether 'pax* was not originally

jiaix'— in connection with the sentiment expressed in the well-known line,

' Parc-ere subjectos et debellare superbos ' V The association of ' porcus ' and

'pa-x ' suggests this Elp-r)vr).
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sse a close resemblance to the Egyptian "Xau—closer than Ordinary Sacrifice.

it bears to sus, vg, sow. The reader will not fail to observe
g ^ Bq^

that the connection of the porcus with peace, as contrasted

with the peculiar bellicosity, so to speak, of the aper, corre-

sponds with the two aspects of Dionysus when considered

as Iaochus and as Zagreus ; and I may note, finally, that

while the name Mel-eager, Bal-Zagreus (as I have inter-

preted it) connects itself by verbal assonance with the boar,

more especially under the variation of the name aphid, the

same designation, aphul, was evidently in view in the

' canting' heraldry of antiquity, when Polyneices of Thebes

was represented as bearing a boar on his shield,—Tydeus

being stated in the same breath to have carried a lion.

The Erymanthian boar was, of course, a native of Arcadia,

and it is remarkable that the mythical bear, hereafter to be

spoken of, was native of the same locality.

4. The Bull. While the ram or male lamb was the 4. The Bull,

especial offering to the highest Gods and those especial ^^g^to'tire
111

representatives of Zwarz, the Molpai or Parcae, as above
Jjf^^SlS^

shewn, the bull, ravpog, was the more particular sacrifice to TaOpos was the par-
' r ticular sacrifice to

Zeus in his character, as I believe, not of Zwarz, but of Tur, Zeus in his character

. t n v • °f Tur or Tus, the

or Tus, the Son-Deity. Taurus, the sign of the Zodiac, is son-Deity.

usually reputed to have been the bull, in the form of which

Zeus accomplished the abduction of Europa; but there is

no trace of sacrifice in association with the myth. In Hesiod,

however, we have that most ancient and interesting descrip-

tion of the sacrifice—not, indeed, of the Taurus or bull, in

a restricted sense, but of the fiovg, or go, gaus, the generic

bos, inclusive both of male and female, of which I have

already spoken in treating of Prometheus—a description

fertile in suggestion as to the primitive significance of the
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Sacrifices of rite of sacrifice, although the date of the particular offering
Expiation.

m , .

Obdinabt, on is referred to mythical times, and, indeed, to the very origin

4 The Bull
°f humanity. The facts as related are that Prometheus,

The sacrifice of the described as king and priest, sacrificed a fxiyav fiovv, a vast
great flow by Pro-

.

metheus at Mecoue. ftovg, in the presence of Gods and men, who were in company

—enpivovTo—at Mecone.* He divides the fiovg into two

parts, placing the white bones, covered with fat, as the rich

Kvttr<ni, on the one side, and the flesh and richer eatable

parts, covered with the despised ya<m'ip or belly, on the other,

and. bids Zeus as the representative of the Gods to choose.

Zeus perceived the fraud, but acting as the agent of im-

penetrable counsel, chose the former. Vengeance follows,

but Prometheus remains henceforth the great uxftiXrifia and

patron of mankind. I have treated of the character of

Prometheus as a Son-Deity in the first division of this

work. But I shall speak of him further in the closing

section of this chapter, and shall have some remarks to make

on the dogmatic significance of the sacrificial incidents

recorded by Hesiod at its conclusion. But the question

what the sacrifice, what the victim offered, what the vast ox

immolated, actually was, belongs to the present place. The

word ftovg, as has been suggested, is fundamentally the same

as go, gaus, Zendic. Go, gaus, must have been originally

Zendic tradition of written y/3ouc We read in Zendic tradition, but of

comparatively recent record, that the first created beings

were the bull, named Abordad, and the primitive man, or

rather hermaphrodite, Kayomars, the Gayo-Marathan of the

later Zend-Avesta, who was slain, according to later accounts,

bv Angrish—and from whom the race of mankind are

descended, the myth being in fact essentially the same as

# Hesiod, Theog., 535-541.

tliclmll Abordad and
the primitive man
Uayo-Marathau,
Blain, from whom
mankind descended.
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that of the Scandinavian Ymer slain by Odin and his Ordinary Sacrifice.

brethren, and that of Dionysus Zagreus slain by the Titans.
4 Th B ,,

But go, gaus ; the bos, bull, or cow, and ya7a, yjj, the earth, The go, gaus, the boa,

echo each other etymologically, as we see in the correspond- y ij, the earth.
7<"a'

ing Zendic title Geus-urva, the soul of the bull or of the

earth, who remonstrated bitterly to Ahura-Mazda in one of

the G-athas* against the cruelties perpetrated upon him,

as the interpreters understand it, through arable cultivation.

The cow, again, has been always accepted as a symbol of our

great nursing mother the earth. My impression is therefore

that the vast fiovg of Prometheus was the earth, or rather The $ovs of Prome-

the being, under whatever name he is known, who was slain earTh/wrathe/the
°

according to the widely spread Japhetan myth, and recon- eSlme^wt"
stituted in the existing creation. The j3oGc is spoken of

andreconstltSin
by Hesiod in the masculine gender ; but if, as I think there the existing creation.

is reason to believe, the /3oCc occupied the exact place in the

Promethean legend which the kettle (kver) of CEgir does in

the Scandinavian tradition of the altercation of Loki,f we must

recognise him as hermaphrodite, in other words as of double

sex, the qualification of the Demiurgus in all other mytholo-

gies. The link between the two traditions appears to be

recognisable in the fact that the ox, which has an udder and

gives milk—in other words, of hermaphrodite nature,—and

which possesses divine powers, is a symbol of the ghams or

sacrificial kettle with four legs in the Avesta—a derivation

pointed out by Anquetil, and which appears to me to

supply the link in question. The connection may appear

* Gatha I., Haug's ' Sacrod Writings of the Parsis,' p. 140, ed. 1862 ;

p. 148, ed. 1884.

t See the Lay (Egisdrekka, GSgir's Compotation or Loki's Altercation,

Thorpe's ' Edda,' pt. i., p. 91.
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Sacrifices op
Expiation.
OlilUNAKY, OR
Animal.

4. Tlie Bull.

5. The Horse.

remote, but the fact that Pythagoras is recorded to have

sacrificed a bull to the Muses whenever he discovered

a remarkable principle in geometry appears to me to afford

some confirmation of the preceding suggestions. The Bull

of 3Iarathon seems to echo Gaya Maratha, and the Minotaur

to combine the bull and the man, the two elements of the

primitive creation, in one personality. Continuing the

present survey, we have next to consider

—

5. The Horse, as a sacrificial offering. As already stated,

this offering was favoured rather by the rationalistic than

the materialistic races of Asia and Europe— races akin rather

to the Kshatriyan than the Brahminieal element ;is developed

subsequently to the earliest Vedas in Hindustan. The

white horses whose neighing was prophetic, maintained near

the temples or in the groves of the Gods in ancient Germany,

and the great horse-sacrifices and the solemn eating of

horseflesh by the Germans—will recur to the reader's

memory. It was the sacrificial, or rather eucharistic

character of the feast which induced the early Christian

missionaries and councils to prohibit the eating of horseflesh

with such rigour. The veneration paid to the horse in

Persia, and the horse sacrifice of the Zoroastrians—invested

originally, as will appear, with high signification, although

that signification was wilfully depreciated by Zoroaster

—

are matters of history ; and we read, too, that horse sacrifice

was offered by the Armenians * and by the Massageta3—by

the latter people offered to the sun, the sole object of their

worship.!

But the horse sacrifice per exceUeutiam, or that at least in

which the ideas comprehended within the cultua obtained

* Xenoph., Auub., lib. iv., c. v., § 35. t Herod., i. 21o\
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fullest although an extraordinary development, was that Ordinary Sacrifice.

known in Vedic and Hindu literature by the name of
5 The Horse

Aswamedha, - horse-sacrifice ' or ' victim,' medha being an The Aswamedha

abraded form of the Gothic word sauths, which we have

already dealt with. It was practised from the remotest

times in India, but is considered by Professor H. H.

Wilson—and I have no doubt correctly so, as of Scythic

origin, never thoroughly in acceptance among (at least) the

Brahminical Hindus. In many respects it partakes rather

of the character of human or divine 'Devotio' than simple

animal sacrifice, and I should have ranked it with the

examples presently to be given under that head had not

the symbolic character imputed to it been essentially the

same as that through which every one of the sacrificial

animals, and especially the ram, already described, derived

their sacrificial value. For the full appreciation of this

remarkable rite the reader must refer to the two hymns

in the Eig-Veda, rig. i. 162, 163,* which commemorale

respectively the immolation on earth and ascension to

heaven of the victim slain. A brief analysis will suffice

for my purpose.

An elaborate description of the Aswamedha or horse Description,

sacrifice, as performed by the Kshatriyan Yudhishthira, and

in which the wandering or freedom allowed to the sacrificial

horse for a year previous to his immolation is a marked

feature, is given in the Mahabharata,—and one involving

conceptions of a far lower type in the later poem, the

Ramayana,f the former being offered in atonement, the latter

* Prof. H. H. Wilson, 'Reg Veda Sanhita,' tr., vol. ii., pp. 112, sqq.

t Colonel James Tod, ' Annals and Antiquities of Rajaat'han,' 1873, pp.

46,71; Sir Monier Williams, 'Indian Epic Poetry,* 1863, pp. 63, 127; the

Baine author's ' (Story of Nala,' 1860, p. 117.
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Sacrifices of for the obtaining of offspring,—but I can only found on the

Ordinary, or hymns in general old, as they are there called, for the pur-
N
"j H poses of this argument. The belief gradually prevailed that

The Aswamedha by repetition of the rite for a hundred times—constituting
sacrifice in India.

a hecatomb—the offerer might obtain sovereignty alike over

men and Gods, heaven and earth, and Southey's beautiful

poem of the ' Curse of Kehama ' is founded on that supersti-

tion. This idea is essentially antagonistic to the Brahmini-

cal or ritualistic theory, while it is agreeable to that of

the Kohats, their kindred Scythse, and the Germanic

races, always keenly opposed to priestly denomination and

self-assertion. The consequence is that the Aswamedha

gradually sank into oblivion in India. The idea in question

could only have existed in the germ when the two hymns

above cited were composed. My impression is that these

hymns represent the original Japhetan rite—not in its primi-

tive, although it may be Scythian form—but as practised

during a time subsequent to the original schism between

the Aryans and Japhetans in the Japhetan Church, and

previously to the more recent struggle which rent the

Aryan seceders into distinct schools of thought under the

influence respectively of Zoroaster and the Rishis, ancestors

of the Brahmins.

Horso veneration and Eetracing our steps towards Europe, and remembering

Europe, that the classical races stand towards the Hindu in a relation

similar to that of the Teutonic to the Kshatriyan—their

tendencies distinct, although stopping short of schism—we

find traces of horse veneration and of the horse sacrifice in

Greece and in Italy parallel to that existing north of the

Alps. We are led to this, however, by slow gradations. The

legend of the conquest of Troy by means of the horse of
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wood for which the walls of that ' city of God ' were broken Ordinary Sacrifice.

Animal.
down,—the descendants of iEacus entering, embodied in the

5 The uorse

ikkoq or tWoc, at the breach of the wall of ^Eacus, through Western examples.

which the third of the three dragons (t'x'c) bad forced his

way,—looking very like the oriental tradition—the aswa-

medha of the Kshatriya—sung of by an Ionian bard, half

way between Asia and Europe. The attempted flight of

Bellerophon to heaven on the horse Pegasus has probably

a similar origin,—and reminds us of the Eastern legends of

the similar pride and aspiration of Yirna (?) and Nimrod.

The association of the horse with the human victim in the

rite of Devotio will be treated of presently, and has a noble

but perfectly practical significance. The Spartans and

Rhodians sacrificed the horse in Greece; and every year

at Rome, on the Ides of October, a great horse-race took

place, the victim in which— hence styled the ' October The October Equus

, -ii n • • • .in Rome,
equus, the right-hand horse in the biga which came in

first—was sacrificed to Mars, but not apparently as to the

God of battle, the fierce Ares of Homer, but to the rustic

deity Mavors or Maspiter, 'ob pugnam initam,' as a harvest-

offering—in consequence of which character his head was

crowned with loaves of bread. The population of the

Subura and of the district to the right and left of the

Via Sacra, had a sharp struggle afterwards for the head of

the animal ; and the party which obtained the victory affixed,

in token of honour, the Suburanenses on the Mamilian

Tower, the Sacravienses on the Regia. The tail was hurried

to the Regia, and the blood allowed to drop on the hearth

of the sacred fire of Vesta ' participandae rei divinee gratia

'

—Festus ; * and at the Palilia, in the following spring, a

* De Signif. Verb. s.v. October; Festus, De Signif. Verb, cum Pauli

Epitome, ed. C. 0. Miiller, 1839, p. 220, s.v. Panibus.
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Sacrifices of general purification took place by the medium of smoke

Oin.iNAuy, or produced by burning this blood along with the ashes of

5. Tiio Horse
calves sacred to Ceres and the shells of beans.* I might

The October Equus. pause to reason on the correspondence of the epithet 'eur-

tus' applied to the mutilated hors< j
t and the Egyptian htra,

and on the possibility that eauda and saudhr may be con-

vertible ; but what is more striking is the contrast and yet

the identity between the virtue thus attributed to the head

of the Roman victim and the honour attributed to that of

the Aswamedha steed, the head of which is described as

soaring upward—apparently after separation from and in

independence of the body—to heaven.

Tho horses of The exquisite picture of the horses of Achilles, Balius
Achilles, Balius and
Xanthua. and Xanthus, both of them divine and full of human sym-

pathy, and the latter endued with human speech, belongs

The horses at death to a different category. So, too, do the horses which attend
hoc ins in Egyptian

.

sculptures. ' at death scenes in the Egyptian sculptures, ready to bear

The horse of Balder, the departed to the land of spirits. The horse of Balder (?),

slain at his funeral pile, can hardly perhaps be reckoned as

a sacrificial offering,—we are reminded of it whenever we

see the horse of a dead general led behind his bier, mourn-

ing for his master like Balius and Xanthus ; he dies morally

with his victim. But to proceed. As in the case of the

fiovg of Prometheus, I shall have to revert to the Aswamedha

in a subsequent page. Last in this enumeration I have new

.

to mention

—

c. The Dog Sacrifice 6. The Dog Sacrifice. This was usually offered to Hecate,
oflered to Hecate. . . , re • £

surnamed in consequence tcwoatpayiiQ, as an ottering 01

expiation. The oicvXaZ, or whelp was also used for a lustra-

* Ovid, ' Fasti,' iv. 721 eqq.

t Sec Fropertius, lib. iv., el. i., v. 20, with the notes of Scaliger and others.
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tion, as has been shewn. But the most characteristic sacri- Ordinary Sacrifice.

Animal.
rice of this animal was that by which the Macedonians

6 The Do

purified or lustrated their armies. ' A dog was cut in two The dog-sacrifice by
which the Mace-

pieces in the place where the army was to assemble, and donians purified their

one half of the dog was thrown at a distance on the right

and the other to the left. The army then assembled in the

place between the spots where the pieces had fallen,' *

—

already mentioned under Lustration as practised by the

Macedonians, when a dog—symbolical, I have suggested,

of the zogo, dux, or rayog (if the Thessalian title prevailed

in Macedonia)—was cut in twain and thrown to the right

and left, the army assembling in the vacant space between

tliem. The reader will be reminded of the partition of the

fiovg by Prometheus ; and other examples of the same rite,

under the classes of true sacrifice or devotio, will be noticed

presently. The dog, it will be remembered, was a symbol The dog a symbol of

of Polydeuces, the Castor or Dioscurus—and especially, as I Dioscurua.
3
°

have suggested, in his bifold nature as Deuces.

Of all these sacrificial animals, I need scarcely repeat, the Typical and central,,, ,, . . -jjii-T i figure of sacrifice, the
ram or male Jamb was the 'pnnceps gregis, the typical and ram or lamb.

central type. Other victims were in favour at various times

and under special circumstances—the bull, the horse, may

have symbolised doctrines at once elevated and profound

—

but the simple and fundamental belief of the Japhetans,

that guilt must be transferred from the sinner to a sub- Guilt must be trans-

stitute before he can be freed from the bonds of Varuna to a substitute.

and restored to favour, finds its expression pre-eminently in

the immolation of the humble victim in question.

L defer the ceremonies of sacrifice, as applicable to all

its varieties, to the latter sections of this chapter. It was

* Liv. xl. 6 ; Curtius, x. 9, § 12 ; Smith, Diet. Antiq., 584 a, ed. 1842.
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Sacrifices op necessary, as will be shewn, that the victims should be
KXPIATION".

Ordinary, or perfect and unexceptionable in all their members, and that

m . .' .. , they should approach the altar and receive the deathblow
1 he animal sacrificed J lL

symbolised a higher willingly, or with the appearance of free will, which was thus

imputed to them. It would hardly be necessary to suggest

—what the analogy of the Egyptian ha type, and ha altar,

ha seed, offspring, would of itself imply—that such imputation

points to a higher victim of which the animal is symbolical.

That allowance of such substitution was believed to proceed

from God would appear from the tradition that Prometheus

obtained for poorer votaries among mankind the privilege

of using the larger portion of the victims for food, and the

sanctioned usage, in the case of the poorest, of offering

images of victims in lieu of the victims themselves. From

this same indulgence the frugal but in this respect less

generous Spartans acted in the spirit of the concession, when

they affirmed that God looked for intention and not to the

actual offering, and therefore offered inferior or imperfect

victims, confident that they would be accepted.

I proceed to the second great class of

—

Class II. Extra- Class II. Extraordinary Sacrifices of Appeasement and
ordinary Sacrifices. „ . 7 . ,. , -,, ,. -pr . n 01
liLiIAN- lieconcitiation—broadly speaking, Human feacrinces. feuch

oblations were not unusual among the Japhetans in all their

leading branches. I do not except the Aryans, for, although

repudiated by the Zoroastrians more particularly, their

protest proves that such sacrifices were practised by their

aucestors. It requires an effort to apprehend the con-

dition of mind in which the sacrifice of a fellow-creature

against his will, in atonement for national sin in which he is

only infmitesimally a sharer, can have appeared meritorious

—the practice being not one of barbarous nations only, but
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of the most refined and virtuous of ancient times. I doubt Extraordinary
Sacrifices.

whether the suppression of such sacrifices by the Zoroas- Human.

trians, or by Theseus and Hercules (as alleged) in mytho- Prevalent among the
' J \ o / j Japhetan race in all

logical times, arose from motives of humanity—it rather its branches.

sprang out of opposing dogmatical principles. M. Pictet

doubts that human sacrifice was in use in the original

Japhetan (or, as he terms it, Aryan) home; but as these

sacrifices were offered up by the Hamite and Shemite races,

as well as admittedly by the later Japhetans in historical

times, it is unlikely that such a rite should have been

conceived of and put in practice by all those races in-

dependently of each other ; the probability is that the

institution is one of very great antiquity, and practised

originally, not indeed necessarily or probably by the

common ancestor of the race, but by the united family

his descendants before the first dispersion of tribes and

nations. It cannot be questioned that human sacrifice

expresses a fundamental truth—perhaps more than one

such truth—although in a manner very abhorrent to our

present feelings; and it must be our object here to detect

and bring out that truth. There are indeed, as I have Two varieties of

already stated, two distinct varieties of human sacrifice, and voiuuteryran^that"

the abhorrence I speak of attaches only to one of them, J^fi5™g^
lnn"

that, viz., which at first sight is hardly distinguishable from lmPulse-

the practice of savage tribes, in which the man sacrificed

is an involuntary victim ; the other springs from heroic

impulse, and is the highest utterance of that self-abjuration

which is the basis of duty to God and man in common life,

and has ever excited the deepest admiration and warmest

sympathy among all men worthy of the name. Under the

first of these categories the victim was personally passive,

2 B
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Sacrifices of under the latter active, or rather both active and passive in
Expiation. 1

Extraordinary, or his single person.
Ill MAN.

The truth underlying The fundamental truth which underlies the practice of
all sacrifices is the , -I'-i-iii • n • , i • , n

existence of sin, as human, and indeed all sacrifice is the existence ol sin

(sv- cha-ot schism)
as constituting a chasm (s\-, cha-os, schism) between Man

Godtwhi^can
n
only

aud God
>
which cau 01lly be effectually filled up or bridged

be filled up or over—such was the expression given to the dogma—bv the
bridged over by the r o o j

voluntary death of an voluntary death of an innocent man in satisfaction for guilt.
innocent man in

atonement for guilt. The purity, personal integrity, and beauty of the sacrificial

animal, its innocence of man's guilt, and even its un-

resisting approach to the altar, were thus insufficient; the

moral equivalent, the sense of assumed responsibility, the

conscious and lofty purpose of self-dedicatioD, the accept-

ance of a penalty not rightfully its own, were required

for appeasement, reconciliation and blessing; aud such

could only be found in the voluntary suffering of man for

his brother man, although that, again, could not be other-

wise than insufficient when a nation or mankind at large

were to be atoned for, except through imputation, as in

the case of mere animal sacrifices. This highest achieve-

ment of love and duty comes out fully under the heroic and

consummate aspect of human sacrifice ; in the lower, im-

perfect, and passive phase of it, the active, voluntary, or

self-immolating character was simply (as a rule) ascribed

or imputed to the victim, as in the case of mere animal

sacrifices, by those who offered him. Exemption from

punishment and restoration to favour was hoped for in the

latter case; but a peculiar and positive blessing was expected

and received (so far as history is evidence to dogmatic

belief) in the former.

The infliction of death for crime must, of course, be
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distinguished from the sacrifice of prisoners or other selected Extraordinary
Sacrifices

victims ; but so deep was the sense of culpability present, Human.

and, I may add, so strong was the consciousness of a common

unity between a nation or a family and each member of it,

that a sin or crime committed by one was held to involve

all in the culpability, and death was thus inflicted judicially,

not merely in punishment of the individual, but as an

expiation to the community. This feeling is not yet

extinct.

First Variety. Extraordinary or Human Sacrifice, First variety-
Involuntary or Pas-

Passive,—and first in relation to the historical or semi- sive Human Sacrifice.

historical times of Greece.

It may be sufficient here to enumerate rapidly the sacri- At the temple of

Zeus Lycaeus and at

flees at the temple of Zeus Lycseus in Arcadia and at the the promontory of

promontory of Leuca,—those at the Thargelia of Athens At the Thargelia of

on the occasion of great calamities, a most curious and

suggestive ceremony (the root Tharg- answering to Dwr,

Pare, Zwars),—the sacrifice of 300 Spartan captives (in- The 300 Spartan
captives.

eluding one of the kings) by Aristomenes of Messenia to

Zeus of Ithome*—the sacrifice of the 3 victims by The 3 victims by
Themistocles.

Themistocles before the battle of Salamis—these two last

instances suggesting the remark that the number three

and its multiple, whatever its signification, is notably

occurrent in the facts connected with the Ludi Saeculares,

the Suovetaurilia, and many other sacrificial ceremonies,

the tripudia moreover being always attendant upon them.

In Roman and Italic history, again, we have the Sabine The Sabine sacrifice,

sacrifice of the Ver Sacrum in time of adversity,—the

sacrifice of the 307 Roman captives by the Etruscan The307
t̂

a™aP-

• Potter, Archaol. Grac, bk. ii., ch. iv., vol. i., 258, ed. 1832. scans -
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Sacrifices of State of Tarquin, the fatal stroke being given by the axe,
ExriATION.

. .

Extraordinary, or and not the sword, in order to infer ignominy—the root

First variety—
Tarq- being here comparable with Tharg- in Thargelia; and

Passive.
^lie reported sacrifice, by the Eomans, of the 300 natives of

Perugia by the Perugia after their surrender in the siege of Octavian. All

these are to be viewed as of the lower type of human

sacrifice, carefully to be distinguished from the heroic,

in which last the victim is designated beforehand by the

divine oracles, and invited, but not compelled, to offer him-

self. The minuter history of all these ceremonies is most

curious and suggestive. Ascending from historical into

Mythical— mythical story, we have

—

1. The sacrifice of the 1. (Unless it should be described as of a semi-historical

theus of Athens. character) the sacrifice of a daughter of Erechtheus king

of Athens, required, some say by an oracle, some by Poseidon,

in requital for the death of Eumolpus the Thracian, son

of Poseidon, and ancestor of the Eumolpida;, the hereditary

hierophants of Eleusis, in the war between Athens and that

city. One account—for there are many varying ones—says

that the oracle prescribed it as the condition of victory

to Athens. Her sisters slew themselves at the same time,

in pursuance of a vow which they had made to each other

that they would all die together.

2. Twelve Trojan 2. The sacrifice (purely mythical) of the twelve Trojan
captives by Achilles. . . ...

captives, by Achilles, to the shade of Patroclus, in pursuance

of his vow—in which ceremony, as described by Homer,

the partition of the victims, six and six, to the right and

left of the funeral pile—will remind the reader of the

partition of the ftovg by Prometheus, and of the dog in the

Macedonian sacrifice—the intervening space symbolising,

it would appear, the march to conquest or path to heaven.
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3. The sacrifice of Polyxena, the promised bride of Extraordinary

Achilles, on his tomb, in obedience to the demand of his hdman.

shade, unless this be rather a sort of suttee, as in the case pa^™
1
"

16^-

of the death of Nanna on the funeral pile of her husband 3. Polyxena, on the
tomb of Achilles.

Balder.

4. The sacrifice of Iphigeneia, arrested by Artemis, in 4. Iphigeneia.

pursuance of a vow by her father—similar to that of Jephtha

—the latter hero being, in fact, as I believe, of Japhetan

descent and only an Israelite by adoption. Tauris, the

shrine of Artemis, appears to indicate, in one direction,

etymological relation with saudhr, atonement. The name

of Artemis (originally Martemis, Quartemis, as already

shewn), and Mars, Martis, appears in very many records

of human sacrifice as practised by the early Greeks and

Romans ; and the explanation is that they represent in

name and in reality, as disintegrated fragments, the primitive

Unknown and terrible Father-God Zwarz—viewed more

especially as black—as the impersonation of bonds and

punisher of Crime, and yet not the less the father of mercy

—the mercy of Varuna.

5. The exposure of Hesione, daughter of Laomedon, and 5. The exposure of

„ i i • t i
Hesione.

other princesses of mythological days to sea-monsters,

usually sent by Poseidon — Hesione being in this case

rescued by Hercules, aided by Athene and the Trojans.

This points to a dogmatic distinction between the Trojans as

represented by Priam, and the Dardanians or Ilienses of the

original Ilion, as ruled over by the ungrateful Laomedon.

Poseidon, the opponent of Athene in the contest for Attica,

and the parent or natal medium of most of the mediatory

deities, was the especial deity of the iEolic race, who

practised human sacrifice, and were themselves piacula in
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Sacrifices of numerous instances, to be noticed under devotio. The
Expiation.
Extbaobddstabt, or Dardanians were thus adherents to the older and sterner,

First variei — *^ie Trojans to the later and milder rule, the former materi-

Passive - alising, the latter rationalising in tendency, although in

each instance in little more than the germ. iEneas, the

descendant of the Dardanian race, sacrificed four human

victims.

6. Phrixus and Helle, 6. The sacrifice of Phrixus and Helle, the children of
the children ot

Athamas. Athamas, of the house of iEolus, demanded by the oracle

of Delphi, but who were saved by the ram Chrysomallus

through the interposition of Hermes and the sea. The deity

to whom they were to be offered—as the Athamantidoe

were in after times—was Zeus Laphystius, of whom I shall

speak hereafter in especial connection with horse sacrifice.

—

And, to name no other,

—

7. The murder of 7. The murder (as it is denominated) of Pelops by his

Tantalus.
^ father Tantalus, who served up his flesh to Zeus, and the

The murder of the Gods restored him to life. The murder, by Atreus, of
8

" Tantalus and Pleisthenes, the two sons of Thyestes, and

The slaughter of the the slaughter of the boy by the sons of Lycaon, son of

Lycaon.
L

Pelasgus, which brought on the deluge of Deucalion,—in

each of these cases the murder was, I conceive, a sacrifice

followed by a eucharistic feast, which in fact always

followed upon sacrifice, although so much as a matter of

course that it is not specified in ordinary cases. These and

similar legends are founded on a distortion of the early

belief that the Son-Deity, and the demigod heroes his

representatives, not only became voluntary pia&ula for

mankind ; but that Zeus, the Olympian, doomed them to

suffering, and even to death, as if through personal hatred,

loving them all the while, yet obeying the supreme will
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of that Mo7pa or Fate—in other words, Zwarz the hidden Extraordinary

Father-God, of whom he was the instrument. This is Human.

exemplified in the action of Zeus towards his daughter £
irst

.

variety—
* ° Passive.

Pallas, and in the legends of (Edipus, Bellerophon, and Argument

the piacular heroes and families generally. The frown

is always followed by the smile, the suffering by the

palm, either at the close of life or after death; and early

and premature death is frequently followed, as in the

case of Pelops, Dionysus Zagreus, etc., by a resurrection.

The monstrosities and revolting incidents which figure in

mythical story have their origin, partly no doubt in cos-

mogonical metaphors, as has been already shewn, but in

a greater degree in a materialisation of spiritual dogma.

We must argue upwards, if we would be at once just and

correct, from such men as we meet with in the earliest

authentic annals of history, and in the older but not less

authentic traditions of philosophy, to the character of the

men who stood in the relation of parents and ancestors

to those immortals among mankind ; and the testimony of

language and of comparative mythology combine to prove

that the monstrosities we revolt from resolve usually into

intelligible, sober, and moral realities—ancient dogmata

stamped with the impress of the seal of God. If human

nature has never been so bright and sinless as enthusiasts

have represented it in the Saturnian reign, it has never,

on the other hand, been so low, so brutal, as we are invited

to deem of it, except under very exceptional conditions, and

those originally, it would appear, in the issue of long-

enduring and progressive deterioration from a higher

standard. Etymology shews that human existence began

in good, not in evil, in lofty aims not brute instincts and
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Sacrifices of
Expiation.
Extraordinary, or
Human.

First variety

—

Passive.

Classical usages sym-
bolical of human
sacrifice.

Thirty rush images
thrown into the Tiber
at the feast of the

Lemuralia.

The Lupercalia or
' Dies Fcbruata.'

impulse. The reader will not, I think, consider, after

finishing this chapter, that human sacrifice is necessarily

a proof of original barbarism.

The voluntary and not merely imputed acquiescence

which constitutes a devotio proper does not, it must be

remarked here, form an element in any of the preceding

human sacrifices of mythology. Among classical usages

which have been generally recognised as symbolical of

human sacrifice, and which certainly point to the ordinary

type of the rite which I am now dealing with, I may

mention the ceremony of throwing thirty rush images of men

named Argei into the Tiber at the feast of the Lemuralia

;

that, still more significant, which took place at each cele-

bration of the Lupercalia, or expiatory rite, otherwise

styled ' Dies Februata.' Two youths of the patrician order

were led in the character of victims to the sacrificing priest,

who marked them on the forehead with a knife covered with

blood. The assistant priest wiped off the blood with wool

steeped in milk, and the two youths were required to laugh

during the ceremony— evidently in token, as in the case

of animal sacrifices, that the imputed death was accepted

cheerfully, although probably in a merely passive not

active spirit. The Lupercalia were sacred to Faunus, and

among the most ancient institutions of Rome. The Flamen

])ialis himself was present on the occasion denoted. There

can be little doubt that these symbolical sacrifices stand

to the original rites in the same relation as the small

images of bulls and rams offered by the poorer people stand

to the actual sacrificial animals; and the inference naturally

arises, that the rite of human sacrifice itself, even in its

ordinary accomplished form, may in like manner set forth
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symbolically a propitiatory sacrifice performed for man by Extraordinary
.

Sacrifices.
a being above humanity. Human.

I have hitherto spoken only of what are known as the ^
irs* variety—

r J Passive.

classical races— but the universality of human sacrifices, Equally prevalent

as recorded among the Germans (of Tacitus), the Goths,^T^n^^1"

Heruli, Franks, Saxons, Frisians, and Thuringians is well

attested, as also among the Celts and Lithuanians. The

authorities may be seen briefly noticed in Mr. Thorpe's

'Northern Mythology,' and Dr. Latham's 'Germania of

Tacitus.' Prisoners taken in war and criminals were fre-

quently the victims, both in the North and South, in later

times. This was doubtless the effect of reaction against the

abuses engrafted on earlier practice
;
yet this enforced, un-

consenting sacrifice was in obscuration of the principle that

lay at the foundation of the rite, viz. the hopelessness of

pardon for national sin except through the death of a

human being, representative of the nation, suffering in

innocence and ~by his own free will for the sins of the

people, this qualification being insufficiently supplied by

a technical imputation of such free-will to one either

unequal to such patriotism, or a stranger to the motive

which prompted it.

The qualification of guilt and legal condemnation is The imputation of

attached to the idea of human sacrifice (at least in the lower
iluman sacrifice.

or ordinary form), and thus necessarily, through imputation,

the attribute of guilt also falls on the guiltless but willing

victim. The root ' Lye ' and ' Leuc,' as in Lycidas and

Leucas, connects itself with luc-, leg-, lex, as in Lycurgus,

Lucumo, Lagmar, and in its alternative form (through the

exchange of I and d) as &k-, with Snoj, Suca/oe, otKa<rnje

(and I may add S/\a, implying separation or division), as
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Sacrifices of clearly as it does in an opposite direction with— Aeuicrjc,
Expiation.

.

Extraordinary, or Aku, names of the Son-deity, and with Dec- in Deems,

a name which we have to deal with in the category of

heroic self-sacrifices, which now demands our attention.

Second variety— Second Vaeiety. Extraordinary or Human Sacrifice,

Heroic : Self-Sacrifice, or Devotio. Instances of heroic daring

are plentiful in the history of the East, but the peculiar type

of sacrifice here in question is exhibited chiefly in the West.

The rite is best known under the Latin name of 'Devotio,'

Most historical type, and we have its most historical and normal type in the
P. Deeius Mus in tbe , „ 1 i -r» -r\ •-»*• ,1 -r •

Latin war. act as pertormed by r. Deems Mus in the great Latin war.

The facts have been familiar to most of us, but I may recall

them as recorded, evidently from ancient tradition, by Livy,

interposing, however, a running comment of my own.

The narrative. The narrative opens with the apparition, at night, of

a being more august than humanity, who announces to

Deeius and his brother consul, T. Manlius Torquatus, that

the general of the one army, and the army of the other

general were due (' deberi '—that is, in reference to the

debitum, sculd, debt, or guilt, as could be shewn) to flic

Dii Manes, and to mother Earth—that is, the Qtoi \B6voi,

or Infernal Deity, Hek or Zwarz, and that the victory in

the coming battle should fall to that one of the two

generals who should ' devote ' the legions of the enemy,

and himself along with them, to destruction. The Consuls

agreed that whichever of the wings respectively com-

manded by them should give way first in the expected

battle, the Consul commanding it should devote himself

accordingly. The next day, the battle raging beneath

Vesuvius, and the left wing commanded by Deeius begin-
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ning to waver before the Latins, Decius, calling with a Extraordinary

it • .li n -o -»r xt Sacrifices.
loud voice to the rontilex Maximus, Valerius (a significant Human.

name in sacrifice, as already suggested), required him to ?
f

ecm
?
d
y^'

iet

^
—

,

perform his office and dictate for his recital the formula of Decius Mus in the

1 Devotio.' The Pontifex commanded him to array himself

in the Toga Prsetexta, the badge of Etruscan sovereignty

;

and then, with his head veiled (in tribute, as I understand

it, to the Dii Involuti), with his hand projecting from under

the veil towards his chin, the symbol of supplication in

ancient prayer, and standing on a javelin, the noble Decius

thus spoke after the priest :
' O Janus, Jupiter, Father Mars,

Quirinus, Bellona, ye Lares, ye Dii Novensiles,* ye Dii

Indigetes, ye Gods, whose is the power of our own and of

the foeman's force, and ye Dii Manes ! I pray ye, I worship

ye, I sue for and require your grace, that ye may accord the

strength and the victory to the Komano-Quirites, and attack

their enemies with terror, fear, and death. And thus, as I

have vowed, do I on behalf of the Commonwealth of the

Quirites, devote the legion and auxiliaries of the enemy,

and myself along with them, to the Dii Manes and to

the Earth
!

' He then girt himself after the form of

the ' Cinctus Gabinus,' his toga falling down to his feet

—

this being the old Etruscan garb of sacrifice, derived, as

I have elsewhere shewn, from the times when the Kavi

priests were at the spiritual head of the undivided Japhetan

race,—and leaping, all armed, upon his horse, flung himself

into the midst of the Latins—more august in aspect than

man—as if sent from heaven a sin-offering (joiaculum is

Livy's word) for the accumulated wrath of the Gods,

—

the enemy scattering before him as if struck by a pestiferous

* The Nine Companions, Great Gods of Etruria. Etr. Inscr., 252.
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Sacrifices of
Expiation.
Extraordinary, or
Hi max.

Second variety

—

Heroic, ' Devotio.

Decius Mus.

The second Decius.

The third Decius.

The 300 at Thermo-
pylae, and their leader

Leoniihis.

The Pabii at Cre-
mera.

star wherever he and his gallant horse clove the battle—till

the day closed in victory for the Romans, and Decius fell,

pierced with javelins, among the thickest of the slain. It

was in this same manner, and by the same ceremony and

formula of ' devotio,' that the son of Decius, of the same

name, devoted himself at the battle of Sentinum against

the Etruscans and Gauls, with the proud words on his lips

that it was a gift to his house to be sin-offerings (' piacula
')

against the public perils of Rome. And the grandson, the

third Decius, would have done the same against Pyrrhus

had circumstances permitted it. I shall speak of the

significance of the surname of the Decii, ' Mus,' presently.

The great historical parallel in Greece to the 'devotio'

of Decius in Italy is found in the magnificent and true tale

of the Three Hundred at Thermopylae, and their leader

Leonidas. 'Either Sparta must fall or one of her kings

must perish ' was the answer of the Pythia at Delphi when

consulted by the Spartans. The three hundred were Ittttuq,

or horsemen, and their triple number doubtless was, as

in the case of the Decii, not (as previously remarked) with-

out special significance. Funeral games were celebrated

in their honour before they left Sparta,—such, at least, is

the statement of Plutarch, and it is what might be expected

from the context of the history and its parallelism with

similar acts of ' devotio.'

I am strongly under the belief that the semi-historical

tale of the Fabii, the victims at Cremera, point to a vow by

' devotio,'—at least the number of 30G killed, and the entire

gens, with the exception of one, the three hundred and

seventh, who remained at Rome and continued the family

—

a family peculiarly connected with the public rites of the
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Lnpercalia or of purification from time immemorial—and Extraordinary
.,, .. ni'-i! • ni • Sacrifices.

with the extermination of which the prestige 01 that rite Human.

would have been compromised—corresponds exactly with g ^ Tn^r
-

»

the number 307 above noticed in the narrative of the sacri-

fice of the Roman captives by the Etruscans.

The legends of Mettius (or Metius) Curtius and Mucius Metius Cmrthu.

Scaevola at Eome, and of Codrus at Athens, belong to semi-

mythical history, but have their positive value as witness-

ing to the early Japhetan doctrine on the point now before

us. It will be remembered that when a gulf—a split or

chasm between God and man, as we may now interpret the

statement—had opened in the forum, which the citizens

had in vain attempted to fill up, the ' vates ' (or haru-

spex) announced by the monition of the Gods that, if

the Romans wished that their commonwealth should endure

for ever, the thing in which the power of Rome most

consisted must be devoted (*' dicandum ') to that spot. The

young and brave Curtius reproached the hesitation of those

who doubted what the oracle might mean, and affirming

that arms and valour were the true wealth of Rome, offered

himself as the victim. Amid dead silence, gazing first

upon the temples of the immortal Gods which looked down

on the forum, and upon the Capitol, and then extending

his arm alternately towards the heaven above and towards

the gaping earth beneath, and the Dii Manes, he devoted

himself—with the ceremonies, it is to be presumed, already

described,—and, seated on his horse, all richly caparisoned,

and in full armour, spurred into the yawning abyss, the

men and women around showering gifts and fruges after

him as he disappeared, and the gulf closed over him.*

* Livy, vii. 6.
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Sacrifices of
Expiation.
extkaohdinary or
III.MAN.

Heroic, ' Devotio.'

Mucius Sctevola.

Codrus, king of

Athens.

The mission of Mucius, surnamed Scsevola, to the camp

of King Porsenna, belongs to the same category of ' Devotio,'

as shewn by the vow of the three hundred Romans to slay

the king, and the lots they drew to ascertain who should be

the envoy and certain victim of the deed. But it is not

told us in this instance that the Gods suggested the deed

—and the attempt was unsuccessful ; for, however heroic in

self-devotion, it was still an attempt at assassination, and,

as we must infer from the silence observed, not suggested

by the Gods.

Lastly, in this intermediate class of semi-historical tradi-

tions we have the self-sought death of Codrus, the last

and patriot king of Athens. The Dorians had invaded

Attica, and were informed by an oracle that they should

be victorious if the life of Codrus was spared. Codrus

heard of this, and resolving upon self-sacrifice, penetrated

the Dorian camp in disguise, picked a quarrel with a soldier

and was slain. His person recognised, the Dorians, convinced

that the Gods were now inclined against them, returned

home ; and the Athenians, deeming no one worthy hence-

forward of the name of king, abolished the monarchy and

appointed Medon, the eldest son of Codrus, as the first of

the long line of the Archons of Athens.

In purely mythical story we have the 'Devotio' of

Menceceus of Thebes. Menceceus, the son of Creon king of Thebes, when Tiresias

announced that the Thebans should obtain the victory over

the seven Argive chiefs if they offered a great sacrifice to

Ares

—

i.e. Zwarz, the Hidden and Father God. * What/

cried Menceceus, ' can a man give better than his life ? ' and

he slew himself as a a<payiov without the gates of the city.

Others say that the oracle of Delphi invited Menceceus
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personally thus to offer himself. The Argives were in Extraordinary
Sacrifices.

consequence defeated and Ihebes was saved. Human.

The self-sacrifice of Alcestis, already noticed, for the re- ^roic,
'
Devotio.'

J Alcestis.

dernption of her husband's life belongs, by all its conditions

—of previous divine advertisement and of her subsequent

resurrection—to the category of Devotio. But I shall speak

of her again, as also of the self-sacrifice of Menceceus, in

a future chapter, merely remarking here, that in these

mythical cases, as well as in those of a semi-historical

character, legend affords trustworthy evidences as to primi-

tive dogma when the dogma upon which such legend is

built is found to be in viridi observantia as to faith and

practice within historical times.

This applies with especial force to the cases of those

piacular families of which we may recognise an example in Piacular families,

the Roman Decii but which are found in fuller development

in Greece. It is in the case of the Atharoantidaa or house The Atkamantidse.

of Athamas in which we find the type most fully expressed.

—Athamas, the son of iEolus and king of Orchomenus,

father by Nephele, his first wife, of Phrixus and Helle, either

intended, or was commanded by the oracle of Delphi, to

sacrifice these children to Zeus Laphystius, as has been said.

The story of their rescue lies at the origin of the tale of the

Argonauts, but the doom pronounced by Athamas entailed a

special curse or devotio on his descendants at Alos, where

Athamas himself was worshipped as a hero and had a con-

secrated grove contiguous to the temple of Zeus Laphystius.

They lived there, men of high birth and account, but excluded

from all public meetings and sacred rites, a race accursed,

or rather say devoted and set apart ; and still dwelt on there,

strange to say, although many had been sacrificed from time
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Sacrifices of to time and inany migrated—the human victims selected

Extraordinary or from their house continuing to be offered up to Zeus La-

'
„ .,. phystius—down to and. even subsequently to the times of

The piacular families. r J

The Athamautidaj. Herodotus. We are apt to think ill of an accursed race,

and the Hellenic imagination has undoubtedly accumulated

physical and moral horrors to give force to the prejudice, but

that prejudice disappears when we reflect that such curses

were imposed for the benefit of mankind, and that, judging

by the boast of the Decii and the sublime acquiescence of

the Athamantidae, they were felt to be an honour and a

privilege by the families themselves. I shall dwell on this

point more fully when dealing with the Pilgrimage, mili-

tancy, and chivalry of the soul, as expressed in the Japhetan

legend, at the conclusion of this inquiry.

The priestly families everywhere partook to some degree of

this piacular quality, in the spirit of that ancient root sk,

elsewhere spoken of, in descent from which ' sacer ' has the

divergent signification, but inherent in their personality of

consecrated and accursed. And whether by hereditary de-

Each individual scent or special investiture, each individual priest of the
priest a

'
piaculum,' . .. . , ,

7

being himself, in sym- Japhetan Church was, in his limited sphere, a piaculum in

example, bothE?
6
this sense, being himself, as in the higher ranges of Devotio

ficer and sacrifice.
and ^ symbolisui of the supreme example of such Devotio,

both sacrificer and sacrifice.

Keviewing the examples, historical, semi-historical, and

mythical, thus far enumerated, we may educe from them

Theory and practice without difficulty alike the theory and the practice of this

sacrifice. primeval Japhetan rule of Devotio, or self-sacrifice. The

story of Decius supplies the central type,—the partial inci-

dents recorded in the analogous legends all derive their

interpretation from it, and contribute to place the great
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'piaculum' or sin-offering of the Japhetans clearly be- Extraordinary
f. Sacrifices.
tore US. Human.

A breach has opened between God and man. Man has Heroic -
'
Devotio.'

. _
Theory and practice

done his best, and there is no help in man. Heaven inter- of ' Devotio ' or se f-

poses to point out a means through which the Divine wrath

may be appeased and reconciliation obtained. This consists

in a human sacrifice, the self-immolation of a man for his

nation, the act having the force and nature of ' devoting

'

the enemy, or the punishment which has afflicted the nation,

to extinction. The sacrifice is a free-will offering—per-

missive, not prescribed; an alternative is presented as

acceptable to the G-ods ; it is for man to choose—for him-

self individually and exclusively—whether he will adopt it

and win the blessing (for his country) or not. But he is not

at liberty to assume the mediatorial duty unless the invita-

tion and sanction is previously given by heaven. Invok-

ing the authority, or rather demanding the service (the

interest of the subject may excuse this recapitulation) of

the Supreme Pontiff, the guardian of those compacts which

are of the very essence of sacrifice and religion, and thus the

earthly representative of Jove himself, the voluntary victim,

self-invested with the robe of sovereignty, his head shrouded

in its fold, and standing on a spear—the invariable symbol,

in the varied forms of its expression, of the Son-deities

—

recites after the Pontiff the formula of established usage, by

which he devotes himself and the foe to the Dii Manes and

to Tellus; and then, girding himself in the manner pre-

scribed for the sacrificial office, and thus invested with

priesthood—all by his own independent assumption—he

mounts his horse, and then as king, as priest, and as

champion (Kavi), rides forward, a voluntary and an ac-

2 c
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Sacrifices of cepted lyiacuJum or sin-offering, into the jaws of death and

Extraordinary, or Hades. God is propitiated by means which he has himself

.

'

. . suggested : the nation is saved ; and eternal honour settles
Heroic, ' Devotio.' too

Analysis of the on the hero's name. The Toga Pra3texta, the ' Cinctus

Gabinus '—the sacrificial garb of the ancient Kavi-priest

—

the very ministration of the Pontifex and many of the Gods

invoked in the adjuration, shew, I would repeat, that the

type of the sacrifice as practised by the Eomans was Etruscan,

and, if so, Teutonic likewise—and in a still larger sense

Japhetan, dating from a period when the Kavi-priest was

the king, sacrificing sometimes one, sometimes 300, from the

corpus of the offering ; and it is difficult not to believe

that the 300 Equites, or Celeres, of Romulus and Tarquinius

Prisons are referable to the same original idea; while the

institutions of medieval chivalry are rooted in it, if I mistake

not, likewise. The association of the horse is met with in

every (?) instance of Devotio, except in those of Mucins

Scoevola and Codrus—in both which cases the disguise

adopted precluded its presence, while that of Scaevola was

unsanctioned by divine suggestion.

The deities to whom That the deities to whom the Devotio is made and Janus who

made. stands at their head

—

Zeruane, as I have identified his name

—represents mainly the Father-God, or—as by comparison

with a similar formula preserved by Macrobius, presently to

be mentioned—Dis-pater, as Di-anus, might be shewn, I

think, negatively at least, by an analysis of their charac-

teristics ; but the peculiar shrouding of the head of Decius

clearly points, as I have (?) parenthetically observed (?), to

the Dii Involuti, the Hidden Gods or God, the analogue of

Surtur, whom (to say nothing of Zeruane) we have recognised

in the degraded Greek synonym of Tartarus. The Manes
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and Indigetes belong to the human world, which, in common Extraordinary

with most of the ancient races, the ancients conceived of as human

beneath the earth. Tellus is the Latin type of Rhea, Lato 'Devotio.'

or Latona, Berecynthia. The Son or Saviour Gods, it is ^,-^gJ? J
hon>

noticeable—and the fact is of the greatest significance—do made -

not figure iu this adjuration ; and the reason is obvious

—

they are represented by the hero, the piacular martyr who

offers it,—and with this every other indication in the rite

tallies.

Two very curious formulae of Devotio, akin in character to Two curious formula

i ht i • i i
• i

of Devotio ' pre-

that above spoken of, are preserved by Macro bius, by winch served by Maorobius.

the Romans were wont, as by a ' carmen,' chant, or charm,

to summon away the Gods of hostile cities, and compel

them to cast fear, terror, and oblivion on their friends.

They amount to a mere magical execration, in sad deroga- A mere magical

. -it-ip -iiT-' carmen ' or charm,
tion from the simple and noble lorm preserved by Livy,

and yet the words just quoted, which occur substantially

alike in both, and the phrase ' I pray, venerate, and seek

your favour,' which occurs in one only of them, tally with

the words used by Decius, and shew, additionally to the

testimony of Livy, that the latter constituted a formula

of ancient and standard use. The longer of these formulas

of Macrobius could only lawfully be used, according to

the ' Saturnalia,' by Dictators and Imperators ; it is ad-

dressed to Dis Pater, Vejovis (the Etruscan God), and the

Manes; and ends with the obscure words 'tunc quisquis

hoc votum faxit ubi faxit recte factum esto ovibus atris

tribus. Tellus Mater teque Jupiter obtestor,'—the utterer

of the Devotio touching the earth with his hands when he

named Tellus, raising them to heaven when he addressed

Jupiter, and touching his breast with his hands at the
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Sacrifices of Ex-
piation.

extraordinary, or
Human.

• Devotio.'

Two curious formula)

of ' Devotio ' pre-

served by Macrobius.

This in abuse of the

ancient rite.

The names of the
hero-victims ana-
lysed.

words 'cum votum recipere dicit.' Besides Carthage

(against which the two formula} are addressed) and Corinth,

Macrobius or his authority names Stenii, Fregella?, Gabii,

Veii, and Fidenre, as having been devoted, or, as we must

here call it, cursed, in this manner.*

It is hardly necessary to observe that all this is in abuse

of the ancient rite—the ' devotio ' being ex fro'prio motto

of the imprecators, without any previous monition from

God, and without self-sacrifice on the part of the Dictators

or imperators that use it, and in precise analogy of the

abuse of the worship of the Father-God to the purposes

of magic. The primary object of the Devotio in the

Japhetan worship was to bless, not curse ; and its principle

was expressed by the noble and virtuous priestess Theano,

when she replied, in answer to the demand that she should

curse—' My presence is to bless, not curse.' f This had

long been lost sight of when the formula} above cited came

into practice.

The names of the hero-victims above spoken of support,

when analysed, the view above expressed. I have already

shewn that that of Decius is connected with the idea of

forensic justice on the one hand, and with Deuces, Aku,

and other varieties of the name of the Son -Deity, on the

other. ' Mus,' ' Metius,' and Mutius or Mucins are Roman

forms, or rather impersonations of the word which we

have in the Sanscrit as medha, meslia, a sacrifice of atone-

ment or reconciliation, which, again, is a mere abraded

representative of sauds, sauths, originally suauths, already

* Macrobius, ' Saturnalia,' lib. iii., cap. 9, §§ 9-12, od. Janus, 1848, vol. ii.,

p. 296.

t Plutarch Vit. Alcib., c. 22.
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familiar to us as the equivalent of Qvaia—the initial s Extraordinary

being elided, and m taking the place of u, as in innumerable Human.

similar instances. And we may perhaps go a step further,

'

Devotl0-'

, . Names of the hero
and suggest that these names represent not merely the victims analysed,

generic suauths, Ovaia, but the specific suathr, vlthrus,

' aries,' the ram or lamb— here figuring as a mortal man

—the primeval type of the real and, we must presume,

typical blood-offering of the Japhetan sacrifice. This, at

least, may be affirmed with confidence in regard to the

name of Codrus, which I take to be simply our Icelandic

godar, the Greek xUT *i/°» an^ Hindu hotar, that is out-pourer,

sacrificer, or priest, the victim being in this instance,

as has been shewn, himself. The name of the father of

Codrus, Melanthus, is a mere variety of Eumolpus, the first

hierophant of Eleusis, whose descendants imposed and took

off curses at pleasure, and who himself is a mere imperso-

nation of mBal, Humbal, and Yima, forms of the Son-Deity.

Codrus was thus, in tradition, as Decius in written history,

the King and Priest self-sacrificed for his country. And

the name Curtius is evidently identical with Codrus,

hotar, by a slight metathesis of letters. I have not men-

tioned the Horatii and Curiatii, but they are varieties

of the same word. Lastly, the horse is associated etymo-

logically with all these personages through htr, htra, the

word for that animal in Old Egyptian; while hntr, signifying

the sanctity of a king, and hit, a priest and sanctity, are

in the closest connection with it. The horse, as shewn in

the case of Skyphius, was a type or form of the Son-

Deity, in the character of Aku-Deuces, and the Godhead

in the bifold Saviour was consequently represented, I

conceive, in these sacrifices by the horse, the manhood by
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SairTFTCFS OF
Expiation.
Extraordinary, or
II 1 MAN.

1 Devotio.'

Analysis of the names
of victims.

The Son-Deity as
Castor, Dioscurus,

the prototype of tlio

heroes of ' Devotio.'

"What was the prin-

ciple, and what or

who was tho victim?

The ' Principle' is tho

transference
(' shoving ') of tho
gnilt of the human
sinner from himself
on to the head of an
innocent victim, who
bore the imputed
penalty in death, tho
sinner being de-
livered by that sub-
stitute.

« Whom did the
victim represent?'

the rider, their united energy being apparently requisite

to the accomplishment of the piaculum. The original

Thworestara, Castor, or Dioscurus, Polydeuces, the Son-

Deity himself, who accepted mortality as God for the

redemption of his bipartite manhood, represented by Castor,

from Hades, was substantially a self-sacrificer under the

rite of Devotio ; and he too was a horseman, and thus

the prototype of the heroes whose sublime self-sacrifice has

been the subject of these remarks. Castor and SwrZ/p,

yet further, are etymologically akin, on the one hand,

to a hotar, godi, Codrus, a sacrificer, and htr, htra, the

horse. History, Mythology and language thus testify to

the exalted signification of Devotio.

If, in fine, it be asked what categorically was the principle

and what or who was the victim per excellentiam which the

primitive Japhetans, as by the preceding evidence and

its analogies, recognised in the offerings of victims, ordinary

and extraordinary—but more especially the latter—which

have been the subject of inquiry up to the present point,

the answer must be given thus :

—

The princ'ple, as we have seen, is the transference—or

literally, if we have rightly understood the significance

of the word scaf, the ' shoving '—of the guilt of the human

sinner from himself on to the head of an innocent victim,

a bull, a goat, but more especially a ram, or lamb, which,

offered on the altar (ka), bore the imputed penalty by

death, the sinner being delivered, separated (sk) by that quasi-

forensic transference or substitute from his responsibility.

The question what or whom did the victim represent

may be answered by a brief reference to the facts already

ascertained.
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The Egyptian word Jca, a type or symbol, is suggestive.* Extraordinary
Sacrifices.

The imputation of willingness to a brute creature, the victim Human.

of sacrifice is sufficient to prove, while reason otherwise
' Devotl0 -'

. . . . it,. The victims repre-

demands, that the interior, irrational, but innocent creature gented a human pro-

must have been employed in such sacrifices to personate the ° ype "

more elevated, intelligent, and yet peccant lord of creation,

man. And the like observation applies to the cases of extra-

ordinary or Human sacrifice where the victim was a slave

or a prisoner of war, innocent of sin except in his own

person, and only a willing victim through similar im-

putation. And independently of this, the earliest names Witness the earliest

»...,!_ t_ u ,i -, ,i t
. -,, names of victims find

ot victims, the bull, the goat, and the ram, and especially their type in a root

,i i • , I? 77 n i ,i • denoting seed, off-
the comprehensive term saudhr, sraudhr, nnd their common Sprintr son.

type, as has been shewn, in a root denoting seed, offspring,

son, in general, and thus necessarily including and pointing

to the seed, offspring, or son of mankind as prototype. It

is a fair inference from this that the victims in question

represented such a human prototype. But while the ram, or

lamb, the peculiar sacrifice of the Japhetans, was offered

periodically and on all ordinary emergencies, the supreme

sacrifice, offered on extraordinary emergencies through the

Devotio, was, as has been shewn, that of a human being

different from other offerings as being self-dedicated, self-

immolated, of his entire free will, and moreover after

a previous indication and sanction from God that he

was willing to accept such a piaculum. It rises, there- The minor or animal

fore, beyond an inference to a fair conclusion, That all the passive human
,i i -n -i .1 , n ,i • victim were typical
the minor or animal sacrifices, and that ol the passive f the higher heroic

human victim, were typical of the highest, the heroic, TS^^fi^
dedicated victim. ,

* Ka has also the meanings of an altar ; seed, or offspring ; male, bull

;

while ka, hi is a goat.
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Sacrtftpes op
Exi'IATTOV.

Extraordinary, or
Human.
4 Devotio.'

« Whom did the
victim represent?

'

But this ' Devotio

'

still only a type or

symbol.

Ascending progres-

sion. The ram or

lamb sacrifice syin-

bolised the human
* Devotio.'

The human 'Devotio'

symbolised a higher
victim, 'ram' or
' Iamb,' as a sacrificial

offering—'seed,'
' King,' 'Priest'

—

who should ransom
all the cations of

humanity tor all time.

that is of Devotio. But the sacrifice of a Decius, a

Codrus, or a Leonidas, however efficient for the salvation

of the State or nation on whose behalf it was offered, was

only sufficient pro ilia vice; heroic as it was, its scope was

limited to the comparatively narrow bounds of the occasion

—it was still, in fact, only a type or symbolical tradition.

The Japhetans, in all their branches, acknowledged that

the nations of the earth, whether civilised or barbarian,

formed one family, the children of Jove or God,—the

myth of Dionysus (Phuphluns or Iacchus), for example,

owns no distinction between Greek and Barbarian ; all

drank of his cup, swore by his military sacramentum, and

were admitted members of his army of peace—all were

objects alike of his cosmopolitan benevolence. It follows,

therefore, that as the ram, or lamb, yielding himself to

the sacrificial knife in expiation for his village or his

owner, symbolised the human Decius or Codrus, King

and Priest, dying voluntarily for Eome or Athens, so

Decius and Codrus symbolised yet a higher victim of

a corresponding but still higher nature, as necessarily

implied by the ascending progression, who should concentre

in himself all minor symbols and characters—' ram,' or

lamb, per excellentiam, as a sacrificial offering— ' seed,' per

excellentiam, of the family of man—' King ' over all kings

—

< Priest ' over all priests ; whose self-sacrifice, enduring

as that of Prometheus, triumphant as that of Dionysus

Iacchus—should compass the ransom and deliverance, not

of one only, but of all the nations of humanity ; and not

for one generation only, but for all time. Such is the belief

included potentially in the Japhetan doctrine of Sacrifice,

as above illustrated, and it is exemplified in practice partly
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in the passion and expected deliverance of Prometheus, and Sacrifices.
1 r Animal, Human.

in the resurrection and ascension to heaven of the Aswa-

medha victims but more fully in the career, death, and

resurrection of Hercules and the Dioscuri (to name no Exemplified in the

lived ot those ol the

others) among the Son-Deities—those especially who bear Son-Deities who bear

_. , the name and attri-

the name and attributes of Ka, Aku, or Deuces, and butes of Ka, Aku, or

who figure emphatically as hotars, godar, or awrtiptg—
Sacrifices (of self) and Saviours—in the ancient Japhetan

religion. These conclusions, it will be observed, are pre-

cisely such as might have been come to by Aristotle three

hundred years before the Christian era, in the legitimate

process of induction from the facts, historical, mythological,

and linguistic, which have passed before us, had they been

equally unveiled to him.

To conclude thus far: It was, 'if I mistake not, on the The first great schism

iv n r\ l *n tne JaP^etnn

question of human sacrifice as offered to the Father-upd, church—repudiation

, , „ . ,. , , ,. ,, of human sacrifice by
in the shape ot victims presumed to represent the Son—the

t^e Aryans.

Son as Deuces primarily, as the Son of man, the Father

in the more especial character of Hek, or Zwarz—that the

first great schism took place in the Japhetan Church, ages

before the days of Zoroaster and Varuth. The original

and never wholly obscured signification of the rite as a

voluntary and sanctioned act had, I conceive, become

obscured and developed into a system of sanguinary obla-

tions gloomily confessing to a guilt which naught but blood

—and the belief was held, human blood— could wash

away. The Aryans, I imagine, in Persia and Hindustan,

repudiated human sacrifices and—more especially in the

Medo-Persian branch— the doctrines connected with it.

The less enlightened but more conservative races of the Conservation by the

_ , 1,^,1 „ ,, „T ,
... Western Japhetaus.

Japhetan stock, the fathers ot the Western and the repre-
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Facrifices op sentatives of the original although degenerated orthodoxy,

adhered both to human sacrifice and the doctrine of media-

tion, but gradually put down the homicidal rite— the

numerous cases that took place till a date subsequent to

Christianity being generally looked upon with dislike

and in most cases with abhorrence—always excepting the

supreme case of Devotio.

Class ill. Class III. TJieory of Piaeular Sacrifice. While we are

SaoSfiob?
" VK

assured as to the personality of the aon^p or Saviour of

mankind according to the Japhetan Creed, and the signi-

ficance of animal and human sacrifice as symbolical of the

supreme Devotio, the conditions existing between God and

man, or rather between God the Father and God the bifold

Son-Deity, through which human salvation has been achieved

and from which the sacrifice derives its significance, have

only been incidentally touched upon. Apart from these

we cannot understand the full import of piaeular sacrifice

in the ancient Japhetan ritual.

The Covenant between God and Man.

Two attributes of tbo It has been shewn, in the first part of this inquiry, that

m,',fitaS?*
B°nd8

two attributes attach to the Father-Deity, Bonds and Mercy,

both proceeding from himself, the Bonds being the con-

sequence and punishment of the schuld, guilt, debt, of man,

while the Mercy necessarily implies a provision for the

solution and payment of that schuld or debt, and the con-

Tiic Son-Deity, as the sequent enfranchisement of the debtor. We have also

n.u'.'/Tn'h'.nng'i.uuul shewn that the Son-Deity became incarnated as man, and

servitude. endured suffering and penal servitude, inflicted by his
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Father upon him in that character, as the representative Theory of Piacular

,
Sacrifice.

of mankind, of whom he has since become the o-wnjo or

Saviour. We have, both in the first and the present

division of this argument, been led to recognise an original An original contract

or covenant between

contract or covenant subsisting between the Father-God God and man.

and man; which, moreover, is necessarily implied through

the lapse from previous obligation indicated by the very

qualification of human sin etymologically as schulcl or

delictum. The nature of the schuld in question has been

ascertained under the head of the moral law ; the institution

of the priesthood, of which the central duty was sacrifice, The priesthood

, . whose central duly

is indicated in the chapter preceding the present ; and in was sacrifice,

the present we have exhibited thus far the broad outlines

of the principle and practice of sacrifice—the humblest

victim pointing to the higher in ever-ascending progres-

sion, and that higher to a highest, the Son-God being that The Son-God the

supremo victim.

supreme victim, God the Father accepting and even sug-

gesting his self-devotion, while man is the object of the

intervention. The conditions, it must now be stated in

fuller detail, through which this remedial process or <ru>Ti)pia

took place, according to the doctrine of our early Japhetan

ancestors, were those of a new or fresh covenant entered New Covenant be-

tween God the Father

into between God the Father—Hek, Varuna, or, as we shall and the Son-God.

see, Zeus Laphystius—and the Son-Deity, by which the

latter, as Man-God, made himself responsible for the schuld,

debt, or guilt of man, by taking that guilt upon himself

and suffering the penalty in the mortal half of his bifold

being, the Father-God in return making over mankind to

him as freed, unchained, and emancipated from the debt,

while mankind enters thereby into new relations with God

through adoption as sons (so to say) of the Holy Spirit,
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Theory of Piactlar TralStg a<f tcniaQ, as above shewn, sons and brethren of the
Sacrifice.

New Covenant Son-God, in so far as the mortal being of the latter proceeds

FaSrandthe'son-
from the generative influence of the Spirit-Deity. The

Gud - central point in all this is the new contract or covenant

between the Father and the Son-Deity, and as intervening

between God the Father and guilty man for the super-

session of Bondage and the evolution of Mercy or Grace

;

and sacrifice, as we shall now see, is the symbolical exhibi-

tion of that new covenant and its consequence.

The vindication of these relations of covenant or contract,

with the reciprocal obligations depending upon them (and

of the character of piacular sacrifice, and the symbolical

reflex of the process), must be sought for as usual in the

collocation and comparison of historico-traditional evidence,

and of the etymological analysis of words and names con-

nected with sacrifice.

Identity between the Under the first of these two heads the reader cannot

thostTof sacrifice. but have noticed the resemblance, I niight say the absolute

identity, existing between the processes of law and those

God, Creditor : man of sacrifice. The relations of God and man as represented

become/liablTto
S

' by sacrifice are those of Creditor and Debtor in relation

SemTdVy'virtue

8
to a tmst> in the observance of which the Debtor has failed,

of a contract entered becoming thereby liable to bonds and death at the hands of
into between the ° •>

Creditor, the Supreme the Creditor ; but he is redeemed from that extremity by
God, and a third

_
_

party, viz. the virtue of a contract entered into between the Creditor—to
Saviour Son-Deity, .

-who assumes the wit, the Supreme or Father God, and a third party, the

D^lor-mlm—and* friend of both, to wit, the Saviour Son-Deity, who pays ihe

penalty.^
8^ penalty incurred by the Debtor—man—in his own person,

accepting bonds and death in his stead. In consequence,

however, of the superhuman character attached to his per-

sonality, he survives the death he thus accepts, and becomes
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the patron and protector of the debtor, the slave whom The Covenant.

he has thus liberated,—the latter owing to him the service

of love and gratitude as a freedman and client throughout

his remaining life. The debtor, in virtue of this emancipa-

tion, passes into new relations with God as an adopted son

of the Spirit-Deity, through the transference by the Father

of the right of ' patria potestas ' to the Holy Spirit above

mentioned. The ransomed debtor thus becomes a 7raTc a<f

Zvnag—a child of the Spirit or of heaven, although (as

stated in a former chapter) his attachment and duties to

earth are still secured through the indissolubility of the tie

existing between himself and his mother. In every sacrifice Signification of

the presenter of the victim—whether an individual, a city,

or a nation—is the representative of guilty mankind plead-

in^ immunity from the curse, above specified ; the victim,

the sacrificial "Xf, scapegoat or ram—who approaches the

altar bound, but willingly through imputation—represents

the Saviour-God, the third party, the 'amicus curiae,' who

has proffered his intervention for payment of the debt

;

the integrity, purity, and sufficiency of the victim as equiva-

lent for that payment is ascertained by inspection ; the

sacrificing Priest, as representative of the Father-God, the

Creditor, accepting the compensation, the victim is stunned

and slain, by a double process, highly significant, as will

be shewn hereafter ; and man, the offerer of the victim,

departs forgiven, in virtue, not of his own act, but of the

sufficiency of the substitute who has voluntarily, although

in similitude, suffered in his stead. The process through- The process through-

, „ , i i i t , • it i • out is that of law.

out is that of law—legal obligation—legal sponsorship

—

legal emancipation,—all of this constituting a nexus, bond,

or contract between the parties, analogous in every respect
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Theory of Piaculau to the form more particularly familiar to us in Roman
,
acuifice

iui-isprudence. At one point, however, they necessarily
The Covenant be- J r x

tween (iod and the differ in the legal process of mundane redemption, owing
Son-Deity as the re-

. .

presentativeofman. to the peculiar quality of resurrection or survival after

death which characterises the self-devotio of the Son-Deity

in his own proper person, who not only suffers the extreme

penalty clue from the debtor, but survives that penalty,

and exercises rights subsequently, which only pertain in

law to one who has redeemed a debt by payment of its

money value.

The expression of the reciprocal obligation thus indicated

by legal terms should not excite surprise, inasmuch as the

relations treated of are the same in principle whether

developed within the courts of heaven or earth ; and the

term used in human speech before the Pontifex Maximus,

or the Court of the Areopagus, must necessarily be em-

ployed when covenants of corresponding character, entered

upon with their consequent issues before Themis herself, are

to be spoken of. Mercy triumphs over justice through

the disinterested intervention of the Son-Deity, while the

Father, the sole creditor, himself suggests that intervention,

as in the supreme instances of human devotio, and in those

cases in mythology where he himself directs the shaft

against the life of his son, thus providing the reconciliation

of the Bonds and the Mercy which otherwise, to speak

humanly, could not be reconciled. This is sufficient to

elevate the legendary relations into the region of that

higher justice in which hate and love, war and peace,

demerit and desert, bondage and liberty are adjusted in

the scale of absolute equality by consummate wisdom and

absolute love.
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All I need add here is the remark that the process of The Covenant be-

j • tween God and the

mancipatio, by which possession of that which stands m Sou-Deity as the re-

, , , , e ., preseutative of man.
manu, or in the absolute ' potestas or power oi the owner

Anti it of the

—an inanimate chattel, a slave, or a son,—is transferred cess of
'
mancipatio.'

to a third party, is not to be dated from the times of Gaius

or the Twelve Tables, but from a period of extreme antiquity.

I have shewn in my 'Etruscan Inscriptions,' * by the analysis

and translation of the record of a legal act constituting a

fidei-commissum—that the process, with its accompanying

symbolic conveyance 'per aes et libram' and incidental

ceremonies, was practised by the Etruscans contemporarily

(to say the least) with the Romans, through derivation

from times when the two nations and the great Teutonic

race to which the Etruscans belonged were living together

in regions far remote from Italy—the Etruscan words

employed being identical with those of medieval Teu-

tonic jurisprudence, and they not a mere translation from

Latin, as might have been supposed, in which case,

although the meaning might be the same, the words em-

ployed would assuredly have been different. This refers

the process in question to very early times of Japhet, at

least as early as any to which the records of sacrifice ascend

as practised by the Japhetans, and sufficient therefore for

the considerations of the present argument.

It may be further observed, that the conception of a The chain or nexus
connecting together

chain or nexus connecting together all the parties to an the parties to a

a covenant—so familiar to ancient law—finds its earliest

expression, and in that high moral sense from which the

obligation of all contracts derives its validity, in the

Teutonic and indeed Japhetan word bund, bond, from

* Etr. Iuscr., 124.
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Theory of Piactlar which I have already derived the etymology of the title

„. c r\ Pontifex, as expressing the character of guardian of bonds

or obligations, both civil and religious—those, briefly, of

Hek or Varuna, the Supreme God. This double duty of

Pontifex—who wras the official representative of the Father-

God in the Roman world, and who moreover invests the

victim of Devotio with the insignia of his self-assumed

double office, of Priest and King—serves additionally to

shew that human and heavenly obligations are identical,

the human necessarily deriving their validity from the

heavenly, and that the sacrifice of the animal or human

victim on earth necessarily figures the consummated

sacrifice of the Son-Deity, not only on earth, but also,

seemingly, in some uncomprehended sense, in heaven.

Covenant, obligation, and sacrifice all repose on one central

idea.

The relation between The conclusions thus grounded on historical or tradi-

preseSedbyiJrifite. tional evidence as to the relation subsisting between God

and Man as represented by sacrifice are remarkably sup-

Etymological evi- ported by the etymological evidence. The dominant

fact is, that while certain words or roots of primeval

significance express the legal relationship of contract,

especially in matters of buying and selling, or of trans-

ference by ' mancipatio,' these same words are found to

denote very many of the incidents and ceremonies con-

nected with sacrifice, if not the act of sacrifice itself. The

most important of these words is fcp, a most ancient root,

which I have repeatedly dwelt upon, common alike to the

Japhetan and Hamite, if not Semitic, speech, and which

signifies in both, at once the hollow of the hand and

a contract or bargain—a double signification which lies
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at the foundation of the symbolical usage of ratifying the Covenant.

a compact by shaking or joining hands; while the con-

currence in the present case confirms, by the testimony of

primitive speech, the practical inference suggested by the

entire history of sacrifice, viz. that it implies a confession Sacrifice implies a

„ . . i j confession and
and acceptance of terms of composition upon understood acceptance of terms

conditions. Kp, the root of kaufen to bargain, and underatoodcondF-
011

gaupen (Icel.), goivpen (Scottish), 'manus concava,' the
l0US '

hollow or palm of the hand,—to say nothing of Greek and

Latin analogues — in the Japhetan tongue, is identical

with lip to adjust, hpt to join or unite, kp the palm of the

hand, ^/a, kp, \p, generally implying the fist, and \fa,

which has the sense of power (potestas), answering to the

Latin 'manus,' in Old Egyptian; while the Latin apt-are

answers, again, to the Egyptian hpt, and the Etruscan

Cupra, the name of Juno considered as the protectress of

contracts,* the word Cuprum copper, denoting the early

medium of exchange, and the name (if I mistake not) of

Cyprus herself, the great emporium of early commerce in

the Levant—equally derive from this singular literal com-

bination, kp. Kp, again, in the sense of the hand or fist

denotes the action of the hand in pushing or striking, by

which transference was symbolised alike forensically and

sacrificially—and in this signification it takes the form of

dubb-, and tvttt-uv, the d or t alternating with k—the

vocable being thus used in acts of mancipatio per ms et

libram to denote the symbolical striking of the scales by

the piece of coin which represents the consideration upon

which the property passes from the original to the acquiring

owner. In an earlier form of kp—as found, for instance, in

* Etr. Inscr., 14^, 157, 251,

2 D
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Theory of PiAcn.AR the Egyptian \p, where x approximates towards "X—the
Sacrifice.

.

Etymological evi-
wora- maY be recognised in the Teutonic schieben or shove;

dence - while the Egyptian and Teutonic %/*, schdf, the ram, the

central victim of sacrifice, would appear to rank, in that stage

at least of etymological development, in the same category.

I shall revert to the significance of the hand in con-

nection with other ancient roots ; but the importance

of hp as implying covenant or bargain cannot be fully

estimated unless we take into account the Hamitic \]ot,

X2>x in Old Egyptian, signifying the thigh, that part of

the body by touching which contracts were ratified, cer-

tainly among the Hamites and Shemites, and by fair

inference among the Japhetans—and which consequently

(I presume) was the especial tribute to the altar in the

Homeric and Greek sacrifice. Moreover i«0-aAjj, cap-ut-,

the (abads) ap-i of the Egyptians, signifying the head, upon

which, as the noblest and typical member of man, blessings

were uttered, and, on the other hand especially, curses im-

precated, under the contingency of a violation of contract.

The ' sacrum caput,' ' poena capitis,' and similar phrases are

here in point. It was in view of this symbolism that, in

the ceremonies of Japhetan sacrifice in the West, the head

of the victim was elevated when the sacrifice was to the

Dii Superi and depressed when to the Inferi. I need

hardly allude to the peculiar honour lavished on the head

of the victim, but the \an-»j, or 1°°^ of hair cut off from

the brow of the animal and cast into the fire before the

actual immolation, is especially significant when we take

the word in connection with the Egyptian yj;b, ^ fa]]
?

— "Xta, sin or crime, and "Xat, to cut, as also with the

category of Japhetan and other words, schuld, cado, skalth,
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skal, sculd, named from the mother root sh, implying funda- The Covenant.

mentally severance and separation. The very words ItcaTonfin, ESjSf
lCal

\t\i6fxj3ru are simply, I think, in their original form, <%at Symbolism.

or ' scad-umb,' skal, or scaZ-umb, i.e. offering ' on account of

skalth,' damnum, guilt or sin. These collateral analogies

between Egyptian and Japhetan words connected with sacri-

fice tend, to support the argument for hp, ^p, as denoting

compact, through the evidence they supply that the words

and phrases in question are remnants of the primitive

language of sacrifice, carrying us even beyond the family

altar of Japhet to a ritual even of Noachide antiquity.

Reverting, as above premised, to the part played by

the hand in the ratification of covenants, alike in matters

civil and religious—it will be in the reader's recollection

that, while 'inanus jungere,' or ' to give the hand upon it,'
*

is the familiar token of compact, to strike hands, ' ferire

manus ' being also used in reference to the forms dub,

hp, above noticed, and the sponsor in a private contract laid

his hand on the head of the party to whom he swore, while

he to whom the faith was plighted gave his hand in ac-

knowledgment, and in appeals to God by ordeal the

obtestator crept on his hands through the fire, or held

the red-hot ploughshare or other instrument in his hand,

the hand being always the peculiar symbol of trust, so

too the hand was laid on the victim, or on the altar in

sacrifice. And here it is noteworthy that the ancient

Teutonic hand, hant—derived, as is universally admitted,

from a common root with hp in the sense of cap-eve—is

identical superficially with the Egyptian lint, implying a

priest and sanctity, while hu implies both evil and sin, and

* Etr. Iuscr., 57.
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Theory of Piacular to strike—the Greek <£wv, and East Japhetan han—as in

Sacrifice.
shedding blood. In civil matters the negotiations of trade

Compacts. The sym- to
#

holism of the hand. are known by the word handling in German ; handel implies

a process at law, a treaty or covenant, and business in general,

and the treae hand is the old Teutonic equivalent for the

'manus fiduciaria' in Roman law, which I have analysed,

as phasti or faesta in Etruscan.* But the idea is expressed

in closer connection with the old Japhetan sacrifice and

contract in the words faust, fist (cognate with the Greek

ttuS), and the Erse lamh, the hand, which is usually con-

nected with the Greek Xa/i/3avw, answering to the Latin

capio. The faust or fist, and the Greek 7rio-r<£, and the

Latin fides and foedus, with which the phrase 'foedus

ictum 'f may be recollected, stand in close connection—faesta

' manus jungere, dextram fidernque dare ' in Old German

—

the root pfica (Sanscrit) whence fas in Latin, implying

confirmation and obligation, and the Latin or old Pelasgic

TTvjfxi), pugnus, pignus, are more than mere superficial ana-

logues. All these roots are linked with piacular sacrifice

in the person of the Roman Dius Fidius or Medius Fidius,

Jupiter Pistius and the Pelasgian Jupiter Lapis or Zeus

Laphystius, as I shall shew presently. The very word testis

connects itself with the roots just mentioned and with which

it may be of common origin—with especial reference to

the usage that in treaties of peace the officiating priest

should stand upon the virile parts of the victim offered,

usually a sus, <%au, sow or boar—whereas in other cove-

nants it was on a spear, the symbol of the Son-Deity.

It was by touching those parts, in fact, by the hand,

passed beneath the thigh, although tho thigh alone is

* Etr. Inacr., 57. t U>id-> 5?-
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usually spoken of, that the oath of covenant may be The Covenant.

surmised to have been administered, at least among the symbollsms -

Semitic races, and the symbolism was probably primitive

and connected with probation of the integrity of the victim

offered in sacrifice, and metaphorically of that of the person

entering into covenant.

The Irish lamh manus must, I think, have at an early

date become associated symbolically with glauhe, faith or

trust, and have contributed to originate the phrase 'hand

and glove,' i.e. hand and faith ; the glove was certainly

never worn in the remote times to which these inquiries

conduct us ; and then it, the symbol of a symbol, bore in

subsequent ages the pledge of proffered faith, as in the

challenge of chivalry. The name ' Laphystius,' again,

may be noted in collateral connection with glauhe and

lamh, but the original root is more remote. What may be

suggested with confidence is that the Celtic lamh manus

is through the interchange of I and r identical with the

Teutonic ram, the human manus, and with the Latin

armus, and ramus, applied to animals and trees; while

the Teutonic ram manus connects itself with the homo-

phonon ram, denoting terminus,

—

gesetztes ziel,—prescribed

limit of time, and thus generating the medieval adhramire*

—signifying in general terms ' porrecta et stipulata manu

promittere,' and specially to pledge oneself to appearance

in the lists of combat or at the place of judgment, or

quarter-day, for fulfilling covenanted engagements. The

probability presents itself that the literal resemblance be-

tween the words ram, lamh, * aries,' denotes the earliest but

vicarious side of sacrifice, and the hram, ram, lamh, above

* Etr. Inscr., 57.
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Theory of Piacular spoken of, may be more than accidental. Ram, in the sense
Sacrifice.

Symbols of contract, of the hand pledged in stipulation {slip- answering to tvttt-,

kp, lit supra), and in the connected sense of ziel or teXoq—
implying the fall accomplishment of the covenant or

time—is found in ancient Etruscan as ram, and rim, as I

have shewn in the case of the pelf-sacrifice of Alcestis. f

Passing from the category of words common alike to

the nomenclature of civil and religious transactions, which

reflect more or less positively the idea of covenant, we may

find additional support to the proposition that the contract-

ing parties were God the Father and God the Son, the latter

being himself the piacular and self-devoted victim, and that

the object of sacrifice was not merely to obtain remission

of guilt but a positive blessing for man, in the analysis of

certain clusters of etymologies, some of which have already

presented themselves in former chapters of this inquiry

while others still remain unadduced. These ought not to

be overlooked, although opinions may differ as to their

relevance, at least till the theory of piacular sacrifice above

suggested has been recognised.

The contracting

parties to this cove-

nant wore (lod the

Father and God the

Son, the latter him-
self the victim.

Analyses.

Analysis of etymo- I have dwelt at so much length on the preceding, as
logical clusters of . . . . . .. . .

words, indicating being the most important point in the linguistic testimony

J (i^i an.i'Wn, but to the character of sacrifice, that I can but touch briefly on

ww?b
a

e
1

p^iulitWe
1
'

,

tne remaining etymology, such at least as I have observed

victim of sacrifice. would bear on the subject. Among these, other words

may be referred to which indicate the fact that the Son-

Deity, in his two natures, God and Man, but especially in

* Etr. I user., 57.
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the latter, was the primitive victim of sacrifice, and also The Covenant.

that the sacrifice was sufficient at least to neutralise the

guilt (not his own) for which he suffered. Other words

may be referred to, implying that that sacrifice brought not

only atonement but blessing likewise to the votary.

The presumption grounded on the ascending gradation of

symbolical victims above arrived at, and which subsequent

considerations have, I think, converted into certainty,

will be confirmed by a consideration of the peculiar words Words used for the

used for the act of sacrificial infliction in the Greek and

Latin rituals

—

<T<j>a\\(o and immolare

—

<r<f)aZiv and mactare

—words which, identical in each separate group, belong to

the old Pelasgian speech. The animal sacrificed was first

struck down or felled—in the Latin rite by a malleus or

hammer—and then had its throat (<7To7<a\oc) cut by a

<j(payiQ or knife. 2</>aAAw has the sense of causing to totter

and fall, perhaps to shove, the word a<puX\tv being, in fact,

the same as our English ' fell ' used in reference to an ox

—(j$a£w, on the other hand, in the exact sense of slaying

by cutting the throat.

Immolare has, I think, a sense beyond that of strewing

with the ' mola salsa,' and comes in fact from the same root

as <T<j)a\\-, that in fact from which ' mola,' understood as a

mill-stone, springs. Its true signification is properly

that of splitting or dividing the skull by the blow which

stuns the victim. Mactare is curiously derived from the

idea of increase, of honour or otherwise,—attributed to

the Gods as the effect of sacrifice, in order to avoid

the ill omen of speaking of slaughter; but although the

idea of blessing is involved along with that of Devotio

in the cognate Egyptian ama\—from which we have fiaxap,
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Tiaculah Sacrifice, if I mistake not, in Greek, the original signification must
Signification of words , T ,, . , ,, , y , -n, ,

indicating the act of be, 1 think, the same as a(j)ac,w, a<f>aKTog. Euphemisms are

never met with in primeval speech, and the ' macte ' or

' macte esto ' of the Eoman formula appear to me a Western

form of the Aryan ' vashat,' by which mysterious word

sacrifices were consecrated, and which appears to me to

signify ' Be devoted !
' ' Astu ' must have originally pre-

ceded 'vashat' in the Hindu formula, as it still precedes

the subsequent utterance, ' Astu sraushat.' It is possible

that ' vashat,' macte, and even ama\ may be an abraded

form of an earlier root through the omission of an I or an r

immediately following v or r, and which we still retain in

bless, blessed.

Signification of the Comparing, then, these etymological roots and the process

Comparison with the of first stunning and then cutting the throat of the victim,

DioBcurus.

L
testified to by historical tradition, with the legend of the

Dioscurus in the twin personality of Polydeuces and

Castor, it will be found that the first elements in the

evidence correspond exactly to the act of Idas, who stunned

the immortal Polydeuces by striking him with a pillar

snatched from the grave of his father Aphareus ; while he slew

the mortal Castor with his spear, directed by Lynceus.

It has been shewn that the two natures of God and Man in

the Son-Deity are set forth in consummate perfection in the

character of the bifold Dioscurus—Polydeuces, or rather

Poly-, Pol, or Phol, representing the Deity, and Deuces,

otherwise Castor, the humanity; and it follows, therefore,

that, in receiving the blow from the hammer or sacrificial

weapon, expressed by (T<p«XXitv, the victim represents the

Son-Deity as Polydeuces or God, and, in receiving the death-

wound from the sacrificial knife, i spressed by a^afati', the
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Son-Deity as Castor or man—both characters being symbo- The Covevaht.

lised in corresponding unity of person, bearing the compound ^gJJ^J^flJS
title Polydeuces. The general connection of the word Comparison with the

J D legend of the Dioa-

a<j>a\\uv with the title Bal, Polydeuces, Apollo, Pallas, curus.

Phuphl- has been already marked through the Sanscrit toaottjnrf^

sphal; while the connection is marked in even a more the title
'
Bal.'

special manner in the case of the legend of the Dioscuri,

by its correspondence with the old Teutonic word saule, a

pillar, a word preserved indeed in Greek in an older form

as (rrrjAoc, orfiXn,—originally, I conceive, as in other

cases, ^17X17.

It is hardly necessary to point out the light that this Parallelism between
ritual and legend.

parallelism between ritual and legend—utterly unsuspected

in classical times—throws upon the sacrificial character of

the slaughter of Castor and the stunning of Polydeuces,

and that of Balder by Hoder, that of Pallas by Athena,

that of Dionysus Zagreus by the Titans,—all samples of one

great presentment—Balder being moreover bound, it may

be remembered, like a victim when made a mark for the

Gods.

The result of the comparison must be, I think, a conviction The ram-sacrifice a

representation,

that the saudhr, sauds, or sacrifice—especially of the ram or through symbolical

.
, , , . , , types, of the death of

male lamb—was a representation through symbolical types the Son-Deity.

of the death of the Son-Deity, the deog ow/jp or Saviour

in his human personality, and of his suffering, although

necessarily not unto death, in his immortal or divine being.

But the two natures were inseparably connected in one

person—and thus, whether the victim was a lamb represent-

ing more specially the humanity, or a bull, which may be

supposed (as above shewn) to denote the deity, the blow by

the mallet and the transpiercement by the sacrificial knife
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PARALLELISM
BETWEEN HlTUAL
and Legend.

Tho instrument of
the act of sacrifice.

'l'h i sacrificial axe.

Tho stouo-axe.

were equally necessary and appropriate. The voluntary

acceptance of death as imputed to the involuntary victim

bears retrospective testimony to the accuracy of the inference

otherwise reached, that the suffering of the Son-Deity for

man's salvation was a self-sacrifice of the character of

Devotio.

The preceding observations lead naturally to the con-

sideration of the instrument of sacrifice, more especially the

hammer or mall with which the primal blow was given

to the victim. The weapon of Idas was, as just stated,

a pillar or column, a saule or ot/jX*?—presumably of stone.

The Roman who swore by Jupiter Lapis, or, as it was ex-

pressed, 'per Jovem Lapidem,' held a stone in his hand.

Jupiter, in connection with that oath, was styled ' Feretrius,'

or, as it was commonly understood, The ' Striker ' or

' Wounder.' The corresponding oath in Greece was by the

goddess identified with the river Styx—the great opxog or

Oath of the Gods— ' Styx,' as a deity, being, as I have

shewn, a subform of the Son-Deity. The earliest form of

deadly weapon was the flint or stone-axe, the Scottish

1
celt,' which we have already connected, under what I con-

ceive to be its Greek name of irtX-iKvc, with sphal (whence

the older equivalent, sil-ex), phal, Bal, and Apollo, while in

the form of spears, or rather a single spear (splial = sphar)

geir, irvptn?, the Greek equivalent for silex as a mineral,

it was the symbol of the bifold Dioscurus. The original

sacrificial axe must therefore have been of stone—or lapis,

The stone-axe still in use from historical times, the Hint

head transpierced projecting on each side of the handle, and

the handle furnished with a string to secure the hand, pre-

sents the exact likeness of the an\, the so-called Key of
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the Nile, the 'crux ansata,' the emblem of eternal life in The Covenant.

Egypt. It exhibits an equal resemblance, with the excep-^ ^of^crifice

tion of the string, to a common hammer. But the weapon

used in the Roman sacrifice is described as a hammer

—

and such too is the description of the dread hammer of The hammer of Thor.

Thor—which I think must have been the symbol originally

of the Father-God so named and transferred to Thor the

Son, in the confusion of personalities already suggested,

even as the lightning bolt is the weapon of Zeus and

the mall of Mola. The name of Thor's weapon is

Miolnir, which involves the same root as mol- in immolare

and malleus, and, as will be seen hereafter, as o/3oX- in

6j3oAoe> while it must, by analysis, have been originally

written smiolnir or sphiolnir, and thus immediately con-

necting itself with cKpdXXw. Miolnir had, moreover, an

especially religious character when wielded by Thor, as

shewn in the fact that Thor employed it to consecrate the

funeral pile of Balder, his ship, for the incremation of his

mortal remains, thus additionally marking the death of

Balder, like that of Polydeuces, as a propitiatory (?) sacrifice.

It is further to be noted that the name Styx, by which (in

solemn oath) the Gods swore in Greece, as men by Lapis in

Eome—although expressing the title St-Aku, or Zet-Aku

in a personal sense, resolves also into the compound st-yx,

or stone-axe—answering nearly to -n-lX-tKvg—in another and

a symbolical sense, the vocable st denoting both stone and

Set or Tet, the Son-Deity, in Egyptian, and I suspect in

ancient Japhetan, while yx corresponds with aia'c in Greek,

axt in Teutonic, akah, a hatchet, in Egyptian, and "Xat

aXi£w, cut, in Egyptian and Japhetan. It would appear,

therefore, by independent convergence of proof towards
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Pakalleusm be-

tween Ritual and
Legend.

Instruments of

sacrifice.

The stone-axe.

The weapon, a stone

axe ; the great oath

of Gods and man on
tills stonc-axe or sa-

crifice, which was
thus the symbol of

covenant, and,

through the immola-
tion of which it was
the instrument, of

human redemption.

Signification of the
Bacrificial word
a<pd\K-w.

the same points above arrived at, that the weapon or

instrument with which the sacrificial victim was felled in

the first instance—that weapon and the blow that was given

by it being directed specially against the Godhead of the

Saviour-Deity represented by the victim—was a stone-axe,

and that the great oath of Gods and men was upon this

stone-axe or sacrifice, which was thus (once more in con-

firmation of previous induction) the symbol of covenants

in genera], and through the immolation of which it was the

special instrument, of human redemption and salvation. But

to carry our view a short way further, this stone-axe or stone-

weapon is represented, as we have seen, as a saule or pillar in

the legend of the Dioscuri ; and the Greek or rather Pelasgic

aravpog, aic6\o\p, crux, originally denoted a pillar or column

—such, in fact, as Prometheus was bound to on Caucasus

—

with an especial sense of contumely or execration, the

' infelix arbor,' as it is qualified by the Romans in speaking,

for example, of the ignominious dismissal of Publius Horatius

after being led under the ' Tigillum sororium.' * The intro-

duction of the cross-beam in the instrument of judicial

punishment was probably in imitation of the form of the

Hint or stone-axe or celt of primitive sacrifice; and had in

both cases a peculiar symbolical significance in relation to

the characteristic of the Father-Deity and of the Son-God,

repeatedly already noticed, of transverseness or running

across—in fact, by providential intervention—either in

punishment or blessing to mankind.

Yet one further point may, perhaps, be inferred from the

prominence assigned to the Godhead in the symbolical

sacrifice as performed by the ancients and testified to by

* Livv. i. 26.
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the word a^aXX-o), imrnolare, viz. that that word commeino- The Covenant.

rated, first, an original intervention of the Son-God for the ^^j8111 of
c
the

° ritual of sacrifice.

weal or possibly the creation of the world—in his personality

of God rather than that of man,—the second or new creation,

in enfranchisement of man from guilt and bonds and adoption

of him into a new family and law, being more particularly

his work in the human character.

The <r<j)ayiQ, or sacrificial knife, on the other hand, with The word <r<p*yis, or

i • i xlj ,. /• i t i
the sacrificial knife.

wlncn tne mactation was performed, has, as we have seen

through its verbal root atyaZ,-, the high sense of ' devotio

'

attached to it, and connects the Son-Deity, through his

symbolical representative, the sacrificial victim, with life

and blood akin to that of humanity, but the word atyayis

does not lead us (so far as I have yet seen) beyond this

physical limit.

In continuation of these somewhat tedious analyses— The scales or balance.

the sufficiency of the sacrifice of the Son-Deity, as satisfying

the guilt or debt of mankind, which he had voluntarily taken

upon himself, as represented in the ceremonial of sacrifice,

finds its symbolical expression in the words and ideas con-

nected with the balance or scales which plays so prominent

a part in all transactions of covenant and transfer of property

per ees et libram in ancient law. The test of the scales is

not prominent in the sacrificial victim, simply because the

test applied to the victim was that of personal inspection

in order to ascertain its integrity, but the principle was

the same in both—the compensation required to satisfy

the creditor must be reckoned and found at the lowest

reckoning equivalent to the guilt, debt, or obligation in-

curred. It was by the balance or pair of scales that the

tale of coin equivalent to the estimated possession, right, or
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The Transactions claim, was weighed and adjusted, and it was by a natural
of Covenant and .. . -iii ••
Tkan-sfer parallel and almost unavoidable association of ideas that the unerring

of sacrifice. justice of the Supreme God, which weighed the schuld or debt

The scales symbo- f man against the suffering of the (Twn/n or redeeming Deit v
lised the justico of b on b j

Cod, weighing tlie who undertook to pay that debt, invested itself to the popular
schuld or debt of man

.

against the Buffering apprehension of early times with the later symbolical cha-
of the (toittjp, who j i.i i -i i i i n i • .

pays the debt. racter—and although necessarily excluded from the ritual

attendant on the figurative sacrifice, was understood, if

I mistake not, in the highest or abstract seuse, to set forth

the sufficiency of the real one, and perpetuate its memory, as

a zodiacal sign in heaven. I can but deal with this and

similar subsidiary matter in a very succinct manner, so as

not to trespass unduly on the due proportion of the argu-

ment; and I shall therefore simply invite the reader's

attention to the following points, which will well reward

his independent inquiry—adding a word or two upon each

to point the conclusion to which it leads.

I would first notice that the names of the balance or

scales in Japhetan speech point in a remarkable manner to

a connection with the Son-Deity in relation to contract and

sacrifice. While kapi, the Sanscrit for ape, represents

the ape which sits on the apex of the scales of Osiris

in Egyptian mythology,*—this kapi connects itself with

kp, fist or hand, implying contract, and with hp, to

judge or adjust. TpvTavn, Trutina, a variety perhaps of

trra\avin, the generic or comprehensive term at once for

steelyard and balance, reflects the name Traitan, Tpirwvig,

1 Trut-hun,' Athene (appriv— i.e. virgin

—

koi d^Xvg), which

was the patronymic of the Son-Deity as distinguished from

his personal surnames as elsewhere shewn, while these last

* See Wilkinson, ' Manners and Customs,' i. 285, ii. 246.
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are represented also— Zaku, Deuces, Aku— in the root The Covenant.

Sok-6q, the beam of the balance and the balance itself, and mo™ gy oHhe scales

by ax to suspend in Egyptian, Bal—in ara^vXn,—libella, libra,
or balance -

etc., Xirpa, words originally identical—the mason's or car-

penter's libella or level, and more especially the plummet,

connecting itself in early conception and speech with the

more elaborate medium of commercial adjustment and Bal-

Aku in bilanx, convertible, as I have suggested, with TriX-ttcvg,

and which I think must be analysed as Bil-anx, the two

lances or scales being, I think, of later growth, even as the

Dioscuri were originally represented as one, though bifold,

Dioscurus. In conformity with the first of these approxi-

mations, there is preserved in the museum of the Capitol

a beautiful ancient trutina, or bronze steelyard, in which the

ajquipondium or weight (which moves along the beam in

order to balance the single scale) is moulded as a head of

Athene.

That the Son-Deity, in his two persons of God and man, Legends.

presided respectively over the two scales of the balance, not

as proprietor, the proprietorship being in the Father-God,

but as guardian or observer, is inferable from a comparison

of the beautiful delineation of Apollo and Mercury (Hermes)

weighing the genii of Achilles and Memnon against each

other, in a well-known Etruscan patera,—of the correspondent

attendance of Horus and Thoth on the balance of Osiris in

the judgment scene of Egypt,—and the Homeric picture of

Zeus—evidently as Tus, the Son—holding the scales in

which the fates of the Acheei and Trojans are weighed, the

preponderance being given to the scale of the Acheei by

the counsels (the analysis bids us believe) of that supreme

fiolpa which is the Hellenic representative of Zwarz, the
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Symbolism of the Father. It may be noticed here that ma signifies water,
Scales ob Balance. , , ,, . . , t-, ,. .,

, and truth

—

%&> *° measure, in ancient Egyptian,—the com-

Bignifloation of pound nia^a consequently signifying to weigh, which last

Teutonic word, wage—wagen, is identical with the Egyptian

maya, m and w being interchangeable

—

ma thus forming

mad-in, iva-ter, and ma^a med-iu, weight or measure; while

Water was the funda- ma, as truth, is the root of Ve in ' Veritas,' ivahr-heit. The

standard of measure- fundamental weight or standard of measure was by water,

and the root ma is thus the root of mina and p—ncl,

'pondus.' The object of the scales was accurate adjustment,

and thus truth and water came to be inseparably associated,

as in the proverb, ' Truth resides in a well.' St. Michael the

Archangel is usually represented as weighing souls in the

sculptures and frescoes of the middle ages, precisely as are

Horus and Thoth in Egypt, and in this sense it is difficult

not to connect his name with Ma\a- or Micha-el ; while his

dispute with Satan concerning the body of Moses may

possibly bear some reference to the like function. Mna,

once more, is identical with Thoth, otherwise Hermes,

and it may be that mna forms the first syllable in

Min-erva, the Latin title of Athene. The Greek tnftriv,

cuneus, a wedge, suggests itself in connection with mn- as

pointing to the character of the early pondus or weight

as a spear or lance head ; while the fact that the o/3oA was

originally shaped like a spear-head suggests a similar con-

nection between a^hv, cuneus, and coin—the medium of

exchange stamped with the image of the Son-Deity, although

issued from the mint under the sanction of Num or Cnum,

the Spirit-God.

The fact that the sign Libra, the scales, was substi-

tuted on the chart of the heavens (as shewn in a former
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chapter) for the \vi\ai or claws of the scorpion, connects The Covenant.

the balance directly with the Son-Deity in his characterKHJTaw!
of Hermes or xrp> through the identity I demonstrated of^fcatioa *f

Hermes, ^rp, with Scorpio. The resemblance of x^" 1 ConnectioQ of tlie

».,.,, sign Libra, the scales,

and scala, a shell or scale, may have facilitated the trans- with the Son-Deity

mutation, as I have already suggested in the case of

Xe/oaj3oc, \tpajUoc. The original name of both signs was

Nepa— and this I have connected, in the observations

referred to, with Anuph or Anubis, the Hermes Anubis of

Egypt, and with Nebo and Tir, names of Mercury, other-

wise Hermes, in the Assyrian and Babylonian legends, and

with vi)Tnoqy
hnahe, knave, a knave being a son, perhaps

emphatically 'the son,' in Japhetan speech. I suspect

that the Libra was originally connected with the sign

Virgo, Virgin,—who is usually identified with Aikii or

Justice—otherwise Astraea; and whose title, I would here

add, is perhaps recognisable in one of its phases in that

of Epyavi) given to Athene, and which may be the same

as -erca in the Minerca * of the Etruscan.

f

The bilanx and ttiXikvq are associated not only etymolo- Connection of the
bilanx and Trs\eKv*

with the piacular
* Etr. Inscr., 251. sacrifice.

t I may note here, that in the Judgment scene before Osiris, a heart,

supposed to be the representative of the dead man, is weighed in the balance

against the feather of Truth, while the spectre of the dead man looks on in

expectancy of the verdict. I am not sure whether this heart

—

lit in Egyptian,

but probably this is an abraded form—is not significant of some being denoted

by another old Egyptian word "^art, namely a child ; and this the more

because the heart of the child Dionysus Zagreus is stated in Greek legend

to have been saved by Athene when he was massacred or sacrificed by the

Titans, and became the germ of his resurrection in the character of Dionysus.

If so, the heart in the balance would represent, not the soul or schuld of the

sinner, but the 'child' or Son-God, whose self-devotion is weighed in the

scale against Truth and found to suffice for salvation. See Wilkinson's

' Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,' 1878, vol. Hi., 466, where

there is also a pictorial engraving of the scene.

2 E
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Symbolism of the gically but also symbolically in the piacular sacrifice. The
Scales ok Balance.

space between the two scales and below the Sokoc or jugum

(the transverse beam of the balance) answered symbolically

to the position occupied by the sacrificing priest when he

stood as presenter of bisected sacrifices, such as those of the

dog by the rayog of the Macedonian army, of the twelve

Trojans by Achilles, and of the great ftovg offered by

Prometheus. The latter was himself not only sacrificer,

but victim (as was in fact figuratively every sacrificial priest).

Prometheus, according to the legend, pleads as advocate

against Zeus before gods and men in the contention

Tlie equipoise of the (ttcpivovro) at Mecone. The dominant fact in the above

lising the echuld or instances is the equipoise of the offering, balancing against

the schuld or debt, and so neutralising it.

According to the corrupted East Japhetan superstition,

men through sacrifice could scale and conquer the heavens,

but although the ascent of Prometheus to heaven may be

interpreted in that sense, yet the older and more modest

West Japhetan theory was apparently that the space, either

between the victims or between the scales above mentioned,

represented an entrance through which the priest, and man

as mankind in his name, passed, justified through humilia-

tion, into the presence and favour of God and the peace of

heaven.

Symbolism of the The approach to this space of entrance was represented
gate or door.

by the long causeway lined with sphinxes, or lions, or

simple monoliths, which frequently led to the place of

judgment and sacrifice; and the space itself by the familiar

architectural gate or door of early times, Egyptian, Pelasgic

or Hellenic, which had a sacrificial significance far trans-

cending our modern notions. Forty-two of these doors
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admitted to the great symbolic hall of Ma or Truth in The Covenant.

the Egyptian ritual; forty-two, apparently,—two forming j^
°

r
^™

r

°

propyleea in the direct road to the longest elaoSoi (?)—led

(a singular coincidence if such it be) to our own great

temple of Avebury the ' fort or cell of heaven '

; two

and three in succession lead up to the principal entrance

in the existing Egyptian temples ; and these gates of

entrance constantly give their dominant names to sites of

ancient devotion in Greece, or the entrances that lead

to them—sometimes in the variety of IlvX-, as at Pylus

and Pylae, sometimes in that of Bvpa—Ther—door (funda-

mentally the same word as the kindred Sanscrit dvar,

door) as, for example, at Qep/uoTrvXai, Thermopylae, and,

as I believe, at Therapnae, the burial-place of the

Dioscuri near Sparta—where their Soicava, t"Xn-a, zeichena,

or monumental obelisk stood. The last name may be

analysed as Ther-apn-se, ther signifying 'door' and apn,

I think, corresponding with the Egyptian amen,—usually

written ament, or Aments, Hades, or the unseen world

—

our Teutonic himin, heaven ; while the Egyptian amen is

expressed by the hieroglyph of the obelisk, t'X.n- thus

corresponding with the donav- itself, by which the graves

at Therapnae were designated. Ther-apnae thus signifies,

if this analysis be correct, ' Door of heaven.' *

* Geth-semane is, I think, a similar name, a relic of the older Japhetan

nomenclature of Palestine, and signifying 'Gate of heaven.' 'There must,

I suspect, have been a pillar there in early times. The Phoenician fiairvXia,

interpreted as \iOoi $/j.\pvxoi, ' living stones,' were evidently of kindred

character,—the tradition of such oracles lingers still in Ireland, and the

Gaelic beatha, /Si'os, life, beathail, lively or full of vital force, would appear to

vindicate the interpretation in question, were it not that an alternative

etymology may be suggested in either bat, the soul, or ma (ve, truth, corre-

sponding with Be-, as in Phaeaces) and the Sanscrit tula, implying the bilanx
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Symbolism op the
Gate or Door.

Consecration.

The patibulum.

The Tigellum soro-

riutn.

This quasi symbolical gate or door was consecrated in

the old Japhetan ritual—its aradpLa or doorposts, the word

also signifying weights—and its crossbeam or lintel, Sokoc or

Z,vy6g—£uyoe likewise meaning the beam of a balance—by

aspersion of blood on each of its three members; Z,vy6q,

jugum, in the sense of yoke, the badge of servitude, further

marking the subjection of the debtor to slavery, from which,

after passing through the judicial doorway, he obtained abso-

lution and liberation.

The reader cannot but run over in sequence from these

approximations to the Roman patibulum, a variety of the

(TTiwpoQ, but a gallows rather than a cross, being shaped

like the Greek letter n, and thus resembling a doorway

or TpiXiQov; and the furca or fork, another instrument

of punishment frequently coupled with the cross. The

famous Tigellum sororium, however, cannot be dismissed

so summarily—a veritable patibulum improvised for the

occasion, beneath and through which the heroic Horatius,

condemned to death by the Duumviri for the slaughter of

his sister but assoiled by the people, passed—led by his

father, his head veiled, to be greeted by the augurs on emerg-

ing beyond it with life and liberty and full absolution and

enduring memory and honour.

or balance, dvara, signifying door, Sanscrit, and irv\-, 0vpa as represented by

-thul. The interpretation of ' Bethel ' as ' House of God ' is not confined to the

Hebrew language, but the root seems to have been in accepted use before the

time of Jacob; and considering all that has been above said, and not ex-

cluding the vision of the scala or ladder in ascent to heaven from remembrance,

I am inclined to think that the alternative qualification of the spot given by

Jacob, 'This is the gate of heaven,' suggests the true etymology—Bethel,

Gtfithsemane, and Therapnre being thus various names for a holy place, where

a consecrated pillar marks the seat of sacrifice, of judgment as between the

penitent and the avenging angel, and of entrance into heaven.
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It is impossible to exhibit the principle of sacrifice by The Covenant.

Devotio in connection with that of judgment by the balance ga^ or door?

more vividly than in this ancient tale. On the one hand,

tigillum, primarily traceable to Soicog, Zvyog, bears a remark-

able affinity with the Chaldee tekel, to weigh in the balance, Analogies.

and to the jackal-headed Anubis in the Egyptian judg-

ment scene ;
* and, on the other hand, the veiling of the

head and conducting of the victim by the father, acting

evidently as king and priest, taken in connection with the

victory almost simultaneously achieved over the Curia! ii,

identify the tale with those of Devotio, as exemplified by

M. Curtius (Curt = Horat = hotar = awrifp), by Codrus and

others. The epithet sororium is equally, I think, a corrup-

tion of the familiar Tliworest-an, the title of the Supreme

God, upon which the legend of the sister Horatia has been

subsequently founded—the very word schwester being, I

think, derived from thworestara, Twashtar, in the sense of

doer or worker in the family—is parallel with the deriva-

tion of the Irish tsaer, saor, a carpenter, from the same old

Japhetan title.

Mecone.

There yet remains for brief consideration, by the light Mecone.

of ancient speech, the signification of the name Mecone, so |p!
ace °^Vei

-?^
1"p-

celebrated in connection with the great sacrifice of Prome-

theus, and the question, already partly dealt with, under

what name was the Father-God specially invoked in con-

nection with human sacrifice or Devotio.J

* See Wilkinson's ' Manners and Customs of th« Ancient Egyptians,' iii.

469.
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Piacular Sacrifice. Mecone is the ancient traditional or mythical name of

Etymologies. ^he historical Sicyon, which also bore the name of ^Egialeia

and Telchinia, likewise in mythical times. Two interpreta-

tions of the word Mecone are suggested by etymology—the

one, ' place of weighing ' or trying by the balance, i.e. of

judgment—the other, ' place of sacrifice by devotio,' with

the concomitant sense of blessing. The first interpretation

would be derived from a combination of ma\-a, met-iri,

wag-en, nt supra, to weigh—in the scales of truth or equity

—and of ivon, implying habitation or dwelling. The second

interpretation would be primarily from a^ut,-, cr^aicr-,

mact-are (ut supra), implying to slay in a sacrificial sense

;

which sense is supported by what we must, I think,

recognise as the kindred and older form of the same word,

ama\, denoting to devote, strengthen, bless (?) in Old

Egyptian, and the Hebrew zebach, the word used for the

sacrifice of atonement by blood, and especially applied to

the paschal lamb, the word <t(/>o£- in question being thus

common to these three great brandies of early speech,

and necessarily referable beyond Biblical use to that of

the original Noachide family. The Hebrew pesach, written

in Greek iraaya? is rendered by Josephus vTrtpfiaaia, a

leaping over, with the secondary meaning of sparing or

shewing mercy, while in the Septuagint it is aKtTraZuvJ

to cover, shelter or defend. Pesach is, I suspect, of cognate

origin with <r<|>«£-, ama\, the Egyptian dm, dma, to eat,

contributing the familiar link between eating and blessing,

while GKt-nuZ,- is a mere literal variety of zebach, a)ii<<\.

The ordinary sense of uwEpfiaaia, transgressio, taking the

form of 'outrccuidance ' or insolence, is the expression of

* n ?7, Ex. xii. 11. ndoX a
:
LXX. t <rK«jra<r«, Ex, xii, 12
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that by which our ancestors in the East appear to have Mecone.

connected the sacrifices of the giant Ymer, of Nirarod, and
ym0 ogiee*

of the Aswamedha and sacrifices generally, with the id( a

of presumptuous scaling of the heavens and the attempt

to dethrone the Almighty. The earlier, humbler, and more

legitimate leaping over or sparing of vTrepfiaala is preserved

—in strict observance of the original sense at once of irdcrxa,

and aiua^, (nctiraZ-, <j<pa%-, mact in their flight through

the air of Phrixus and Helle, in Greek tradition, on the

ram Chrysomallus, who was the medium of transport and

salvation supplied by Hermes, across the Hellespont to iEa,

where Phrixus, the survivor of the two children, sacrificed

him to Zeus Laphystius.

The Greek and Latin, otherwise Pelasgic aywv (originally,

I suspect, nwywv)—aytov-ia, agonia, agonalia—this last being

the name of the great Roman sacrifice of the ram, reserved

for the exclusive operation of the Rex Sacrificulus at the

Regia, as has been stated, is another member of the verbal

group, aud has in the Greek the sense of contention in law

—

such as is expressed in Hesiod's word tKpivovro * used in

reference to the dispute between Gods and men at Mecone,

upon which supervened the sacrifice of the fiiyav j3ouy,j the

great ox.

That the sense of weighing—ma^a, wage-, and of mone- « Place of Weighing. 1

tary standard, was connected with the root of Mecone, would

appear from the fact that one of the two primitive standards

of measurement and weight in Greece was that of iEgina,

whence the iEginetan talent,—the name iEgina being, as

will be shewn, of kindred origin alike with Mecone and

Aigialeia. Taking, however, the sacrifice of Prometheus into

* Theog., 535. t Ibid., 53G.
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SIecome. consideration, the sense of 'place of ama\ or sacrifice' by

Devotio appears to be the most pronounced, although in

fact the two qualifications, as we have above seen, would

be equally appropriate.

Place of piacular 8a- In support of this latter and broader sense, ' a place of
critice.

sacrifice,' and necessarily of piacular sacrifice,—the alternate

jEgialeia alternate name -ZEgialeia just mentioned—derived, it is said, from

iEgialeus, an eponymic father of the population—affords

The dove on the strong evidence. The coins of the historical Sicyon repre-
coina of Sicyon or
/Egialeia. sent, as their predominant symbol, the dove in flight, the

chimasra and lion being likewise found, but in a subordi-

nate degree. It is a remarkable fact, tbat the dove or

pigeon and the cow are connected in various languages

—

or allied in popular tradition; as are similarly the columba

and serpent. The cow or ox was the well-known symbol

of the earth, which we have otherwise concluded to be

represented by the fiovr of Prometheus,— (whatever or

whoever might have been the primal prototype of the

fioiig in question). But the ancient Pelasgic name for the

dove is closely connected with and reflects the name of

^Egialeia. We have already become familiar with it in

the form of irtXtia, inXtiPa, in connection with Dodona.

WtXufa and palumba are the same word, and identical too

with cohtmha in an earlier form, as in the kindred cases of

fit\<l>iv, $t\<piv, Bodone, Dodone— having been KirtXttfa,

cpalumba, and the original form aK-mXtifu, skpalumba,

which we have in effect in the Slavonic skolubi, the

analysis being ' skal-umb," i.e. offering ' on account of sin,'

as we have already seen in the parallel case of ' ekot-

o//|3>»,' "Xat-umb, or hecatomb. Doves were a very early

sacrifice, especially among the Sheinite race, as shewn by
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the biblical record ; but the viXua or columba or "Xolumb-a Mecone.

or skolubi of Sicyon was probably the simple echo of the
^lgm

name iEgialei/a, from which it is in fact hardly dis-

tinguishable. The dove must thus have been chosen as The dove of Sicyon

emblematic,

the symbol of the town as expressing that sense of sin for

the pardon of which the great ama^, mactation, or sacrifice

of Mecone, otherwise iEgialeia, was instituted.

But while the columba and ^Egialeia are thus closely Etymologies.

connected, a similar connection exists between the dove

and the name Mecone, although not in so superficial a

manner. Another term for the dove, or especially the

turtur, or turtle-dove, was rpvywv, and I am much inclined

to think that the dove under this term also was chosen as

the symbol of Mecone, under an earlier form of its name,

viz. Smrecone, the evidence of which may still, I think, be

discovered. This would be in keeping with the sugges-

tion already submitted, that a<pa^u) is an abraded form of

a<ppaZ,u}—which would be a word substantially the same

with irpaaau), Trparrio, and pic,w— words like the Latin

(abraded) facere in a sacrificial sense—the older form of

Smrecone being necessarily Zmrecone, from which the

historical name Sicyon would naturally disengage itself;

while it is singular that our English pigeon represents the

corresponding stage in the disintegration of rpvywv. The

traditional connection of the "XaXufa (skolubi), ireXua

of Dodona with Thebes in Egypt, and the literal cor-

respondence of Thebae and taube, dove, in Teutonic, together

with the palm branch which appears on a coin of Sicyon,

may indicate perhaps the turtur vEgyptiacus as the par-

ticular species of the turtle-dove connected with Mecone
;

while teta, a dove, in Egyptian, probably originally treta,
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Mecone, .ZEgialbia, or Terta, would answer to turtur. Myth, in short, confirms

g
. ' .. the supposition that the dove, the symbol of Mecone,

The place of sacrifice. iEgialeia, or Sicyon, was thus chosen as expressing—in

consonant echo to the name of the place—that sense of sin

for the pardon of which the great amax, mactatio, zebach

or sacrifice of Mecone, otherwise iEgialeia, was instituted.

And, considering that the sacrifice of Prometheus is so

closely connected with the deluge of Deucalion, that

the names Deucalion and ^Egialeia are closely akin,

and that ^Egialeus was the son of Inachus, whom I cannot

help believing to have been identical with Noah, it would

appear not impossible that the dove of Sicyon may be

a post-diluvian reminiscence of the dove of Hebrew and

Assyrian tradition, although I should hesitate in affirming

that the /utyav /3ouv did not point to an earlier and higher

sacrifice than of Noah, Xisuthrus,* or Sisit, after emerging

from the ark.

Sicyou or Telcbiuia. It is to the name or epithet Telchinia, given to Sicyon as

one of the earliest seats of metallurgy (such is the classical

interpretation), that I would refer in support of the pre-

ceding induction that the earlier form of Mecone was

Zmrecone. The Telchines were the mythical metallur-

gists of early Greek tradition, and I have shewn that

the name is identical with that of our Scandinavian

Dwergar, the I taking the form of r in the Teutonic word.

Telch or Dwerg- would thus correspond with Zmre- or

Zmerc- in the ancient name in question

—

m and w being

interchangeable letters ; and rpvyivv, the dove, would echo

and symbolise Zmre-, Zmerc, or Dwerg-one with more

immediate parallelism than the same name in the abraded

* Did. Bible, ii. 573 b.
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form of Mec-one ; while, what is very remarkable, the Mecone or jEgia-
7

. LEIA, SiCYON OK

rreXtiPa, columba, skolubi, stands in close approximation to Telchinia.

the ancient words sidabras, ai^p-ov, silver, x«^> which Analysis.

The place of sacrifice

.

appear to be general terms—variations of a iorm repre-

sented likewise by metallum, and given at different times

to different metals, and from the last of which the name

of the Chalybes, the celebrated iron workers in Asia Minor,

derive their appellation—the Chalybes being craftsmen of

the same type as the Telchinia, and standing in equally

near symbolical relation (as we have just seen) with the

skolubi, columba, or dove, the classical symbol of iEgialeia,

Sicyon, or Telchinia. All this converging evidence leads to

the conclusion that Sicyon, under every one of her names,

the youngest as well as eldest, implies the 'Place of Sacrifice.'

The ancient character of the dove * as the messenger of peace

and love, scalumb, i.e. offering on account of slcalth, through

damnum or sin, supports the qualification of amax as a

sacrifice of mercy to him who offers it. It might be possible

to ascend beyond Zmrecone or Zmercone, Dwerg-one, to the

root from which I have already derived Hek, Herk, Merc,

and Dvverg-, the august name of Zwarz, the Father-Deity,

which would elevate the original signification of the name

above that of sacrifice to that of God the Father himself,

and in that remoter etymology we should still find the

name of iEgialeia in essential parallelism through the

identification elsewhere shewn of Oc-eanus with Hek. But

this is not necessary for the special purpose.

The approximation of the Dvvergar and the Telchines in Approximations.
1 r The Dwergar and

relation to Mecone or Zmrecone might lead, it prosecuted, Telchines; Prome-
, . ^11 j e theus and Lok.

to correspondent approximations between the legends ot

* <%al in Old Egyptian.
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Mecone on Mqia.-
I.EIA, Sir YON OR
Telchinia.

Approximations.
The Dwergar ami
Telchines ; Prome-
theus and Lok.

Prometheus and Lok, already shewn to be in some respect

akin ; suggesting, for example, the question whether the

great /3oi)c—(y/3ouc) and the wise Kvasir slaughtered by the

Dwergar have not much in common, and whether Lycus and

Chimareus, the sons of Prometheus—by the nymph Ctd&no,

—are not variations of Narfi or Nari and Vali or Ali,* the

two sons of Lok. Of the history of Lycus and Chimareus

nothing is known, at least during their lives, but I suspect

they represent the two halves of the fiovg, and that the

names are identical with Deuces = Lycus and Chimar =
Ymer = Bal,—in which case they must be considered as

representing Ymer or Prometheus himself, in his two natures,

self-sacrificed. The \zvko, white bones—those apparently

concealed by the fat (ab, Egyptian) when offered to the

choice of Zeus, correspond with the name Lycus. After Lok's

capture his son Vali was transformed by the JEsiv into a

wolf (in Greek Auko'c), and in that character tore his brother

Narfi to pieces, and the ^sir bound Lok with Narfi's

entrails. The remark suggests itself that in whatever

way this strange legend be interpreted—whether through

the confusion of the character of Lok with that of the evil

or malignant demon already illustrated, or through the

will of God as exemplified in the dooms of Pallas, Apollo,

and other varieties of the Son-Deity to death or punishment

—the fundamental idea expressed is that of mercy to man

evinced by binding, as it were, the sword of his chastise-

ment with the bands of affection and love.

This suggestion is supported, and the connection of the

idea of mercy as well as sacrifice by devotio with the word

niact-, ama^, zebach, zmrecone, by the approximation of the

* Thorpe, 'Northern Mythology,' i. 31.
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Greek arrXayxva, bowels, so closely connected with the idea Mecone.

of compassion, with o-</m£w, mact-, in its earlier form of Etymologies.

(T(f>paZ-<i),
—(nrXayx- verbally corresponding with atypaZ (as

also with <r<t>payyu) (?)—strangle) through the interchange

of p and A. The Etruscan and (lost) Teutonic word trutn*

denoting entrails—and represented in an abraded form by

the English gut—derives from the same root. I have to

add that the bones of Lycus and Chimserus were preserved

at Ilion, the city of God, till sent for by Menelaus, king

of Sparta, in obedience to an oracle which announced that

a pestilence which ravaged the country would not cease

till these holy relics were brought there.

These etymological disquisitions are, I fear, wearisome,

but licence is given to the most tedious advocate when he

endeavours to make out his case ; and the importance

of the various words and ideas connected with Mecone

is considerable. In sequence to what has been already

stated, I would just add that in ascending from the Hesiodian

form Mecone, to the earlier form of Mrecone, as above

shewn, we come in contact with the roots and ideas ex-

pressed by racun (Etruscan)

—

reckon, or judgment,! giving

further although subordinate support to the connection of

ju»)K-wv»j with paxa> wagen—the balance of judgment. We
may perhaps recognise the combination of that idea with the

symbol of the horse, represented in the great Aswamedha

sacrifice, and with the ' scoring ' of the ge or earth in

the Zend-Avesta, of which Geus-urva so bitterly complains

to Zoroaster—in the time-honoured name and tradition

of the Wrehin, and of the ' scouring ' the white horse in

Shropshire.

* Etr. Inscr., 84. t Ibid.. 259.
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Etymologies of the The observation here suggests itself that the still older

iEo-ialeia Sicvon
^orm °^ ^econe

>
namely Tinrecone, corresponding with the

fact that -payog is the older form of tehis, mfi, the goat,

or sheep, as it is likewise sometimes interpreted, and

with the fact that the chimsera—so closely connected with

the xifiapoQ, \tfxapa, goat, is a subsidiary symbol of Sicyon.

That the ram proper was connected with Mecone would be

inferable from the correspondence of the initial syllable

with jjii)Kui)jj.ui, to bleat, although no substantive name for

the animal is now known ; but remembering the story of

Phrixus, and that brixaba implied 'forehead of the ram,'

brix-(c)oba—in the Scythian language, I suspect that the

ram, under the name of brix-, (f>pt£-, Opi£- (?), was similarly

connected with illravone, and this probably—as in the

corresponding Agonalia of Rome—from the principal and

daily sacrifice, although the primal sacrifice of the fiovg

is the most celebrated in tradition.

The reader will not, I trust, have supposed that the

sacrifices at Mecone were not continuous. Independently

of the fact that every place where a guest sacrifice had

once been instituted continued as a rule to be the resort

of votaries for the same purpose in subsequent ages, the

A centre of sacrifice, final -on- in Mecone implies wont and habit; and that

gods an<fmen.
0r

Mecone in Peloponnesus—or some earlier Mecone from

which the name was translated thither—was a great centre of

sacrifice, a meeting-place for gods and men, or at least of

beings of less exalted rank than gods, becomes clear on a

comparison of traditions kindred to that recorded by Hesiod.

The letters I, r, and n are, as we know, interchangeable

—

the names of iEgialews, the eponym of iEgialeia—the

Homeric Oceanus—and of the Scandinavian iEgir, are

Tlie sacrifices at

Mecone were con
tiuuous.
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fundamentally the same. The statement of Homer that The periodical feast

. of the gods with

the gods were accustomed to feast periodically with Oceanus —the

~ , i i t 7n,i • • i ,, yearly feast of the

Oceanus among the blameless Ethiopians at the sources mbu—point to a

(irrryat = MgBB) of Ocean-the feast of the Msiv and SSSSfjftS"
Vanir in the hall of JEgiv, as sung of in the Edda, and the ^X^* Father-

statement that this feast was repeated every year at harvest- God.

tide—a feast being the invariable sequence of a sacrifice,

—

all point to the tradition of a common piacular sacrifice,

and feast of reconciliation afterwards—and of a common

host of the assembled sacrifices and guests—that host

being the Father-God himself. Oceanus must have been

written originally fwictavog, or perhaps Boceanus, as by

comparison with the Irish word bocnu, ocean,— the original

compound being probably ' Bogo-anu,' the Supreme God

;

thus approximating Mec-one and Boc-eanus in a very

remarkable manner. Mecone in Achaia was probably, as

just suggested, but one of many such centres scattered

through the Japhetic world,—but the whole topographical

nomenclature of the northern Peloponnesus points to the

belief just expressed, of a great scene of sacrifice, scal-umb,

on account of guilt—sacrifice, I would almost affirm, of the

immemorial ram, as in the kindred Agonalia of Borne,

continued with a feast and probably, as in the Roman

festival, heroic games: and that the sacrifice in question

partook of the character of amax* devotio, and blessing,

in its oldest Noachide sense, and that the connection above

exhibited between iEgialeia and Mecone as sacrificial names

is not without parallel, will appear from the fact that the

town of iEgeira, which occupied the site of the Homeric

Hyperesia, exhibiting the same identical change and

supersession of title as iEgialeia and Mecone—iEgeira
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Meconh and .Egia- and iEgialeia corresponding almost literally and Hyperesia

Etymologies, linking itself equally with i>irzpfia<jia, the word above noticed

by which irdaxa is rendered by Josephus, and which, in its

essential part, -fiaaa, melts into, if it be not fundamentally

identical with o-k-t7ra£-, iraayci, zebach, ama\, atyaZ,, mart-.

The Exquiiire or In support, once more, of the etymologies assigned
Mods Exquilinus and . ,

.

the Fagutai or Lucu8 respectively to zhgialeia and Mecone—analogous, as above

shewn, to those of iEgeira and Hyperesia—I may cite the

names Exquilise or Moris Exquilinus and Fagutai or Lucks

Fagutalis, notable in the early topography of Rome. The

title Exquilire was in the plural number because, it is said,

the 'Mons Exquilinus' consisted originally of two hills,

which were known as Mons Cispius and Mons Oppius the

hard back of Rome ; and this twin character, as well as the

facts that a fagus sacred to Jupiter stood near his shrine in

the sacred grove or Lucus Fagutalis, and that another grove

was sacred to the goddess Mephitis,usually understood asfoetor

or stink, and that a marsh existed at the foot of the Esquiline,

combine to suggest that the whole hill was once venerated

as a sacred place, a sort of Delphi or Dodona, marked as

it was by the same signs in miniature which characterised

those and other similar localities. The Esquiline is said

to have been reclaimed and dwelt upon by Servius Tullius

—but whether that be so or not, it had lost its ancient

reputation for holiness long before what we must strictly

call historic times, and is described by classical writers

—

in general terms—as a dreary and desolate spot, a place

of public execution for criminals, covered with graves, with

the bones of paupers and slaves and the criminals who

li;i'l suffered there lying exposed to view, either torn from
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their sepulchres or half-burnt, the whole quarter exhaling The Exquiliaa or

, . , . Mods Exquilinus.
a pestilential stench, while it was the midnight resort of

Tlie Fao.utal

lazars and witches. This could not indeed apply to the

whole of the Esquiline, and there were places within its

mound of great interest to Roman hearts—as, for example,

the Tigellum sororium and the Temple of Tellus, but all

pointing to the Dii Inferi or the Father-God under the

aspect of Hek, Laphystius, Hecate, chains and bondage,

while the tragic death of Servius Tullius adds to the

tradition of gloom and horror which hangs around the

ancient memories of the place. The Esquiline remained

in this general stage of abomination and abhorrence till the

time of Mecsenas, who, by permission of Augustus, cleansed

and beautified the hill, and laid it out in part in public

gardens which bore his name afterwards. The name

Esquiliae is not, I would now suggest, derived from the

excubiae of Tullius, nor from the Eesculetuin, oak-wood, which

was the growth of the spot, but is a mere Latin variety

of the old Pelasgian name .ZEgialeia, "Xal-e/a ; while Both names denoted

-n i • ti , ii v ' Place of Sacrifice.'
Jbagnt-al, in like manner, is traceable to afyat,-, o-^okt-, afia\,

/xt]K-, the root of Mecone, and must have signified like it

originally, ' Place of Sacrifice.' That the names denoted

originally the scenes of holy sacrifices, the medium of

blessing, in the early days of the Latin or Sabine villages,

cannot, I think, be doubted ; it was the scene of the penance

of Horatius in the primitive times of Rome, and the

dedication of the spot in past times to the execution of

mere criminals is parallel with the change elsewhere noticed,

through which prisoners of war and even criminals came

to be substituted periodically for the nobler victim of

active or imputed devotio. It is through a similar oblivion

2 F
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TnnEK groups of
Names.

of the original sense of (r<pa%-, ama^, as exhibited in the

words Mec-one, mactatio, that the word and the idea came

to bear such a signification as macellum, in the sense of

shamble, and as macellaro, the Italian for butcher,—which are

directly derived from it. The coincidence, in fine, of these

three groups of names, Esquilire and Fagut-al, iEgeira and

Hyperbasia, iEgialeia and Mecone, can hardly be acci-

dental, and as the first in each group have evidently

a larger sense than the second, my impression is that

Fagatal, Hyperbasia, Esquilise, iEgeira, and iEgialeia represent the city or the

sMvttoTriac^olT adjacent territory, and Fagut-al, Hyperbasia, and Mecone
sacrifice. the place f sacrifice.

Esquilise, .dBgeira,

and JSgialeia repre-

sent the city or

To what God was
tiii: PlACTJLAB Sacri-
1H IB OFFERED?

To the Supreme or

Father Deity.

Names connected
with the ideas of law,

of contract by oath,

and the symbolism of

a stone.

Lycaeus.

What God was 'propitiated.

It remains for us to inquire, as premised, who was the

Deity and what was his sacrificial name to whom the piacnlar

sacrifice was offered ? The presumption must be that it was

to the Father-God or Supreme Deity, who, as we have

already seen, impelled the unconscious hand of Athene to

the slaughter of her second self, Pallas. The actual names

peculiarly connected with the sacrifice in its oldest form are

Lyca3us, Lapbystius, Lapis, Feretrius, borne by Zeus or

Jupiter in Greece and Home. These names are connected

with the ideas of Stic-, lex, law, of contract ratified by oath,

and involve the symbolism of a stone.

Lycanis was the special name of Zeus in Arca<lia, and any

unauthorised person who entered his temple was stoned to

death. It was to him that Lycaon offered a child in sacri-

fice, in punishment for which Zeus transformed him into

a wolf, \vk6q. It was Lycaon who built Hermes his first

temple. The subsequent human sacrifices by Lycaon and
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his sons, which are said to have brought on the deluge, must Names of the Godii «. i i r /» i • tt 0F Sacrifice.
have been offered to the same form of deity. Human

sacrifices longest flourished in Arcadia.

Laphystius was the name of Zeus by which he was Laphystius.

worshipped in Bceotia, and it was to him that Athamas

proposed to sacrifice Phrixus and Helle, his children by

Nephele, at the instigation of their stepmother Ino. It was

to him likewise — or alternatively, under the name of

Phrixius—that Phrixus sacrificed the ram Chrysomallus

after arriving in Colchis. And it was to Zeus Laphystius

that the scions of the Athamatidse afforded hereditary piacula

till the time of Xerxes.*

I have already shewn that Laphystius is, in its remoter

origin, a form of Thworestdra, creator; but in its sacrificial

sense the word signifies purifier and expiator, and pro-

pitiable or gracious, through association in the former case

with the intermediate form of hlutarj-, naddpa-ios, previously

illustrated, and in the latter with mact-, ama^, atyaZw, and

I may here add o-|Uf'/\w, and ujuaw, to cleanse or purify, and a

comparison of the name Laphystius with that of paipaKTm, a

title of Zeus at Athens, which is interpreted in the double

sense of fieiXlxtog, propitiable, mild, gracious,—and stormy or

turbulent, enthusiastic,—will confirm this interpretation.

MrjK-, the root of Mec-one, in Egyptian ama^ and in Hebrew

zebach, was originally, as we have just seen, ppw, ZpptiK-,

and through the literal changes £ = S = I, and eradication

of the p as in Mecone, Zebach passes through Lebach into

the relative title Laphystius, in one direction, while in

another, through similar suppression both of z and p, this

same <x0a£, apaZ,, zebach, amax-, became the germ of the

* Herod., vii. 197; Keightley's ' Greek Mythology,' p. 295.
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What God -was pro- Attic fiaifiaicrrfg. That this interpretation of Laphystius as
PITIATED? - 111! •• • 1 T • T 1 /•

Zcu La )hv6tius ^a ' X l°£> ^'ie placable or propitious—m the kindred sense ot

ama^, which expresses blessing as the result of devotio,

—

and that Laphystius is thus a form analogous to fiaifiaicrriQ,

may be supported by the fact that Dionysus was styled

Laphystius in Boeotia and his female votaries Laphystiae in

the dialect of Macedonia, these significations attaching

themselves evidently to /nai/xciKT^g in the sense of enthusiasm

and extravagance, derived from the root jua'w (perf. /ut/nciKa)

as the counter sense of placability does in ama\, zebach,

mrec-, as above shewn. In its older but lost form Laphaes-

tius must have been written Laphraestius. The stone-title

Jupitor Lapis. Lapis, Lapid-s, given to 'Jupiter Lapis' is evidently a

variety of Laphajstius—the idea of the stone being a mere

symbolical associate—and the Greek AoArc, stone-axe, La/as,

anciently written Lapis. The name is thus Pelasgian.

Feretrins. Feretrius is a form of Thworestara differently developed,

and older and nearer to the original than Laphasstius, but

having a similar subsidiary significance. The current deri-

vation from ferire is, I think, very subordinate. The domi-

nant point is that sacrifices to the Supreme God under the

characters of Laphajstius and Feretrius, and especially in

Binding oaths in con- connection with treaties or oaths binding the parties, were

stone-axe. performed by the TrtXacvg, silex or stone-axe, or sacred

hammer, and that it was upon this weapon that binding

oaths were taken. ' Joveni Lapidem jurare ' was a special

The oath by Styx, oath of this description at Eome. The great oath of the

Gods, and of the Avernians, was by the waters of the

Styx—the goddess so honoured in consequence of loyalty

to Zeus, and which I have shewn to correspond in analysis

with st- uKic, stone-axe, as the deity so named was in fact
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Set or Tet-Aku, the Son-Deity. The oath taken by Aris- Names of the God

tides when the Greeks resolved on an invasion of Persia, TLe oath b gt %

after the defeat of Xerxes, was ratified by the flinging of Signification.of the
J ° ° stone symbolism.

red-hot wedges, o-0/jv (?) into the sea, and the wedge was

identical with the flint-headed iriX-ttcvq, the spear (sphar =
sphal = geir), symbolical of Apollo and the Dioscuri, and of

Juno Curitis as protectress of contracts (although without

its staff) and standing by itself alone as a sphar, weX, or

o/3oA-, the original, after which the coin 6fio\6g was shaped

and named. The silex was especially qualified a 'lapis

ingens,' large stone. The stone, in fine, symbolical of Zeus

as the Son-God, that Cronos swallowed, deceived by Khea,

will be in the reader's recollection, and this stone was

long shewn at Delphi. It was in his character of Ztvg

"OpicioQ, the God presiding over oaths

—

6ptc- being a form

analogous to Here, Hek, as already shewn—that the Father-

God stood in relation to sacrifices by the flint-axe, or

sharpened stone, the celt of our Scottish antiquaries, which

was used as a hammer in the initiatory blow expressed by

<T<pa\\(jo, and perhaps too, in some special cases, as the sole

implement of sacrifice, down to very late times—while it

may perhaps have been employed in such cases without the

handle and in the most primitive form, as by the Jews in

the ceremony of circumcision. It has been surmised, and

with good reason, to date from times when the use of metal

was unknown.

The fact that in sacrifices upon treaties of peace (pax =

amax) the sacrificer stood on the testicles or stones of the

victim the ram or boar, styled rofxlag from the abscission,

evidently pointing to the same in idea and principle, while

the duality of the stone = geniini- = two witnesses enough
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What God was pro-

pitiated ?

Symbolism of the

stone oath ' Jovem
Lapidein jurare.'

Connection of the

symbolism with the

covenant between
God, Man, and the

Son- Deity.

to confirm truth. The great stone oath ' Jovem Lapidem

jurare ' was the most sacred and significant of all,—the juror

took a ' lapis silex ' in his hand, and repeated the formula,

'Si sciens fallo, turn me Diespiter, salva urbe arceque, bonis,

ejiciat, uti ego hunc lapidem '
*—which he flung from him

after uttering the final words, as if thus renouncing hypo-

thetically the symbol of his own salvation. The ' Lapis

silex ' thus thrown would appear to have been not an ordi-

nary but a hallowed instrument, as it was preserved in the

temple of Jupiter Feretrius and brought out with the sceptre

of the God on occasions when treaties were ratified—the

victim receiving the blow of death by means of it, and thus

became a stricken one, as in the phrases 'fcedus icturn,'

' quo fcedus ferirent.' It was by a stone of larger dimensions

serving as an altar that the Athenians swore in the Pnyx.

The connection of all this with the great sacrifice of

' devotio ' denoted by mact-, ama^, fiw, zebach, mrec-, etc.,

in which God and man enter into covenant through the

mediation or instrumentality of the Son-Deity, symbolised

by the weapon through which he receives his death wound

—is too apparent to need further comment.

I may add, as a remarkable illustration of what has just

been said, and of the relation between sacrifice and judg-

ment or adjudication usually symbolised by the balance,

the fact that the ceremonies above spoken of, and even their

terminology, have come down to us with very slight change

in the ordinary process of public auction. The audio

itself, the pr&co or auctioneer, whose very name has a

curious resemblance to mrec-, nnn-, in firinwvr), acted as a

quasi-priest and intermediary between the seller and buyer

* Festus, De Verb. Siguif., lib. x., s.v. Lapidem; cf. Polyb., Hist., iii. 25.
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—the place was marked by a spear, the symbol of the The Relation be-

Son-Deity in connection with contract, whence the phrase and Judgment re-

4 sub hasta emere.' The original usage was to sell the ££££* *
PUbHc

\u(j>vpa or spoils taken from a conquered but living enemy

under a spear, erected for the purpose on the battle-field.

The goods sold were examined and tested ; they were bought

by bidding, competition—that is, by praying (so to say) one

against the other, the term equally used in worship and in

law, the prBeco acting as advocate for the owner towards the

enhancement of the price ; and finally the articles were

knocked down by the malleus of the auctioneer (still his

well-known usage) in strict analogy with the blow on the

head of the sacrificial victim by the iriXtuvg or miolnir, as

expressed by the term a^aXXo) in mactation—the blow

symbolising what we still express by an analogous term

when we speak of legal execution, although ' execution

'

for guilt is rather in the root a form of Fagut-, abater.

The root ttivX- (as in 7rwA-£w)—which figures in the Greek

terminology of the auction and which implies barter pri-

marily, and thence sale—may serve to connect the ideas

thus involved as representing the root a^aXX, sphal, in the

sense, still so familiar to us, of deal-, dealer ; barter probably

representing the kindred form of sphar, sphal. All these

points of resemblance were enhanced when the sale of slaves

was in question, slaves through guilt or debt being the

condition in which all men stand in relation to the law and

the bonds of Varuna, = the praeco stood on a stone, lapis or

Xafag—as the sacrificing priest and the hero of ' devotio '

did on the spear—while the slave was enclosed in a sort of

pen or prison, or stood forth on a mensa or Tpdirt^a, that is

to say a board or table, which served, too, apparently,
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What God was pro- for the desk of the argentarius or money-changer who re-

corded the proceeds of the sale. Lastly, the word audio itselfThe procedure of

public auction.

Jupiter Laphystius,
' devourer of human
victims.'

A feast always fol-

lowed a piacular

Bacrifice.

is referred by grammarians to the root aug-, to augment or

increase,—the same which we have in eresc-o, waclisen, etc.

—

to which they likewise refer mact-are, in the sense that

sacrifice was an enchancement of glory of the deity sacri-

ficed to. In this last suggestion I cannot agree with them,

but, considering the analogies above pointed out, and that

an auction is framed on the precise model of a sacrifice,

I cannot but think that the traditional signification of pw,

ama\, devotio, has had its influence in moulding the cere-

monial above described, and which has come down substan-

tially unchanged to the present day.

The word \a<j>vpa, above mentioned, derived from the

word \a(p{i(T(TO), to devour, has probably suggested the sense

which has been attached to the title Laphystius as devourer

of human victims. But the connection is only apparent,—the

word has, if I mistake not, a high moral sense of placability

and blessing, above assigned to it, in a sense only second to

that of Thworestara or Creator. A feast nevertheless always

followed a piacular sacrifice, as the expression of the peace

and friendship which ensues upon a reconciliation between

contending parties ; and each sacrifice expressed, as we have

shewn, the one supreme sacrifice of the symbolic ram, or

first-born of creation, the Son-Deity. The word feast, ps

Egyptian, whether cognate with ama\, juijk-, tt«o-\«, or

not, has a suggestive resemblance to Laphrestius ; and if

Laphsestius was originally written Laphrsestius, so ama-%,

juijk, were written ap, amar^, ppw- ; and feast, I may now

add, is an abraded form of fress-, implying to eat. Hype-

remia, the ancient name of .Egn'ra. and Hyperbasia, the
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Greek equivalent of ama^, zebach, iraaya, have a notable A Feast always
FOLLOWED A PlACU-

resemblance to apppoaia, a word to be illustrated in the lab Sacrifice.

ensuing chapters, and, what is very curious, Feretrius stands Etymologies.

in approximation to Ephrata, signifying, as I shall shew,

' bread,' ' brod ;
' and even Laphaestius may be connected,

although remotely, with Bethlehem (these two names,

Bethlehem and Ephrata, being relics, as I conceive, of the

old Japhetan nomenclature of Palestine)—La-phsest-ius,

through the Old German fiesta, ' manus jungere,' ' fist,' 7rus,

and -lehem through the Teutonic hlaf, loaf, having the sense

of bread,—and again, -lehem, 'lamb,' interchangeable as 'ram,'

bearing the double signification of 'lamb,' 'ram,' 'manus,'

hand, and also as representing the symbolical ram of sacrifice.

Whether as ' God of the loaf ' or the ' lamb-feast,' Laphy-

stius would thus represent etymologically the amax in its

associate signification of blessing. It is worth notice here

that, while Hercules is stated to have been begotten by

Zeus of purpose to be an averter of evil for avSpaatv

a\<l>r\<nyaL, deceitful men, as the word is commonly inter-

preted, the Lapithse are described as avtptg aXtjHiarai—

a

word very like Laphystius. The idea of deceit evidently

proceeds from association with the ancient Teutonic and

Etruscan alfa, alpa, which I have explained in the

' Etruscan Inscriptions,' * and which has evidently imparted

its character of deceit to the inconstant atXfiivi\ or moon,

while the race for which Kemele was a predestined cham-

pion would appear to have been the Chandravansa or Lunar

race of the ancient world. But what is material to the

question here is, that it was at the marriage feast of

Pirithous—' Spiritus,' as I think the signification is, or the

* Etr. Iiiticr., 45, 54.
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What God was pro- soul—that the ' Lapithse '—the human sacrificers, as I take
PITIATED?

, i i i-N

Feast of Pirithous
t,,em to nave been—and tne Centaurs met in momentary

and the Centaurs. friendship, to end in disaster. The leading Centaur Chiron,

the Karapan, as I have read the name, was apparently

the ' Kar,' ' Kpio-,' pan, or ' 0gji>,' or ram sacrificed, who repre-

sented the milder substitution of the symbolical ram or

Ltnib for the human victim—both of them typical of the

Son-Saviour, the xrP or Hermes of redemption. Under

either point of view, the impartation of the Supreme

character of the Son-God to the victim, whether human or

Insight through the animal, implied an insight through the outward figure to
outward figure to the
personage aud action the personage and action figured in the oblation, and this
lignred in the obln- . . .

tion. sentiment is that which the ancients understood by glauhe

and Triarig, fides, and which underlies and as it were under-

pins the whole fabric of contract—the 'prisca fides' of

antiquity. It is in this sense that we may approximate

the hand, lamb, ram, faust, pugnus, by which the validity

of contracts was signified, and such phrases as fasta

compared with Laphystius ; in the sense of ' Hand-fast

'

or 'Plighting' Deity, while glauhe and lamb in association

would give ' Glaphystius, Laphystius,' a parallel signifi-

cation. The worship of Zeus iriarioq, of the Greeks, and

Latin ' Fides ' and perhaps ' Dins Fidius ' or ' Medius

Fidius ' of Cicero, may perhaps represent abraded forms of

Laphystius in this phase of its meaning. These various

qualifications of Laphystius should not be lost sight of,

although they are merely subsidiary to the more primi-

tive signification of his name. But although recent com-

paratively, the etymologies which have suggested them refer

backward to very remote times in Japhetan history. The

qualification of Hub, love, a word of extreme antiquity,
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attaches itself likewise to Laphystius—but under the class The sacrifice by ' De-

of sacrifice of thanksgiving, of the Ao//3r? or libation origi- Se^^t^rototype of

nally founded by Iacchus, not of piacular offering. Sel^mboltlbT
the Constellation

The Constellation of the Bear. Wain.

I have now to add in conclusion upon this part of the

subject, that I believe that the sacrifice by Devotio, as ex-

hibited by the great prototype of the sacrifice, the Son-

Deity, was symbolised by the early Japhetans, in common
with the other branches of the Noachide race, by the con-

stellation variously known as the Bear and the Wain or

Waggon of the northern heavens. My impression is that

there was but one Bear originally. The induction must

be based upon the following preliminary considerations.

The constellation in question is known by the name
of the rikshas or 'Bears' in Sanscrit, the word likewise

signifying < the stars,' in the sense presumably of a constel-

lation. The Bear is mentioned by Homer under two names,

equally appropriate to it as "Apicrog the Bear, single and in

the feminine gender, and "A^a^a, interpreted as waggon.

This qualification of "Ajuaga does not appear in Sanscrit,

but from "ApicTog being in the singular number, 1 should

conceive the Homeric tradition to be the oldest.

Except the "APktoq there is (according to M. Pictet) no

constellation which bears a name common to the various

branches of the Aryan or Japhetan race; the inference

from which must be that the names of those other con-

stellations have been established at a date posterior to that

of the original break-up of the Japhetan home.

The constellations other than the Bear, and mentioned

by Homer and Hesiod, are Bootes, Orion, the Pleiades and
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The Constellation Hyades, with Arcturus, the leading star in Bootes, Sirius or

bolted thTson-
m

"
the Dog- star, and Hesperus. The presumption is that these

Delly *

constellations and stars, if less ancient than the Bear, are

more ancient than those writers who flourished subsequently

to Homer and Hesiod.

No allusion to the legend of Callisto and Areas in associ-

ation with the Bear occurs in Homer and Hesiod; but it

is quite possible that, as in other instances, this legend,

although late recorded, may be of extreme local antiquity,

common perhaps to the Pelasgian division of the Japhetan

race, and even exist in the germ in the earliest times of Japhet.

The preliminary consideration remains, that, as a symbol

is always the expression of a veiled reality, the Bear or

Waggon must represent something concealed under the

figurative image; and especially in the case of a leading

constellation, while the reality thus pointed to must neces-

sarily have been of transcendent importance in the thoughts

of the early world.

Etymologies. That the Bear, under that title, symbolised the Son-Deity

and the alternate title of the Waggon bis great sacrifice by

devotio, may be shewn etymologically as follows :

—

The Sanscrit riksha, or the Greek apicog, apicroQ (apZog),

Bear, are varieties of a word and designation which are

found in Pali as ikha, issa, isa, and accha (Sanscrit)

—

in Armenian as arg, in Kurdish as arg, hare, in Irish and

Welsh as art, arth, and in the Latin as ursus.

On the other hand, we have a group of words akin to each

other if not originally cognate with the preceding, and de-

nominative of the bear, as also in some cases of other for-

ln i<lable wild animals, and of which the Sanscrit bhalla,

hhalluka, bhiruha, bhiluJea, and the Old German and Seandi-
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navian hero, pero, Morn, barsi, biari, bear, and possibly (?) the The Constellation

A1 , Cll . • • tii • •• i t • i • - of the Beak.
Uld Slavonian zvieri, lllyric svijer, and Lithuanian zweras—

Etymologies

and, as I should think, the Egyptian thiar, are examples.

I think, therefore, that under the name and form of

rikslia, acclia, apurog, ursus, ursa, the Son-Deity was por-

trayed in the character of Aim, Deuces, i.e. as the God-Man

;

that under the form bear, bero, bhalla, we may recognise him

as Bar, Bal; and that under the fuller Sanscrit form of

Bhalluka, bhiluka, he appears as Poly-deuces—Pollux, Bal-

aku. I think that the name 'EAmo?, given by the post-

Homeric Greeks to the Bear, and for which various ety-

mologies have been suggested, is simply an Hellenised form

of the Sanscrit bhiruka, bhiluka, bear.

I believe that the sex of the stellar Bear was originally

male—the female qualification being attached to the con-

stellation after mythical legend had introduced its influence,

as in the parallel case of the word Virgo, Virgin—especially

as attached to Pallas Athene, which originally signified

appnv, male, although the double sense of appi)v kcli OijXvQ

became attached to it at a later date, and was itself

ultimately superseded by a signification wholly feminine,

as I have shewn indeed in a former page.

But the Bear was otherwise styled the "Apa^a or Waggon, The 'Bear' or 'the

and at a period so remote in Japhetan antiquity that it is
aggon*

impossible to say which title,"Apurog or"A,ua£a,was the oldest,

or whether they are not both of congenital origin. That the

"Apa^a, interpreted as Waggon, originally denoted the

Son-Deity as sacrificed—self-sacrificed through devotio,

would appear from a comparison of the title
"

Apa^a with

the series of words which we have become acquainted

with in the preceding section, Fagut-, mact-are, o-</>o£-o>,
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The Constellation <t^,ukt-6q, pw> originally Z,ppi]K- in Mecone, which I have
of the Bear or _ .

Waggon symbolised moreover brought into connection with the Egyptian ama^,

implying devotio or blessing, and with the Hebrew zehach,

sacrifice. Sacrifice, as I have repeatedly shewn, especially

sacrifice by devotio, was based upon compact or covenant,

and I may now add that we have the condition of covenant

as between God and man in the word 'kiss,' \V> already

illustrated in the ancient Egyptian word for Ursa-Major, as

found in the ' Book of the Dead,' to wit, \p\ (otherwise \pt),

and of which the significance and translation is ' Thigh.'

This xPX> thigh, an^ the Greek 'Styx,' as denoting

the great optcog, or oath of the Gods, stand in close etymo-

logical contact at the respective stages in which we thus

bring them into comparison, and even higher, as in the

suggested parallels Sty-r-x, opic-oc, ppv*-, amr-a\, although

both will be found to diverge if we trace them further

towards their roots. The probability, in fine, is that the

Greek title apu^a, as used for the constellation, originally

denoted ' thigh '—in the sacrificial sense of piacular offering

in fulfilment with covenant, and thence passed by transi-

tion, according to the familiar rule of symbolism, to the con-

ception and name of ' waggon.'

It must not be omitted that the idea of wagen, to weigh,

and wog, the scales or balance—ma^a being the cor-

respondent word in Old Egyptian, appears to have bad some

share in the original conception of the apa^a, or at least of

the dogma set forth by it—the balance being, moreover, the

especial instrument of reckoning and adjustment in matters

of covenaut, as already shewn.

The etymological transition, in purely Japhetan speech,

between the various names and significations above noted
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may have been assisted by the following approximation The Constellation
op the Bear sym-

between words of nearly the same literal assonance. bolised the Son-

1. /nr]p-ov, thigh; swaren, svera, to swear; opuog, oath; and Et

'

olocri

psZ,-, the Greek form of the verb ' facere ' in votis, which

expresses ritual and sacerdotal duties.

2. rihsha, acclia, ut supra, and 6\og, a waggon or cart
;

with

—

3. bar, ber-an, to bear or carry, like a waggon, bark, or

bridge.

4. Zwieras, hero, bear, the apia-oQ or ursus—and

—

5. Bar, Bal (sp/iaZ, sphar), titles of the Son-Deity. A
further approximation may be indicated between hero, bear,

Bar, Bal, titles of the Son-Deity, and humbal, piXiuaa, bee,

mel, honey, madhr, wether, the alternate form of mil, honey,

and the qualification and title of bear as mathghamhuin

in Irish.

The reader will recollect the Melissfe, the nurses of Zeus

in Crete ; and Melissw, Melitke, was the word for priestesses

generally, and for those of Artemis in particular at Ephesus.

This last cluster of words supply the link, I suspect, between

the original conception of the constellation and the legendary

tale of Callis-to.

But to trace that tale to its origin, and to investigate the

etymology and mythological history of the Homeric con-

stellations above noticed other than the Bear or Waggon,

would carry me too far, and would require a disproportionate

share of the reader's attention. I will merely, therefore, say

that my impression is that the constellations in question were

named collectively in connection with some belief in the

far distant Japhetan family, akin to that which has been

preserved by the Hindoos, in the legend of the withdrawal
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The Constellation of the soma or juice from the region of the skies, apparently

Used the Son-Deity, in judicial punishment, and its abduction by an enemy
Etymologies. from Q0(JS and men, who seduces the guardian and carries

off the prize. In other oriental traditions, and in those

of Northern and Southern Europe, the gift withheld is of

various character, but always of a sanative or beneficent

virtue, and the abduction is sometimes effected by force,

sometimes by subtlety, while the attempt is sometimes

unsuccessful, and in many cases even of success, especially

where mortals are the assailants, is visited by punishment.

I may touch upon one or two of the Homeric Constella-

tions, and revert to the subject of the Bear specially, in

relation to questions to be discussed in the ensuing chapters
;

but all that I shall subjoin here will be a few observations

which may lead us beyond both the Bear and the Waggon

symbols to the particular nature of the victim symbolised

more especially under the character of the ama^, mactat[a],

or "A/ua^a.

A preliminary point to be noticed is, that as a rule the

bear was not a sacrificial animal, and that the conception

of covenant and sacrifice requires such a victim. The bear

might be chosen as a personal symbol of the hero or deity

who offered himself in sacrifice, but the sacrifice itself could

only be symbolised by the victim which represented him in

the most universal because most ordinary and familiar man-

ner. The word ursus, ap%og, apfcrog, melts practically into

a general nebula of animal nomenclature as we ascend to-

wards the origines of Japhetan speech—being hardly dis-

tinguishable from vrisha, bull ; vrishan, bull or stallion ; bos,

boveris, ox ; vrshni, ram—the general sense being that

expressed by the Zendic arslian and Greek apprjv, male;
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while brix-, once more, in Scythian, an early Japhetan dialect, The Constellation

i p i i -r»
0F THE Bear repre-

denotes ram. My impression is, therefore, that the .Bear or sented the sacrifice of

,TT tit i • ti , . the ram, symbolical
Waggon may have been honoured specially, at some remote f the Son-Deity.

period, as a presentment of the sacrifice of the great ftovg by Analysis.

Prometheus at Mecone; but that with more certainty it

represents per excellentiam the sacrifice of the ram ("Xf, xrP)>

symbolical of the Son-Deity, which was the offering per

excellentiam of the early Japhetan world, as already shewn.

While apKT-, ap%-, is practically identical with brix with the

root fjpr]K-, to which we have traced the name of Mecone, in

association with the Greek prinaopcu, to bleat, as already

shewn, and further with the name of Phrixus, the son of

Athamas, who was borne on his vTrtpfiaala, or Zebach, through

the air, by Chrysomallus, the ram with the golden fleece,

provided by Hermes.

The analysis of the former name presents a resemblance in

the first element, Chryso, to ap^-urs-us, through the inter-

mediate stages of Phrix, brix ; and in the second, paXXog,

not only to /if)A-ov, vellus, fleece, but to mBal, Bal, Bar, bero,

bear ; while the ascent established from pr\K to the earlier

form of ppr\K-, and from amax, zebach, to amra-^, zebrach,

may lead us perhaps to consider both titles, apa^a and

apKTog, as varieties merely of one original title, varieties

invested with distinct though relative significance, even,

possibly, before the separation of the primitive Noachide

family.

To conclude then so far—The constellation variously

known as the Bear and the Waggon symbolised, I think it

mav be asserted, at once the Son-God and that Son-God as

the Sacrifice ; and this fact is of importance as shewing that

the inductions by which we have been led to the conclusions

2 G
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The Constellation set forth in the earlier portions of this chapter have not
of the Bear or , , .

.

, -,

Waggon symbolised been arbitrary or unwarranted.

Sacrifice:

°d ^
'

th<3
1 have now said a11 that l think necessaIT on the subject

Summing up of the of piacular sacrifice or sacrifice of appeasement and recon-
doctrine of Piacular tip t ^ a • r> mi 1

Sacrifice. ciliation ; and betore proceeding to the Sacrifice ot 1 hanks-

giving, which will occupy us but an imperceptible moment

in comparison, I would sum up the general result as follows

:

—That Piacular Sacrifice in all its varieties, animal and

human, was a quasi-dramatic presentment of the Supreme

Devotio of the Self-Sacrifice of the Son-Deity, God and Man,

Priest and King, at the altar of the Supreme or Father God,

giving himself as a joiaculum or atonement for humanity,

the Son-Deity accepting the 'honds' incurred by the human

kind through guilt, and the Father-God exercising his cor-

relative character of mercy by emancipating man and laying

the bonds and punishment upon the Son who pays the debt

—Father and Son being contracting parties to that effect.

Lustratio at birth from prenatal impurity, sacrifice, figurative

of this great contract and consequent piaculum, were prac-

tically incumbent upon all, nations as well as individuals, in

order to obtain the benefit of the awrnpia thus accomplished.

The sacrifice was performed doubtless by the priests, but all

took part in it—the drama was performed by the actors, but

the spectators had their share,—and it was through this

original character of the drama, as portraying various events

and scenes of the work of awrripla, that sacrifice and religious

character attached more or less to dramatic representations

from the days of Thespis to those of Queen Elizabeth, when

every representation ended with a prayer on the stage for

the welfare of the Sovereign, and as it still exists in the

Mystery Play of Ammergau.
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Subsection II.

Sacrifice of Thanksgiving.

These offerings, which were sequent in natural course to Sacrifice of

.
Thanksgiving.

those piacular sacrifices of appeasement and reconciliation of

which we have just treated, expressed the ordinary tribute

of gratitude to God on the part of his children, while

living in a state of purification through lustration, and of

reconciliation through appeasement, yet still in a state of

dependence upon him for daily bread and blessing. These

thank-offerings thus rank last in strict order, in the

primitive sense of sacrifices. It was by bloodless offerings,

either presented at the altar or poured as libations on the

ground (still perhaps symbolising the primitive effusion of

blood), or by the burning of frankincense and sweet odours,

supposed to be acceptable to the Gods, that these tributes

of gratitude were paid. The words thus and fumus are Etymologies.

clearly allied with Ovu), du, dhu, and zu, the root which

seems especially to dominate the idea of sacrifice of thanks-

giving, while the Sanscrit su, Zendic hu, Greek \ev, and Old

Northern gu, signifying to pour, is the proximate root

of hotar, godi, o-wrif/o. The blood-sacrifice yer excellentiam,

the Zendic hu, the Sanscrit ju, signifying to pray, is the

proximate root of zaotar, the priest of the Zoroastrian law,

the subsidiary root du, to thank, to be thankful in remem-

brance, having its share in the conception. I do not, of

course, forget that these roots may be traced upwards

towards approximative unity, as already shewn ; but they

reflect, in their existing stage and form, the respective

characters of the Medo-Persian and Hindu sacrifices as
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Sacrifice of
Thanksgiving.

Etymological roots.

expressive of the divergent principles of rationalism and

materialism, subsequently to the second or distinctively

Aryan schism.

In the older, although less formal religions of the West,

the nicety of such distinctions, etymological and dogmatical,

is less perceptible, in consequence of the broader basis of

original tradition upon which they are founded.

The offering of libations, oTrovScu, and the burning of

sweet incense, were peculiarly attendant upon the conclusion

of treaties or compacts in the West—such treaties them-

selves receiving the name of <nrov%ai, not from the libation,

as commonly supposed, but in Hellenic variation upon the

root and word represented in other languages by pout-, bond,

or pledge.

The Egyptian word for libation, Jcabh, similarly points to

the root Tcp, implying contract, alike in that language and

Japhetan. The Latin word libatio is convertible, on the one

hand, with the Greek Xti/3w to pour, but on the other,

directly or through the association of sound, with a whole

category of Teutonic words, Hub, 'gratia' or love; Jauljan,

glaulen, credere, fides,— whence the Latin cliens ; and, more

remotely perhaps, with hliban, libj-an, parcere, propitiari. A
treaty or compact, of itself, implies the conciliation of

differences either through a mediator or by mutual conces-

sion and compromise, and is thus an occasion of thanks-

giving and joy. I need not dwell on the innumerable

libations and offerings of thanksgiving which accompanied

every action of domestic and public life among the early

Japhetan nations, and which it is the common cant of

theology to represent as mere ceremonial and dead observ-

ances. We should beware of such sweeping judgments. It
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does not follow, because the words of thanksgiving, the Sacrifice of
-

familiar grace, pronounced by the master of an English

house on sitting down to table, pass most of us by, like idle

wind, that no one present offers up his heart on such

occasions in gratitude for the blessing; and Christianity

has no need to depreciate other religions, although asserting

her claim to preference as including all that they have of

good, and supplying all in which they are deficient; and still

less are Christians entitled to consider that the ancients

were, as a matter of course, less worthy, less devout, than

themselves, their lights and opportunities made allowance

for.

I am unwilling to linger longer on this subject of Sacrifice

of Thanksgiving, as it presents little, properly speaking, of

dogmatic character ; but it has its importance in one less

ostensible direction as supplying the complement, alternate

to that provided by Piacular atonement, towards making up

the ideal of perfect sacrifice in the Japhetan Creed. The

fundamental principle of the Japhetan faith in this matter

would appear to be as follows :—The two ideas of Appease- The sacrifice of

Appeasement, iu de-

ment and Thanksgiving, the former expressed by the bloody, preoption of punisk-

the latter by the unbloody offering, the former in depreca- Thanksgiving iu

tion of punishment, the latter in joyous elevation of heart in ^™
a|

uie or 01 °ne"

gratitude for forgiveness and daily blessings, are dependent

intellectually on the conclusions of the Eeason and the

Imagination as the motive-powers of human thought and

action, the former suggesting blind obedience, the latter

unbridled free will as the rule of conduct iu regard to God,

but each element controlled by the other, the result being

the reconciliation of contrarieties in a broad but living and

energetic worship, in which liberty and law are constitu-
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Analysis of the rival tionally balanced—so long, at least, as the normal condition
motive-powers of

.

Imagination and of humanity is preserved undisturbed, but the exaggeration

to in the prayers of of either of the two elements, Imagination or Reason, to the

Zoroaster

1 *" ° depression of the other, necessarily leads in the one direction

to the devolution of responsibility upon mediators, the mul-

tiplication and cruelty of sacrifices, an exaggerated cere-

monial worship, and the gloomy dictatorship of a priesthood,

all in the direction of materialism—in the other, to the

repudiation of mediation, the diminution and emasculation

of sacrifice, the reform and curtailment of ceremonies, and

jealousy of priesthood, all in the direction of rationalism.

We see the dawn of the former aberration in the prayer of

Vasishtha (which I quoted at the beginning of the second

part of this inquiry), and we find that of the latter in the

contrasted prayer of Zoroaster,—while we know what the

subsequent state of things became in the Aryan religion

when the counter restraints which still operated in the

days of those ancient sages had been swept away. The

earliest creed of the Japhetans, witnessed to both by

tradition and language, as exhibited in the preceding pages,

recognised on the contrary the contending principles with

impartiality and in the harmony of truth ; and thus we

have the deep sense of guilt as evinced in piacular sacrifice,

balanced by a joyous acknowledgment of the divine blessings

accruing through that sacrifice, pervading the entire life of

the early Japhetan West, and expressed with peculiar vivid-

ness in the belief and practice of what we term the classical

races—although the leaning of the Latins and Etruscans

was rather in the imaginative or material, and the Greeks

in the reasoning or rationalistic direction.
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Conclusion of Chapter II Summing up on Pro-
pitiation.

I think I have little more to say on this interesting

subject of Propitiation—by lustration and sacrifice. The

fact of human sacrifice other than that of Devotio must

always, it will be allowed, remain a dark blot on the early

pages of Japhetan, and indeed human history ; but we have

learnt, I hope, by this time, to look through and beyond the

abuse of a belief, the disguisement of a truth, the result of

human blindness and infirmity, to the essence of that truth

and the value of that belief, as recognised and entertaiued,

before a pardonable and, indeed, inevitable symbolism had

gradually accumulated a mountain of error over the original

and simple dogma which I have been labouring to bring

once more to light, and which, like the diamond, cannot be

contaminated by the dunghill under which it has lain so

long.

I have already spoken of the revolt against human
sacrifice, which originated, I think, the original Aryan

schism, and of its dogmatic consequence, and need not

recur to the subject at present.

The result is, that the early Japhetans, acknowledging

themselves guilty collectively under the moral law, sought

for forgiveness from the mercy of God through lustration

or purification from sin by water and by fire, and through

sacrifice—the sacrifice setting forth, in a figure, and in its

highest exercise, the self-sacrifice of the Son-Deity, God
and Man, for the ournpia of mankind. Every infant was

lustrated at birth, and adopted into the family of God

;

and every man afterwards was a party to the rites of pro-
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Simmixo up on Pro- pitiation, through which himself, his village, and his nation
PITIATION. .

were maintained in the favour of Heaven. Except in the

case of ordinary infant lustration, which the pater familias

appears to have long exercised in the capacity of priest

and king, the rites of propitiation were performed in a

perpetuated form by a regular and established priesthood.
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CHAPTEE III.

EDUCATION OF THE SOUL DURING THIS LIFE.

We may now proceed from the means adopted fur the Special training,

... r/-<-iT • io-/» •!• physical and moral,
propitiation or God, Lustration and sacrifice, in the interest f the aspirants after

(it may be said) of the many, to the provision made for
per e<

the special training, higher enlightenment and fuller

assurance of the more aspiring few who aimed after spiritual

intelligence and physical perfection,—for the three com-

ponent elements of human nature were cultivated, as I

conceive, in relative dependence and harmony, in accordance

with old tradition, in the early days of Japhet—although

the philosophy which would base human culture upon that

constitutional basis may still be reserved, I fear, for the

future. The most important means provided towards this Means of training-

end were participation in the great Soma festival in the
t^l Ei^Tsinian

& '

Eastern, and initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries in the
mysterievthe heroic

J games ol Greece.

Western world of Japhet ; as well as the training for con-

tention and for the palm of victory in the heroic games

of Greece.

The principle that lay at the root of this consummate

education was that man is capable of being fortified in an

extraordinary manner—and in body no less than soul

—

for the achievement of heroic deeds, and, in a lesser but

appreciable degree, for the performance of daily duty to

God and man in this present life, by the reception of food
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Training and administered to the body in the shape of meat and drink
strengthening of man , .. .

by the reception of under religious and ceremonial sanctions. In a general
food, meat and drink, •& 1 -i ,1 -n , TTt

under religious and sense
>
every sacrifice, whether in the Last or West, was

ceremonial sanction.
fo]lowed by a feagtj SUpp0sed to be given by the Deity

as host, to his assembled votaries as guests, and which was

supposed to symbolise the friendship re-established between

them and him after their offering and his acceptance of

the piacular victim. But the administration of the food

now in question was of a more special nature—restricted in

quantity, so as not to satisfy mere appetite—accompanied

by fixed formulae of special character, observed by each

participant and understood as a peculiar act of homage

or military ' Sacramentum ' or oath, such as that which

the conquered nations proffered to Iacchus in token of

allegiance in return for his cup of peace and reconciliation.

We find traces of this doctrine and practice in every

Japhetan mythology. It became the nucleus of the great

mystery of religious teaching of which the central shrine

(at least in Greece) was fixed at Eleusis ; but in the East,

especially after the Aryan schism, in India and Iran, the

doctrine was alternately exaggerated into abuse, repudiated

and reformed, to sink finally into the grossest superstition.

We must give precedence to the oriental rite. In the

West, as a rule, the two elements of nutriment correlative

in importance retained their primitive balance and integrity

;

but in the East the drinking became the dominant part of

the ceremony.

The Soma or Haoma Section I.

—

The Soma or Haoma Festival, and Its Western
Festival, . -,

Analogues.

The Soma or Haoma festival has been the subject of
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so many interesting and well-known essays, that I shall Special training,... -i-iT • physical and moral.
merely notice in the briefest manner the leading points The goma or Haoma

which connect it with the present inquiry. The word Festival-

soma or haoma is dialectically in Sanscrit and Zendic

what \tvfxa is in Greek, and signifies that which is

poured out, a libation. Soma and Haoma are used, both

in Persia and India, in the distinct but constantly inter-

changeable senses of the juice of a certain herb possessing

intoxicating qualities, and of the deity or genius supposed

to animate and be identified with that juice. The plant

is described by the post-Vedic writers as the fruit of

heaven and earth, and resident originally in heaven,

placed there by Varuna, under custody of the Gandharvas,

till stolen and brought down to earth by a falcon (cyena),

sent thither for that purpose by the Gods, and who is

identified with ' Vach ' the Hindu goddess of Speech.

The independent existence of Soma as a deity was cer-

tainly recognised by the Aryans before the second or

Zoroastrian schism ; but in the West the word only

appears as the name of a potion, and the Soma cannot

therefore be recognised as an object of perverted worship

in the original Japhetan faith. Soma as a deity is

further identified with. Soma, the Moon-God of India

—

a fact which throws curious light on some of the practices

of magic. The mode of performing the festival common

both to the Brahmins and Zoroastrians was this. After

preliminary ablutions and fastings, the priests express the

juice from the herb by bruising or braying the latter in

a mortar or between two stones; after which the liquid

is medicated and prepared with great solemnity, par-

taken of by the priests and by those who are at the cost
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Reception of food, of the ceremony, and then—and it is at this point that
mbat, and drink . , ,.

under religious and the Indian and .Persian rituals diverge—thrown into the
ceremonial sanction. , n , ,, TT . , 7 , m? , , . ,i

m , _ XT sacred fare by the Hindu liotar, or offered merely to the
Ihe ^oma or Haoma J J

Festival. fire, and thrown afterwards into a well, by the Zoroastrian

zaotar. The eating of consecrated bread, and the sacrifice

of animals, and their consumption in part by the sacrificing

priest, in part by the votary, and in part by the fire,

are parts of the ceremonial and must, by the analogue

of the word, have been originally of equal importance
;

but the oblation and drinking of the soma juice is the

essential point of the rite. I need not dwell on the con-

tinued guardianship of the Soma by the Gandharvas against

the assaults of evil spirits, and its immortality—proof, like

Sflehrimner of the Scandinavians or the immortal horse in

the Aswamedha, against continually renewed consumption

and consequent extinction, and destined—once more accord-

ing to post-Vedic authorities—to survive the Hindu Gods

themselves and the Pralaya, or great catastrophe of nature,

and to become the primordial germ of the world renewed.

Legend. The history of the Soma or Haoma festival, as recorded

by the Aryan hymnists, would appear to be as follows : It

was celebrated in purity by the ancient sages and prophets

during the primitive unity before the Zoroastrian schism.

It was through celebrating it, and in virtue of the strength

imparted by it, that Yima, the king of the golden age, was

born to Vivantao, or Vivaswat,—that Thraetona (Feridun),

the conqueror of the dragon Azhi Dahaka, was born to

Athwya,—that Urvakhshaya and Keresaspa, the conquerors

of the dragon Srvara, were born to Thrita,—and that Zoro-

aster himself, the great reformer, was born to Pourusbaspa,

—all these being heroes common to the pristine history
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alike of Persia and India, while Thraetona and Yima at The Soma or Haoma

least must be referred to the times before the original

Japhetan schism. But the rite degenerated, in process of

time, into little better than a magical spell ; the use of the

Soma was pushed to intoxication ; deva- and idol-worship,

rank materialism in fact, proceeded from the abuse. Zoroaster

therefore—tbe last and most successful probably of a long

line of protesters—banished the Soma festival absolutely

from his reformed and rationalistic system ; there is no

allusion to it in the Gathas of the Zend-Avesta. But the

vindicators of the ancient regime, who stood their ground,

maintaining the tradition and succession of the collective

original Aryan sect, and who are represented by the Rishis

and Brahmins of later times, resisted this reform, and

retained and perpetrated every abuse unchanged ; and a

party within the new Zoroastrian communion itself, opposed

to the exclusive idealism of Zoroaster and conservative as

far as possible of the balance of truth, silently held to the

principle of the ancient rite. The consequence was that,

shortly after Zoroaster had passed from the scene, the Soma

or (in Zendic) Haoma feast reappeared in a modified form

under his less rigid successors, the superstitious usages

lopped off, the drink manufactured from a plant less sus-

ceptible of producing intoxication than the original shrub

—

sacred bread, afterwards called Darun, introduced in lieu

of the puro-daca, or sacrificial cakes, used by the Brahmins

—and the mystic oblation to the fire substituted (as above

stated) for the actual throwing of the Soma into the sacred

flame ; to which was added the subsequent ceremony of

pouring it into the well. The rite as thus reformed has

descended to modern times among the Parsees, but it has
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Reception of food long since relapsed to a considerable extent into the super-

ce^emo'ntflanctTon. stitious abuse which Zoroaster deprecated, as shewn, for

The Soma or Haoma example, by the juice being usually given to new-born
Legend. r

children, and as a viaticum to dying persons. In India,

on the other hand, the Soma feast (although very rarely

carried out according to the strict rules) still retains the

character which induced Zoroaster's great protest of dissent.

The Hindu personified the plant as the god Soma, who

was confounded in course of time with Agni the god of

Fire, whose worship, as likewise that of Indra, became

gradually superseded, until the worshipper came at length

to think no longer of the simple plant, but rather of

the Saviour Soma as giving his flesh, his life, for the

salvation of the world, as plunging into the mortar of

bruising as into the ocean of sacrifice, as scattering over

the world his ambrosia as a sacred banquet for Gods and

men to partake of, in whose mystic food all may find

vigour, as ascending from the mortar transfigured, not as

from a tomb but the cradle of resurrection, and as renewing

his death and resurrection day by day, always for the

benefit of mankind ; a phraseology for which, except in the

merest germs, there is no warrant in the original hymns

of either Persia or Hindustan.

The Soma and Haoma festival as practised in Aryan

times and by the Aryan people does not concern the

present inquiry, except in so far as it can be shewn to

involve doctrine and practice identical with what may be

discoverable among the Japhetan yet non-Aryan people in

the West. But I may notice a curious correspondence

between the throwing of the Urame juice into the well

and the similar fate of Thrita in Vedic legend, from which
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he was rescued by Brihaspati, Thrita being of the Sama The Soma and

family, and Sama implying ' appeasement
;

' while it is

possible there may be some connection between these

traditions and the legend that Palamedes, the son of

Nauplius by Clymene of Athens, was induced by Odysseus

and Diomedes to descend into a well in search of treasure,

where they stoned him to death. A kindred tradition

represents him as the victim, likewise by stoning, of

a plot concocted by the same personages, the last words

of the victim being, ' Truth, thou hast perished even

before myself
!

' It is impossible, too, to overlook what

appears to be the original identity of the word Soma

and the body (aiv/xa, it is noteworthy, in the Greek),

of Yima, or Yama, Yrner, the first 'homo,' and otherwise

identifiable with inBal—and, as I have shewn, and shall

indicate again presently, with Prometheus,—and the ap-

parent connection of the word with the Hindu and Greek

sam, afxa, implying communion, and with the Egyptian dm,

dm-a, to eat (from ah, flesh), and with ama-%, akin to the

Latin mactare, devote, strengthen, bless, of which I have

spoken at much length in the preceding observations on

' propitiation,' * sacrifice,' etc. (There are a thousand points

of interest in the Creed of Japhet which can only be

legitimately explored from a vantage-ground which the

conditions of the present inquiry preclude me from occupy-

ing,—namely the Christian.)

Turning now to the mythology of the West, but still Western mythology,

postponing the sacred feast of Eleusis, we shall find there,

I think, unmistakable traces of the Japhetan belief in the

efficacy of meat and drink administered (as above described)

under religious sanction, as a solemn feast, in bestowing
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The Efficacy of a health, and strength, and immortality. The two elements
Mystical Feast, be- «,„ . ,,,...
stowing health, ot the least stand out in marked distinction, although
strength, and immor- -, • < • ,1 i •

tai; ty,
working towards one and the same object.

Meat. The ambrosia Under the category of meat we have: 1. The ambrosia
of 1 1 itj Grooks

of the Greeks, the food of Zeus in infancy, brought by

doves to Crete from the sources of ocean beyond the

Syniplegades, and thus from a world apart (as will be seen)

from this present earth,—the Ambrosia being the normal

food of the gods of Olympus, as also of Demophon, the

nursling of Demeter; and serviceable also as an unguent,

bestowing invulnerability, with which Thetis anointed the

The flesh of the boar infant Achilles. 2. The flesh of the boar Saehrimner, the
Siehiiimier. -,••

magnificent animal daily hunted, and slam, and feasted

upon at night by the heroes in Valhalla, to the satisfy-

ing of every one, however varying their numbers,—to be

restored to life and to undergo the same process each

succeeding morning—the principle of perpetual renovation

being thus the same as in the case of the Soma and of the

The apples of Idima. horse of the Aswamedha. And 3. The apples (epli, O.N.

aphid, apfel) guarded by Iduna, wife of Bragi, the God of

eloquence, in her sacred casket, pyxis, to which the Gods

resorted, when growing old, for renewal of their youth.

Drink. The Nectar Again, under the category of drink, I may enumerate— 1.
of the ( >h)ii])ic Gods.
The blood of Kvasir. The Nectar of the Olympic Gods :—2. The Son, blood of the

wise Kvasir—that mysterious being, the wisest of men,

created by the iEsir and Vanir conjointly, by mingling their

saliva together on their final pacification—the process of his

generation and birth being mutatis mutandis the counterpart

of that of Orion, according to a strange old tradition : the

two Uwergas Fialar and Galar murdered Kvasir after in-

viting him to a feast; they expressed the blood from his
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mangled remains, mingled it with honey, and thus com- The Mystical

,
Feast.

pounded a mead, the inspiring source of wisdom, poetry, and

song, to which the name ' son ' or sonardreyri is sometimes

applied, although oftener to one of the cups or vessels con-

taining it :—3. The fofivog, or wine of Dionysus, Iacchus, The wine of Iacchus.

or Bacchus,—administered by Iacchus, as elsewhere shewn,

to the conquered races throughout the world, in his cup of

sacramental conciliation, but abused in the Dionysiac orgies

of comparatively recent times to the brutalisation of the

original rite:—4. The miodur, medu, or mead, drunk by Odin The mead of Odin,

from the fountain of Mimir, and which imparted knowledge

of the future,—the favourite beverage alike of Gods and

men in Asgard and Mannheim, and with which the Greek

[jiiOv is originally identical :—and, lastly (for I hardly like

to give an independent place to the milk of our alma

mater Demeter, with which she fed Demophon along with

ambrosia), 5, the Amrita cup of immortality in Hindu The Amrita cup of

immortality.
romance.

These two Western categories thus particularised—linking

themselves with the Soma festival on the one side and, as

I shall shew, with the Eleusinian mysteries on the other,

testify far more eloquently than Hindu and Medo-Persian

traditions, to a feast, consisting of meat and drink, and A feast invested with
,-..,, , . . supernatural sanction

invested with supernatural sanction, as in use among the in primitive Japhetan

primitive Japhetans. The mythological testimony thus far»
USe "

given may be fortified by the inner witness of many of the

relative words themselves when cross-questioned by etymo-

logy. It will thus appear that amhrosia and amrita, nectar,

son, and medu or mead are general terms denoting food to

which a restorative or sanative virtue has been imparted

;

and that, although amhrosia is represented as a solid sub-

2 II
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The Mystical
Feast.

Etymological testi-

mony.

stance like meat, and the amrita, mead, and nectar as liquid,

this is merely through special restriction of the original

idea in these several directions. These two words ambrosia

and amrita, otherwise derived by recent writers, are in

fact proximately identical with an archaic pfipwaig, which

must have been the original form of /3pwo-<c (i-e. fip-\-ar, at,

ed, to eat), nutriment in general,

—

brod, bread, or Ephrata

(as I have suggested in the case of the pre-Hebraic name of

Bethlehem), being the special expression given to the word

as represented by the Greek apfipoaia. We have it in this

sense even in the Old Egyptian, in the primitive form ahr,

which denotes in its various hieroglyphical readings,

'ambrosia,' fat, ointment— while the r taking the form

of I, the word develops into humbal, mel, honey, the

especial ambrosia with which Zeus was fed in Crete. The

signification of immortality is imparted both to ambrosia

and amrita by the well-known approximation of a-pftporog,

a-fiporoQ, and amrit-. The word nectar, again, has the same

original meaning, being derived, I think, from a common

root with the Old Teutonic nisan, naere, ' alere, salvare,

sanare,' from which we have nest, 'cibaria,' west, 'com-

meatio, cibus,' ivegan nest, ' viaticum,' ga nist, ' salus,

recuperatio,' and (even) nsest- bagge, ' mantica qua viaticum

conservatur,' in the medieval Teutonic dialects. I came to

this conclusion many years before I actually recognised the

word nast with (I have no doubt) the classical signification

of ' nectar ' in a Tyrrheno-Pelasgic distich.* The -waog in

the name Dionysus, and the 'Nysa' and 'Naxos' which

figure in the Dionysiac legend, must be referred, I presume,

to the same origin, as well as the traditions connecting

* Etr. Inscr., 19.
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the purple lock of Nisus and the fall of Megara, and the The Mystical
Fk A ST1

story of Nessus and Deianeira—in connection with which „. ', . , , ,.J Etymological testi-

last the sanative nest becomes, not a love-philtre as promised mony-

by Nessus, but a deadly poison against Hercules. Nuo--,

nast, and muoz, meat, are indeed probably decompositions

from a primitive mnuoz. The etymological suggestion,

once more, which has given to miodur, fUOv, mead, the

peculiar property of imparting wisdom is at once apparent

on a collocation of the word with the Zendic and Sanscrit

mazd, medhas, wisdom,—a word springing from the same

root as 'Metis/ 'mens' and man. Such words, inde-

pendently of their outward resemblance, are constantly

attracted towards each other by the inherent interdependence

of the ideas they express. Hence, too, the myazda, or food

offered in sacrifice to Ahura Mazda and the subordinate

deities in the Zoroastrian rite, derives its signification ; and

all these words stand as a circle of vassals around the

central idea of medha, sacrifice, and saudhr, sauths, vithrus,

and the Zendic maesha, denoting the ' victim '—anciently

the ram or lamb among the Japhetans. The very maeza

of the cow (the word is etymologically identical with the

Old Saxon word expressive of the same excretion) used

in lustration, and even received internally by the followers

of Zoroaster— and the virtue ascribed to spittle, sput-,

TnjT-i<Tfia(?)—the qualifications of sveta, spenta, white or

holy, forming the bond of etymological connection—all

receive their sanction from this connection, as well as the

whole 'med-icaX' pharmacopeia of 'Med-ea,' Hippocrates,

and Thrita. The connection of the son with the German
sohne, that is with the Gothic saun, ' pretium redemption is,'

and the Old German siwna, ' expiatio, pacificatio,' has been
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The Mystical
Feast.

Etymological testi-

mony.

long ago suggested by Finn Magnusson,—while the Sanscrit

Sdvana, 'ablutio purificatoria,' is a more distant analogue

of these words. 0?v-oc, again, is evidently a Greek form of

Sdvana, and Son ; otv-og may even be a variation of ' son-a,'

haon-a, but this I will not affirm, although the letters m and

n are frequently interchanged, and were probably originally

in most cases found in connection as somna, haomna.

Lastly, it cannot escape notice that several of the preceding

symbols and words, and others which occur in the Eleusinian

mysteries, are convertible, in the remote etymological distance,

with the name of the Son-Deity in his divine capacity,

Bal or Bar, in such a manner as to account for their adoption

on the principle of mythogony as laid down at the beginning

of this inquiry. While niBal, amal, Embl-, Phuphl-,

o/uifip-, Ymer, are mere varieties of the same primitive name

of the Son-Deity— the apples (aphid, apfel) of Iduna,

the boar (aper, aphid, of the ^Esir, and such words, as

just mentioned, mel, medu, are symbolical echoes of that

name, and (in very near proximity to the fountain-head).

The peculiar association of bees, and of honey (the basis

of mead) with divine gifts, witli wisdom, and with God,

as in the instances just mentioned and of which we have

so many examples in classical tradition, is at once accounted

for by the fact that hiimbal, mel, signifies a bee (I believe

generically) in Old Teutonic aud in that primitive Pelasgian

speech which produced from it, as a root, the names of

' Hybla ' and « Hymettus.' The association of * Eumolpus

'

(a Greek form of Umbal, mBal), of the Eumolpidae, his

descendants, and of the Melissse, with the Eleusinian

mysteries, and of Amalthea and Adumbla (the same com-

pound, Amalthea, (Ed-umbla, reversed, and signifying
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' nurse of Amal ' or * Umbl,' as already interpreted) with the The Mystical
Feast.

education of Ymer, Zeus, and (in the form of ' Seniele ') Etymobgical te8ti.

with Dionysus, is similarly accountable ; while that Zeus mony-

was the same personage as Amal or Ymer, is shewn by his

title Melisseus and "O/mfipiog, as above cited, or "1/mepog (?),

a merely dialectic form, again, of Indra. The etymology

of the word Soma is a disputed point, but if it be funda-

mentally (as I believe) the same word as Yima = Ymer,

then Ymer sumbl being a form of niBal or Bal, the identity

of the personified Soma, and the connection of the Soma

festival, with the Son-Deity is established. And we may

here take note of what I have purposely postponed to this

place, namely, that while the elements of meat and drink

in this primitive Japhetan feast are described otherwise by

varying and dissimilar epithets, ut supra, the words 'ambrosia'

and ' amrita,' the former denoting meat, the latter drink, but

both originally identical, point to this abr, O/i/Sp-, Ymer,

rnBal, the Son-Deity, as the one and single subject or food

of the festival, whose body—and the word aidfxa is, I think,

cognate with Ym-er, soma—broken up like that of Dionysus

Zagreus by the Titans, that of Kvasir by the Dwerga, and

that of the Egyptian Osiris by Typhoeus, supplies the sacri-

ficial food in both kinds, of meat and drink, to mankind.

In illustration of the universality of the Son—or shall

I say the Soma?—feast, in the estimation of the Scandi-

navians, I may cite the statement in the Alvismal, that

the sacred drink was styled 61 (ale) by men, Uorr (beer)

by the iEsir, veig (whey?) by the Vanir, hreina Logr by

the Jotuns, mi'ddr (mead or /xtOv) in Hel, and sumbl

by the sons of Suttung, its original guardians, from whose

charge Odin ravished it, as has been said. The sacramental
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The Mystical
Feast.

Etymological testi-

mony.

Traditions based on
the same dogmatic
belief.

Under the head of

meat or solid food.

The Calydonian
boar, slain by Melea
ger.

character (in the classical and military sense) attached to

the olvog or wine of Dionysus, offered, as it was, to the

whole of mankind, may be here again remembered, and

also that his present to the races whose climate was too

inhospitable to produce the afiireXog, or vine, was barley-

ale—that is sumbl, evidently the same word as a/iirek-,

with a varied meaning. And upon this the observation

follows that, as the afx-rnX- or vine was the symbol of

Phuphluns or mBal, we are warranted in assuming that

sumbl and the son were equally symbolical of the Sann

deity, the god of the vine or liber, the vine god of the

Japhetans.

There are some other very interesting Japhetan traditions

which I may slightly touch upon here, fairly linked with

the preceding, partly evidently based on the same dogmatic

belief, although no longer intelligible except by tlie light

of the present investigations. Those affecting the meat or

solid food of the feast may take precedence.

I do not connect the apples of the Hesperides with those

of Iduna, not because they are nowhere denominated as of

sanative virtue, but because they appear to me to symbolise

a different idea, akin to that of the oxen and cows stolen

by Aki, by Cacus, and others. But the Calydonian boar

slain by Meleager and his companion bears a story

analogous to Ssehri inner, and the analysis of the local

name Calydon gives us, if I mistake not, schuld, guilt, as

the initial, and hont, the chase, hnt (Egyptian), sacrifice,

as the final syllable. The gathering of the Greek heroes

was, I suspect, to a great sacrifice consequent upon a hunt

;

and as the names of Meleager and Dionysus Za^reus are

practically identical, as 1 have already pointed out, it is
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difficult not to connect the sacrifice in question with the The Mystical
Feast.

self-sacrifice of the feon-Deity. Other such assemblies, or, Various traditions.

as they indeed were, feasts, as for example of Gods and

men at Mecone, of the Gods and blameless Ethiopians at

the sources of Ocean, and even of the iEsir and Vanir

deities in the hall of iEgir, all connected more or less

with the idea of a caldron, link themselves in association

with the sacrificial feast of the Titans on the body of

Zagreus and the immolation of Ymer ; while it might

almost seem that the practice of boiling the victim was

identified with the traditions of the materialistic race

of the Chandravansas or children of the Moon, and the

counter practice of roasting it with those of the idealis-

ing Suryavansa race or children of the Sun. Originally

both processes may have been combined. It is singular

that the famine which desolated the kingdom of Athamas,

the son-in-law of Cadmus, was attributed by his mortal

wife Ino to the fact that Phrixus, his son by Nephele,

the divine ward of Hera, had spoiled wheat (irvpog)

by roasting it. A question mooted by the sacerdotal

order as to the validity of the ministration of the father

or domestic priest, may possibly lie at the root of this

tradition as well as that of Palamedes. The victim

sacrificed and eaten undoubtedly symbolised a human

being ; and although nothing of the description of canni-

balism can be imputed to the Japhetans previously to the

mad orgies of Dionysus Zagreus in late days, the idea of

a human banquet offered to God—in other words, of a

sacrifice of which Zeus is supposed to have actually par-

taken, is expressed in the legend of Tantalus and Pelops.

The analysis of the name Pelops suggests the explanation,
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The Mystical the syllables representing 1. Pel, equivalent to aphul, the

Feast
'

. .
boar—the same sacrificial victim elsewhere known as

Various traditions.

Etymological Saehrimnir, or the boar of Calydon ; and 2. o^, equivalent

Tantalus and Pelops. to ps in Egyptian, mz in the Aryan dialect, o^ in Greek

and qu-s, f-s, in the Teutonic, signifying to cook, or what

is cooked, i.e. food—the aphul or boar being symbolical, as

I apprehend, of Bal, PhupM, the Son-Deity—whose con-

nection with the name of Pelops is perhaps testified to,

although at a recent date, by the connection recognised

between Pelops and Paphlagonia.* But that the tradition

implies that some transcendent exhibition of the symbolical

sacrifice—in the person, it is said, of the sacrificer's own

son—took place on the occasion referred to cannot be

doubted ; while, at the same time, the peculiar character

of the feast itself thus represented in tradition is testified

to by the peculiar puuishment of Tantalus in hell, that

of having the elements of the feast, meat and drink, per-

petually offered to his lips but perpetually withheld. The

fact that the supposed bones of Pelops were treasured

ages afterwards as holy relics, potent against plague, may

be here mentioned and compared with the similar im-

portance attributed to those of Lycus and Chimaereus,

the sons of Prometheus, whom I am strongly tempted to

consider as similar victims. I have often thought that

these last formed the 'fatale pignus imperii'—the secret

treasure on the preservation of which the fortune of l\ome

depended, but the nature of which has remained a mystery

to this day. The sanctity and successive translations of

the remains of Linus already spoken of belong to the

same category of traditions. Lastly, as I have shewn else-

* Apollon. Argonaut., Li. 357-359, 790.
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where,* the name and tradition of the town ' Pisse ' in The Mystical

Elis perpetuates the tradition of the sacred ps, or feast, y •

t 1T
in Peloponnesus, as that of Eleusis, as we shall presently Etymologies,

see, does in Attica.

The etymology of Saehrimnir, as I incline to explain Saehriinnir.

it, supports much that I have said supra. It appears to

me a compound of (1) Saehr, connectible with Zagreus

and with jager, hunter, and yajata, sacrificing priest, and

(2) of soman-, eommun-, the signification being 'assembly

of huntsmen—sacrificers,' or ' sacrificial feast.' The qualifi-

cation of the boar, sau, <%aau (Egyptian), possibly as a

Kairpoq, saudhr, or piacular victim, contributes, I presume,

to the division of the word as sa3-hriman.

It is impossible, I may add, not to think of the banquet The banquet of the

„,„,... , , nniT- /-it i-ri •,, Salii in the temple of
of the fealn in the temple oi Mars bradivus at Ltome, with Mars Gradivus.

which their great annual festival closed, in connection with

the feast of the iEsir in Valhalla upon the boar Seehrimnir.

I have little doubt, judging by analogy, that a similar

symbolical feast was celebrated by the Selli at Dodona.

The reader cannot fail to notice throughout these dis-

quisitions, the subtle links of relationship that subsist

between all these various forms of (to use the word in its

original sense) the primitive ' educatio ' of Japhet.

Turning to the counter element of wine, or spirits, in the Under the head of

. wine or spirits, the
sense more especially of the West, we may recognise at once mission of Vach to

, , ,. , ,, . » T7- t_ j. l • recover the Soma;
a parallelism between the mission oi Vach to heaven, in ^at of Odin in quest

the shape of a falcon, for the purpose of obtaining the of the 8°Q Potion -

soma from its guardians the Gandharvas, and that of Odin

in quest of the son potion, who beguiles its guardian, the

Suttung, and carries off the prize, disguised first as a

* Etr. Inscr., 298, 302.
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The Mystical
I'l 1ST.

The son potion or

Sonardreyri.

serpent and afterwards as an eagle. The son potion is

named by the Scandinavian Edda ' Sonardreyri ' or blood

of Son,—Son, I apprehend, being the Aryan savana, havana ;

—it is qualified by the oldest interpreters as a ' cruor

piacularis seu sacrificialis,' and it was with this drink, the

blood of Kvasir, combined with the 'strength of earth'

and the • ice-cold sea,' that the infant Heimdall was nourished

when borne by the Jotun maidens ' on the world's margin,'

according to the Edda. The especial receptacle or store-

house of the blood of Kvasir was the cup or caldron

Odreyrir—which was in the special custody of the noma

Urda, guardian of the fountain at the foot of Yggdrasil,

named after her Urdar-saer or -mar, in which compound

we may, I think, recognise an affinity with the Ardvisura,

or goddess of the water of life, of the Zend-Avesta, and

a link of connection between the Artemis of Greece and

the Artimpasa* of the Scythians. The Keusir of the

modern Parsees reminds us of Kvasir, and makes me doubt

whether the proper division of the Zendic name is Ardvi-sura

or Ard-visura. The sacred tree that overhangs the waters

of Ard-visura corresponds with the sycamore that shadows

those of Nu, the celebrated fountain of the ancient

Egyptians— still traditionally at Matarieh, the site of

Heliopolis, and both correspond with the Yggdrasil of our

Scandinavian ancestors.

The magical salve of With the Sonardreyri we cannot but associate the

magical salve of Medea, the blood or ichor, ' sanies ' or gore,

which, distilled drop by drop from the wounded side of

Prometheus, falling on the earth, generated a herb from

which Medea, priestess of Hecate, extracted a potent juice,

* Herod., iv. 59, 'Aprl/marra.

Alt. •<!";
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or rather ointment—akin perhaps rather to abr, ambrosia, The magical salve of

than amrita, drink—with which she laid the dragon to sleep

that guarded the golden fleece in the grove of Ares. We
have seen cause to consider the suffering but immortal Victim

and the Ymer or Bal, the Son-Deity, as identical. I have

little doubt that the plant in question was the legendary

mandragora or mandrake, and that this latter word is a con-

traction of 1. mana, son, expiation, and 2. clrehha, trink,

drink or potion.

Two other legends remain for notice, but on which I lay Two early legends

,

,

, „ .
, i • invested in a Chris-

no stress in argument, as they come before us invested in a tian dress.

Christian dress, although in reality derived from very early

tradition. One of them is that of the mission of Seth, by The mission of Seth.

the dying Adam, to the angel at the gate of Paradise, to

demand the oil of mercy from the tree of life towards the

healing of his sickness. I have quoted it in full in another

work. The other is the legend of the Sangrail and its The legend of the
Sangrail.

quest, the subject of a distinct romance of the fourth cen-

tury, but which is familiar to us through its embodiment in

the ' Mort d'Arthur.' The ' San-Grail '
—

' Sang-real ' as it has

been explained—and ' Holy Grail,' was supposed to be a cup

or vase in which Joseph gathered the drops of blood which

flowed from our Saviour's side upon the spear of Longinus

—

by which the saint was nourished in prison—and which was

carried by angels to the pure vitarel or heaven— and

supplies its worshippers with delicious food, and preserves

them in perfect youth.

The vision of the Grail could only be revealed to perfect

purity, and was achieved by the maiden Galahad.

The virtue that flowed from the side of Prometheus and

generated the salving herb of Medea—the abstraction and
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The Christian legend
of the Sangrail
embodies the older

legends.

Connection of the

Soma festival with
the Aswamedha.

Etymology of the

Dame of the * tand-

liarvas, guardians ol

• ^uina.

guardianship of the Soma, in heaven—the quest of Vachas

for the Soma, and of Odin for the son-potion, the blood of

Kvasir, are all recognisable under the Christian super-

ficies of the legend ; and I suspect that the San-grail is a

compound of sa= savana and a word drawn from grah

(Sanscrit)—grab—greifen, to lay hold of,—analogous to the

Sanscrit Soma-graha, the vessel used for taking up the soma

juice in the Hindu festival. Galahad seems to be a com-

pound of gala, ja\, milk, and as, ad, food,—one nourished

upon milk, like Demophon or Zeus Mt«Xi\toc or Mellifer.

To return once more to the East, I have said nothing as

yet (beyond a subsidiary reference) as to the connection of

the Soma festival with the Aswamedha ; but although asso-

ciate, the two must not be confounded. It might be too

much to say that the Soma is to the Aswamedha as shadow

is to substance ; but this would be not far from the truth.

The soma plant, although described as ' King Soma ' by the

Hindu, is sought for, captured, or plucked, and passively

strangled by the priests ; whereas the sacred asiva, born

from the Gods, once consecrated and invested with priest-

hood and the mediatorial office, voluntarily, and as it were

actively, incurs his passion and submits himself as a victim.

That the Soma as originally consecrated in heaven denotes

a real 'mactatio' may be inferred, I grant, from the

etymology of the name of its guardians, the Gandharvas

—

from lint, sacrifice, and iirva, guardian, proximately, and

remotely, I think, from hu, su, xtu~> as in the Greek form

developed into xvvTTip eS> Centauri (and perhaps ' Suttungr

'

by Anusvara), but the Soma rite on earth is practically a

commemoration, or symbolical, rather than a positive sacrifice,

even in the Hindu ritual : and its Western analogues above
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enumerated appear to share in that character. They are

feasts following upon a sacrifice, drawing significance from

that feast, not like the Aswamedha, themselves a sacrifice.

The older and purer conception of the education and The education and

exaltation of the soul through the mystical feast of nectar through the mystical

and ambrosia, and their analogues (the soma representing ^e ^^ of Pegasus,

the former, and the (abr) flesh of the boar Sae-hrimnir

the latter, in their ruder and more concrete form), may per-

haps be recognised in the beautiful myth of Pegasus, in the

West—the winged horse, son of Poseidon, begotten upon

Medusa in the temple (not a fortuitous incident) of Athene,

and born from his mother's blood when slain by Perseus.

In beauty, majesty, and sanctity, Pegasus almost rivals the

horse of the Aswamedha ; but, once more, he is not himself

the sacrifice but the birth of the sacrifice, that is, of

Medusa—mythologically the mortal sister among the three

Gorgons, but etymologically (as it appears to me) a mere

personification of the familiar Medha. The name ' Pegasus ' Analysis of the name
Pegasus.

is, like ' Picus ' and ' Bacchus,' a variety of the Sanscrit

' Vachas,' spokesman, which is the fuller form of Vach,

originally answering to vox, voice, who in post-Vedic

personification is the Goddess of Speech. The idea of

inspiration and prophecy runs throughout the category

of words thus originated, as shewn in a former chapter.

The intimate connection of the name ' Pegasus ' = Vachas

with the Dionysiaca is recognisable in the fact that Pegasus

—not indeed the horse, but the priest of Dionysus at

Eleutherae, introduced the worship of Dionysus at Athens.

Pegasus (the divine steed) symbolises, I think, not

only the mission after the Soma—in his quasi-identity

with Vach—but the exaltation of the worshipping hero
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Comparison of Le- to heaven, and the nerving of his heart and limbs for
GENDS.

heroic deeds through the virtue imparted through sacrifice,

analogously in all respects to that strength which inspires

Thraetona and Yima in the Zend-Avesta, imparted through

the Haoma. The idea of a company of semi-terrestrial,

semi-celestial choristers groups itself around Pegasus in

the West as in the personality of the Gandharva around

the heavenly Soma in the East — a marked coinci-

dence,—Orpheus (in whom has been well recognised the

Kibhavas of the Veda) and the Muses holding a con-

spicuous place among them ; while the Pierian spring, the

fount of Hippocrene, and that of Urda, represent the

celestial waters in their unpolluted purity. The divine

Apollo, with his lyre, the Son-Deity, presides, towering

above them all ; and the Centaurs, the Gandharvas of

Europe, and Chiron, with the young Achilles standing by

his side, gaze from their Thessalian hills on the circling

dance, the tripudium of worship, with those metric accom-

paniments which Eastern Aryans grotesquely invest with

a substantive life, and send, as in the case of the quest of

Soma, on missions to heaven. The picture is a highly

poetical one, yet not without its moral and dogmatical

significance ; and, although I lay but slight stress upon it

as argument, our estimate of the early Japhetan faith would

be incomplete without it.

The Eleusinian
~M\ 91 KKIES.

Section II.

—

The Eleusinian Mysteries.

The nourishing and The preceding indications, more or less clear, of the
strengthening of the . , P ,• n ,1 • i

• i

bouI through symbo- existence of a systematic process lor the nourishing and

offoofto'tK^ strengthening of the soul through the symbolical adminis-

tration of food to the body, as recognised and practised by
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the primitive Japhetans, acquire coherence and receive The Eleusinian
jMystkrtt^^

confirmation when contemplated in connection with the

Eleusinian Mysteries. It is in the historical facts trans-

mitted to us concerning these mysteries, and through the

etymological analysis of the technical words pertaining to

them, that we may find the fullest illustrations of the

dogma at present under consideration.

I will not lay stress on what appears to me a probability, Etymologies.

viz. that the Arj- in Demeter represents the -thea in

' Amalthea ' and iEd- in ' iEduinbla,'—that Arj, thea, JEd- is

equivalent to eide, nurse ; and that the Old Teutonic at,

spirit or life, and at, ar, ed-ere, to eat, are closely akin to

it. I have little doubt that these significations made

themselves felt in the development of legend, the more

especially because the title ' Ceres,' as influenced by asso-

ciation with the idea of corn—grain—growth—and the

qualification of pea, Ipa, tener, similarly brought into associa-

tion—must also serve to support the approximation. M/jr*/p

may, in this view, well represent mother, ' nursing mother,'

or Madhr Ma, 'nurse of Madhr.' But I feel on sure

ground in bringing the title pvarai, ' mystse,' applied to the

neophytes of Eleusis during the six first days of their initi-

ation, and that of eiro-n-rai given to those admitted to perfect

vision or abro^ia on the night between the sixth and

seventh or last day, into comparison, as follows,—i. the

title ' Mystse ' with the words moz, muos, must, implying

food or meat ; mods, mot, mati, ' mens,' mind ; and mazd,

medhas, wisdom, in the Old Teutonic and Japhetan speech,

—

and ii. the word eiruTrrai and avro\pla with the Greek £7rrw,

eipto, to cook or prepare with fire ; 6\pov, anything cooked
;

ottt(\m and Iitotttcui), to roast or cook, on the one hand, all
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The Eletsini\n springing from the root \p'
t ps, fs, already spoken of; and

Mysteries. y . ....
Et , ,

. w\p, the eye ; byig, vision ; tiro7TTao, to see or look at ; and

(n-oTTTiia, the act of vision or intuition, on the other,—the

very word avroxpia being understandable (proximately at

least) as at-oipia, either the ' food ' or the ' intuition ' of the

The relation between soul. The relation between corporeal food and mental en

-

corporeal food and
mental enlighten- lighteiiment appears to me to be strongly indicated by these
raent. . . , , . . . . . ,

approximations. And, more than this, comparing the word

' mystaB ' with the Teutonic masta, ' sagina,' the nourishing

food given to children in infancy, and to gladiators when

training for the arena,—with matj-an, 'alere,' to feed or

nourish—and with the adjective ga mast, implying those

fed or fattened as children or athletes, and in a more general

sense ' convivae,' or guests at a banquet, we cannot, I

think, but consider ' mysta? ' and ga mast as mere varieties

of the same word, implying those in a state of infancy or

training—those undergoing ' educatio ' in the original sense

of the word ' educatio,' eid-hugi, nourishment of the mind

—the 'alumni,' in short, of Eleusis, those fed on the

sagina of learning ; while the ' epoptae ' represented the

higher grade of those who sat at the full feast of truth or

wisdom. And if, as is possible—taking uvt- in av-oipla in

comparison with Aa$- in AaSoGxoe* and arguing on the

analogy of Athene having been in an earlier stage Tathene

—aiiToipia is but an abraded form of Tavroipia, and signified

the ' intuition ' or ' least ' of Tavr, AaS, Tet, or Thoth,

this would be without impeachment to the more general

qualification subsequently or contemporaneously attached

Both moat and drink
t0 [t

>
aS ab°Ve blinded upon.

administered to the That both meat and drink were administered to the
Elensunan neo-

Ph ytca - Eleusinian neophytes, after ablution from sin, and fasting,
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is shewn by the formula which each had to recite,— ' I The Eleusinian

have fasted; I have drunk the koks&v* (a mixture of
Fo7™rf initiation,

barley-meal, or tisan) ;
' I have taken from the k'kjtt)

'

(chest or coffer),
—

' having tasted, I have deposited (—the

accusative subject is left unexpressed) in the calathus'

(basket) ;
' and from the calathus into the kiotij.' Some of

these words obtain singular illustration from their old

Egyptian analogues, Kt'orrj, or 'chest,' being the same word Etymologies.

as "Xta, a tomb, prison, or place of confinement, analogous to

that which received the limbs of Osiris when dissevered

{hsha, hashed) by Typhoeus, like those of Dionysus

Zagreus, of Ymer, and of Pelops, by their respective sacri-

ficers ; while kvkzwv corresponds, in a particular sense, with

the hka, drink or liquid ((papficiKog) of the hieroglyphics,

and, generally, with the more comprehensive sense of the

older hak (akin to ' coq-uere '), to ' chew ' or eat, and

with "Xa, signifying a ' cake ' or bread, and likewise a

festival, or (for the words are fundamentally the same) a

' feast.' This last word "Xa further connects us, through

«Xaaw, a boar, with the Sae-hrimuir (understood in that

sense) of the kindred feast of Valhalla; and the whole

category springs from a common root with the primitive

sx, ts, from which, as long ago observed, are derived in

parallel descent the title Aku, borne by the Son-Deity in his

quality of manhood, and the Egyptian an^, life, which gives

character, as I have surmised, to the collective title of

the Dioscuri, "Avaictg. And if icvictwv be connectible (as I

think probable) with sun^, to nurse, and s-\m, the breast

—

several words with which the Greek tIkvov and our ver-

nacular 'suck
1

are clearly allied—we thus obtain an inde-

pendent illustration of the signification of the epithet

'> I
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The Eleusinun ' inystaB,' as equivalent to ' alumni,'—those fed, like Demo-
1VTY^TFRTE^

„ ,
.' phon, from the breasts of Demeter—in the primitive rite of

Etymologies. r

Eleusis.

The banquet of Eleu- Without venturing to presume that the more recondite
sis the centre or pri- „ ,, . .,, . , . , ,-,

mordial germ of the of these approximations will be received as evidence, mere
Mysteries.

cjm be liule doubt, j think, that this banquet of Eleusis,

with its double aliment, infinitesimally because symbolically

administered, was the centre or nucleus, the primordial

germ of the Mysteries, how much soever obscured and

lost to view under subsequent accretions of ritual. What

is common at once to the creeds of Iran, India, and the

Pelasgi must be older than the incrustations, however

venerable, which have gathered round it in this or that

Analyse of the name locality. My impression is that the very name ' Eleusis

'

•Eleusis.' . . . _ ... . , , . ... ,

witnesses to this—it 1 am right in considering the initial

syllable to represent Hlu, or El, the ' Son-Deity,' either

niBal, Pal or Pel,—with the initial consonant abraded, or 'El,

Hlu, equivalent to 'Eppoe, Zwarz, the Father-God ; and the

final -twig, pronounced ' epsis,' to be connectible with i// the

root of tTTTw, tyto, and which we have likewise preserved

(as more than once noticed) in the Old Egyptian ps, to

cook, and (a far older form) in our Teutonic qvas. The two

constituent and simple elements in this feast, bread and

wine, as administered to the neophyte from the earliest

antiquity, attracted to themselves (I conceive) in the West

Analysis and approxi- the appropriate legend of Demeter and Persephone, that is,

niation of the legends

of Demeter, Perse- collectively, of Cora, the earlier and joint surname of those
phone or Cora, and . . . . . ..

that of Dionysus, deities, a ieminisation, 1 believe, ot the still earlier mascu-

ohus • Vaohas ' or lme Hru ;—and that of Dionysus or rhnphluns under his

o!l

r

inant'ofGod.

0n
Pelasgian name of Iacchus, the Bacchus, 'Vachas' or

Prophet, as I have already shewn, the Son—as man—of God
;
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son too of Cora, according to the Eleusinian myth. The The Eleusinian
TVTYST F*R 1VS

legend of Cora figured the death of the body, or perhaps
Legends

the moral defaillance of the soul, and the resurrection of

body and soul ; and that of Iacchus the divine life and

inspiration, the civilisation and concord, which accompanied

his peaceful conquest of the world, as symbolised by his

revelation of the vine and institution of the cup of

allegiance ; the two deities thus combining in their work

towards the regeneration and spiritual education of man-

kind. The respective legends supplied, I doubt not, their

scenic development to the mysteries. Historically viewed

the legend of Demeter or Cora would appear to have been

the first accretion, that of Iacchus the second, and the

more orgiastic Dionysiac festival, the Western representa-

tive of the later Soma worship and of the rites of

Krishna, last of all—to the development, in one sense, of

the original truth affecting the two nutritive elements, but

in another to the destruction of their equilibrium,—the

myth of the breaking up of the body of Dionysus, under

the name of Zagreus, by the Titans, their feasting on his

limbs, and the recovery of those limbs by Demeter, per-

taining, I think, to the earlier doctrine of Iacchus, a contri-

bution perhaps by Tyrrhenish Pelasgi. Long before these

later accretions the name Eleusis had probably lost its

original signification (as above suggested) and acquired

that of a 'remnant,' equivalent to the Teutonic hi-laifs

and the Latin \aPog, plebs, in reflection of the traditiou,

whether historical or merely mythical, of the subjection of

Eleusis by Athens. Eleusis was, and Pisse also, from Eleusis and Pis*©,

my point of view, a sort of caravanserai on the way-side of

life, where, in the words of Solomon, ' Wisdom killed her
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The Eleusinian
Mysteries.

Melchizedek.

The bread and wine
of Melchizedek the

analogue of the feast

of Eleusis, the primi-

tive sacrificial feast of

Japhet.

The training of Eleu-

sis, doctrines imparted
to the initiated.

Contradictory evi-

dence.

beasts and furnished her table ' for the refection of weary

men, pilgrimising even then to heaven—or rather, perhaps,

a Salem, where a Pelasgic Melchizedek distributed bread

and mead (the peculiar amrita for an Eumolpus) to the

Japhetan worshipper of the true God, by a primeval

commission dating from ages anterior to the call of

Abraham. My belief is indeed, but it cannot as yet supply

an argument, that Melchizedek himself was a Japhe-

tan, the name being analysable as—1. Mai, equivalent to

mBal, MtAto-o--, or Eumolp-, hereditary priest under that

title. 2. Chized, ized, yazata, sacrifice!' or priest * unless

it be rather Iwchst, ' highest.' 3. Ek to EeJc, the Father-

God. The local names Shaveh and the King's Dale, answer-

ing to Kavi, Kaezr ; and Shechem to Hek-heim, as well as

Ebal and Gerizim, which stand in the background of his

ministration, are equally susceptible of a Japhetan interpre-

tation, and, as I have stated incidentally with regard to

Ephrata, I believe that most of the early nomenclature of

Palestine is of Japhetan origin. If so, we have in the bread

and wine of Melchizedek the exact analogue of the feast of

Eleusis, the primitive sacrificial feast of Japhet.

As regards the special training of Eleusis, the particular

doctrines imparted to the initiated in the full avro^ia, and

the modes of conveying them, direct and figurative, it will

be safer to speak only in general terms, the evidence being

in many respects contradictory, and the entire subject one

of controversy. Some indirect light may, perhaps, be thrown

upon the^e doctrines by the evidence to be adduced as

* Chizeds, izecls. were angels of the Zoroastrians ;
yazata (Zend.) was a

sacrificer (from yaz, to offer), corresponding to the Sanscrit yajata (from yaj,

to sacrifice).
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to the Japhetan belief with respect to a future state ; but The Eleosinian

the express testimony of Pindar, Plato, Isocrates, Andocides, !

fc

,

Diodorus Siculus, and Cicero may suffice to shew that the to the initiated,

tendency of the revelation was of the most consolatory and

elevating character. The general obje2t of the mysteries was,

according to Plato, to lead us back to the perfection from

which we have fallen, and he describes the position of those

who were not uninitiated as a dwelling in the mud, uArj,

of material contamination. He speaks also of filOt} aluviog

as promised to the just ; which must be understood—not as of

' perpetual drunkenness,' as the phrase has been rendered,

but, by an interpretation beyond our lexicons, of the fxidv,

or mead, of medhas or wisdom, the true soma of immortality.

The knowledge of ' the end of life ' and of * the beginning

given by Zeus,' that is, of the future existence, was imparted

to the initiated, to their happiness,' according to Pindar, as

quoted by Clemens Alexandrinus. Isocrates speaks of the

assurance to the initiated of ' the sweetest hopes, not only

as to the end of this life, but throughout the other life

which will never end.' And Cicero, while witnessing to the

true knowledge of the foundations and sanctions of life and

civilisation thus imparted, testifies not only to 'the joy

in living thus imparted,' but to 'a better hope in dying.'

The Sicilian Dioiorus further testifies to the practical effect

of initiation thus :
' They say that those who have partaken

of the mysteries are more pious and just, and better in

every respect, than they were before.'* And Andocides,

a descendant of the Ceryces of Eleusis, appeals boldly to

that belief when, addressing his judges, he says in his

oration ' De Mysteriis,' * Ye have been initiated and have

* Bibliotb.., lib. v., c. 49.
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Tiik Eleusinian contemplated the rites of the two goddesses, that ye may
Mysteries.

Testimony of the
punish the impious but protect those who have been /urjetv

ancients to the prac- ^lKOyVTac—'m no matters unjust.' * I make no appeal to

tion- the testimony of the Neo-Platonists in favour of the Eleu-

sinia—not from undervaluing it (for much in their writings

and the fragments of the Pythagoreans, while of the

profoundest tendency is evidently of extreme antiquity),

but because the few more particularly were tempted to

exalt the Mysteries in order to depreciate Christianity, and

are therefore unsafe because interested witnesses. And

the early Christians, who only knew the mysteries by

reputation, cannot, similarly, be trusted, from the prejudice

attaching to their representation in an opposite direction,

leading them to impute to the original rite, of the cha-

racter of which they knew personally nothing, a coarseness,

if not positive licentiousness, which never attached to it.

There is no ground, for example, for supposing that the

ordinary Dionysiac symbols or that orgiastic rites were in use

in the Eleussinia proper ; while it must be remembered, and

once more enforced, at all times, in common justice, that

symbols to which the idea of impurity attaches more and

more as manners are civilised into over-refinement were

currently employed in good faith to symbolise great truths

in early times, their use in nowise implying licence ; as we

know, for instance, by the example of Egypt, where, with

the symbol of Khem everywhere visible, there is not a trace

of moral depravity throughout her innumerable sculptures

and tombs. The association of the worship of Dionysus

in its later stage with that of Deineter and Iacchus was

undoubtedly a dangerous one for morals; but this assoeia-

* § 31, p. 52, ed. Marchant, 18H9.
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tion was posterior (as I have shewn) to the primitive rite, The Eleusinian
Mysteries.

with which only (be it specially remembered) the present Xestimonyof the

inquiry is concerned. Among expressions of disprezzo &ncl
.

eni
L
a

.

i(
!l.

a'^d
^ J or ir against initiation.

for the Mysteries dating from heathen times, the most

important are the fact that Socrates abstained from applying

for initiation, and the remark of Diogenes the Cynic, that

the vilest publican forsooth had it in his power to procure

to himself eternal happiness through partaking of initiation,

while such men as Agesilaus and Epaminondas for lack of

initiation should remain sloughed in the mire. That the

ways of God are not those of man may be a sufficient

answer to such a scoff. The abstinence of Socrates I

attribute to his respect for the limits separating the world

of knowledge, or of Nature, from the world of Faith,

of the Supernatural, which last he clearly recognised but

reverenced, like man, as holy ground upon which science

must not plant an unsanctioned foot. From the vantage-

ground of his lofty and comprehensive philosophy, and in

the presence of a corrupted popular theology, Socrates,

I take it, acquiesced in an humble, as Diogenes gloried in

a haughty ignorance,—and yet even Socrates, it may be

surmised, might have learnt something from Eumolpus.

There was nothing ascetic, in fine, as might be proved

from Plato's use of the word, in the Eleusinian discipline

;

it prescribed a manly, healthy, and cheerful fulfilment of

the practical duties of life, in the very spirit of the (un-

alloyed) Socratic philosophy,—the mysta being trained, like

the athlete, for that aywvia or struggle with difficulties,

physical and moral, which is exemplified and commended

in so many legends of the ancient mythology, and was

especially sanctioned by the presidence of Hercules and the
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The Eleustnian Dioscuri over the public games of Greece, as I shall pre-

sentlv shew. And I draw a similar conclusion from the
Etymology. J

words Koy£ ofmaZ, with which the hierophant dismissed the

f7ro7rro(, severally, at the close of the entire ceremony, and

which appear to me to be simply (as I have elsewhere*

shewn), in Old Teutonic, or Pelasgian (which is the same

thing), Gang zu ampahs, or -zum pahs,—literally, ' Go to thy

duty!'—the word pahs, ampahs, ambachts, (compounded of

am or um and an ancient root which lies at the foundation

of countless words in the classical and other Japhetan

languages) having the signification of office or ministry,

as I have noticed indeed in speaking of the Amphictyones.

This etymology would hardly have satisfied those who

discerned, in our fathers' days, an entire system of theo-

logical doctrine in these obscure words ; but it is in keeping

with the formula reported by Apuleius as used in the

Egyptian mysteries, Xao'ig atyimg, ' dismissal to the people ;

'

and the resemblance is close to the similar and familiar

formula, ' Ite, missa est.'

Provision for the Such then, so far, was the provision for the education

Doctrine that the of the soul encouraged by the Mysteries among the old

tenourifibymyV Japhetans—its foundation stone being the dogma (I

teMd
f

tothe
d
Dc^yf"

must ouce more rePeat)
tnat tlie soul or spiritual life

is nourished by food administered to the body under the

sanction of that supersensual power which maintains the

harmony of matter and spirit, Law and Liberty, or, to

speak it adequately, nature and grace, each through the

correlation and interaction of the other. That such was their

belief there can be no doubt, but in what 1 shall now add 1

would speak rather in the tone of suggestion than assertion.

* Etr. laser., p. 29.
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The distinction established between Bal, as the Son-God, the Eleusintan

and Tur-Aku, Tet or Z, as the Man-God must be fresh in the
Beljef of tfae A s

reader's memory. He will remember, too, the idea cherished that creation was the
J result of the volun-

by the Aryans in the East, that creation itself was the result tary self-sacrifice of
J J

a God.
of the voluntary self-sacrifice of a God. This (as has been

stated) is nowhere directly asserted in the West ; and yet

the religious feasts of the Salii, of the iEsir, and of Eleusis

taken along with the legends of the cutting up of Ymer,

of Kvasir, and Dionysus Zagreus, answering to that of

Osiris in Egyptian and of Belus in Assyrian legend, appear

to point to such a belief. My impression therefore—subject Probable Japhetan
belief.

to future revision—is, that our Japhetan lathers looked 1. Bal, the Son as

_ . ,„ .„ „ ., God, as Ymer, was
upon the first great Devotio or seli-sacrince ot the Saviour- seif.saCrinced media-

God as performed mediatorially before and with a view £" the
7
physical

11

to the creation of the world and of mankind, in the
â

n
n

of the world

personality of Ymer, mBal, Bal the Son of God,—that the 2. Tet, or Deuces, the
* J

m
Son as man, was by

second great Devotio performed by the same exalted being Devotio incarnated
, , . for the spiritual re-

COnsisted in his incarnation, through a woman, and his creation of the world

aOXog or aywvia towards the re-creation of the world and
an

of mankind spiritually, in the personality of Deuces, Aku-

Tur or Tet, Son of Man, or Man-God,—that Polydeuces, or Polydeuces, or Bal-
'

. Tet, the bifold Deity,

Bal-Tet, the bifold deity, mediator of both creations, is mediator of both

,
, creations— body and

thus the o-wr/jjo or Saviour of body and soul, matter and BOU i j mat ter and

spirit,—that the flesh of Dionysus Zagreus, the boar Sae-
8pm '

hrimnir, etc., typified the first, and the blood of Kvasir,

the Soma or Haoma juice of the Aryans, the wine of

Iacchus, the second self-sacrifice,—and that the Eleusinian The Eleusiuian feast

commemorated both

feast commemorated both sacrifices in one rite, the flesh sacrifices in one rite,

in the bread, the blood in the wine or other potion,

administered to the mysta or alumnus as sustenance

towards his spiritual 'educatio,' as aforesaid. That these
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The Eleusinian
Mysteries.

religious feasts, whether at Eleusis or elsewhere, either

commemorated a former creation or a new, a re-creation

of the moral being, would appear, indeed, independently

from the etymological analysis of the word which expressed

them

—

tv-xapi<jTi)pia— in which ^apiamp- answers exactly to

thivorestdr-, creator, (according to the familiar interchange

of t and k); while the entire word must signify— if the

initial tv be considered in its usual sense, ' the festival

of the good'—or, if tv be an abraded form of vtfog,

' festival of the new-creation.' Both ideas were probably

combined, as in similar cases, in the original signification

of the word thus disparted.

The training of the
public games, consti-

tuting an element in

the ' educatio ' of the
youth of Japhet.

The games held in

honour of the highest

deities, presided over

by Heracles and the

Dioscuri.

Section III.

—

The Games.

Lastly, under the present head, I have to notice

the public games, especially of Greece, as constituting a

most important element in the system of 'educatio' by

which the youth of the house of Japhet, in the most

illustrious branch of that house, were trained par excellence,

not merely physically but morally and even intellectually

—

by a process already sufficiently indicated by the analogy

shewn between the must-, masta, and sagina of the athlete

aud the mysta of Eleusis. Self-command and temperance

were the first steps toward success.

The games were held in honour of the highest deities,

—

they were especially presided over by (as has been said)

Heracles and the Dioscuri,—the whole nation were witnesses

and judges of the contest,—and, during the intervals, the

scene of the assemblage, except at the Olympia, was

the resort of the noblest poets, artists, philosophers, and

historians of their time, where all that was most lofty
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in thought and principle and most beautiful in execution The Public Games
. .of Gkeece.

in art was scattered in recitation, taught in maxims,

exhibited to the judgment of critics, or presented in

dramatic action before the youth and the manhood of

Greece, who sought to rival the glory of their ancestors

in the same chivalrous field of competition, or gloried

to see their sons emulating their own achievements of

earlier days. The honours frequently lavished on the

victor, were by him paid back in humble gratitude to

heaven. The subject of the Games in most particulars

is too familiar to the reader to require a very lengthened

comment, and I shall merely touch upon their leading

features with reference to the especial objects which govern

the present inquiry.

The athletic competitions included five principal exercises,

which were collectively named the itivtuOXov ; but I appre- The vivraeKov.

bend that the number was fixed upon through association

of the numeral irivrt with the ancient spenta, holy, in con- Derivation from the

,-..., i . ancient spenta, holy

;

formity with the epithet upog attached to the games in later the CompouDd origi-

times, and that the compound had originally no such fixed hol/contest?

sense of five, irivTt (spenta), but simply signified 'the holy con-

test,'—while the peculiar character which the number five

bore as sacred to Num or Poseidon, the Spirit-Deity, would

contribute to the same result. The rule that the Olympian

Games should be celebrated every five years originated

probably in a similar approximation, and I should think of

antiquity preceding the date of their regular calculation

—

the ' lustrum ' or cycle of five years being equally a terminal

period in Roman life and mythology ; but the three others

of the national games were celebrated at shorter intervals.

The tradition that the Hercules who founded the Olympic
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The Public Games was one of the five Dactyli took its rise doubtless through
ok Greece. . . . 1 . ,,...'

a parallel approximation 01 ideas, and so too the limitation

of the festival to five days. Besides the Olympic games,

there were, 1 need not say, the Nemean, the Isthmian, and

the Pythian, and these were of only less sanctity than the

Olympic. A peculiar significance attached to each of the

The Olympic games games. The Olympic, the holiest of all, were founded
fouuded by Hercules.

*

.

in honour of Zeus by Hercules, after cleansing the stable

of Augeas, king of the sacred soil of El is,—after cleans-

ing, shall we say?—by that great ' lustratio
'—the defiled

heart of humanity. They were placed under the charge

of the citizens of Pisse—a name denoting, as I have

suggested, an eucharistic ps or feast, like that of El-eus-is.

The land of Elis, watered by the Alpheus, was etymo-

logically the land of light, holiness, and peace, as that of

Sparta or Laced- on the opposite side of the Peloponnesus,

watered by the Eurotas, was that of darkness—not neces-

The prize sarily of impurity—and warfare. The prize in the Olympic

games was a branch of wild olive, kotivoq, originally brought

by Hercules, according to tradition, from the land of the

Hyperborean Scythians. The tree grew in the Altis, or

sacred grove, and the branch was cut with a golden $piiravoi>

or sickle, by a boy whose father and mother were both

living

—

a ceremony which reminds one of the Celtic cutting

of the mistletoe. A peculiar characteristic, negative in one

sense but positive in another, distinguished the Olympic

games from the Pythian and other games of Greece. The

contentions were of athletic strength or personal skill, not

in music or song,— but the sanctity attaching to them

precludes the supposition that the importance attributed

to them was merely physical.—The ' mens sana in corpore
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sano,' the training of manhood in the full sense as apm), The Public Games.

virtus, to perfection, with all that is thus implied, as the The 01ymPic sames -

servant of God, was the motive, principle, and object.

The games of Nemea were founded, some say by Hercules, The Nemean gamee.

after his victory over the Nemean lion, but others, I think

with more consistency, by the ' Seven against Thebes,' in

memory of Opheltes, otherwise named Archemorus, the

infant son of Lycurgus king of Nemea, by a certain Eurydice,

or, according to others, son of a priest of Zeus and Eurydice.

The Seven, seeking for water, and meeting Hypsipyle, the

nurse of Opheltes, with the child in ner arms, she guided

them to the nearest well, leaving Opheltes in a meadow,

where he was found and killed by a serpent during her

absence. The heroes, bitterly grieving, slew the dragon and

instituted funeral games in memory of the event.* Those

who contended in or attended the games were robed in

black, and the judge wore a chaplet of aiXivov, or parsley,

—the chaplet used for funerals generally, and which was

fabled to have sprung out of the blood of Archemorus.

Some say the original chaplet was of olive, but this is

against the uniform tenor of the tradition. I have little

doubt that we have a variety of the story of Linus or

Ilinus and an expression of the Xivoi or 6pr]voi of sorrow

generally, in the myth above recited; the word aiXivov

echoes the name of Linus, L-iuus ; and we recognise,

although obscurely, the title Aur-gelmer (Ymer) in con-

nection with Archemorus (Amphimarus having been, ac-

cording to one tradition, the father of Linus)
;

while the

fact that the games were celebrated every second year

associates them with Dis, Hades, Polydeuces or Pluto, the

* Apollod., III. vi. § 4.
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The Public Games. Son-Deity or Zeus, and the initial Lyk- in Lycurgus, with

The Nemean games. Zeus Lycaaus, and with the appellation Laconis, borne by

the East coast of Peloponnesus, in contrast to the bright,

peaceful, and Olympic land of Elis,—death and sorrow to

life and joy. The initial Oph- in Opheltes easily sug-

gested the fatal bite of the serpent; the better known

Eurydice died by a similar bite; and Hypsipyle may

appear to indicate the sleep or negligence of the saivale,

sipele—ox soul. The fate of Opheltes, moreover, is strik-

ingly like that of Hylas, the youthful friend of Hercules,

especially in connection with the well. Many traditions

are mixed up here, but all of them appear traceable to

one origin.

The Isthmian games. The Isthmian games were held in honour of Palsemon,

otherwise Melicertes the son of Athamas—or, according to

others, in honour of Poseidon, the Spirit-Deity. They were

esteemed peculiarly sacred ; and, after a reconstruction of

them by Theseus, a deputation of Otwpo'i, or official spec-

tators, visited them in state, sailing thither in the conse-

crated vessel which derived its name (Oewpig) from such

pilgrimages. The games were held every third year, and

the victor's crown was composed of the leaves of the pine

tree, -rrirvg, a word associated with spenta, holy—in con-

formity with the character I have attributed to Poseidon

or the Spirit-Deity.

The Pythian games. Fourthly and lastly, the Pythian were founded by Apollo

after his conquest of the dragon Pytho, in honour of whom

a dramatic song and dance was performed, divided, according

to Strabo, into five acts or portions, expressing the prelude—

the beginning of the fight, the fight itself, and the paean of

victory, imitating the shout of victory and the hissing of
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the dying serpent—a diversion very like that of a High- The Public Games.

land battle or coronach performed on the bagpipe ; while
The pythiun Games -

the division into five parts reminds one of the Hindu hymns

thus divided, in which the first at least of the divisions, the

prastdva, corresponded in significance with the avaKpovmg, as

the prelude.

The victor was rewarded at the Pythian by the gift of

certain apples, /i»JXa, consecrated to the God, as well as the

crown of laurel and the palm. The games were held origi-

nally on every completion of a full kvvtarriplg or period

of nine lunar years, which corresponded almost exactly

with eight solar years; and this is, on the one hand, in

conformity with the tradition regarding the accumulative

number 9, and the complete or perfect number of 10,

which I have frequently spoken of, and which is peculiarly

associated with Apollo and Balder the Son-Gods. After-

wards there was a celebration at the end of every fourth year.

The Olympic games were celebrated at the conclusion

of each 49th or 50th lunar month ; and it is curious that

Endymion the son of iEthlius, whose connection with Indha,

the moon, I have already illustrated, bears part in the earliest

traditions regarding Olympia and Elis.

The games, singly and collectively, expressed and pro- Expressed that edu-

moted, I think, in a practical sense, in the estimation of the towards the over-

ancient Japhetans as settled in Greece, that education of for wMch strength
'

humanity towards the overcoming of difficulties in the mysSTiTtheEleusi-

ayojvla or struggle of life, for which strength was supposed nian feast-

to be given to the inystse in the eucharistic feast, and

which formed the crowning lesson of the epoptae or initiated

of Eleusis. The incitement to the struggle was, however,

the crown of victory ; but the varied character of the crowns
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The Public Games, taught, if I mistake not, in early times—before the original

teughtbyaf^wnfl ^gmfication f the words had died away—symbolic lessons

;

of victory. —^he parsley, teaching that all earthly distinction must

wither in the grave, the grave often of the youngest and

fairest, like Linus,—the pine leaves, the gift of Poseidon the

Spirit-God, that holiness and incorruptibility are identical,

—the laurel wreath, that temporal fame comes not through

haughty self-assertion, but through the favour of the Sou-

Deity, to whom each man owes his (rwrripia, or preservation,

—the palm branch, equally from the Son-God, that the

victory is not that of man over man but that of the God over

death (the Etruscan Kulmu *) and mortality,—while the

apples, equally consecrated by Apollo, were emblematic of

those of immortality guarded by lduna, if not by the

dragon of the Hesperides,—and lastly, the olive garland,

the highest of all the prizes, as bestowed by the Supreme

God, and brought from the happy land of the Hyperboreans,

betokened peace, and perhaps a promise of return thither,

according to the ancient traditions, after the great TrivTadXov

of life was honourably accomplished. The inherent worth-

lessness of these supreme prizes stamp them as the honorary

recognition or symbolical expression, not the mercenary

reward, of excellence. Their value had been naught in the

highest sense otherwise.

One last and most important lesson, not hitherto touched

upon, was taught, I apprehend, to the antagonists in the

games of Greece, collectively, by what was called the

The Taraxippus. * Taraxippus,' a name and thing which does not seem to

have attracted much attention hitherto, but which appears

to me to testify to a very important dogmatic truth—so

* Etr. Inscr., 110, 116. 259, 293.
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important that it may excuse a rather minute investigation. The Taraxippus.

There was, adjoining to the hippodrome or race-course at

the four great centres of the games of Greece, a particular

spot so named, known by a tomb, or a stone, or merely by

certain effects produced there, where the horses were scared

by a dread without cause, so as to swerve from their course

and occasion frequent accidents to the competitors. The

Taraxippus per excellentiam was that at Olympia, which was

marked by a circular altar, which stood at the southern

extremity of the hippodrome, a little to the east. It is

stated by Tzetzes, a Byzantine writer of the twelfth century,

but one familiar with many original sources now lost to us,

that a laurel grew over it, the waving of whose boughs

distracted the horses; but this is not mentioned by the

chief authority on the subject, Pausanias.* At Nemea a

stone hung above the spot, glittering and of a fiery-red, which

had the same effect. Elsewhere the effect was without any

assignable cause, but was attributed to the influence of the

shade of some hero. There was nothing either of the nature

of ghost or visible substance to account for the terror pro-

duced and the accidents which were its consequence. The

non-removal of such cause of offence when visible, and the

existence of such cause of offence at all the festivals, prove

that it was an institution common to all, and the presump-

tion must be that it had a symbolical significance as ancient

as the games themselves, and necessarily expressed a

dogma still more ancient. Regarding the Taraxippus at

Olympia the legends were innumerable, and are for the Legends,

most part briefly recounted by Pausanias, who was evidently

much interested by the phenomenon although unable to

* Paus., vi. 20, § 19, ed. Dindorf.

2 K
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The Pcblic Games.

Mystical training.

Legends regarding

the Turaxippus.

account for it. The following persons were respectively

reputed, according to these legends, to have been buried

there:—1. Olenius, a native of Elea or Elis, a skilful

horseman, after whom moreover a certain irirpa or stone

in Elea was called 'QXivia irirpa, Olenian Stone.*

2. Dameon,f a hero who fought along with Hercules

against Augeas, king of the Epeii, and was slain along with

the horse on which he rode, by Cteatus, one of the Moliones.

Horse and hero were buried in the same tomb.

3. CEnomaus,:}: king of Pisa, and father of Hippodamia,

whose mares were disconcerted by the fraud of Myrtilus

his charioteer, bribed by Pelops, according to a well-known

legend, or Pelops himself according to some traditions.

4. Alcathous,§ the son of Porthaon, one of the suitors of

Hippodamia, slain by CEnornaus in the hippodrome.

5. Ischenus, the son of the giant (the giant himself being

a son of Hermes), and a noble of Olympia, who offered him-

self voluntarily to death in order to avert a plague from

his country. He is only kuown by the work of Tzetzes,

or his copyist, but the tradition has all the appearance of

antiquity. According to some, again, as recorded by

Pausanias,|| the tomb was empty (kckov), a mere cenotaph,

and was erected to the memory of Myrtilus by Pelops, and

called Taraxippus in memory of the fright occasioned to

the mares of CEnomaus. And, lastly, the same writer

reports,! on the authority of a certain Egyptian, that Pelops

himself received a something from Amphion of Thebes and

buried it there, by the secret power of which the mares

of CEnomaus were terrified, and all horses passing the spot

* Paue., vi. 20, § 16. t Ibid.

§ Ibid. ||
Ibid,

J Ibid., § 17.

f Ibid., § 18.
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since are affected by a similar influence. Pausanias gives Legends of the

it as his opinion that Taraxippus is another name for

'Poseidon Hippius,' or Equestrian Neptune, the Eoman

Consus. The Taraxippus at the Isthmus was connected,

still according to Pausanias,* with the manes or ghost of

Glaucus, the son of Sisyphus, who was slain by his own

mares at the funeral games celebrated by Acastus in honour

of his father Pelias—or, according to other authorities,

upset (merely) in his chariot.

I may now say that I believe that the Taraxippus of the The Taraxippus

Olympic Hippodrome represents Aki, Typhoeus, Azhi-Dahaka, dragon-fiend!.

6 SK

or Lok, the great dragon-fiend, of whom I have already

spoken at some length, overpowered and bound, but glaring

on man and terrifying him from the path of duty during

the interval between his own subjection and that future

time when the final doom at present suspended will be

pronounced upon him.

I have already given reason for thinking that the word Etymological

Dahaka repeats an earlier form Daraka, Sutex, still pre-

'

served in our Teutonic drache, dragon ; and my impression

is that rapaZ, represents this Daraka = Dahaka, and 'linrog

the Greek otyig, abhi, in a corresponding, though lost form,

in Sanscrit, of Ahi, the Vedic title which alternates with

that of Vritra, as the great enemy of man, and azhi, a fiend,

in the Medo-Persian compound Azhi Dahak, the words being

here reversed and read rapaZ-nnroQ, the dragon serpent.

Lok, the literal and personal analogue of Dahak, was, in

like manner, originally, I think, Lork; and both Daraka

and Lork share the character of deceit

—

truga, and, with

the r abraded and t changed to I, lug-a, to lie; while

* Paus., vi. 20, § 19.
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The Public Games, the Greek vTroSpaaaoiuai = §paa-viro, expresses that fraud

The Taraxippus.

Etymological
analyses.

Legends.

or underhand dealing which characterises so many of the

legends above noticed connected with the Taraxippus—that

' wit oblique ' which is equally expressed in a bad sense

in the cognate root represented by thivorest, a-thwart,

crooked—and even by hurt and verderben, this last being

the word by which dahaka is translated by the Zendic

scholar of Germany. But the identity above stated can

be approximated to by a more circuitous although perhaps

surer road, and this will enable us to discern the features

and peculiar character of the Taraxippus in connection with

the games in a clearer light. It involves reference to the

traditions of the Aryan world, especially respecting the

Medo-Fersian Tistryaand the Hindu Vishnu, perhaps indeed

older than they would at first appear to be. Of Tistrya,

the genius of the star bearing that name, I have indeed

spoken as representing the sign embodied in the Dioscuri

;

and I have marked Vishnu as being a similar character

in Hindostan. Both Tistrya and Vishnu play an important

part in the final tragedy of the world, but we have to deal

with them here, as with Azhi-Dahaka, Aid, Lok, during

the intervening period.

Vishnu, a deity of great but not of primary importance

in the Veda, is best known to us by the magnificent series

of his ten avatara, or interventions by incarnation, of post-

Vedic record ; but in the oldest portion of the Veda

emphatic stress is repeatedly laid on his three steps or

strides—his most important characteristics exclusively attri-

buted to him, and of which many explanations are given

by later mythologists. The most important of these, as

given in the Kamayana, is connected with the legend of the
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Daitya or Asura Bali, the son of Virochana, who conquered Approximation of

lcsrcnds.

the three worlds and deposed Indra from his throne. Vishnu
Vi8hnu

'

Garu(la

became incarnate as the dwarf Kumara, and, presenting Tarkshya.

himself before Bali, begged to be allowed to take three

of his own paces. Permission being accorded, he occupied

by each stride one of the three heavens, and thus excluding

Bali from all of them, placed him in the region of Patala in

the South, usually identified with hell. Vishnu, it must

now be added, is represented by, or, in Hindu phrase,

has as his vehicle, a mythical being named Garuda, the

king of birds, who, when born, terrified the Gods by his

brightness, son of Kasyapa and brother of Aruna the

charioteer of the sun—and who bears the altered name of

Tarkshya,—and which I suspect to have been the oldest is

described as originally bearing the form of a horse and

afterwards of a bird, whereas Garuda is always spoken of

in the latter character, Garuda or Tarkshya. This vehicle

of Vishnu is especially described as enemy of serpents.

Tistrya, on the other hand, the beautiful star Tistrya, Tistrya.

who works by the strength of the Qareno or glory of

Ahura Mazda, as Tarkshya Garuda does in the paces of

Vishnu, is the hero of a beautiful legend preserved in the

later books of the Zend-Avesta, but certainly very ancient.

His more peculiar title, I may observe, is Afs-cithra,

variously interpreted as ' Water-faed,' 'he who contains

the seed of the waters—in which capacity he is cognate

with Soshians, or Soshiosh, the great prophet of the future,

of whom I shall have to speak hereafter. His special

office during this intervening time is to bring down water

to the earth from the celestial lake Vourukasha, to

fertilise the soil, gliding softly to the lake like an arrow,
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The Public Games, as he is described in the special hymn dedicated to hiin.

The Tauaxippus.
Jn th& fnlfilment f l̂s ffice he contends—it would appear

The legend ofTistrya. .

periodically — with the deva or demon Apaosha, the

• scorcher of the water ' (?), as I understand the name,

—

assuming to himself for ten days the form of a young man,

during a second decade that of a bull, and at the beginning

of the third and final decade that of a radiant and beautiful

horse. In that form he proceeds to the Vourukasha Lake,

and Apaosha rushes forth to encounter him in the form

of a black horse, bald, and scathed with a fearful brand.*

They fight for three days and three nights, and Tistrya

is baffled and driven from the lake. He prays to Ahura

Mazda for strength, forasmuch as men do not honour him

as they do the other celestials. Ahura Mazda grants hiin

tenfold strength ; he returns to the lake—he combats with

Apaosha till midday. He conquers and drives the demon

away. The waters gather themselves in cluu<ls around the

summit of the mountain in the region where the Haoma

walks on high, and from thence descend, impelled by genial

breezes, in blessings on mankind.f He banishes the

pairikas that infest the sacred lake, and binds Duzyairya

in particular with two and three fetters. All creatures

think on Tistrya, and the recurrent cry of the worshippers

is,
' When will the star Tistrya arise unto us ?

'

Etiological The myth has much resemblance to that of the per-

approximations.
}wUvA]]y recurrent war of Indra with Aki or Vritra, but

has distinctive features of its own. I have, in a former

page, identified Apaosha, Apavash in the Huzvaresh dialect,

with Apophis the giant serpent of the waters in Egypt,

and we shall see further cause for considering them cognate

if not identical.

* Bleeck, iii. 49. t Ibid., ii. oo.
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I have one other tradition to notice here, in the Western The Taraxippus.

legend that when warred upon by Minerva (Athena), the Etymological
° r ' \ /' approximations.

giant opposed to her a vast serpent, which she seized and

flung up all contorted to the stars, and fastened to the axis

of the heavens, apparently the north pole, where it is still

visible as the constellation Draco.* I have elsewhere

identified Athena with Traitana, the conqueror of Azhi-

Dahaka.

That the name Tarkshya (i.e. Garuda) and Tistrya are

the same will, I think, appear from the fact that, while

Tistrya is avowedly a star, the title Tara, the all-per-

vading, all-conquering, the clear, is an appellative of

Vishnu, while it corresponds in significance with the root

vish, to pervade, from whence the name Vishnu has its

proximate, although not perhaps its natural, derivation.

Tdra is the Sanscrit form of stdra, star; and tdraksha,

star-eyed, and tdrddhipa, ruler of the stars, are Sanscrit

compounds.

"What I have now to submit is, that while the horses and

charioteers who contested in the hippodrome were con-

sidered as types of Vishnu, the Taraxippus represented

the serpent which was the object of the hostility of Tistrya

in Iran, and of Tarkshya or Garuda, the vehicle of Vishnu,

in Hindustan ; and further, individually, that the serpent in

question was the Apaosha of the Zend-Avesta,—the Apophis

or giant serpent of the ' Book of the Dead ' in Egypt,—the

Aki, Azhi-Dahaka, Lok, and Typhoeus, whom we have

already identified with the prince of Demons,—and Draco,

the serpent of the giant which Athena flung to the northern

skies and bound to the pole—Draco being identifiable with

* Hyginus's ' Astronomica,' ch. iii.
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The Public Games. Azhi-Dahaka (as just observed) through the identification of

The Takaxippus Athena with Thraetaona ; while, lastly, there are reasons,
represented the J '

Dragon or Serpent, based on the probable signification of the three steps of

Vishnu, for connecting Bali likewise with the Taraxippus.

Etymological deriva- The proximate derivation of TapaZnnrog from rapdaau), to
tioiis.

< .

frighten, and (Woe, the horse, is unsatisfactory, as it merely

states the effect without assigning the cause. We learn

from the legend that, in some instances at least, it was some-

thing that the horses saw that terrified them. The Greek

vttoSoos reversed, $pa£-vTro= 'iTnroQ, would denote that which

looks angrily or menacingly ; and although still inadequate

as an etymology, this suggests the root Stoic-, Spcuc-og (the

eye) = drip (San.), darec (Zend.), to see—darcata (San.),

visible—a root which has much influenced the develop-

ment of the legend. But the Taraxippus at Nemea was

replaced by a stone, wvppog or reddish in colour, and

appearing to burn like fire, which suggests the roots of

ush (osha), nr-o, torreo, Tipa-op.ai, taresh (Zend.), and trish

(San.), our English thirst, parch, and scorch. Tarax-ippus,

or rather, in an earlier form, Tarax-apas, is thus the

exact equivalent of Apa-osha, as derived from apa, water,

and osha or vas, from the root ush, signifying to scorch

or burn, Taraxippus and Apavash thus signifying ' scorcher

of the waters.' The transition in sound and sense, the dpas,

water, to (Woe, horse, is easy, and it was this readiness of

transition that probably assisted in assigning the form of

a horse, a sort of kelpie or water-spirit, to the demon

enemy of Tistrya. It may be observed here that the

Egyptian word ap-p, apophis, a giant, is derived from dp,

to mount on high, ap in Zendic, and dp in Sans., having

the same signification of reaching forward or upwards.
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And in illustration of the readiness with which mythical The Taraxippus.

transformations follow literal mutations, I may remind the myfficKpprS^ia-

reader, at this point, of the Egyptian legend recorded by tlons -

Herodotus, of the annual struggle of the ibises and the fiery

serpents in the valley on the north-east (?) frontier of

Egypt, through which the latter endeavour to force their

way in, but are repulsed by the ibises,—the Egyptian lib, ibis

representing the dpas and the 'lirirog, while the serpent or

dragon foe remain the same in all the varieties of the

legend.

The statement, again, that Tschenus was the son of the

giant connects the Taraxippus with Draco, the serpent

snatched from the giant, and with Athene, whom, again, we

have recognised as the analogue of Thraetaona, the conqueror

of Azhi Dahaka. My impression is that Ischenus is an

abraded form of rocana in Vi-rocana, the name of the father

of Bali, derived from vi-ruch—the root being rukhs = lux, the

root of Lucifer, while Usanas, the preceptor of the Asuras

in Hindu legend, rukhs, Phosphorus and Hesperus are

cognate words.

The name of Olenius, on the other hand, appears to reflect

that of Bali, perhaps in the adjectival form of balini, the

strong, and powerful, which tallies with the remarkable fact

that the Taraxippus was placed at a spot overhanging the

hippodrome correspondent to that of Patala, the place of the

conquest of Bali. The irirpa 'QAtvm, which lay in the terri-

tory of Elea, usually supposed to derive its name from Olenius,

—the stone which marked the Taraxippus in the hippo-

drome at Olympia, under which the monster, I conceive, lay

concealed (as it was supposed), the glaring colour and the

terror of the horses testifying to his unseen presence,—the
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The Pcblic Games, stone at Delphi said to have been that swallowed by Cronos,

The Taraxitpus.
nn fier tne belief that it was his suta, seed, or son,—the stone

Etymological and
mythical approxima- under which Hercules anointed the ninth or immortal head ol

the Lernsean Hydra, and the Tv<paovii] irirpa in the Caucasus,

—are all varieties of that one original conception—that of the

stone, or three stones, or mountains under which Typhoeus,

or Lok, lies crushed though living, and which I take to

represent the TrtXtuvg, si lex, or sacrificial flint-headed axe,

alike of vengeance and of sacrifice, wielded by the Son-God
#

The connection between st- in * st-one ' and ' suta,' set, seed, or

son, suggested the legend of Cronos ; and st, sagitt-a, arrow,

or flint-headed axe, stand in approximation with the title

Set, or Azhi, given to the monster serpent from ancient

times. The word 'QXivia appears to me to be connected

with mall-eus, and more particularly miolnir the hammer

—

stone-axe—with which Thor wounded Midgardsormr ;
while

remote affinities seem to indicate that the original weapon of

Apollo and the Gods by which the stone-axe was propelled

was a sling and not a bow—and if so, 'Q,\(via -nirpa would

signify, not the stone of Bali, but the miolnir, stone-axe, or

slingstone per excellentiam. My impression is that the tradi-

tion that the conquest was achieved by the sling descended

both in the Japhetan and Semitic races till times nearly

contemporary with the dates usually assigned to the Trojan

War. It is possible that the ideas of sling and schlange,

snake, may have been in connection, both these words

being of cognate origin and great antiquity. If these

impressions are correct, I should think the wXivia irirpa

was supposed to be lying on the spot where the victory

over the monster was accomplished, while the altar or tomb

of the Taraxippus in the hippodrome at Olympia being
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circular, as has been stated, and thus of unusual shape, The Taraxippus.

points, perhaps, to the pole to which Draco was fastened— ^ffiSfi^Sto.
although the hemispheres doubtless are here confused. tlons -

Otherwise it might represent the simple coil (drang) of

the murderous monster. Lastly, remembering that the

Taraxippus at the Isthmus was tenanted by the ghost of

Glaucus, we may at once recognise the name as that of Lok,

the Scandinavian form of Dahaka ; while the star Sirius,

Sot his (Sutex in Egyptian, the great destroyer), the Dog-star,

identifiable, it has been shewn, with the arch-demon, bears

the title of ovXiog aarfip, in close approximation to the

sense of Bali. The observations regarding fraud—trug, as

characterising Azhi-Dahaka or Lok, given at the beginning

of these observations in reference to the fraud perpetrated in

the race-course, may be recalled, in fine, here as supporting

this last more circuitous identification.

If these approximations are correct, as I believe they are, Witnessed to the

presence anrl malig-

a very interesting fact emerges, viz. that—at a particular nity of the Arch-

,..-,, i n Demon in the great

period in that great race which symbolised the struggle ot mce or struggle of

mankind in life toward the goal of perfection and the palm perfection .

of victory, power, and blessing—the Greeks placed an image

of terror, or underwent a secret terror from an unseen cause,

-—in either case witnessing to the presence and malignity

of the arch-demon of ancient days, who, although bound

and impotent to offer direct violence, was capable of injuring,

through the effect of his very look on the horses, the vehicles

of the competitors in the race. His presence, as that of

Cerberus, marked, I may add, the entrance to Patala or

Hell, and a passage outward from the hippodrome was

accordingly placed near it in that at Olympia.

I have to state, lastly, that, if I mistake not, the three
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The PrBLic Games, courses of the chariot race in the hippodrome represented

The Takaxipfus. ^q three steps of Vishnu, and thus typifying the three

worlds or paradises, beyond which, according to the Iranian

testimony—identifying, as I think we may do, the two

traditions— lie, as I shall hereafter shew, the eternal Light

and the Throne of God. The fact of this correspondence,

supported as it is by the presence of the Taraxippus, as above

interpreted, as an invariable adjunct to the hippodrome

—

The antiquity of the carries the origin of the games of Greece—or, at all events,

the date of the dominant principles which those games

express—to a period far beyond the date assigned by history

to those games, and indeed to primitive Japhetan antiquity.

Games of Greece and Such were the sacred games of Greece—and the daily

renewed combat of the ^Esir in the Edda, the warlike

games of the Thracians, and the gallant tournament and

The institutions of the institutions of chivalry of the middle ages of Chris-

c ivarjr"

tianity, spring all of them, I doubt not, from a common

source of sentiment and tradition in the heart and memory

of the Japhetan race. I do not use the word chivalry with-

out warrant. Chivalry in its theory and practice is usually

considered modern, or at least medieval, predominantly

Teutonic and Scandinavian, and identified with the battles

of Tancred and Godfrey de Bouillon, Bayard and Sydney
;

but we cannot but recognise it in the legends of the Red

Branch of Ulster, of the sons of Urmail and of Cnchullin

and Yerdial among the Gaelic or Celtic race of Erin and

Albyn,—and in those of Arthur and the Round Table in

the Cymric or Breton branch of the Celts,—as well as in

the Iranian legends of Firdusi—to say nothing of many

incidents in the Pelasgic and Hellenic traditions of Greece

and Italy ; while the germ of it and of the feudal system
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exist in viridi observantia at the present day among the The Public Games
of Greece and of the

Kajputs of Hindustan. Chivalry has been thus a heritage Thracians.

throughout all the lines of the Aryan and Japhetan race. 2£i^
ta

g£
Brf

Nor can it be limited to the house of Japhet ; for although ^f^jlf^
etc -'

the early traditions of the Jews must be excluded as

having been developed under special sanction, it may be

recognised in the romance of Antar and the more recent

tale of Haleb among the Arabs ; and I would even attribute

it to the Hamites of Egypt, although somewhat doubtfully,

as I suspect that the Assyrians and also the Pharaohs

under whom it flourished were of Aryan blood. Chivalry

would thus appear to be, like heroic lore and song, instinc-

tive in the whole Noachide race. But I dwell upon it here

in especial connection with the irivraOXov, and with that

'educatio' which forms the subject of this chapter. And

I may add that the sentiment of honour, so far from

being exclusively modern, was equally familiar to Homer,

as remarked by Mr. Gladstone in his comments upon

the Greek aldwg, the root of which must be sought

in the remotest Pelasgian and indeed Noachide speech in

that sentiment of separation, and shame in the general

sense of the word, which is expressed in the words sceamu,

skamm-, schamen ; and, in the German, in scneide, from

whence I believe the word scli-atSwg was formed ages before

Homer's al$wg acquired its present abraded appearance.

The ultimate root is sk—and in conformity with the double

and diverging sense of that root, seamen, shame, a'Swg,

almoin, are equally applicable to light and darkness, purity

and impurity, honour and disgrace. The word ' Chivalry,'

on the other hand, expresses at first sight the more external

and accidental features of knighthood or heroism. We
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Antiquity of the
games of Greece.

The Public Games have already seen how, in the supreme act of self-sacriiice

chivalry as ' edu- or Devotio, the horse symbolised the godhead, and the rider

catio o e sou
. ^e manhood, in the predestined saviour of their country.

The spirit doubtless was the same whether the hero bestrode

his brother steed or not. The horse was (to use a Hindu

metaphor) a quasi-vehicle for the soul, as the ship or

argo was for the community ; and even as the ship was

baptized and surnamed, so did the knight of the middle

ages undergo ablution, and receive investiture and consecra-

tion of his arms.

I am aware, while writing on the Games of Greece, that

Mr. Grote, a very high authority, considers them as of

recent, at least historical date, save originally in their

germ ; and his strongest argument, as it appears to me,

is that they are not mentioned by Homer. But a tradition

exists in almost every instance that they were reformed and

reconstituted, either by Heracles, Theseus, or others ; the

sanctity, religious and political, attached to Olympia and

Elis cannot be of recent date. The mythical traditions

connected with the various games, expressing the common

character of the Taraxippus, point, as we have seen, to high

antiquity ; and the etymological data can hardly be recon-

ciled, as it appears to me, with the oblivion by the Greeks

of the old Japhetan tongue, except as spoken by themselves,

even (as we have seen) in the pages of Homer. I cannot

doubt that the germ, at least, of the principles on which the

games were founded, and which they exhibit as known to

us, and even the games themselves existed, humble per-

haps in development, and without the extended privileges

they afterwards obtained, but with the sense of 'educatio'

here ascribed to them, from the very earliest Hellenic and
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Pelasgian times, long before the calculation by Olympiads, Antiquity of the

_ _ n T-w i . i -i-» i , i • T i • i a i
g^wes of Greece.

Nemeads, or Pythiads. Beyond this I do not wish to push

the present affirmation. The silence of Homer may be

accounted for by his being an Asiatic poet ; but that silence

is, I confess, puzzling.

To conclude, then,—the primitive Japhetans held that Conclusion.

natural food administered under certain religious sanctions Summary-

. i-i Mystical Feast.

imparted a strength not properly its own, but derived

from a communicated and supernatural force, to the indi-

vidual recipient ; and carried out this principle by means

of eucharistic fivaTnpia, which prepared the way for the

enlightenment of the intellect and heart as to the conditions

of the present life and hope for the future,—providing at

the same time a system of training through physical, intel- Training, physical,

lectual, and moral exercises for the battle of life and duty iectua'l, by the public

by means of public games, in which the youth of the nation
ff XeArch-enemy,

00

competed—in the presence and under the frown of the great
oHh™Saviour-

eCtlOU

enemy of Gods and men, but under the protection of the Deitiea.

saviour deities, Hercules and the Dioscuri, for prizes worth-

less in themselves, and but appreciable in value as tokens

of victory and pledges of acceptance and honours beyond

the grave.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CITY OF GOD.

We have to inquire in the present chapter—1. Into the

constitution of the early Japhetan Church or Polity Eccle-

siastical ; 2. Into the antiquity and designation of the

original Japhetan Priesthood,—the Prophetic office I have

already dealt with; 3. Into the provision made by means

of a supreme court or minister of justice, invested with

authority alike over Church and State, for the conservation

of religious truth and the enforcement of bounden obliga-

tions towards God and man; and 4. Into the symbolism— if

it be not more than symbolism, some element of historic

truth being translucent through it—by which this primeval

Church, this divine polity or city of God, was established in

Japhetan tradition.

Section I.

The constitution of

the early Japhetan
Church or Polity

Ecclesiastical.

Section I.

—

The Constitution of the Church.

The process of induction has been sufficiently indicated

by which we rise to the recognition of the primitive Church

of Japhet, first, through comparison and contrast of the

distinctive faiths of the Veda and the Zend-Avesta, point-

ing to an earlier and common Aryan Church from which

those faiths dissented ; and secondly, through comparison

and contrast of the ancient Church thus identified with the
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religions of Japhetan Europe, pointing to a remoter scheme Section I.

, . it/. •,! • l • l ii • Comparison drawn
of more comprehensive belief within which the various between Religious

doctrines subsequently opposed in internecine hostility en-
develoPmeuts -

joyed due recognition and, though essentially dissident, full

toleration. The induction would lead to the same result

even were the faith of the Veda reckoned as rationalistic

and that of the Zend-Avesta materialistic—the precise

reverse of which it has been shewn they were. I point

the induction here on the barest and strictest condition.

This induction may be confirmed and the result arrived

at verified by comparison with the analogous developments

which have occurred in other religions, such, for example,

as Judaism, Mahometanism, and Christianity considered as

mere systems of theology apart from any supernatural

sanction. It would be tedious and, as it appears to me,

unnecessary to enter into details here, more especially

as I have supplied ample materials and brought them

into comparison in my ' Scepticism and the Church of

England,' and my 'Progression by Antagonism.' I shall

therefore merely formulate the process through which, as by Constitutional de-

,. velopment of any
a law inherent in human nature, every scheme or sum of scheme of doctrine,

doctrine, whether theologic or philosophic, once proposed sopnio?

to and accepted objectively by mankind, becomes trans-

formed under the influence of the human mind during

successive periods of its intellectual growth, the original

dogma remaining untouched and descending to later times

simple and unaffected by these subjective accretions induced

upon it as a basis ; and I shall then point the parallel

between the religions above indicated, and that exhibited on

a corresponding but a yet far larger scale in the Church of

Japhet, pointing out the distinctive characteristics of the

2 L
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Section I. latter in its undivided integrity, and the process by which

The Primitive ^ original unity and each successive system divergent
Japhetan Churcu. e j jo

from that unity was broken up.

Constitutional de- In all such cases as are above alluded to, we have first a

period during which truth, or what is supposed to be truth,

is accepted as a whole by the heart and intellect of man,

as satisfying to the moral instinct and approving itself to

Balance of the In- the Intellect,—the two leading elements of intellect, Imagi-

and Reason.
°

nation and Reason, although inherently antagonistic, being

neither as yet jealous of the other. The dawn of a second

stage may be discerned when abuses begin to creep in of

Materialistic exa^ge- a materialistic character, the result of human weakness,

balance'

1

° obscuring although not obliterating particular truths ; and

the result is that the Intellect, still undivided and in har-

mony, protests against them, and either forms a school of

thought within the communion or breaks off absolutely in

disgust, forming an independent and distinct sect, and in

this latter case disowning and losing sight of such particular

truths held by the mother communion as have been the

subject of materialistic exaggeration. The new sect in such

cases appears to engross all the intellect of the original

religion or philosophy, but, however brilliant, it wants

vitality, and rocks incessantly like a ship complete to all

appearance above water but yet wanting a keel, the

mother communion, although impoverished by the secession,

maintaining her course strong in the breadth and steady in

the central gravity of her inherited creed, and generally (to

drop the metaphor) surviving all her errant offshoots. A
third stage is entered upon when Imagination and Reason,

the distinctive elements of Intellect, the dominant principle

in the dissentient sect or Church, ripen, after a long growth,
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into the absolutely pronounced extremes of Materialism and Constitutional <le-

.
velopment.

Idealism, which split asunder and stand apart in mutual Materialism and

repulsion, in the generation of yet two more separate sects
Ideahsm -

mutually hostile and irreconcilable. This third stage is

followed in the same line of succession by a fourth, which

may be said to comprehend an infinite series of pro-

gressive developments, the newly formed Materialistic sect

gradually evolving within itself an antagonistic school

leaning to Idealism, and the new Idealistic sect a corre-

sponding school leaning to Materialism, these principles

periodically gaining the upper hand, to the generation of

ever new corruptions within the rival sects, or break off into

independent subsects, and so on ad infinitum. The original

mother Church or communion watches all along these vary-

ing phases of alienation with pitying eyes, but is power-

less to relieve what she deplores. Sometimes the progress

here described takes place (with the exception of the last

stage of all) within the pale of the original communion, the

life of such theologies being stormy indeed, but noble in

achievement and character ; and these are the happier

examples—as exemplified, for instance, in the case of the

Nominalists and Eealists, collectively called Scholastics, as

antagonistic to and yet constitutionally in harmony with the

Biblicists in Christianity, and in that of the schools of

Bagdad and Bussora, the scholastics of Mahometanism, as

antagonistic to the orthodox hosts of Islam. But in com-

munions, either much more extensive or much more con-

tracted, the disruptions are usually absolute.

Commrinp- this their normal process with that exhibited The Primitive Ja-
" b phetan Church.

by the primitive Japhetan Church, as ascended to through

the induction above established, we obtain not merely a
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Section T.

The Primitive
Japhetan Church.

Her constitutional

balance.

confirmation of the accuracy of that induction, but the means

of estimating the constitution of the Church in question

as originally existent, and of checking the character of their

successive disintegrations as more or less divergent from the

original standard. The first fact resulting from the com-

parison is that during her integral or undivided state she

acknowledged and paid worship to the deities whom the

Aryans of the East subsequently stigmatised as devils,

holding God the Father, God the Son—in both his natures,

divine and human,—and the Spirit-Deity in equal honour

;

while she set forth the iniquity of man, and salvation from

God through a mediator—the Bonds as well as the mercy

of Hek, Swaz, or Varuna in relative and balanced opposi-

tion ; whereas the Aryans appear at first to have parted

especially on the doctrine of mediation. She acknowledged

the claims of the Intellect, and gave scope to the expression

of Imagination and Reason in the directions respectively of

Materialism and Rationalism, but with such restraint upon

their excess as preserved the constitutional character of

their interaction unimpaired, although it cannot be said

that that interaction produced the same healthy effects

theology that it did in philosophy, owing, as I con-in

ceive, to the precipitance through which the intellectual

element in the Japhetan mind broke loose from control.

Deficient in this respect, so far at least as we can see back

into the past, the practice of the Japhetan Church, on a

similarly distant view, was less pure than that of the

Aryan dissenting, and more especially of the Zoroastrian

communion afterwards, and the rite of human sacrifice

—a matter upon which, however, I must request the reader

to suspend his judgment—largely prevailed, as in fact
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I believe it did before the original separation of the its constitution.

Japhetan, Hamic, and Shemitic races. But the pre-

sumption in case of deterioration is always in favour of

original purity, and it is reasonable to consider this abuse—
as certainly has been the case in all the grosser exhibitions

of human worship—as the exaggeration of truth into error,

or the gradual materialisation of what was originally well-

intended symbolism. It is as true of nature and system

as of men, 'nemo repente fuit turpissimus.' We cannot,

of course, with certainty see beyond the period to which

the induction so frequently dwelt upon refers us, that is,

beyond the very latest years of the undivided Japhetan

Church—immediately preceding the age of schism—long

ages before the earliest existing monuments of written

dogma ; but the presumption extends with equal force

upward through this period to a date when the faith, of

which such noble and mutually consistent traces are still

preserved, was free from substantial error. It is evident,

not merely from the nature of things and from historical

analogy, but from many other indications, that the period

during which the original Japhetan Church flourished thus

comparatively pure and in an undivided state was of long

duration. It continued to subsist, especially in the West,

subsequently to the first and through all the later schism,

and survived, by no means entirely shorn of its original

brightness, till superseded by Christianity.

The first or original schism in this Church of Japhet was, The first schism by

as we have seen, between the Aryan, the most advanced

branch of the Japhetan race, and the great majority of

their kinsmen, and I think it took place mainly on the

question of human sacrifice, which the Aryans repudiated,
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Section I. although without at first, it would appear, distinctly denying

The Primitive ^ doctrine on which it was founded. In effect, however,
Jai'hetan Church.

they rejected the Father-God, in the character and under

the name by which he had been approached in the sacrifices

in question, although they still recognised him in a subor-

dinate capacity, while they concentrated the honour hitherto
The first schism on , ,, , , , ,. .„ A

. ,. -n .,

the question of paid to all the three leading manifestations ot Deity upon
human sacrifice.

he gon _God and the spirit-Deity. This repudia-
Rejection of the J' r *

Father-God, and his
t jon established per se an impassable barrier between the

identification with x

the Evil Spirit. Aryans and the Church they had seceded from. They

identified, as has been shewn, the Father-God, in the

character above denoted, with the Principle or great Spirit

of Evil. This Aryan Church, or rather sect thus con-

stituted in Dissent, flourished, as it has been surmised and

indeed proved, for many centuries ; during which it is clear

that two parties, respectively enhancing the claim of

Imagination and Reason, gradually became more and more

enthusiastic in the paths of materialism and idealism, and

Second schism. estranged from each other. The result was the keen schism

The Fire-Priests, the beaded by ^e fire.priests, the ancestors of Zoroaster, as
ancestoraof Zoroaster, J r

the leaders of the Ra- leaders of the Rationalists, and by the Rishis, Angirases,
tionalists, excluded ,

the Son and media- and others, ancestors of the Brahmins, as leaders ol the
torial doctrines from __..,. , -, , . -,, i<- . i

Persia, while the Materialists—-the former and their adherents ultimately

the Brahmins, the establishing themselves in Iran, the latter in India. The

tSStsfde|rad^d schism was absolute, and was signalised by the exclusion

the Bpirii and en-
f th g d f mediatorial doctrines from the worship of

hanced tlie worship
of the Son, in India. r raD) t the exclusive enhancement of the Spirit-God ; and

the degradation of the Spirit-Deity almost to absolute

obscuration in that of the Hindus, with a correlative en-

hancement of the worship of the Son-Deity. These are

the two opposed religious systems of which we have the
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dogmatic sanction itself extant in the Veda and Zend- The Aryan schism.

Avesta. But while such were the broad distinctions, and

Iranians and Hindus as nations went their several ways in

alienation, a party, small probably in numbers but strong

in influence, continued to exist in Iran and a correspond-

ing party in India, hostile to, or at least professing a

principle counter to that of the new and dominant creed,

seeking, in fact, to modify it in return towards the older

and more comprehensive though still restricted Aryan faith.

The former, belonging, I rather think, to the Median stock

of Iran, succeeded, as I shall shew, in effecting some super-

ficial restoration in the Japhetan creed, aud after long ages

rose into power as the parents and priests of the later

Magisrn, or mysterised Zoroastrianism of Sassanide times, Magism in Persia.

stronglv impregnated with the materialistic spirit. The The Hindu protesters,
o J r o j- the Kshatnya or

latter or Hindu protesters, well known under the name of royal caste.

Kshatriya, the royal caste,—originally, it would appear, both

kings and priests, and in all probability far older than the

Brahminical,—maintained a long struggle against the latter,

but succumbed at last theologically ; till, in near coincidence

with the time when Magism arose in Persia, Buddhism Buddhism.

established itself in India—to die out, or at least lose its

supreme power, after a brief but illustrious reign. The

successive enhancements of the worship of Agni, Soma, Agni, Soma, Vishnu,

Krishna, Kama.

and of Vishnu, as well as of the incarnations of the latter,

Krishna and Rama, express various and sometimes an-

tagonistic efforts of thought in the decline of Brabminism,

but, although interesting, need not engage our attention

here, beyond the remark that similar depths are reached

in all religions without exception in which the original

standard of truth is lost sight of. In Iran Magism
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Sc«tion I. was superseded by the kindred and purer worship of

Islam.

The Japhetau Church Throughout this prolonged drama, this series of vicissi-

tudes, the original Church of Japhet in the West continued,

I must repeat, to subsist, maintaining a comparatively pure

creed and elevated tenets in the midst of grievous corrup-

tions in detail. A Church cannot be deemed corrupt in

essence which produced a Socrates and a Theano. Nor,

on the other hand, may we dare to pronounce a religion,

even that of modern Brahminism, hostile to and abandoned

by God, when professed in ignorance of a better by such

a votary as Daji Bhau. The law of charity bids us

beware of hasty judgments in such matters. But such

acknowledgment by no means implies assent to the pro-

position that one religion is as good as another, or that

it is a matter of indifference to us which among the various

religions of the world is that distinctly presented to us by

God. Happier and wiser the humblest fakir or dervish

who believes in his creed, limited though that creed may

be, than the miserable victim of delusion who acknowledges

none.

Tho.Taphetan Turning our eyes once more to the West, we find, as

and Greece. I must now affirm more categorically, distinct traces of the

primitive Japhetau Church in the religious communions of

Rome and Greece, united fundamentally in one faith, but

standing in relation to each other as the Catholic Church of

Home does to the orthodox Church of Greece in Christian

times—a comparison which I make use of as before, apart

Iinmo embodying the from any suggestion of peculiar divine origin—Borne em-

that of Liberty.'
6

°' bodying the idea of Law in the Japhetau doctrine, as Greece

did of Liberty. Of the Japhetan Church at Rome I have com-
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paratively little to say at this point, except that the Roman The Jaj.hetan

„, 'ii- i i-ix l- o Churches of Home
instinct oi law prevailed in almost absolute exclusion ol and Greece.

more liberal or idealistic influences—few of which subsisted

indeed within Italy, unless something of this sort be dis-

cernible beneath the ceremonial distinctions of Etruria.

In Greece it was evidently different. The territory of Attica, a land of

, • , , , , ..! peculiar privileges, of
Attica proper was, as shewn elsewhere, a holy land with regulated liberty,

, . . ., * i . , ... n and the standard of
exclusive privileges, ot which every citizen was a denizen

; religion in Greece.

while the higher mysteries of the faith were revealed at the

shrine of Eleusis, participation in which was the birthright

of every free-born son of Athens, if found worthy, while for

a stranger to obtain participation in them it was necessary

that he should obtain adoption into an Athenian family.

But while Athens, although a land of privilege, was also

a land of regulated liberty, and held pre-eminently the

standard of religion in Greece, the rival state of Sparta, Sparta exhibited the

or the Doric as opposed to the Ionic race, exhibited the

rule of law with a severity akin to that of early Rome

;

while their worship of Apollo or Dioscurus tempered

the harsher influences of Artemis. It was, however, the

political misfortune of the Hellenic race that they had no

common bond of union, and this deficiency proved like- No bond of union.

wise injurious to their religion. The sanctity of the land

of Elis and the common gatherings at the Olympic games

formed no doubt a centre party distinct in character, and,

if less august, more powerful politically than the initiation

of Eleusis ; but from first to last the interaction of Sparta

and Athens in matters theological was hostile rather than At Athens liberty

constitutional, and thus, in the lack of a countercheck at straw-splitting ra-

..„,.,. .<!• .I c i
tionalism, and the

Athens, the spirit of liberty prevailing over that ol law, purity of Spai.

ta wa8

her liberty degenerated into a confirmed straw-splitting
coiruPte

•
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Beotion i rationalism, while the severity of Sparta yielded at last, after

centuries of purity, to the corruption of Athenian licence.

Such, then, were the leading Japhetan Churches of the

West, to whose traditions I have resorted so confidently in

the present inquiry. A minuter inspection of the early

times of the Athenian Church will reveal the same antago-

nism between materialistic and idealistic, mediatorial and

rationalistic doctrine, which exhibit themselves on so huge

a scale in the East—as, for instance, between the Metionidre

and the direct line of Cecrops in mythical times, the

former leaning, if I understand it rightly, to mediatorial,

the latter to rationalistic ideas, not forgetting the great

contest between Poseidon and Athene already discussed.

The earlier Japhetan AH this shews the early and healthy activity of the

heStuy^LdSve. Japhetan Church of Athens. And if the moral elevation

of that Church in times long posterior may be estimated

by that of an individual, and the purity of thought, and

breadth of toleration, coupled with perfect reverence for

things holy exhibited by the character of the priestess

Theano, the daughter of Menon, may be fairly assigned to

the credit of the Church she ministered to, then that

Church must have retained much of her original brightness

down to the fifth century before our Saviour.

The point next to be determined will not detain us so

long—it is

—

Beotion n. Section II.— The Priesthood.

Tim: original Ja- The analysing of and designation of the original Japhetan
1111 ian Priesthood. _, . , , ,. r . , ,, . , *

Priesthood. We must ascend to this by a process ot com-

parison and exhaustion, beginning with the Veda aud the
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Gathas of the Zend-Avesta, and gradually taking the Western Section II.

religions into account.

The priestly title that will first suggest itself to every Priestly titles—

mind at this point is that of Brahmin, but it is almost Brahmin,

the latest of all we have to do with, finding no place in

the Zend-Avesta, nor in the earliest Veda, and having

sprung into existence, as shewn by Dr. Hang, subsequently

to the separation of the Hindu from the Iranian people.

The title Karapan given in the Gathas to the sacrificial Karapan in the

priest of the Devasadic or Deva-worship especially in con-

nection with Soma, of which we shall have to speak here-

after, does not occur in the Veda or in the Sanscrit, although

analogous words exist derived from the root kri, 'facere,'

ritual performance. We have nothing resembling it in the

west, unless, as I have sometimes thought, the name of

Xeipwv was originally XupaPov, Karapan. Another of the

titles attributed to the Devasadic priests by the Medo-

rersians is that of Kavi, used for the seers, or priests who Kavi. Medo-Pcraiuu.

accompanied the Soma sacrifice with songs or chants, and

inspired themselves by draughts of the sacred beverage, of

which I shall have much to say hereafter. The word is

used in Sanscrit with the signification of poet,—and although

rejected by the Zoroastrian as a designation of priesthood,

such was its antiquity and sanctity, as betokened by its

forming an element in the names of many of the most

illustrious kings of the primitive Aryan, if not Japhetan

stock, that they preserve it in those names unchanged,

modifying the pronunciation as Kavd instead of Kavi. It Kava, Kavi.

may be merely a coincidence, but habh implies a libation

in Old Egyptian ; while I have little doubt that the ' cinctus

Gabinus' of the Koman ceremonial, especially in acts of
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Atharva, Zend-
Avesta. Atharvan,
Sanscrit.

Section II. ' Devotio,' derived its name from the ancient kavi. The

SSpSthood. °-G - kunig, 'king,' is, I think, a Western form of kavan,

Kavan. in Zendio, and which springs from the same root as kavi—
carrying us back to the period when king and priest were

synonymous terms. All this, if established, would be suffi-

cient to prove that kavi was established as a title of priest-

hood familiar to the Japhetans before the original schism.

But there are two still more general terms even than

kavi and king which must take precedence of all others

as the most ancient and accepted title of the primitive

Japhetan priest. The first of these, the title of Atharva

in the Zend-Avesta and Atharvan in Sanscrit, denoting fire-

priest, is equally honoured by Masdazadic and Hindu ; but

there is no certain indication of its being known to, or at

least acknowledged by, the Western Japhetans. I should

think, therefore, that it was the title adopted by the dissident

Aryans, inclusive both of Hindu and Medo-Persian, after

the original schism, and which both sects combined to

honour as well as the object of their cultus subsequent

to the second. The succession and doctrine of the Athar-

van has gradually been obscured in India, where less pure

rites engrossed the popular affection. The second title

here last in question is of far wider extension, and is that

found as hotar, ahdi, in the Veda, zaotar in Zend-Avesta,

aprirhp in Greek, sac-enZ-os (as I shall presently shew, and

I shall add other examples) iu Latin, gocli in Icelandic,

and crutaire in Irish, and of these varieties, hotar and zaotar

imply the soma—or haoma—priest in Sanscrit and Zend-

Avesta, and godi is the title borne by the class in Iceland

who maintain temples in their own houses, as being them-

selves priests. The word has a near resemblance to, if it be

Hotar in the Veda,
Zaotar in Zend-
Avesta, apr]Trip in

< rreek, Sacerdos in

Latin, Godi in Ice-

landic, Crutaire in
Irish.
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not originally identical with, the title kshatriya of the ancient The Kshatriya, the

„ , . • , i • si i • t t i
king-priests of India.

race of king-priests, whose priesthood in India was usurped

by the Brahmins, and I am confirmed in this inference by

observing that lint implies a priest and sanctity, and hntr, Hnt, a priest and
.i ... c i • i . -i -, -, T . sanctity; hntr, the
the sanctity ot a kmg—kindred words, 1 suspect—in sa,netity of a king in

Egyptian, attesting the antiquity of the root in this accepta-
EsyPtian -

tion. But the original word from which the title now under

consideration is formed is, I think, the ancient thivorestdra,

which supplies so many offshoots in Japhetan theology, the

r in the initial syllable being preserved in crutaire, apriri'ip, Etymologies.

and -erd- in sacerdos, while it has been abraded or worn

down in Jiotar, zaotar, and gocli. Thworestdra, as has been

repeatedly shewn, signifies ' creator,' and in a less extensive

sense maker, a doer or performer ; and the Greek piZ>w,

tpSw, which has that meaning in the sense of religious ritual

or sacrifice, is equally a form abraded from thworee, the root

of thivoregta. 'Facere,' a modification from the same root,

has the same sense in Latin, as shewn in ' sacri-ficare,'

while tpSit) is recognisable in the erd- of 'sacerdos,' thus

taking place as a Pelasgic vocable. Karapan itself springs

from Jcar, ' facere,' in Zendic, answering to sari in Sanscrit,

while Dr. Haug indicates a corresponding form of the word

in kalpa, ceremonial performance. I am aware of the

etymologies assigned to hotar, zaotar, apt]Ti)p, and ettar,

but these are applicable, if I mistake not, so far as they are

correct, to secondary stages in the development of the word,

leaving the original root untouched. Some of these which

accurately specialise the duties then performed I shall

touch upon hereafter. One title there is in fine, yazata in Yazata, Zendic.

Zendic, and yajata in Sanscrit, which I have reserved for Tajata, Sanscrit.

a separate notice, as, although as yet recognised in West
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Section II. Japhetan language as a title of priesthood and therefore not

Titles of the Ja-
t b reckoned as of primitive use, it would appear to have

l'HKTAX I'lUESTHOOD. l ' L L

been in common veneration among the Aryans during the

Root yaz, to offer, interval between the first and second schisms. The root

iSfyaj, to sacrifice, yaz, yaj implies to offer in Zendic and to sacrifice in

Sanscrit.
Sanscrit, but in the former language the signification of

Etymologies. yazata is worthy * of honour, and it is given to the izeds,

of the
Z

ZoroastoiaM.
a

or angels of the developed Zoroastrian worship. Benfey

compares yaj with aytog, ayiZ,d>, and ayvog, which imply,

severally, holy, to consecrate or dedicate (any way a great

separation by burnt offerings), and worthy of veneration,

holy or sacred to the gods, pure and undefiled, physically

and morally. My impression is that this word forms the

central element in the composite title Melchizedek, read as

Mel-chized-ek. Mal-chized-ek, and that the title denotes in ancient

Japhetan speech 'Bal,' the 'chized' or 'yazata,' of '^Ek,'

or < Ek,' the Father-God.

The proximity of Palestine to Iran might suggest the

belief that the personage spoken of was considered as a

yazata or ized ; but the sacrificial sense cannot be dissociated

from the root, although the idea of ized might have been

associated with it. The fact that the mountains Ebal and

Gerizim belong by analogies already shewn to the Japhetan

symbolism of worship, and the many traces of Japhetan

nomenclature that survive in the geography of Palestine,

appear to support the suggestion thus adventured. The

name may have been, and it cannot be asserted that the

office was not, an hereditary one, like that of Eumolpus,

for example, at Eleusis and those of other princely families,

* 'Yazata,' according to Haug ('Parsis,' 194, ed. 1884), is a being which

deserves worship.
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or like that of Pharaoh in Egypt, the entire succession

being regarded as one man, as we ourselves still acknowledge

in the saying, ' The king never dies.' I have felt some scruple

in writing this paragraph, but this is a matter of purely

historic speciality here, in no wise trenching on theological

dogma.

To conclude, then, on the present point, we may accept Most ancient and

7 , . 7 • .li • i i n general titles : hotar,
hotar, zaotar, goai, as the most ancient and general term for zaotar, godi ; office,

priest in the primitive Japhetan Church ; and his office that sacrifice?""

8

of minister of sacrifice.

Section III.

—

Conservation of Truth and Discipline. Section III.

The security taken in the constitution of the original Provision for the con-

T -i , ,-, n ,i ,. p t • ,i , servation of religious
Japhetan polity lor the conservation of religious truth and truth, and for the en-

the enforcement of bounden obligations towards God and SSStalSSS"
man must next be considered,—and these great objects were

God and man '

provided for by the authority of the Pontifex Maximus The Pontifex Maxi-

and the Pontifical College at Rome, and by the high court of College.

the Areopagus at Athens. No tribunals of corresponding The court of the

character are found in the East, and considering the primeval
ieopagus '

antiquity of the West Japhetan Church as the mother com-

munion from which the Aryans dissented, we may conclude

that they formed an institution founded and developed

in the infancy of the Japhetan race, under conditions of

authority and obedience which the principle of independent

judgment, which the Aryan sects took up in their separation,

could not recognise, and necessarily repudiated. There is no

analogy between the hereditary caste of Brahmins and the

elective conservators of truth at Rome and Athens. The

Pontifex Maximus may be described briefly as the great
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Section III.

The Pnntifex Maxi-
mus at Rome, the

great conservator of

law, represented God
the Father as Law-
giver and Law-en-
forcer.

The Council of Areo-
pagus represented the

same Supreme God,
hut was under the

presidence of Athene,
the Son-Deity as

Law-ful filler.

The antiquity of the

office of the Pontifex
Maxiinus.

The nexus or con-

tract between Cod
and man-

conservator of law; the court of Areopagus tempered law

with equity, in the spirit of liberty. The Pontifex Maxirans

represented God the Father, the Varuna, 'Eppog or Zwarz,

who gave his name to Kome—the Hek, Hera,—or Binding

God, of kindred etymological derivation ; the council of

Areopagus represented the same supreme God as shewn by

the locality from which it issued its decrees, but under the

authority, and on one occasion (according to tradition)

under the actual presidence of Athene the patron of Athens,

the Son-Deity in both natures, God -f man, as has been

shewn by his comprehensive patronymic of Trait-, Tat-,

Ath + ene, the ' Son of Zwarz ' or ' of God.'

The antiquity of the office of Pontifex Maximus and of

the Pontifical College at Rome must not be judged of by the

fragments of history, or even by the uncertain legends of

Roman tradition. I have shewn elsewhere that the root

from which the word Pontifex is derived had been absolutely

forgotten in Roman speech, which rendered it by 'nexus,'

'relip-io,' and ' obligate '— but that it is Etruscan and

Teutonic, and as the symbolism connected with the Sublician

Bridge, so inseparably linked with the office in question, is

common not only to Europe but to Asia, as I shall shew in

good time, and the original and proper signification of it

was equally unknown to the Romans, the inference must be

that the office of Pontifex Maximus, whether Roman or (as

I believe it was) originally Etruscan, must have been handed

down from times anterior to the first break-up of the

Japhetan home. The Pontifex Maximus, in a word, presided,

in the name of God, for the indication and enforcement of

the duties of obligation to God and between man and man

—

as secured by the nexus or contract upon which society is
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founded on earth and God and man (as we shall see) recon- The Pontifex Maxi-
mus, the conservator

ciled in heaven,—standing, as it were, between Church and of Law. The nexus

State, and regulating both, although the office was rather a God and man.

secular than an ecclesiastical one ; and it is to this his

character—and not to his presidency over the Sublician

Bridge, which was the mere symbol of that path from earth

to heaven which it was his province to keep in repair and

guard—that we must resort for the true etymology of his

title and that of everything connected with his office. I

have shewn, in the Appendix to ' Etruscan Inscriptions,' * that

the title Pontifex is a compound of i. bandt, bond, banden,

obligation, and ii. fylca, the ancient aeht, implying ministry

or office; while bond is traceable to a most ancient Latin,

Etruscan, Teutonic and Egyptian root, implying to weigh or

mete out, in ascertainment of truth or justice, the superiority

exercised by the Pontifex over debts and debtors arose from Supervision over

debts and debtors.

the considerations already adverted to, which connected the

idea of moral culpability with human schuld, guilt, or debt—

when unsatisfied.

The antiquity, on the other hand, of the high court of The antiquity of the

i i i i
court of the Areo-

Areopagus must be established, not only by the supreme pagus.

reverence in which it was held throughout Greece, but by

the not infrequent reference to it of disputes between inde-

pendent nations for decision, and by the venerable tradition Tradition of Ares
„ .

.

. . , „ prosecuting Poseidon
which represents Ares as prosecuting Poseidon at its bar tor a t its bar.

the murder of his son Halirrhothius, and Orestes as pleading

before Athene as its president when arraigned for the murder

of his mother—Athene having been, if we may accept the Athene said to be its

. founder,

statement of iEschylus as an exponent of popular tradition,

the original founder of the tribunal. It was not only the

* Etr. Inscr., 269.

2 M
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Section III. most sacred and venerated court of justice in all Hellas, but

the AREopAc'as! n0 other of corresponding character can be pointed out, and

Its character. this may serve additionally to prove that Attica and Athens

were generally recognised (with the holy shrine of Eleusis)

Finality of its deci- as the centre of the Hellenic faith. As nidges, the deci-
eions. .

J fo
»

sions of the Areopagus were never impugned,—they sat

on civil causes by night, that no influence from the sight

of the parties might distort their judgment ; but their

authority went far beyond that of a mere judicial tribunal

—

Supervision over laws they guarded the laws—punished all innovations upon the
and public morality.

. , . .

traditions and ceremonies of religion (under which aspect

they condemned the immortal Socrates)—they managed (it

is said) the public funds—they appointed guardians and

tutors for youth—they watched over morality generally and

were, so to speak, the corrective conscience of Athens. The

members were men of grave and virtuous character, and the

constitution maintained its ancient respect and reverence

unimpaired down to the time of Pericles and even later.

The '

ApetoTrayos. The seat of their tribunal was the 'Aptioirayog, the ' hill of
Not Arcs, the God of . . . „, „

war, but'Eppoyor Ares or Mars, as it is usually understood, to the West 01

' the Acropolis ; but the Ares in question is not, I think, the

brutal God of war whom Athene (a significant indication for

the critic in this instance) prostrates with a stone, but the

paternal 'Eppoq, or Hru, who gives his name to Rome,*—one

God, the Jupiter Optimus Maximus, thus ruling over both

cities, while the Pontifex Maximus and the Areopagites both

thus administer the laws of one master. I have some

doubts whether the word ira-yog did not originally signify a

<p*)Yo'c or fagus which grew on this sacred hill, and under

which the court originally assembled. In historical times

* Etr. Inscr., 305.
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they sat, on all criminal causes, in the open air, which looks

like the reminiscence of an ancient usage.

I have to add that a pontiff presided over the Obotrites,

a Sclavonic race on the Baltic, who resided in the isle of

Kugen.* The language of the Sclavonians stands in nearer

relation to the Sanscrit than any of the West Gothic

dialects, and we must infer therefore a corresponding con-

sanguinity with the Aryans. The god worshipped by these

Itugiani was called Svantovit ; and Svantovit, or Bielbog,

corresponds, according to M. Pictet,f to the Zendic Cpenta-

Mainyu.

Section IV.

—

Symbolism. Section iv.

Lastly, I have to notice the symbolism by which the Symbolism.

Japhetans set forth the doctrines which have been the

subject of this chapter, and I am afraid I cannot do this

with the same brevity which I have observed on some

parallel occasions in speaking of these echoes of dogma.

It was as a ship and as a city—the ship, in the first instance

of the soul, and secondly of the community of the faithful

—the city, not of the gods in heaven, but of the Supreme

God on earth, and inhabited originally by faithful servants,

who subsequently fell away from their allegiance.

I. The Ship was, I think it can be shewn, the early Japhetan i. the Ship.

symbol, primarily, of the soul of man voyaging on the ocean Symbolises primarily

n i-n i Al • • ,• T /. ,, o . . Ihe soul of man
oi lite under the inspiration and government of the Spirit- voyaging on the

God. This character dates etymologically from the very ?£
a^ ™fX

earliest antiquity, and connects itself especially with the Sp11
'

1 *-1^1*?-

* Helmoldus, Cbron. Slavorum, lib. ii. cap. 12, in Pertz, Monum. German.,

t. xxi., p. 96.

t Origines des Indo-Europ., iii. 496.
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>p

Egyptian, and
• Nept-,' the Latin

analogic^ of Posei
don.

Section IV. worship of Poseidon as Neptune, Ne/idon, Nun, or Kneph,

T _ and with the symbolism expressive of the generation of the

Saviour-God, as elucidated in the earlier division of this

Etymologies derived inquiry. The etymologies involved throw indirect light
from ' Kneph,' the

upon the entire question of the relation of man to God as

viewed by the early Japhetans. They start from the title

' Kneph,' or ' Nept-,' which we have recognised as the

Egyptian and Latin analogues of Poseidon.

The initial K in Kneph—an older form essentially than

Nun, Nu—represents, as I must remind the reader, a more

archaic z,—the word must have been originally Z-num,

softening pari passu with Knum, Kneph, into S-num, S-neph,

as we see, for example, in the sniff, snuffle, schnauben, of our

English and German speech. From this primitive Z-num,

Z-neph—considered, not as a name of deity, but as a word

denoting simply a 'spirit,' and which we have in Greek

as TT-vtvjjLa, as formerly remarked—branch off respectively

two ideas and their verbal representatives, to wit, seph-,

sephal-e, our Teutonic saivale, or soul (likewise already

spoken of) formed by omitting the n, as in -veiSwv, Iloo--

ffSwv, but retaining the sibilant initial, and vt<\>-, ve<j>£\r),

cloud or vapour, formed by omitting the initial s or z,

but retaining the v, as in Nept-unus,—the former, saivala,

however aerial in conception, being tied (as it were) to

the conditions of matter through its embodiment as num,

i'oo-c, in man ; the latter, vefy-tXr), the cloud, wandering at

large through ether, unrestrained and at the will of every

wind of heaven.

These two words, saivala and ve<j>i\ii, having originally

the simple sense of irvevfia or spirit, acquired, coincidemly

it would appear with their disintegration, a good and an

Saivala, ve<pi\t)-

-irvid/Aa or spirit.
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evil import, saivala as the soul of man obedient to God, I. The Ship.

vttyiXr) as the soul in a condition of errancy, self-emancipated
oSdSStto^tedT

1

from moral restraint. The intimate relation of the soul VifP^ as *he soul
.

errant, seli-eruanci-

of man with the Spirit-Deity, who ruled alike over air and pated from moral
restraint.

sea, induced an immediate association of the idea of vovg

with that of vavg, navis, the ship ; and the contrast between

obedience and disobedience was at once established through

the representation of the virtuous soul under the image

of a ship obedient to the helm, and of the errant soul

under that of one without keel or rudder, driving before

the blast. It must not be supposed that the ship was thus

chosen, in days of refinement, as a poetical figure to express

metaphysical or theological belief,—the etymological kinship Etymological kinship
.of voids, navis, voos,

of vavq, navis, voocj Trvivfxa, nu, num, kneph, and their Kvzdy.a, etc., to Nep-
-, -r» • i i ,, , ., ,i tune and Poseidon.

relation to Neptune and Poseidon, shew that it was the

primitive expression of a primitive dogma—although the

original ship doubtless was but a canoe. Then it symbolised The ship symbolised
° r originally an indi-

but the single individual spirit-being, and as such it was vidual spirit-being.

sculptured in later ages, as an emblem on ancient tombs ;

—

the bark,, its voyage accomplished, furling her sails and

entering the port—a symbol derived, I doubt not, from

earlier days; but very soon after primitive times, when Later was super-

added the idea of the

the ship had become a little world, an Argo, on the water, community em-

., „, . i . . T-i iij barked on the voyago
the idea of the community, religious or political, embarked f life.

under the guidance of God for the voyage of duty, was

superadded to that of the individual life, and it is at this

stage that it became the symbol of the city or iroXig of

God, as stated at the beginning of this section. We
have an approximation to larger conceptions in the XapvaZ,

$at$a\ea, the canoe of Danae and Perseus in the exquisite

fragment of Simonides ; and the floating islands, such
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Section IV. as that of Cherninis, of Delos, each of them a quasi-boat,

Symbolism. represent a collateral development of the idea, when the
I. The Ship.

Floating islands
mother and child, Leto and Apollo—or rather the Magna

quasi boats. Mater, big with salvation and longing to be delivered—are

the sport of winds and waves on the bosom of the lake

or swamp—Copais, Pambotis, or whatever its name may

be—below the holy cave, as found in the symbolic landscape

delineated in a former chapter. The idea gains expansion

The ship of Cnossus. in the legend of the ship of Cnossus (a city named, it

is to be remarked, after Consus), freighted by the Cretan

merchants, servants of Poseidon, which was diverted from

its path and led by Apollo, in the form of a dolphin, to

the port of Crissa and Delphi, where, as we have seen,

he installed the mariners under the name of the "Oghh,

or ' Holy Ones,' as the hereditary priests of the oracle.

The ship of the Such, too, is apparently the signification of the ship of the

\n eman e asj
. tpy

rrneri jan pelasgi, in which Dionysus or Phuphhms em-

barked, according to the Homeric Hymn, but in company

with a crew less amenable than that of Crete. The idea

of the ship as the sacred symbol, not of the individual soul

merely, but of the community of souls as one congregation

or Church, attains its full development in the symbolic

The ship Argo. constitution of the ship Argo, built by the direction of

Athene the Son of God, its central prow * formed of the sacred

oak of Dodona, and which was endowed with sentient life

and with the faculty of speech in suggestion and reproof

—

manned by the groat heroes, children of the Minya3, the

especial votaries of Poseidon, their very name testifying

to it in its collateral relation to smen, Cons-us—and favoured

throughout by the Gods. Argo, however, remains ever

* Apollodorus, Bibl., lib. i.. c. '•>. § 1G.
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pure and holy, although the manners achieve their end I. The Ship.

(after Hercules had been parted from them) by indirect
Argo '

or unworthy means. It is impossible for the student of

comparative language and speech to read the story of

Argo, any more than that of Troy, as a mere material

episode in the early life of a single nation,—but it is not

here that the details of the legend can be dealt with. The

final, that is, the most modern stage in the symbolism, was

attained when the original XdpvaB, or Argo—the holy vcwg,

inspired by Num—became the vaoc, or temple, moored

in its Ttfievog or sacred enclosure, representing in name and

character the symbolical Xipvri, swamp or lake—for the

congregation of the servants of God in our present working-

day world. It would occupy too much space to dwell

on the individual parts and accessaries of the vauc, or

vessel—their symbolical and ritualistic meaning, as testified Symbolical moaning

to by language—the keel, the rudder, the oars, the mast— partsVftkTship.

the ' gubernator ' or pilot directing its course, the mariner

working with his oar, while the breath of heaven swells the

sails—Matter and Spirit, Man and God, operating together,

till, the course accomplished, the symbolical bark is

moored peacefully, as by an anchor, to the vast boulder

stones lying on the beach of eternity—the tvvai. of Homer,

from which, or rather by parallel descent, we have an

English word ' haven.' But, while the voyage is that,

originally, of the soul of man and of the Saviour and his

mother, with the Church of Delphi or Dodone embarked

along with her in the more developed symbolism, it is

Num, Uvevfia, Poseidon, who peculiarly from the beginning

animates the ship, even in its homeliest representatives,

and stands out conspicuous in the x^vfrnepc on its prow, that
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Section IV.

Symbolism.

I. The Ship.

Symbolical meanings
' Xoiuinatio.'

The ships of the

Phseaces.

Etymologies.

is, the curving but towering head of the \riv, the gans,

goose, or swan, which was the symbol, as has been shewn,

of Consus, Pos, Poseidon, the Spirit-Deity. And in further

keeping, every such ship, in ancient times as now, received

lustration on starting on its voyage, and a name—the

peculiar stamp of the Spirit-Deity—to specialise it through

life,—feminine names being usually given to the Athenian

ships and masculine sometimes to the Roman. We
have, I may add, a very full development of the preceding

symbolism, although apparently in total ignorance of its

meaning, in the ships of the Phaeaces in the Odyssey—
those marvellous vessels endowed with life, which were

independent of oarsmen, sails, and steerage, but went ever

straight to the port, and in one of which Ulysses was

landed, as the reader will remark, after his weary wanderings

were ended, and laid in a slumber deep as of death
;

on the beach of Ithaca. (I have already indicated my

belief that the name of Soteria, Hesperia, Asteria, denotes

etymologically the 'Spirit-Land,' while that of Phajaces

signifies ' Spirits,'—and will only add, in further illustra-

tion, that Phaeac- appears to me proximately akin to the

Egyptian bai, spirit, and the Celtic beatha, life, already

cited,) and that the word may possibly be connected in

remote antiquity with <£o/i'<£, the phcenix, itself I doubt

not a corruption of spent-ized or (a different form merely)

spenta-geist, 'the white' or Holy Spirit.' The tradition

of the ship of the soul, closely akin to the Plmoacian bark

of Ulysses, lingored on till comparatively recent times on

the coasts of Gaul and Britain, in the legend recorded by the

historian Procopius,* that the souls of tho dead were ferried

* Trocop., Fell. Goth., iv. 20.
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across the channel by invisible hand?, and by night, to I. The Ship.

' Brettia,' i.e. evidently Britain. A variety of the same

legend is preserved in French, in a most beautiful passage

at the close of the old chivalric Romance of Perceforest.

These ships of Brettia and Gaul are not to be confounded The ships of Brettia
x and Gaul.

with the bark of Charon. The legend of the Flying The Flying Dutch-

Dutchman may perhaps represent a common form of the

legend—and exhibit, not the pure and holy saivale or soul,

but the wandering vi(p(\ii, storm-tossed and without hope

of rest till judgment come and time be no more. The

ships Ellide and Naglfagr and Skidbladnir, of Scandinavian The ships Ellide,

. „ „ Naglfagr, and Skid-
legend, are varieties in a general point of view of Argo. bladnir.

I II. The City. The symbol of the Church as a City of God, II. Symbolism of the

Church as a City of
will be disposed of more quickly than that 01 the ship. It God.

is not to be confounded with the idea of a city of the Gods

or of God in heaven, with Olympus or Asgard ; the city, Not in heaven, but
on earth, peopled by

as already stated, is on earth and inhabited by mankind, mankind, vassals of

vassals of the deity. The primitive idea may have been

that, so frequently alluded to in the Zend-Avesta, of a place

marked out and fenced for protection, in which the faithful

citizens live in security from the wilder and nomad tribes

;

but the independent testimony apparently of language and

tradition carries us to a period older certainly than the

Iranian or Vedic records, and when the conception was that

of a city, arx, or fortress in the strictest sense of the word,

and governed under the authority of God. In a proximate

or historical sense, every great city was considered a city of

God, especially when there was an arx or citadel, and in very

many cases the names of such cities express the proprietor-

ship. That of Rome, for example, as I have elsewhere *

* Etr. Inscr., 305.
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Section IV.

Symbolism.

II. The City op God.

R-heini, Rome.

Pre-historic times.

shewn, resolves into ' E-heini,' * home, or dwelling of R,'

'Eppog, Zwarz, or God ; but this title applied properly,

as I imagine, to the 'Roina Quadrata ' on the Palatine Hill

;

and I may here observe that the quadrate form, taken with

the projecting although earth-hidden altar of Census, looking

down upon the Campus Martius, offers a rude but appreci-

able resemblance to the symbolic ship, the altar in question

forming its xnviGKog, for the two symbols, the ship and the

city, appear to have occasionally approximated. A city

surrounded by a moat or fosse is not so very unlike a ship

surrounded by the sea ; and even the pomoerium, although

a dry ditch, may possibly have derived an ultimate ety-

mologic influence from the mystical swamp from which the

symbolic ship and its crew were secured, after the floating

had become a fixed if still a lacustriue fortalice.

But the genuine City of God, as symbolic of the primitive

Japhetan or mundane Church, must be sought for, not in

historical but mythical traditions, and in localities which,

although introduced and famous in later times, derive their

overpowering interest from legends localised there by the

ancestors of the immigrant races, and which they had brought

into them from their cradle in the remote East—legends not

perhaps devoid of some historical truth, and which may

have been attracted to the localities in question by some

real or supposed resemblance in position, history, or asso-

ciation to the scenes they had left behind them, but which

stand at an immeasurable distance beyond historical times,

as established by the heroic and divine character of the

personages who figure in them. Three of these Western

centres of tradition exhibit the distinct characteristics of

the City of God in the names and circumstances attendant
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011 their history. Megara is one of these ; Thebes is Megara, Thebea.

another, and Ilion or Troy a third and the most important Illon or Troy *

of all. I have already shewn, in support of a distinct

proposition, how Ilion was founded under (apparently)

the especial auspices of the Spirit-Deity Poseidon, but with

the co-operation of Apollo and of iEacus, the Son-Deity as

God and man, and to the honour and glory of the Father-

God. The ideas of a trust, of the betrayal of that trust

through human weakness, and the consequent break-up and

destruction of the sacred city are common to each of the

legends, sufficiently proving that they are mere varieties of

one original. The < tale ' is indeed that ' of Troy Divine,'

in a sense beyond that in which the poet employs the

epithet. But while the incidents relating to Ilion, and those

especially anterior to the period embraced by Homer, bear

evident reference to early dogma, and the tale of Megara in

particular, point obviously to an early laj)sus of humanity, it

is not here, nor as part of my leading argument, beyond

the bare facts thus far fabled, that I shall submit such

observations as occur to me on the subject. It is only as

symbols, shadowing forth doctrine, that I adduce either the

Ship or the City in question,—the legends founded upon

these symbolisms, and which include many other dogmas in

their epic range, cannot be dealt with till the limits of the

original simple faith have been independently ascertained.

The sum of what has been said in the present chapter Conclusion,

is that the Japhetans believed in a Church or commonwealth

founded mainly by the Spirit-Deity and in honour of God

—a quasi -rrohg or city founded by God and served by a
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Conclusion. priesthood, while, practically, the observances of religion

and the interests of morality were watched over and protected

by officials invested with supreme authority in the exercise

of functions provided for by the political constitution of the

leading States of the Western world.
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CHAPTER V.

THE FUTURE STATE.

We have now reached the confines of Time, and the Fate of the soul

BEYOND THE GRAVE,

prospect before us is that of the river or sea beyond which and its future happi-

lie the misty outlines of that undiscovered bourne from

which no traveller has yet returned to tell us of the marvels

concealed beyond the veil. But our Japhetan ancestors

had clear conceptions—how developed it is beyond my

purpose here to say— of what takes place from the

moment when we lay down this mortal coil to that when

the departed spirit stands in the presence of the Eternal

Light and undergoes his doom, either in reward of

his virtue or retribution for his vice in the world of

symbols and shadows which he has left behind him. The

question before us is—What was the early Japhetan doc-

trine in respect of these interesting points, the fate of

the soul beyond the grave and its future happiness or

misery, to which the provision, dealt with in the preceding

sections, for propitiating God and educating the soul during

the present life naturally point as the raison d'etre for their

institution? This doctrine may be approximated to with

confidence through the process of comparative criticism

repeatedly illustrated in these pages. By ascertaining

what the Hindus and Medo-Persians, at variance on many
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The Future State, points, hold in common, we can define the belief enter-

M eth< «l of procedure
tainecl by their immediate ancestors, the Aryans (proper),

tor ascertaining J > J \r r /»

primitive Japhetan on this interesting subject during the period preceding

the Zoroastrian schism ; and by comparing that Aryan

belief, thus ascertained, with the traditions of their Greek,

Roman, Scandinavian, and other Western conquerors,

whom we have distinguished from the Aryans proper,

although of the same original stock, we may ascend to

the dogmas which were held by the entire and undivided

Japhetan family during the period preceding that very

ancestral schism which expressed itself (as has been sur-

mised) in the rejection by the Aryans of Hek and Aku,

Father and Son as known by those names, from the rank

of deity. And language will assist us to correct and fortify

our conclusion in this as in other parallel cases.

I propose to consider, 1. The Japhetan doctrine regard-

ing Death, Judgment, Reward and Punishment as affecting

each individual human being ; 2. The belief regarding the

end of the world and the destiny of the human race

collectively,—the punishment of the evil demons, and a new

reign of righteousness and happiness ; and 3. The scenery,

as it were, personality and minute particulars attendant

upon the progress of the soul to judgment in the future

world, as illustrated by comparative mythology and

language.

Section I. SECTION I.

Death, Judgment, Death, Judgment, Reward, and Punishment of the Individual.
Reward, ami
Punishment of the rpi T , ,., c ,, , ,, , • , ,

Individual. ^ ne immortality ot the soul—that is to say, a personal

immortality, not a mystic absorption iuto the divine essence

or anima mundi, but a survival of man as a living soul, au
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intelligent conscious agent after death, and reunion with the I- Death, Judgment,
_ Reward, and

company of the fathers our departed ancestors, to which Punishment op

-i-ii • 1-tp it> • the Individual.
man looks forward with hope in this life ; the Resurrection Hindu and Medo-

of the Body, an undoubted Zoroastrian doctrine according Persian testimony,

to the high authority of Dr. Haug, and which can be other-

wise inferred ; Judgment after Death ; and a Futurity of

Bliss or Bale respectively, in the abode of God or that

of evil demons, in accordance to our deserts,—these were

dogmas common alike to the followers of Zoroaster and the

Rishis and Brahmins, inherited by both from the ancient

sages, the priests of the pre-Zoroastrian period, of whom

Z >roaster was a descendant. They may be sufficiently

vindicated by such passages as the following, which I give

in the critical renderings of Professor Miiller and Dr.

Haug :

—

From the Big-Veda—' Yama, the King, the Gatherer

of the People, has descried for many a path which leads

from the depths to the heights ; he first found out a resting-

place, from which nobody can turn out the occupants,—on

the way the fathers have gone, the sons will follow them.'

'. That I may behold again my father and my mother
!

'

—

the prayer of Sunahsepas to Agni. ' The dead is rewarded

for his good deeds'—(this is the sense of the passage as

reported by Professor Miiller*)—'he leaves, or casts off,

all evil, and glorified takes his body.' ' Where there is

eternal light,—in that immortal imperishable world, place

me, O Soma ! Where King Vivasvata reigns ' (the father

of Yama, and identical, as I have shewn, with Diespiter,

Jupiter, the Supreme God), 'where the secret place of

heaven is, where these mighty waters are, there make me

immortal ! Where life is free, in the third heaven of

* See ' Chips,' i. 46.
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Ftttrk State.

Hindu ami Mcdo-
Persian testimony.

heavens, where the worlds are radiant, there make me

immortal ! Where the bright sun is, where there is freedom

and delight, . . . where there is happiness, where joy and

pleasure reside, where the desires of our desire are attained,

there make me immortal
!

' And from the Gathas of the Zend-

Avesta*—' Wholesomeness and immortality are by means

of the Good Mind's '
(Vohumano's) ' actions.' ' Ahura Mazda

gives, through the white (holy) spirit, appearing in the

best thought, the truth of speech and the sincerity of

action, to this world wholesomeness and immortality.'

' Let us be such as help the life of the future.' ' The

sincere man's mind is aspiring to the everlasting immortality
;

she is the possession of the Living Wise, the Lord of the

creatures.' ' All perfect things are gathered up in the . . .

residence of the Good Mind' (Vohumano), 'the wise'

(Mazda), ' and the True ' (Asha), ' the best beings.' ' I will

believe in Thee in the last (future) period of the creation.

What man, or what woman, thou Living Wise' (Ahura

Mazda) ! ' performs the best actions, known to thee, for the

benefit of this (earthly) life, promoting thus the truth . . .

and spreading thy rule, ... all these I will lead over tho

Bridge of the Gatherer (the heavenly bridge) to paradise.

The priests and prophets of idols . . . ought to avoid the

bridge of the Gatherer, to remain for ever in the dwelling-

place of destruction ' (hell), ' for ever placed in the abode of

the Drujas.' While in another portion of the Zend-Avesta,t

later than the Gathas, the future life is described in words

which Dr. Haug cites as illustrating 'the genuine Zoro-

* Haug, Sac. Writ, of Parsis, pp. 154, 156, 158, ed. 18G2 ; pp. 1G2, 1G5,

1G7, ed. 1884.

t Ibid., p. 19G, ed. 18G2 ; p. 217, ed. 1S84.
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astrian doctrine ' of the resurrection, as ' everlasting, unde- Future State.

. ., ., , p Hindo and Medo-
eaymg, imperishable, imputrescible, incorruptible, tor ever Persian testimony.

existing, for ever vigorous, full of power, at the time when

the dead will rise again, and imperishableness of life will

exist, making the life lasting by itself (without further

support). All the world will remain for eternity in the

state of purity ; the devil will disappear from all those

places whence he used to attack the religious men in order

to kill (them) ; and all his brood and creatures will be

doomed to destruction.'

There are passages, on the other hand, in the Zend- Quotations from

. the Zend-Avesta.

Avesta later than the Gathas, like the last just cited, but

still of very great antiquity, descriptive of the fortunes

of the soul after death, upon which I cannot lay equal stress

as illustrating the belief common to both branches of the

Eastern Japhetans or Aryans, but which nevertheless are

of value as witnessing to the character, deep-rootedness, and

fertility of the dogmas which here concern us. One of them

runs as follows, in sequence to the old epic fragment of the

temptation of Zoroaster * :
—

' The soul . . . goes on the old

paths, the soul of the good man as well as that of the bad,

to the Bridge of the Gatherer, the good, created by Ahura

Mazda, where they ask for her conduct whilst living in the

fenced estates' {i.e. the world of existence) . . . Serosh

comes thither, with the dog, with the nine-knotted hook,

with cattle, with the twigs of Barsom. He dismisses the

sinful soul . . . into darkness; he meets the souls of the

good when crossing the celestial Mountain Haroberezaiti

'

(Elburz), ' and guides them over the Bridge of the

Gatherer. Vohumano' (the Good Mind) 'rises from his

* Haug, p. 216, ed. 1862 ; p. 255, ed. 1884.

2 x
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Section I. golden throne. . . . Vohurnano speaks, ..." How happy

Reward, and that you have come here to us from the mortality to the

Ls'n.vnilf
°F THE

immortality !
" The souls of the good go joyfully to Ahura

Quotations from the Mazda, to the immortal Saints' (the Amshaspands), 'to
Zend-Avesta.

the golden throne, to Garo-demana,' i.e. Paradise, the

residence of Ahura Mazda and good spirits. And this

account may be supplemented by another ancient fragment,*

which affirms that when the good man dies his soul watches

for three nights by his body, enjoys each night the whole

sum of pleasure he had during his whole life, and at day-

break, after the third night, finds himself wafted along

through trees by a sweet and scented breeze from the south.

As he advances he meets a beautiful maiden of fifteen years

old, the impersonation of his good thoughts, good words,

and good deeds, and who addresses him as her quasi-

creator—as made most beloved, most beautiful, most

desirable through his works. He places his first step on

the good thoughts, his second on the good words, his third

on the good deeds—and, lastly, the fourth on the Eternal

Luminousness—steps that have singular resemblance to

those of Vishnu in the Hindu legend, and which may

perhaps indicate his passage through the three worlds.

' How, O pure one,' asks a pure disembodied spirit

(previously deceased), 'didst thou die, how come hither

from the perishable to the imperishable world ?
' Ahura

Mazda interposes— ' Ask not him whom thou askest, who is

come along the fearful, dreadful (trembling ?), destructive

path, the separation of body and soul. Feed him, give

him of the Zaremaya oil—the food of a youth of good

* See Hang, p. 197, ed. 1862 ; p. 220, ed. 1884 ; Darmesteter's ' Zend-

Avesta,' vol. ii., p. 315.
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thoughts, good words, good deeds, of good religion after The Fortunes of
the Soul after

death. And thus he passes to eternal happiness. And Death.

a corresponding progress, but reversed in every particular, Quotations from the

attends the soul of the wicked man after death. Similar

descriptions of great antiquity are in existence, not as yet

(I believe) translated,—it is impossible to say that such may

not have existed in those ' nashs ' of the original Zend-Avesta

which have perished ; the very fact of the subject being so

much dwelt upon and developed shews the importance

originally attached to the dogma ; and there are particular

points, moreover, in the quotations above given, and a pre-

vailing tone of feeling, which appear to me to connect the

myth at once with the Vedas and with the 'Book of the

Dead ' of Egypt.

Professor Miiller considers it doubtful whether the ancient Testimony in the

t» • • • tt t
Rig-Veda.

Rishis, the forerunners of the Brahmmical priests, believed

in a place of punishment for the wicked ; but the allusions

to such a place which he cites * from the Rig-Veda, where

the ' pit (Karta) is mentioned, into which the lawless are

said to be hurled down, and into which Indra casts those

who offer no sacrifices,'—where 'one poet prays that the

Adityas may preserve him from the destroying wolf and

from falling into the pit'—and where in one passage we

read that ' those who break the commandments of Varuna

and who speak lies are born for that deep place,' seem

sufficiently explicit, and, taken in concert with the frequent

mention of ' the abode of the Drujas ' in the Zend-Avesta

as the future residence of wicked men, may be considered to

establish the fact that the belief in question was common

both to India and Iran.

* ' Chips,' i. -47.
__,
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Section I. Comparing, then, these Aryan or East Japhetan doctrines,

plav™^Axi
MENT '

in their simplest form, with the traditions of the West, we

Indivi'"^
°F THE may recognise them distinctly, with relative variations, in

Aryan or East the conduct of the souls of the dead to Hades by Hermes,
Japhetan doctrines ,, , , „ ,, «« j
compared with Tet, or Mercury the \pvxo7rofXTToi', the very tact thus athrmed
Western traditions. , . „ . -i «. i . i • ±\ • „ ^t

testifying to survival after death,—in the crossing ot

the Acheron in Charon's boat—the analogue of the bridge

Chinvat-peretu,—in the judgment before the three judges,

Minos, iEacus, and Rhadamanthus,—and in the apportion-

ment of the good to Elysium and the bad to Tartarus. This

correspondence is sufficient to prove all that concerns us

here—the primitive Japhetan character of these dogmas,

as held at the earliest date at which we can trace them,

apart, that is to say, from comparison with Semitic and

Egyptian or Turanian creeds, with which I do not concern

myself except collaterally in these inquiries. But there are

Recognition of the other proofs not to be disregarded. That the idea of death

onhTtourlftt'iThe attached in the old Japhetan creed exclusively to the body

death of the body. -

g cjeaf ^Qm tlie etymological roots of the signification of such

words as nacu (Zend.), vUvq, vtupog, naus (Goth.) ; mors ; tod,

death, and Oavar-og, all denoting corruption or wasting away
;

whereas corruption has no part in that which is immaterial

or spiritual
—

' death ' itself thus witnessing to life ; while the

separate existence of souls,—as contrasted with that of mystical

absorption, is positively recognised as the basis of all the

traditions and dogmas above noticed. I have referred to

the general and yet express statements of the classical

writers that the Eleusinian mysteries held forth not a mere

negative oatywv alwva, as Plato terms it, but the most

cheering hopes for the future after this life shall be ended

—more cheering (as we know from the language of the
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Homeric hymn to Demeter) than the bare testimony to Western Trade-
TIONS

post-mortal existence, however positive, as found in the

Iliad and Odyssey. The Scandinavian Edda—that is, what

remains of it—dwells rather on the great catastrophe of

Ragnarok than on the fate of individuals ; but the reception

and happiness of the good in Gimle, and the punishment

of the bad in their distinctive abode, Nastrond, are

equally affirmed, after the breaking down of the bridge

Bifrost under the march of Surtur and his Elves of Light

for the destruction of the present world. Neither in the

Scandinavian nor in the Greek record do we find the resur-

rection of the body explicitly affirmed, but the necessity

of burial in order to enable the departed spirits to pass by

Charon's boat almost necessarily implies it, and the simple

lesson inculcated by the grain of corn committed to the

earth and developing in silence into the ear, set forth as

the most perfect object of contemplation in the Eleusinian

mysteries, as well as the entire legend of Ceres and Cora, or

Proserpine, as symbolical of death and resurrection—and

the rebirth of Iacchus * may justify the belief that it was

a doctrine of primitive antiquity, and the more especially

so when we take into account the direct affirmation of the

dogma by the Aryans of both branches.

We may conclude, therefore, I think, thus far, that the Summary

immortality of the soul, individually surviving—a bodily

resurrection, as to which testimony is not quite so abundant

but quite sufficient—judgment to come—and reward or

punishment according to deserts, were doctrines of the

primeval Japhetan Church ; that is, were held in common

by the ancestors of the Hindus, Medo-Persians, Greeks,

Romans, and Teutons, in the original Japhetan home.

* Mai's ' Tres Mytbograpbi,' Mythog. iii., Fab. xii., § 5.
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Section II.

Relief REGARD-
ING the End of the
World.

Doom of the great

enemy ; establish-

ment of a reign of

Righteousness by a
coming deliverer.

Section II.

The Belief regarding the End of the World.

The events foretold (as above) attach to each individual

soul personally, but there are others in which the whole

human race is concerned, and which refer to the dissolution

of the present and the birth of a new world,—the final doom

of the great enemy, Aki, Typhoeus, Lok, or Azhi-Dahaka,

long since familiar to us as defeated, wounded, and a

prisoner,—and the establishment of a reign of righteousness,

peace, and happiness, by a great deliverer, who is sometimes

regarded as the avenger of wrong and deliverer of mankind,

sometimes as a prophet and promulgator of a new law, some-

times as the judge of man after death and the agent of his

resurrection, but always as the coming champion of the

human race. The personality of this illustrious being is

sufficiently defined, but his origin is more obscure, and his

attributes have been repeatedly drawn off, ascribed to, and

embodied in the myths relating to other deities and cele-

brated intelligences, more especially it would appear to the

great Father-God himself in some of his various impersona-

tions, so that it requires an attentive eye to discern and

indicate the existenceof the great coming champion as an

independent element in the early faith of Japhet.

It may be convenient, therefore, to deal with him and

the general subject of the close of the present world in the

first instance, postponing for the present the myth concerning

the final doom of the evil demon ; and with this view I shall,

as before, endeavour first to ascertain the substance of the

belief held on these points by the Aryans proper or Eastern
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Japhetans ; then that held in the Western Japhetan world

;

and lastly, by comparison, the residue of dogma on the

subject which can be safely asserted as primitive.

Subsection I.

The Deliverer. The Deliverer.

The name of the person in question—'the hero who is

to come '—among the Iranian branch of the Aryans is Iranian Legend.

Soshyans or Soshiosh according to the Zoroastrian tradition.

He will be a great prophet and supernaturally born of a

pure virgin, Eredat-fedhri by name, who shall bathe in the

lake Kasava or Zarah in Seistan, and who shall become

impregnated by one of three particles of seed emitted ages

before by Zoroaster, and guarded in the lake in question

by ninety-nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine

fravashi or angels against the attacks of the Deva during

the interval—a legend fundamentally the same apparently

as that already noticed connected with the birth of the

horse Skyphius, and .perhaps, too, as that relating to the

birth of the Athenian Erechtheus. Two earlier but inferior

prophets preceded him in their ministry, born, it is not

said how, from the two other particles, their names being

Old Zendic, Ukhshyat-ereta, and Ukhshyat-nemah.* At

the end of mundane time Soshiosh shall arise out of

Kasava, in the East, and as the agent of Ahura Mazda

destroy the pairika Khnathaiti, raise and judge the dead

in the last day, and reveal a new ' nask ' or chapter of the

Zend-Avesta to mankind. Everything that occurs, as

* Darmesteter's ' Zend-Avesta,' ii. 220. In later tradition these two were

respectively Oshedar-Mah, and Oshedar-Bauii. (Ibid., note.)
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Hindu legend.

The avatara of

Vishnu.

Section U. effected through this agency, at the close of the present alu>v,
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is to be accomplished, according to the Zend-Avesta, by
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HEC0MIN0
virtue of the Mighty Brightness (qareno) created by Ahura

Mazda, which attended on the Kavis, the ancient rulers

of Iran in pre-Zoroastrian times, and attached itself suc-

cessively to the great heroes, Yima, Thraetaona, Keresaspa,

and others, and which is to attend as Soshiosh in a similar

manner, in parallelism, it may be observed, to the fructifying

water of the haoma or soma libation which inspire these

identical heroes. It is not in the Gathas, but in the later

but still very ancient book of the Zend-Avesta, that all this

is stated.

The corresponding hero deliverer in Hindu legend is

Vishnu, especially in his incarnate capacity- His three

steps I have already spoken of; but the ten avatara concern

us more nearly here, an incarnation assumed in each

instance for the delivery of the world and mankind from

some great calamity. These avatara are not to be found

in the Vedas, and must, so far, be presumed of later growth.

The correspondence nevertheless between Narasingha,

the man-lion incarnation of Vishnu, and the Zoroastrian

Nask above mentioned, in connection with the birth of

Soshiosh, points to a very remote antiquity for the origin

of that particular name ; and the word avatar is connectible

with the Greek o-wrjjp, so that the fundamental idea, at

least, that of incarnation for human salvation, is shewn by

independent evidence to be primevally Japhetan. Of the

ten incarnations, nine of them have already been accom-

plished (as in the personalities, for example, ofRama, Krishna,

and Buddh), while the tenth (in the character of Kalki,

the punisher of sin) is yet to come, and will conclude the
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present and last Yuga or age of the world. The four Yugas Hindu legend,

correspond, it may be observed, with the four ages of

Hesiod, the repository of Pelasgian tradition, although they

do not occur in the later Hellenic traditions of Homer.

It is iii keeping with the distinction previously noticed

as characteristic of the two branches of the Aryan religion,

that the world's history is closed by an intervention for

(emphatically) the punishment of sin in Hindu legend, and

by one for (emphatically) the deliverance from suffering

and establishment of happiness for mankind in that of Iran.

The reader will observe, too, the correspondence between the

number 10th in that of the incarnation of Vishnu in Kalki,

as compared with the expiration of the 99999 years and

the commencement of the tenth chiliad marked by the

revelation of Soshiosh.

I think it not improbable that the star Tistrya—whose

personality we have dealt with in a former page, and whose

brilliancy and peerless red and fiery colour are especially

noticed, and Garuda, otherwise Tarkshya the vehicle of

Vishnu, who it is said terrified the Gods by his brilliancy,

so that they identified him at first with Agni, the genius

of fire, may be representatives of that Brightness or Glory

which are to give strength and support to Soshiosh, and

by inference to Vishnu, in their final intervention at the

close of the world.

Turning to the Western or Scandinavian world we may Western traditions,

recognise the same general tradition in the prophetic narra-

tives of Eagnarok, the great day of doom, in the Edda, Thedayof Eagnarok.

already spoken of, effected by Surtur and Logi in sub-

ordination to him ; while the expectation of the return

of the Saturnian reign testifies to a belief in a final close
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The Dioscuri and
Peoutes.

Section II. to this iron age, this mortal period of suffering and
Belief regarding m , t,. . . ,.,

,

the end of the sorrow. 1 tie Dioscuri in like manner represent the coii-

Deliverer.
^ ception alike of Vishnu and Soshiosh, with their attendant

The Dioscuri. satellites Tistrya and Tarkshya, as represented by the star

in their caps, the spear they hold in their hands, and the

horses on which they ride. The appearance of the Dioscuri

and Bornan Penates at intervals, to turn the tide of battle

in great emergencies, may perhaps exhibit the original

conception out of which the avatara of Vishnu were

developed in the East. The general expectation of a com-

ing deliverer, coupled with mourning for what the ancients

seem to have considered as the premature close of his former

existence on earth, is embodied in the story of many heroes,

Hellenic and otherwise. Comparatively few words will

suffice to illustrate these various impersonations.

That ' Surtur ' is a verbal form of Thworestdra, Creator,

in the highest character, that of the Father-God, I have

already suggested, and this identification constitutes the

marked distinction between his character as the Destroyer

of the world and that of Sosiosh and Vishnu even when

represented as supreme Gods, both of whom are considered

as subordinate to Ahura Mazda and Varuna. The sun that

burns on the sword of Surtur appears to me a Scandinavian

form of Tistrya and Tarkshya; Muspel or Muspelheim the

land of the element of light, and Surtur's residence in

the loftier heavens, resolves into a verbal variety of Phos-

phor- or Hesper-us, with a signification still more remote.

And whilst Surtur himself comes from the South, his sub-

jects, the children of Muspel, sail from the East, the region

of Tistrya, in the celestial vessel Naglfard, and disembarking

it would seem with their horses, the invariable accompani-

Surtur.
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merits of these avenging and yet regenerating deities, ride Western Legends.

over Bifrost, which breaks down under their tread, for the

destruction of the world. Logi, the demon of fire, is specially

associated with Surtur and Freyr in the Norse mythology,

while Surtur is also invested with the brightness and

the majesty which is so constantly associated in the Zoro-

astrian and Hindu hymns with the destroying and recon-

stituting deities. It is then that, in the sublime words of

the Vala's prophecy, which I have already cited, the present The Vala's prophecy.

world has passed away, or at least been dissolved and

reconstituted, a new earth, pleasant, fertile, and in which A reconstituted or
new earth.

the grain shall spring without cultivation, shall come into

being, where the survivors of the iEsir shall meet once

more on the plain of Ida,—find there the golden dice—

a

frequent theme, it will be remembered, of Vedic song,—and

sitting in converse on the grass—perhaps between the

intervals of play—shall recall to recollection the adversities

they have sustained in times past ; and another race of men,

the descendants of Lif and Lifthrasir who had been hidden

within the earth during the times of Kagnarok, shall at the

same time people another Mannheim.

I may remark here that the tale recorded by Quintus Interpretation of

/
-N ., ia- pit- 01 *ne burning of
Curtms, but not by Arrian, of the burning 01 the palace Darius's palace by;

of Darius at Persepolis, by Alexander the Great, at the

instigation of the courtesan Thais—when, in the memorable

words of Dryden,

—

' Thais led the way, impatient to destroy,

And, like another Helen, fired another Troy,

—

—this tale is evidently, I think, an engraftment of the

myths of Ragnarok, Surtur, and Vishnu on the genuine
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Section II. history of Alexander. Thais, the courtesan,—her name but
BELIKF REGARDING . - ~ , ~ n . ,, /* i J • •

1

Tin: end of the a variety of $(ig, S«8oc, a torch or firebrand,—is simply

Del™HEC°MING
Canidia, the Dog-star, Sothis, Sirius, or Tistrya ;

and Alex-

ander, in the mad moments imputed to him, acting the part

of a SaBovxos, or Lucifer in the Eleusinian mysteries—the

torch that set the palace in conflagration being the fires

of the Tistrya and the Surtur traditions.

Saturn, once more, is, as I have elsewhere shewn, the old

Italian variety of Surtur, or Thworestara. His long seclu-

sion from power through the usurpation of Zeus must be

supposed to terminate by his restoration, as Ammon in like

manner is restored to his ancient throne by the ministry

of Iacchus, in the beautiful legend preserved by Diodonis

Siculus, although this is referred to times long gone by.

Another tradition commonly looked upon as compara-

tively modern, but which in reality is extremely ancient,

forming a sort of link between the representative of the

avenging Surtur, the Father or Creator God, and the

subordinate deity to whom the office now under considera-

tion is confided, Vishnu or Soshiosh, is that of the

British Arthur—originally, I suspect, a verbal variety of

Surtur—with his round table, his court of honour, loyalty,

and justice, and the destruction which falls upon it through

the dissolution of morals, as of yore of the realm and

golden age of Saturn, followed by a parallel seclusion from

power, but from which he is to return, according to tradi-

tions not yet wholly forgotten in popular memory, at some

future day, and take vengeance on the enemies of Britain

uncl—although this is not so clear—resume his ancient

throne. A similar expectation is associated with the tale of

Sebastian king of Portugal, was long entertained in regard
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to James IV. of Scotland, and even still lurks in some Western Legends.

obscure corners of France in regard to the first Napoleon.

In some respects the fall of Troy, the voaroi of the

Achaeans, and the prophesied restoration of the kingdom

under the rule of iEneas, the representative of the older

and Dardanian line of the kings of Ilium, may appear

to reflect the coming dissolution of the world ; but I think,

as elsewhere stated, that the primitive foundation of the

tale is the ruin of the ancient capital of the world and

city of God in times long gone by. It is often difficult

to distinguish the proper subject of ancient legends from

the accessory matter that has, through certain affinities

with other legends, been aggregated to them.

Lastly, we have a class—of heroes rather than deities, The early doomed.

„,. .... iii« Linus. Achilles,

although types of deity—in which an early death is com- Astyanax, or Sca-

memorated with perpetual mourning, which in some cases

appears to be kept up in expectation of a final restoration

of the beloved one to life,—the sentiment of desire, hope,

and deprivation animating the votary during the interval.

The type of this class seems to be the Linus, iEl-inus, Hl-

hunu (i.e. son) of world-wide celebrity, of whom I have already

spoken, although, if so, the idea of eventual return has been

lost from the legend. Achilles in like manner, the early

doomed, belongs to it among the Hellenes ; but we have a

gleam of what I believe to have been a positive belief in the

tale of Astyanax, the son of Hector and Andromache,—

a

child at the time of the taking of Troy, but who was the

subject of a prophecy that he should in after years restore

the realm of Priam. The Argives hurled him from the walls,

in order to defeat the prophecy. His alternate name was

Scamandrius, which I have elsewhere shewn signified the
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Section II. ' Desire of Man.' Alexander the Great, long afterwards, as

the End of the I have suggested, believed himself the destined child who

Siu^REB™
00"™

should play the part of Iacchus, Soshiosh, and Vishnu,

Alexander the Great.
pUt down the tyranny of Asia, and establish universal peace

on earth ; this inspired his visit to the tomb of Achilles as

the heir both of Achilles and iEacus, and were the tale

supported by trustworthy evidence this belief might well

have inspired the conflagration of Persepolis. Lastly, and

Expectation in the in the days of Augustus, the expectation of a coming
days of Augustus. . . ., .,

deliverer, the hope of mankind, partly, as has been surmised,

derived through the Sibylline Books from Semitic traditions

in the East, but I think preserved in the germ in the West,

likewise inspired the beautiful eclogue of Virgil, addressed

to Pollio, and the tender address in the iEneid, which

brought tears down the cheeks of Octavia, in commemora-

tion of Marcellus.

Signification of most I have to add in conclusion so far, that there seems to

•The
r

Sign?
ameB iS

be reason for supposing that the proper signification of the

two most important names above dealt with, Soshiosh and

Vishnu, and indeed of others, in connection with the final

catastrophe of the world, is 'The Sign '—perhaps in the

Etymological proof, sense of a star or constellation. Both Soshiosh (through

Tistrya) and Vishnu (through Tarkshya) are closely linked

in such association; but I think the very names them-

selves bear testimony to it. My belief is that the sense and

derivation of Vishnu from vish, to pervade, although very

ancient, as shewn by the correspondence of this sense with

that of tara noticed in speaking of Taraxippus—is com-

paratively speaking modern, and that the older form was

Vrishnu, and still older Tvrishnu, Zvrishnu—or, in still

more archaic guise, the sh being merely a softened form of
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X, Z, ksh, Zyri^nu. This uncouth looking name is derived " The Sign."

from the root represented by dris (Sanscrit), (taking the form J mo ogies-

of drig-, drik-, and dig- in compounds, especially in con-

nection with thequartering of the heavens) and dareg (Zendic),

having the same signification—corresponding with the Greek

§£pK-Eiv, and Celtic dearc-ain, to say nothing of Slavonic

or other analogues—the ultimate root being the Sanscrit

di, to shine, which likewise I believe to have been origin-

ally dri- or zri-, in the sense of penetration, unless it be

simply the di, dis, ts, which is a form of sk, the primitive

root signifying to divide or distinguish, of which I have

so often spoken. From the developed form of dris, Zvris,

Zvrish, or Zvri\, the primitive representative of which is, I

think, the Hindu Krishn, and, perhaps Tarkshya, the Greek

Qpl^og and ripag, repar-g, a sign or portent, and re'ipta, the

constellations, while the Greek name ' Georgios ' or George

must be referred to the same origin in the association of

the name with the legend which has so much resemblance

to that of Andromeda—we have in a descending series, first

dis (Sanscrit), to see ; dis (Zendic), zeigen, to shew ; the Greek

$dicv-vp:ai, <5£«£-tc, the Latin sign-um, the Gothic taikns,

O.H.G. zeigon, A.S. tdcn, and English token; while the

identical word is preserved (I cannot help such repetition)

in the Egypt) j t\n, t^n, a sign, an obelisk, a pillar, and

in the SoKav j? doKava—interpretable either as the graves or

memorial \ illars of the Dioscuri, or as the sign or constella-

tion, the symbols of the Dioscuri considered as gemini. The

Hebrew (but not Biblical) Shekinah used for the cloud or

luminous pillar which sets forth the glory of God, whether

native to the Jews or, as I suspect, of adopted origin, is

evidently the same word. The name Tistrya represents the
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Section II. same stage of degradation, unless the r in the second syllable,
Belief regarding
the End of the which may perhaps have been exchanged for n, has been
World. The coming . . , ., . , . ,

Deliverer. transposed in place. Vishnu, I think, exhibits this ancient

Qualified under the j ^ •
l

j one <wree of later abrasion, the initial
epithet of "1 he ? /v > o

^'o' 1
"

z or t being lost, but the v above shewn in ZwWs pre-

served—(as, for example, in our English beacon, originally

tbeacon, as compared with token)— thus signifying the

sign, with a tendency to the sense of a luminous body,

star, or constellation, although its oldest expression would

appear to be a pillar or finger. Soshiosh, on the other

hand, preserves the original initial z in a softened form, but

like Vishnu has lost the r—as we have seen, for example,

in the Sanscrit Tvashtri, as compared with the Zendic

Thworestara. It is in keeping with these conclusions that

Garuda (otherwise Tarkshya) the vehicle of Vishnu, and

Qareno, the glory of Ahura Mazda, which gives Soshiosh

power in the Zend-Avesta, are both apparently derivable

from the root Gar, liru, implying glory and majesty, which

we have connected with the name of 'Eppog, the Father-God,

at a certain stage of descent from the primitive Zwarz. It

would be endless to enumerate the different forms which

these various words take through the mutation of letters

—

the tyn = obelisk, or memorial pillar of Egypt, being, for

example, the liagan, or memorial standing stone in Old

Erse; while the final n changing to I, we have the same

word, I think, in the Ax\—OkX—or Achilles of Homer,

and with the x or K changed to t in the fiairvX-ia or

pillar-stone of Syria, preserved, but with a Hebrew meaning

affixed, in the Hebrew Bethel—and n or I taking the place

of r, in the Egyptian tekar—whence tvinger, tjinger, finger-

post of modern English. It is with this variation as -r,
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likewise, that lastly the illustrious title Dioscur-ws preseuts

itself as one more instance of the epithet or qualification

of ' Sign ' attributed to the intervening and Saviour-Deity

Dioscur-, originally, I think, Drioscur-, being an analogue of

Zvrish- or Zvri\-, in full form Zvri^n = t"Xu-, while the

symbols Sonav- preserve the signification of zeichena, that

is, tokens or insignia, as before stated.

I conclude with one last observation, viz. that the Sanscrit

rilcsha, constellation—used also for the Great Bear,—may

perhaps be attachable to the preceding root, as well as the

Scandinavian Muspel and Greek Phosphorus and Hesper

—

these three names being evidently associable ; while Vi-

rocana, and Usanas, Lucifer, Aadov\og, Das, tceda, etc.,

attach themselves rather to the root ruJch, lux, although it

may be a question whether this root also is not of cognate

origin with dris, to see. The interest, in fine, of the significa-

tions thus disclosed—common to the three principal repre-

sentatives of the coming hero-deity, Soshiosh, Vishnu, and,

by analogic inference, Dioscurus, may be my apology for

this somewhat detailed inquiry.

The result we come to upon this present point must be, a coming Deliverer

that belief in a Deliverer and Avenger, whose office will be
**
me ™^xhelsigT"

to bring the present world to an end and man to judg- or " Tokeu "

ment and its consequence—was common to the whole

house of Japhet—and that the name of the personage so

looked forward to seems to have been that of the ' Sign ' or

' Token '—the sign, that is to say,—under the attendant

circumstances of the myth—of the Brightness or Glory of

the Almighty.

2 o
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Section ii.
Subsection II.

Belief regarding
the End of the Doom oj the Lvil Demon.
World.

Evi?i^MON
TIIE The sub

J
ect of the final fate of the sreat enemy of GocI

In the Edda. and Man will not occupy us long. It is in the Edda that

Eastern Legends. ^-g -

g foretold with most fullness and assurance ; but I

should hardly have cited it as a primitive Japhetan doctrine

save for the confirmation it receives from other sources.

The personal antagonism of the demons Aki (or Vritra) and

The Veda and Zend- of Azhi-Dahaka with Indra and Thraetaona is represented,

Avesta-
in the Veda and Zend-Avesta, as consisting of a primordial

struggle imperfectly terminated by the victory of the Divine

power—imperfectly, because (as I have already remarked)

the evil influence continually revives, like Antoeus (a

Greek variety, in fact, of Aki), in renewed strength. This,

doubtless, is the effect of the association of cosmogonical

The Shah-nameh. ideas, to the effect of deteriorating the earlier moral doc-

trine. In the Shah-nameh of Firdusi, written many ages

after the Zend-Avesta was completed, but based upon the

popular and epic traditions of primitive Persia (an inde-

pendent series as ancient probably as the ecclesiastical) we

similarly read of the conquest of Azhi-Dahaka, or, as he is

there styled, Zohak, by Feridun, the Zoroastrian Thrae-

taona, but with details shewing that the conquest achieved

was permanent, although the extinction of the demon was

to be preceded by a long imprisonment. A voice whispers

in the ear of the great deliverer, as he is about to despatch

his adversary,

—

' Slay him not now ; his time is not yet come

;

His punishment must be prolonged awhile ;

And as he cannot now survive the wound,
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Bind him with heavy chains—convey him straight

Upon the mountain ; there, within a cave,

Deep, dark, and horrible, with none to soothe

His sufferings, let the murd'rer ling'ring die.'

Thus far the doom resembles that of Typhoeus, as I have

previously remarked, and it is during this period of

suspense that, as I have above surmised, the demon figures

as the Taraxippus in the Greek hippodrome. But a tradi-

tion later than the Zend-Avesta exists in Persia, that the

Azhi-Dahaka was to perish in the last days by the hand of

Kerecaspa, the son of Thrita. And according to the Edda

—and the correspondence of the details witnesses to their

common and remote origin—Asa-Loki, or Lok, the analogue

of Azhi-Dahaka, and Aki, after a prolonged career of

malignity and deceit, during which he wrought the death

of the pure and beautiful Balder, was chained by the iEsir

under three rocks, there to remain imprisoned till the twi-

light of the Gods ; but he will then burst his bonds, place

himself at the head of the giants of the Frost, encounter

Heimdall and slay him, himself perishing in the encoun-

ter. That these legends all relate to one and the same The various legends

. , „ ., , . , . all relate to one and
personage is clear, not only from the lamiJy relationships ot the same personage.

Lok and Typhoeus enumerated in a former page, but from

the etymological interchangeability, or rather identity of the

names of Lok, Deuces, Typh-, Aku ;
Aki, Azhi, and perhaps

Asa in Asa-Loki ; Dahaka, Lok ; while Lok himself (as

we have seen) is named Suty_, and Typhoeus (as I have

also shewn) is identical with Typhon, and Typhon with Set

or Tet, otherwise Bar or Bal, in Egypt—the name Tet being

more familiarly known as Thoth, which again (a second

time completing the circle) is a mere form of Lok. A
conquest, once for all and permanent, achieved by the
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Section II. Saviour-Son or his analogues over a personal and evil

the''exdof™' potentate named as above, followed by long suppression,

WoBU)- succeeded by a moment's sporadic outbreak, and terminated

Evil Demon. by condign punishment in the form (so far as appears) of

Conquest over him by utter extinction—is thus the summary of this point of
the Saviour-Son. J x

Confusion of names, primitive doctrine, as derived from a comparison and esti-

mate (according to their relative antiquity) of the various

legends :—while we must never lose sight of the fact that

the personage in question, this impersonation of evil, is uni-

formly styled—as Set, Sutx, Typhoeus, Dahaka, Aki, etc.

—by the names of his great conqueror the Son-Deity (in

his mortal character), imputed to him by rival sectaries sub-

sequently to the original schism, before which great epoch

his existence and activity were felt (as I have shewn) and

acknowledged, but, like the Pelasgian Gods as originally

worshipped at Dodona, without a particular surname. It

is, I may add, in singular contrast to the sterner retribution

of Greece, Persia, and India—at least during his period of

imprisonment—and by an unwonted touch of beauty and

tenderness, that the Edda represents Lok as comforted in

his pangs by the devotion of his wife Sigynna, who con-

tinually interposes a cup to receive the venom which drops

from the snake suspended by Skadi (the goddess of ' dam-

num ' or skalth) over his head,—his shudderings during the

interval while she empties the cup and the drops fall on

him uninterruptedly occasioning those earthquakes, terrible

to man, which the Greek legend attributes in like manner,

although without any knowledge of a Sigynna, to the

futile struggles of Typhoeus. Perhaps this redeeming touch

of compassion may be owing to a reminiscence of Lok's

original dignity as Tet or Set, as worshipped (I imagine)
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by the Thoringa and Jotunga previously to the supremacy

of Odin and the Mylinga, and which has been, like that of

Thor, degraded in the North under the influence of the

latter race and deity. As Lok Utgardi, Lok of the Jotuns,

and in connection with Surtr, as the physical but avenging

flame, the * Surtur-brenna ' already spoken of, he retains

more of his pristine character, and takes part with Surtr in

the destruction of the world.

Section III. Section in

Scenery of the Progress of the Soul through the Scenery of the Pro
GRESS 0]

THROUGJ
World.

W i IT/ 7/7
GRESS OF THE SOUL

I1 mure World. through the Future

Such, as detailed, were the leading dogmas regarding

the future state as held by the primitive Japhetans, and

although no positive proof can be offered in support of

such a suggestion, I have little doubt that they formed

the substance of the revelations imparted to the initiated

in the Mysteries of Eleusis, and that the correspondent

scenes—the pilgrimage, judgment, and fate of the soul,

and the divine or semi-divine personages who have passed

before us, and others whom I have hardly yet touched

upon, formed the subject and the actors of the great drama

which was opened before their eyes by the hierophant

Eumolpus, on the night between the sixth and seventh day,

the great Sabbath of their initiation.

Much of this scenery, and the character of many of Great antiquity of

these dramatis persona (other than Aki, Azhi-Dahaka, or
*

e Legend8,

Lok, and the avenging Father and Surtur) are of the most

primeval antiquity, common in fact to the Hamite and

proto-Semitic as well as to the Japhetan world ; and this
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Section III.

Progress of tiie

soul through the
Future World.

The analysis ofnames
suggests the conduct,

by the bifold Bon-
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comes out even more clearly from the etymological evidence

than from the mythological. I can but indicate the out-

line of inquiries in this direction, the prosecution of which

the student would find very interesting. The ^/u\o7ro/u7roc,

the Bridge or Boat of the Dead, the dogs which protect the

souls journeying on their last pilgrimage against the wolf

which infests the passage, the Judges of the dead, Paradise,

and the abode of evil, are all designated by names which

echo back the mythological tradition and support the

general views of Japhetan doctrine above set forth—names,

it is to be observed, utterly unintelligible to those who have

transmitted them to us, as in countless other instances

adduced in these pages. The analysis of these names does

even more than simply support the mythological testimony

;

it tends to establish, or at least enables us to suggest with

strong probability, the especial part, hardly as yet touched

upon, borne by the Son-Deity in his bifold personality in

the conduct of the soul of man beyond the grave to the

period when the convoy ceases in the presence of his final

Judge.

We may consider, first, the names of Tet, Set, Thoth

—

otherwise Deuces, Iacchus, Aku, and Lok (in his unper-

verted character) ; in Latin, Mercurius, and in Greek,

Hermes—in connection with his office of rpvxpirofiirog,

in Europe; and, secondly, the character of Yima or Yama,

surnamed the Gatherer, and the guardian of the Bridge

from earth to heaven in the Aryan East—each in relation

to the other, Yama and Tet being the two halves of one and

the same being, separated in office but not in personality.

The 1 >ogs stand in relation both to Tet and Yama.

The primary signification of Tet, attaching in various
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ways to all his titles, is ' Seed ' or ' Son ' by material genera- ' Tet,' the 'Seed' or
J ' Son, the human

tion, and as such we have recognised him as the human half.

phase of the bifold Son-Deity ; but the special character

of his ministration as ^vxottohttoq finds its echo in, and

is indicated by, the root variously written thth-i in Old

Egyptian (as already slightly indicated), due- (ducere) in

Latin, zog- and leitj-, led- (zogen, leitjan, led-ian) in

Teutonic, all signifying to lead or conduct. Zogo, rayog,

dux, lictor, are nouns equivalent to 7ro^7roc, leader, or con-

ductor—that is, of souls—in the present point of view. The

name and office of Set, therefore, are witnessed to by this

primary and secondary attribution of titles, as ' The Seed,' The Son-Deity as
tr J J

_
the ' Conductor of

or ' Son/ the ' Conductor ' of departed spirits, to happiness departed spirits.

or misery,—the conduct beyond the grave, to a point to be

defined, being merely in fact a continuation of that conduct

through life which is involved in the special title of Zogo

and the functions of Tet as teacher of mankind, as already

shewn. Every impersonation of the Son-Deity in whose

name this component element of Tet, Deuces, or Aku occurs,

—with Polydeuces at their head— is thus inherently,

potentially, and throughout a -^vxoTrofnrog, although the

character has not always found place in their mythological

development.

The Yama and Yima, again, of the Aryans has been Yama as the

. _ ~ , . . ' Gatherer,' the

identified in former pages with the Ymer ot Scandinavia Divine half of the

„ „ , ,, . . , ,. bifold Son-Deity.

and the Zeus "Ofifipiog, Inierus, of Greece ; and this identi-

fication is important as additionally supplying the link

connecting Yama and Yima with the alternate form of -^3,0-

or Ymer, viz. Embl- (as in (Edumbla), Amal (as in Amal-

thea), mBal, Bal,—primeval titles of the Sun-Deity in the

character of God—Son of the Father by a geniture the
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antithesis of (so to speak) material generation. It is im-

portant here to observe that the qualification of i//u \07rofnroc

is never ascribed to Yarna or Ymer, whose peculiar office

is, as above shewn, indicated by the Aryan title

' Gatherer,' and perhaps, as I shall suggest, the great title

of Zeus vt(f>t\y)ytp£T<i. The Bridge belongs to Yama, the

conduct of souls to Tet, or Hermes. The convoy of Tet

stops at the Bridge, so far as the future progress of the

soul is concerned. Tet, or Hermes, the especial repre-

sentative of the manhood of the Deity, brings the souls to

the Bridge ; Yama there receives, or rather gathers,

collects, or assembles them together—the presumption

being that those assembled are the heirs or claimants of

heaven—a claim, however, still to be tested after the

passage, although none can pass without permission. It is

difficult to discern the exact lineaments of truth through

the gloom ; bat it appears to me that, while God the

Son, God and Man in combination, inseparably united

as in Pulydeuees and his analogues, acts as the o-wr/jjo or

Saviour of man from the first to the threshold of the last,

it is Tet, the Son in his human phase, who specially

teaches, guides, and guards him continuously, even beyond

death to the foot of the Bridge, and the same Son-Saviour,

as Yama or Bal, in his divine phase, who gathers the myriads

together and transmits them to the place of judgment on

their way to Elysium or — Tartarus. This distribution of

character and office deducible from myths and etymologies

of purely Japhetan origin tallies with, it may be observed, and

is supported by what is transmitted to us in the ' Book of

the Dead' of Egypt, where Tet acts as \ln\u7ri)fnro(j in the

fust instance, but delivers over his charge to Horus for
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subsequent conveyance to Anienti. Horus, or Arceres—Her Horns or Apollo—
.

Bal, Yama.
Her in the hieroglyphics—was the equivalent of Apollo,

that is Bal, mBal, -mbr, Ymer, or Yama,— the identity

being so clearly recognised that the town sacred to him,

formerly Het,* now Edfoo, was called by the Greeks

Apolliuopolis. The parallelism holds indeed throughout.

As Tet or Hermes, and Apollo, Bal, Yama or Yima, en-

due man with blessings in this life, and guard him after

death, in the maimer above pointed out, in the Japhetan

tradition, so Tet and Horus pour life and blessing upon Tet and Horns as

the Pharaoh in the Egyptian sculptures, standing opposite Divine natures of the

each other with the monarch between them, evidently,
one Saviour -

I think, in pristine (though forgotten) recognition of the

original character of the two Gods as the divine and human

natures of the one Saviour, equally engaged in preserving

from death ; and after dissolution, with divided service,

they escort, receive, and transmit the souls to the abodes

of the just. Charon has frequently been identified with

Horus, and although miserably debased in European

tradition, his qualification as the gatherer of souls, and

the name of his father Erebos (an abraded form of Zwarz),

would appear to justify the approximation. A link is not,

however, wanting which identifies Charon's passengers as

subjects of Yama. Serosh, or Qraosha, lastly, who comes Serosh, or Craosha,

with the dog and leads the souls over the Bridge—himself ideutical with Yama'

being intermediate, in the Zproastrian Hades, between God

and Spirit, higher than the amshaspands, but still a creature

according to the Zend-Avesta—is the analogue in every way

of the Egyptian Horus, and must therefore be identical with

Yama.

* Bunsen, ' Egypt's Place,' i. 101 (414, 2nd ed.).
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Section ni. The association of the Dog with Tet and Tama—and with

Soul through the Serosh in the Medo-Persian legend—may now be dealt

TheXgTof^La.
With

-
Tw° d°gS

'
named collectively Sara-meya, are attri-

buted to Tama in the Veda, as sent by him to the dying to

escort them to the Bridge, and the same office appears to be

assigned to their mother Sarama, the dog of Indra, who was

sent to reclaim the cows, i.e. souls, stolen by the Panis, but

who betrayed her trust. She is identified with Helen by Max
Muller,* and Sarameya with ' Hermeias ' or Hermes, a most

happy approximation. I have, in a former page, shewn the

relation of Hermes and Sarama to the primitive root ^rp,

and the intermediate conception of the executers of divine

acts as ypinrsg, KtWc, griffins and dogs. I have also identi-

fied (as I believe) the two dogs of Tama with Hypnos and

Thanatos, the sleep and death of Homer,| and it must be

confessed that it is originally in these beautiful impersona-

tions that we can identify the dogs of Tama as positive

existences in the West Japhetan world. The dog of Serosh

is not, I think, anywhere named, but he must be a variety of

Sarama. Of a ruder type, we have Cerberus in Greece,

and Garmr in Scandinavia, dogs of the infernal world—as

well as the dog Orthrus. Professor Muller has pointed out the

etymologic identity of Sarama and Cerberus; and the reader

will at once see that Garmr and Cerberus are equally the

same word, and also, I must again repeat, that they are mere

varieties of the name Hermes, the Hellenic appellation of

The dog adopted as Mercurius or Tet. The fair inference is that the dog: was
the symbol of tho
xpuxoirofxirds. adopted as the symbol of the \pv\o7rofnr6g (on the principle

of Mythogony so frequently illustrated), and had originally

* Lect. on the Scieucc of Lang., series ii., p. 472.

+ II., xiv. 231, xvi. 672. 682; Hesiod, Theog., 212.
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no separate or individual mythological existence, although The Dogs op Yasia.

subsequently invested with such. The dog symbol was

fixed upon, I apprehend, from the fact that the very ancient

Japhetan word ' dog ' is a leader, pointer, or conductor— The word « dog ' as a

zogo, rayog, dux being (as has been shewn) a variety of the ductor.
P°m ^ °0n"

name of Deuces, Tet, Thoth, or Lok—in the sense of Dux, Deuces, Tet.

-Tro/unrog, as above shewn. The dog then became a symbol The dog the symbol

of the xpvxoTro/jnroQ, and consequently Polydeuces, the

Castor or a<DTr)p of man, is accompanied, as -Deuces, by

a dog, as previously mentioned. The specific names of

Cerberus, Garmr, Sarama, similarly reflect the name of

the type or principle Hermes. And what confirms this

suggestion is the fact that the star Sothis of Egypt, which

was personated (if I mistake not) by the Aadov\og, or torch-

bearer (originally perhaps Zet-Aku) in the Eleusiuian

mysteries, is the same so familiar to us in the West as

Sirius (apparently the Serosh of Persia and the origin of our

common canine name Cyrus), as Lucifer (a form connecting

it with Logi, Lok), and as Canicula, or the Dog-star

—

Sothis being the especial star sacred to Thoth (Thoth =
Thok = Dok == Dog), Tet, or Hermes, in Egypt. It is re-

markable that the feminine character is peculiarly ascribed

to these mythological dogs—the Dog-star itself being a bitch,

—while many of the evil demons, Kvvig, originally ypv-rreg,

of the Deity, are of the female type—and the Drujas, or

evil spirit of the Zend-Avesta, being described as womanish,

and Lok himself taking at one time the character of a

woman. It was, I think, in the sense of the body as re- The dogs, symbols of

presenting human nature belonging to the soul that the property to Yama.

dogs, symbols of Tet, are attributed in property to Yama,

the divine element in the bifold 8on-Deity ; and if so, we
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have additional proof of the resurrection of the body in

the old Japhetan belief, as the sine qua non vesture of

the soul, to survive whitened, glorified—as it must neces-

sarily be in its restored state—or the reverse. Even the

dog Orthrus—identified by Professor Muller with Vritra

(usually understood as Death) and with Aid, may per-

haps be a form of Cerberus, the h elided and the sub-

stituted for ft, as is so frequently the case between tli and

ph,—but in an opposite sense, of an antagonism to souls,

and thus identifiable or at least conuectible, with the wolf,

which is also attributed to Yama. This last, again, is

associated with Fenrir of the Edda through the common

quality of their being chained in both mythologies. Both

are conceived of as hostile to Gods and men, but probably

through post-primeval influence in connection, as in the

West the Pelasgic XvK-og, lupus, connects itself with Auk,

Ale, titles of the Supreme God ; while the Teutonic wolf is

akin to zphal, splial, zwolf, sphal, Bal, and figures in

friendly relationship to Komulus and Kernus, varieties of

the Son-Deity. Under this aspect "OpOpog may perhaps

have been originally ulfr-, iopOp-og. Tet, or Thoth, with

his dog the star Sothis or Sirius, the Eleusinian AnSou\oe

and Serosh or Horus, his counterpart, also with the dog

and with the Barsom or sticks used in sacrifice, may

now perhaps be recognised without difficulty in the ' Man in

the Moon,' with his dog, his lanthorn and bundle or faggot

of sticks, so familiar to our Teutonic childhood.

Crossing the mountain Haro-berezaiti of the Zend-Avesta,

the modern Elburz (or mount of Haro, El, or God, as I

understand the name), but which need not detain us

here, we descend (as spiritual pilgrims) to the Bridge or
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Boat of passage from this world to the next, presided over The Bridge ob Boat.

(as stated) by Yama the Gatherer, alike in Iran and in le^IdT
1

1

y °

India. I would remark that the words Bridge (brig,

briicke) and Bark, barge in English, perpetuate a similar

verbal resemblance in very early Japhetan,—they are mere

varieties of a word denoting radically a vehicle of transit

—as provided by the Father-God for the safety (conf.

bjarga, ' salvare,' O.jST., and, in an abraded form, ark) of

his children—traversing the gulph between our present and

our future home—the gulph being conceived of as a river

or sea, the unknown shore beyond as terra-firma,—the very

sea itself, ttovtoq, sometimes expressing the pathway or

means of transition in the character of a ' pons ' or ' punt.'

This conception has been common, either in the form of

a boat or bridge, to every race among mankind,—the

Egyptian and Greek, Etruscan and Latin traditions pre-

serving the idea of the boat in greater prominence, and the

Aryan and Scandinavian that of the bridge, while the

primitive idea, obviously discernible, but to which we are

directed by the earliest tradition, conceived of the 'pons'

of transit as the very body of the Saviour-Deity, self-sacri-

ficed in order to fill up the abyss and form a stepping-stone

or means of transition for man—duly furnished with his

mark or passport—to pass from earth to heaven. This idea

crops up—unless, rather, the idea suggested itself anew—in

the statement in one of the apocryphal Gospels, that when

the tree of life lay cut down and long forgotten, but destined

afterwards to become the tree of our Saviour's crucifixion,

it was discovered and thrown as serviceable timber across

the brook Kedron, to serve as a bridge for passengers,

the Queen of Sheba in crossing saw in a vision our
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Lord's Body nailed to it, and, alighting from her

camel, knelt and worshipped. Among the category of

boats, that of Charon is the best known example
;

among that of bridges, the Chinvat-peretu or Bridge

of the Gatherer (so frequently mentioned) in the

Persian mythology, leading to Garo-demana, the Zoroas-

trian Paradise, and the bridge Bifrost, usually identified

with the rainbow, leading to Himinbiorg (the citadel of

himin, heaven, or Ament, if not of Amnion him-

self), and guarded by Heimdall, in the Scandinavian.

The 'Gatherer' in the Zoroastrian Zendic title Yiina

denotes, it need hardly be observed, the same 'Gatherer

of the People ' who figures in the Rig-Veda, viz. Yama

;

and I have little doubt (I may here repeat) that the

epithet vtfcXrueptTw, as applied to Zeus—probably Zeus

"OfifiptoQ, or Ymer, had the same primitive meaning of

'Soul-gatherer' or ' compeller,' originating at a time

probably when the sense of vt^t'An, as distinguished from

saivala, each of them being developed as (I have sur-

mised) an earlier o-ve^eAn, had not been fixed with much

accuracy. The clouds directed and withheld by Aki in

India, like the cows stolen by his analogue Cacus in Europe,

were originally symbols of these avt<j>e\ai or souls, although

subsequently materialised into receptacles of the waters. It

is these spirit-lands that Zeus the I't^tXij-yeptrne and Yima

the Assembler at the Bridge reclaimed from heaven ; but, as

in the case of the combat with Aki, the process is recurrent

in Aryan legend, and we cannot so far connect it in point of

time with that last great crossing of the Bridge which is

spoken of in the Edda. That the Chinvat-peretu of the

Zend-Avesta is identical with the Bifrost of the North is
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evident, not merely through the mythological parallelism The Bridge or Boat.

but the etymological relationship. Comparing the signi-2Sd
B
ge

frii3t

fication of Bifrost, Bifravst, as given by Finn Magnusson and $£%£gg^
Cleasby—

'
pons tremulus,' ' via tremula,' with the descrip-

tion of the Bridge of the Gatherer as 'the fearful, trem-

bling, terrible way' in the Zend-Avesta ; and taking bifravst

in approximation with the Zendic epithet urvistra in the

original text (' khrvantem aithivantem urvistrem pantam '
*

—in which last word the connection of ' path,' ' pant-,' and

1 pons ' may be noticed), it is clear, I think, that Bifrost

should not be read bif-rost, as a compound, but simply as

' urvistr,' the bif of the former representing the initial u of

the latter word,—the signification being, literally, ' quaking,'

1 quivering,' ' shuddering,' or ' trembling.' The verb sur-

vives, with its proper meaning, in the Old Northern tongue,

in the later form bifast, to shake or tremble, the original r

having been abraded as in Zwarz, Zwaz, Zeus, and so

many other examples cited in these pages. I cannot pause

on the identification of the Bridge of the Dead with the

rainbow, the lovely Iris of the Greeks, or with the Via

Lactea or Milky Way, except to remark that the former is

in all probability very ancient,—the root of Iris, dr—as in

the cognate Mercurius, Merc-aro, messenger of Zwarz,

and ire in Latin—implying to send on a message and

also to go or travel, being most archaic Japhetan. I have

not done with the Bridge, but what I have yet to say will

be more intelligible after speaking, as I must now do, of
The goal to wMch

the goal to which the bridge led in these ancient traditions, ^^fen^f the

Before reaching that goal, but after crossing the bridge, judges to be under-
° °

.
gone before reaching

the soul has to undergo the sentence of the judges—Minos, the goal.

* Yasht xxii. 17, 35, in Justi, ' Haudbuch der Zendsprache,' 1861, p. 418.
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Section III. Rhadamanthus, and Mslcqs—or perhaps one judge only,

Soul ™RorGH
T
TUE thus indicated ; but the etymology of these names need not

Future World. ^^ ug her6j ag j haye alreacly spoken of it. Their awards
The judicial award of . . .

the judges or judge, and those in the Aryan traditions are purely of a judicial

character in that Areopagus of the dead, and present nothing

of the commercial pro and contra symbolism of weighing

souls or striking the balance between merits and demerits

subsequently introduced, apparently through Egyptian

influence, the Egyptian maxa, the same word as our Teu-

tonic wagen, weigh (m and w being commutable), having

apparently led the Rabbinical Jews to transfer the func-

tions of Thoth and Horus as represented in the primitive

heaven of Egypt, to Michael the Archangel, and from

the Jews the same attributes have been transmitted to our

The goal for the own medieval legends in the Christian West, The goal

ordeal called^Pairi- for the blessed who pass the ordeal is described in

Avcsla/aml'Garo-
11

" the tradition of the Zend-Avesta as a pairi-daeza, a

Mwcla?
th6 ab0d° °f

paradise, and, as we have seen, a Garodemana, the

abode of Mazda and of good men. The latter word is

explained as 'dwelling of hymns,'— a better rendering

would be 'dwelling of assemblage' or 'communion,' of

which harmonic music is the symbol—thus following up

the etymology of Chinvat-peretu. But I should rather

interpret it as ' dwelling of Garo,' that is of Gra-divus,

'EjOjooc, Haro (as in Haroberezaiti), Hru, or God the Father,

as contrasted with Drujo-demana, the abode of the Drukhs

and evil demons—those to whom the Aryans of both

branches seem to have imputed the degraded name of

the Eathcr-Deity, Dwerg, Zwarz. The latter half of the

compound is written in the Gathas clemdna (almost our own

* domain ' and ' demesne ' ), and Garodemana and Thrudheim
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may thus possibly be identical. Yima's paradise, in the The Judicial Award
. ., . „ i • i ,i i /* i • of the Judges or

remote land of Aryan valleys, to which the souls ot his Judge.

human descendants resort after death, as the souls of the

Hindus sometimes do to the dwellings of the Kishis or

fathers, is, I apprehend, an intermediate home, not to be

identified with the higher and purer region of Garo-demana, Garo-demana.

which seems identifiable with the third heaven, ruled over

by Ged himself ; but the idea of a pairi-daeza or ' paradise ' Pairi-daeza.

attaches to both. That idea implies etymologically de-

fence and enclosure within dykes or walls, and especially

the quadrangular form, always of high sanctity among

the ancients symbolical of Zwarz, the Supreme Deity. The

words Quadrata, TrapaSuaog, iraptSpog, assessor, from gart-,

garten, (the words gaeth, gate, Eden, being I think an

abraded form of it), and even Garo-demana and Thrud-heim

being united together, either etymologically or through

such verbal assonance as to act suggestively on each

other and on the development of legends connected with

them. The conception of a home of this quadrangular The conception of a,..- , v-j-ii i tt Quadrangular fortress
description, heavenly or terrestrial, but also sacred and common throughout

i i iip j*ji.i ixiTii. ii the Japhetan world.
holy, extended lar and wide through the Japhetan world.

Such, we are expressly told, was the blessed Garo-demana,

—such was the original paradise of Ymer ; such, it is

to be presumed, is Himin-biorg, beyond Bifrost, certainly

a fenced city, the 'biorg,' burgh, or fortress of Himin,

Amen-t, Heaven ; such, most assuredly, is the plain, one

hundred yards square on every side, the scene or lists

for the great final tournament a Voutrance in which

the rival hosts of Surtr and Jotunheim meet at the day

of Ragnarok ;—and such, lastly, was the ancient citadel of

Rome—' Roma Quadrata '—as connected with and reached

2 p
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from the outer Etruscan (or Tyrrhenian) world—Turan

as opposed to Iran in Italy—by the ' Pons Sublicius

'

so famous in ancient story. 'Roma Quadrata' and the

Sublician Bridge are, in fact, inseparable ; and it is for this

reason that I postponed my last words on the Bridge of the

Dead to this place. I read the name Pons Sublicius as

' Bridge of Subl,' i.e., primarily, of Sumbl, Humbal, Embl

(Ymer or O/ufip-), Amal, Bal, Ymer, Opfip (or Embl),

and even perhaps Heimdall ; while, secondarily, we may
further recognise in Subl- the secondary and alternate

forces of saivala, to the suggestion of the signification,

'Bridge of Souls,' and of sammel-n, to assemble or gather,

for the final reunion in himin, heaven, himmel, gimle—thus

connecting the word with the Persian form of • Bridge of

the Gatherer,' ut supra. While a third signification, fertile

in symbolical suggestion, develops itself out of the idea of

assemblage, namely that of mutual interrelation and obliga-

tion—the former expressed by the form compactus, and the

latter by Ug-oxe3 as in complicare, sublicius. Of ' Roma
Quadrata ' I have already spoken ; but it is with peculiar

signification that we may recognise in it here once more the

city within the city of Ares, 'Eppog, Hru, or Zwarz—the

inner sanctuary of the Hru-heim or R-heim, the city of

God of southern Italy, analogous to the Il-ium, As-berg, and

even El-burz of more eastern and northern lands—almost,

in fact, in verbal identity with Garo-demana. It would

require space disproportionate to the limits of the present

inquiry were I to do more than just indicate, as a subject of

very curious interest, the connection of the Pontifex Maxi-

mus and the Pontifical College of ancient Rome with the

Pons Sublicius and Roma Quadrata, and the transference
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of their mythological lineaments and associations (con- Transference of titles

to the Pope and
sciously or unconsciously) through the Popes, the repre- Cardinals ofChristian

sentatives of the Pontifex Maximus, and the Cardinals, the

' sardines ' of the bridge of heaven, to the present day—the

old Etruscan and primitive Japhetan tradition surviving

embalmed as in amber, in that of Western Christianity.

Reverting once more to the boat or bark as the Etrus-

can and Greek analogues of the Bridge of the Dead, I

may point out with enhanced speciality the remarkable

confirmation afforded to many points of the preceding

exposition by the dfieXog, 6/3oXoe, or obol, also named the The 6/3e\6s, or obol,

Savaicri—the petty coin, if not the meanest, the most de- tendered 'as toll to

spised of its species—tendered by the departed spirit, as its over'Acheron^^

toll or passport, to Charon for passage over Acheron—the

' Marun-uchwa,' or Black Water, as I read the name in

Etruscan* —to the further shore. The obol was a coin

specially of Attica, the sacred land of Greek religious

tradition. The word must be considered along with oj3eAoc,

signifying a spit, and the diminutive or formative dfitXlcncoQ,

implying a spit, an obelisk, and a mark—from which is

formed an 6fie\«TKo\vxviov ; a spit to which a lantern

is attached—and it is further connected by the gram-

marians, rightly there can be no doubt, with fi£\og, a dart

or javelin. The monetary ' obol ' is stated to have been

originally of iron, and shaped like a spear—that is, as the

head of a spear, javelin or arrow,—a fact which suggests the

impression that forged arrow- or spear-heads were, among

some races at least, the primitive medium of exchange in

the iron age—in sequence, it may be presumed, to a similar

practice of using flint arrow-heads as current coin in the

* Etr. Inscr., p. 298.
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Section III. earlier period of the stone age—the word coin, originally

Socl torotghThe cuneus, a wedge, concurring, I suspect, with the ' obol ' in

Future World. perpetuating the semi-religious tradition connecting the

The Obolus, or Coin, offering with the name of the Son-Deity. That the shape

hea^the symbol of of the obol was that of a spear-head is supported by the

deredbv the departed ÂC^ that the alternate name Savoici/j said 'to be that of a

ransom\rthe
P
Pilot

sma11 Persian coin
>

is evidently a form of \6yVh lancea,

of the Boat. {}ie g taking the place of A. But the lance, or spear, was

the especial symbol of the Son-Deity in his character of

Bal or God (as Apollo and Polydeuces, for example), as

I have shewn in speaking of the roots sphal, spliar (whence

spear), and the derivatives silex, wiXzuvq, the stone-axe of

sacrifice, in a former page ; and this, therefore, it may be

inferred, was the especial object imitated in the shape of

the obolus. It was thus a coin, marked by the peculiar

symbol of his Castor or Saviour (the Son-Deity in His

divine character), and named an obolus, that the departed

spirit presented, as a passport, seal, or ransom, to that august

Being, in his character of God, recognisable even in the

degraded form of Charon—as the pilot of the bark that

was to convey him to happiness, and apart from which

seal and passport his claim to cross was disallowed. I

have already identified the obolus with the name of the

Saviour-Son in the varying form of Amal, mBal, Bal, Subl,

onfip-, Ymer, Yima—while the 6/3oAoc bore, in confirma-

tion, the actual name of a fiiXicrau, which, singularly enough,

was placed in the mouth of the dead body. And that the

mark was special to the individual soul may be inferred from

the signification of mark or token

—

zeichen, sign-urn, Sotcavr,

attached, as above observed, to the derivation dfaXlauog—
the Egyptian t^n, associated in a former page with the
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SoKava of the Dioscuri, signifying moreover both a token The 6^\6s

and an obelisk. While, from the use of the word So/cava

to denote the sepulchres—the standing stones or obelisks

(as I conceive)—of the Dioscuri, the connection of obol-

with the rite of burial is further inferable, in full con-

sonance with the mythologic tradition, as also the

importance of that rite in reference, possibly, to a bodily

resurrection, as affirmed in at least the more recent portions

of the Zend-Avesta. The word d(5o\6g, I may remark

finally, is connectible by collateral etymological association,

like vt(p£\ih with saivala, the soul, and with subl in the title

Pons Sublicius ; but the interpretation that might be sug-

gested, of Bridge of Souls, must be subordinate, as from

the evidence from the Aryan titles of the Gatherer, to that

of Assembly or 'Gathering,' so that too must rank under

the superior and finite title of the ' Bridge ' or ' Boat of

Bal/ the Son of God. I have been dealing here, the reader

may think, with very minute matters ; but such contribute,

like grains of dust, to build up the pyramid of truth.

I am not sure, in fine, whether the primitive Japhetans Three worlds or
x Paradises.

believed in three worlds or paradises. The three steps of

Vishnu, and the three paradises of the Zoroastrians, would

merely express Aryan doctrine. But if the triple course

round the hippodrome, taken in connection with the Tarax-

ippus, expresses the three steps in question, then the doctrine

in question may be primitive.

The scenes attending the passage of the soul to the

unseen world as dogmatically believed in by the primitive

Japhetans were localised at various places, especially in

Greece, but nowhere in such continuous sequence as in and

beyond the Hellespont, and along the south coast, and at
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Section III.

Progress of the
Soul through the
Future World.

Poetical Localisation

of the Passage of the

Soul.

The Bridge.

The jeers of the

Eleusinian initiated

when passing the

bridge over the

Cephissus.

Other myths of the
Bridge.

the eastern extremity of the Euxine or Black Sea. These,

however, belong rather to the poetical than the dogmatic

credence of our ancestors—they reflect dogma but do not

originate it. As such they will come before us in the final

portion of this work. But I may notice, in conclusion, two

points in connection with the Bridge of the Gatherer, which

appear to me particularly curious,— that involved in the

familiar metaphor iroXtpoio yicpvpa, and the tradition of

the ye^vptcrpog, the jeers or barkings, the war of wit, in

which the initiated of Eleusis indulged with the bystanders,

as they passed, by immemorial usage, on their return to

Athens, on the ytcpvpa, or bridge, over the Cephissus

(the Eleusinian not the Athenian river)—which marked

the point of transition from the sanctuary of Eleusis to the

less privileged but still sacred ground of Attica. The

resemblance of yt<j>- in ytyvpa, a bridge, as well as of the

name of Ceph-issus, to the ancient root k-p, Jcaup, expressive

of exchange, of whatever kind, hauf, bargain or chaffering

(chaff being the modern representative of the ancient

yt(l>-vpiap6<j)—may have brought the two ideas into associa-

tion ; while the fact itself illustrates a peculiar tendency of

the mind, familiar to us even now, to lapse into a mild

levity after excitement of a religious character, ending in

a crisis, and attended by a great change in the spiritual

life, has run its course. On the other hand, the curious

phrase woXipoio ytcpvpa, the ' Bridge of War,' as it is

translated, so frequent in Homer, and which has puzzled

all the commentators, reflects, I cannot doubt, a remem-

brance, unawares to the poet, of the perilous passage of

the old .Taphetan bridge to heaven—on which Roman and

Etruscan fight in the old struggle, as represented in the
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West by the myth of Porsena and Horatius Codes,—on The Bridge.

which Surtr and the Elves of Light fight against the

Giants of the Frost in the day of Ragnarok, as foretold

in the Edda,—and along which the soul fights her way

individually to immortality from its birth forwards,

heralded and shielded by her Saviour, against Fenrir and

Orthrus, the wolf of Yama and the contending hosts of

evil demons—foes more formidable than those which Mirza

watched from the rocky pinnacle, in Addison's beautiful

parable, as the great tide rolled through the valley beneath

him, and the bridge—once of a thousand arches—expanded

before his eyes, and the sun declined, and the genius

played on his little musical instrument, and the life of the

present was understood, and the hope of the future dimly

descried, till the lesson had been learnt, and the music

ceased, and the vision passed away ; and, instead of the

rolling tide, the arched bridge, and the happy islands, he

saw nothing but the long hollow valley of Bagdad in the

decaying light, with oxen, sheep, and camels grazing upon

the side of it.

Summary of Future State.

To conclude : — The immortality of the Soul — the Summary.

Resurrection (apparently) of the Body—Escort and Protec-

tion by the Son-Deity beyond the grave—Acceptance

through bearing the mark or symbol of the Son-Deity as

God—Judgment—Reward of the Good and Punishment of

the Bad—the close of the present world—the establishment

of a reign of righteousness and happiness—and the final

punishment of the great enemy,—such are the doctrines of

the early Japhetan faith on the subject of the chapter

here terminated—' The Future State ' of humanity.
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Summitry. The general result come to under this Second Part

—devoted to the consideration of Man in relation to

God and the spiritual world—may now be stated thus :—

That the Japhetans, conscious of schuld or guilt, endea-

voured to propitiate God by the initiatory ceremony of

Lustration and by Sacrifices, of Appeasement and of Thanks-

giving—the former, the Sacrifices of Appeasement, being

conceived of as directly offered by the Saviour-Son to his

offended Father in the character of, and on behalf of, man
;

That the education of the Soul was provided for by the

institution of a great religious Feast, the elements of which

were represented by meat or bread, mead or wine, and by

which special virtue was imparted to the recipient ; and by

a system of instruction based upon that Feast, by which

divine mysteries were unfolded to the initiated ; And that

man survives the death of the body and will exist still,

body and soul, in happiness or misery, in a future state,

according as a judgment held after death shall pronounce

favourably or unfavourably upon his conduct as an individual

on this side the grave.



PART III.

THE LEGENDS AS TESTIMONY TO DOGMA.

I MIGHT now assume that my task is completed, and The Legends as Tes-

timony to Dogma.
proceed to a brief and connected recapitulation of the

separate articles (so to speak) of the Creed of Japhet as

demonstrated in the preceding pages, and then point the

inferences which the creed in question warrants in proof

of the divine origin of Christianity as a direct and objective

revelation of God to man.

But before drawing up that summary and pointing that

inference, I propose to pass under review the most im-

portant of the early Japhetan legends— which I have

hitherto abstained from dealing with except accidentally

and in their most elementary features. It may be asked,

How far are these legends reconcileable with the dogmata

we ascertained, or supposed to be ascertained, in the pre-

ceding chapters. If those dogmata constitute in very truth

the primitive belief of the Japhetan race, then those legends,

hitherto so obscure and susceptible of so many figurative

and partial interpretations all more or less unsatisfactory,

may be expected to receive a clear, practical, moral, and

comprehensive signification, consistent throughout, from

the approximations. If, on the contrary, the legends

remain as obscure as before, then—although the discrepancy
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Legends as testi-

mony to Dogma.

Legends not proofs

of dogma, but as

poems built upon
dojrina.

may be accounted for on other grounds, and the proof will

remain, I think, unassailable in the eyes of the few—the

many will be entitled to be sceptical. I am not, however,

apprehensive of such a result.

The importance of these legends to the present inquiry

is as follows : I do not adduce them as proofs of dogma,

but merely as poems built upon dogma—the birth of

a period posterior to that of dogma, that of mythology

proper— when the Imagination has intruded into the

province of primitive and childlike belief, and combined

and developed the materials she has found there after her

own fancy, under the influence of the law of mythogony

elsewhere laid down.

But they are witnesses to dogma in this sense—that

they acquire coherence and intelligibility—throughout

approximating to dogma,—that, like the dead corpse on

which the true cross was laid by the Empress Helena,

they start by the contact into a life and moral significance

with which they cannot be credited otherwise,—and, con-

sequently, that the dogma asserted in the preceding pages

to have been articles (as it were) of belief in the Creed of

Japhet were really and truly such, and not the creation of

the author's imagination. Even in the rudest and most

obscure, and in those where the play of fancy has absolutely

run riot, the dogmas arrived at and chronicled as so many

points of belief in the preceding chapter are found shuffled

together, as it were, and played with in the narrative, with-

out losing their identity and purport; while in the more

developed traditions each such dogma invariably falls into

that appropriate place in the development of the story that

we should have been disposed to assign to it if employing
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the same materials, with a conscious appreciation of their

dogmatic value, in building up similar edifices of our own

invention.

It is impossible, of course, to draw an absolutely hard Testimony negative,

and fast line between the two provinces thus dissevered, asserted as dogma °

but, broadly speaking, the testimony from the legend as to asserted inde-

dogma is negative, not positive. Nothing should be credited f®"^
1 *17 of

to the Creed of Japhet as matter of dogmatic belief but

what can be asserted independently of legend, as I have, in

fact, limited the proof in the preceding chapters—the

efflorescence of legend indicating, theologically speaking,

pious opinions, but not matters of doctrine, although

necessarily founded on dogma. Were it not that I propose

ultimately to draw an inference from that Creed, I should

not insist so strongly on this restriction.

Some notice of these legends is the more necessary

inasmuch as they are currently viewed at the present day

as a mere reflex of the vicissitudes of material nature or

the fancies of mankind, and as standing entirely apart from

ethical and religious belief; while the gods and heroes

they relate to are looked upon as mere personifications of

the sun, moon, and atmospheric influences; whereas the

character of the dramatis personam—resolving, as they in The dramatis per-

r. , -i . , ,, i-.p.iit ,> sonx resolve iuto one
tact do, into one or two personages, the object of the belief or two personages.

and worship of the primitive world before the childhood of

man had passed away—is eminently ethical, and the general

teaching of the legendary superstructure is of a most

elevating tendency. I am not speaking now of the licentious

growth of later times, nor even of certain legends which

may be readily admitted as of a cosmogonical character,

and some of which I shall notice subsequently—but of the
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I, i qends as Testi- grand old heroic legends familiar to us from our schooldays.

muny to Dogma ^^ regolve in fact> most of ihem> into one great ep j C)

The heroic legends

resolve into one native alike to the East and West of the Japhetan world,
epic, involving the

. . .

destinies of mankind involving the destinies of mankind from the commencement
from beginning to , . , . -,-, ., . r rp a
close of his career, to the close of his career. Even the siege ot iroy ana

the expedition of the Argonauts are but special episodes

of this grand story.

Legends founded on The inquiry will, in the last place, supply us with the

thejogmata.or™*
meang q{ resolving the doubt wbicb may possibly be felt

whether the legends were founded on the dogmata or the

dogmata on the legends ; and, upon this point, opinion will

be divided according as my readers are preoccupied with

the theory that humanity has risen to its present elevation

through a condition little above that of the beasts, and that

our conceptions of God have evolved themselves out of a

primitive deification of matter—or the counter view, that

man has lapsed from original virtue and knowledge,—the

views, in a word, of Hesiod or iEschylus as brought into

antagonism in their narratives of the myth of Prometheus.

Hesitation between these views will, I trust, cease after

perusal of the ensuing pages.

Legends fall into five The legends to be treated of fall accordingly into a

:

n?J'winriivrheads natural and quasi-organic sequence corresponding to the

° r,1"-" ia -

five great heads of dogma, relative and correlative, which

have been treated of in the two preceding parts of this

inquiry,—the first series founded on the doctrine of schuld,

guilt, and bondage, constituted by violations of the Law

ordained by the Father-God,—the second, founded on the

doctrine of a supernatural salvation worked out through

propitiation by the Son or Saviour God, offering himself to

the Father as apiaculvm for humanity, and of which release
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from bondage, and Liberty, is the watchword,—the third, Five Groups of
. . 1-.1 i ,i Legends correspond-

tounded on the doctrine that the soul is to be educated ing to five heads of

for the strife after heaven by eucharistic mysteries—the b

quest after which, judicially withdrawn from the profane

among mankind, constitutes the Pilgrimage of the ship of

the Church to the gates (as it were) of Paradise,—the fourth,

founded on the doctrine that the undivided community of

the faithful formed originally a city or polity constituted

by God, but was subverted and broken up through human

error, and judicially destroyed,—and the fifth, founded on

the doctrine that the city in question has been, or will be,

reconstituted—apparently—on earth by the faithful few who

have escaped the divine judgment, and under the auspices

of God. A mere reference in some cases, and a dry

analysis in others, is all that I can promise the reader at

this lengthened stage of my work ; but the tales are

so familiar to us in what I may call their chief features

that little will be lost by this restriction. Most of them

belong to what we term classical tradition ; but the

etymological and attendant evidences prove that they

form in the germ or nucleus part of the most ancient

mythology of the Japhetan if not the Noachide world.
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CHAPTER I.

LEGENDS DEPENDING ON THE DOCTRINE OF HUMAN

SCHULD OR GUILT.

Group I. That this originated through a sJchal or 'lapsus'—a slip

on the dogma of or erratic deviation from the straight path of right,—and that

H^manSchotjjob
thig firgt gtep wag takeu by the fairer and holier hftlf of

humanity, is a belief which lies at the foundation of more

than one of the most beautiful and touching legends of the

old Japhetan world. That the calamity originated through

the culpability or inadvertent action of man himself is

also not obscurely intimated in other but less prominent

traditions. Both sexes are, in fact, credited in more or less

proportion with the delinquency.

Legend of Perse- It is in the beautiful story of Persephone or Proserpine,

the (coup!} or Virgin daughter of Zeus or Demeter, that

the key to the legends that rank under this category must

be sought. We all remember how Persephone, Artemis,

and Athene were sporting together on the plain of Enna;

and how, wandering from her companions, Persephone

became the prey of Pluto, Hades, Dis, or, as he is especially

designated in the Homeric hymn with reference to this

event, Polydegmon. The immediate cause of the lapsus

was the narcissus-flower, described with such magnificence

by Homer,* planted by Ge, the wife of Uranus, and

* Hymn to Ceres, 12-H.
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branching out into its liundred-blossoni-crowned stem, which Persephone,

filled the skies with fragrance, their glory and their sweet-

ness seducing Proserpine from her chaste companions and

betraying her into the arms of Death. The root of the The Narcissus.

. -, ? r 'p ' Etymological
word ' narcissus is the same as that 01 vapK-r\, signnying derivation,

torpor, sopor; and an ancient legend records how the

youth Narcissus, enamoured of his own image in the

fountain, dissolved and died away into love—in whatever

way it is represented, lawless love—by the punishment of

Nemesis. The hundred heads of the flower correspond to

the hundred heads of Cerberus and other incarnations of

malignant influence, in which the number one hundred,

knar-ov, varying in its application like the root sh, to

good and evil, expresses symbolically shads, doom, shhal,

' lapsus,' or fall, and in the form of shhal, scel-us, positive

crime. That we must take the narcissus in connection with

the pomegranate, which, once tasted, although after the

marriage of Persephone with Hades, precluded her absolute

return to light when Hermes sought to redeem her from

Hades, must be inferred from the fact that the pomegranate

sprang up from the blood of Uranus the husband of Ge,

after his mutilation by his son Cronos—the same effusion

from which was generated Aphrodite, the ' Queen of soft

desire,' who, under her later name ' Venus '

—

jw{) or woman

in its primitive significance—acquired, during her transi-

tion through the misty region of the Japhetan wan, the

character both of desire and defaillance. The juxtapo-

sition and derivative character of the two plants, together

with the penalty incurred by tasting the pomegranate,

indicate almost beyond the possibility of mistake the passion

which, in an old Celtic song, is qualified as the 'languor of
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Guilt,

Persephone.

Etymological
derivations.

Group I. love'—incipient in aberration from the side of the virgin

Legends depending
nr0cj(Iesses Athene and Arteinis—as the cause of the lapse

on the dogma of to x

,

H
,'7,

IA

r

NScuuLD0R °f tne typical Persephone from the light and life of day.

The reader may think I am going too far when I suggest

that 'umbilicus terrse,' the qualification of the plain of

Enna, was originally written um-nbil-icus,

—

nbil, now repre-

sented by the English navel, answering to vt<pz\-, the

aberrant saivale or soul; and umb-nbil corresponds, the position

of the corresponding words being reversed, to the Eddaic

nifl-heim, the root of the Scandinavian analogue of Perse-

phone, Hela. But as the umbilicus seems to have been con-

sidered in early thought the seat of the soul; and it is

by fixed contemplation thereon that the Buddhist seeks to

obtain abstraction of the soul from the body through ecstasy,

and to enter on the path to nirivana, or annihilation, what may

be more clear is the fact that the name Persephone, analysed,

resolves proximately into Perse-, answering to the Zendic

urva, the soul, and the root wan (above cited), and signifying

defect, fainting away, desire, hope,—unless, indeed, -tyov-ua

corresponds to virv- or -r/>wv, harm, and implies the sleep

or death of the soul. Kemotely, the name Persephone re-

solves, as already shewn, into the primitive ypv^-, jfwfwv,

the title, subsequently corrupted into kuwv, of the ministering

spirits of God, those especially charged with some mission

of guardianship and trust, to which they are not unfrequently

found unfaithful. Whether the daughter of Demeter is to

be connected, through her title Persephatta with the stellar

doves, the Pleiades, and especially the lost dove or -(parra

or Pleiad, may be suggested but not insisted upon. The

names of Eurydice and Pirithous (fundamentally the same)

—the former that of the wife of Orpheus, the latter
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that of the friend of Theseus, both of them detained Persephone.

captive in Hades, while the impatience of Orpheus deprived Etymological
r

.

derivations.

Eurydice of her promised deliverance—must both bo

referred, I think, to the ancient Japhetan word spirit-us,

marut, spirit or soul ; and a comparison of this etymology

with the above suggested for the name of ' Persephone
*

confirms, I think, the accuracy of the solution above proposed

for the mythological name of the latter. I do not, of

course, repudiate the cosmogonical force of the legend,

a clue to which may perhaps be found in the association of

irvp, TrvpoQ, fire, and wan, ' defectus,' with the name Perse-

phone,—but the concurrence of evidence shews, I think,

that the moral lapsus of humanity is the prominent, and

the decay or waning of the vital heat of material nature

through the force of winter, the remoter significance of

the legend ; although I have little doubt the latter was

set forth in association with it in very early times, but

necessarily—the point I insist upon throughout—as its

dramatic expression or symbolism.

The story of Persephone is professedly that of a goddess,

not a woman, but the associations connected with it are

purely mundane ; Europa, Harmonia, Scylla, and Ariadne,

and even Pandora and Gunlada are, on the other hand,

with the exception of Harmonia, simple, suffering, tender,

loving, weak women, and as such they play their part, along

with Cadmus, Minos, Dionysus, and Prometheus, in bringing

the Nemesis of guilt upon their posterity. The names of

all these female personages are linked etymologically

together.

I disbelieve the Phoenician origin of Cadmus. His name Cadmus,

appears to me proximately akin to that of Gautama

2 q
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Group I.

Legends depending
on the dogma of

hcman schcld ok
Guilt.

Cadmus.

Analogy of names.

Adam, Cadmus.

Atman.

Europa.

the Aryan or East Japhetan ancestor or representative

of Buddha, but in the oldest impersonation of that per-

sonage, before the ascetic character was attributed to him.

These oriental names are elementarily akin, doubtless, to

the Taaut of the Phoenicians and the Thoth and Tet of the

Egyptians, but no less so to the Dod-, Tet-, etc., of the

Greeks and the Woden of Scandinavia, all of them referring

us back to the period when the races which inherited these

particular words were living together.

The quasi-historical traditions equally bind them together.

Buddha and Thoth were the supposed inventors of

letters proper, and Odin of runes. The name of Cadmus

himself is fundamentally, I think, the same as that of Adam

in Genesis, the generic title given to our first parent, but

of which the true etymology is to be recognised, nut in the

unmeaning qualification of Edoin, red, but in the old

Japhetan dtum, atman (Sansc), implying 'living soul.' Mv
belief is that the early chapters of Genesis are a transcript

from a Japhetan original, possibly the traditional book

of Seth, so famous in tradition—and that the true inter-

pretation of the primitive names of mankind there given

is to be sought in the Japhetan language. The association

of the name Cadmus with KeJem, the East, would be

plausible only on the admission that he was a mere Phoe-

nician immigrant. The true Phcenix is merely, I think,

a reflex of the secondary sense of ' Bed ' attributed to Adam,

Cadmus.

The history of Cadmus opens with the abduction of

Europa by Zeus, in the form of the white bull. Her name,

too, is a form of Urupi(?), ypvf-iov, kvFuw. The brothers

Cadmus and Phoenix go forth in search of her. We have
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the same myth in the abduction of Goe, daughter of Sna Cadmus.

by the giant Swada(?), and the search after her by the

brothers Thor and Gor in old Scandinavian story—the

festival instituted having its parallel nomine et re.

I need not dwell on the incidents of the story of Cadmus

except in the remark that he figures throughout as the

favourite of the Gods, with indications of special alliance

with Aphrodite or Dionysus on one hand and with Athene

on the other ; while his conflict with the dragon at the Conflict with the

dragon of Ares.

fountain of Ares—the Swarz or Hek of our Japhetan Creed

—infers religious kinship with the Minyae or Argonauts

and other heroes, who seek to indicate a less stern view of

deity than that embodied in the worship of Zeus Laphystius.

The Sparti who sprang from the dragon's teeth and survived

their brethren to give birth to the five noble families of

Sparta, link the legend alike with the land of Metes in

Colchis and with the name of Sparta and the land of

Lacedemon—that of the Zwart or Dark Alfar as opposed

to the White or Lios Alfar in the Peloponnesus.

The crowning event in the life of Cadmus was his Marriage with
Harmonia,

marriage with Harmonia, the daughter, according to some,

of Ares and Aphrodite,—according to others, of Zeus and

Electra, the daughter of Atlas, and a Samothracian,—and

who was bestowed upon him as his bride by Zeus, after

Athene had given him the rule over Cadmeia, afterwards

named Thebes. As in the case of the marriage of Peleus

with Thetis, and as the present of Pandora, all the Gods

were present at the nuptials ; and the wedding gift of

Cadmus was a peplus and an opfxog, or necklace—presented

to him, some say, by Hephaestus (as in the case of Pandora)

some by Aphrodite or Athena. The marriage—the first,
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Group I. I apprehend, among men—according to the Japhetan legend,

on the Jn<rnui°f
ing

was celebrated in innocence and happiness, in the golden

GotLt*
Schuld ob brightness of the youth of man ; and no stain rests on the

Cadmus. spotless fame of Harmonia, even if the tradition be true

that he carried her off from Samothrace after his initia-

tion in the mysteries—and some hint at such initiation

attaches to the story, even through the alternate derivation

of the descent of Harmonia from Electra, whose name (her-

self, as we shall see) implies a similar purification—probably

in consequence of the slaughter of the dragon of Ares.

The circumstances why Cadmus left Thebes are not clear,

but it was merely to be victorious against the Illyrians and

Transformation into so become their king. The legend concludes by the trans-

formation of Cadmus and Harmonia into dragons—or

griffins—and their translation by Zeus to Elysium. His

son Polydorus succeeded him at Thebes—a name resolvable

into Bal—Thor.

The Spfios, or neck- But the fatal op/nog, or necklace—the wedding-ring as
lace, wedding gift. T . , , n . . ini A tr u

I might call it—given by Cadmus to Harmonia— bore a

curse along with it which, although the wedded pair, so far

as we are told, did not suffer from it, entailed misery upon

all who subsequently possessed it. I need not trace its

history—it was ultimately dedicated in the temple of

Apollo at Delphi, but even then became the object of

cupidity and the occasion of crime. It was against the

descendants of Cadmus and Harmonia, and against their

city Cadmeia or Thebes, that the special wrath of the gods

was directed in after years.

That the name of Harmonia is a mere variety of yjp>

ypvfwv or Kvun>, and that she was thus one of the semi-

divine guardians or watchers of whom T have spoken at
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such length in a former chapter, cannot, I think, be doubted ; Cadmus,

while she differs from her sisters in maintaining her pristine
Harmonia -

The '6pfxos, wedding
holiness and fidelity throughout her earthly career in gift.

association with mortals. But the opp.og cannot be divorced

from her history and her name—for, while almost every

literal modification of which the root app- is susceptible

bears some relation to her personal character and story

—

her excellence and beauty finds its expression in ^rp, and

the nuptials of which she was the object find their echo

in the vpp-og, carm-en—saman (Sansc), vpv-og, hymn,—the

' hyrnen-seus,' or, as it must originally have been written,

' hyrmen-seus,' of marriage, the oppog equally ranking in

the category—implying etymologically, I may further add,

a concatenation of consequences, which flowed forth in evil

as the effects of the gift. Bending on the one hand,

—

resistless impulse or passion on the other—ungoverned

appetite and desire toward whatever end, are all conjunct

in the complex chain of good and evil which once encircled

the fair neck of our first Japhetan mother. Even the con-

ception of a worm or serp-ent—circular in its folds, and in

early times a symbol of good as well as evil, yet familiarised

to the imagination from the earliest times as the 'worm'

in the bud, the canker of happiness—is inherent in the

root of ojo/x-oc and ' Harmonia.' Hermione, I may add,—a Hermione, name of

-,-,•• p -n i j.
Persephone.

name of kindred derivation,—was a name ot Persephone at

Syracuse ; and that of Hymnia, borne by Artemis in Arcadia

—whose shrine there, originally ministered by virgins, was

afterwards served by married women—must have been

originally Byrmnia, or Hermonia.

Hermione—the wife of Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus, and the

daughter of Menelaus and Helen, the latter a kvwv—was
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Group I.

Legends depending
ou the dogma of

Human Scuuld ob
Guilt.

Hermione.

Seylla of Megara.

Ariadne.

Pandora.

Iduna.

Gunlada.

[I. li a of Troy.

beautiful as the golden Aphrodite; but hers was a less

favoured lot and a less innocent life than that of the first

who bore her Cadmeian name.

From Harmonia we turn to the tale of the unhappy Soy 11a

—not the fearful monster sung of by Homer, but the daughter

of Nisus, king of Megara. Its substance is short. Minos was

besieging the city of Megara, the safety of wbich depended

on a lock of purple hair which grew on her father's head.

Seylla, blinded by love for Minos, cut off the lock and sent

it to him, and Minos took the town. The unhappy maiden,

scorned by Minos, flung herself into the sea. Her name

Seylla—on one side connectible with iriXua, and <f>arTa, dove,

—is, in its origin, I think, expressive of the skhal or

lapsus, which in her case became the scel-us or infamy—of

treachery and parricide. The fate of Ariadne was not dis-

similar ; she, too, after betraying her trust for the love of

Theseus, was abandoned by him. Both legends link them-

selves with Dionysus—that of Seylla through the name of

her father Nisus, while that of her mother, Abr-ote, links

her with the bread of Ceres as well as the cup of Iacchus.

Of Pandora I have already spoken. She, too, was ku/wv,

and betrayed her trust ; and the like may be said of Iduna,

the guard of the apples of immortals—betrayed through

curiosity,—and of Gunlada, daughter of Suttung and

keeper of the Sonardreyri, who yielded to the persuasions of

Odin. These three rank under the category of Gandharvas,

although under the general head of Kvveg.

There are other legends which I might name—and that

of Helen of Troy will at once occur to the reader—in which

the guilt through betrayal of trust that induces ruin on man

and the normal polity of God on earth either originates with
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woman or is participated in by her. It is not, as a rule, Helen of Troy.

a trust in woman by her husband, but imposed by a father

on his child in the power of God, or by God himself, which

is represented as broken. And it would almost appear as if

the primitive Japhetans looked on woman as originally a semi-

divine being, a \rp or ypvfwv, of an order superior to man

—given him by Heaven as a companion and guardian

—

towards the fulfilment of a trust, which she performs to the

end in the person of Harmonia, but from which she makes

default by skhal or lapsus in the case of the other personages

above noticed—the title of kvwv, originally honorific, thus

becoming degraded with the sense of bitter resentment

attaching to it, which finds expression in the uncharitable

denunciations of Hesiod.

That the defection of the soul, through skhal or sehuld, The defection of the

entailed captivity on departed spirits,—may be inferred sehuld, entailed

from the distinction discernible between the herds of Helios gXit"
y °n epar e

browsing under the care of Phaethusa and Lampetia on the Legends. The

pleasant plain of Thrinacria (which pass, by an etymological

transition, from the sense of /uf/Aa, cattle in the broadest

sense, to that of the mal-, apfel, fruit, or apples of the

Hesperides)—and the oxen of the three-headed monster The oxen of Ger-

Geryones, which fed along with the herd of Hades— Those stolen by

those stolen by Cacus—and the cows abducted by Aki or
Cacu8 -

The cows stolen by
Vritra, the antagonist of Indra. The former category Aki or Vritra.

comprised, as I conceive, the souls of the virtuous, the

latter those which had lapsed through sJchal into the power

of the evil one ; and it is significant, as I have before re-

marked, that the tenth labour of Hercules, completing the

decimal cycle of his achievements, was the recovery of the

herd once that of Geryones, not one being ultimately lost,
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Group I. although it cost him endless trouble in bringing them in

on'S^gmrof
1^ together. The idea of straying or error, not of wilful crime,

Human Schlld or predominates in the conception of these peccant wanderers.

Htrcuies recovers the The names and characters, I may add, of Cacus and Aki,

' but of Aki in the sense of the evil demon, have been by

some recognised as identical ; and the etymological con-

nection of v£<f>e\ri, nebel, cloud, and saivala—originally, I

think, snaivala—soul, has been already set forth in these

pages. The scene, either of happy rest or of captivity, is

also in the West or the North—where also is localised the

final resting-place of the mysterious population of the

Phaeacians.

A variety of the same idea—the variety consisting in the

subjection of souls yet in the flesh to the tyranny of an

impersonation of evil—is presented in the adventures of

Odysseus and Odysseus and his companions in the cave of the monster
Polyphemus. .

Polyphemus. I have little doubt that this is an extremely

ancient tradition in regard to a personage other than Odys-

seus, and which has been somewhat clumsily dovetailed

into the story of the Odyssey. The name "Ovtiq, or Nobody,

given by Odysseus to himself in his colloquy with Poly-

phemus, and which is usually considered as a sort of pun,

is, I think, a form of Buddha, or Tet, or Thoth,—Tour/c, as

it was probably originally written,—the Greek Hermes. The

stratagem by which Odysseus, or Outis, deceives the bliuded

Polyphemus and effects his escape, by tying his companions

under the bellies of the sheep of Polyphemus, and clinging

to the most shaggy ram of the flock, as they defile past him

on leaving the cave, appears to me to express by a rude

symbolism the protection thrown over the sins and souls of

men by the ' sacer agnus,' the sauths or piacular lamb, who
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was a shield to the worshipper, according to the Japhetan Polyphemus.

belief, on this as well as the other side of the grave. I shall

touch on the name of Polyphemus in a future page. With

the captivity to Polyphemus may be compared the episode

of the lotus-eaters, which ended less favourably to those who

succumbed (lotus, like Clotho, being a mere variety of tod

or death) to the enchanted food, that of moral death, as

shown by the etymological connection between lot-us and

Lethe, lethum, and through the mutation of I and d, tod or

death ; as well as the captivity to Calypso—whose name recalls Calypso.

the Sanscrit Kalusha, and the Latin voluntas—and to Circe ; Circe.

—while the loitering and dalliance of the Argonauts at

Lemnos all express the same ' defectus,' torpor, and lapsus Lemnos.

of the soul.

But while sin through error, through weakness, would

appear to have been visited with comparative leniency,

dark and special cases of schuld or guilt were punished—

according to the old mythology—by condign punishment

in Tartarus; and the general wickedness of mankind, re-

corded in such striking terms by Hesiod, in contrast to

the prevalence of mere helpless weakness aud irresponsi-

bility given us by .ZEsckylus, brought on a world-wide

punishment through the deluge of Deucalion. It is difficult Deluge of Deucalion,

to say whether the special instances of crime are to be

assigned to a period anterior or posterior to that landmark

in the mythical history of Greece ; and a distinction must

be made between crimes incurred through divine or an-

cestral curses—which receive a peculiar interpretation of

their own, as the working out of a purpose of benediction to

mankind,—and those in which the pride and outrecuidance

of the individual places him in direct antagonism to or
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< u the dogma of

Human Sghuld ob
GrUH.T.

Niobe.

Mons Sipylua.

Sisyphus.

1»( fiance of Cod,

Death, and Hell.

Lycaon's feast of

human lleah.

rivalry with God. The fate of Niobe and her children is

an instance of this latter alternative—the name of Mons

Sipylus, where she wept herself to death, surviving for ages

as a witness to the saivala, or living soul, that dwelt sentient

and surviving still within the rock into which she was

transmuted. The house of iEolus produced many ex-

amples of such presumption—apart, I mean, from those in

which piacular self-sacrifice, which especially prevailed in

the branch founded by Athamas, accounts for actions other-

wise abhorrent; and the most striking of these is that of

Sisyphus, who defied and for a time baffled God, Death, and

Hell, all of them in league against him. Indignant at his

treacheries, Zeus sent Death to punish him. Sisyphus

fettered the dark kuwv and detained him captive till Ares

liberated him, when Sisyphus himself died, but before

expiring commanded his wife not to bury his body.

Arrived in Hades, he persuaded Polydectes, or some say

Persephone, to allow him to reascend to earth and punish

her for the neglect ; but once returned he refused to go

back, till Hermes carried him clown once more to Hades by

force—where the endless stone awaited him.

But the crime of crimes was that perpetrated by Lycaon

of Arcadia, son of Pelasgus, and his fifty sons, when they

presented a feast of human flesh to Zeus as their guest, as

a sister tradition says, after attempting to slay him. This

brought on the deluge, in which the whole human race

perished except, according to general tradition, Deucalion

and Pyrrha. I need not, however, trace the development of

schuhl, or guilt, further, as told by mythical tradition.

All the preceding traditions receive their interpretation

from, and rest as their basis upon, the dogma of schuld or guilt
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contracted towards God the Father, as the consequence of a Dogma of schuld or

7777 r ic-1-1 it i • i
guilt contracted to-

skhal or lapsus from the rule ol right, the eternal law, which, wards God the

i • e • - •• • 7-j i-i Father, subjects rnan-
deepening irorn error into positive crime, subjects mankind kind to punishment,

to punishment, unless atoned for and the forfeit paid either
unless atoned for'

by man himself or a substitute, as proved at large in the

preceding pages.
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CHAPTER II.

LEGENDS DEPENDING ON THE DOCTRINE OF PROPITIA-

TION AND EMANCIPATION OR FREEDOM FROM THE

CONDITION OF SCHULD, OR GUILT, THROUGH THE

PIACULAK SELF-SACRIFICE OF THE SON-DEITY.

Group II. Not only the legends which fall more especially under the

Legends depending present head, but those that follow to the close of this
on the dogma ot *

Emancipation from inquiry, have for their central tvpe the Saviour-Deity, and
SCHULD, THROUGH
1

i )evoi io ' of the for their especial heroes the humanly conceived but mythi-

cal personages in whom (as distinguished from Hercules,

Prometheus, and the like, special representatives of the

Saviour's person) the dogma of the grand Devotio or

piaculum performed by the Son-Deity for the salva-

tion of mankind was set forth and illustrated, together

with its remedial consequences, in the early poetry of

our race. Their lot is that of suffering, usually from

their birth ; their career is marked by patient or rather

passive endurance, sometimes under servitude, sometimes

beneath a load of woe imposed by God ; their successes

—

although aspired to through the most exalted person,

are not their own—differing in this last respect from the

ever inherent although temporarily self-suspended power

of their great exemplar ; while throughout their lives,

and not unfrequently in the hour of death—even in exile
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and isolation—the gloom is hardly ever wholly unrelieved Legends of human

by gleams of the divine favour and love.
repre&en a ivea.

The endurance and the triumph—the triumph sequent

to the sacrifice—are represented in equal balance in the

career of the Son-Deity himself; but in these, his human
representatives, the balance is unequally adjusted—in

some, and the greater number of them, the conception of

suffering, in others, a few, that of triumph, gives the key

to the partial narrative, and the suffering offends through

its apparently unmerited severity ; but in the more com-

prehensive view of them as shadows cast by one original,

the sense of discord is lost and harmony finds completion.

Of the personages to be treated of in the present chapter,

Admetus and Alcestis, Cecrops, Athamas, and Bellerophon

belong more peculiarly to the former of these two classes,

while Theseus and Perseus have—especially the last—more

of the triumphal character. Achilles, Jason, Minos, and a

few others of less prominence, must also be referred to. I

can but touch with the lightest possible hand on the lead-

ing points in their history—adding such comments as

comparative mythology or language contribute to their

illustration.

The most varied and pathetic tale of all is that of

Hercules, but the hero is so unmistakably a god, a type of

the Saviour-Son of Deity, the ' lustrator orbis,' labouring on

earth for man's behoof, that I have been obliged unwillingly

to rank him apart, although he will be found intervening,

in constantly recurring instances, to complete or assure

the victories won by his less illustrious legendary compeers.

These interventions, along with the many cases in which

one legend intertwines itself with another—facts too well
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Group II.

Legends depending
on the dogma of
Freedom from
schuld, through
* devotio ' of the
Son-Deity,

known to the reader to need enforcement—testify to the

unity of the classical legend as a constant outgrowth from

an earlier and harmonious system of dogmatical belief;

while the spirit that governs the whole is that of the purest

chivalry, and the morality taught is the sublime type of

endurance, through love and faith, to victory.

I have already vindicated the deep-seated spirit of

chivalry which has animated the Japhetan race from its

cradle, sometimes breaking out in one, sometimes in another

of the various branches of the race, and which cannot

moreover be deemed foreign to the other lines of the

Noachide succession. These legends of the Greeks are

so thoroughly imbued with this divine instinct, and the

siege of Troy aud the expedition of the Argonauts reads

throughout so like a crusade, that it is not to be wondered

at that the metrical and prose romances of the S. Greal and

Amadis which delighted the castle halls and bowers of our

Norman ancestors were followed at no distant date, during

the Middle Ages, by similar tales, those of Jason, of

Hercules, and of Troy, in which the classical legends are

invested with a thoroughly human and medieval character.

Section I.

—

Admetus and Alcestis.

Admetus and
Alcestis.

Apollo serves

Admetus.

Admetus and Alcestis were the children of the brothers

Pheres and Pelias, sons of Cretheus the son of iEolus.

Alcestis is the hero, and not Admetus, in the beautiful legend

attached to the conjunct names.

The reader will recollect that Apollo had been condemned

by Zeus to serve Admetus in consequence of his having

slain the Cyclops who forged the bolt by which Zeus slew
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his (Apollo's) son, the healing sage Asclepius. The treat- Admetus.

nient of Admetus was so friendly that when, on the occasion

of his marriage with Alcestis, he had neglected a sacrifice

due to Artemis and incurred the doom of death, Apollo

obtained from the Moirae or Fates, that is the Supreme

God, that he should be spared if father, mother, or wife

would die in his stead. Neither father nor mother would

accept the alternative, and the noble Alcestis consented to Alcestis gives her

, . ,
, , ... „ -Hi life for Admetus.

die— by a sell-sacrifice, as will appear, ol essentially the

same character as the ' Devotiones ' already spoken of.

Admetus accepted life on these miserable terms, and

Alcestis died and was buried. But Hercules arriving and Hercules fights with

becoming the guest of Admetus immediately afterwards, and

hearing what had occurred, went forth in quest of the lost

wife, fought with Thanatos or Death at her tomb on the

road to Larissa,* brought her back to life, and restored her

to her husband, commanding him not to interchange words

or hold any communication with her till she should have

been desanctified from the holy bonds of the Deities of

the lower world by religious rites—which would not be

accomplished before the third morning. f All this, as

given by Euripides, is evidently in strict and almost fearful

adherence to ancient tradition, and, with the exception of the

levity attributed to Hercules, the inner spirit of the legend

is wonderfully preserved in the 'Alcestis,' although the

dramatist could not have discerned its import in the clear

light which comparative mythology and language can now

throw upon it. The name Admetus, for example, is formed Signification of

from ' Cadmus ' or ' Adam,' the name already dealt with and
a

implying ' living soul '—with the addition of set, idt)g,

* Euripides, ' Alcestis.,' 835. t Ibid., 1146.
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Group II. 'genus' or race, the title 'Admetus' thus denoting 'gens

Legends depending numana ' or race f man—manhood or ' human nature ' in
on the dogma of '

Freedom from tne abstract—Admetus was weak, self-seeking, yet not alto-
SOHULD, THROUGH
4 Devotio ' of the wether unsusceptible of gentleness, nor even of remorse as
Son-Deity

Admetus, gena attributed to him by Euripides after the shameful sacrifice

bumana.
Qf ^lcestis had been accomplished.

Alcestis and Alcides The name ' Alcestis,' on the other hand, is etymologically

i£SCally
identical with that of 'Alcides' or Hercules, and looking

• Devotio' for man-
tui.ou~h the poets to the core of the legend, we very clearly,

kind in the person 01 » r ° •>

Admetus. j think, recognise the original identity of the two personages

—the Saviour-God ' Alcides ' devoting himself to death and

restoring himself to life in conquest over death by his own

will and force for the sake of humanity, as represented in

the person of Admetus, to which humanity, in the person

of a wife, bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh, he is

inseparably wedded, although, as in the case of Athena and

Pallas, the two natures are represented as distinct perso-

nalities in the particular legend.

It is a variation of the same idea shadowed forth in the

doom of Prometheus, that he should suffer till another God

should voluntarily take his place—which was done by

Chiron, or once again, as some say, by Hercules. What

may in some degree support this explanation is the fact that

Clymene or Periclymene, the name of the mother of

Admetus, is a mere variety of the name Alcmena, the

mother of Hercules, thus bringing the latter into immediate

relationship with Admetus. Apart, however, from any more

recondite meaning, the picture is that of pure and perfect

humanity giving itself to die for that which it is linked to,

fallen humanity—in a word, pure unselfish Devotio.'

I shall have occasion hereafter to remonstrate against
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a too indiscriminate explanation of classical and kindred Protest against

. cosmogonical ex-
mytnology by solar and atmospherical phenomena, as pro- pianations.

mulgated by some very distinguished comparative myco-

logists. I would here protest against the too restrictive and

limited view taken by Mr. G-rote of the classical legends,

the result of a preoccupied and exclusive contemplation of

the Hellenic genius and its productions as self-evolved

(in his view) ah initio and standing apart from other

worlds of thought and culture. Both extremes, it appears

to me, are in error. The abnormalities, so to speak, of these

venerable traditions cannot be reconciled either way with

the moral character of the early Greeks.

In the present instance, as in others, we are justified, I Interpretation of

think, in interpreting them by the light thrown upon f?omparative
lg

dogmatic belief by comparative mythology and comparative p^atiVe%eech.
C°m"

speech, each at once illuminating and correcting the other,

originating in an age anterior to that of mythological

development, and common to the length and breadth of the

primitive Japhetan world—although it may have been re-

served for Greek genius to preserve their genuine character

with least adulteration, although in forgetfulness of their

true meaning, and to give them their most lovely and

dignified expression. The peculiarly reticent manner in

which Hercules in the ' Alcestis '—his own personality so

generously cancelled—narrates his conflict with Death, as

well as the mysterious warning with which he delivers

Alcestis to Admetus, shews, as in other instances, that the

dramatist scrupulously followed ancient traditions familiar

to the people, and which even he—the sceptical Euripides

—did not dare to tamper with, although it appears equally

clear that they were no longer understood, or preserved but

2 R
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1 eyotio ' of the
Son-Deity.

(Edipus.

Early life, exposure,
feet transpierced.

Victory over sphinx.

Delivery of Thebes.

a faint echo of their original import. In Homer, the least

dogmatic and most objective of all the ancient poets,

innumerable traditions and fragments of mythological fact

stand out in the narrative—like rocks borne down as on

a moraine—which evidently bore no meaning to his own

mind, although we have now the means, if rightly used, of

explaining their significance and revealing the mysteries

concealed below them. In this respect the story of Alcestis

resembles the oldest portions of the Zend-Avesta—the old

accounts of mankind preserved unchanged in the after

narrative, and they are more intelligible now than they

were to the contemporaries of Menes and Kameses the

Great.

Section II.

—

(Edipus.

In (Edipus of Thebes, the male representative of Ctidmns

and Harmonia, we have once more the name of Cadm-us,

Adam, the initial ' c ' having been abraded and the ' in
'

taking the form of ' p.' He is, in like manner, an impersona-

tion of humanity, but in a nobler and more positive aspect

than Admetus, as a figure or type of the Son-God, the

Saviour, in his human character.

I need not dwell on the events of the early life of

(Edipus—his exposure ; his feet transpierced, bound together

and swollen, supplying the accepted original of the name of

(Edipus ; his rearing by the shepherd Polybus—an event

constantly recurrent in the history of heroes ; his victory

over the sphinx, a kvFwv, or instrument (as has been shewn)

of vengeance, and his delivery of Thebes. The dominant

and (according to Mr. Grote) oldest point in the legend

is his slaying of his father Laius and marriage with Ins
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mother Jocasta, both acts in total ignorance of his parentage, CEdipus.

acts, however, which imposed an incurable taint descend- Slaying of his father,
1 marriage with his

ing to his posterity : which were followed at once by a mother, in ignorance

y
of his parentago.

plague inflicted by Apollo ; the quest after his father s Self-punishment.

murderers ; the conviction, brought home to him by Tiresias,

that he himself was the murderer and that his mother was

his wife, in fulfilment of an oracular response from Delphi

;

the tearing out of his own eyes, the punishment for incest

;

the disobedience of his two sons, Eteocles and Polynices, in

serving up to him viands and wine on his silver table and

in his own cup, of which he had prohibited the use,

apparently in self-denial of the Eucharistic feast—although

it is simply imputed to ascetic or penitential abstinence,

—

the disobedience being aggravated by insult, in that the

shoulder was withheld and the inferior part of the sacrificial

offering substituted,—the whole having the appearance of

a judicial infliction from Zeus; the curse pronounced by Curse on his sons.

him upon his sons in consequence, which led to the destruc-

tion of Thebes and his expulsion by those sons from Thebes. Expulsion from
Thebes.

From this time begins the tale of his sufferings as the

7rXoi'//r»jc or wanderer, and it is from the play of Sophocles

(' (Edipus Coloneus '), describing these his latter days, that

we obtain the key to the moral significance of what would

otherwise be a tale of unredeemed injustice and unmitigated

horror.

(Edipus describes himself as accursed and hateful to the

Gods—accursed even through his own unwitting self-im-

precation—borne down by a weight of crime involuntarily

incurred and such that no other human being could bear

his sorrow—an accumulation of ancestral sin, bequeathed

by the race of old, and of which the punishment is heaped
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on his devoted head—he himself being wholly void of

guilt.

But he does not blame the Gods—he admits their perfect

justice ; it was fitting that he should suffer for ancient

crimes, although himself guiltless, and, while punished by-

Apollo—the oracle of Delphi having been adverse to him

throughout—Apollo loves him, and promises him rest from

the Eumenides at the close of his career. It is in faith on

this promise that, arriving at the verge of the sacred grove,

weary and forlorn, but attended ever by his guardian

daughter Antigone, he prays to the awful but benign

goddesses to be propitious to himself and Apollo as co-

supplicants ; and they are very gentle, and welcome the

weary wanderer to rest. The reader will remember the

sublime catastrophe when, after entering the grove which

no mortal step might tread without sacrilege, and parting

first with his daughter and then with Theseus, (Edipus goes

forth by himself alone (Theseus looking after him?) and

God himself—not Apollo, nor Zeus, nor Poseidon, but 6toc,

the Supreme Himself, summons him by name, and he is

taken—how, was never exactly known,—from even Theseus,

but we are led to believe that it was by an engulphment

into the yawning earth, as in the accomplished ' Devotio

'

of Curtius.

CEdipus thus passes from earth untouched by disease

of body or of taint in soul ; he leaves a blessing to the

holy land of Theseus, and Attica is to flourish thereafter

so long as his bones remain within her hallowed soil.*

In the case of CEdipus, even more than that of Admetus

and Alcestis, the relations of the hero and Apollo are

* CEd. Col., 1533.
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apparently in adumbration of those subsisting between the Oedipus.

two natures of the Son-Deity, at one time in hostility, at represent the two
°

another in concord, but united in their final object—as in
^tures of the Son-

the similar cases of Hodd and Balder, Athena and Pallas,

and, in nearer approximation to earth, iEacus and Apollo.

Ancl the suggestion is supported by the testimony of the

names of Laius or LaAius the father, and Labdacus the

grandfather, of CEdipus, which appear to me to be sub-

stantially the same as that of Laphystius, the 'Jupiter

Lapis' of the Romans—the Father-God, author of that

Law the violation of which established the condition of

personal and hereditary schuld or guilt, from the life-long

punishment of which we see CEdipus as man and Apollo

as God conjointly supplicating for deliverance in the legend

thus dealt with.

The grandeur of the conception of the great ' Nemesis ' Nemesis and the

of AiSwc and of Themis, as well as the contrasted character

of the Erinnyes or Eumenides—fierce towards the essentially

guilty, loving towards the guilty when the guilt is not

their own—cannot but compel our admiration. While

above the province of legend, they are not in themselves

personally the subject of dogma, but give expression to

that moral law, presented by God, which is the fundamental

dogma of the Japhetan faith.

The engulphment of CEdipus must be taken not only Analogy between
. , , /./-«,• i • i i ... ., engulphment of

along with that ot Ourtius, but with the primitive myth (Edipns and the body

of the body of Ymer being cast into the abyss between ° mer*

heaven and earth towards the creation of a new world, with

the less defined myth of Dionysus Zagreus, and with that

of the bridge or path from earth to heaven of which Yima

is the guardian in the Eastern tradition, and Heimdall in
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the Western, and which was itself established by his own

self-sacrifice.

The title wXavrp-rig, the Wanderer, must not be passed

over without a word of notice. It is that by which the

title 'Nanus,'* given by the Etruscans to Odysseus, is

translated ; and the name Odysseus is, in its YEolic or

Pelasgian(?) form, Ulysses, connectible with roots implying

' wandering ' in Old Teutonic, while his legend allies itself

in some respects with those already dealt with.

Section III.

—

Athamas.

Athamae. The name of Athamas, the son of iEolus, leads us a step

further in the classification and intelligence of the old

Japhetan heroes. I have already briefly noticed the per-

sonal history of Athamas, but a closer inspection of it by

the light of the preceding chapter will reward the trouble.

While belonging to the present and second, it will be found

to involve the root and basis of the legends which form the

third series in the present enumeration.

The son of iEolus, and thus of a distinct race from that of

Cadmus—akin to the later Suryavansa or race of the sun,

as opposed to the Chandravansa or Lunar race,—Athamas

married Nephele, a goddess, by the command of Hera,

by whom he had two children, Thrixus and Helle. He

Loved Ino, a mortal, loved, however, Ino, a mortal, the daughter of Cadmus, by

whom he had two other children, Learchus and Melicertes.

The name of Nephele connects her with Niobe and Ixion's

Nt(p4\v, etymologic cloud, with vi(j)i\)) the alternate name of saivala, the soul

—

liS&Vsoul. wi<* ^ Nibelungen-treasure and with Nifl-heim
;
while her

* Tzetzes, Lycophron, v. 1244.

Marriage with
Nephele, a goddess.
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association with Hera ranks her with the group of deities Athamas.

—Hera, Athena, and Poseidon, who act on so many occa-

sions in antagonism to Zeus as the reforming usurp* r of the

throne of Cronos and Uranus.

The name of Ino, on the contrary, points to the root olv,

wine, as the symbol of the newer law promulgated by

Iacchus or Dionysus, and the influence of that God mingles

throughout the story of Athamas and Ino.

Nephele was, then, the representative of the Law of Zicarz, Nephele represents
1 Law of Zwarz, the

Zeus Laphystius, the Father-God under his severer aspect, Bond-master.

. . /•/» j j t xi c *uo represents the

to whom piacular victims were ottered, and Ino tiiat ot neWer Law of

i , T i ii i i • j j. Emancipation.
emancipation, or what I may here call gospel, proclaimed to

all the earth by the younger deity. While Athamas halted

between these two systems of doctrine, or, if the reader will,

these two oXoxot, but inclined in affection towards the latter,

Nephele, his immortal spouse, forsook him, as Thetis long Nephele retires to

afterwards forsook Peleus, retired to heaven and demanded

his death—some say in sacrifice—in punishment for his

infidelity,—a demand, however, which does not seem to have

been attended to. Ino, left in possession of the field, en-

gaged the matrons of the land in a conspiracy with herself,

secretly to roast the seed of irvpog or wheat which they

should give out for sowing, in order that no harvest should

come up and the land be visited with famine and plague

;

and, at the same time, she sent a messenger to Delphi, but

asked him to report the oracular answer in these words,

' that the famine and plague should cease if Athamas sacri-

ficed Phrixus to Zeus '—the plot being thus to make Phrixus Ino plots against

Phrixus, roasting

responsible for the cessation of the supply of wheat bread wheat, and accusing

through the roasting the seed as aforesaid, and thus guilty

of death. The oracle was announced to the people, and
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they clamoured for the denounced victim. This question of

roasting the wheat as the alleged 'origo mali ' is of capital

importance here ; and the clue to the understanding of these

intermediate incidents is afforded through the considerations

dwelt upon in a former page, viz. that the element of bread-

meat or ambrosia in the sacrificial or eucharistic feast,

whether on earth or in heaven, appears to have represented

the Son-Deity in his quality of God, or immortality, while

the wine, drink, or nectar, represented the correlative

element of the Human or mortal nature,—the former asso-

ciated representatively with the Law, and the latter with the

evangelic or emancipating message of God.

The demand of Ino that Phrixus should die in order that

bread might be restored to the people, must thus be under-

stood as implying that the law of guilt incurred towards

Zeus Laphystius must be appeased as a preliminary con-

sideration by the death of Phrixus, as representing through

his mother Nephele the Godhead of the Saviour-Deity,—he

himself becoming the wvpog, or 'ambrosia,' or 'bread' for

the people, which could only be secured by the immolation.

Athamas (to resume the legend) refused to sacrifice his son,

whereupon Phrixus offered himself to die—in the spirit of

the ' devotio '—that the State might be relieved, and was led

crowned to the sacrificial altar.

The conflict thus far carried out between the old and the

new law—each of which, as I have shewn in my chapter on

Propitiation, was constituted by contract or covenant between

God and Man—was thus brought to a close, and a solution

found in the intervention of Hermes—necessarily implying

the authority of Zeus,—who brought Nephele, with the cele-

brated ram with the gulden fleece, named Chrysomallus,
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upon which Phrixus and Helle mounting, were carried off Athamas.

through the air—Helle as far as the Hellespont, where she The ram Chryso-
phallus sacrificed

fell off, but Phrixus to Colchis, where Phrixus sacrificed the to Zeus

, .
-i . rw -r»i • t i i- Laphystius.

ram in his own stead to Zeus Phystms or Laphystius.

The remainder of the tale finds its place in that of the

Argonauts, but it may be remarked that Colchis—the

heavenly home to which it may be inferred Nephele be-

longed—appears to be a Western form of the Eastern

Kailasa,* the paradise of Siva, or Maha-Deva, in whom we

may perhaps recognise a degraded representative in Hin-

dostan of the Zeus or Deva, chief of the hated Devas of

the Zoroastrians. He was thus the representative of

the Father-God, Zwarz or Hek— otherwise Laphystius,

as the stern punisher of guilt,—rather than of the

milder conception of him conveyed by the titles Ahura

Mazdao, 'Eppog, and Jupiter. The ceremonial fact pointed Substitution of the

• pi /-n -r»i •
ram P0lnts to

at by the substitution of the ram Chrysomallus tor Phrixus institution of animal
*

, ,, . ... ,. r. i -n sacrifice as figurative
would appear to be the institution ot animal sacrmce to f the piacuium of

the exclusion (except in rare and exceptional cases) of
* ie ou " eity '

human, as figurative of the supreme piacuium performed

by the Son-Saviour.

The remainder of this story of Athamas is quickly told.

Athamas and Ino having accepted the charge of nursing the

infant Dionysus, Hera afflicted Athamas with madness, and Madness of Athamas.

in his fury he slew his son Learchus and endeavoured to Slays his son.

kill Ino. Ino threw herself into the sea with her son

Melicertes, and both ultimately became marine deities.

Sisyphus, the brother of Athamas, instituted the Isthmian isthmian games in

, , . , ill -1-j t»i •
i
honour of Ino and

games in their honour, held every third year. Phrixus and Melicertes.

Helle had themselves, according to one tradition, been

* See Prof. H. H. Wilson, ' Vishnu Purana,' p. 172.
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visited by Dionysus with the same calamity. Athamas

fled from Bceotia, and was condemned by the oracle to

wander till he should find kinder hospitality from wild

beasts than from men. This was accomplished when some

wolves who were devouring sheep fled at his approach,

leaving him their prey for his banquet. He settled on the

spot and built a city there, Alos in Phthiotis in Thessaly,

from which the region afterwards reoeived the name of the

Aleian Plain—the name ' Alos ' having its root, I think, in

the idea of ' purification ' (salt, a\g), which attaches to

many other places so derived. He there married Themisto,

daughter of Hypseus, king of the Lapithae, which indicates

a revulsion of feeling towards the Laphystian worship, and

had two sons, Sphincius * and Orchomenus—from whom

descended the divine race of the AthamantidaB. He sub-

sequently learnt that Ino had married and was living as a

Bacchante on Mount Parnassus, and sent for her ; whereupon

Themisto plotted to kill her children, but through decep-

tion killed her own.

It might be supposed that the divine family of the

Athamantidae at Alos were derived from these late-born

children of Ino, but the peculiar character of their ' devotio
'

makes me think that they must be rather named as the

representatives of the succession of Nephele through Phrixus,

by his marriage with Chalciope, daughter of iEsetes in

Colchis. If Zeus Laphystius was defrauded of his victim

in the person of Phrixus, a long line of his successors paid

the tribute in hereditary testimony to the demands of the

broken law from which the children of Ino would have

appealed in virtue of the regenerating Iacchus. The legend

* Hyginus, Fab. 1 and Fab. 239, ed. Schmidt.
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of Athamas can hardly be said to finish with his own life— Hereditary piacula

. i-i ci i-i i
.to Zeus Laphystius,

it is prolonged in that of these his descendants, although the impersonation of

little of individual story attaches to their memory. Penalties!

The ancestral curse that pressed on CEdipus, which he

reimposed on his two sons, and which was accomplished in

the speedy extinction of the house of Laius, was transmitted

in parallel cases as an unbroken heritage from generation

to generation in certain families, such as that of Atreus

—

imprecated in that case by Thyestes—in that of Pelops—and

in the most remarkable instance of all, this of Athamas

and the Athamantides, that abnormal race which flourished

at Alos as hereditary piacula to Zeus Laphystius, the

impersonation of the Supreme God in his character of

Zwarz, the hidden Deity, the avenger of schuld incurred

through a broken law, and the God of penalties and bondage.

I have spoken of these accursed, or rather ' sacred,' con-

secrated, families under the head of ' Devotio ' in the

chapter on Propitiation. The reader will recollect the claim

of the third Decius to be permitted to devote himself for

Rome on the ground that it was the privilege of his house

to supply ' piacula ' for the State ; and this illustrates the

phase of heroic sentiment which induced the descendants of

Athamas to acquiesce without a murmur and probably with

pride in their hereditary doom. We are thus referred to

the supreme sanction which gave its validity to such acts

of ' devotio ' as those performed by the Decii and Metius

Curtius ; and the same idea, as we have seen, lies at the root

of the legend of Glldipus—all these individuals representing These individuals

. ,., ,, „, . c /-( i ip representee Saviuur-
in human personality the suffering Saviour-God, sell- God, self-sacrificed

sacrificed for mankind, as so many knights and champions or man "

sent forth to do good in his power and suffer after his
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example—but never, as has been shewn, without a previous

call and consecration to that effect, and in no sense as

incarnations or avatara of the Son-Deity in the sense of the

later Hindu legends. Viewed in the dogmatic light thus

brought to bear upon them, legends which at first sight

revolt our moral feelings acquire a new interpretation in

the pure light of self-sacrifice ; and we cease to henceforward

consider how a doom of unspeakable sorrow, extending over

many generations, should in some cases follow upon a

crime of comparatively venial character, utterly insufficient

to warrant such infliction ; while in others the vengeance

taken, however severe, which brought wrath on the descen-

dants of the avenger was undoubtedly to a certain extent

justified. The incongruity suggests that an explanation

must exist in accordance with that sense of natural justice

which is native to the Japhetan if not to the human

breast ; and, in default of any other, the approximation now

offered appears to solve the problem. Apollo protects

Orestes when prosecuted before the Council of Areopagus.

He was equally the friend of (Edipus, although oracularly

unpropitious to him, and although Ino is understood to have

wished her messenger to report the oracle of Delphi un-

favourable to Phrixus, I have little doubt that the Pythian

really answered in the sense that Ino wished, and I hold that

the Deity, who had no will but that of his Father Zeus,

worked that will out against Athamas and Phrixus with the

like discriminating eye to the ultimate and larger good to

which the divine counsels tended.

The name of Athamas is, like that of (Edipus, a mere

dialectic variety of 'Cadm-us,' 'Adam,' expanding in the

case of the Athamantidae into the signification (as in
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Admetus) of ' gens humana,' or human nature, but of

human nature exalted into the sublimest heroism through

union with the divine, as exemplified in the character of the

Son-Saviour, of whom these terrestrial heroes and piacular

families are, I must repeat again and again, mere shadows

and reflections.

Section IV.—Bellerophon.

Yet another and a deeply interesting figure emerges Bellerophou.

from this group of types or reflections of the Son-Deity, in

the person of Bellerophon. As already stated, I have some-

times felt inclined to rank him among the personal varieties

of the Son-God, but the distinctly human character attributed

to him by his grandson Glaucus in the Iliad, as the * best

of the Greeks,' and other considerations, have induced me
to reserve him for the present place. His character and his

sufferings associate him with (Edipus and Athamas as

a piacular victim, but with the additional note of identifica-

tion, that the guilt he labours under, involuntarily contracted,

is through the slaughter of his own brother, while that

brother is shewn to have been the Son-Deity in his divine

character, inducing the conclusion that Bellerophon himself

represents that same Son-Deity in the human moiety of his

bifold being, although as a human reflex. The legend is

as follows.

The original and proper name of Bellerophon was Hip- Proper name

.
Hipponous.

ponous. Ostensibly the son of Glaucus king of Corinth,

grandson of Sisyphus the son of iEolus, he was, according

to the Homeric Glaucus, the ' son of a God '—and that God

was, according to Hyginus, Poseidon, which is in keeping
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with the proximate sense of the name Hipponous, the horse

being peculiarly sacred to that deity.

The surname Bellerophon, Bellerophontes, resolves when

analysed proximately into i. BtXXepog, and ii. <j>iov = han,

hanta, to kill ; and the fitWtpog slain by him was, according

to one tradition, a noble youth of Corinth so named, accord-

ing to others, his own brother, variously named Deliades,

Peiren, and Alcimenes. The slaughter is stated (ut supra)

to have been unintentional. But whatever its cause or the

circumstances attending upon it—and no intimation of such

circumstances have come down to us—it is this act which

stands out as confeniug his legendary name, and thus con-

stituting the dominating features in the character of Belle-

rophon. He went for purification to Egypt, to the court of

Proetus, the king, the brother of Acrisius, the father of

Danae. Anta3a, otherwise Sthenebcoa, wife of Proetus,

endeavoured to seduce him, but his purity was proof against

her allurements—preferring, like Hercules, the rough path

of duty to the seductions of vice. Denounced by Antaea,

Proetus sent him to the court of his father-in-law Iobates,

king of Lycia, with letters requiring Iobates to put him to

death. Bellerophon proceeded thither, as we are told by

Glaucus, under the escort of the Gods,* was feasted there

nine days, and on the tenth, according to the symbolical

number so frequently noticed, Iobates sent him to en-

counter the Chiruai'ra—which he did, rising into the air on

the winged horse Pegasus, which Athena enabled him to

catch, and destroying her with his arrow. Iobates after-

wards employed Bellerophon in war against the Solymi

and the Amazons with the view of effecting his destruction.

Victorious against both, and successful in destroying an

* II., vi. 171.
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ambush laid for him by Iobates on his return, Iobates Bellerophon.

adopted a new course, informed him of the command he had

received from Proetus, gave him his daughter in marriage,

and resigned the kingdom in his favour. But, from this

moment, a change took place in the destiny of Bellerophon.

He became the object of the hatred of the Gods, for what

cause is not stated ; but we may perhaps account for it by

a tradition which necessarily must be posterior to the period

we have now arrived at, to the effect that he attempted to

fly to heaven on Pegasus, who, bitten by a gadfly sent by Alleged presumption.

Zeus, flung him down to the ground, from whence he arose Anger of the Gods.

lamed and blind—an incident similar to what is told in the

Aryan East of the presumption and punishment of Yirna and

Nimrod. From this time Bellerophon became a wanderer

on the Aleian plain, shunning the sight of mortals, and A wanderer on the

. .
Aleian plain,

tradition leaves him in darkness and isolation, without any

intimation as to his further fortunes or death. The Aleian

plain must be understood as the same desert where Athamas

found the happier issue of his own destiny, and where he

founded the town of Alos, the home of the Atharnantidse

beside the sacred grove of Zeus Laphystius—the scene of

those immolations ; and, as I have intimated, the word may
perhaps involve the root and significance of penitential

lustration—a place of penance and purification.

As a further step towards explanation of this legend, I Surnames of Hippo-

, , . i
nous, Bellerophon

must now mention the lact that, besides the usual surname and Leophontes.

Bellerophon, Hipponous was known by that of Leophontes,

proximately denoting 'Lion- or rather leo-Atw-killer,' but

no account is preserved of any act that may have given him

that name. The presumption therefore must be, that the

Xtw and the fitWepos were one and the same individual.
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Connecting the terminal -0wvrr?c in both these names

with the Sanscrit hau, hanta, to kill (as aforesaid), Professor

Miiller,* with his usual felicity, compares the name /StAXapoc

with the Sanscrit varvara, l
villosus,' shaggy or hirsute—the

words resolving into identity through literal mutation,—and

concludes that the fiiWepog killed by Bellerophon must

have been one of the many enemies slain by Indra, described

in the Veda as clouds—to wit, more specially—an urana,

'ram, or some other shaggy animal, implying the "rain-

cloud." ' Comparing, in like manner, Atw, Xefh), with

the Vedic Dasyu, and the title Leophontes with Dasyu-han,

the title of Indra, he, Professor Miiller, identifies Belle-

rophon or Leophontes with Indra, as slayer both of the ram,

or raincloud, and of the demon Dasyu,f who is but another

name for Aki or Vritra—Indra otherwise bearing the titles

Aki-han and Vritra-han.

I agree with the learned professor in his interpretation of

the fitWipog as the ram, thus etymologically deduced, and

with the fact that the titles Bellerophon and Leophontes

correspond in their superficial sense with the titles Dasyu-han,

Aki-han, Vritra-han, given to Indra ; but I hold, i. that the

fteXXepog as the ram was a mere symbol, which points to a

greater personage, the Son-Deity ; and ii. that the names

Bellerophon, Leophontes, imply slayer of the Son-Deity in

his character of God, and those of Dasyu-han, Aki-han, and

Vritra-han, slayer—not exactly of the Sou-Deity in the

character of man—but of the evil demon Aki, with whom

Aku or Deuces, the Son-God as man, was confounded, as I

have elsewhere shewn, by the reforming Aryans, after the

great Japhetau schism. The titles and surnames may have

* ' Chips,' ii. 180. t Ibid., 186.
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the same etymology, and yet denote in effect distinct person- Etymological
fLTTl 1 VS1S

ages. The being slain by Bellerophon was, we are told, his

brother,—the being slain by Indra was the evil demon with

whose name the humanity originally associated with Indra,

as in the Western title Poly-deuces, had been confounded.

In support of these propositions, and first toward a con-

nection of the symbol with the personage it symbolises, it

may be remarked that fitWepog is identical, through the

familiar change of b, v, and s and I or th, with the ancient

word smiths, vithrus, implying both ram and sacrifice ; while

by the analysis of $t\<j>iv, fitXcpiv, Bodon, Dodon, villosus

and fieWepoz represent an older zfitWtp- = z vitter= sauthr.

The word (5e\Xep-og is familiar to us at the present day,

after all these centuries, in the French belter; while the

marked connection of the name Valerius, fitXXepog, with the

Ludi Taurii or piacular games at Rome gives marked support

to this approximation. The ram, or saeer agnus, was the

especial type or symbol of the Son-Deity.

Turning again to the names transmitted to us of the Names of Hipponous'

i-i tt- pi t\ t i i
brother, Deliadcs

brother slam by Hipponous, two of them, Dehades and ana Pcireu.

Peiren, are especially worthy of attention. By the analogy

of fitXfyiv, §tX<piv, just repeated, and remembering that

sphar, and sphal (dissilire) are mere varieties of the same root,

comparing Zphal, or Zphar, upon which the title Bal or Bar

is based—it is clear that the names Del-iades and Peir-en

resolve into one

—

Peir corresponding with Bar, and Bel-

ox rather Beliad- (originally Dbelliades) with Bal, Bwil,

and Bald-, as in the Scandinavian Balder. It requires only

one and a short step further to recognise Balder the Good in

fitXXtp-og, the brother unintentionally slain by Bellerophon,

and whose death formed (as above inferred) the great event

2 S
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Group II.

Legends depending
on tlie dogma of

Freedom from
schuld, through
• devotio ' of the
Son-Deity.

Approximation of

legends.

in the history of that hero. But if so, Bellerophon must be

an analogue of Hodd, the blind, by whose unintentional blow

Balder fell ; also of Athene, by whose unintentional act her

sister Pallas was slain, Zeus, the father of the latter, being

the instigator; and, once more, of Idas, by whose brute and,

it may be said, blind force, directed by the quick-sighted

Lynceus, as Hodd had been more obscurely by Lok, the

immortal Polydeuces received the stroke that stunned but

could not slay him, although the mortal Castor was

slain by him. Ads (as in Pall-ads), Hodd, and Idas,

have been shewn to be vanquishers of Aku Deuces, the

name of the Son- Deity as Man, and the presumption arises

that a corresponding variety of this peculiar title must have

been the proper and original name of Pall in the old

Japhetan speech. We find, accordingly, that the title

Hipponous, originally borne by Bellerophon, resolves under

analysis into a form fundamentally connected with those of

Idas, Hodd, and Ads (in Pall.), and varying in the East as

aswa, aspa, the classical "Ittttoq taking the form of jkkoc in

the iEolic dialect, equus in the Latin, and each in Celtic,

the name of ' Skyphius,' the horse produced from the soil,

elsewhere identified with the Son-Deity in his human

character, belonging to the category in which these names

stand out as the symbolical echo of Iacchus, -nx, Deuces,

and other varieties of the title denoting the human per-

sonality of the same bifold Saviour. The adjunct -voog in

' Hipponous ' has apparently a corresponding reference to

'mens,' mind, as that which is exhibited by the termination

man in Aim-man, the title of the evil demon in the Zend-

Avesta ; but AJcu-man in the East is, like Aki or Vritra, the

expression of the evil demon and of the mortal personality
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of the Saviour with which he was confounded after the first Bellerophon.

schism, and I have little doubt that Aku-man is primarily

the same word in Iran as ' Hippo-nous ' in Greece, and that

'Hipponous' conserves the original sense of Aku-man, in

designation of the sublime Being to whom that title was

originally applied, and it was especially given, as above

suggested, to the heroic Bellerophon, as his champion, reflex,

or representative.

I may observe, in conclusion, that Jobates appears to me a

variation of iEetes of Colchis and of the Hindu Vivaswat,

the Iapetus of Greece. The geography of these legends is

not to be considered historical except in a very limited

sense.

We might be tempted to connect the slaughter of the

Chimsera with that of Bal-, Balder, through an approximate

but superficial verbal resemblance between Chimsera and

Ymer. But I have accounted for the etymology of that

name otherwise.

The brilliant achievements of Bellerophon might at first

induce one to rank him with Perseus among the triumphant

rather than the suffering heroes of the Japhetan legend ; but

the involuntary fratricide, the servitude to Iobates, and the

utter withdrawal of that cheering light at the close of his

career which consoled (Edipus—contrasted with his purity

of intention, his unimpeachable chastity, his meek unre-

pining endurance under wrong, mark him out as pre-emi-

nently one of that band of victims on whom the guilt of

humanity was visited, according to the Japhetan creed, in Bellerophon, one of

... . the representatives of

order to work out in their favoured persons—as representa- the great exemplar

tive before men of the great exemplar and o-wr/jp—the thegSTtS humanity

occult and beneficial purposes of God.
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Group II.

Legends depending
on the dogma of

Fbeedom from
sohtjld, through
' Detotio' of the
Son-Deity.

IVrseus.

Theseus.

Delivers Athens from
the Minotaur.

Affinity of legend
to that of Minos.

Seylla airls Minos,
Ariadne Theseus.

Section V.

—

Theseus and Perseus.

It is not here that I shall submit what little I have to say-

on the subject of Achilles. Although he is in some respects

akin to the suffering heroes, it is less in the character

of Athamas or Bellerophon than that of Linus; and, like

Sigurd, whose story presents many features of resemblance

to his, as remarked by Mr. Cox, he belongs to a distinct

category of heroes. But Theseus and Perseus, although

exhibiting marked antitheses of character personally and

dogmatically, must be reckoned under the present chapter.

Theseus may be said to occupy the transitional part be-

tween the company of suffering types of the Son-Saviour,

and Perseus the almost solitary human representative of the

triumphant—for Iacchus is a God, not a mortal. The death

of his father iEgeus, caused by his unintentional act of

omission, connects him with the former category, as well

as his great achievement, the deliverance of Athens from

the annual tribute of the seven maidens and seven

youths of Athens due to the Minotaur—Theseus having

volunteered to go as one of the victims by a quasi act of

Devotio. His character and story have points of affinity

with that of Hercules, but still more strikingly so with that

of Minos—each is reputed to have been a great legislator

and parent of civilisation within his kingdom, while each

achieves his end in the adventure with which his name is

associated by the love of a maiden, who betrays her trust

—

Scylla in the case of Minos, Ariadne in that of Theseus,

—

each of them destined to be abandoned by him for whom she

had sacrificed everything when the quest he was devoted

to had been accomplished. The two myths imply, as shewn
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by the etymologies, a deliberate use of Eucharistic means, Theseus.

which are dispensed with or thrown aside after the object

sought to be obtained has been effected, Scylla being the

daughter of Nisus and Abr-ote of Nectar and Ambrosia,

as already shewn, and Ariadne's two sons, (Enopion and

Staphylus, exhibiting on the surface of their names a dis-

tinctly Dionysiac quality, whether they were borne by her

to Theseus or, as I suspect, to Dionysus after the latter

found her at Naxos. The conception of the Cretan laby-

rinth must, I may remark, be of extreme antiquity, as it is Antiquity of the

i n -it ^ i iTT i i ct vi conception of the

found in the Teutonic legend of Volund or Weyland bmitn, Cretan labyrinth.

while Dredalus, whose story is the same in some respects

with that of Theseus, is a mere variety of the Etruscan

Sethlans,* and the Labyrinth of Moeris in Egypt is not

unconnectible with the Hellenic tradition.

The close connection of Theseus with Poseidon—by some

reported to have been his father,—and the link that connects

him with the Ionic race as distinguished from the Hellenic

proper ; his warfare against the Amazons, the special allies

of Artemis, and his friendship with Pirithous, the prince

of the Lapithse, with whom he warred against the Centaurs

—contribute to rank him, especially when taken in con-

nection with the death of his father and his character as

a voluntary victim by Devotio, among the heroes who Theseus adhered to

appear to have adhered to the older worship of Zeus zeus Laphystius.

Laphystius, along with Poseidon and Hera and, although

with less uniformity, Athena—in constitutional opposition

(as has been shewn) to the more recent Olympic Gods,

the usurping Zeus, Aphrodite and others, among whom

Dionysus is the most prominent. In keeping with this

* Etr. Inscr.,255, 303, 304.
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Group II.

Legends depending
on the dogma of

Freedom from
SCFIULl), THROUGH
' Ui:VOTIO ' OF THE
Son-Deity.

The various legends
illustrate the contest

bel ween law and
judgment, guilt and
punishment, in which
the Son-Deity is

Intervener; the
(7o)T7j^ia of humanity
lii-> object ; Death
ami Hades, the
avenger, to which
tribute must be paid.

character Theseus is a member of the branch of the house

of Erechtheus destroyed as the Pandionidae, whose struggle

with their kinsmen the Metionidae, alternately prevailing

and driven into exile, expresses, as I apprehend, the struggle

of the rationalistic or spiritual and the materialistic or

mediatorial schools of early Japhetan doctrine— the

Buddhist or Kshatriya element, as it would be called in

India, versus the Brahminical. His rape of Helen, assisted

by Pirithous, equally points to a sympathy with the older

Gods ; and so, too, perhaps his descent into Hades along

with Pirithous, to aid the latter in his audacious attempt to

bring Persephone back to this upper world—a quest which

was unsuccessful and punished by the death of Pirithous

and his own detention and punishment there till released

and restored to earth by Hercules. None of these apparently

God-defying adventures of the early heroes can be con-

nected satisfactorily under their outward aspect; they

invariably express inner dogmatical beliefs; and although

it may be difficult as yet to determine the exact value

attachable to each of them, still the adventure of Theseus

cannot be considered otherwise than in association with the

excess of presumption imputed to Sisyphus, the devotio

of Alcestis and her rescue by Hercules, and the death and

detention of Balder in Helheim, to be followed by his

final return to earth after Ragnarok, all of these indicating

in different phases the contest between the power and

prescription of law and judgment, guilt and punish-

ment, in which the Son-Deity is the intervenient party,

the (TwTripla of humanity the object of his intervention,

and the maw of Death and of Hades the appointed

avenger to which tribute must be pail one way or the
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other, by man or by bis sponsor, in order to ensure

deliverance.

Perseus, on the other hand, figures in Greek tradition as Perseus,

bright and radiant as an ized of Medo-Persia ; but the

doom of parricide, although involuntary, still adheres to him,

through the death of his grandfather Acrisius. The tradi-

tion of his birth as the son of Zeus by Danae, born from the

shower of gold, is testified to by the etymological roots

that compose his patronymic title, Aurigena, Chrysopatros—
as I understand them, ' Hru-ytv-a,' son of Hru, or 'Epjooc,

Chryso-patros, * son of Chrys ' = aur-uin = Hru ; while aur-

passes, by transition through abr-, into imber, shower, and

"O/mfipiog, Imbrius, the title of Zeus as mBar, Bar, Bal.

The connection between Danae and Danu,* the mother of

the Vritra, or Aki, of the Veda, as also between Danae and

the Danavas, enemies, like Aki, of Mora, has been shewn

by Professor Miiller, and I have little doubt that Perseus Perseus a Western

is a Western form or reflex of Aki or Vritra—of the human

personality of the Son-God, as opposed to the divine, and

which was confounded in the East with the evil principle.

The marvellous exploits of Perseus are too well known

to need repetition, and I shall only touch on them in so

far as they illustrate his dogmatical affinities. His opposi-

tion to the Bacchic orgies is not incompatible with a prob-

able sympathy with the purer Iacchus. He is befriended

by Hera, Athena, Hermes, and the Nymphs ; while, on the

other hand, he conquers the monster sent by Poseidon to

devour Andromeda and decapitates the Gorgon Medusa, Delivers Andromeda,

whose name and parentage appear to connect him no
ecaPltates Med"sa.

less than those of Andromeda with the Laphystian wor-

* Sir Mnnier Williams's Ransc. Diet., p. 408.
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Group II. ship. Andromeda may perhaps be proximately an imper-

',Tt!ie'!lV-nlaTf

ing sonation of ' Chandra-meda/ the sacrifice of Andromeda, as

Freedom from presented in the legend, thus pointing, ut supra, towards
SCHBLD, THROUGH ° r ° r '

' Uevotio ' of the a pre-Aryan Buddhist or Kshatrivan worship. Atrain,
Son-Deity. .5

J
.

J I b
>

Ferseus befriends the
wlnle tne Amazons, the friends of Artemis, are slaughtered

Amazons.
all(j persecuted, as I may say, by Theseus, by Bellerophon,

and by Hercules, Perseus, almost alone, is not found in

opposition to them. The jealousy of Hera lest the child

of Alcmena should rule over his father's house is in

keeping with what precedes, and points to a sphere of

thought and rule opposed to that of the Heraclidse, who,

like their ancestor, bear such unmistakable affinities

with the moon, man, or mortality and the doctrine of

diviue incarnation. The counter affinities of Perseus

were with the bright and radiant sun ; and we are thus

led to look upon him as the representative of the same

national and dogmatical branch of the early Japhetaus

which in India (as repeatedly stated) are known as the

Belongs to the Solar Suryavansa or Solar dynasty, while the counter or Hera-
>r Stirvaviinsu race. ,., . ., T ^ ™ ^

chase succession answer to the Induvansa, (Jhandravansa,

or Lunar race—the former being represented chiefly, as

above stated, by the Kshatriyas of whom Gautama Buddha

became the birth and expression in Hindustan and Spitama

or Zoroaster in Iran.

Persos reputed It is in keeping with this independent induction that
ancestor ol the

Persians. Perses, the son ot Perseus and Andromeda, was named as

the ancestor of the Persians. Another Perses is recorded

as the son of Helios and the brother of iEetes of JEa in

(Julchis, whose family are always connected with traditions

regarding the material sun as represented by Helios or

Phoebus, as distinct from Apollo, while the Hecate wor-
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shiDDed at ^Ea, of whom Medea was priestess and who Importance of mythi-
^ * cal genealogies to

is so closely associated with—and, in fact, a variety of— read inner meaning
of lc°*6U(ls

Swartz, the supreme God, as Hek, was herself the daughter

of a Perses, son of the Titan Crius. These mythical gene-

alogies, ordinarily held in such utter contempt, are, rightly

understood, most important witnesses when we seek to read

the inner meaning of the ancient legends by the light of

dogmata previously ascertained by independent inquiry.

The antagonism, in fine, of Theseus and Perseus, or of

the principles they represent, must not be construed as

hostility but as constitutional means of progression to a

common end. On both, as on the other piacular heroes,

was laid the obligation of suffering for mankind, to-

wards success and triumph in the labours set before them

—success and triumph more visibly vouchsafed in their Distinction between
r J Theseus and rerseus

instances than in that of Bellerophon, Athamas and CEdipus. and the other

.. . piacular heroes.

While the latter, the more purely suffering heroes, represent

the simpler but comprehensive character of the Son-Saviour

in his human capacity, as the seed or son of mortality in

the abstract, Theseus and Perseus appear to me to give

expression to the intellectual diversities, starting from the

antithesis of Imagination and Eeason, which give titles

to the schools of materialistic or mediatorial, spiritualistic

or rationalistic thought in every subject of human specu-

lation, but which were not pushed beyond bounds and

into extravagance and schism by the Western as they

unhappily were by the Eastern branch of the house of

Japhet. If the distinction be not too minute, I should

consider Theseus as answering more nearly to the title Tus,

or Tur; and Perseus—understood as the original Ahu or

AM (and Bellerophon or Hipponous or Aki-man might so
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far be associated with him)—to the title Deuces, Aku, or

Iacchus, as found in Thor, Aku-Thor, and -Deuces, names

of the Son-Deity as man, otherwise conibinable with the

divine element separately embodied in Pallas and Balder,

Polydeuces, Polydectes, Pallads, and especially fieWtpog

or Balder, as long since illustrated.

Signification of It must now rest with the reader to consider whether the

brought into conuec- legends of Admetus and Alcestis—of (Edipus, Athamas and

doctrTneofRopi- tne Athamantidee—and, finally, those of Theseus and Perseus

p^MselSiSce —do not stancl forth with a significance hitherto unsuspected

of the Son-Deity as when brought into connection with the doctrine of Propitia-

tion and emancipation from the condition of schidd or guilt,

through the piacular self-sacrifice of the Son-Deity as man,

and other dogmata, as established in the earlier chapters of

tbis inquiry. Instead of a mere brilliant display of shifting

meteors, a ' chaos of thought and passion all confused '

—

an universe without a plan—these legends have now, if I

mistake not, through the simple approximation of the

touchstone, acquired consistency in themselves, an in-

telligible purpose, and a definite moral life and aim, all in

obedience to a principle of gravity and order previously

unsuspected.
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CHAPTER III.

LEGENDS DEPENDING ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE ' EDUCATIO
'

OF THE SOUL.

The conception which lies at the bottom of the legends Group III.

, , , . ,
, ,. , , Legends depending

here to be noticed is this—1. that the mystical nutriment on the dogma of the

by which the soul is trained for heaven—sometimes repre-
Sq^atv

sented as fire, sometimes as ambrosia and nectar—either I. The mystical

nutriment has been

conjointly or apart,—sometimes as the personal relics of the withdrawn from man
, , by God, and is

Son-Deity, sometimes abstractedly as a treasure—has been guar(ied by a *.W,

withdrawn from man by God, and is guarded from his
ciagon ' or grl

approach by a being of the nature of a kvwv, dragon, or

griffin; but ii. that the heroes of the race of man, types n. The heroes of the

. ,. . ,, race of man, types of

of the Son-Deity, have on various occasions, individually or the Son-Deity, have

collectively, broken through the barrier, either slaying the ^.J* anTbrought

guardian, lulling his vigilance to sleep, or inducing him to
back the lost treasure -

betray his (or her) trust,—and have in such cases brought

the lost treasure back to the common hearth of religious

worship and happiness, the quest involving a sort of pilgrim-

age to the gates of heaven. I shall content myself by the

briefest passages indicative of the legends in question, with

the exception of that of Argo and the Minyans, which for

its fulness and consistency, and as supplying a resume (as it

were) of the whole, and exhibiting the Japhetan Church in

her most consummate activity, will reward a more extended

examination.
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Section I.

Group III.

Legends depending
on the Dogma of the
' educatio ' of the
Soul by Mystical
Nutriment.

Derneter bathed
Demophon with fire.

Abduction of the

Soma plant from
heaven.

Ri covery of t lie

applee of Mima and
of t lie- blood of

Kvasir.

Certain Traditions already considered.

The reader will forgive me, I am sure, for the repetition

which I must be guilty of, in noticing once more, for a

distinct purpose, some of the traditions which I must here

group together, but which have already been the subject

of observation.

The fire with which Derneter bathed the infant Deinophon,

to purge away his earthly dross, was doubtless the same in

essence with that which Prometheus brought down from

heaven after Zeus had withdrawn it from mankind. The

contradictory moral drawn from the tradition by the Pe-

iasgic and Hellenic mythologists has been commented

upon. It is in its general principle of sanatory or salving

virtue, whether through lustration simple, or lustration

through sacrifice, that fire is thus to be considered as con-

tributing to the ' educatio ' of humanity.

Parallel with the adventure of Prometheus is the Vedic

tale of the abduction of the Soma plant from the heaveu

in which Varuna had placed it, under the control of the

Gandharvas, the Centaurs of the East. The Gods on earth,

longing for the Soma, despatched Vach, the goddess of

speech, to obtain it for them. She flew up as a falcon, and,

assuming the sex of a female in order to tempt the reputed

appetite of the Gandharvas, beguiled them of the charge,

and returned triumphant home. To the same category

belong the Scandinavian legends of the recovery of the

apples of Iduna and the blood of Kvasir—both of which

I have elsewhere spoken of.
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The apples bestowed that immortality by which the iEsir Iduna.

Gods differed from mortals, and were in the custody of Iduna,

a maiden of Elfish race. Briefly, she was beguiled by Lok

beyond the walls of Asgard, and carried off with her pyxis

by the jotun Thiassi, the son of Olvaldi, of the giant race,

to his castle of Thrymheim. Lok, compelled to retrieve his

fraud by the indignant iEsir, who were growing old and gray,

and in danger of losing their immortality for want of their

wonted sustenance, assumed the falcon plumage of Freya

—

the Scandinavian Aphrodite—and penetrated to Thrymheim,

where he discovered Iduna, Thiassi being absent, and carried

her off transformed into a nut, and brought her safely witli

the precious apples to Asgard. Thiassi followed in pursuit

in the form of an eagle but was slain. The adventure of

Odin in quest of the son, or blood of Kvasir, is modelled Odin and the son.

on the same conception, but assuming the character rather

of a piratical expedition (like that of Vach) than that of a

rescue of abducted property. The wise Kvasir was, it will

be remembered, a being created by the iEsir and Vanir,

whom the dwarfs Fialar and Galar murdered, and formed

the wonderful drink the Sonardreyri from his blood, mingled

with honey. It was carried off, and was guarded by the

sons of Suttung in the hill of Hnitbiorg. Odin having

obtained the assistance of Baugi, the brother of Suttung,

penetrated, in the form of a worm, through a hole which he

perforated in the mountain which secluded Suttung's abode

from the outer world, and re-emerged on the further side

in changed character, under the name of Bolwerk, a word

that strongly resembles the familiar Bal-Aku, or Polydeuces.

Suttung's daughter Gunlada, like Scylla and Ariadne in the

tales of Megara and of Crete, betrayed her father's trust
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Group Hi. through love for Eolwerk, and permitted him to take three

Legends depending draughts of the precious liquor. In these three draughts—
(in dogma or & r i

' Edtjoatio' of the ]j^e Vishnu by his three steps—Bolwerk absorbed the whole
;

Sti, by Mystical
.

Nutriment, he fled immediately in the form of an eagle, abandoning

Odin and the s6n.
Gunlada> as Minos and Theseus abandoned her Hellenic

sisters,—and reaching Asgard, disgorged the liquid into

vessels prepared by the iEsir for its reception.

The apples of the The quest of the apples guarded by the Atlantides,

Hebrides!"
1

° ^ and by the dragon Ladon in the Hesperides, islands of

the West, the quest of which was achieved by Hercules,

may also be reckoned in the group just considered.

The apples, indeed, are not invested with any sanatory

virtue in the Greek legend, and are even connected through

transmutation into the flocks of Helios, which would sug-

gest a different interpretation, but in all other respects, and

as on a broader principle, they fall within the category of the

reserved treasure which is won for men by the Son-Saviour.

Personal relics.
Under the class of personal relics of the Saviour which

possessed a protective virtue for the behoof of man person-

ally and under the condition of polity or society, may be

The bones of Lycus enumerated the bones of Lycus and Chirarereus, sons of

Sfo^SKEit Prometheus, those of Pelops, and those of Linus already

Those of Linus.
spoken f. The two first of these personages are speci-

ally linked with the dogma of the Son-Deity and of

the sacrificial feast. I have elsewhere ventured on the

speculation that the contents of the twin jars—the ' fatale

pignus imperii' of Kome—may have been relics of this

description. The twin jars and the twin or, at least, two

sons of Prometheus appear to link them together. The

1 white ' bones of the great fiovg slaughtered by Prometheus

differ in the conception from the description of similar
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sacrificial immolations in which the bones are never spoken

of apart from the flesh.

The virtue of various ' palladia ' of the ancient world may-

be distantly connected with the same superstition, and the

faith in this virtue, continued with the traditions connected

with the SoKava of the Dioscuri, contributed, as I have sur-

mised, to build up the beautiful legend of the Invention

of the Cross in Christian times.*

The idea of the treasure withdrawn, the means of salvation

reserved, is common to the Semitic and the Japhetan and

Hamite belief—although the element of conquest is wanting,

and that of a journey or pilgrimage predominates, in the

traditions preserved in the two sister races. The legend is

found with this variation in a very remarkable Babylonian The Chaklee narra-

or Chaldee narrative of the Deluge lately discovered and Quest of izdubaV

deciphered, in which Izdubar (as the name is read)

travels to a distant region where, beyond an impass-

able river, Sisit the son of Ubaratutu, the Xisuthrus of

Berosus, who has survived the Deluge, dwells apart, to

supplicate him for a remedy against a disease he

suffered from and the fear of death,—in return for which,

Sisit and his wife inform him how he may be purified

—

mainly through lustration in the sea, which proves effective

to his cure, and Izdubar returns to his own country.f

The journey of Seth to the gates of Paradise, in quest of

the oil of mercy from the tree of life, which shall restore Legend of Seth's
J journey to the gates

the dying Adam to health, is evidently a variety—although of Paradise.

found in an apocryph—of the same primeval legend.^ The

* See Lindsay's ' Sketches of Christian Art,' vol. i., p. 49, 2nd ed.

t
' Chaldean Account of the Deluge,' by George Smith, 1873, p. 7.

% Lindsay, ibid., vol. i., p. 21.
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like, too, may be said of the beautiful romance of the San

Greal, already briefly commented upon, which preserved

the better variety of the tradition sublimated by contact

with Christianity. The idea of the pilgrimage is thus

common to East and West, and the various journeys

taken by Hercules, Bellerophon, and other heroes to the

homes of particular kings or prophets, who purify them from

crime, all of them as suppliants and penitents, not as

conquerors, may be ranked with the series above enume-

rated.

The abduction and recovery of lost treasure is so

vital an element in the history of Troy that I at first

intended to include it under this chapter ; but it is, after all,

subordinate to the more tragic catastrophe of the City of

God, and must therefore be deferred. The Argonautic

expedition, on the contrary, will find its proper home here.

The central key-note of the Volsung Saga or Nibelungenlied,

that tale of marked pathos and honour, likewise determines

its classification along with the tale of Argo and the legends

above mentioned, although the catastrophe connects it with

the legends of Troy and Ragnarok, and its earlier narrative

ranges over a long series of independent legend. The

remarkable affinities between Sigurd and Achilles have

been noticed by Mr. Cox (as already stated) and others,

and, if I mistake not, a tradition of the hero may be still

recognised in the classical nomenclature of the Trojan

shores—but this I shall revert to hereafter.

I have to remark in conclusion, so far, that the special

nature of the treasure withdrawn by the Deity and recovered

by these semi-divine human heroes may be found in the

analysis of certain of the titles—Gandharva, or Centaur,
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Audwari, Jotun, Gunlada—by which the guardians of the Analysis of names

. ,.,, , si 7 7
of the guardians of

treasure are designated in the legends. Ganaliarva or treasure.

Centaur appears to me, in its remote etymology, to be

a compound of i. Gand, answering to a word formed from

han, hanta, (fxovr-, and analogous to the Egyptian lint,

signifying sacrifice,* priesthood, sanctity, hntr, sanctity of

a king ; and ii. urva, as haurva (Zendic), sarva (Sansc.)

,

implying guardians, the title signifying ' watcher of the

sacrifice.'! Andwari, the name of the original guardian of

the treasure of the Nibelungen, is simply Gandarva with the

initial g abraded ; and Iduna, the keeper of the apples of the

iEsir, is, I think, the same title before the n was introduced

by anuswara for euphony, and with an n instead of v.

Gun- in 'Gunlada,' the name of the guardian of the

Sonardreyri, or blood of Kvasir, is apparently identical with

Gandh-, And-, Id-, and I suspect that the same word lies

at the root of Ganymede, the cupbearer of Zeus in heaven.

The treasure was therefore, by the tests of etymology, the The treasure was the

. • n -\ i i • sacrifice, i.e. the Sou-
sacnfice, i.e. the feon-Deity selt-sacrinced by devotio, as Deity himself self-

represented by the ambrosia and nectar of the Gods, the represented by

meat and drink of men, and through feasting upon which ambrosia and uectar -

in common after sacrifice Gods and men enjoy life and

immortality, while mortality and death are the consequence

of its withdrawal. The generative and preserving fire, the

dead but life-giving bones, which heal from pestilence and

preserve against peril, are subsidiary forms of this central

conception.

* Vid. supra, pp. 143, 525. t Vid. supra, pp. 241, 47G.

.2 T
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The Argonautic Expedition.

Passing to the Argonautic expedition, the reader will,

I think, find that, viewed by the light of the evidence

accumulated in the preceding pages, almost every incident

throughout it has its dogmatical significance, and the whole

forms a consistent epic or drama, exhibiting what I may call

the pilgrimage, militancy, and chivalry of the soul, with

a completeness transcending even that exhibited in the two

great poems of Homer. It may be said of the Argonauts

and Argives of humanity, as has been said of poets by

a great poet, that they begin their careers in their youth

—

' with gladness,

But thereof conies in the end desponding and madness.'

I shall first enumerate the leading events and incidents

of the expedition as narrated by Apollonius lihodius,

evidently from very ancient sources, and then point out

their moral and dogmatic import by the light of that

comparative criticism which I have applied throughout

these inquiries—while the fact that those events and

incidents acquire an intelligible significance by the colloca-

tion, will present, as I conceive, an undeniable proof that the

doermata have not been laid down without sufficient warrant

in the earlier parts of this inquiry. I shall reserve this

moral, however, and any estimate of the parallels and con-

trasts which subsist as between the Argonautic legend and

others, to a later chapter. I will be as brief as I can with

a subject so comprehensive.

As in the case of the Iliad, so in that of the Argonautica,
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the expedition and the narrative start from a long series of Pilgrimage of the

accomplished facts as their basis. The foundation of the for recovery of

Argonautic legend is the detention of the golden fleece
treasure withdrawn -

worn by the ram Chrysomallus, the son of Poseidon and

Theophano, whom Hermes provided (as already told) to

transport Phrixus and Helle, children of Athamas and

Nephele, to iEaea in Colchis, the kingdom of iEetes.

Athamas, it will be remembered, had ordered them to be

sacrificed to Zeus Laphystius at the instigation of Ino, his

human wife, for the purpose of allaying a plague, and Phrixus

offered himself voluntarily for the altar. Chrysomallus

carried them off through the air, but Helle fell off in cross-

ing the strait or sea named after her in classical tradition,

the Hellespont. Phrixus sacrificed the ram, his preserver,

on his arrival at Colchis, and iEetes hung up the fleece on a

0»jyoc in the grove of Ares, and placed it under the guar-

dianship of a dragon. Metes had by his wife three chil-

dren ; Absyrtus, otherwise named Phaethon, Medea, and

Chalciope,—the latter married Phrixus. Circe, who dwelt

in another M&, on the Tyrrhenian or Etruscan shore, in the

extreme west, was sister of iEetes. All these play their

parts in the Argonautic Drama. Athamas, according to

the usual genealogies the son of ^Eolus, is otherwise de-

signated as a son of Minyas, the son of Chryses, from

whom his descendants and the Argonauts in general are

styled the Minyse. The Minyee were rich and powerful,

and their home was Orchomenus, in Boeotia.

iEetes, who had given hospitality to Phrixus, is under-

stood to have refused to return the Golden Fleece, and the

noblest youths of the race of the Minyas and of iEolus,

including the heroes and demigods of ancient Hellas,
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assembled and organised themselves for the purpose of

recovering it. The Olympian Gods, so disunited subse-

quently as regarded Troy, concurred in promoting the

enterprise—Hera, Athena, and Poseidon no less than Apollo

and Aphrodite—and everything was done by the counsel

of the Supreme 9foc, or God, superior above them all.

Hecate, the representative of the Zwarz, or the Hidden God,

and Ares, both in iEasa, may be looked upon as repre-

senting the hostile aspect of the Deity, but their part is

passive throughout. The Argonauts build the ship Argo

for their voyage—Athena (Ithonis) herself * laying the keel,

which is cut from the far-famed ' speaking oak,' the <pnj6q,

of Dodona. The ship, thus founded upon the </»jyoe, is in-

stinct with life and divine wisdom ; she prompts to action,

and advises with an audible voice (cf. vachas, vox) in

difficulties, points out the path of duty ; and, although weak

through the human weaknesses of its crew, and partaker,

battered and torn, in the sufferings entailed upon that crew

through their misconduct, she has no share in such crimes

as they commit, and requires no lustration or purification

when they seek for it and obtain forgiveness.

The heroes who took part in the expedition were fifty in

number, and of very diverse character. Among the most

illustrious names were those of Jason, the son of iEson of

Iolcos and grandson of Oetheus; Castor and Polydeuces, the

twin Tyndaridae ; Lynceus, the sharp sighted and treacher-

ous, and Idas, the scoffer and atheist among the crew,

patronymically the Apharetidse, or sons of Aphareus ; Zetes

and Calais, the twin sons of Boreas; Orpheus, the sweet

singer; Mopsus and Idmon, seers and prophets ; jEthalides,

* tpyov 'AflTjeairjs TyxTcoi'/Soy, al.lec. 'Itwvi'Sos. Argonaut., i. 551.
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the son of Herrnes, the herald; Tiphys, who controlled the Pilgrimage of the

ship of the Church
helm ; Ancaeus, the son of Lycurgus, with his 7reAEK:uc, or for recovery of

stone-axe, who succeeded Tiphys in that office ; and last

and greatest of all, Hercules. Hercules, I take it, repre-

sents the Son-Saviour as God, and Ancaeus the same

benign deity as man ; but these approximations, to which

etymologies and analogues already described lead us, are

hardly perceptible on the surface of the narrative, except

through the penumbra, however, intimated in the tradition

rather than asserted by the poet. Hercules declined the

command, and Jason was chosen leader. Hercules and

Ancaeus were appointed to row in the centre of the vessel,

in the place of honour (?). Orpheus acts throughout as the

priest of the Argonauts. The vessel lay moored in the bay

below Iolcos, and all was ready for the start.

Before embarking, the heroes offered a solemn sacrifice

and prayer to Apollo, who figures all through as the object

of their reverent adoration. Hercules fells the victim with

his club, and Ancseus with the 7riXeKvg, or sacrificial axe,

according to the ritual, the club answering to the mallet

of the priest ; while Idmon declares the omens to be

favourable. The immolation is followed by the feast

—

evidently eucharistic. Idas the scoffer originates a dissent,

which is appeased by Orpheus, who sings of the origin of

things and in praise of Ophion—Nophion, as I think the

name must originally have been written, equivalent to

Numen and Numa—the ancient predecessor of Ccelus and

Uranus in the rule of heaven, and of his wife Eurynome,

daughter of Oceanus, and of the ' happy Titan Gods.'

But Argo is impatient to start, and warms them to their

task ; she cannot, however, move till inspired by the lyre of
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Group ill. Orpheus, when she glides into the water. The warriors

Legends depending assume their places and row forth, each man's arms lying
on dogma ot r J °
- i.dk atio' ofthe beside him, in strict discipline, keeping time with their
Soul by Mystical r

>
r &

Nutrimknt. oars to the lyre. The Gods watch their departure. Chiron,

ExpeditW. ^ ne ancient preceptor of Jason and of most of the Argo-

nauts—Chiron, the wise and virtuous Jcarafa, Kpv<j>iov, kv-

fiova, or Centaur, has come down from his cave on Mount

Pelion, and stands on the shore, the water ripples over

his feet, and, with the infant Achilles in his arms, lately

consigned to him by Peleus, signs to them adieu.

Their first halt is at Lemnos, where the slaughter of the

husbands by their wives,—Hypsipyle alone having spared

her mate *—is a recent act. The Argonauts, young and

ardent, including Jason himself, yield to the seductions of

self-widowed spouses, notwithstanding the continence and

remonstrances of Hercules, supported by a few others ; and

for a time the great quest is forgotten. The hero at last

interferes indignantly, and they resume their course. But

they need, apparently, purification and education for the

higher purpose of their vocation, and they are thus con-

veyed to Electra,f a mysterious island, slightly out of

their course, and apparently Samothracia, where, under the

advice of Orpheus, they are initiated and instructed in holy

Oifjuofsg or laws which it is unlawful to reveal. It was thus,

I may observe in passing, that Hercules was initiated before

his visit to Hades.

Stretching across the fitvOta ttovtov—fii\avog,l and

passing between the Thracian Chersonese and the Island

of Imbros, they reach the Hellespont and pursue their

course through the Propontis, now the sea of Marmora, and

* Arg., i. 650. t Ibid,, i. 916. J Ibid., i. 922.
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land on the island of Cyzicus, belonging to the Doliones, Pilgrimage of the

i , , ., t ii • t • .i ship of the Church
and are received by them and their young kmg—with for recovery of

hospitality. They sacrifice to Apollo ' 'E/c/Sao-toc,' ascend

mount Dindyrnum,* and are attacked by giants, who

are destroyed by Hercules. But among them the young

king is accidentally slain. Storms and tempests ensue, till,

warned by a halcyon and Mopsus f that they must propitiate

the mother of the Gods, they erect an altar and a statue

to Dindymene $ IvvairiQ, or Indiges, and perform a religious

dance, striking their swords with spears, like Eoman Salii,

and the goddess is propitiated.

Leaving the island and approaching the coast of Mysia,

Hercules breaks his oar, and they land, and sacrifice once

more to Apollo Ecbasios ; while Hercules goes inland to the

sacred grove of the God, plucks up a fig-tree and fashions

himself a new oar. His youthful attendant and friend

Hylas, however, went astray, was ravished by the nymph
Ephydatia,§ and, although Hercules sought him in grief

and tears, he was never seen again. It is the story of Linus

under a varied form. Meanwhile the Argonauts sailed

away without missing Hercules—one must almost think

wilfully—and proceeded on their course, unheeding the

remonstrance of the (iEacid) Telamon.|| The two sons of

Boreas persuaded them not to tarry. Glaucus,H the prophet

of Nereus, rises from the waves, seizes the rudder, and

urges them on—it was the will of Zeus that the hero should

proceed alone on his important labours. That is, in fact,

a capital incident in the legend. Lightly and easily they

part with the great impersonation of the Son-Deity on earth
;

* Arg., i. 985. f Ibid., i. 1085. % Ibid., i. 1124.

§ Ibid., i. 1229. || Ibid., i. 1289. f Ibid., i. 1310.
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and he achieves the great object which they aim at in

common by his single inherent power; while they obtain

their end by fraud and through a strength not their own.

Proceeding on their way they encounter the Bebryces,*

whose king, Amycus, requires all visitors to box with him.f

He is encountered by Polydeuces, and slain ; and the reader

will note the resemblance of sound between Uv^ayaOov,

originally Tuisc-ajaOog, as previously remarked, and the

name "A-/j.vkoq—which has suggested the introduction of

this legend.

After a sacred feast and singing a hymn in common,

ryvvoi/miov vfivov, led by Orpheus, and favoured by an

auspicious breeze, they pass through the Bosphorus and

emerge into the mouth of the Euxine sea.

Landing on the adjacent coast of the Bithynians, and

received at the court of Phineus their king, they found

him suffering from the assaults of the Harpies sent by Zens

to punish him for having broken trust in revealing the

secrets of the Gods, according to a well-known legend. He
advises them how to escape the perils of their remaining

course ; and they deliver him from his obscene persecutors.

Zetes and Calais, the twin sons of Boreas, drove them

away, and would have slain them but for the interposition

of Zeus ; the Harpies were tcvveg—dogs of Jove—in other

words, accordiug to my view, sacred ministers—sent by

him judicially to punish the wicked. Overtaken by the

sons of the north wind, they swear by the Styx, the great

oath of the Gods, not to torment their victim further;

* Arg., ii. 13.

f Professor Midler identifies Amycus with Naiuaki, one of the host of

Aki in the Veda,
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and Phineus is relieved, but remained blind—which had Pilgrimage of the
ship of the Church

been the more endurable element in his punishment. for recovery of

treasure withdrawn.
The great adventure of the hymplegades is next to be

achieved by the Argonauts, and here Athena takes the lead

in their preservation. The Symplegades were two lofty

rocks which floated before the entrance into the open sea,

clashing continuously against each other and rebounding

with the shock. No one could enter the Euxine without

passing between them, but the attempt had been hitherto

certain death. Phineus instructed them to send a dove

forth of the ship ; if she should pass through safe, they

should follow, if she perished, they should bow to the

will of God and return home. But they should pray

to the God first. The experiment was made—the dove

passed through at a favouring moment with but the loss

of a feather of her tail ; the Argonauts followed, and passed

with equal success, merely suffering a slight corresponding

injury to the poop of the sacred vessel. The rocks thence-

forward remained fixed for ever. The passage effected, the

path remained open to all succeeding generations. Argo

shot forth into the broad sea ; and Tiphys the helmsman

broke forth with thanksgiving.

Beyond the Symplegades the Argonauts coast along the

southern shore of the Euxine ; and all henceforth is mystical

and allegorical, although genuine geographical indications

and glimpses of national manners are mixed up with and

give colour and variety to the narrative.

After pausing at the isle of Thynias,* and sacrificing to

Apollo with the usual accompaniment of the songs of

Orpheus, they pass the mouth of the Sangarius, the land

* Arg., ii. 673.
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of the Mariandyni, the promontory of Acherusia and along

the Acherontic shore, where, through a gloomy cave, there

is a descent to Orcus. The natives were friendly, because

they hated Amycus ; and Lycus (Lok ?) was their king.

Tiphys died here,* but Ancaaus, encouraged by Hera, assumed

the helm—start 12th day as before. They crossed the

mouth of Acheron and that of the Callichorust—where

Dionysus returned from India—called ' Aulion,' an evident

remembrance of his Etruscan name Phuphluns. Beyond

this was the tomb of Sthenelus,J once a comrade of Hercules.

Persephone hearkened to his prayer that he might gaze

upon his beloved companions as they passed. The pale

shade stood over his tomb, in his armour, as when he lived,

and they saw him and paused, and landed, and made offerings

at the sepulchre. Orpheus dedicated a lyre to his honour,

from whence the place was afterwards called Lyra.§ Beyond

Lyra, and after passing Sinope, they reached the coasts of

the Amazons, and trembled ; but the favouring breeze sped

on their course. The rest of the voyage offers little of

mythical interest till they approach its termination. They

pass the mountainous land of the Chalybes,|| or iron smelters,

whose descendants still pursue the occupation of their

ancestors, and in the same rude way as described two

thousand years ago IT—and the Tibareni,** who evidently,

from the description of Apollonius, practised the couvee, that

singular custom so interestingly illustrated by Mr. Tyler

;

and which I could almost suspect existed likewise, and with

* Arg., ii. 853, 867, 897, 898. t Ibid., ii. 901, 903, 909.

% Ibid., 910. § Ibid., ii. 929, 946, 965. ||
Ibid., ii. 1001.

U William Hamilton's ' Researches,' vol. i., p. 276,

** Arg., ii. 1010.
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the same consequent imputation of effeminacy, among the Pilgrimage of the

ci i -. m-i o i • ship of the Church
sybarites—li bar-, by bar-, springing trom the same etymo- for recovery of

i-i , * treasure withdrawn.
logical root.

Beyond the Mossynceci,t described as living in wooden

towers and as given to promiscuous concubinage—and an

utter absence of delicacy—while Pringle says they were

tattooed, the Argonauts reach the isle Aretias,f where dwell

the birds sacred to Ares, one of whose feathers, falling,

wounds Oileus. They paid their devotions (?) in the

temple of Ares, where it is said there was preserved a black

stone venerated by the Amazons.§ They met with the sons

of Phrixus at Aretias, Argus and his brothers, who were on

their voyage to Orchomenus, in fulfilment of the dying

behest of their father, to claim the possessions of Athamas.

They took them on board, and carried them to Colchis.

And now they perceived the summit of Mount Caucasus

to their right hand, where Prometheus still hung in

torments. They saw the vulture on his flight, soaring above

the ship ; and they heard the groans of the mighty sufferer

borne on the wind. Shortly afterwards they came in sight

of the grove of Ares, where the golden fleece lay concealed,

hanging on the vast beech tree, and guarded by the dragon,

and to the mouth of the river Phasis, on the bank of which,

in the interior, was the abode of iEetes. They drew Argo

aside into a marshy place, where it lay hidden among the

reeds, and Jason poured forth libations in grateful acknow-

* It was their custom, according to the Christian father Theodoret
('Gnecarum Affectionum Curatio,' Serm. ix., De Legibus, in Migne's Patrol.

Grmc, lxxxiii. 1048, a), to throw their old people from a precipice—which
reminds us of the Tarpeian rock at Rome and the Hyampeia at Delphi
(Herod, viii. 39. Smith, D.G.R.G., < Delphi ').

t Arg., ii. 1016. \ Ibid., ii. 1031. § Ibid,, 116S, 1155.
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ledgment to the river, the land, the souls of dead heroes,

and the indigenous God of the country.

From this point a new and ignoble influence steals upon

the scene. Hera and Athene instigate Aphrodite to inspire

Medea, daughter of iEetes and priestess of Hecate, with love

for Jason, in order that he may win the golden fleece by

her aid. Jason, in the meanwhile, after conference with his

associates and accompanied by the two sons of Phrixus, goes

to the palace of iEetes to demand the treasure.* They pass

a field where dead females are buried, but the corpses of

men are hung up on high in raw hides—a description

reminding us of the Parsees, a statement pointing to some

observances akin perhaps to those of the Medo-Persian

fire-worship.

The description of the palace reminds us of that of

Alcinous. Above, vines hang on the gates, and beneath

there spring four fountains opened by Hephaestus, respec-

tively of milk, of wine, of oil, and honey ; and brazen-footed

bulls, breathing flame, guard the entry,—again reminding us

of Persia and the remoter influences of Assyria and Babylon.

Within is a central hall, with lateral chambers, in one

of which sleep iEetes and his wife, Absyrtus surnamed

Phaethon in a second, Medea in a third, and her sister

Chalciope, being the widowed wife of Phrixus, in the fourth.

iEetes receives tliem in anger, but on the assurance of

Jason that he comes with no intention of plunder, but as

a suppliant for justice, proffering his assistance against the

Sauromata3 as an inducement for favour, he dissembles, and

promises the fleece on condition that Jason shall tame the

wild bulls— shall yoke them and plough four acres with the

* Arg., iii. 202.
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and Telamon discourteously, but the two brothers, the sons

of Phrixus, remain. Medea sees Jason during the interview,

and becomes enamoured of him under the influence of Eros,

the son of Aphrodite, obedient to the behest of Hera.

Argus meanwhile recommends Jason to pay court to Medea

and engage her assistance, and he will interest Chalciope in

the common object.

Returning to Argo and reporting what had passed, Peleus

condemns this immoral policy ; but at this moment a dove,

flying from a hawk, alights on the head of Jason, and the

hawk falls dead, which Mopsus interprets as a sign from

heaven, and reminds them that Phineus prophesied that

their successful return would be owing to Aphrodite, and

the dove was her sacred bird. The heroes assent ; but Idas

scoffs at them, and with more reason than at other times.

The struggles in the mind of Medea during the

following night, divinely impelled to assist Jason, but

keenly alive to maidenly shame, and horrified at the idea

of betraying her father's trust,—while Chalciope urges her,

pleading that her children's lives are in danger,—are beauti-

fully told by the poet ; but these are only noteworthy in

this sketch as depicting the supernatural impulse under

which Medea acts. At one moment she contemplates

poisoning herself, but love of life and the light of the

sun prevail. She rises with the dawn, drives to the temple

of Hecate, and furnishes herself with an ointment prepared

from a yellow flowering plant, which grew up from the

ichor or divine blood which distilled from the side of

Prometheus, torn by the vulture. The plant grows in two
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stalks from a root which, when plucked up, presents the

aspect of bloody flesh just cut,—our old English mandrake,

—and Medea had expressed the juice into a cup after

washing seven times and invoking Hecate under the name

of Brimo. The earth shook and groaned when she plucked

it up, and Prometheus himself groaned. Leaving the

temple and its black poplars, and bidding her maidens

remain behind, Medea goes on alone, trembling and starting,

through the grove, and, standing on a hill above the place

where Argo lies concealed, calls on Argus and bids him

bring Jason to converse with her. Jason comes, beautiful

as Sirius, and she gives him the drug, and the necessary

instructions,—to this effect—that lie should bathe himself

the following night, at midnight, with living water, describe

a circle on the ground, digging a trench, and sacrifice an

ewe, and burn its flesh, and thus appease Hecate, the only

born daughter of Perses,* with honey, and then retreat

in silence, without noise of footfall, or of dogs,—that he

should in the morning anoint his body and his weapons

with the ointment, which would render him invulnerable

and impart superhuman strength—but its virtue would only

last for one day,—that when, after overcoming the bulls,

ploughing the four acres, and sowing the dragon's teeth,

an army of warriors would spring up and seek to attack

him, he should throw a stone unobserved among them,

and they would attack and kill each other. She gave him

further directions how to subdue the dragon and possess

himself of the golden fleece, all of which, as we shall find,

he duly obeyed. Then she returned to the palace, and

Jason to the ship. When he narrated what had passed

* fioi'oyevyj 8' Knarr/v n(p<Tiyl5a.. iii. 1035/
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risen, Jason went forth like a thief in the night, dressed

in a black robe which Hypsipyle had given him at Lemnos,

to the appointed place, and went through the prescribed

ceremonies, Brimo (or Hecate) being very present in all her

terror.

In the morning, Jason armed himself and anointed both

his body and his weapons ; and Idas, striking him with the

whole force of his sword, proved his invulnerability. He
went forth like a war horse ; and iEetes * having also armed

himself, is driven in his chariot by his son Absyrtus,

or Phaethon, to the ' Plain of Ares ' or Campus Martius.

The fight with the bulls follows—Jason, unharmed by their

fiery breath, forces them to their knees, and Castor and

Pollux,f having the yoke ready, help to harness them.

The four acres are ploughed, the dragon's teeth sown, the

armed men, yuytvtug, or sons of earth, rise up from the soil

—the round stone, the stone of discord, is thrown among
them unperceived—they attack each other, Jason himself

attacks them, and ere long they are all cut down like flowers.

The champion of Argo is victorious, and the king, return-

ing to his palace, is fiery and disconcerted.

iEetes entertains no suspicion of Medea, but Hera inspires

her with a conviction that her treachery has been discovered.

That night—when the palace has sunk to rest—after taking

a passionate farewell of her bed and chamber, like Alcestis

in her sorrow—and devoting a long tress of hair, the monu-

ment of her virginity, to her dead mother, she steals out,

* Arg., iii. 1225-45. t TwSaptSat, iii. 1315.
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youne nephew, thrice through the still air—he joins her,

and afterwards fetches Jason. She tells Jason that all is

discovered, that what must be done must be done quickly

—

she has brought what will put the dragon to sleep—but

implores him and the Argonauts to respect her innocence

and helplessness ; and Jason swears by Zeus that he will

convey her to Hellas as a pure virgin, and place her in his

bed as his wife at home. And never, be it here said, by

word or sign, did the Argonauts treat her otherwise than as

an honoured sister afterwards.

Jason and Medea ascended together to the grove where

the dragon watched beneath the gigantic Qriyog ;
* he lay

stretched like Nidhoggr yXavKioira, 7ro{iaAoi'(t>roi>,t while

the fleece of gold glittered from the trunk of the tree

above him. Medea poured the Promethian unguent on his

head—he sank to sleep ; Jason took down the fleece—they

returned to the ship—weighed anchor, or rather loosed the

cable from the tvvat, the heavy stones which served as

anchors.

They placed Medea beside Ancaeus at the helm, and

commenced what was indeed their flight. The glory had

indeed passed from their dream—but it was the will of

Zeus (such is the general tenor of the tradition) that thus

it should be.

On the third day they reached the mouth of the Halys,

where Medea performed solemn rites to appease her mistress

* Dragon-scene, Arg. iv. 123-1G6. t Pindar. Pythia, iv. 442.
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irorn that which they came by.

From this time forwards the geography of the voyage is

very obscure. They steered homeward from the Ister or

Danube ; and we find them at Peuce *—the spot from which,

if I mistake not, the Picts found their way to Scotland

;

and we have mention of the Tpavtciviorf on the coast of the

Euxine, in whom I think we may recognise the Grutungi,|

afterwards named Ostrogoths. Their first halting-place

appears to have been the Tauric Chersonese, where they were

overtaken by iEetes and his son Absyrtus, who had started

in pursuit of them on the discovery of the flight of Medea.

Absyrtus could have destroyed the handful of heroes, but

Jason proposed an accommodation. iEetes promised the

Argonauts the fleece if they would perform certain aOXoi

or tasks, and place Medea in the temple of Artemis till

a council of kings should decide whether she should return

to her father or go on to Orchomenus.§ To Medea's en-

treaties that she should rather be slain than surrendered,

Jason replied that their sole safety rested in temporising,

and that they might, under pretext of the treaty, save them-

selves and destroy their enemy.

Jason and Medea then devised and carried out a cruel

plot. They sent a herald to invite Absyrtus to meet his

sister at night, and she would deliver the fleece to him. She

threw drugs into the air which would lure a wild beast from

the mount. Absyrtus came—Medea met him alone and

they conversed—Jason meanwhile lay in ambush and

* Arg., iv. 309. t H>id., 321. J Smith, D.G.R.G., i. 1009 a.

§ Arg., iv. 345.

2 U
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attacked him unawares. Medea veiled her face and averted

her eyes lest she should see her brother die ; but Absyrtus

took up his blood with both hands and laid it on her head-

dress and peplos, turning his face away from her in

solemn appeal to Nemesis. The deed was done in the

vestibule of the temple of Artemis, and the Erinys saw it.

Jason mutilated the corpse—according to an ancient usage,

of which we may perhaps detect traces in the historic

sculptures of Egypt—licked the blood thrice, and thrice

spat on the ground, after the formula practised by murderers

in order to expiate their guilt. He then buried the body.

Holding up a torch as an appointed sign, the Argonauts

joined Jason, and they attacked and slaughtered the Col-

chians. Another version of the legend makes them slay

Absyrtus on board the ship, and fling his dismembered

limbs into the sea—which stayed the pursuit of ^Eetes.

The Argonauts start at once, eager as urged by Peleus,

to reach the isle of Electra *—evidently for the purpose of

renewed purification. But Zeus and Hera are wroth on

account of the treacherous deed, and no such purification is

as yet allowed them. They required, it may be surmised,

a purification other than that which cleansed them from

their youthful errors at Lemnos—an absolution rather from

the namesake and representative of the Supreme God

himself. Hera sent a furious storm—they are driven near to

the hoped-for refuge, but towards twilight, after a day of toil,

Argo groans and speaks with her human voice, telling them

that they must toss upon the waves, the sport of the blasts

and tempest for many days, nor enjoy rest (the legend of

the Flying Dutchman is here recalled to us) till purged by

* Arg., iv. 505.
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Castor and Pollux to pray to the Gods that they may speed for recovery of

to the Ausonian sea. The Tyndaridse roused themselves

and prayed, but deep sadness rested upon the heroes.

We next find them at the mouth of the Eridanus, or Po,

where Phaethon falls from heaven, according to the Greek

legend, and his sister weeps tears of amber over his grave.

All this region and that beyond towards the Rhone (?)

is described as the land of the Celts ; they are in constant

danger, but Hera sends a cloud to guide them. At the

island of ^Ethra they landed, and cleansed themselves and

their armour from sweat and dirt. They then coasted the

land of the Tyrrheni or Etruria till they reached the harbour

iEaea—a second ^Eaea in the West, where dwelt Circe, the

sister of ^Eetes, from whom they were to receive their

destined absolution, but without knowledge of circum-

stances which necessitated her intervention. Circe expected

their arrival, but the dream which forwarned her imparted

no special knowledge.

Jason and Medea go up alone to the abode of Circe, side

by side, Medea concealing her face with both hands, Jason

with his sheathed sword pointed to the earth—the sword

with which he slew Absyrtus,—both in silence, and sit down

at the hearth, their eyes bent to the ground. Circe there-

upon perceived the entire truth. She offered a new-born

pig in sacrifice, and other piacula to Zeus the purifier, the

patron of suppliants, and besought that the Erinys might

cease to persecute.

Thereafter she bade them be seated, aud demanded their

story and the parentage of the damsel. Medea lifted her eyes

(bright with golden splendour are the eyes of all those of
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her father's anger,—but she concealed her brother's murder.

Circe saw through her reticence, and said, ' Thou hast done

a wicked deed ; thou art safe with me, but avaunt. Clasp

not my knees. Depart with this unknown one from my
house. Suppliants, I have purified you, but I will not aid

your counsels, nor assist your flight of shame.' They

went forth together, hand in hand as before, trembling, and

rejoined their companions. But they have still to observe

a weary penance.

At the entreaty of Hera, now propitiated, Thetis, the

sea goddess, now undertakes to forward the course of the

Argonauts to the Pha3acian land. She sends the Nereids

to their aid, and descends herself to the shore of JEwa.

She speaks once more to Peleus, for the first and last time

since she left him in anger, as recorded in the legend of

that hero. They start with forgiveness; they pass the

rock of the Sirens unharmed, for Orpheus vanquishes them

with his own sweet melody. Thetis holds the rudder, and

the Nereids guide the vessel, leaping from rock to rock as

they pass between Scylla and Charybdis, while Vulcan, whom

Thetis had propitiated, stands on the mountain top of

Lemnos (?),his mallet on his shoulder, to watch their progress.

Hera and Pallas, their arms interlaced, look down on them

from heaven. And thus they reach the isle of Drepane, the

home of the Phajacians, the happy race, of the blood of

Uranus—and are received by Alcinous and his people as if

they were their own children. But purified though they

were, or at least Jason and Medea, the avengers of blood
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Alcinous hesitated. He feared to despise the just laws of
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Zeus. If Medea was still a virgin she must be surrendered
;

if married, husband and wife must not be parted. Arete,

the wife of Alcinous, had been prepared by Medea's supplica-

tion. She sent a herald to the ship, where the heroes were

resting in slumber. Profiting by the warning, they mixed

the cup of wine for the Gods, sacrificed a sheep, prepared

a marriage chamber for Jason and Medea in the sacred

cave of Maoris, the nurse of Bacchus. They spread the

golden fleece over the nuptial couch. The nymphs threw

flowers on it. Orpheus played the Hymensea, and Jason and

Medea were thus wedded, but in sorrow, suffering, and shame.

The answer of Alcinous to the Colchians, in the morning,

was in the terms above indicated—he could not part man
and wife ; and the Colchians sued for peace, and settled there

as colonists of Phaeacia.

The Argonauts left Drepane on the seventh day, but,

perils and sufferings were still in store for them. They

wandered to the coast of Libya and the great Syrtes,

from whence no ships returned that entered, but floated back-

ward and forward eternally, according to the flux and reflux

of the tides. Despair and silence settled once more on their

souls, and they were near perishing when the daughters of

the land, heroines of Libya, sent by Athena, who pitied

them, approached Jason, and bade them repay to their

mother the pain she had had in bearing them — which

signified, when interpreted, that they should carry Argo

across the intervening promontories, till they should reach

safer seas. A noble horse, vast in stature, the creation of
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Poseidon, at the same time rose from the sea, gave the lead,

and sped away with the swiftness of the wind, indicating the

route on which they were to proceed.

They carried Argo for twelve days and twelve nights

across the ridge—a procession resembling that of the sun

through the dark hours of the night, according to Egyptian

tradition, and which, maybe, here furnishes an accessory

to the legend—till they reached the place where the Hes-

perides and the dragon Ladon had been wont to watch the

sacred tree on which the sacred apples grew. They found

the dragon expiring,—Hercules had slain him the evening

before, and carried off the golden treasure. The daughters

of Hesperus were now transformed into a poplar, an elm, and

a willow. Orpheus addressed them, asking for water. The

nymphs pitied their misery. Hercules, they said, had arrived

on foot, travel-worn and thirsty ; he struck a rock with his

heel and water gushed out,—that fountain, they said, would

refresh them, although his advent had been bitter sorrow to

themselves. The heroes washed and drank, and an Argonai.t

exclaimed—' Hercules has preserved us, although no longer

one of our company. What if he should still be here ?
'

They sought for him—the twin sons of Boreas, Euphemus,

Lynceus the clear sighted, and others ; and Lynceus, out-

stripping the others, believed that he saw the hero in the

remote distance, toiling on alone through the immense

waste before them, but indistinctly only, as when one sees

the moon through misty clouds at the dawn of day.

Embarked once more, but becalmed and unable to

escape from the Tritonian Lake, they offer, by the advice of

Orpheus, a massy tripod, given them by Apollo, to Triton,

the arbiter or regent under Poseidon of that particular
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accepted by Euphemus, whose descendants afterwards ruled

there as kings of Cyrene. Triton instructs them how to

proceed, and sinks with his tripod into the sea. They

sacrifice to Hera and pray—to Triton more particularly for

guidance to their nameless land,—he reappears as a horse,

grasps the keel of Argo, and propels her on her course to

Crete. I need not pause to mention the uncouth adventure

with Talos, the man of brass, placed there by Minos to

defend the land. Through the darkness once more, and

terrors, and making vows to Apollo—but who has been

silent ever since their arrival at Colchis,—they reach

Anaphe, one of the Sporades, in safety, and exchange banter-

ings and the sport of wit with the maidens on the shore,

who laugh to see their libations of water,*—which mockery

reminds us of the jt^vpiafiog at the bridge of Cephissus,

indulged in by the initiated of Eleusis when the excite-

ment of their week of probation and exaltation had been

accomplished. The remainder of the voyage, like the return

from Cephissus to Athens, is void of incident. From Anaphe

they row to iEgina,t and through the Euboean Strait—past

Chalcis and Aulis, and land at last once more in the port of

Iolchos. The remaining adventures of Jason and Medea,

and of the other heroes, are foreign to our purpose here

;

except the fact that Jason perished long afterwards by the

fall, as some say, of the mast of Argo, or, according to

others, by the poop. Jason had dedicated her to Poseidon,

and she was cared for ever after.

* Arg., iv. 1720. f Ibid. , iv; 1779-80.
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significance. self-evident to require comment, but its particular bearings,

and the dogmatic significance which attaches to them,

demand our scrutiny as they emerge from that etymological

analysis of proper names and that comparison of myth with

myth which, although tedious, is indispensable to the

present inquiry.

To commence, then, with the names Athamas and Nephele.

These have been already approximated, Athamas towards

Cadmus, CEdipus, Adam, dtman, living soul, Nephele to

saivala, the soul, in the alternative darker conception of

errancy, like a i/e^IXij or cloud. The name Chrysomallus,

primarily the flying ram, which saved Phrixus and Helle, is

equivalent in signification to Golden- /uaXXoc '—
' vell-us ' or

' fleece,' and more remotely to ' Golden-junXoc,' or ' ram '—the

word fxa\\- corresponding w ith BtXX- in BtW-epog, the being

already familiar to us as slain by his brother Bellerophon,

and whom we have recognised as a symbolic echo of Bal, the

Son-Victim. Chryso- may, in fact, be a corruption of the

name Hru or "Eppog, with the similar sense, and Chryso-

mallus then signifies ' the Earn or Lord of Hru,' the God.

The paXA-oc, again, guarded by the dragon of JEsea, is

nearly the same word etymologically as ju>}Xa, the apples of

the Hesperides, guarded likewise by the dragon Ladon, and,

like the golden fleece, caged by a representative of the Son-

Deity. The idea of ram or lamb is certainly predominant
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The idea of the fall of Helle may be referred to the root

<%a\,faU, implying deficiency or failing verging upon guilt.

The title of Minyas, given to the descendants of Athamas

and to the Argonauts, I take to be a generic term equiva-

lent to ' Mannus,' the son of Tuisco,* the Greek ' Manes,'

Menu of India, Menes of Egypt, etc.,—that is, simply man-

kind. Orchomenus, the home of the Miuyae, implies, if I

mistake not, the abode of Orcus, or Zeus \B6vioq in the

character of 'EpKtlog ; and the etymological relations of

Wodin are with the Bod of Dodona, the Supreme God, and

perhaps with the ancient word found in Teutonic as Tod,

death. If Tages,f the predecessor of the Manes, sprang

from the furrow at Tarquinii, and Tuisco, the father of

Mannus, out of the earth,— ' Orcus,' in the sense of the

grave, looms upon us as the ancestral home of the Minyee.

Minyas built the first treasury to contain his riches—the

wealth of his descendants was proverbial,—and the analogy

between wealth and death is faithfully echoed in the

etymological resemblance between Pluto or Polydectes and

Plutus.

The reader will have anticipated anything I might here

say of the character of the ship Argo—her power of

speech derived from the keel of the sacred ^rjyo'c or

speaking oak of Dodona, which we have already recog-

nised as prophetic and a type or figure of the Son-God

in his character of man, teacher, or spokesman of God.

In keeping with this, the keel, we are told, was under

* Etr. Inscr., 262. f IWd., 263.
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the special care of Itonis, the Baa rpirfovtg—Athena, the

Trait-hunus or Son of God. The number of the heroes,

fifty, was sacred to the Spirit-Deity. Each of them plied

an oar with two hands, and their hundred hands corre-

sponded with those of Briareus or 'JZnaroyxeip ; for

although the original signification of 'EKaToy\etp is beyond

the idea conveyed by km-oV, the allegorical signification of

the number may have influenced the later acceptation of

the title. The divine character of Castor and Pollux, the

antithetic opposition of Lynceus and Idas, the analogues of

Lok and Hoder, the character of Orpheus as the ritualistic

minister of religion, and the piacular dying of Hercules have

already been dwelt upon and some observations offered as

to the etymologies of the names. That of Jason is under-

stood to signify ' healer ' or physician. That of Medea is

more characteristic. The word ' Argo ' in form must pro-

ceed from the same root as Barge or Bridge, which I have

already shewn denoted the great ' pons ' or, more accurately

speaking, ' vehicle ' of transit from the present to the future

life ; and to which root, if I mistake not, our modern word

'Church,' 'Kirk,' must likewise be referred. The funda-

mental import of the root in question denotes inclosure,

from which chariot, area, ark, bark, Argo, Orcus, derive

their most prominent and physical significations. The

name Iolcos, the starting-point of the expedition, may

possibly be akin to 'sulcus,' and this denotes furrow,

reminding us again of the furrow traced by Tarchon, out of

which sprang the Tages, rayog, or dux of the expedition.

The etymology of Lemnos, where Jason and the Argo-

nauts, with the exception of Hercules, committed youthful

folly, associates itself with Lameness, Lamia, and other
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words derived from lem—the old Japhetan mancus, imply- Pilgrimage of the

, ii-i ,i i •,• t {• a. ship of the Churchmg lameness, or breaking down through vitium, or detect. for recovery of

as exemplified in this phase of the legend. The lameness
trea8ure withdrawn -

of Vulcan, in like manner, localised him there.

The name ' Electra ' is evidently connected with the root

which we have seen developed into hlutarj-a, to purify by

lustration.

In the title Hellespont I am inclined to recognise a name

akin to that still familiar to us in India as Hair-dwar,

now Hurdwar, at the foot of the Himalaya, by which you

ascend to the sources of the Ganges.

The Bosphorus, on the other hand, appears to me to

ascend to the Gae Mouk'h or Cow's Mouth above Hair-dwara,

at the reputed source of the Ganges in the ascent towards the

Himalaya, and my impression is that the entire passage

from the Hellespont through the Propontis, to the Bosphorus

—Hellespont and Bosphorus both included—represents in

mythical parallelism the Via Lactea,—the Bifrost of Scan-

dinavia and the Chinvat-peretu of the Zend-Avesta—the

mystic path from earth to heaven, distinguished, like them,

from the vehicle Argo, although susceptible of being con-

founded with it. The tale of the fall of Helle, interpreted

by the etymology of the name Bifrost already suggested,

supports the identification.

It is during this mystical passage between life and death

that Hercules is abandoned by the Argonauts—already

remarked upon. But he achieves the common quest, in

the acquisition of the Hesperidean apples and the death

of the guardian dragon, while the Argonauts, or rather

Medea, merely throws his brother in Colchis into a passing-

slumber and carries off the fleece by unworthy fraud. The
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God triumphs openly, and bis reward is association with his

father in Olympus ; the heroes, however godlike, are in

comparison mere fallible mortals.

The Symplegades, like the harpies, are marked as kui'ec,

or divine angels ; and the word when analysed resolves

into i. Sympl-, Symbl-, mBal, Bal, and ii. rjyoSec, apytTai

as in /uuZapxaytTiig, Ylv^ayaBoq—the title of Polydeuces and

Castor, the twin Dioscuri—while the symbol of Pollux was

a dog. They are, I suspect, to be identified with the two

dogs of Yama in the Hindu legend, and which I believe,

on other grounds, to represent, as has been stated, the two

natures of the Son-Deity as God and man, as represented

by Tet, and Yama, and Horus, etc.

These dogs are otherwise identified with Death and

Sleep, and the passage between the Symplegades would then

mark the transition from the present to the life beyond the

gate of the grave in the mystical voyage of the Argonauts.

It was between these rocks that the dove brought

Ambrosia for Zeus, in Crete, from the sources of Ocean,

where we know, from Homer, that the Olympic Gods feasted

periodically with the blameless Ethiopians ; and it must

be therefore to that same region, the primitive home of

their worship and their race, that the Argonauts return

in this their pilgrimage—still under the escort of the dove.

Etymology of names. Emerging upon the Euxine, I pass at once to Colchis

in the land of -ZEoea, and to the names and characters of

iEetes and his son Absyrtus, before considering the signi-

fication of the title ' Euxine ' and the character which the

sea bears in legend.

Writing iEetes, as behoves, with the digamma Au/etes
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we may, in the first instance, bring him and some other Pilgrimage of the

_ • , ,. •
i .. , ship of the Church

personages into approximation as identical. for recovery of

1. Ae/etes, the father of Absyrtus, who is styled
treasure withdwwn-

_. Etymology of names.
Phaethon or ' Son of Phaeth.' The patronymic Phaethon

or Pha^ethon being analysable as ' Pha/eth-hunus,' or as

Phae/eth = fvefetes.

2. "HXtoc, otherwise H/"elios, or Aphel-ios, Appel-, by

the change of t for I, being identical with A/etes—that

is Sol, or Surya, the Sun, the father of Phaethon.

3. Aphtya or Athwya, the father of Thraetaona, or Feri-

dun,—Thraetaona = Thraet-hunus, being the same name

as Phaeth-on, the r being abraded, th replaced by 0, and

Apht- identical with Aif^r.

4. Vivaswat, Vivanhao, the father of Yama (Yama in

Persia and Ymer in Europe), that is, mBr or Bal. Vivaswat

and /"ai/etes are etymologically the same word. And

—

5. Iapet-us, the father of Prometheus, whom we have

already identified with Yama, Ymer, and whose name, again,

is evidently identical with those of iEetes and Vivaswat.

It is clear, I think, that the names of the fathers and
sons corresponding as they do, as above shewn, all these

personages resolve into two, viz. iEetes, otherwise Viva-

swat or Japetus, and Absyrtus, otherwise Phaethon, or

Yama, the Yama of India and Ymer of Scandinavia,

whom, like Prometheus, we have already recognised as a

form of Bal, the Son-Deity. But JEfetes, is of Solar race

in the Greek legend—his name is convertible with that

of Helios, as above shewn ; and Vivaswat is identified with

the sun in Hindu legend. Proximately, therefore, he must

be viewed as the bright regent of day ; but looking beyond

the symbolism into remote analysis, the name of iE/etes
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and his analogues above enumerated resolve into 'Zwaz,'

the abraded form of Zwarz, the title of the Father-God,

the Hidden Deity, of whom the sun, as shewn long ago, was

the mythical symbol. And that this was so may be inferred

from the name Absyrtus, borne by the Son of Metes.

Branches of the Celtic race, expressly described as such,

were settled, according to the Argonautica, in the region

where Absyrtus was slain, and my belief is that Absyrtus

represents a Celtic patronymic, ' mab-,' or ' ab- Syrt,' the

'Son of Syrt,' an exact equivalent to Phaeth- or Thraet-

hunu, the son of Thraet-, that is of Zwarz, as already shewn.

But Syrt- bears a still more immediate analogy to Surt-

or Surtur, originally the Supreme God of the Scandinavians

(and the Old Germans), as recorded in the Edda, who resided

in Muspel-heim, the sphere of fire and light—although

placed by Greek mythologists in the lower regions lit up by

more lurid flames, under the name of Tartari Pater, from

whence the region derived its name Tartarus. iEetes him-

self bears in the legend a sort of middle character between

God and Man, like Alcinous, and his original dignity can

only be ascertained by the analytical process here adopted

;

but the above identification is supported by the fact that

the title Zwaz or Surtur passed, as we have seen, through

the intermediate form of Herk into Hek, and that Hecate

—

in Egyptian Hek-t', that is Hek in the female form—was

the dominant deity at iEa. The name Colchis may per-

haps be a form of the Hindu Kai-lasa, the name of the

sacred mountain of Mahadeva or Siva—Siva, as has been

also shewn, has a form of Zav-s, or Zi vars. 'Mxn ' or fvefeea,

would appear to be the root of the name ' Pha?/rajes,' or

Phac/aces, the subjects of Alcinous.
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\\ e may now revert to the dogmatic and moral signifi- Pilgrimage of the

cance of the Euxine or Black Sea. The dominant fact con- for recovery of"

nected with it in the Argonautic legend is the treacherous
treasure withdraw»-

Etymological
murder of Absyrtus, or Phaethon, who is, according to one analysis of names,

version of the legend, flung into the sea—a form which I

think the oldest, as it corresponds with the legend of Myrtilus,

who like Phaethon was his father's charioteer, and was

flung into the sea by Pelops. The name Myrtilus appears to

be a patronymic, analysable as ' Myrt-filius,' son of Myrt,

equivalent to Zwart or Zwaz. The Myrtoan Sea was named

after Myrtilus, and probably signified the sea of Blackness

or death. In one etymologic alternative the Euxine may

have been named after Absyrtus. The title ' Black
'

given to the Euxine connects it still more immediately with

Zwaz and Hek. But Surtur ruled over Muspelheim, and

we learn from the Edda that between Muspelheim and the

counter sphere of ice and cold, Nifiheim, a great gulf,

Ginnungagap, existed, which Odin and his brother filled

up by slaying Ymer and flinging him into it, generating

therefrom the existing world. My impression, then, is

that the Euxine in the present legend corresponds with

this gulf or space in the Scandinavian—whether conceived

of as air or as water, subsisting between the extremes of

creation,—and that the voyage of the Argonauts, after

leaving the Milky Way or Path of the Dead, and entering

between the gates of death, the Symplegades, is across this

space or void—the especial region of Poseidon or the Spirit-

Deity—to the lofty region of the Uffheim of the Northmen,

—the abode of God, or what we commonly call heaven.

The fact that the mother of Phrixus and Helle, the first

represented as passing on this spiritual pilgrimage, was
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named Nephele, the cloud or spirit of souls, tends to sup-

port this association of JE&& with Muspelheiin through the

corrupt association of Nephele with Niflheim. I have

sometimes thought in another direction, that the ' Euxine '

Sea was thus equivalent, both in myth and etymology, to

the super-terrestrial sea Vourukasha in the Zend-Avesta,

in which are deposited the seeds of all life, to be thence

transmitted through the bull Goshurun of Persia and

the ' Cow's Mouth ' of India, Gae Mouk'h, to the lower earth

and to mankind, this sea or lake being still further analo-

gous to the swamp or lake which figures so markedly in

the mystical geography of the early Japhetan shrines of

Deity, and of which the vale of Thessaly above Thermopylae

once offered an exemplar. All this is supported by the

simple fact that the geography of the south shore of the

Euxine, as coasted by the Argonauts, is wholly that of

the world beyond the grave. It is there, as we have seen,

that they pass the land of Orcus or Hades with its gloomy

river Sangarius—but pre-eminently Acheron—all flowing

towards the north, as those of Nastrond and the rivers of

Hell do in the Scandinavian Edda. In this view the title

Ev'&ivog or Euxine may be a worn-down form of a title or

local name represented in Hellenic by Acheron, Acheron-ts,

in Egyptian by Acheruns, and in the Scandinavian North

by Nastrond, the initial n in the latter form, and the r and

the final n being elided in the Greek title, and the character

st represented by %. Nastrond, like Acheron, taken in

a broader sense than the mere river, appears to have been

the general term for the abyss of the nether world—for

that Ginnungagap, in short, already spoken of, between

Niflheim and Muspelheim, which was filled up, as stated,
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by the mutilated form of Ymer, or Bal, the Son-Deity, = Pilgrimage of the

Phaethon or Absyrtus. That this immolation, by whatever for recovery of
*

agent performed, was in the strictest sense through self-
trea8Ure withdrawn-

a t 4.- -tvx-t i i ii • -,. Analysis of legend.
dedication or Devotio has been already shewn in speaking

of the Decii and others who flung themselves as piacula

into gulphs, either real or symbolical, for the salvation of

their country. This dogmatic belief is no longer visible

in the Argonautic tale, unless we believe, in the light

of an interpretation which I shall suggest presently, that,

as in other cases, the sacrificer and the victim are one in the

case of Medea and Absyrtus, each representing a distinct

personality of the bifold deity, the death of Absyrtus by

the hand of Medea corresponding with that of Pallas by

the hand of Athene. The name Medea would then be in

approximation with medha, sacrifice. It is difficult to

form a proper estimate of her character. It may be right

to say that, like Helen, she is, by her own self-accusation

in the tradition, a Kvfwv, or divine instrument, a being

scarcely to be judged by a human standard. Her cha-

racter, like that of Jason and the Argonauts, deteriorates

from the moment when the arrow of Eros touches her bosom.

Their sacrifices and hymns, so frequent formerly, are but

seldom heard of. Apollo manifestly hides his face—Zeus is

wroth—even Hera punishes them by storm and tempest

—

the Erinyes are on their track,—and it is not till after their

humiliation and purification by Circe that the sea-gods

Triton, Thetis, and the Nereids— but Poseidon is not

mentioned—lend them assistance, and waft them to the

spirit-land of the Phseacians. Of these I have already

spoken. The character of Circe is far different from that

pourtrayed in the Odyssey ; it is august and grand, that of

2 x
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an abhorrer of iniquity. Like Hera previously, she utterly

ignores the fond delusion, laid by Jason to his soul, that

human means, i.e. the lapping and spitting out of the blood

of his victim—could suffice to wash out crime. That can

be pardoned only by the delegate of Heaven. She convinces

them of sin. The name Circe is a variety of that of 'EpK-,

Zwarz, an earlier form than the abraded title Hek and Hecate.

Lastly, the fact recurs that Hercules, in the meanwhile

—

proof from the beginning to the seductions of Lemnos and

Aphrodite—alone and unaided, abandoned in fact by the

Minya3 and mankind, and without help from any nvfwv of

God or of the unguent of Prometheus, achieves the great

task and slays the dragon which they had only put to

sleep, and carries off the prize, the living apples of immor-

tality (?), while the Argonauts merely carry off the hide—or,

as I might say, the rind. It was to him—to the fountain of

living water that sprang up from his heel—that they owed

their lives while perishing in the Libyan wilderness ; and

they felt remorse and gratitude when too late. They saw his

departing form—they were unworthy to look upon his face.

I pause here upon this analysis and review of the great

Argonautic myth,—older, as I believe it to be, than that of

Ilion, and founded upon a dogma—that of the eucharistic

education of the soul,—which forms an earlier link in the

chain of the Japhetan faith than that which finds its appro-

priate expression in Homer. I reserve such observations

as I have to make on its spirit and on the question of

its historical foundation, till I can bring the myth itself

into connection with the Tale of Troy divine, which will

occupy us in the chapter now to follow.

The <piiyk in the grove of the Ares, under which the
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dragon lies, with the fleece suspended from its limb, is the Pilgrimage of the

counterpart of the (j>riy6g in the garden of the Hesperides, for recovery of

and the golden apples as watched by the dragon Ladon

,

treasure withdrawn.

,

J ° Analysis of legend,

and must also be considered identical with the Yggdrasil of

the Edda. Apples and Fleece are alike figurative of mBal

or Bal, the Son of God, in his divine character. But that

Son, as above stated, is distinguished from them, in strict

personality, under the name and character of the martyr

Absyrtus, id supra. The potent ungueut formed from the

herb that grew up from the blood of Prometheus has been

shewn in a former page to be the son—Soma or Sonarclreyri

—otherwise nectar, the drink of the Gods, and the blood, as

it would appear, of the Son-Deity.

The melancholy return of the Argonauts after their deeds

of fraud and crime—a good end having been compassed by

evil means—needs little comment. But it is strictly

parallel to the voaroi of the Argives after their conquest of

Troy by subtlety followed by crime, as recorded by Homer,

as well as to the wanderings of Bellerophon, and of others

described as punished by Zeus.
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CHAPTER IV.

LEGENDS BASED ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE CITY OF GOD.

Group IV. The legend or rather congeries of legends to be dealt

Legends depending
wit}l in tne preseut chapter is that based on the doctrine

on dogma that the L l

faithful formed that the undivided community of the faithful formed origi-
originally a City or
Polity constituted nally a City or Polity constituted by God, but which was
by God, since jtjdi-

i'ially destroyed, subverted and broken up through human error ana delin-

quency, and judicially destroyed.

The cities of Megara, I have already touched incidentally on the fall of Megara

Ilium or Troy.
° an(l 0I> Thebes, the latter after the second siege—each being

pre-eminently a sacred city. The fall of Megara was once

and for ever. Thebes, it will be remembered, was the city

of Cadmus and (Edipus, and the ancestral curse worked its

ruin. The catastrophe was averted at the close of the first

siege by the self-devotio of Menoeceus—but when the second

began and its doom was sealed, all the Gods forsook her.

T have also anticipiated much about Ilium or Troy, the

city of God per excellentiam in the old Japhetan legend.

The absorbing interest of the Iliad has given undue promi-

nence to a mere episode in the great epos; but the earlier

and later incidents, although but glanced at by Homer, and

some of them transmitted through wholly independent

channels, are not loss important than the wrath of Achilles,

and must be briefly enumerated here, many of them being
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hardly known to the general reader. As in the case of the

Argonautic expedition, the legend of Ilium began long

before the epoch of the Trojan war.

Section I.

The Legend of Troy.

By Electra, daughter of Atlas, Zeus was the father of The Legend of Troy.

Dardanus, the best-beloved of his sons. He is stated to

have been king of Arcadia, and to have been driven by a

flood to Sarnothrace, where he instituted the mysteries,

and from Sarnothrace by a second flood to Mount Ida (?).

Dardanus built the city of Dardania on the slope of Ida,

and was the ancestor of the Dardanians and the Trojans.

His son Ericthonius, by the favour of Zeus the richest of the

Trojans and the owner of three thousand mares, was father

of Tros the father of Ilus and Assaracus. Ilus was the

discoverer of the Palladium or sacred image which had been

flung down from heaven by Zeus, as mentioned in a former

chapter in speaking of Pallas Athene. Ilus built Ilion

on lower ground, verging on the plain, and the Palladium

became the tutelary relic of the new city. His son was

Laomedan, the father of Priam. Assaracus, brother of

Ilus, was ancestor, through Capys and Anchises, of iEneas

—

the latter being the son of Anchises and Aphrodite ; and it

was the line of Assaracus which bore the special name of

Dardanians. Assaracus was, I suspect, the elder brother,

and continued to inhabit the original Dardania on Mount

Ida, while the Trojans settled nearer to the plain. iEneas

in particular seems to have inherited the religious traditions

and the sacred character of Dardanus. A third son of
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Legends depending me(jes w}j was carried off by Zeus to act as his cupbearer
on dogma ot

' J l

the City or Polity
jn heaven. It was in the reign of Laomedon, the son of

op the Faithful.

Legend of Troy. Hlls king of Ilion, or, as it was styled, Troy, that the favour

of the Gods began to depart from Ilium, although styled

to the last the sacred city. For some reason of which the

cause is unknown, although I have elsewhere sought to

suggest it, Poseidon and Apollo served Laomedon as slaves

for one year. According to Poseidon in Homer, Laomedon

employed Poseidon to build his city, and Apollo to keep his

flocks on Mount Ida for a stipulated reward.* According to

other ancient traditions Poseidon and Apollo built the walls

of the city only, and associated iEacus, king of iEgina, with

their labour (as elsewhere stated), and the three combined

fortified the city with walls and towers. So soon as com-

pleted the wall was assaulted by three dragons—the por-

tions built by Poseidon and Apollo were impregnable, and

two of the dragons fell dead, stricken by the Gods, but the

part built by the mortal -ZEacus proved weaker, and the

third dragon sprang in with a sbout of joy. Apollo there-

fore (I must repeat what has already been said) prophesied

that the city should fall by a breach in that same portion of

the wall, through which should enter as conquerors the

descendants of ^Eacus in the second and fourth generation,

alluding to the two captures of the city then foreseen by

him. The work completed, Laomedon refused with con-

tumely the reward he had promised the two Gods. Posei-

don sent a sea monster t to ravage the country, and a daily

victim was required as an offering to it. The lot at last fell

on Hesione, Laomedon's daughter. Hercules arriving—as

* II.. xxi. 443, sqq. t Hi, xx. 147. nf/ros.
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in the parallel ease of Alcestis—undertook to slay the Legend of Troy.

monster and deliver the lady, and Laomedon promised

him as his guerdon four horses of divine birth. We
have no details of the conflict, except from an incident

noticed in Homer,* that the Trojans and Athena constructed

a wall and mound which the hero might retreat to when

pressed by the monster from the shore into the plain.

Hercules was victorious, but Laomedon gave him mortal

horses in lieu of the immortal steeds promised him.

Hercules consequently equipped six ships, attacked and

captured the city—TelamoD, the son of iEacus, being the

first to enter through the breach in the wall built by his

father. Laomedon was slain, and Hercules gave Hesione

in marriage to Telamon, to whom she bore Teucer, the

accomplished archer of the Achsei. Hercules spared Priam,

then named Podarces, and seated him on the throne, for

he alone had opposed his father's treachery. The name

Priam was written in the iEolic dialect Yleppa/uog, which

became Pergamus through an ordinary literal mutation,

and the Pergama or citadel above Ilion, where stood the

temples of the Gods and the palaces of Priam and his son,

is said to have derived its name from him.

The first portion of the prophecy of Apollo was then ac-

complished ; the second was to follow. The original cause

of the great Trojan war was, according to one ancient tradi-

tion, the uneasiness felt by Zeus at the rapid increase of the

race of heroes. He determined to thin their number and

diminish their power by a tremendous war. This is of a

piece with the jealousy and hatred of mankind attributed

to Zeus by iEschylus, as opposed to the nobler view of

* II., xx. lie.
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ndiDe although in the day of the great conflict between the Gods,

the City or Polity wjieu Achilles reappeared in the field before Troy, Zeus
of the Faithful. rr J

Legend of Troy. appears to look on from the summit of Ida with indiffer-

ence, or rather positive gratification in the unnatural

warfare between Gods and Gods, men and men, the senti-

ment thus attributed to him in the tradition in question

is at variance with his avowed sympathy with the Trojans.

He loved them, he repeatedly states, but was obliged to

yield to the superior counsel of Fate—that is, as I have

shown, of the Supreme Father, Zwaz, the Hidden God.

The inferior Gods became divided between love and hatred

for Ilion at this same date, early in the reign of Priam

—

Poseidon having resented, from the first, the treachery of

Laomedon, although Apollo was more placable.

The antagonistic sympathies of the Gods secondary to

Zeus either with the Achasans or with the Trojans are recog-

nised by Homer, when he represents them sitting on the

mound built by Hercules against the sea-monster, and on

the ridge of Callicolone,* facing each other and watching the

struggle in the plain before joining in the conflict them-

selves. Hera, Athene, and Poseidon, with Hermes and He-

phaestus, favoured the Argives,—Apollo, Ares, Aphrodite,

and the river-god Xanthus, or Scamander, and we also learn

Artemis, the Trojans—Apollo having been more placable than

Poseidon after the injuries done 1o the latter by Laomedon.

Latona is present on the occasion, but, in accordance with her

lofty and diviner character, takes no part. The three first-

named deities, Hera, Athene, and Poseidon, against Apollo

and, as we must hold, Zeus, as friends of Troy, is precisely as

* II., xx. 53.
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in the primeval wars of the Gods against Zeus, when Styx and Legend of Troy.

Briareus came to the assistance of the latter—Zeus, however,

being victorious in the former contest, while he is virtually

worsted in the latter, although he disperses the faction

under the mask of a stoical indifference. I shall revert to

this parallel and contrast when comparing this Trojan epos

with that of the Argonauts.

The signal of coming sorrow was announced by the dream

of Hecuba, wife of Priam, that she had brought forth a fire-

brand which should consume Troy, the fire-brand being

nothing but her son Alexander or Paris. Priam, assured by

the soothsayer iEsacus that he would lose his life by Paris,

exposed him on Mount Ida, where he grew up as a shepherd

and loved the beautiful (Enone. Zeus, having given the

sea-godcless Thetis in marriage (but against her will) to

Peleus, a son of Oceanus, and all the gods and goddesses

attending the nuptial feast, Ate, or Discord, who alone

had not been invited, flung into the assembly a golden

apple inscribed with the legend 'For the Fairest.' Hera,

Athena, and Aphrodite contending for its possession, the

judgment was referred to Paris, who, prompted by the promise

of Aphrodite that Helen, the sister of the Tyndaridse and

wife of Menelaus king of Lacedsemon, should be his, decided

in her favour. Hence, poetically, the hatred borne to Troy

by Athena and Hera, and the corresponding partiality of

Aphrodite ; but these sentiments rested, as has been shewn,

on much deeper foundation—that of essential dogmatic

antagonism. A famine at this period desolated Lacedaemon,

the kingdom of Menelaus, and the oracle announced that it

could not be averted till the bones of Lycus and Chimareus,

the sons of Prometheus, were brought from Ilium to Sparta.
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Legend of Troy How the bones in question came to be in Troy, or what

became of them afterwards, is not told us. Menelaus being

summoned shortly afterwards to Crete, Paris, who had re-

mained as his guest at Sparta, prevailed on Helen to elope

with him, and he conveyed her and a large treasure with

her to Troy. Some say that this was a treasure belonging

to Menelaus, but I should rather think it to be her own

wedding presents, or dowry, which seems to be indissolubly

associated with a bride among the Achasi, as we may gather

from the speech of Paris.*

The treachery of Paris, and the infidelity of Helen, awoke

the indignation of the Greek, Achaean, or Hellenic world.

Envoys were sent by Menelaus and his brother Agamemnon

to every State to obtain assistance towards the recovery of

his wife, and the punishment of her seducer, and, according

to one tradition, the suitors of Helen had solemnly sworn to

her father Tyndareus that they would respect and protect

the husbaud whom Helen should select, against all his rivals.

Nestor and Palamedes were the most prominent among these

envoys. Ulysses feigned madness in order to elude the

obligation, but was detected by Palamedes, and Ulysses, it

may be surmised, never forgave him. The choice was placed

before Achilles, whether he would grow old in inglorious

ease in his father's kingdom abjuring the war, or join the

expedition, assured that he should win eternal glory, and

that Troy could not fall without him and his son Neo-

ptolemus, but that he should perish young. His choice was

* II.. vii. 363,364.
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glory and an early death, in parallelism to the choice of Legend of Troy.

Hercules, Virtue and a life of labour and sorrow. Agamem-

non, king of Mycense, was appointed generalissimo of the

expeditioD, and among the confederate kings and chiefs

were Dioined, Ulysses, Achilles, Menelaus, the two Ajaces,

etc.

Ten years, the fateful cycle, were occupied in preparation

for the expedition—ten years in the siege of Troy, as in

the earlier wars between Zeus and the Titans ; and ten more

in the vootoi or return of the conquerors to their respective

homes, at least in the typical instance of Ulysses. Nine

years, as we have seen, is the period of preparation, the

tenth the year of accomplishment and consummation in the

Japhetan mythology.

All being ready, and after a false start—followed by a

return to the port of Aulis, the anger of Artemis and the

sacrifice of Iphigenia—the Achsei effected a successful descent

upon Troas.

Philoctetes and the arrows are brought ; he kills Paris

with one of the arrows. But the Palladium still remained

in Troy, and while there the city was impregnable. Ulysses

(or Diomed) entered the city in disguise and carried it off.

Helen recognised Ulysses, but kept silence, longing for

return to her husband, and, according to one account,

aided him with her counsel how to achieve his object. The

Palladium gone, the occasion was open for Argive fraud

and Trojan folly. By the advice and counsel of Athene the

Achsei constructed a wooden horse, hollow, into which

entered one hundred warriors. They then quitted their

camp, embarked on their ships, and sailed away to Tenedos,

as if never to return. The Trojans perceiving the camp
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the City or Polity dedicated it to Athene. Laocoon, priest of Poseidon, struck
of the Faithful. l

Legend of Troy. the horse with his spear, and warned them that it
T
was

hollow ; but a serpent sent by Poseidon attacked and crushed

him and his two sons to death, and the warning proved

ineffectual. The voice of Cassandra, too, was disregarded.

In spite of all remonstrance the infatuated Trojans broke

down the wall—the part of the wall, we must presume, built

by iEacus—and dragged in the horse with triumph and

festivity. That night the Achrei returned, the hundred

chiefs descended from the horse, the signal was given, the

assault made, aud the victory attended by every feature

of revolting cruelty and impiety. Neither temple nor altar

was spared, not even those of the proper deities of the

Argives ; aged men and women and infant children were

butchered, and the grey-headed and gentle Priam was slain

by Neoptolemus at the altar of Zeus Herkeios, the infant

son of Hector flung from the ramparts, Andromache and

other wives and daughters of the Trojans partitioned as

slaves to the bed and beck of the victors—hell was let loose.

The city was burnt, and only the aged Anchises, his son

./Eneas, and Antenor, chiefs of the Dardanians, escaped

or were spared and allowed to escape the massacre that

befell their brethren of the war. For it was part of the

sentence of Fate that, although they should fall, iEneas

and his descendants should rule over the remnants of the

race who should survive the catastrophe.

The fall of Troy was followed by the demand of the shade

of Achilles that Polyxena, his promised bride, should be

sacrificed on his tomb. Helen returned with Mcndaus to
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Sparta, a full reconciliation taking place between them. She Legend of Troy.

was worshipped as a goddess at Therapne, and such reverence

attached to her memory, that when the poet Stesichorus

wrote in disparagement of her, he was struck blind, and

only recovered his sight after writing an ode in retractation

of the calumny. She is said to have become the wife and

companion of Achilles after her death, in Leuce, the island

of his repose in the Euxine Sea, where he dwelt in a semi-

corporeal or interlunar state, while his shade or ghost

consorted with those of other heroes below the earth in

Elysium.

The crimes of the Argives in achieving their conquest

—

and these as perpetrated against each other as well as

against the Trojans—brought down upon them the anger

of the Gods, as in the case of the Argonauts ; and the story

of the vogtoi or return to their respective homes is that

of punishment and protracted wanderings, extending over

the last ten of the thirty years. The fortunes of the brave

and wise but wily and treacherous Odysseus, whose favour

at the hands of Athene is the greatest blot in the character

of that goddess, are told in the Odyssey, in which we

accompany him successively from Troy and Thrace to the

country of the Lotophagi,—to the island of the Cyclopes

and the cave of Polyphemus, son of Poseidon,—to the island

of iEolus, king of the winds,—to the island of the Lsestry-

gones, and to iEeea the island of Circe, answering to the

^Ea of Colchis in the west,—to the land of the Cimmerians

beyond Oceanus, where he descended into Hades and con-

sulted Tiresias,—back to iEaea—thence past the rocks of the

Syrens and between Scylla and Charybdis to Trinacria,

where his companions killed the oxen of Helios, which is
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PS0 - From thence he is rescued after a lapse

Legend of Troy. of eight years by Athena, Zeus, and Hermes, and proceeds

in a raft towards Scberia, the land of the Pheeacians. The

hatred of Poseidon, unintermitting since the blinding of

Polypbemus, wrecked his raft, and he is flung senseless on

the beach. His interview with Nausicaa and the hospitable

greeting he received from Alcinous and Arete follow,—the

song of Demodocus,—and his return to Ithaca, conveyed

thither in one of the spirit-ships of the Phaeacians, from

which he is disembarked during sleep and laid gently on

the beach, where the unearthly mariners leave him. The

vengeance of the suitors and reunion with Penelope close

the story of the Odyssey, and if the prophecy of Tiresias

came true, he died without pain, after a happy old age.

But according to other traditions, more true to the spirit

of the character, his restless spirit gave him no quiet, and,

after some years of tranquillity in Ithaca, he went forth

again to find new settlements in Tyrrhenia. Others say that

he was slain accidentally by Telegonus, his son by Circe,

who had been cast by a storm on Ithaca, unknowing that

it was the kingdom of his father. I have spoken already

of several of the incidents in this varied history, and shall

touch upon others. The reader will, in the meanwhile,

observe the parallelism existing between the vootoi of the

Argives and the homeward voyage of the Argonauts, after

the object of the two expeditions had been accomplished,

in each instance by fraud, accompanied by sacrilegious

cruelty and murder. The adventures of iEneas after the

fall of Troy exhibit a similar series of wanderings, but
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bearing a moral significance in direct contrast, and a process Legeud of Troy.

of purification and preparation for a high and bright destiny

in reserve, while the vogtol express the gloomy and lower-

ing evening of a chequered and disastrous day—deepening

into endless night.

I have, in fine, to express still more emphatically my

sense of the great disadvantage under which we are placed

by the preoccupation alike of the ancient and modern

world with Homer on the great subject of the epos of the

Trojan war. Many of the most important incidents of the

story—and apart from which we should find difficulty in

understanding it—are omitted, alike in the Iliad and the

Odyssey,—as, for example, in the myth of the three dragons

which assailed the wall of iEacus, preserved by Pindar, the

connection of which with the triumphal entry of the iEacidae,

and the moral aspect of the whole legend, is thus lost

sight of. Homer is ever onesided, as Pindar complains, in

his partisanship of Odysseus against Palamedes, whose

treacherous murder is the great blot on the character of the

favourite of xlthene, and whom the Ionian poet hardly

mentions. The full import of the legend must thus be

gathered from a comparison of the Homeric with such

fragments or arguments as have been preserved of other

ancient poets who treated of the cycle of Troy, and these

are practically unknown or little regarded. But the name

and legend of Palamedes are, if I mistake not, recognisable

in the Rig-Veda, which may suffice to shew their pre-

Homeric and Japhetan antiquity.
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Section II.

Moral of the Legend.

The broad moral features that stand out on a review of

this ' tale of Troy divine ' are simple enough. Some slight

repetition is unavoidable here. We have a City founded

under the name and to the honour of the Supreme God, and

fortified with walls by the Spirit-God and the Son-Deity,

alike in his divine and human character—the latter character

being represented by iEacus. Ilion—for so the city is

named—is assaulted by three dragons, the impersonation of

a hostile power, one of which forces his way in through the

portion of the fortification built by the human iEacus, and

thus of insufficient strength—the humanity acting apart from

the deity—to repel the invader. We are not informed

whether the triumphant dragon retained visible possession

of the captured fortress. But treachery and pride speedily

develop themselves within it ; and Poseidon and Hercules,

against whom those vices were exhibited—Hercules being the

analogue of Apollo and militant on earth—combine as iu the

case of Thebes, although the tradition varies in other respects,

to take veugeance on the king, while Hercules captures and

destroys the city—but not for ever. Hercules reconstitutes

it under the mild rule of a just sovereign, the heir of the

ancient line, and its power and glory are greater than before.

But lust and rapine now supervene, as manifested iu the

abduction of Helen and her treasure, and llion makes herself

accomplice in the crime by withholding the spoil and

defending the spoiler. Fate, us representing the Supreme
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Deity—not to be confounded with the lesser powers or even Troy.

with Zeus himself—wills the destruction of the city and the

punishment of the citizens,—the prime offender, Paris, falls

by an arrow of Hercules winged by Apollo, and the city of

God falls, never again to rise on its original foundations.

The capture is effected not by valour but by fraud, the

Trojans themselves combining towards their own destruction

by the introduction of the wooden horse, for the entrance

of which they break down the wall, thus renewing the

original breach effected by the dragon in the days of iEacus,

while the first to descend from the horse were the descen-

dants of Mrcais according to anterior prophecy. Every

circumstance of cruelty and sacrilege attend the catastrophe,

as practised by the victors—instruments of God, but con-

temners therein of his moral laws, and they are visited in

consequence with long and bitter punishment before reach-

ing—such of them as were spared—their homes. A remnant

is spared, not participant in the especial crimes which

brought down the vengeance in person, to take root and

found a new Ili<m.

Section III.

Etymological Illustrations.

Most of these points, in themselves sufficiently manifest Etymological
Illustrations,

on the surface of the legend, by the light of the preceding

chapters of this iuquiry, derive special illustration from

etymology, and, indeed, I have already touched on several

of them incidentally. What I now add must be very brief.

The peculiarly divine character of II ion— - Sacred Ilium '

—

as founded on the name and honour of the Father-God, has

2 Y
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Legend of Troy. ' Zwarz/ as ' Hek,' 'Here,' likewise is; and in support of

this, Zeus, under the special surname of 'Herkeios/ as

distinguished from his filial character Tus, was the great

God of Troy at whose altar Priam was massacred, and where

Alexander the Great long afterwards, in his character of

descendant of iEacus and Achilles, offered sacrifice to the

manes (?) of the Trojan monarch. The peculiar consecration

of Ilion was, through the possession of the sacred biladi or

Palladium, spoken of in a former page, and which rendered

the city impregnable even against Pallas Athene herself, so

long as it remained within its walls. I need not revert to

the etymological proof that Poseidon represented the Spirit-

Deity, Apollo the Son as God, and iEacus the same divine

Saviour as Man. The sense of weakness or deficiency

—

vacuitas—not inconsistent with innocence in its earliest or

infant stage—may be recognisable perhaps in the non-

resistance made by the wall as built by iEacus; but this

attribute of weakness is developed into obstinacy, and even

moral obtuseness and brutality, in the character of his

descendants, Achilles and the Ajaces—weakness or deficiency,

as expressed by the root wan, van-, leading, on the other

hand, through a softer and more insidious development, to

desire (wan, Ven-us) and lust, as by the testimony alike of

etymology and experience ; and hence—the same moral

weakness operating within as without the city, but in the

direction of effeminacy—we have an easy transition to the

episode of Paris, the favourite of Aphrodite. Helen, the un-

happy occasion of the strife, was, as has been shewn, a kvwv,
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or divine minister or instrument of vengeance in the hands Legend of Troy.

of fate, placed by her abnormal character above criticism, anaiysis.
glCa

and treated accordingly with scrupulous respect by Homer,

as distinguished from other later writers. The roots of the

names vEacus, of e\- or anguis, dragon or snake, and of each,

equus, Ykkoc, tWoc, the horse, are undoubtedly distinct, and

yet their approximative consonance deserves notice. It is

possible that the myth of the wooden horse may be a Western

tradition of the great Kshatriyan or Scythian sacrifice of the

Aswa-Meclha by which heaven is conquered in Hindu tradi-

tion, the more especially as the number of one hundred

assigned to the warriors inclosed within it suggests the idea

of a hecatomb.

The names and characters of the heroes agents in the

war derive similar light from ancient speech. The name of

' Hector ' has been generations ago approximated to the

Scandinavian Aku-, Thor, and much I think might be urged

in support of the identity. The name, too, may have some

etymological reference to the dragon tradition. The same

deities constantly figure, in the heroic varieties of their per-

sonality, on opposite sides in legend. The name ' Achilles

'

may perhaps be a patronymic derived from ' Hek,' and an

ancient form of ' Alius,' i.e. ' Son of God.' The original

form of the name was probably ' A\l ' or ' 0\1,' if at least

I read the name of Patroclus correctly as ' Bhratri-OxV

' Brother ' or ' near-kinsman ' of ' 0\1 '—a remoter form

being recognisable perhaps in that of ' Codes,' the defender

of Rome against a western Turan—the host of Porsena and

the Tyrrheni. Still more remotely, I think the name was

written Corcles, Archilles. The chase of Hector by Achilles

three times round the walls of Troy—the third completion
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of the circuit followed by his death—is apparently an ex-

pression of the success of the third dragon against the

material wall of Troy after the failure of the first and second,

—and the ' Sca3an ' gate would appear to point to the

connection of the two incidents. The death-wound of

Achilles in the heel may be compared with the bite of Her-

cules in the same quarter by the crab which came to the

assistance of the Lernoean hydra.

But it would be endless to point out—nor would my
present space allow it—the numberless analogies, mytho-

logical and etymological, which link together the personages

engaged in these traditions of Ilium.

The fortunes of Odysseus and his immediate companions

after the fall of Troy have a strange and semi-supernatural

character, resembling that which attaches to the fortunes

of the Argonauts after passing the Hellespont and the

Symplegades. The word ' lotus,' from which the Lotophagi

derive their name, is evidently a form of ' Leth-e,' Leth-ae,

tod, torpor or death, moral if not physical. The name of

"Qutiq given to himself by Odysseus in his colloquy with

Polyphemus—far from being a mere play of words, as in

the current Homeric text—indicates, as I have already

intimated, an identity of the hero of Ithaca, at least in

that phase of his character, with the Buddha (or Odin)

of the Khsatryans, Scythians, and Teutons—pointing per-

haps to an older form as Tovtiq, Tbudda, or Tet, thus

resolving into Hermes or Mercury. This identity had

probably been altogether lost sight of when the Homeric

Odyssey was compiled in the present form.

The name of Circe has been already dealt with, but the

Homeric conception of her is far inferior, and I think repre-
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sents a later one than that of the Argonauts. The descent Legend of Troy,

of Orpheus into Hades is parallel with that effected by

Hercules and others.

Section IV.

The Legends connected.

A few general observations on the Trojan epos and on its Connection of the

. ,
"

, T , -, i • n .,, x i , Trojan with other

connection with other Japhetan legends, especially with that legends.

of the Argonautic expedition, seem to be required here.

It is impossible not to recognise the force of the analogy

pointed out by Max Miiller and Cox* between Ilion and

the city of Aki or Pali in the Veda, and between the

character of Helen—the Kvfwv, as I understand her, of the

Supreme God—as tempted by Paris, and Sarama, the bitch

of Gods as tempted by the Panis. Sarama was the guardian

of the cows stolen by Aki—as I understand them, human

souls

—

at all events a treasure abstracted from the Gods.

So far the parallel holds, and I am far from denying that

there is a fundamental alliance between the two myths,

but there is no analogy between the means of recovery and

those adopted in the Vedic enterprise. The hero in the

East is a God, practically the Supreme God—the apostates

of Ilion in the West are mere men, although of heroic and

divine race; and these moreover, as already pointed out,

are not the real conquerors of Ilion. They achieve success,

but their activities are of a subordinate kind, marked by

weakness and shortcoming,—the intervention of the horse

and of the relics (as I may call them) of the dead Hercules,

* Max Miiller, ' Lectures on the Science of Language,' ii. 470 ; Rig-Veda-

Sanhita, translated, i. 31. Cox, 'Mythology of the Aryan Nations,' pp.

256, 318.
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and of the infatuated complicity of the Trojans themselves,

being necessary to accomplish their judicial punishment.

The parallelism of these later facts with those that dis-

tinguish the adventure of the Golden Fleece stamps them

as the expression of a primitive dogma or belief, anterior

to the materialised myth of the Veda.

The character and adventure of Sigurd, in the Volsunga

Saga and Nibelunglied, bear a closer resemblance to the

tale of Troy—especially in the correspondence of their

characters and other contingent marks of Sigurd with those

of Achilles: the education, for example, of the one by

Gripir and the other by Chiron ; the conquest by the one

of Niflheim, or at least the city of Giuki, the Nibelung,

(names comparable, I would suggest, to Aki and Niflheim),

and by the other of Troy ; the addresses of the horses Grani

and Balius, each with human voices ; and the parallels

between Brynhild and Polyxena, respectively immolated

on the funeral piles of Sigurd and Achilles, have been

brought into parallelism by Mr. Cox.*

I am inclined, too, to think it possible that the names

' Sigaeum ' and ' Khoeteum,' attached to the promontories

which include the field of Troy, may preserve a remem-

brance of the names ' Sig-rhart,' ' Sig-fried,' ' Sig-ard,' as

a spot where his name may have been localised even before

the time of Homer. A hill or tumulus near the Sigeian

promontory was the reputed burial-place of Achilles, and

was visited as such by Alexander the Great and other great

men of antiquity, and is still recognisable. The ashes, on

the other hand, of Ajax the son of Telamon were laid,

» 'Mythology of the Aryan Nations.' p. 38. Miiller, Compar. Myth.,

'Chip.-,' ii. 109, sqq.
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according to tradition, in a golden urn on the promontory Connection of the

Trojan with other

of Bhoeteum, where the tomb was styled the A lantemm. Japhetan legends.

Homer more than once (?) mentions ancient and vast (?)

tombs, that of Ilus, and others, near Troy. All this seems

to point to a tradition of war and heroism localised by the

Teutons on the shores of Troas. The seductions of Calypso,

not unwillingly yielded to, are comprehended when we ap-

proximate (as I have already done) the name to the Sanscrit

halusha* Latin voluntas, and it is seen to be parallel with the

residence of Hercules with the meretrix Echidne in Scythia
;

Scheria,the land of the Plueaeians,—need not trouble us again;

and the transport of Odysseus by the mystic ship to the coast

of Ithaca, parallel in every way with that of souls to Brettia

in Celtic legend, would almost induce one to think that

the whole of these adventures pertain to a life beyond death.

I have speculated, in another work,t on the character of the

1 wanderer ' or ' sailor,' and the title ' Nanos,' ' Natis,' and

even suggested the identity of the name Odysseus, OAuo-o-cue,

Ulysses, with ' Pelasgus ' and the Sanscrit M'lech'ha, and

apparently referring under varying names to the same hero.

There is, however, little substantive resemblance between the

tale of Troy and that of the Volsungs and Sigurd, except

in the final catastrophe, which determines our notice of it

here, rather than among the legends spoken of in the pre-

ceding chapters. It may easily be surmised that, besides

the leading legends, there are many others which develop

particular incidents and neglect others in the great Japhetan

epos comprehended as a whole—some breaking off abruptly

in the middle, others beginning in the midst of the story,

many wholly fragmentary, but all of them falling into their

* Meaning impurity, Benfey's Sansc. Diet., p. 169. f Etr. Iuscr., 248.
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expeditions of the Argonauts and the Argives express the

acts, not of individuals, but (for this is incidental to all)

of a community—not of simple heroes, but of the Japhetan

polity or Church,—none of the heroes, not even the nominal

leaders Jason and Agamemnon, not even Achilles and

Odysseus, exhibiting the purity and single-mindedness of the

impersonations of the Son-Deity. They are, as more than

once expressed, successful through fraud,—their success is

followed by crime,—but the end itself is achieved by other

and higher means. It is especially in the case of the

Argives that this is noticed—passion, pride, impatience of

subordination, lust and cruelty, follow in rapid succession

on the entry of the Trojan horse. They are scattered to

every wind of heaven during the vogtoi or returns—their

confederacy utterly broken up ; but in marked contrast, the

Argonauts, although stained by one great crime, still hold

together, less by their own instinct of coherence than

through the influence of the ship Argo and the speaking

Oak of Dodona, which never abandon them. The contrast

between all this and the achievements of the great single

heroes, immediate impersonations of the Saviour-God, is

very striking. The contrast, on the other hand, as well as

the parallelism between the conquests of Ilion and ./Eaea,

and that—not to startle the reader—of the First Crusade,

is equally marked. Every one of these expeditions might be

termed a crusade—the word does not imply an anachronism.

It is impossible not to recognise the same primitive belief,
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the same impulse, as that in the expedition of Godfrey of Analogy of the

Trojan with other

Bouillon and his associates in Palestine, for the recovery legends.

of the Holy Sepulchre—although the scheme of that enter-

prise was conceived and its event achieved in a faith and

power and with a completeness, however transitory, akin

rather to the blessing attendant on the labours of Hercules,

the representative of the Son-Deity himself, than to those

of mere mortal champions.

Comparing, in fine, the great epic tale of Troy with that Greater antiquity ot

the Argonautic
of the Argonauts, there cannot be a doubt, I think, as to legend,

the greater antiquity of the latter. The fact that the unity

precedes the dissolution of society, whether political or ecclesi-

astical, points to the prior date of the legend. The narra-

tive of the Argonauts is coherent throughout, with a definite

moral aim apparent even on the surface, and the presence

of which can be no argument against its antiquity, inasmuch

as the very words and names themselves, when analysed, and

the incidents compared with those found in other legends,

witness to a purpose running through all its details, of

which Apollonius Rhodius and his older authorities were

apparently very sensible in a general way. I may instance

one point for example, in which this may be detected.

Throughout Homer the recovery of Helen is the main

object (subject to the wrath of Achilles) ; her treasures

are mentioned incidentally, but she herself is the special

treasure sought to be recovered by the Argives in connec-

tion with the punishment of the criminals. But Helen was

a mere Kvfwv and divine guardian who had betrayed her

trust through the temptation, as in the case of Medea,

of Aphrodite ; and the treasure itself—of which no par-

ticulars are given—is hardly spoken of.
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Group IV.

Legends depending
on dogma of

the City or Polity
of the Faithful.

Legend of Troy.

How far can the
expeditions against
Troy and iEaea be
considered as

historical ?

It may now be inquired—and the answer will bear on the

value of the testimony of the legends in a manner which

will be appreciated hereafter—How far can the expedition

against Troy and JEsea, be considered as historical, as the

very record, however poetically embodied, of real events?

The most prominent point in the evidence in favour of the

historical truth of the narrative consists in the absolute

faith in that truth entertained by the ancients themselves.

This, again, is more strikingly shewn in the story of the

Argonautic expedition than in that of the Achaean. It is im-

possible to maintain that this arose simply from the influence

of poetry attaching partial remembrance to particular spots
;

for the whole route of the Argonauts was marked, down

to the latest classical times, by temples, events, and sacred

ordinances specially commemorating particular incidents

of the voyage—some of them not of the most creditable

character, but which nevertheless were kept up by the

population of the respective localities with religious rever-

ence,—while the scenery of Troy and the events of the siege

were, in like manner, the object of especial interest, not only

to the Hellenic race and to the descendants of the heroic

families, such as Alexander the Great, but also to the

Persians in the time of Xerxes, for example, who looked

on the tradition as their common heritage. The evidential

data in Homer are connected with the regions of Troas and

Greece—the connection of the Trojans with the Lycians

—

the sympathies of the Gods as with Trojans or Achaeans,

—

all these indicia are irreconcilable with the idea that the

whole is a mere vision of a poet's imagination. The war

and the scenery may have been overlaid and glorified by

the magnificent legend, above elucidated, so as to be hardly
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discernible ; but that cannot detract from the evidence of

reality and truth below the superstructure. It is possible,

in like manner, that the voyage of the Argonauts may have

been an actual voyage associated, in like manner, with a

similar tradition, and the careful preservation of the vessel

seems to point to one particular expedition ; and yet it is

possible that the route may have been that of a regular

pilgrimage in the earliest Japhetan times—with definite

stations, and a bourne,—that bourne being at all events in

the direction of the primitive seat of the Japhetans

—

Airyana-vaejo,* the abode of Ymer as Yima, so fondly looked

back upon by the entire Japhetan family. This may be,

however, speculative, but thus much at least I may say

—

that I shall have occasion to shew, in a future page, that

the Trojan epos, at least, was founded on actual events dis-

cernible in the traditions of the East ; and to draw an

inference from the dogmatical tendencies expressed in those

events as to the still earlier date of the Argonautic tradition

—both of them belonging to the pre-Vedic, pre-Zoroastrhm

times of the Aryan race.

To conclude, then, on the present part: It will be clear, The legends of Ilium
_ , .,! t ,i • ,• /» and of the Argonauts
I trust, that, as in the preceding cases, the approximation of poin t, not to a local,

the leading incidents in the history of Ilium and of the uniy©^^^^?
11

Argonautic heroes, as testified to by mythology and Ian- ^J^*^"*
guage, with the dogmatic results obtained by the comparative determine,

process under the two first divisions of this inquiry, tends to

throw a new light on the character and fortunes of the sacred

city, from its foundation to its fall, elevating the tale from

that of a local and limited sphere of action to that of a

* Bleeck, ii. 52, and Haug, 299.
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Group IV.' central and indeed universal polity, the fate of which

Legends depending q0([s an(J men might well contend to determine—although
on dogma of

. . . . ,

the Cit? or Polity there is no reason for disbelieving what other evidences

Legends of Troyt the concur to suggest, viz. that the spot where the immortal

Argonauts, etc tragedy of traditional faith was ultimately located in Europe

had been itself the scene of a great catastrophe in the early

history of the race, whose greatest poets bequeathed its

memory to mankind, glorifying the special national tradi-

tions by investing it with the dogmatic grandeur which we

have, I think, now shewn properly attaches to it. I shall

treat more on this point at the end of this inquiry.
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CHAPTER V.

THE CITY RESTORED.

Lastly—in the great series of Japhetan legends—we have Group V.

to consider those that reflect the dogma that the City or q dogma thaT^'mf

Polity of God, once established among men, but broken up ^^strJy™°
F

and subverted bv the divine decrees in consequence of man's through wickedness,
J n WILL KE EECONSTI-

wickedness, has been, or will be, reconstituted on earth by tuted.

a faithful remnant, who have been saved from the great

catastrophe.

I have already noticed various scattered indications of the The coming hero,

. .. n i i ,i ,
-i

, who is to restore the
expectation ol a coming nero, who is to restore the world to worid.

peace and equity as it existed in the golden age. In India,

we have the expected advent of Vishnu, riding on his white

horse, to destroy the existing world, and renovate all things

—while a similar mission is attributed to Kali. Soshiosh

represents the same character in the prophetic description

of the Zend-Avesta. Astyanax, otherwise Scamandrius,

and Ascanius, the sons of Hector and iEnaeas, effect,

according to some traditions supplied collectively by Homer,

the like office in Troas after the fall of Ilion ; and Alexander

the Great conceived himself, as I have surmised, to be

a similar child of promise. The return of Hoenir (iEneas

apparently), Balder, and the survivors of Ragnarok to the

plain of Ida, where they meditate on the secret counsels of
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Group V. Fimbultyr, while a new race of men springs into existence

Legends depending
from Lifthrasir. belongs to the same cycle of traditions

;on dogma that ° J

the City or Polity an(j so a ]s0 fs s^]} cherished among our rural population
of God will be ° * *

reconstituted. the legend of the long-expected return of King Arthur,

while in Italy we have the ancient tradition that Astraia

shall return from heaven and restore the Golden Age of

Saturn to gladden mankind. The etymological connection

of the names Vishnu, Sosiosh, Ascanius, Scamandrius and

Alexander in the sense of 'Desire of man' has also been

commented upon.

But the most comprehensive exposition of this promised

consummation of our iron age is to be found in the writings

of Virgil, especially in the ' Pollio ' and the ' ^Eneid.'

The JEneid. It may appear at first sight that the iEneid, for example,

is of too recent a date in classical literature to be capable

of furnishing any argument. The scruple is natural, but

may be answered. It may readily be allowed that various

streams of tradition have been drawn upon by the poet in

embellishing the central myth of which the poem is the

expression ; but that central myth is easily distinguish-

able from its accessaries ; and those accessaries—or rather

the mythical elements which have been so felicitously

welded together by Virgil with the main object of his

theme—can be recognised in the traditions of other non-

classical races, or derived from a common Japhetan source,

and are not (with perhaps the exception of the Dido episode)

the invention of the poet. That such should be the case in

matters of dogmatical belief and legendary tradition should

not be doubted when we observe how many of the historic

tales of the early times of Eome are found in the fragmen-

tary annals or records of the Arcadians, Phrygians, Carians,
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and other distant races, manifestly derived from a common A coining deliverer,

source—the fireside and nursery, as it were, of the remote

patriarchs from whom these various branches of the Japhetan

race derive their blood and origin.

The resemblance between the Pollio—founded, as it is, on The Pollio.

the Sibylline oracles—and the prophecies of Isaiah is so

strong, that it is possible that in this almost solitary instance

an influence from Judsea may have reached the West through

Alexander. But the germ of the poem—the expected advent

of one who shall restore the golden age of piety and peace

—

is identical with that already indicated as the common

belief of East and West from the time when the Japhetan

race was dwelling in unbroken unity, and it is hardly

conceivable that a belief of Hebrew origin should have

obtained such general acceptance in the Western world at

such a time, unless it was recognised as the confirmation

and enhancement of a pre-existing and very ancient dogma.

It is in this double light of criticism that we must read the

exalted strain of the Mantuan when he celebrates the birth

of the child under whose auspices the great ' ordo ' or series

of ssecula, the last age of the CumEean Sibyl's song, shall

commence afresh, to endure for endless ages of happiness.

From this blissful epoch, according to Virgil's song, the

Virgin Astrsea, the banished goddess of Justice, shall return

from heaven to earth, the golden age of Saturn shall be

restored under the sovereignty of Apollo, and a new progeny

descend from the skies. The stain of guilt shall be done

away, and the fear of merited retribution cease. Gods and

heroes shall mix with men ; the earth shall produce her

fruits without culture, the flocks and herds yield their milk

without compulsion, and fearless of beasts of prey ; while
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Group V. the serpent race and every poisonous herb shall die.

Legends depending gome vestiges of pristine fraud may remain for a time,
on dogma that or j

the City ok Polity whicn another Argo and another mission of Achilles to
of God will be °

reconstituted. Troy \vill extirpate ; but, thereafter, wars and labour shall

cease—and nature be spontaneously exuberant— 'omnis

feret omnia tellus,' and then by the will of fate shall the

' saecula ' flow on for ever. All nature yearns for this

happy time—but who the child whose birth is the special

subject of the song may have been is disputed. He is

usually considered a son of Asinius Pollio, but from the

incongruity between the expectations of a child even of so

distinguished a man as Pollio, and those held forth in the

poem, as well as the correspondence between the ascertained

date of the birth of Marcellus and the probable date of the

composition of the Eclogue, I incline to think that the child

pointed at was the spotless nephew of Augustus. The

gentilician name ' Asinius,' it is true, has a sensible resem-

blance to that of ' Vishnu,' ' Ascanius,' Oschen, &c, which

may have induced Virgil to address the poem to him.

The word ' Sibyl ' has been identified in a former page with

' spella,' a spokeswoman of evangelic promise—a word

which must not be confined within limits. The legend of

her appearance to Tarquin and of the Sibylline books may

be recognised, I think, in correspondence, substance, and

name, although with very serious modifications otherwise,

in the story of King Satavahana and Gunadhya in Hindoo

tradition.

Legend of the iEneid. Before turning to the story of the iEneid, I would call

attention to a legend recorded by Abas in his ' Troica ' and

referred to by Servius (Comments on the iEneid, ix. 26-4),

to the effect that, after the fall of Troy and the departure
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of the Greeks, the kingdom was given to Astyanax (or A coming deliverer.

Scamand rius) the son of Hector—who, according to this
Je nei( '

account, must have survived the slaughter—but that he was

expelled by Antenor son of iEsyetes of the line of Assaracus

and ^Eneas. ^Eneas, however, vindicated the rights of

Astyanax and restored him to the sovereignty. This is iu

keeping with the expectation held forth by the etymology

of the name Astyanax and Scamandrius as elsewhere

elucidated—although not with the prophecy of Poseidon,

in the Iliad, that iEneas and his race should rule over the

Trojans, presumably in their own land. Antenor had been

friendly throughout to the Greeks, and advocated the resto-

ration of Helen, and the suspicion of treacherous complicity

has been attached to his memory. Other traditions state

that, after the fall of Troy, he associated himself with the

Heneti, allies of Troy from Paphlagonia, and migrated at

their head to Italy, where he founded the town of Padua,

the Heneti—whose name bears strong indication of kinship

with that of the Vindili * and of the Wends—subse-

quently, as we know from comparatively modern history,

becoming the founders of Venice. The names Antenor and

Heneti appear to be based on the same root, aud there may

be a relationship likewise with that of Anata or Anatis

—with which compare that of Nana the Babylonian

Aphrodite, as well as with the Etruscan surname of that

goddess, which I have analysed elsewhere f as ' Tif-anati,'

the ' goddess Anati.' In keeping with the tradition of Abas,

Antenor was settled in Italy, according to Virgil, before

iEneas. In the passage commented on by Servius, two

* Smith's Diet. Gr. Rom. Geog ., ii. 1310 b.

t Etr. Iiiscr., 257.

2 z
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(iroup V. silver goblets were taken at the sack of Arisba* in Mysia
Legends depending whH»n Homer speaks of, and which, according to Stephanus

the City or Polity f Byzantium, was founded by Scamandrius or Astyanax
OF CiOD WILL BE J

reconstituted. and Ascanius the son of ^Eneas, which would consequently

Legend of the ^nei J. appear to point to a j int sovereignty. There was another

Arisba in Lesbos, but it is remarkable that both towns, and

three ladies of the name of Arisba, one of them the first

wife of Priam, and another the wife of Paris, are all—and

the name occurs nowhere else—immediately connected

with Troy.

The ^Eneid recognises no rule of the hero in Troas, but

bases its argument on the Homeric prophecy that, after

the fall of Troy, ./Eneas and his posterity shall rule over

the Trojans— extending the scope of that prevision to Italy ;

in which, perhaps, he is justified by the fact that from early

times numerous cities and districts attributed their original

settlement to the Trojan prince during his wanderings

as the fated ' profugus ' of his race.

These wanderings are briefly narrated in the discourse

of iEneas to Dido, on whose territories at Carthage the

hero and his fleet found refuge in the 7th year of their

adventures. There is no warrant from extant tradition for

this episode ; we owe it apparently to the invention of the

poet ; but it is parallel to the dallyings of the Argonauts at

Lenmos, of the companions of Ulysses with the Lotophagi,

and of Odysseus himself with Calypso— the root of Dido and

Lotophagi being the same and implying lethe, lethau, tod (for

we must consider it moral) lethargy or death. He departs

by the command of Jupiter, but no sense of his ungenerous

treatment of Dido and the culpability incurred by it is

* iEu.. ix. 264.
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betrayed by the cold-hearted and calculating hero,—there A coming deliverer.

is no hint of a penitential and purgatorial Electra. Her The -^ ueicl -

curse is, however, fulfilled in subsequent suffering. Poseidon

—favourable to ^Eneas throughout the Iliad, as untainted

by the crimes of the house of Priam,—and Aphrodite, his

mother, protect him throughout ; and only Juno maintains

(for a time) her ancient hatred for all of the Trojan and

Dardanian race.

The visit to the infernal world, guided by the Cumsean

Sibyl, is another episode, deeply interesting, but not

germane to the proper subject of the poem. This begins

with the arrival on the coast of Latium and Laurentum, the

capital of Latinus, the descendant of Saturn and the king

of the Aborigines, who ruled the land. This had been the

promised goal of all his wanderings, and the sign given

by the god Tiberinus * was that he should settle where

he should find a white sow with thirty young ones and

where Alba Longa should be built. The venerable Latinus

had betrothed his daughter Lavinia to Turnus, king of

the Rutuli. He broke off the engagement in favour of

^Eneas. Mezentius, king of Caere or Agylla in Etruria,

had been expelled (according to the tradition adopted

by Virgil) in consequence of his cruelty, and taken refuge

with Turnus. The Tuscans or Etrurians had demanded

his surrender, which Turnus refused. Turnus, supported

by Mezentius, declared war against the Trojans and

Latinus in consequence of the breach of faith in

regard to Lavinia, whose wishes are very little considered,

either by the stranger hero or her father. All the

numerous native races of central Italy, and those especially

* Mq., viii. 44.
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Group V. which claimed affinity with the Argives and Pelasgi, took

oilTogma
dCling

Part with Turnus ;
while the Etruscans, emigrants from

the City or Polity Lydia, joined iEneas under their king Tarchon. The
of God will be j ' J °
reconstituted. Lydians had been neighbours and allies of the Trojans,

' and we may perhaps recognise here the bonds of here-

ditary friendship. iEneas found another ally, but of slight

power, in the virtuous Evander, and his colony of Arcadians

—and here, too, we remember the link between Dardanus,

especially in the line of iEneas, and Greece, as an emigrant

from Arcadia. Evander dwelt on the Palatine mount of

what afterwards was styled Koine.

It is not here that I propose to speak, except incidentally,

of ethnological affinities. What concerns us is the fortune

of the war as narrated in the iEneid. The fate of the

campaign, occupying less than a month, is determined by

the deaths successively of Mezentius and his son Lausus,

and of Turnus, by the hand of /Eneas—the last in single

combat—for the hand of Lavinia,—Turnus being, in fact,

paralysed by sorcery, so as to fall an unresisting victim.

With this last tragedy the poem closes, leaving, like the

Iliad, the rest of the tale untold, although indications of

the issue and of the destined glories of Koine and the

Koman race are scattered throughout the text. These

events, many of them recorded in tradition, varying from

those selected by Virgil, are, briefly, the marriage of ./Eneas

with Lavinia ; the foundation of Lavinium under the joint

rule of Latinus and ^Eueas; the disappearance of /Eneas

during a battle with Mezentius-—according to others, by

absorption in the river Numicius,—after which he was

styled Jupiter Indiges, in confusion, I suspect, with

Hercules; and, lastly, the foundation or occupation of
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Alba by Ascanius (?), to the fulfilment of the prophecy The iEneid.

of the white sow and her thirty young ones—answering

to the thirty confederated cities of Latium,—the ultimate

removal being to Rome,—in a word, Rome, being as I

have elsewhere shewn, a compound of Hru and heim,

'home of Hru,' that is of the Father-God, corresponding

with Ilion, as the Egyptian and Babylonian Ra corresponds

to the Semitic and Japhetan El, II. It is then that, accord-

ing to Virgil, under the rule of Julius Caesar, the descendant

of Ascanius, iEneas, Assaracus and Dardanus—and that

of Augustus—the golden age, the rule of Saturn, shall be

restored, the race of Tros shall rule over Phthia and

Mycenae, war shall cease, Fides and Vesta, Remus and

his brother Quirinus shall distribute justice, the gates of

war shall be shut and barred for ever, and impious Furor

—bound by a hundred brazen chains and sitting on a heap

of arms within the closed sanctuary—shall rage in vain, no

more to break forth in madness on mankind.

Of the heroes of the iEneid, Turnus and Mezentius, with

Lausus the son of Mezentius, attract the full sympathies of the

reader, and evidently reflect those of Virgil—the character

of the pious -ZEneas, brave and patriotic as he is represented,

being of a far lower moral grade. The self-devotion of

Lausus in his father's behalf, and the return of the wounded

Mezentius to the field, are perhaps the finest passages in

the poem ; and I have already noticed the inglorious success

of ^Eneas over Turnus. It is in the same spirit that Homer

paints the character of the Trojans, in spite of their weak

complicity with the crime of Paris, as compared with that

of the Argives. The descent of Virgil from the Etruscans

and the Ionian blood of Homer—Ionians and Etruscans
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Group V. alike representing the dogmatic tendencies of the Eastern

Legends depending
rather than those of the Western Japhetans—may perhaps

on dogma that

the City or Polity account for this.
of God will be

. .

keconstituted. Comparing, in fine, the iLneid with the three great

Legend of the Maeid.^ iegen(jS) that of the Argonauts, that of Troy, and that

of the iEneid, I may add that, while the two former are

homogeneous, giving utterance each of them to a national

tradition, although transmitted, especially that of Troy,

through dramatic channels and with many variations, the

poem of Virgil is, if I may repeat here more formally

the contrast I have drawn incidentally supra, a conglomerate

of legends and mythical machinery belonging to many

branches of the Japhetan race, which have been pressed

into the service of illustrating one central tradition.

Tradition that the That central tradition, which appears to have been of

S^rngman-
6
remote antiquity in primitive Italy as well as throughout

kind - the Japhetan world, was the belief that the golden age

—

A hero, ' the desire ,,.,„„ ,-m t j
of man,' to be the the kingdom of Saturn or Cronos—was to be restored once

rSoration.
18

more among mankind. In close connection with this tradi-

tion was the belief that a hero—the ' desire of man,' identified

(as above) with the Astyanax or Scamandrius of Homer

and the Homeric poets—should be the agent in this restora-

tion. A distinct tradition, which apparently existed among

the Romans from an early period, that they were descended

from the Trojans—and the positive fact that many towns

and districts along the course attributed to the voyage of

/Eneas—and all of them marked by the establishment of

the worship of Venus, claimed to have been settlements

originated by that hero, supplied a further element towards

the development of the tale, and witnessed in a certain

sense to the historic verity of the tradition. The com-
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inunity of traditions existing (as has been stated) between The ^aeid.

the Eomans, Arcadians, Phrygians, and other peoples offSSSSSS^
western Asia, may have contributed to the amalgamation,

—

and I may observe that there appears to me little doubt

that the Aborigines ruled over by Latinus, and who had

descended as conquerors upon the unwarlike Siculi of the

plain, derived their name from a common root with that,

for example, of the Phryges, and not from the verbal

conjunction 'ab origine,' more recently assigned as its

etymology. Lastly, my impression is that the mythological-

elements just enumerated were associated by Virgil with

traditions familiar to him as a native Etruscan, and which

we may still recognise in that ancient Edda of Scandinavia,

which presents so many points of resemblance to the

Eoman mythology— the Etruscan, as I have elsewhere

endeavoured to shew, being a very early branch of the

great German or Teutonic family. I have proved, I think,

in the Appendix to ' Etruscan Inscriptions ' * that Mezentius

and Turnus represent Modsognir and Durinn, the two chiefs

of the Dwergar or Elves ; the etymology of Modsognir, in

particular, signifying the ' blood-sucker,' or, in the connec-

tion of Mezentius with Caere and Agylla, the ' leech,'

—

accounting for that character of ferocity and the par-

ticular mode of torturing his prisoners mouth to mouth

attributed to him by Virgil,f so singularly at variance with

his gallant character otherwise. I believe, in fact, that

iEneas and Antenor of Troy, the descendants of Dardanus

through Assaracus, represent the Vanir of the Scandinavian

legend,—Niord, god of the air and sea, corresponding with

Poseidon, who favours iEneas while he hates the Trojans,

—

* Etr. Inscr., 285. t iEn., viii. 486.
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Group V. while Freyr represents Paris, and the seduction and abduc-

Legenda depending
ti of (jercia by Freyr that of Helen, Gerda being the

on dosrma that J J

the City or Polity
sister of Beli, the giant whom Freyr slays,—Freya again,

of God will be
# . . ^ .

reconstituted. the daughter of Niord and the sister of 1 reyr, being identical

Legend of the iEneid.
wJth Yeaaa Qr Aphrodite. The war of ^Eneas against the

Klvmolocfical
,

„ .

analysis. Rutuli, Turnus, and Mezentius, with the supremacy oi the

former, has thus (such is my belief) been associated in

Virgil's mind with the subjection of Alfheim, the power

of the Lios Alfar, god of light, dwelling upon earth, to the

rule of Freyr and the Vanir—the name Rutuli pointedly

reflecting in its significance the character of the Lios Alfar,

whose very name of Alfar is preserved in that of Alba,

—

while Ardea, the capital of Turnus, apparently represents

the name of the supreme deity and regent of the Lios Alfar,

fturtur and his sister Juturna. I am not sure whether

Mezentius may not be considered ethnologically the banished

chief of the Pelasgic Agylla after its conquest and re-

nomination as Csere by the Etruscans. The latter nation

I take to represent mythically the Swart or Dock Alfar,

always at hostility with the Elves of Light, while the

name of their chief Tarchon—proximately akin to the

Targitans of the Scythians and the apxu)v of Athens—is

probably connected, through the transmutation of the letters

r and I, with the name of the < Telchines/ mythically

associated with Mount Ida. The conquest of Alba and

of the Latini by ^Eneas would, I submit, in this point of

view, present an absolute parallel to the acquisition of

Alfheim by the Vanir, and the two traditions, perhaps

originally derived from a common source, would naturally

run into coalescence. I should not omit to say that, while

the preceding coincidences point to the Vanir in connection
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with ^Eneas, I cannot but think that some memory of the The Mneii.

god Hoenir as surviving Eagnarok and either choosing his
a ysis "

lot, or, as another reading suggests, receiving the piacular

blood, after that great catastrophe, may have contributed

to link these traditions of a primitive war common to the

traditions of Scandinavia and Italy with that of the expected

' desire of man,' an Ascanius or Scamandrius, as represented

by Hoenir, a name as near as that of Van- or Vanir to

iEneas,—while Balder returns along with him, as the reign

of Apollo is fully established on the return of the Saturnia

regna. The word Latium and Latinus—answering to the

Lydia of Asia Minor—is, I suspect, a variety of Rhsetia,

Rasena, and Rhseti, names given to one great section of the

Etruscan race, as may be shewn to be the case with regard

to many other races of antiquity. The Latins and Etruscans

must thus have had many traditions in common, inde-

pendently of the near connection of the Etruscans with the

Tyrrheni or Thoringi of the West.

The general effect of this analysis of the component

elements of the iEneid is to shew, I think, first that they

are of high antiquity, and, with the exception premised

of the episode of Dido, not the production of the poet's

fancy ; and secondly, that the central tradition round which

the others circle—that which we have already seen in a

different form in the ' Pollio '—was one of supreme import-

ance in the eyes of a man who, like Virgil, inherited the

anterior culture of the two great and originally indepen-

dent nations who practically divided Italy between them,

although the older had become subject to the vounger

people. The neglect into which Etruscan traditions and

language had sunk before the Augustan age naturally
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Group v. accounts for the ignorance of them displayed by Servius

Legends depending
jn hjs commentary; and the poet died before he had

on dogma that the j x

City or Polity of completed the work, and much of his knowledge doubtless
God will be kecon- r

stituted. with him.
Legend of the iEneid.

In conclusionj if a conglomerate, as I have termed it, the

materials afford precious testing to the aucient dogmatic

belief of the Japhetan West, and apart from the special

devotion exhibited to the Caesars, there is no reason to

suspect Virgil of any perversion of the spirit of the ancient

belief.

One final fact should be noted, the marked contrast

between the voaroi of the Achaei and Argonauts and the

wanderings of iEneas. The former are in punishment of

crime, and to abase; the latter are in hope of a glorious

The three myths of future. The contrast points to myths distinct from each

KSff other—the first to that embodied in the Argonautic ex-

a
H,

of
n-?

re8^r*on pedition and the fall of Troy, the latter to the myth of
of the City or Polity, r J> •*

all express the for- renovation treated of in the present chapter. The three
tunes of the Com-
munity or Church, myths all express the fortune of the Community or Church.

I have only to add in conclusion, that the legends noted

under the two sections of this chapter testify to the ex-

position and the antiquity of the dogma on which they are

founded, as in former instances.
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CHAPTER VI.

PRIORITY OF DOGMA.

In conclusion, I must point the inductions which may be Dogma is earlier

drawn from a comparison of the legends noticed in the five

preceding chapters as bearing on the question whether the

dogmata which I have attributed to the creed of the early

Japhetan race in the earlier portion of this work have been

correctly so attributed or not. It may be assumed broadly,

I think, as now proved, that the legends echo the faith set

forth as that of the primitive stock of Japhet in the fore-

going pages. And if so—if the legend is a mere present- Legend a mere pre-

„„, iTT- ti • sentment of funda-
ment oi fundamental moral and religious truth—dogma is mental moral and

earlier than legend. Then the counter view, that legends °

are based upon the personality of material nature and

have nothing to do with religious faith, must be rejected.

Section I.

Grouping of the Legends. Grouping of the

Legends.

Firstly, it will be observed that the legends treated of

in the preceding five chapters fall naturally into as many

groups, corresponding to the first, second, third, fourth, and

fifth chapters in the first, and the corresponding series of

chapters in the second division of this inquiry. Thus the

group of legends of which that of Scylla * may be cited as

* See p. 598.
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Dogma earlier than an example find their centre of unity in the doctrine of the
Legend.

Supreme God, the Father,* laid down in the first chapter of

the division consecrated to the relation of God to man, and

that of human schuld f or guilt as incurred by the transgres-

sion of the divine law laid down in the first chapter of the

division consecrated to the relation of man towards God.

Again, the group, second in order, of which the legends of

(Edipus % and Athamas § may be taken as leading examples,

correspond with the doctrine of God the Son-Saviour,
||
and

that of propitiation If for mankind, severally laid down in

the second chapters respectively of the two general divisions.

Thirdly, the group of which the Argonautic Expedition ** is

the most prominent example, answers to the doctrine of the

Holy Spirit,ff and that of the education of the soul for

heaven,:}::}: which occupies the third rank in the respective

divisions. The fourth group, once more, • of which the

Trojan War §§ is the central example, refers us to the doctrine

of the unity of the Deity
||||

and that of the Polity or City of

God,1H[ occupying the place of the corresponding fourth

chapters in the two divisions. And lastly, the grouping in

which the adventures of iEneas *** form the most character-

istic element gravitates in like manner to correspondent

chapters in the bifold dogmatic survey in question, in which

I have endeavoured to ascertain the early Japhetan doctrine

of celestial hierarchies or spirits,|tt and that of the future

fortunes of man beyond the grave. %\% The link of connection

and reconciliation between these two great antitheses, of

which God and man are the respective poles, is supplied

* Sec p. 1. t See p. 302. \ See p. 6T0. § See p. 614.

||
See p. 34. f See p. 319. ** See p. 642. ft See p. 182.

X\ See p. 457. §§ See p. 677. |||| See p. 229. If See p. 512.

See p. 702. ttt Seep. 237. XXX See p. 511.***
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(I need hardly repeat) by the Son-Saviour, both God and Grouping of the
Legends.

man, whose energy prospective and present interpenetrates The gon_gav i0ul.

the entire world of dogma ; and the legends follow the same
J

3
.

01 '1 G°d aud "aun» ls

° ' ° the medium between

order of march, beginning in the first instance with those God and man.
First group of

which establish the basis and ratio of his intervention ; legends establish the

. , . ,, . , . .
basis and ratio of his

proceeding, in the second, to the actions ol individual heroes, intervention.

, . ... ., • .- * 1 • i j Second group point
his representatives as piacular victims tor mankind ; and the actions of fndi-

then, in the third, fourth, and fifth categories, ultimately
representatives

1

'^

indeed reducible to one, to that of the community or body
JJJJJJJU

victimsfOT

corporate of the faithful, of which he is at once the divine J!'
ird

>
fourth

,
and

1 tilth groups, re-

and human nucleus, exhibited first as an established and ducibie ultimately to

one, represent the

militant, then secondly as a peccant and apostate, but community of the
faithful, of which he

lastly as a repentant, re-established, and hallowed polity or, is the divine and
, , , ,, ., n , , i , /• ,1 human nucleus, ex -

as we should now call it, Church, as above set tortn. hibited first as an

I have shewn, in a very early page* of this inquiry, that the J**2 M̂"f

;

process is that dogma produces symbol—symbol legend, in PfFe*nt and aP°state
1 ° r J J ° thirdly as a repen-

a series corresponding with childhood, youth, and developed tant, re-established,

and hallowed polity

manhood of humanity. The grouping of the legends in or Church.

question—and those cited comprise the most important of

the series—is thus not arbitrary, inasmuch as it would be

difficult to class any one of them otherwise than under the

heads and in the order premised; but what is of pre-

dominant importance is the fact that, through the approxi-

mations thus shewn, the legends, so obscure and unintelligible

hitherto, obtain an intelligible and, it will presently appear,

a moral significance, never, I think, appreciated till the

present time. Dogma is thus to legend like cause to effect,

like life to matter, like the Demiurgus to creation, earlier

in point of date, active in the sense of power; or it might

be paralleled to the elm as husband of the vine, or the oak

* See p, xxvii.
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Dogma earlier than as host of the rnisletoe, or a tower on whose strength the

ivy rests and spreads, frequently to conceal the entire fabric

till we part the leaves and recognise the old grey stone

beneath. The first of these considerations establishes a

strong preliminary probability that the dogmata to which

the legends thus answer as shadow to substance have been

correctly identified, while the latter elevates the probability

into positive conviction.

Induction from the
Legends.

Correspondence
between the actions

and the personal and
dogmatic characters

of leading gods and
goddesses in the

legends of Argo,

Troy, and iEneas.

The tale of Troy
illustrates the anta-

gonism between
rationalism and
materialism,

Section II.

Induction from the Legends.

Proceeding a step further :—the correspondence which

can be shewn to exist between the sympathies manifested

and the action taken by the leading gods and goddesses

who figure in the legends above illustrated, especially in

the great epical tales of the Argonauts, Troy, and ./Eneas,

with the personal and dogmatical characters of those deities

as independently ascertained in the first division (more

especially) of this inquiry, tends to prove that those per-

sonal and dogmatic characters were correctly ascribed in

each instance, and thus that the dogmata represented by

the respective deities formed part, it must now be added,

of the primitive creed of the Japhetans.

Taking the tale of Troy as representing the middle

term in the epical series, the induction under the present

section proceeds as follows :—We have clearly recognised

the antithesis which exists between the Achtei or Argives

and the Trojans, as that of independency based on the

excess of reason over imagination in intellectual develop-

ment, and that of the Trojans as that of sacerdotalism based
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on the counter excess of imagination over reason,—the Induction from

former gravitating in excess to what is called idealism in „.
f Tro

philosophy and rationalism in religion—and that of the illustrates the anta-
x * * ° gonism between

latter to materialism ; the ultimate issue, when the counter- rationalism and
materialism,

active influence of the correlative elements is wholly lost,

being defiance of God and theoretic atheism in the former

case, brutal superstition and practical atheism in the latter

—a stage of degradation nowhere, of course, indicated in the

Homeric poem, but which is necessarily adapted as it

were for effecting when once the path of schism has been

entered upon. The Argives, for example, have no estab-

lished priesthood, but soothsayers or prophets—each chief-

tain acts as king and priest on his own behalf, and sacrifices

acceptable to the Gods are but few. The Trojans, on the

other hand, have an established priesthood, the stage of

separation of the kingly and priestly authority having been

thus accomplished ; while Zeus acknowledges that his altars

at Ilion never lacked victims. Dogmatically the Argives

may be compared to the Zoroastrian and Kshatryan and

Buddhist, the Trojans to the Devaasdic, Magian, and

Brahminic—schools representing in essence the spirit of

what is called orthodoxy or Protestantism on the one hand,

and of Catholicism on the other in the theological system

or terminology of the (Ecumenical Church of Christendom.

At the head of the respective races, Argives and Trojans,

thus metaphysically characterised and tending inherently

to their dogmatical excesses, we have Hera, Athena, Hera, Athene, Posei-

Poseidon, patrons of the Argives, and Zeus (in his character Arrives
r
-°
Zeus,

ie

of 'Son of Cronos'), Apollo (with his twin sister Artemis, ^^S°^ftht
although she is but slightly mentioned), and Aphrodite, g*°^

e
;

^^above
patrons of the Trojans,— while ' Cronion ' or Zeus—above al l-
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Dogma earlier than and beyond the range of his particular sympathies—obeys

the dictates of Moira, or Supreme Fate, and weighs the

balance of the rival interests accordingly, giving value

(against his own partialities) to the preponderating scale.

The three Argive The inference necessarily arises from these special partisan-
deities represent ...
rationalistic inde- ships, that the three Argive deities represent the principle
pendency ; the three „ . . . . . .

Tmjan, represent ot rationalistic independency, and the three Trojan the

mediatorial sacerdo- counter principle of materialistic or, theologically speaking,
tahsm - mediatorial sacerdotalism— ut supra—mystical segrega-

Moira or Fate repre- tiveness versus social congregativeness ; while the Moira
sents the superior D °
and absolute Power or Fate which impends over and gives laws for both, and
over both.

r &
is symbolised by the balance, represents a superior and

absolute but just power—taking due account of such

partial distinctions.

But these are the identical characters which we have seen

reason to assign to the respective deities on independent

grounds, mythical and etymological, in the two first, but

mure especially the first division of this ' Faith of Japhet.'

We have there recognised Athene as representing the Son-

Deity in the abstract as divine—the representative of

pure intellect, cold and unsympathising, and hardly to be

distinguished from the Father-God, against whom she was

more than once in rebellion—Apollo, the Son-Deity, as

associated with humanity through his mother Latona, and

whose will is always in accordance with that of his Father

—

and Zeus as exhibiting (especially in Homer) a confusion

of the two characters of Supreme God, Zwarz or Hyes, and

of the Son as ' Tus,' in the extreme expression of materiality,

in which a gross humanity almost entirely eclipses the

purer elements of divinity—his character thus exhibiting

an union of moral licence and physical power well-nigh
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unbounded—in the same person, suggestive too often of

disgust and abhorrence. Poseidon again, a deity always

spoken of with the utmost reverence by Homer, and treated

with peculiar deference by Apollo, although representing

an antagonist principle, represents the Spirit-God indignant

against treachery and wrong ; while Hera is a reflex, or, if

I may express it so, the wisdom, of the Supreme God in his

character of 'Eppog, Hru, Cronos, Saturn, or Zwarz—main-

taining a bitter, but of course, in that example, a sym-

bolical resentment against Zeus, at once her son and

husband, in Olympus, as the usurper of his father's rights

;

and lastly Aphrodite or Venus—a mere variety of the

1 Bona Dea,' whom we have recognised likewise as Mylitta,

—Amalthea, or (I have ventured to suggest) Leto, repre-

sents the more placable and human tenderness of the Father

not only of Gods but of men, who provided through,

her a means of salvation or mediator for mankind through

piacular suffering, to be endured first by Apollo himself,

and secondly through that category of his children, of

whom Hercules is the most prominent example.

What is especially noticeable, is that, however relatively Progression by

adverse, none of these deities were disowned by Argives

'

or Trojans—Athena was honoured as highly at Ilion as at

Athens. The Argive deities are, in a word, the comple-

ments of the Trojan, and vice versa—even as reason is the

complement of imagination in the consummated intellect,

and the deity the complement of the humanity in the

person of the bifold Son-Saviour, as shewn in the second

chapter of the first division of this work. Each element

is in antagonism, but each is necessary to the other, and

prolific through their interaction of heroic and sacrificing

3 A
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Dogma earlier than
Legend.

The Molpa, who pre-

sides unseen over all,

corresponds to the

character of the

Father-God, Zwarz,

the Supreme Deity.

The dogmata which
are impersonated in

the various deities

are anterior to the
legends, and genuine
articles of the primi-
tive creed.

activity — this being the expression, in their particular

instance, of an universal truth which I vindicated long ago

as a fundamental law underlying creation.* Lastly, the

Mo7pa, who presides unseen and inscrutable over all, in

Homer corresponds, as we have shewn, in name and in

character to the Father-God, Zwarz, the most exalted con-

ception of the Supreme Deity, as explained by the Dii

Involuti or Veiled Gods of the Etruscans ; while the Zeus

Eerkeius of Troy, in whose temple Priam worshipped and

at whose altar he fell, answers exactly to the alternate

name and character of that Supreme Father, not merely

in the somewhat materialised impersonation of Hecate,

but in that of Hek, Here, a name and character identical in

origin and import with that of Zwarz himself, as elsewhere

established.

If then, to conclude this particular argument, the deities

in the legends, partisans of rival theories in religion, act

the parts dramatically which their dogmatic characters, as

ascertained on independent grounds, lead us to expect, and

if the deities in question, ranking on the respective sides,

are not (as above stated) disowned by their opponents, or

branded as demous as in the Aryan East, but reverenced

and worshipped even by those who suffer from their hostility,

then, reversing the prospect, the correspondence shews

that the dogmatical characters of those deities have

been rightly assumed, and that the dogmata which are

impersonated in them are anterior to the legends, and

genuine articles of the primitive Creed of Japhet, earlier

than the date of the great schism between the Japhe-

tans and Aryans. All this is in accordance with the

* See the author's ' Progression by Autagonibin.'
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position laid down at the beginning of this work, that Dogma generates

,. i i t ,i • -i
symbolism, aiid

dogma generates symbolism, and symbolism myth or legend, symbolism myth or

which is in fact the poetical utterance, epical or dramatic,
egen

'

in imaginative youth, of sober facts received in conceptive

childhood provisionally in passive obedience from superior

authority.

What I have shewn and argued at supra in regard to The legend of .Eneaa
. more recent than

the legend of Troy is equally true of that of ihneas, in that of Troy.

every point of view of more recent, although still very

ancient date, in which the deities are still, although not

so sharply, distinguished by partisanship,—and true like-

wise in regard to that of the Argonauts, in which the

deities at variance before Troy are united in favouring the

Minyse—this fact proving that that adventure, whether The legend of the.... Argonauts older.

historical or purely mythical, belongs to a period in the

Japhetan Church when the antagonism of Imagination and

Eeason and the rival schools of Materialism and nationalism

expressed in the tales of Troy and iEneas, had not as yet

developed themselves—a period thus remoter than that

sung of by Homer.

The tradition of the rebellion of Hera, Athena, and The rebellion of
Hera, Athena, and

Poseidon against Zeus—the latter defended by Briareus, Poseidon against

who has been identified with Apollo—is rather a myth

than a legend, and I have treated it as such; but the

contrasted principles and the persons that embody them

are identical with those in the Trojan legend, bear the

same dogmatical interpretation and support the like

inference in favour of the correct identification of the

dogmata ascribed in this inquiry to the old Japhetan

Creed.

There is a marked difference, indeed, in the issue of the
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Dogma eablieb than two conflicts—Zeus, who is victorious in the one here

touched upon, suffering defeat in that of Ilion or Troy.

The former has every appearance of relating to a war in

heaven—men are not concerned in it,—and I have treated

of it accordingly in the second chapter of the First Part of

this work.*

Section III.

Traditions point to Traditions point to an Original Scene of Conflict.
an Original Scene
or Conflict. The superior antiquity, in a general point of view, of dogma

over legend, and the speciiic fact that the dogmata formed

part of the Creed of Japhet before the great schism which

parted the Eastern from the Western branch of the origin-

ally divine faith, is illustrated in the following manner :

—

If these legends If the legends as illustrated in the preceding section of
reflect the conflict of .. . . „ , n
dogmas ami «f dt-ities this third or supplementary division ot my work reflect

do"m^
S

the
l

pfe-
^ the conflict of dogmas and of deities as representing those

sumption follows that
d mag all under the condition of constitutional reconcilia-

those legends like- o '

wise express the con- tjon au(i uni t,v above shewn, the presumption follows that
flict of races which J ' * f

possessed those those legends likewise express the conflict of races or
dogmas.

families of nations which possessed those dogmas, and that

the legends bear thus a corresponding relation to history,

although the locality where the historical events thus

indicated occurred, may possibly be variously localised

according to the settlement of the races which carried these

historical traditions along with them from a central spot

—a probability supported by the fact that the legends

attached to the foundation and early ages of Eome were

held in common, as has been shewn, with the Arcadian,

* See p. 45,
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Phrygian and others, all of the same Japhetan origin and Traditions point

, XT . , . to an Original
imported from the same Japhetan homestead. JNor is this scene op Conflict.

all : it equally follows that the original scene of conflict

to which the various traditions refer, may be not any one

of the localities where we find the tradition localised in

historical times, but some more distant region, the original The original home

1 • 1 • T. 1_
°f ^e raC6,

home of the race, and the actual situation of which has

been entirely lost sight of in tradition through lapse of

time. But if we can positively identify the races con-

nected with the dogmata in these legends with races

positively known to historical tradition—if these races can

be traced to a common stock, and we find indications of

the same events in the historieal background of each

people, then the dogmata as professed by these races must

be referred back to times not less ancient than those in

which the historical events in question occurred, as dis-

closed by the comparison, and this reference, as will be

seen, will take us back in the instance I am about to

adduce, to the primitive times of Japhet—long anterior

to the Zend-Avesta or Veda of the Aryans, who were but

one, although the more intellectual, branch of the common

Japhetan stock.

The proof that such was the case may be found, I think, Comparison of the

• • jpj. origin and fate of

in a comparison of the bare outline oi the origin and late Troy with the dis-

of Troy, with the tradition of the origin of the distinction reaims a„d racea f

between the realms and races of Turan and Iran, as handed Turan and Iran *

down from ancient times in Persia. We have already, in

the last section, ascertained the dogmatical principle which

lay at the root of the Trojan war, and we have long been

familiar with the spirit of the great schism in the East

which separated Iran.
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Dogma earlier than The first point to observe is the identity' of the names
Legend. ^ j)ardanus and Thraetaona, which stand at the head of
Comparison between
the legend of Troy the two lines of succession, on which I have remarked
and the traditional .

. . .

realms and races of on an early page of this work—each ot them being a

patronymic, signifying ' Son of Zwarz ' or of the Supreme

God—both words being an earlier form of Athena—a name

primitively indeed, as I have shewn, Tritonis. Thraetaona

had three sons, Tur, Selm, and Irage. Tur was the

eldest, Irage the youngest. The two elder rebelled against

their father. He sent the youngest on a mission of con-

ciliation, but the two elder brothers slew him. Hence the

origin of the long wars between the descendants of Tur

and Selm, inhabitants of the land broadly named Turan,

and those of Irage, the denizens of Iran,—the former

representing the original stock of the Japhetans, as before

the great schism—the latter the Aryan branch, through

whose section the distinction between the Eastern and

Western branches of the house of Japhet originated.

Passing over intermediate approximations, we have the

counterpart of these three brothers and their descendants—

in ethnological kinship as well as dogmatical character

—

in the Trojans and the Lycians on the one hand, and the

Argives or Achaji on the other. Taking the Argives first

—

and I may observe that Achse/i is, I suspect, an abraded

form of Argei/oi, through the suppression of the r as in

Thworestar, Twashtar—both being identical in formation

with aptifoi, Arya,—we can have little difficulty in identify-

ing them with the eponymic Irage king of Iran in name,

as they undoubtedly were in rationalistic anti-materialistic

character. Between the names of Tros and Troes, again,

and Tur there is but little, I may say no, appreciable
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difference, and the approximation of the Lycians, the allies Comparison between
11 the Legend of Trot

of the Trojans, with their intermediate brother Selm, and the traditional

n , Realms and Races
although less apparent superficially, becomes equally clear f Turan and Iran.

upon the following consideration :—The earliest inhabitants

of Lycia bore the name of Solymi alternately with that

of Termili. Solymi is an immediate form of Selm.

But m and v are interchangeable, and thus Selm becomes

Selv, and we have in this variety of the name the root

of the name Slav-oni, the patronymic of the great Slave

or Slavonic race in Europe. The letter I, again, alternates

with r, and we have in another direction the patronymic

Sarmatas, Saurom-atse, race or sons of Sarm, Saurorn-, that

is of Selm, the brother of Tur and Irage, —Servia, Serlbia,

etc., being existing vestiges of the title. But again

s and t are constantly found in intermutation, as dis-

integrations of the older z, and, returning to Lycia, we

finally recognise the root Sarm = Selm is that of Term-,

which gives origin to the alternate name of the Lycians,

Termili. Termili and Solymi, the ancient names of the

Lycians, thus answer exactly to the patronymics Sarmatae

and Slavoni, alternate names for the same great race,

or for the two leading branches of the one great race

familiar to us in the East of Europe, and closely akin to

the Aryan stock, although sympathising more with the

Aryans of Aryavarta or Hind than with the Aryans of Iran.

Among personal names connected with Lycia the reader

will recollect that of Sarpedon, a mere variety of Sarmat-ae

;

while ' Glaucus ' bears a close affinity to the root of Lyc-ia.

Various collateral circumstances, it may be added, tally

with these approximations and connect Lycia with Troy

genealogically and ethnologically. We have a Tlos on
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Dogma earlier than the Xanthus, both town and river in the southern province,

Traditions point to and the city Tlos is but a variety of the name ' Tros

'

conS.
Dal SCene °f

of Tr°y- The Amazons, again, that mysterious race, bore

the title, according to Herodotus, of Oiofurara, implying, he

says, in the Scythian language avdpoKrovoi, 'killers of men,'

but which I read, dividing the word as Otopir-ara, ' Sarinatae,'

otherwise Solymi or Termilae, and they were allies of the

Trojans. But Sarmatge, Solymi, and Termilae, all corre-

spond iu root, to the name Selm in Persian tradition

;

and the Amazons, like the Lycians, were friends and allies,

not of the Greeks, but the Trojans.

The Trojans, The result of all this would be that Trojans, Lycians,

%nZ£t£s$£ and Argives in Homer correspond to the three races of Tur,

T^Se^andTrage Selm >
and Irage in Persian tradition, Troy and Lycia

in Persian tradition, representing the brothers Tur and Selm, and the

Argives the third brother, Irage,—Turan versus Iran;

and what may confirm this conclusion is the fact that

the Greek and Persian of historic times, Xerxes and

Alexander, looked on Ilion and Troas with equal interest,

as the scene of great events in which their respective nations

met in conflict—Xerxes, in fact, believing that his mission

was to revenge the wrongs of Persia and Asia upon the

representatives of Achilles and Europe. But if so, then

—

the politico-historical conflict alike in the East and West

being based upon dogmatic distinctions as above established

The dogmata older —it follows as a matter of course that the dogmata must

be older than the conflict, and as that conflict ended in

the break-up of the primitive Japhetan or Aryan polity,

the date of the dogmata is thus referred to a period far

beyond tradition as received—far beyond the date of the

earliest Veda or Gatha of the Persians and Hindus—when

thuu the conflict.
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those who professed these dogmata were living as one

undivided family ; and yet, through the internal evidence

already remarked upon, ' later than the date of the

Argonautic tradition, in which the deities elsewhere opposed

are constitutionally in reconciliation.

The tradition respecting iEneas in Italy and the Vanir Traditions respecting
r ° ^ueas in Italy and

of the Edda would furnish a similar argument, and I could the Vanir of the

moii Edda furnish a siini-

shew reason for holding that the three eponyms iur, feelm, iar argument,

and Irage, the sons of Thraetaona, are identical with Thor

the descendant of Kar, Logi, and iEgir, the sons of Forniotr,

in the older Scandinavian mythology, anterior to that of

Odin and the Edda, and recorded (so far as the present

legend) in the Frendinoreyn,—and that identity extends

beyond that of mere name and common ancestry, but that

relating to Troy will suffice.

The common belief of Greek and Persian, that the Troy The common belief

of Homer was the scene of their great struggle in ancient
[3 [n faV0ur of Troy

times—that struggle being now identified with the war ^"{fty oYthelr great

between Iran and Turan—is strongly in favour of Troy 6truSSle -

being the actual locality. I should otherwise have thought

that some place in Media or Persia, perhaps ' Rhagae,' had

a better claim.

Note (a).

I cannot help believing that a still more ancient tradition a still more ancient

. . . tradition points to
has been assumed by the Japhetans into their own—a the glory and judicial

tradition transmitted from times not much later than the
f God, venerated

first dispersion of the Noachide race,—and that, as Eome
^boicTrace of Noah.

(li-heim) perpetuates the tradition of a * City of Hru ' or God

—parallel with that of Ilion, El-heim, or Troy—so Ilion

perpetuates the tradition, in Greek song, of the glory and
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Dogma earlier than judicial destruction of a city of God earlier than either

. . „ ,
.

, and venerated originally by the whole race of Noah.
An ancient Noacnide ° J J

City of God. It appears to me probable that this primitive city was

ri

r

and
b
Ka

n

-S
e8Bab "

t]ie Babel of Semitic and Ka Ea of Babylonian tradition.

Etymological Both names signify ' Bab,' Ka = ' Mouth ' or * Gate ' of ' El/

« Ea ' = God—' El ' and ' Ea ' being forms of ' Hlu ' and

' Hru,' which we have in Japhetan likewise, in the form

' Elic-ius/ Ejojooc, etc., as shewn long ago. The name
' Il-ion,' the ' kpd ' or holy, and Bab-el are thus closely

allied in name and signification, while that of Ilus is

identical with 'El.' The ' Scsean Gate' may be a re-

membrance of the Assyrian ' Bab.' Suggesting merely that

the forcible entrance of the third dragon into Ilion may be

explained by a theory that the Trojans (conf. Troj-, Tyrk-,

Ssjok-, Tarchon

—

8/ookwv) occupied the original Ilion, I may

proceed to note that if Niinrod was Lord—and Bili-nipru

God of Babel—points of connection with the name Nipru

are recognisable in the epithets btypvotooa and avsfiosaaa so

frequently given to Troy by Homer. 'Otypvotaaa, originally

I suspect voippvotaaa, appears to be referable to nipru, which,

like the Egyptian nefri, signifies 'the Good;' and as the

mother of the Gods is styled ' Bona Dea,' so I suspect the

original form of Aphrodite to have been ' Naphro-dite,'—and

Aphrodite, the Mulita, was the patroness of the Dardanian

race.
'

Avt/moeaaa, in like manner, leads us to the same

goddess as ' Venus,' and to the Scandinavian ' Vanir,' so

closely connected with the race of iEneas. Mulita (Mylitta),

otherwise Beltis, was the wife of Mul, the Babylonian form

of Bel, or Bili-nipru. Orchamus, according to the lines of

Ovid *—

* Ovid, Met., iv. 212.
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« Rexit Achsemenias urbes pater Orchamus, isque The Noaohide City

Septimus a prisco numeratur origine Beli, of God.

Etymological and

was the seventh in descent from Belus, and ruled over the comparative analysis.

cities of the Achsemenidse or Persians. The iEolic name

of Priamus was ritppafiog, whence the name of the hill

Pergama. But pp takes the form of 'ok' or ' px>' as

in Tyrrh-eni, Tarch-on, and thus Priamus =: Ilsppa/xog =

Ylep-ya/jia, resolves into identity with the Orchamus of

Ovid—the latter presenting necessarily an abraded form

of an older form, Porchamus. But Priam was, like

Orchamus, the seventh in descent from Zeus—if we may

take Zeus as equivalent to Bili-Nipru—through Dardanus,

the Western form of Thraetaona. These various approxima-

tions all point to a connection between Troy and Babel

sufficient to vindicate the belief that a tradition of the still

vaster break-up of the Noachide Babel is visible in the

background of the purely Japhetan legends of Troy and

the song of Thraetaona in Ionic and Persian tradition.

I would only add that the epithet anravi), originally alireivn,

(Tanrmni, likewise given to Ilios is suggestive of the very

ancient name of Sippora, a town which, from its connec-

tion with the books of Seth as the supposed primitive

seat of knowledge, may well be presumed to be of extreme

Noachide antiquity.

The preceding suggestions in nowise affect the nature

of the immediate and positive evidence above founded upon

as proof of the priority of dogma over legend in the

Japhetan mind. The ethnological question and that of

the connection of mythical with real geography, although of

great interest in themselves, are of only subsidiary import-

ance in this argument, although of importance as assisting
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Dooma earlier than us to determine the approximate date of early dogma.

The Noachide City
If we can

'
by this helP' identify the dogma held by the

of God - undivided Japhetan race, that is sufficient for all ultimate

purposes without speculating whether the creed thus ascer-

tained was special to the Japhetans or shared by them, as

it probably was to a great extent, with both the other

branches of the Noachide race at that time. Our sight

does not extend beyond the period immediately preceding

the first great schism in the Japhetan stock. A long

period must have elapsed between that extreme point of

our vision and the separation of the Japhetans from the

Hamite and Shemitic races—and, again, between that separa-

tion and the date of the common patriarch Noah.

Note (b).

Difference of opinion In attributing, as above, a substantial historical truth to

attributing a sub- the legend of the tale of Troy, I differ, as the reader will

truth to the lcend doubtless observe, from the judgment of Mr. Grote in the

of lroy " opening of his great ' History of Greece.' ' The tale of the

Trojan war is,' as he expresses it, ' in the eyes of modern

inquiry, essentially a legend and nothing more. If we are

asked whether it be not a legend embodying portions of

historical matter and raised upon a basis of truth, our answer

must be that as the possibility of it cannot be denied, so

neither can the reality of it be affirmed. We possess nothing/

but the ancient epic itself without any independent evidence.

Whoever, therefore, ventures to dissect Homer, Arctinus, and

Lesches, and to pick out certain portions as matter of

fact while he sets aside the rest as fiction, must do so in full

reliance on his own power of historical divination, without
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any means either of proving or verifying his conclusions,'' vol. Difference of

i. 434. These observations would not have been written, gkote.

I suspect, in the present day. ' Independent evidence ' is

afforded by the correspondence of language, mythology, and

tradition, as now adduced ; and these supply the ' means ' of

penetrating deeper into the past than was possible under

the conditions which determined Mr. Grote's conclusions.

Mr. Grote's shortcoming consists in this, that he looked

upon the mythology recorded in the Greek writers as the

unassisted product of the Greek mind, instead of what it

really was—a heritage from the past, developed in great

measure and in all its leading points before the separation

of the Greeks from the other branches of the Japhetan race.

Approaching the question by the broader road of compara-

tive inquiry, we ascend to a higher and more comprehensive

point of observation. Under the advantages thus afforded, Legends common to

both the Greeks and
mythology shews us that many legends, even those not barbarians must be
„,.,, ,. , . . , , , anterior to the time
tound in the earliest classical writers, are common to what

f the Greeks.

the Greeks styled barbarian races, and to the Greeks them-

selves, and thus are at once transferred to times anterior to

those of Greece. Language shews, in repeated cases, that the

names of persons and localities which figure in the Hel-

lenic legends, Greek forms of worship, ceremonies, etc., are not

originally Greek, nor intelligible by means of Greek speech,

but are only to be explained through tongues other than

Greek, while the interpretations thus afforded are found to

point to a system of dogma and a field of legend the import

of which had ceased to be understood long before the times

of Homer. The hero-legends are thus, as a rule, not of

Greek origin, but derived from a remoter source, and only

localised in Hellas, although the genius of Hellas has
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Dogma earliek than invested them with immortality. Mr. Grote once more

r.-fr - . . comes short of the truth in taking Homer as the central and
Uinerence 01 opinion &
with Mr. Grote. oldest type of Greek mythology, and esteeming the narra-

tives of Hesiod a mere modification and development of the

Homeric,—whereas, whatever the date of Hesiod, his myths

bear a more archaic stamp, while his morality is of a far

loftier type. I have already noticed the simple purity and

unselfishness of that morality—and the immediate relation

which he indicates between God and man (as dependent on

that morality)—constituting originally, a system far different

in character from that which we find in Homer. That

this high morality implies a higher antiquity is established

partly by the fact which transpires from the present inquiry,

Hesiod represents that dogma is anterior to legend. Hesiod, in fact, represents
the Pelasgie traili- ,i -r» i • t • -n- i x i ±t j.i

tion, Homer the Ionic the Pelasgic tradition, Homer the Ionic rather than the

Hellenic. Hellenic. The gods and heroes are Oriental rather than

European, and the high civilisation which he attributes to

the Achaei, and in a still more pronounced degree to the

Trojans, points to an Aryan rather than a Japhetan standard.

A collateral effect from this extreme reverence for Greece

may be noticed in the tendency, from which Mr. Grote is

The traditions of the not exempt, to view the traditions of Phrygia, Thrace, and
' barbarian ' races of _.

equal value with other ' barbarian races as necessarily of subordinate value to

those of Greece. In an antiquarian as distinguished from a

poetical point of view they are of equal importance as evi-

dence, and not unfrequently greater, as less affected by that

very genius which has contributed to alloy the Hellenic tradi-

tions. It is not impossible to distinguish points in which

the foreign has tended to elevate the Hellenic idea of deity,

as, for example, that of Apollo, whose worship innumerable

traditions connect with that of the Hyperborei—that mys-
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terious people who, through Apollo at least, would seem to

bear traces of relationship to our Scandinavian ancestors.

But I have already touched upon these points elsewhere.

The great authority of Mr. Grote renders it imperative in

me to submit these criticisms in justice to my argument.

Section IV.

Lessons taught by the Legends.

I have now to call attention to the fact that the morality Lessons taught by
, , , , n . , . the Legends.

taught by the legends as interpreted by the dogmata is in

keeping with those dogmata, and sanctioned by the recogni-

tion, throughout the legends, of a superintending God and a

living link between God and man in the bitbld Saviour.

The broad lesson taught by the legends is that victory is

won by endurance and self-sacrifice—the Saviour being the

great exemplar of this sublime devotio. Dogmata, in many

cases revolting in themselves, and apparently contradictory

to the scheme of faith, acquire not only intelligibility, as

above shewn, but consistency with the moral sense through

the foregoing approximation. The effect of this is, that the

dogmata being older than the legends, and the legends

belonging to the primitive times of Japhet, the morality

taught by the dogmata and illustrated by the legends was

the morality likewise of our primitive fathers innumerable

ages ago.

Section V.

The Myths and Legends not Cosmogonical.

It follows, in fine, from the preceding special considera- The Myths and

tions, as well as from the evidence and arguments through- mogontcal.°
T
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Dogma earlier than
Legend.

Legends not cosmo-
gonical but pictures

of the interaction of

God and man.

Symbolism precedes

mythology, and
necessarily lire-

supposes something
to be symbolised,

Which is dogma.

out this book, that the great myths and legends of the

Japhetan race are not cosmogonical, according to the present

popular creed—or, in other words, that the gods and heroes

of mythology are not impersonations of the senses or of the

powers of nature, or their struggles and trials, sufferings

and conquests explicable as those of the elements—of sun

and cloud, day and night, summer and winter—but pictures

of the interaction of God and man, their joint conflict and

mutual alliance against evil beings.

These gods and heroes are, on the contrary, beings essen-

tially divine, and, if connected with humanity, it is through

that union between the divine and human natures which

is set forth in the dominant myth of the bifold Saviour.

The moral element which underlies the dogmatical system

throughout the two former divisions of this book, and

which has been now, I venture to say, for the first time

extricated from the debris of time, is absolutely incompatible

with the cosmogonical idea. The comparison of legend with

legend, and of the coherence of the dogmata necessarily

expressed by those legends, leads to the same conclusion

;

and the physical consideration on which I have based my

theory of mythogony, as explained in the introductory

chapter, is equally decisive,—to wit, that myth and legend,

as forms of poetry, are the birth, not of childhood, but of

youth, bursting into manhood—while symbolism precedes

mythology, and symbolism necessarily presupposes some-

thing to be symbolised, which, in the case in question, is

dogma. That cosmogonical influences have coloured the

myths may readily be allowed, but only in the sense in

which the analogy of the course of nature with that of

human life, its nativity, culmination, and decay, has in all
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ages furnished the most appropriate poetic imagery. That

love should intervene in such a drama is incidental to the

very requirements of song, and need not be apologised for

;

while love, in fact, on the broadest scale underlies the

entire theory of the Japhetan religion. But all this is very

different from explaining, with an eloquent and accomplished

writer, the life and labours of Hercules from the course

of the sun, and his death on Mount (Eta as a magnificent

sunset. I need not dwell further on this inversion

—

this putting of the cart before the horse, as I deem it

—

inasmuch as, tacitly or expressly, the whole of this work

is a protest against it.

But while assigning this subsidiary and referential The legends
coloured by cosmo-

place to the cosmogonical element in the greater myths, gonical influence.

I am far from denying that many of the lesser, and some

apparently of the oldest, are really expressions of natural

phenomena. It requires, indeed, the light of etymology to

enable us to distinguish the moral from the physical element

in the legend of Persephone. But in this case, as in others

in which the dogmatic basis has been so overlaid by the

imagery which the play of imagination during many cen-

turies has accumulated upon it, the etymological test

and comparison with collateral legends seldom fail to dis-

close the truth. But I have little doubt that, as Procris

is Priscus, the dew, as shewn by Professor Mriller, Cephalus

is actually the sun, the word cephal- being fundamentally

the same, I suspect, as finftXiog, r^sXiog, Aphelius (?).

' Daphne ' is likewise, I think, the morning vapour, dampf

—chased by the sun,—that is, by Phoebus or ' Helios,'

as distinguished properly from Apollo. Polyphemus,

with his one eye, is once more, I believe, an impersonation
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Dogma kablier than of the son. The truth then is, that these legends, set forth

under symbolical forms, expressed the conflict of God and

man, in alliance through the bifold Saviour, fighting against

ev i]—the basis of those legends being the dogmata which

teach a personal belief in God and in the moral law, and

which have been shewn to be undoubted articles of the

Creed of Japhet. It follows, as anticipated at the beginning

of this Part, that Hesiod is right, and not iEschylus—that

we have not risen by slow gradations, extricating ourselves

out of matter like the half-formed beasts from the mud of

Chaos, but degenerated (it must be allowed) from primitive

virtue, yet never, I believe—at least in the leading branches

of the great lines of Japhet—into savagery and barbarism.

I am not insensible to the charm of the cosmogonic system

of interpretation—and the ancients have largely imported

it into genuine legend—but I cannot resist the force of

the evidence which limits it within the bounds to which

I have here restricted it.

Summing up of SUMMARY OF PART III.

Evidence. The
legends, though of

"Yye have now completed our survey of the five series of
themselves in-

sufficient to establish legends as discriminated at the beginning of this third or

dogma! supplementary book or division, and may form a final

estimate of the value of the evidence they afford as bearing

on the question of dogma. I ventured to prognosticate that

that evidence would confirm my position, that the legends,

although insufficient of themselves to establish dogma,

would testify to dogma, inasmuch as, unconnected and

unintelligible as they appear to us in ancient record, and

void of all moral significance in the interpretation currently

imposed on them, they would be found to assume, when
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approximated to dogma, both intelligibility and moral Summing up of

•j2 Titr • Evidence.
significance. We have found, in fact, that thus interpreted The legends when

they form, from beginning to end, a great religious epic— foJS^StwffiS
of which the voyage of the Argonauts and the tale of Troy ePic*

are, in truth, but mere episodes,—embracing, it may be said,

the entire cycle of the dogmatic faith of the old Japhetans,

—every successive incident bearing the stamp of a dogma

—

all of them connected with each other, and forming a

sequence or progress of religious presentment like (I may
say) the shows of Eleusis, and a great moral lesson at the

same time—nowhere prescribed in a didactic shape, nowhere

set forth with authority as a creed, but picturing forth

those dogmata, that creed, in dramatic action, even as a

secular poem or romance founded on a great event of history

deals with details in perfect freedom and yet preserves a

general fidelity to the character of the hero of the tale and

the facts connected with his history. The hero and the

facts are indeed almost lost sight of in the sea of imagery,

the play of fancy, exhibited in the legends, and it is only

by comparative criticism that their true character and

proportion can be restored to view, but when that has been

accomplished, it is perfectly marvellous how little the epos

diverges from the original belief, the dogmatic credenda,

on which it is founded ; for even when the legend exhibits

the dogma in its utmost obscuration and disintegration,

it is of the rarest occurrence to find any rival or contra-

dictory dogma introduced to give coherency or supply

strength or connection in the deficient quarter. And
throughout the series, while special dogmas are illustrated

over and over again, each presenting itself in the exact

place which it might have been expected to occupy, one
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Dogmaearlieu than uniform and broad lesson is (I would repeat) to be drawn
egend.

{torn the whole, i.e. the glory of endurance, the sublimity of
Summing up of ° **

Evidence. self-sacrifice in man ; the Son-Saviour either in his own

founded?jSn ml person or in that of the heroes, his representatives, being

mate? thoM donate the &reat motive power, success in enterprise being usually

must be admitted as ^j^eyed bv hi8 intervention when human effort has failed
articles of the Creed J

of Japhet. through weakness.

But it is time to bring these observations to a close, and

I venture to submit, in conclusion, that the legends above

analysed and illustrated having been shewn to be founded

upon the dogmata elucidated in the two former divisions of

this work, and to receive an intelligible and consistent signi-

ficance through this approximation—while they are refer-

able through their parallelism with and embodiment of

historical events which derive their motive-power from the

identical dogmas which lie in the background of the

legends, those events occurring in very early times—those

dogmata, as thus explained, must be admitted to rest on

solid proof, and not on arbitrary assumption, as articles of

the Creed of Japhet.



PART IY.

SUMMARY.—THE CREED OF JAPHET.

CHAPTER I.

THE CREED OF JAPHET FORMULATED.

I have now completed my task, and the reader has The Creed op

before him the leading outlines of the ' Creed of Japhet

'

as recoverable by the aid of Comparative Mythology and

Language—so far as I have yet recognised it. And it

might have been uttered by the descendants of our great

patriarch, while yet an undivided family or clan, in words

somewhat like the following, which do not, I venture to

submit, overstate the results we have arrived at.

I believe in one unchangeable Moral Law of Order and

Right imposed by God,—that there is a straight path

of duty for man to walk on,—that the primal con-

dition of man in relation to the Law was one of inno-

cence and happiness,—that man has strayed from the

path, lapsed from duty, become contaminated by sin,

and deserves punishment ; but that pardon may be

obtained through the mercy of God on purification and

repentance.
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The Creed of I believe in one God, the Father, Almighty, Creator,
Japhet formulated. T . . . ,-tt-ji > ( ni j i > i

Lawgiver, whose name is ' Hidden, Shrouded, and

' Black,' and ' King,'—supreme in excellence and power.

I believe in God, the Son of God, distinct in personality

from the Father, but one with Him in substance,—who

is also God the Seed, or Son of Man, conceived and

born on earth, through the Holy Spirit, of a daughter

of the race of man, a married virgin or virtuous wife,

surnamed the Great Lady,—who is bifold in nature,

God and Man, Man and God, Creator as God-Man of

the first creation (physical, of the world), and Creator

as Man-God of the second re-creation (spiritual, of

mankind), both natures in perfection, coexisting

in one person,—who dwelt on earth, endured hard-

ships, promoted peace, destroyed powers hostile to

man, fulfilling the Law of God in all things, in will-

ing servitude and self-devotiou,—who died, the im-

mortal to redeem the mortal nature; descended into

Hades ; rose again ; was translated to heaven by the

Supreme God, his Father ; is, like the Father, the

object of worship and praise ; intervenes personally on

earth in man's behalf; and is, in general terms and by

special title, the ' Saviour ' of Mankind.

I believe in God, the Spirit ;—Holy and Wise, and Good
;

energising forth from the Father; the Shaper, Giver,

and Generator of Life ;—who works towards harmony
;

makes matter pregnant ; imposes order on creation,

physical and moral; provides for the birth of the

Saviour-God on earth,— who purifies man as by

water, and refines him as by fire, inspiring him with

wisdom—by ordinary means through a Church, a
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Priesthood, and sacred Ordinances ; and by extraordi- The Creed op

., , . , , Japhet formulated.
nary means in emergencies through signs and dreams

sent direct from the Father, and by oracles uttered

through prophets,—speaking to man at all times

through the trift, ' tripudium,' or impulse of the

Father.

I believe all other deities to be sub-forms of these three,

and these three to be one God.

I believe in Spirits, or Demons, Good and Evil, friends

and enemies of man ; intermediate between Man and

God, and in one supreme Evil Demon, who has been

conquered by the Son-God, imprisoned, and reserved

for punishment in the latter day.

I acknowledge two supreme rites, necessary for the pro-

pitiation of the Father, and as a covenant, through

priestly mediation, between God and man, negative

and positive respectively, but inseparately linked to-

gether,— to wit, i. Lustration, for the symbolical but

effectual washing off of sin, national, gentilitial, and

individual, from the bodies and souls of men, and for

the cleansing of fields, forests, animals, and the fruits

of the earth from impurity in the sight of the Creator,

forgiveness and remission being thereby set forth

and assured to Man in response to his confession of

guilt and promise to amend his ways ; and ii. Sacri-

fice,—of Appeasement and Self-Dedication first, and

Thanksgiving afterwards ; the latter through unbloody

offerings, the former through the blood-shedding of

a vicarious victim—the ' Sacer Agnus,' weighted with

imputed guilt, and passively suffering, as typical of

man and of the Son-Deity in his human nature ; but
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The Creed of
Japhet formulated

further, through the active or voluntary self-immola-

tion of a human victim, a Codrus or Decius, King and

Priest, and called of God as Champion in the cause

of his country, as typifying the Son-Deity in his

aggregate character, Divine as well as Human, dying

by a sublime 'Devotio' for the entire family of

mankind.

I believe that even as the athlete is trained to exercise

and endurance for the crown of victory in the public

games, and as the soldier is bound to his captain by

the ' sacramentum,' oath of allegiance, so man is

nourished, disciplined, and strengthened, Body and Soul,

in purity and wisdom, for the struggle with evil in the

performance of the active duties of life by meat and

drink, bread and wine, ambrosia and nectar, adminis-

tered to him under religious sanction and ceremonies,

as by the hierophant Eumolpus, and received from him in

token of sacramental allegiance as a soldier of the Son-

Deity in the new or re-creation.

I believe in the life to come ; in man's personal and endless

immortality ; in a judgment after death ; in the reward

of the good in the abode of God and good spirits, and

of the bad in the abode of wicked spirits; in the final

suppression and doom of the Evil Demon ; and that

there shall yet be a reign of righteousness and happi-

ness upon a new earth.

To this Creed, thus at once special and comprehensive, asDissentient from this

Creed aiv the Aryan
Creeds of Zoroaster professed by the earliest Japhetan forefathers, and which we
and the Brahmins.

have exhumed (as it were) from below the ruins of later

systems reared upon it in the West, the two great but narrow
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creeds of the Aryans in the East, of Zoroaster and the Brah- The Aryan Creeds

.
- DISSENTIENT FROM

mins, stand forth in opposition, as dissentient at once from THE Japhetan

each other and from the primitive orthodoxy above indi-
"

1 J First Aryan schism

cated. The original schism of all took place, I conceive, in from the original
° Church in protest

the early dawn of the intellectual development of the Japhe- against human
. sacrifice and the

tan race, and through its self-assertion (parallel always in dogma of mediation.

the National to that in the Individual Man), when those

afterwards styled Aryans, ancestors cf the Medo-Persians

and Hindus, broke off from the original Church in protest,

as I believe, against the corrupt practice of human sacrifice

and the dogma it was based upon,— it may have been in

haughty disdain of mediatorial salvation—it may have been

through a generous confidence that the involuntary death

of an innocent man could not be acceptable as atonement

to a gracious God—but, in either case, in oversight of the

fundamental truth that the World of Faith, the Infinite, has

claims upon our recognition co-equal with those of the

World of Knowledge, the Finite ; a truth we have still to

learn and apply practically in the present clay, although

recognised and enforced by Bacon and Socrates. The dog-

matic expression of this original schism is found in the

repudiation of the Father-God, in his character of Ruler,

Hek, and his identification, along with the Son in the

character of man, as Aku, with the Evil Principle, the one

as the imposer, the other as the victim of human sacrifice.

The second great schism took place, as already more than Second Aryan schism
on the great prin-

once mentioned, ages after the first, between the Aryans ciples of idealism

themselves, when Reason and Imagination came to collision,

in the over-ripened intellect, on the great principles which

still divide us in the present day into the separate factions

of Idealist and Materialist in philosophy, Protestant and
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The Aryan Creeds Catholic (in its narrow sense) in theology, Liberal and
DISSENTIENT PROM . • • T 1 • l -11 1

tue Japhetan Conservative in politics—principles which will one day

be reconciled in the calm light of higher wisdom. The

dogmatical expression of this second great schism is found

in the repudiation of the leading deities on either side by

their opponents, the branding of them as devils, and their

a2£re£ation as subordinate ministers to the central and

dominant Evil Principle represented by Hek, Aku, as in the

After the first schism result of the original schism. After the first great disrup-

ted, retaining

0,

their tion, the Japhetans in the West, retaining their orthodoxy,

Se^ymbolical
tinUed

gradually eliminated from their ritual, as civilisation ad-

sacrifice, vanced, the accretion of cruelty which had gathered round

the primitive symbolical sacrifice, transmitting it to a com-

paratively late period in the shape of the purely voluntary

After the first and offering of Devotio. In the East, after the second schism,

dSied? thTmedia- and when the Brahmin and Zoroastrian schism had declined,

SSaC^ the mediatorial dogma asserted itself in the Magism of

»ttSSSttofn?he historical Persia, and the rationalistic in the Buddhism of

Buddhism of India.
jn([[^ eacn in opposition to the dominant system, and in

resuscitation of old dogmas, but with a mystical infusion of

which there is no trace in the primeval faith. These, how-

ever, are matters of indifference to the present purpose.

Relative orthodoxy The point to be ascertained is the relative orthodoxy of the

j!q\iietan°ofA?yan two East Japhetan or Aryan Creeds, as represented by the

^wiSS&i Gathas and the K^-Veda, in respect to the Japhetan

tan standard.
standard exhibited ut supra in the West.

Comparison between Both creeds are peccant as regards truth, inasmuch as
the East Japhetan ,--», i .1 a
or Aryan, and the they identify the Father, as Hek and Ruler, and the bon as

Creeds."
1

*

'

Aku, in his quality of Man, with the Evil Principle. And

both are one-sided, inasmuch as, i., the Medo-Persians exalt
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the Spirit above the Father and repudiate the Son as Comparison between
__ ,. in,' ^, ,1 1 •• xl TT- J the East Japhetan
Mediator and Saviour altogether ; and n., the Jlindus or 0R Aryan, and the

Brahmins exalt the Son (Indra) as God above the Father Creeds
aphetan

(Varuna) and repudiate the Spirit altogether :—whereas the

primitive faith, the ' Creed of Japhet' as above restored,

acknowledges the three great Deities, Father, Son (God

and Man), and Holy Spirit, as working harmoniously to-

gether in various but equal honour, within the unity of

Oebg, Deus—Deity and Man having alike their province in

the great economy—the Evil Principle standing apart from

both, in hostile personality, and specially put down, him-

self and the monsters his embodiment, by the Son as the

6t6e Swr/j/o. The historic causes of the two schisms—the

first between the Aryans and other Japhetans, on the

question of human sacrifice, and inferentially of vicarious

mediation, the second between the Aryans themselves in

the rival interests of idealism and materialism—have been

sufficiently touched upon in former pages of this inquiry.

Note.—As stated in the Introduction to this paper, I have made use of Note on the Egyptian

the Egyptian mythology and language solely in illustration of the Japhetan. mythology.

But I may state here that, considering the fact that man after death, or as a

disembodied spirit, is called 'the Osiris' in the 'Book of the Dead,'—that

Osiris, read as Ahura, Asura, signified spirit, and is akin apparently to

Ahura, Oswara(?), iEsir, Surya(?), etc., Japhetan names,—that the legend of

the war of Osiris and Horus against Typhon and the infernal demons is the

counterpart of those recorded in Japhetan tradition,—that Horus corresponds

with Thor and Apollo,—and that Thoth, or Tet, is manifestly identical with

the Iranian Vachas, the Tages, Deuces, Iacchus, of Europe,—that the residence

of this category of Gods in Egypt is Abut, or Abydos, a name not explainable

by Egyptian, but preserving a distinct Japbetan signification as abad, abode or

dwelling,—that the name Dodona in Greece, if interpretable as ' Dod-won-,'

' dwelling of Dod,' would be the Pelasgiau or Teutonic counterpart of this

Abut, abad, (and the idea of dwelling

—

vaioov, vaiovs, is dwelt upon singu-

larly in the Homeric lines addressed to the Dodonsean Zeus),—that the

' Samu,' or companions of Set (an alternative of Tet), in the ' Book of the Dead,'

appear to correspond etymologieally (= gam, a/xa) with the Selli of Dodona
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Note on the Egyptian understood as sello, companions,—that the kings of the West in the Book of

mythology.
t)ie Dead ' are twelve in number,like the twelve Drottmar of Scandinavia,—and,

finally, that the Theban, Memphite, and Elephantine triads of Gods are very

slightly mentioned in this primitive ritual, which was already unintelligible

and commented upon by glosses as far back as B.C. 2500,—my impression

from all these facts is,—that Osiris, Isis, and Horus, and Thoth, the leading

Gods in it, are Gods of a Japhetan people which conquered and impressed

their character on Egypt in most remote times—Set or Typhon and his angels

representing the native Egyptian or Hamite element in a state of depression,

from which in turn it recovered within historic times—for the 'Book of the

Dead,' like the Vedas, is older than history. The Japhetan words which

abound in Egyptian must date from the conquest. The moral and philo-

sophical development of thought exhibited in the Osiride (?) Creed is

parallel to the Zoroastrian, highly rationalistic morally and spiritually,

although with so strong a corrective tinge from the influence of Thoth that,

relegated as he is, as a tyvxoTroixir6s, to the infernal world, I should almost

consider him a primitive God {the Man-Deity) of the Hamite race, and thus

remotely identical with Set—which indeed is asserted parenthetically in the

" ' Book of the Dead ' in the words, ' Set, who is Tet,' while the correspondence

has otherwise been illustrated—Thoth moreover being especially linked with

the moon as Osiris is with the sun. It would follow from all this, if the

Japhetan origin of Osiris be admitted, that the ' Book of the Dead ' represents

the theological system of a branch of the Aryans, springing up during the in-

terval between the first and second great Japhetan schisms above marked

out—representing a middle point, perhaps, between the two schisms, anterior

of course both to the Veda and the Zend-Avesta, and in a very corrupted form

of Solar worship,—while it in no degree throws doubt upon the induction

come to in the present pages. It would not be fouud that the inclusion

of this system within our view would have materially assisted the present

argument, even had I been at liberty to use it, except in the special field of

the resurrection of the body, and the peculiar necessity of the holiness of the

heart. Such expressions as the ' eye of Osiris ' (according to the derivation

1 Hes- Iri,' a mere modern play upon the word, as I conceive), and others, shew

that the original ideas of the system had been long subjected to speculation •

and corruption. The evidence of language, compared with the entire range

of Japhetan mythology, furnishes a more trustworthy basis for the Creed now

set forth as that of the primitive Japhetan race.
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CHAPTER II.

THE CREED OF JAPHET AS COMPARED WITH THAT OF

CHRISTIANITY.

The questions now present themselves, as proposed at the How fab does the

• n i • tt^i rt j e t i
Creed of Japhet

beginning of this essay : How far does the Creed ot Japhet, agree with the

as above ascertained, agree with the Creed of the Bible 0R 0F Christianity?

or of Christianity ? What light does the comparison throw

upon the vexed question of Inspiration ? And what deduc-

tions flow from the conclusions compelled by that com-

parison ?

The Articles of the Japhetan Creed have been arrived

at, I think it will be acknowledged, by a strictly scientific

process of inquiry, uninfluenced by any sidewind of pre-

judice, as I undertook should be the case.

That the Creed thus exhibited corresponds in a remark-

able degree with the Creed of Christianity as exhibited in

the Old and New Testament, especially the New, and as

summed up in the great Christian symbol, the Nicene

Creed, will, I think, be granted by any one who institutes

the comparison. It is unnecessary for me to place them

point by point in parallelism. The foundations and sanc-

tions of the faith, as between God and Man, are, it may

be affirmed, the same in both, and much, very much, of the

superstructure.
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The Japhetan and It must not be overlooked that that which stands out

S™ CuEEDS
in clear daylight and in perfect consistency in the Bible

and the great Christian Creed is only to be gathered pain-

fully and by criticism out of the forgotten treasures of

Mythology, and through the new light thrown on the past

by Comparative Speech, or what I have called Glottology,

and that these sources have been as yet but insufficiently

explored. Deeper knowledge may demonstrate a still more

close correspondence between the respective Creeds than

that now exhibited. But enough has been shewn to justify

the conclusion which I propose to submit to the reader.

It is impossible to maintain that the fragments of truth

which, when assembled together, constitute the Creed of

Japhet were borrowed from the Hebrew or Semitic race,

because they are proved to have existed, in all their most

important features, ages before the advent of Jesus Christ

and the composition of the New Testament—ages, indeed,

before the legislation of Moses and call of Abraham. Some

of them too, and those among the most ancient, are far

more Christian than Hebrew in their character, and give

that full expression to the principle of Liberty which in

Scripture is the more especial, indeed almost exclusive

province of the younger dispensation. On the other hand,

it is equally impossible to assume that what we have in

the New Testament is merely a development of those

ancient Japhetan ideas, built upon them, and thus a con-

coction of Jewish theologians. It is to be remembered that

the ideas and traditions in question, or the greater number

of them, had either become odious through their associa-

tion with a corrupt system of idolatry, or despised through

the contempt thrown over them by the philosophers, or
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absolutely forgotten, at the period when the New Testa-

ment was written ; and secondly, that the ideas and tradi-

tions in question were preserved among the Japhetan or

Gentile, not the Hebrew race—that the Gentile religions

were held in utter abhorrence by the Jews—and that early

Christianity, while inviting Gentiles as well as Jews to

assemble under its banner, viewed the Gods of the Greeks

and Eomans simply as devils, and was wholly opposed to

paganism. Nor was it through any communication with

Persia during the Captivity that the Japhetan doctrines

especially dealt with here could have been adopted into

the faith of the Jews, for these doctrines are, in their

individuality and interdependence, far more comprehensive

and catholic in their scope than those which appear in the

narrowed and systematised reform of Zoroaster, even in the

materialised shape in which it existed when Daniel and

Ezra worshipped at Babylon. The two Creeds therefore

—

that of the primitive Japhetan race and that of consummate

Christianity—are, strange to say, on the one hand funda-

mentally one and the same, and on the other wholly

independent of each other. They are derived through

distinct channels of descent, the one open, and in the face

of day, an ever-broadening river ; the other creeping under

ruins and decay, out of sight—from one common source.

The contrast thus noticed is, in fact, of such import-

ance that I must develop and enforce it. While the

Japhetan Creed descended in the ordinary course of oral

transmission, although incrusted and obscured by innu-

merable corruptions, from the early date at which we have

ascertained it, till the time of our Saviour,—the Creed

of the Bible and of Christianity was, on the contrary,
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The .Japhetan and renovated, reformed, and amplified three several times during
(m,,,^n Creeds ^ higtorical existence of the Hebrews; first, through

direct revelation (as we are informed) to Abraham ;

secondly, in a like supernatural manner to Moses; and

thirdly, through Jesus Christ, the Messiah or Christian

Saviour. And the fact stands out patent to our view;

the resemblance between the two Creeds, instead of diminish-

ing, increases with the lapse of years—not through any

change in the Japhetan, the old tradition remaining the

same throughout, although buried under the accretions of

time—but through the successive and independent develop-

ment of the Semitic ; so that the ancient Japhetan Creed

has actually a nearer resemblance to and affinity with the

Creed of the Apostles, and of what is technically called

Christianity, than with that of Moses and Abraham. This

is unparalleled in the case of any other subject of tradition.

It is at these respective points of the history of the two

Creeds—at the time, viz., of the culminating of the Biblical

Creed in the promulgation of Christianity, and at the early

date when the Japhetans were still living together in their

ancestral home before the first Aryan secession, that the

comparison has to be made between them.

It is a further consideration that the testimony to the

early Japhetan Creed afforded by the revelations of com-

parative etymology—apart from which the mythological

results would want their firmest buttress—was not known

to the promulgators of Christianity and authors of the New

Testament. The science of language is a discovery of our

own times. So, too, is that of comparative mythology

—

apart from which the mere myths themselves are but a

'rndis indigestaque moles' of unintelligible legend. The
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Creed of Japbet as above exbibited was, in a word, abso-

lutely unknown as a tbeological system, alike to Jew and

Gentile, in the time of St. Paul and St. Peter. We know

more of it now than Herodotus, Plato, and Aristotle,

more than Hesiod or Homer ever knew. The Evangelists

and Apostles could not, therefore—so far as this testimony

goes—have accommodated their new creed to the ancient

one.

Comparing the two Creeds, the subject of these observa-

tions—that of Japhet as held at the time when the Japhetans

were living all together in the paternal home, and that of

Christianity at the time of the promulgation of the gospel

—the conclusion to be drawn from the comparison may

be pointed as follows :—If the Apostles and founders of

Christianity had attempted, as uninspired men, to found

a new religion, the close parallelism which actually subsists

between the two Creeds as above shewn would not have

existed—the new Shemitic (or Christian) Creed would have

diverged from the old Japhetan one, instead of approxi-

mating to it, as it actually did ; and Christianity, instead

of being a restoration and enlargement—a reconstruction,

as it might be called—of the pure and original Noachide

faith, would have been (like Mahometanism) a schismatic

departure from it in a partial and restricted sense. But the

contrary to all this took place,—the parallelism between

the original and forgotten Japhetan and the restored and

consummate Shemitic Creed became more marked ; the

new Creed answers, in fact, so exactly to the old one, as to

present in a consistent and harmonious whole, and with the

hiatuses of doctrine filled up and perfected, the system of

belief w7hich we have independently and painfully recon-

3 C
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The Japhetan and structed from the ruins of Japhetan tradition and the
Christian Creeds
compared. inherent testimony of language, as above shewn. Each of

the two Creeds thus witnesses to the other, and refers back-

ward for its origin and authorship to the times when the

Japhetan and Shemitic race were—I may now say—one,

under the tent of Noah, in the early spring of humanity.

But who was it that presided over the birth, or, strictly

speaking, the regeneration of Christianity with this far-

sighted retrospective view to the unity of the faith and the

origines of the human race ? Who was it that slowly and

elaborately developed the Christian Creed, as the Hebrew

race were able to bear it, as delivered in the Elder and

Younger Testament, to Abraham, to Moses, to the Prophets

and to the Apostles, so as to be in perfect harmony with

the innate and unsuspected revelations of language or as

witnessing to primitive belief ? Who was it, in fine, that

superintended and carried out, as an ever-present agent,

century after century, the gradual reform and reissue of the

Shemitic, destined, as Christianity, to become the Universal

Creed, so as to bring back the faith by gradual steps to that

which it had been before the dispersion of the nations ; and

yet substituting, in the fulness of time, and in accomplish-

ment of this vast and continuously sustained work, type for

antitype, substance for shadow, reality for prevision, in the

manifestation of the true Apollo, the true Hercules, the true

Dioscurus, in the person of Him who is set forth and pro-

pounded to Christians as Jesus Christ, God alike and Man,

Our Blessed Saviour? It could have been no Jew, no

Gentile—but one above the distinction of race and the

limitations of time ; to whose eye the past, as well as the

present, was revealed and open \ and who had presided at
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the very conception and birth of language—no human

legislator or philosopher, but the God, alone, of Wisdom and

Goodness—who, we believe as Christians, sent His Son, the

Second Person of the Trinity, born of a woman, to die for

our sins and rise again for our salvation ;
commissioned His

Apostles, through the Holy Ghost, to preach the gospel

of our redemption to all nations ; and inspired both Apostles

and Evangelists to record the facts and monitions relative

to this great intervention in the books of the New in

sequence to the Elder Testament.

The Bible, alike in the Old and the New Testament, is

thus proved, I submit, by the correspondence of the ancient

Japhetan Creed (derived from the sources above indicated)

with the repeatedly renewed and resanctioned Shemitic

doctrine, to be, literally and truly, the Inspired Word of

God—revealed objectively, or ab externo, to man—and not

the development or reflection, self-evolved, of man's own

finite intelligence.

I must leave it to the ingenuous student to work out

the application of the great and dominant fact now tabled

before him, to its legitimate results—results which, I fear

not to say, must revolutionise modern thought. It will

require a bold heart and a steady eye to tread the path

thus indicated ; but he must not shrink from truth, and the

truth will be his exceeding great reward. The recognition

of the Inspiration of the Bible, in the simple unequivocal

sense of a miraculous interposition for the purpose of im-

parting a knowledge to mankind of certain facts impor-

tant to his salvation, and which human reason cannot

discern for itself, will place him face to face with countless
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Conclusion. forni9 of modern scepticism, and with certain theories in

particular upon the origines of mythology and language

against which the present argument and proof ran directly

counter—theories based upon a most industrious accumula-

tion of facts, and most earnestly and eloquently worked out,

but which are necessarily defective and misleading, inas-

much as facts of coequal importance with those dwelt upon

—facts belonging to the world of miracle—are left entirely

out of view by the theories. It was not thus that the

mightiest thinkers of past time dealt with the problem

of relative existence; they recognised the facts on both

sides, and thus formed—not theories, but judgments possess-

ing a value approximating to that of positive truth within

the scope of their vision. It will appear but cold counsel

to the young and ardent, with whose sympathies I warmly

sympathise, when I warn them that what is termed the

most advanced school of thought at any time in Theology,

Philosophy, or Politics, is always to a great degree in

alienation from the central path of truth, and needs correc-

tion,—each such school expressing in its extravagance the

reaction against a previous development of speculation in

the opposite direction, both being equally one-sided. It

is toward the termination of each such periodical con-

troversy that the older, higher, or what I should call

the Socratic philosophy intervenes to strike the balance

of truth, separate the pure gold from the dross of recent

acquisition, and fuse it with the solid ttov cttCo of pro-

gress towards it, from which another start may be taken.

The labours of the school specially above alluded to can

never lose their exceeding value and interest, but they

are crippled throughout by a one-sided philosophy and
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a jealousy of an objective utterance to man from God ; Conclusion.

whereas, to reach the point of vantage from which the pole-

star of truth is visible to the eye of pure and unprejudiced

intelligence, we must ascend above the misty regions of

materialism and idealism, above even Aristotle and Plato,

and take our stand with Socrates, on the supreme summit

of speculation—I fear not to say on Mount Calvary itself,

in the largest sense—on the point of intersection of the

great antagonistic principles of being—beneath the cross

of Him in whom Spirit and Matter, Liberty and Law, God-

head and Manhood coexist in harmony—the Thworestara

of both creations—the physical and the spiritual, the Xpurros,

Christ. It is thence only, from that pure serene, that

Truth Universal—physical no less than metaphysical or

supersensual truth—can be discerned in its reconciliation

and integrity—so far as apprehensible by man—with an

untroubled eye—humble and yet assured in the light of

eternal day. The doubts which perplex the sceptic, based

on the difficulty of comprehending how the antagonistic

forces of which man and God are (so to speak) respectively

the centres, can exert their independent action and yet

work unto unity, will disappear on his recognition of the

single fact, that we are native impartially to two worlds

•—of Knowledge and of Faith, of Providence and of Grace

or Miracle, each of which has equal part in our being, equal

claim to our acknowledgment—although we may not be

competent in this imperfect stage of being to fix the laws

which regulate their interaction.
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{See page xliv.)

LINGUISTIC VARIETIES OF THE WORD SCHWARTZ.

German Sch w a r tz Schwartz

Icelandic S v a r t-r Svartr

M. Goth, s v a r t-a Svarts

A. S. s v ea r t Sveart

Lapp 8 p i rr t-e Spirrte

Latin s v a su s Svasus

Latin s u r d-us Surdus

Latin eq u a li d-us Squalidus

Latin obsc u t us Obscurus

Greek
<f>

« evpos +«M*
Greek * « 4*P°*

*a<paP6s

Pali scha bb a Schabba

Ossetic t a r Tar

Pers. t a r ik Tank

English d ark Dark

Greek 5 a< p ov Aoepifc

Zendic k a van Kavan

Zendic k an r va Kaurva

Zendic c, y a va 9yava

Greek k v u v os K^"oy

Sansc. k a dr u Kadru

Sansc. 8 a r a Sara

Sansc. k ala Kala

Sansc. d oo r ga Doorga

Latin c a r bo Carbo

Etrusc. k i a r th Kiarth

Etrusc. t ap i r n Tapirn

German z aub e r Zauber

Ossetic bb aw Ssaw

Welsh a r ddu Arddu

Turkish k a r a Kara



APPENDIX B.

PRECIS OF THE ARGUMENT.*

PART I.

GOD AND THE SPIRITUAL WORLD IN RELATION
TO MAN.

Cuap. I.

—

The Supreme God, the Father.

Page 1.—The Japhetans acknowledged one Supreme God, the

Creator of the universe, and the Father and Ruler of gods

and men. The Zev irarlp and irar^p avSpwvre Oewvre of the Greeks
;

the Roman Jupiter, Diespiter, Mars, or Marspiter ; the Alfadir

(properly Adfavdur or Alfodur) of the Northmen, and, by fair

inference, of the Teutons also; the Diaus-pitar and other

fraternal titles of the Indo-Aryans ;—all point to the concep-

tion of a Parent and Conservator of mundane beings.

Page 2.^That this Father of all was One God—namely, that

the original Japhetan Creed was monotheistic—may be inferred

from the general use and acceptance of the word ©cos, Deus,

in the singular number, in the West, and from the fact that,

with the exception of the function of lawgiver, which is always

reserved to Varuna, the varied powers of godhead are in turn

indifferently ascribed to all the deities in the Vedas, inducing

tho conclusion (poiuted out by Professor Max Miiller) that they

represent but varied manifestations of One Being. Tho asser-

* The reader is requested to observe that throughout this Precis, wherever

the iirst person 'I' is made use of, the matter is simply transcribed from tho

text of this book in Lord Crawford's own words.
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tions of the priests of Dodona to Herodotus, that the gods

(0eoi) originally had no names, points to the same belief among
the primitive Pelasgi, ancestors of the Greeks and Latins.

Dardanus, in introducing the worship of the ' great gods ' at

Samothrace, gave them likewise no names. The ' Dii Involuti,'

the supreme deities of the Etruscans, had similarly no names.

And the assertion of Har, in the introduction to the younger

Edda, that Alfadir, the Supreme God, had twelve names—not

among mortals, but in the ancient or celestial Asgard—names

respecting which the oracle is silent (although we learn them

from other quarters), is to the same effect. This abstinence

from giving a special name to the Supreme God arose probably

from reverence, and was associated with a profound sense of

his secret, unfathomable nature : witness the Etruscan titles,

the Involuti, the Veiled or Shrouded Gods, the Opertanei,

Hidden or Secret Ones ; the Dii Aquili, the Dark or Swart

Gods, being apparently another variety of the title.

Page 3.—The worship of the ayvwcn-os 0eos, the ' Unknown,'

Unknowable, or Incomprehensible God, to whose altar St. Paul

appealed at Athens, points to a similar conception.

Page 4.—In the Edda, the Vala Hyndla prophesies, looking

forward to the Day of Ragnarok or Doom, ' Then shall another

come, yet mightier, although I dare not declare his name.'

Again, ' Then comes the Mighty One to the great Judgment,

the Powerful from above, who rules over all.' Others also

—

the ancient Germans and the Suevi—had their unknown and

unknowable Deity.

Page 5.—That the One and Paternal God, thus reverenced

originally without any positive personal appellation, would in

course of time be described by epithets of a more determined

character, which would at last become distinctive names, is

naturally to be expected.

The point of interest is to ascertain which of these names

is the oldest, the original title or titles of our Japhetan pro-

genitors. Two such names stand out beyond comparison as

the most important, names which may be written typically

as Schwartz, Swarz, or, what must have been its earlier form,

Zuuarz or Zwarz, and Hek.
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Schwarz or Zwarz, in modern language, means ' black,'

'swart,' but I conceive it to be the participle passive (if such

can be said of a condition of things anterior to grammar)

formed as Zwar-z, Zwar-ta, from a verb Zwar, corresponding

with tbe abraded Sanscrit vri, vri-ta, the Teutonic werj-an,

werj-ta, and the Latin oper-io, oper-tus, all signifying ' to hide,'

' hidden
;

' while we have the identical root in our current

Teutonic speech as shroud, shrouded. Zwarz, as a personal

title of the Supreme Deity, is thus originally the exact equiva-

lent of the term ' Involutus ' or ' Opertaneus,' and signifies the

1 shrouded or hidden one,' and thus, the colour standing as the

symbol of the idea, the 'Black' or 'Swart' God. Hek has

the proximate signification of Ruler or King, but resolves

ultimately into a subform of Zwarz, which thus stands out as

the name per excellentiam of the Supreme God.

The few names, obscure but not unimportant, that do not

fall under this comprehensive type, are traceable to an inde-

pendent title, or rather qualification, conveyed by the ancient

Japhetan word, under the Zendic form of Thworestara, signi-

fying ' Creator,'—that is, in its primitive sense, ' He that inter-

venes,' or 'runs athwart.' It was given in varying forms,

sometimes to the Father-God, but more frequently to the Son-

or Spirit-Deity.

Page 6.—It is to show the manner in which the primitive

surname Zwarz became resolved into the various titles of deity

that I * gave in my introduction the Protean forms assumed by

that word Schwartz, considered as a simple adjective, exhibiting

the manner in which Time abrades the outer edges of words,

decomposes compound letters, and metamorphoses or softens

single ones—the inner vitality of each such word remaining

unaffected.

Page 7.—The titles descending from this dominant name

Zwarz fall into three groups. Here follow examples.

Page 18.—All the varied names of deities here given will be

found to be formed by disintegration of this original name and

conception of Deity, and the attribution of the fragments,

shelled off like Satellites from a central sun, to the realms

* See note, p. 760.
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of physical nature and the personified passions and qualities of

the moral world, under the influence of the law of mythogony
before spoken of.

Page 19.—The chief impersonations of the Supreme God are

—

Surtr, or Surtur, the Supreme God of the Northmen, who
dwells in Gimle, that is 'himmel,' or heaven, rules over the

genii of light and darkness, is the creator of mankind in the

typical Truer, and at the day of Ragnarok, or Doom, perishes not

with Thor, Odin, etc., but rides forth at the head of the genii

of Light, to encounter and stay the Vanir God Freyr, destroy

heaven and earth, judge in the Great Judgment, and gather the

good to dwell with him in Gimle,—in all answering to the

unnameable God of the Vala.

Page 20.—Varuna of the Rig-Veda is another form of the

Supi'eme God. He is the Disposer, the Law-giver, and the

relations of man towards him are those of bondage and

obligation—the bonds incurred through guilt and disobedience.

But from the 'bonds of Varuna,' may be expected finally the

• mercy of Varuna.'

Page 21.

—

Hecate, the great Titan goddess, is one of the sub-

limest impersonations of the Supreme Deity derived from the

abraded form of Zwarz, which we have noticed as Herk-Hek.

She is described by Hesiod as the dispenser of blessing and

punishment, and ruler over heaven, earth, and sea, after the

accession of Zeus to the throne of the universe. She is

identified with the mysterious Aura, ' Sors,' or Fate, and she is

the guardian of justice. In connection with the title Zwarz,

black lambs were offered to her, and in connection with the

title Thworestara, she was worshipped at ' campita,' or cross-

ways—in reference to the root ' thwor,' ' thwar,' ' trans,' or

across, which lies at the foundation of the idea of creation.

Page 24.

—

Oceanus, whose name I read as Hek-ana. (See

p. 7. The suffixes -n, -in, -nus, -anus, -ana, -as, etc., are varieties

of an archaic word ans or as, denoting Deity in the Japhetan

language.) He is mentioned in Homer, not only as the

ocean-stream, but as an august powerful personal being, the

parent or origin (yevco-iv) of the gods, whom both the Olympian

and the earlier Titan deities revered as their great original
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and ancestor. I look upon Oceanus as the male complement

of Hecate.

Page 25.— In Old Egyptian, Hek signifies to bind, to rule;

heka, rule; hek, a ruler, king; hekt, queen: and Hek is a

peculiar name of Amn, or Ammon, who is identified with

Zwarz, and having the same signification of ' Hidden.'

Follows illustrations, etymologies, amplifications, etc.

Pa^e 29.—Most of the personal symbols of the Supreme

Deity are etymologic echoes of the varying forms of his titles,

as above elucidated, Zwarz, Hek, and Thworestara.

Chap. II.

—

God the Son.

Page 34.—If the reader will construct a genealogical chart

of the leading deities of the Japhetan and other primitive

religions—ranking together on the same plane those of kindred

or interchangeable name, identical derivation, or similar powers

—he will find, as a rule, that they all rank in the relation of

Father and Son. The Sons, who are sometimes described as

' Eldest,' Sons, standing in that relation to the Archaic deities

whom we have recognized as representatives of the Supreme

God, the primitive Zwarz, or Hek, among the Japhetans.

It will be further found that the names of these Son-Deities

rank, with few exceptions, under the typical forms of I. Bal

(varying as Bar), mBal. II. i. Tiis (varying as Tur) ; ii. Ka,

Akk, or Aku, Zaku ; iii. Tet or Set, varying as K-t, L-t = k.

III. Bal + Tus (or Tur), Bal + Aku, Bal + Tet, or Bal -f Z.

Page 35.—It will be observed that ' Tus ' is a mere form of

ts, and ' Ka ' or ' Aku ' of sk, roots which are developments, or

rather disintegrations, of the primeval root Z, tsch, Zrjra, or Z-t.

See pp. 39, 40.

The pi'eeeding types arc ultimately reducible to I. Bal
;

IT.

Tet, or Set, that is Z ; III. Bal -f Tet, that is Bal + Z.

Most of the Son-Deities bear one or more of these typical

titles interchangeably or in combination. Of the few names

which do not tall under this classification 1 shall speak in clue

time. See p. 42.
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The following are the principal representatives under these

three groups :

—

Group I. Bal.

Bal-der
Baddegg
Pall-ads
Pall-as

A-pol-lo
'Ektj f$oA-os

'EKa.T7)-f56\-os

^Ede-pol
Poll-ux
Poly- deuces
Poly-dectes
Pul-tuke
Pl-uto

As mBal, Amal, or

Umbl.

Amalthea
CEdumbla
Gambia
Ymer
Yiina
Yama
"0/j.l3pios

Bala-deva
MtA-dfinvyos
Veli-bog, etc.

Group II.

i. Tus or Tur.

Tus:

Tur

Zeus
Dis
Des-anaus
Tys
Tyr
Thor

ii. Ka, Akk, Akxj, Zaku.

-deuces
-tuke
-ux

-degg
-dectes

-uto

-ex

€K71-

6/cott;-

Aku-Thor
-ads

-as

Iacck-

-fxirvyos

'AvaKes
Taran-Ukko

iii. Tet, Set, or Z,
L-T, L-K.

Tet
Tages
Tuisco
Lopt-r
Logi
Lok
Sutx

Group III. The com-
pound Bal + Tet or

Bal + Z, composed
out of Groups I. and
II.

Polydeuces
Polydecles
Pallads or Pallas
Pluto
Baldegg or Balder

And others already enu-
merated.

Page 38.—These three sets of titles all imply ' Son,' but with
different meauings.

I. Bal and its sub-forms has the signification of Son, but not
properly of ' Seed,' the fundamental idea being that of partition,

as of a rock split in two—the root sphal, phal, sphar in Sanscrit

signifying ' dissilire.' Therefore Bal or Bar, before the disin-

tegration of letters, was Sphal, Sphar, Zphal, Zphar—twinned,

biparted, divided.

II. Tus, or Tur, and Ahu denote Sonship, but in the sense of

human generation. Tus, or Tur, denotes ' Son ' in the Baby-
lonian ; Tet, ' Son ' in the Egyptian; Tur, ' Son ' in the Medo-
Persian languages. Ka, Aku, originally Zaku, derives from ka,

seed, male in Egyptian.

III. Tet, Set, Z, from tet, fruit or seed ; tet, son or child
;

set, boy in Egyptian.
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Page 40.— The title Bal stands distinct and apart.

Tus, Tur, and Aku are relatively connected, representing

humanity in partition, female and male, spirit and matter.

Tet, Set, Z, represents humanity in the concrete, prior to any

quality of inherited or imputed evil. It implies the unity of

the two elements, and consequent Birthhood. Nothing of God-

head applies to these latter, but to the title and sub-titles of

—

Bal. While distinctly qualified as ' Son ' to the Supreme

Being, he is shown to be so by a generation supernatural and dis-

tinct—the title implying partition, or splitting off, independent

life and energy co-existing with unity of substance, and essential

equality of dignity between the Son and his Father.

Page 41.—The compound title Bal-Tet and its sub-forms

thus unite Bal, the Son of God, and Tet, the Son or Seed of

Man. Polydeuces, Apollo, and others exhibit the union of the

two natures, God -\- Man.

Page 42.—There are some titles of the Son-Deity which do

not come under the afore-mentioned categories. They are

derived from the addition of the classical -eiS^s, -18175, -fil-ius, or

' -fid-ius,' the Aryan hunu, sunu, and other such-like words all

denoting ' Son.' Also surnames derived from special qualities

or activities. Of the first class are Alc-ides, Son of Ale

;

Herakles, Son of Herak, Herk, or Hek ; Thraet-aona, Son of

Thraet, and Ath-ene, Son or child of Ath. Of the second class

are Bri-areus, Merc-urius, and others.

Page 43.—The Son-Deity is of bifold or dual being—the Son

of God the Father, and Himself a God, but conceived and born

as man, from a mortal or earthly mother.

The Son, thus generated and born on earth, becomes by his

Father's sentence, or through the will of the gods—amounting

practically to a curse—the slave, subject, or passive victim to

the caprice of another and less noble being throughout his

career. He loyally acquiesces in his doom ; and his Fathei-'s

love, apparently held in abeyance, vindicates itself at last. His

life is of active beneficence ; and in frequent instances, shortly

before the termination of his career, he descends into Hades

for the purpose of restoring the dead to life, and returns

victorious. He dies prematurely, usually by the undesigned
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act of a friend (who obeys an occult and malignant impulse in

the background), and yet he dies in many cases so as to imply

a virtual suicide of the nature of ' Devotio,' or self-sacrifice.

He is raised from the dead, triumphing over Hades, is received

into heaven, and continues from henceforth the protector and

friend of mankind, and the object of their prayers and worship

as the ®eos Somfp, or Saviour. But this same personage is

represented, likewise, as to come as a Deliverer ; and he is also

described as Creator, with indications of an existence anterior

to that of mankind, and of the mortal mother by whom he

became incarnated (an apparent contradiction, but correspond-

ing to the distinction between Bal—signifying ' sphal,' split off,

biparted—and Tur-Aku, Tet, or Z, signifying Sonship by

human generation).

Page 44.—It would at first sight appear as if the old

Japhetans believed the Son-Deity to have been twice born,

twice immolated, once in the person of Bal, for the creation of

the present world, and afterwards in that of Tur-Aku or Z

for the re-creation or salvation of mankind ; but legends and

titles, when submitted to a closer analysis, resolve into a single

creation, a single ndOrjixa by a single Saviour, although the

Divine element is predominant in the earlier, and the Human

in the later examples of his manifestation. The interventions

are, in fact, treated (if I mistake not) as separated in point of

time ; but the activity is that of One and the same personality.

Page 45.—Although an interval of time is thus established

between the two creature Devotions of the Son-Deity, the

Japhetans looked upon him as having already suffered in both

natures of his composite being; while at the same time they

looked forward with certain hope as to the prospect, although

with dim notions as to the manner, of his return in the

triumphant character of a great Saviour and Prophet of truth,

in the latter days of the world, to restore the golden age of

virtue and happiness upon earth. These points are obscure ;

but thus much at least may, I think, be affirmed with safety as

articles of the Japhetan belief

—

Page 46.—At some remote period the Son- God, and apparently

in his most ancient type, underwent, by his own inherent
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authority and the sanction of the Supreme God, a process of

suffering, to the result of which mankind owe life and happiness,

and, by a symbolic repetition of which in the sacrifice, more

especially of a white ram or lamb, the sacer agnus of primitive

religions, his especial imagery, they propitiated the Supreme

Father. The dominant idea, in fact, which governs the con-

ception of the entire life and death of the Son-Deity, as wor-

shipped by the Japhetans, is that of self-submission, ' devotio

'

(in the largest classical sense, as I shall shew hereafter) as a

piaculum, or sin-offering of Royal and Priestly rank, self-slain

through voluntary approach to the symbolical altar of sacrifice,

and flung into a quasi-gulph which has opened in consequence

of sin, between the spiritual and material world, so as to fill up

the chasm by satisfying the wrath of a just and offended God.

The slain body of this piacular Victim becoming not only the

germ of a new or (in a strictly classical sense) eucharistic

creation, but, moreover, a footpath, bridge, or boat spanning the

abyss, by which mankind perform their pilgrimage from earth

to heaven, and over which the living and beneficent Son- Deity

himself presides.

These doctrines are not, as might be supposed, of compara-

tively modern or Orphic times, after the intrusion of Eastern

mysticism into the Western creed, but traceable to the remotest

antiquity alike in the East and West.

Page 47.—The sum of the whole, as connecting the Father

and the Son-Deity in relation to mankind, may be given in the

position that, while the character of Law-giver, Bond-master

(in enforcement of obligation and penalty), Darkness, Seclusion,

Unknowableness, and thus of Unrevealedness, attaches to the

Father-God, as shown in the previous chapter—that of Law-

fulfiller, Emancipator, Enlightener, etc., Intercessor, and Saviour

attaches to the Son. Salvation through his mediation, provided

for by a human birth, life, and self-sacrifice by devotio, thus

giving expression to that ' mercy of Varuna,' which is set forth

in conjunction with the denunciation of sin by the Rishis in

the most ancient Veda, and which the later post-Vedic or

Brahminian Hindus represent by the endless succession of the

Avatara, or mediatorial incarnations of Vishnu—a doctrine to
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which no sanction is given by the primitive traditions adduced

in this memoir.

Page 48.—Among the preceding characteristics, the most

prominent is that of the human and material element

associated with the Divine in the composite being of the

Son- God, as derived from the mortal and human mother before

spoken of. In every Japhetan genealogy of the Gods, these

mortal, material, or terrestial mothers (ultimately one, as the

varied Son-Deities are one) occupy their place of dignity in the

ancestral scale, their names sometimes reflecting proximately

the marital title, although with the qualification of terrestial

origin ; on other occasions representing a distinctly defined

province in natnre, matter, manhood, and mortality. Rhea,

Il-ia, "Eppa, and Here represent the former class, as marital reflec-

tions : and Leto or Latona, the mother of Apollo and Ai'temis

;

Leda, the mother of the Dioscuri ; and Hlodyna, the mother

of Thor, the son of Odin—the latter class. A third group

of maternal titles is represented by the almost typical name of

Amalthea, and this type would appear to cover and ultimately

include both the former ones. Here follow names and

analysis of mother-deities.

Page 57.—While the character of the Mother-deity is dis-

tinctly pronounced as the parent of the Man-God and Saviour,

as represented by Tur-Aku or Z (and even by Apollo or Bal in

his character of spello or messenger of God to man), that of

Rhea, "Epptx, Here, is of a more shadowy quality, more of a

satellite or reflex retrospectively assigned to the Supreme God;

and I doubt whether any feminine parent was assigned by the

earliest Japhetans to the Son-Deity, in the comprehensive

character of the Son (simpliciter) of God.

My impression is that when the human, material, or maternal

element is found associated with deities bearing the compound

name Bal-Z, or Bal, without any adjunct, such element attached

originally to his character as Z or man, not as Bal. The very

etymology of Bal from sphal, ' dissilire ' to split or divide,

implying severance and distinct constitution without com-

promise of essential unity and identity, would appear to exclude

(in the primitive conception) the co-operation of any agent

3 D
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participative with the Father-God, or exterior to the inherent

force of Godhead as simpliciter exerted in the work of evolve-

ment ; and the legend of the birth of Athene, the pre-eminent

type of the ' Son of God ' under his most comprehensive

character, and perhaps most archaic name, from the head of

Zeus, as conceived through /a^tis or counsel, would appear to

support this discrimination.

It is not without significance that Here is represented as

producing from herself alone, apart from Zeus, and in rivalry of

the abnormal birth of Athene, the demoniacal Typhoeus, the

great antithesis and enemy of the Divine Son in His character

of Briareus, as we shall hereafter see.

Page 58.— I should interpret this, if the above criticism be

correct, as implying that Typhoeus was the creation or quasi-

child of the Father in that phase of his character, whatever it

may be considered, which was personified detachedly in Here

;

and that the activity of Here, when exerted against him, as it

was in so many ways, simply expresses that antagonism of

forces, among mortals styled principals, which subsists through-

out creation, but finds its ultimate ratio in a condition above

our unassisted apprehension.

This is in keeping with the distinction thus attempted to be

shewn, that while Rhea ordained Here to receive divine worship

from mortals, Leto and Leda, although held in high honour,

receive none ; the reason being, I conceive, that the former was

in fact the supreme God in a feminine phase of conception,

while the latter were themselves human.

I proceed to what may probably be hailed as a comparative

relief after these etymological disquisitions; to wit, a rapid

enumeration of the leading points in the lives and characters

of the most prominent Son-deities, or, in other words, types of

the one Son-Deity.

Pages 59-74.—The Son-Deity as God (Class I.). Legends.

Pages 59-68 ( Apollo.

68-70
J

Balder.

70-74 I Thor.

Pages 74-108.—Tho Son-Deity as Man (Class II.).

Legends.
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Pages 74-82 / Hercules.

82-96 \ Iacchus, Dionysus Zagreus.

96-99 i JSacus.

99-108 \ Tet, Hermes, Mercurius, Thurms.

Pages 108-136.—The Son-Deity as Son of God and Son or

Seed of Man (Class III.). Legends.

Pages 108-113 I Pallas Athene.

113-119 I Polydectes, Hades, Pluto, etc.

119-136 ( Polydeuces or Pollux, and Castor.

Page 136.—Reviewing, then, the three categories of Son-

Deities represented by I. Bal ; II. Tur-Aku, Tet or Z ; and III.

Bal + Tur-Aku, or Bal + Z, as above characterised, it will be

found, I think, that the mythological characteristics sketched at

the beginning of this chapter correspond in their leading

particulars with what we were led to expect by the previous

etymological analysis of the simple names, that, thus each

element of proof is confirmed by the other, and the two conjoined

lead us to the recognition, as their centi'al type, of a single

beneficent Saviour-Deity, One in Person, but of bifold nature,

God at once and man, and emphatically Son of the Supreme

God,—as an object of worship, from the earliest times, to the

Japhetan race.

Page 136-154.— Various other forms of the Son-Deity.

Legends : Hermaphroditus, Tages, Tuisco, the Aswins,

Penates, Romulus and Remus, Yama and Yima, Skyphius,

Bellerophon, Indra or Aki-han and Vritra-han, Briareus or

^Egason, Styx, Heimdall, Ymer.

Page 154.

—

Prometheus. Feast of Mecone. Pandora. Punish-

ment of Prometheus.

Page 164.—Prometheus sacrifice of Mecone.

Page 168.

—

Iamus.

Page 169.—The reader may expect some notice of the ancient

heroes of India, Persia, Greece, Rome, and ancient Germany,

—some of them light, exultant, victorious,—others bowed down
with a weight of woe too terrible for humanity to sustain,

—

' ignes minores,' all of them struck off, as it were, from the

central sun of the old Japhetan system, and who bear in every

featui^e the lineaments of their prototype, the great and noble
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Son-Deity, in varying degree, and in special reflection of the

varying phases of his character—although it is chiefly in the

West that they reflect the proportions, the individual character-

istics and the constitutional harmony of that bright exemplar.

But these heroes are not, properly speaking, like Prometheus

and Bellerophon, forms of the Son-God—although it is difficult,

in truth, to distinguish between them ; they are, or purport to

be, men, living, struggling, and dying upon earth, the elite of

humanity ; and I shall speak of them as such hereafter.

Page 170.—It may be remarked with reference to gods and

heroes of the Son or Saviour type, that the monstrous forms

which they contend against, chimseras, sphinxes, hydras, eto

of supernatural growth, are in most cases instruments (see

Chap. V., Part I.) of judicial punishment or probation on the

part of the Supreme God ; that in another class of cases where

their opponents are represented as quasi-men, such as Hodd and

Idas in the myths of Balder and the Dioscuri, they are to a great

extent the impersonation of the material element drawn off, so

to speak, from themselves, and embodied in hostility against

them, yet animated, impelled, and prompted by an independent

and personal but occult principle of malignity in the back-

ground, such as Lok, or Lynceus. This malignant principle is, in

a few marked instances, exhibited in supreme and undisguised

inveteracy, as in the personality of Mg-, Arg-us, or Typhoeus.

The character of the classical Zeus partakes largely of this

materialistic and rebellious tendency.

Page 171.—Legend of Linus.

Page 174.

—

Symbols of the Son-Deity. (To page 181.)

Page 181.—I may wind up the present chapter with the

following conclusion. We have proof, I think, in what precedes,

that a Deity, surnamed the Son, bifold in nature, miraculously

born through the congress of the Supreme God with a mortal

woman, and thus at once God and man, was worshipped by the

primitive Japhetans, who venerated him as next in dignity,

holding the ' proximos honores ' to the Father-God, and as in

a special sense charged with the Liberation, Evangelisation, and

Saviouiship of mankind.
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Chap. III.

—

The Spirit-Deity.

Page 182.—That the Almighty inspires man with wisdom
generally, and directs him specially, by counsel in emergencies,

was a tenet of the early Japhetan faith, witnessed to by every

page of ancient literature. The recognised medium of this

inspiration and direction was the divine affectio or afflatus

animating the chosen ministers and prophets of God. But this

afflatus proceeded from the Supreme, Hidden, or Unrevealed

God, through an independent Deity, qualified as the ' Spirit ' in

a personal sense, and generally, in action, as in other cases, ' a

Creator.'

Page 183.—The general characteristics of the Spirit-Deity

as worshipped by the Japhetans may be sketched thus :—As
Zwarz, or Varuna, the Father-God is the author of the Law
Avhich condemns the sinner to chains and bondage,—as Bal +
Tet, the Son, is the Emancipator from the law of bondage, so

Poseidon, Hephasstus, Sethlans (Western presentments of the

Spirit-Deity) is the efficient, voluntary, and self-sufficing agent

by whom Bal+ Tet is called into mortal existence, and by whom
mankind are taught their duty to God.

Page 184.—He broods over and, as it were, kindles matter so

as to make it pregnant,—imposes Order on creation, physical

and moral,—provides for the birth of the Man-Deity,—purifies

and converts mankind by ablution through water at the entrance

of life, and afterwards by fire, as symbolised through the

processes of metallurgy,—and finally inspires him with wisdom
and divine knowledge, guiding him through life— first, by
ordinary means, through priests, sacrificial ordinances, and
ritualistic service ; secondly, by extraordinary guidance through

signs and dreams, sent direct from Jove, and through oracles

delivered by the mouth of Prophets—these last sometimes

uttering the will of the Father, sometimes of the Son, but

obeying throughout the impulse, or trift as it is called, of the

Supreme God as the primal source of its effluence.

Page 186.—Poseidon, Neptune, or Nethuns, Nu, Num, Kneph,
of Egypt, etc., and Consus, Zeus-IIvei^a, are merely varieties of

one compound name, signifying God the Spirit. The idea of
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energetic will is implied, as that of dispensers of spiritual

energy towards the generation of life in matter.

Page 187.—The office, on the other hand, of shaping matter

thus animated, through solvent heat towards the symbolical

epuration of the precious ore from the dross, and its investment

with conscious but obedient life, lies at the etymological root

while it governs the mythological development of the entire

system of Smith-deities, the character of wisdom (medhas,

vedesch) being superfixed in all the leading Japhetan languages

to the qualifying attribute of the Smith. This epithet espe-

cially attaches itself to the forms of the Spirit-God which rank

under the category of Thworestara, or Creator.

Page 191.—Poseidon may be said to represent the Spirit-God

generally, and the Smith-deities the special exercise of his

office
;
yet the divine ' afflatus ' which they bi-eathe into or exert

upon Man and Matter, emanates from a remoter source, viz. the

Supreme, or Father-God.

Page 192.—The Generation of the Saviour, or Son-Deity.

Legends and Symbolisms.

Page 204.—Sacred trees attached to oracular shrines.

Pao-e 207.—The general idea which pervades the symbolisms

is this, that through the inspiring or vivifying power of

Poseidon Petrous, or Consus, the Mithra of the West, and the

Spirit-Deity, Matter—elevated into motherhood—becomes the

parent of the Son- God, and the mouthpiece or utterance, in the

sense of blessing, of the Supreme Deity.

Page 208.

—

The Direction and Inspiration of Mankind through

religious ordinances and oracles.

Page 209.—Order and Ritual. The symbolical Ship. Lus-

tration and Sacrifice. Priesthood.

Page 212.—Prophets. Dreams. Augurs. Haruspices.

Page 216.—The Oracle of Dodona.

Page 218.—The Oracle of Delphi.

Page 219.—Other media. The Peleiadcs, Melissa?, Sibyls,

Valas, Pythia, Picus, Books, Tripods.

Page 224. - Struggle between Poseidon and Athene for the

intitulation and rule of Attica.

Page 227.

—

Summary. We recognize a Spirit-God, of con-
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summate dignity,—the Orderer and Inspirer of Creation ; the

Generator, by delegation, of that Son-Deity who is qualified as

Creator and Saviour ; the founder of worship and ritualistic

observance, and the teacher and enlightener of men alike in

ordinary life and on extraordinary emergencies, speaking chiefly

by the Saviour-God, either as God or Man, but always under

and through the trift or impulse of the Supreme God.

Chap. IV.

—

Unity of the Deity.

Page 229.—The proposition I have to support is this : that

the dogma that God was one God, although exhibited and set

forth in three distinct Personalities—Father, Son (God + Man),

and Holy Spirit, was an article of the original Japhetan Creed.

While the ancient Japhetans worshipped three principal

deities, and may thus be termed polytheists, it is equally clear,

as I shewed under the head of God the Father, that they recog-

nised a supreme power to which Zeus himself was subject,

—

sometimes in the singular number, sometimes in the plural,

—

sometimes confounded with Zeus, the Father-God,—sometimes,

and in current speech, most frequently as a Being above special

nomenclature—a Being personal and individual, not dwelling,

like Uranus, Cronos, Zeus, Poseidon, Hades, and such-like

deities, in particular localities and approachable only through

definite channels, but present everywhere, and in the familiar

background of each man's existence—:the confession of his

presence, supervision, protection, and judgment being ever in

their thoughts and their speech, more especially in the Western

world, under the title of ®eo's, Deus, as the slightest familiarity

with the writings of the ancient world is sufficient to establish.

Page 231.

—

Personations. Zeruane-Akarene, of the pre-Zoro-

astriau Medo-Persians, who is represented with a bull's body,

an eagle's wings, a human head, and in the midst the image of

God.

Page 232.—Hecate, single in body, but three-headed. Zeus

of Troy, three-eyed.

The single stem of Tggdrasil, the creative tree of the Edda,

symbolical of the Creator-God, had three roots. The three sons
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of Cronos, Zeus Kpoviwv, Zeus Hades, and Zeus Poseidon, divided

the universe between them by lot, which per se implies reference

to a superior aTcra, or distributive fate, according to the ancient

doctrine. And ATcra we have already recognized as a form of

Zwarz.

Page 233.—Rhadamanthys of Crete commanded that men

should not swear by the gods, i.e. by God, ®eos, or Deus, but

by the goose, the dog, and the ram—symbols, I have shewn, of

Poseidon, the Spirit ; of Polydeuces, the Son ; and of Zeus, or

Ammon, the Father-Deity.

Page 234.—While in some of the myths the Son-Deity

figures among the three as a single personage, immortal and

divine, there are others in which the Son appears in his human

character, liable to mortality. It is thus that in the kingdom

of Hecate (Hek, or Zwarz), below the earth, Minos, an

impersonation apparently of Ammon or Zeus,—Rhadamanthus,

who could be shewn, I think, to be a form of Poseidon, the

Spirit-God,—and ^Eacus, are the three judges of the dead :

^Eacus—the son of Zeus by iEgina, and, like Iacchus and

Castor, a representative, as has been shewn (see pp. 97, 98),

of the human element in the composite Son-God—having been

associated in the office as the reward of his justice as a ruler

upon earth.

Again, ^Eacus assisted Apollo and Poseidon in building the

walls of Il-ion or Il-heim (see p. 97). In this, ^Eacus represents

the human and Apollo the divine elements in the bifold Son

and Saviour, Poseidon the Spirit, and ' II ' or ' El ' the Father-

God (see pp. 63 and 18) and the Unity at once.

I am not concerned to establish more under this head than

what flows from the practical recognition of one ®eo's, Deus

;

but the above facts are curious. In the first instance (the

three judges), the three leading gods are represented in a

quasi-union or interdependence upon a common centre, who is

at the same time identified with the first in rank—the Father.

In the second instance, the Son-Deity, represented in his two

characters of God and Man, is associated with Poseidon the

Spirit-God—the Son and the Spirit both building up the

primeval Church or House of God.
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Page 235.—All the remaining deities of the Japhetan my-

thology, male or female, rank under the three great types above

illustrated, with the exception of the female Mother-deity,

variously known and misworshipped as Berecynthia, Cybele,

etc., in Phrygia and Asia Minor, but more modestly as Demeter,

Rhea, Latona, or Leda, in the oldest and purest Japhetan

worship. But although highly reverenced, she was never, I

think, worshipped with primary honours, but usually in con-

junction with and in relation to her Son, the Saviour. Nor has

she any part in that definition of Supreme power and deity,

reconciling multiplicity with unity, which we have recognised

in the preceding instances, in which the Father, the Saviour-

Son, and the Holy Spirit stand forth without rivals in the

character of deity per excellentiam.

The result is that, while the Medo-Persians worshipped one

God in jealous exclusion of all other partakers of the quality

of deity ; and while the Hindoos worshipped a multiplicity of

gods to almost total obscuration of the monotheistic principle,

each sect pushing its system to an extreme, some—the

Japhetans [of the West, inheritors of the older and less rigid

traditions—honoured three leading impersonations of the God-

head, along with God himself as an Unity—this last conception

overruling the former ; while the Being it pointed to was no

philosophic abstraction or metaphysical entity, but the personal

object of a living belief, handed down as a heritage among all

classes of the people. There was no dualism in the early

Japhetan creed, except in the case of the two natures of the

bifold Saviour ; but the said Saviour was a member—in the

character at once of God and man, in the reconciliation of

the two natures which constituted that dualism—of the great

company of three Personalities who coexisted, as we are

entitled to say, in subordination to unity, in the primitive Creed

of the Japhetans.
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Chap. V.

—

Spirits Intermediate between God and man.

Page 237.—The early Japhetaus recognised the existence of

distinct races of beings intermediate between man and deity,

and ranked in antagonistic classes.

The relation of these spirits to man, where such is specified,

was that either of protectors or avengers.

Page 239.—Although ranked in antagonism, and sometimes

acting with hostility towards mankind, it does not follow that

these spirits were other than loyal servants of God,—on the

contrary, there is reason to believe that they were considered

as ministering spirits carrying out the will of the Supreme,

either in reward of goodness or in punishment of evil. The

case is different—and the distinction is marked—when super-

natural beings appear in personal rebellion against God. The

number of these last is very few, and they resolve practically

into one personage. Of the former, the personalities are

innumerable, and, in the tradition recorded by Hesiod, included

the spirits of all who lived in the Golden Age, and who, after

their happy slumbering away into eternity, became Sat^oves,

or demons, dwelling upon earth, but robed in air—eVi^o'vioi,

or Indigetes—and guardians of mortal men, watching over just

and wicked works, and givers of wealth to mankind.

The term ' Watcher,' in the sense of guardian, expresses the

peculiar function usually assigned by mythology to the class

of demons as distinguished from God on the one hand and man

on the other.

Page 240.

—

Sect. I. Ministers of Mercy.

The epithet kuwv, or dog, is either applied to or connected with

many of the most prominent personages of the supernatural

and intermediate class here in question, especially to those of

a monstrous or abnormal configuration, and who are specially

specified as having been employed by Zeus and other deities

for certain purposes ; but this is in a manner wholly irrecon-

cilable with any imputation of canine nature. We must, there-

fore, seek for an older form and signification for the word.

KiW, it will be remembered, must be written with the

digamma, kv^wv, the root of the word kvF- ;
and I think that the
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original form was xpvf, and that the word is fundamentally

identical with ypvir-os, ypvty, a griffin. I am aware that there

are proximate affinities between kvwv and other Aryan roots

;

but the application of the term is too broad to admit of them
as the original root.

Page 241.—The question follows, What is the proper signi-

fication of ypvf-wv, ypvij/ ? The signification must correspond

with the mythological character of the personages included

under it, or it cannot be received as accurate. It is not, therefore,

to those roots implying ' to hide ' that we must resort, nor yet

those signifying ' to seize,' but rather to those implying ' to

watch,' to ' guard or take oare of.' Here follow etymological

proofs. My impression, therefore, is that Kpvf, gryph, or,

in its abraded form, kvP, Kvfwv, kvidv, thus denotes ' Watcher '

or ' Guardian,' a title which covers the entire ground traversed.

Page 244.—We may classify the leading members of this

spiritual and supernatural world as follows :

—

Class I. Creatures of a composite or abnormal character,

' monsters.' These are probably the most ancient.

Class II. Beings linked together by nature or circumstance

in pairs, not necessarily twins—including many varieties of

beings.

Class III. Creatures of a single personality, ranging upwards
from the crab of Hercules and the Lernasan Hydra to Pandora,

Helen, and Iduna.

Pages 244-249.—Class I. Ypvires, or Griffins ; Harpies, the

Sphinx, Echidna, the Chimaera.

Pages 250-256.—Class II. Scylla and Charjbdis, the Sym-
plegades, the Dogs of Yama, "Yttvos and ©avaros.

Pages 257-273.— Class III. Dragons, Serpents, Crab,

Scorpion, Vulture, Eagle, Dog, Pandora, Harmonia, Helen,

Calypso, and the Amshaspands, Amazons, Centaurs, Titans,

Jotuns.

This is an imperfect survey, yet it may be sufficient to

establish the fundamental dogma of the existence of ypx;7res,

or intermediate spirits. In almost every instance the kvwv is

intrusted with a charge as guardian. But they are throughout

ministers of divine purposes, and instruments of blessing or
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punishment, not blind agencies born of matter, or impelled by-

wicked intention.

Page 274.

—

Sect. II. Ministers of Punishment.

Hitherto we have dealt with supernatural beings, servants

and ministers of deity, either for the benefit or bale of man, that

is for blessing or punishment, according to human deserts,

their character being that of watchers or protectors, commis-

sioners carrying out the purposes of God in strict loyalty and

obedience.

Page 275.—Such of these intelligences as derive their mythical

origin or mission from Typhoeus and Echidna, Lok and Angur-

boda, or, in a broader sense, from Here, the consort ascribed

to the Supreme God as representative of wrath—are, for the

most part, primitive and malignant powers. And there are

few indeed of those above enumerated which do not bear the

austere character of dAao-Topes, or avengers.

But all, I would insist, are the representatives and trustees

of power, delegated from God, exercised in fulfilment of His

will. All are Aios ku'vcs—yp\me<;—watchers of God.

In contrast to the above watchers and guardians carrying

out the purposes of God, is one dark figure which towers,

like a colossus, above all his compeers, in open rebellion against

God, aspiring to supreme power over gods and men, but crushed

in the attempt, and to whom alone the character of watcher

or guardian is never assigned in existing records, though it

would appear from the etymology of his name to have originally

belonged to him.

This great type of moral evil is the being variously known

as Aki in the Veda, Aku-Mainyu in the Zend-Avesta, Azhi-

Dahaka in ancient Iranian legend, Loptr, Lok or Asa-Lok in

Scandinavia, ./Eg- or Arg-, Cac-us, and Typhoeus or Typhaon in

Italy and Greece—this Typhoeus being the more primitive type,

and all these names fundamentally identical. Here follows

etymological comparisons and legends.

Page 285.—Of these various forms of one tradition, three

are far older than those of the Zend-Avesta and the Veda,

i.e. the old Iranian legend of Azhi-Dahaka and Thraetaoua or

Feridun, dial of the war of Typhoeus and Briareus in Gi'eece,
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and that of the suppression of Lok by the JEsir in Scandi-

navia.

Page 286.—In the Vedic books, and less marked but still un-

mistakably in the Zoroastrian, the warfare between the hostile

powers is perpetually recurrent as between sun and cloud, night

and day, good and evil, and will continue so as long as the world

endures.

But in the earliest pre-Zoroastrian tradition, as represented

by the mythology of the West, and the historical legend of

Thraetaona, the struggle between the great leaders of the

opposing hosts of good and evil—God, and that which is

opposed to God—takes place once for all ; the foe is conquered,

chained, and crushed, although the perturbation consequent on

the struggle continues to be felt in the lower spheres, and

it is only from the legend of Lok in the Edda, and that of Azhi-

Dahaka—as sung by Firdusi to some extent agreeing with it

—

that we learn that the personal embodiment of rebellion and

malignity revives for a time in pristine strength, although to

fall at last in a final struggle at the day of Ragnarok.

Pao-e 287.—Thus the struggle as conceived of in the earliest

times was not one of elementary influences, which must endure

in their vicissitudes while Vishnu rules on earth, not a contest

between subordinate « watchers ' or ' demons,' but a struggle

believed to have actually occurred at some remote period, it is

impossible to say how remote, between God himself, as repre-

sented by his vicegerent, and a rebellious vassal, who perishes

through his temerity and iniquity.

Page 288.—The interests of mankind, especially his physical

or material interests, may appear to be more immediately

involved in the Ayran doctrine where angels on the one hand

defend him against devils (to use the common phrase) on the

other; but those interests are more comprehensively and

effectively guarded in the early Japhetan tradition, which en-

trusts them to a mighty and victorious potentate, in rank

superior to any mere ypity or intermediate agent, to wit,

Briareus, ^Egaeon, Apollo or Hermes, the Son-God, akin to

humanity through human motherhood, and the atarqp or

Saviour—as there is reason to think, through an inscrutable
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' Devotio ' or self-sacrifice in the interest of others—of that

' good creation ' the permanency of which he vindicates once for

all as against iEg- or Typhoeus, while in the Aryan variety it

is ever trembling in the balance.

Page 293.—One important observation presents itself in force

on a fact shewn in these latter pages, viz. that the general

consent shewn on the part of the Aryans, imputing the de-

moniacal character to the ancestral gods whom they disowned

—to the Father in his character of Hek, Vritra, at the time of

the first Japhetan schism, and to the Son in his human
character, as Deuces or Ux on the occasion of the second schism

—proves per se a primeval belief in the living personality of a

great enemy of God and man, with whom they severally identi-

fied the rejected deities,—in other words, a being who must
have been present to their consciousness as an objective entity,

vague, dreaded, and abhorred by all—as absolute an existence

to their apprehension as that of God himself.

Page 294.—The above-mentioned facts shew that this being was

known to the Aryans and Japhetan Europeans before the first

schism, under the determinative name of Typhoeus, ^Eg-, and

Arg-, and that (from etymologies above shewn) the demon with

whom the]schismatical heresiarchs thus wilfully confounded the

deities they repudiated, was himself less than God, and in effect a

creature of the Almighty, once a minister and a watcher of God,

Atos Kvuiv, and of the highest rank—although fallen from that

high estate through breach of allegiance, and punished

accordingly.



PART II.

RELATION OF MAN TO GOD AND THE SPIRITUAL
WORLD.

Page 297.—The relations of God to man have formed the

object of the first part of our inquiry. The relations of man to

God and the spiritual world must now occupy our attention.

Page 298.—In the relation of man towards God, Love is the

prevailing motive when the Reason predominates in the intel-

lectual constitution, Fear when the dominant organ is the

Imagination. The sense of guilt is weaker in the former, and

stronger in the latter case.

This contrast is strongly marked in the religious develop-

ment of the two great branches of the Aryan race in the East,

the Medo-Persians and Hindus.

The rationalistic Zoroastrian, proud of the freedom of liberty,

longs after Ahura-Mazda; the materialistic Vedic Hindu, the

slave of law, trembling in the sense of deserved punishment,

deprecates the wrath of Varuna.

Examples given by the two prayers of Zoroaster and the

great Rishi Vasishtha.

Page 300.—These prayers, thus divergent in sentiment, can

only be paralleled by similar compositions reflecting the later,

crystallised life of the other and more modern religious com-

munions.

We have nothing in the East earlier than the Rig-Veda and

the Gathas, which represent the old Aryan religion in similar

stagnation ; and we must resort, therefore, to the tradition and

practice of the West, and to the revelations of language in

order to ascertain the primitive and unsystematised Japhetan
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doctrine as to the relations of man to Deity, as held before the

times of schism.

In both these sources, especially tbe latter, we find proof that

the consciousness of guilt, the necessity of cleansing, and the

obligation of sacrificial service, were recognised in the Japhetan

home, in constitutional harmony as between law and liberty,

long before the over-ripened intellect had run to seed and

schism.

Chap. I.

—

The Moral Law.

Page 302.—The Japhetan race witnessed to an unchangeable

standard of morality. This eternal law of right and truth is

ascribed, alike by Hindu and Persian, by Greek, Roman, and

Teuton, to the Supreme God in each religion as its author—to

Varuna, to Ahura-Mazdao, to Zeus, Jupiter, and Odin.

Page 305.—The fundamental idea of sin or moral evil was

thus that of divergence, division, and separation from the path

of right, the law of eternity. And this is especially witnessed

to by the root sk, from which proceed the most important words

expressive alike of guilt and of recovery from guilt through

purification. This root sk (like ts, or dis, a mere dialectic variety),

the original form being Z, tsch, ZrJTa, or Z-t (see pp. 35, 39), is of

aboriginal antiquity, and implies, in itsprimary sense, separation

in the abstract, in the sense of what was originally one becoming

two, this without any imputation of evil, rather with the positive

qualification of goodness, as shewn in the primitive form of

1 bonus,' viz. ' duonus.'

Page 306.—In the second stage the root sZ: = k = ts = z acquires

a positive character : 1. Physically, through ts in connection

with light and life, ' dies,' ' dyaus,' and through sk or kk in

connection with darkness, matter, and mortality, 'cha-os,' crecus,

KdK-o's, scat-o, akk, darkness — faultiness attaching to this latter
;

—2. Morally, through the attribution to ts of the idea of order-

educed discriminately out of chaos, and to sk of the consciousness

of wrong incurred through wilful contravention of the law of

order thus vindicated. These latter ideas are expressed in our

old scado, skadi, skaifh, 'damnum' or injury; the Egyptian
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words sk, to molest or injure, "Xta, sin or crime; the Latin

'scelus,' 'scelestus,' 'cad-ere;' Sanscrit skhal, to fall or sin ;
the

ancient Latin scectcl ; schuld in Teutonic, and skal in Gothic.

Page 307.—The word schuld, skal in Gothic, scecul in ancient

Latin, implying ' debitum,' debt, or, in the English variety of

schuld, guilt, expresses that sense of defalcation from duty to a

superior which subjects the debtor to the creditor as one who

has forfeited his rights of independence and liberty. The posi-

tion implies an original contract between man and his creator

;

and this idea of contract—the ' nexum ' of the Romans, and the

4 bond,' as I shall shew, of the Etruscan and Teutonic law

—

underlies in fact the entire notion of relationship between them,

as revealed by language. We shall see hereafter how this

debt was to be paid and liberty recovered.

Page 308.—But sk, in its moral aspect, expresses, in accord-

ance with its primary meaning, the tendency to good as well as

to evil. Although sacer, sacratus, originally implies ' set apart

'

and ' accursed,' yet it signifies no less 'sanctified' or 'blessed,'

through remedial purification. The Greek aytos, Latin ' sanctus,'

Egyptian u^, pure, and Zendic and Sanscrit wr, all bear this

holier signification.

And the means by which man becomes * sacer ' in the sense of

holiness is equally indicated by the root sk, and expressed

through the processes of metallurgy,—that separation of the

pure one from the scoriae or dross, and its consequent refine-

ment, which is understood as readily of the human subject as of

the precious metals.

Page 312.—That the alienation of man from God, and his

subsequent liability to suffering, originated in impiety towards

heaven was an ancient Japhetan tradition alike in the East and

the West,—associated in the East with the history of Yima or

Yama, and in the West with that of Ymer of Scandinavia and

Prometheus—as, for example, in the familiar 'Post ignem

jetheria domo,' etc., of Horace. That the skad or skhal or lapse

originated in erratic quest after forbidden or at least unsanc-

tioned enjoyment would appear from the myths of Persephone,

of Scylla, of Megara and others. It is not in the legends of

ancient mythology as developed by the poets that I seek for

3 E
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dogmata, but in the signification of the roots and disentangling

of the principles which determine the lines and traditions from

one another, and which were almost if not absolutely forgotten

before Homer or Hesiod.

Page 315.—Among the symbols connected with the moral

law, that of the chain has been already dealt with. The entire

relation of debtor and creditor between man and man on earth

is similarly considered as symbolical of a corresponding state of

things subsisting between man on earth and God in heaven.

The analogy between moral expuration and metallurgy is strictly

symbolical. The colour white—sveta, spenta, candidus—is

almost inseparably connected with the idea of virtue and of

good, while baseness or deficiency is connected symbolically

with blackness, the colour of night or matter.

Page 317.—From the defilement and debasement into which

man had fallen, the Japhetan faith believed that recovery may
be made by means of refinement and purification through the

mercv of God.

Chap. II.

—

Propitiation of God.

Page 319.—The propitiation of God, as practised by the early

Japhetans, may be ranked under the two heads of, I. Lustration,

i.e. the act of ceremonial (importing spiritual) purification from

evil ; and, II. Sacrifice, under the subdivisions of ' Sacrifice of

Appeasement,' and ' Sacrifice of Thanksgiving.'

Sect. I. Lustration consisted in purification, physically by

water, spiritually, it would appeal', by fire, water and fire being

alike the media of operation of the Spirit-God, as has been

shewn. That the idea involved more originally than a mere

external ceremony is clear from the etymology and signification

of the Latin ' lustratio,' the Greek Xurpwo-is, KaOapa-i^, and the

Teutonic ' hlutar,' * hlutarjan,' the Latin form having the

attendant force of purification and illumination, the Greek that

of deliverance and ransom, and the Teutonic that of purification

and expiation.

Page 320.—The root ' pu,' on the other hand, whence
' purgatio,' 'purus,' ' Februa,' etc., (words constantly used as
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synonymous with lustr-, lustratio), is similarly suggestive. In

its primary sense it signifies to cleanse, and the words 77-oivr/,

'poena,' ' punio,' derived from it, had thus the sense of cleansing

or purifying towards repentance and reformation of life, that

being (so far as etymology testifies) the original theory of

punishment. ' Pu ' is independently developed into the Gothic

fona, and the Greek irvp, fire, as an agent of purification.

Page 321.—The typical example in mythology of lustration

by water would appear to be that, as I understand it, of Iamus
in the river Alpheius. The typical illustration of lustration as

by fire is that of the goddess Demeter, who bathed her nurseling

Demophon every night in fire to purge away his mortal parts

and endue him with immortalitv.

The immediate and definite idea of Lustration was that of

ablution and emancipation from the sin against God, which
the early Japhetans connected with the idea of dirt, matter,

and physical contamination (con-taminatio = damn-um) as sym-
bolical of spiritual—such ablution, performed with pure water,

not by a man for himself, but by commissioned ministers of God,

being considered as a visible declaration of pardon and accept-

ance consequent upon repentance.

Page 322.—This simple conception of Lustration as revealed

by language is to be recognised in the practice of the conservative

West with a clearness that is greatly obscured in the systematised

doctrine and elaborate ritual of Eastern Aryanism. The
essential point of difference between the Eastern doctrines and

the Western is, that the former represent regeneration through

Lustration as the work of the priest alone, apart from the

spiritual concurrence of the individual operated upon, and that

they view the holy water as containing inherently or by impu-

tation the actual seed of physical—although pure—life, with

hardly any reference to moral sentiment or duty. In the West,

on the contrary, the conjunction of physical lustration and
pardon with national and personal sin and repentance is

universally recognised, while the visible medium employed is

never considered in any other light than that of simple water

made holy by deputed or ministerial blessing through fire from

the altar of God, and thus a vehicle of the divine blessing.
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Page 325.—The nucleus and essence of the rite of Lustration

in the West consisted in the sprinkling of the person or thing

lustrated with pure, spring or living water; the instrument of

aspersion being usually (in the South) a branch of olive, the

emblem of peace and reconciliation, or of laurel, that of victory

and immortality, held by the priest,—the smoke of torches and

the fumes of unmixed sulphur assisting not unfrequently in the

operation. A vessel filled with consecrated water stood at the

entrance of every temple, the water consecrated by a burning

torch from the altar being plunged into it (a conjunction of the

elements of fire and water over which the Spirit-God presided).

Purified by this aspersion, the votary became no longer fie(3r)\o<;,

unclean, but d/Se/ifyAos, and privileged to approach to the limit,

although not beyond the limit of the cr^otvtov, or rope ; this band

being the ' bond of Varuna,' which secluded the sella and

adytum of Deity from the congregation.

Page 327.—It was only after this purification from dis-

qualifying pollution that the votai'ies might venture to sacrifice.

Page 328.—The fundamental ' lustratio,' the backbone (ant-

war) of the entire system, was that conferred upon the infant

child when he received his name and was received into the

family, a few days after his birth. The day was styled ' Dies

Lustricus,' and the ceremony ' Nominatio,' by the Romans, the

ceremony being performed on the eighth day for girls and the

ninth for boys ; by the Athenians it took place either on the

seventh or tenth day, and was thus styled efiSo/xds and 8tKa.Tr).

In Greece the child was carried round the domestic fire or

hearth, and then dedicated to the gods.

In Northern Europe, as testified to in the Sagas, the parent

acted in the patriarchal and primitive character of priest and

king, pouring water on the head of the newly born child, and

giving him his name.

Page 332.—The rite of private or personal lustration was

Y>ractised on every conceivable occasion in ordinary life by the

Greeks and Romans and their kindred races in the West ; there

is no religions usage more universal. The priucipal public

Lustrations of the Western Japhetans were on the following

occasions: i. At the Rural Lustralia at harvest time, before
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the crops were cut. ii. At the annual visitation of the marches
of the ' Ager Romanus ' by the Arval Brothers, iii. On the

completion of each lustrum or quinquennium, when the victims

of the Sauvetaurilia were sacrificed for the purification of the

Roman empire, iv. When a navy or an army was sent forth.

And lastly, a lustralio, attended by religious ceremonies and
public games of an extraordinary kind, took place on occasions

when Rome was visited by extreme calamity, the penalty (as

was supposed) of inordinate skal, or guilt.

Page 334.—The primary theory of lustration was thus that

of rendering clean and pure and acceptable to God that which,

either through inherited responsibility or personal sin or

ceremonial defilement, had become unpure, to the effect of

incapacitating it from the efficient and acceptable service of

God. The pure lymph effected the abstersion, illumination, and
reconciliation with God, in the actual body of the worshipper.

Lustration, the type of voluntary passive submission and the

pledge of obedience, was thus the necessary preliminary to the

active service of sacrifice, for I must repeat that the sacrifices

which accompanied lustralia in ordinary practice are aggrega-

tions upon the original rite.

Sect. II. Sacrifice.

The rite of Sacrifice has to be considered under the two

aspects of Appeasement and Thanksgiving.

Some sacrifices were bloody, marked by the effusion upon

the ground of the blood of victims slain and offered at the altar
;

others were bloodless, consisting in the mere presentation of

an offering, living or inanimate, at the altar, or in the pouring

of libations on the ground. The former of these were the

especial means prescribed for propitiation of an offended God,

the latter the peculiar expression of grateful recognition of the

Divine blessing.

Page 335.—It has been said that the oldest offerings were

those of fruits, honey, etc., animal sacrifices being at first

unknown. But I maintain that such was not the case, because

the classical ancients themselves testified that animal sacrifices

were prevalent among contemporary or (as they styled them)

barbarian nations, many of whom we know to have been of
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kindred descent and tradition to themselves. They moreover

tell us that Theseus and Hercules put down the practice of

human sacrifice, the sacrifice of blood per excellentiam, which

nevertheless prevailed down to the times of Christianity.

Page 336.—Again, the Greeks, Romans, and Etruscans sought

for auguries through the observation of the entrails of victims.

Here follows etymological proofs that the sacrifice of atonement

by blood dates from primeval times.

Page 338.—Sacrifices of Appeasement were of two kinds :

1. Ordinary, as of daily occurrence, animals being the

victims; and 2.
k
Extraordinary, where the victims were men.

These latter subdivided under the heads of (1) Passive, and

(2) Voluntary.

Class I. Ordinary Sacrifices—Animal. The victims usually

offered in sacrifice by the Japhetans were the ram, the goat,

and the young of each ; the boar, bull, horse, and dog.

Page 339.—The following are a few of the linguistic varieties

of the names known to the ancient Japhetans for the ram, goat,

or lamb and kid.

The old Teutonic Scaf, Egyptian <%i ;
Scandinavian, saudhr

;

Gothic, sauths. *Aif, hced-ns, Old German, goat or kid, hoed,

goat, are varieties of suta, signifying seed, offspring, or, as we

have it in English, kid, i.e. 'kind' and 'child.' Ai£, originally

Tcu£, denoted both goat and ram or sheep.

Page 342.—Two classifications suggest themselves on a review

of the pi-eceding names.

Obs. 1. Most, if not all, these names echo, as it were, in verbal

sound the various titles of the Son-Deity, as Divine, as Human,

and as the ' Seed ' or ' Son.'

This correspondence of symbolic with animal nomenclature

—

the names of the persons symbolised being uniform, while each

such personal name is represented by various animals—is in

conformity with the principle of mythogony elsewhere laid

down.

Page 343.

—

Obs. 2. Again, the preceding animal names con-

sidered analytically with reference to their signification, resolve

into two groups, expressing respectively the ideas of seed or

offspring in a general sense, and of sacrificial victims.
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Follows classification of names under these groups.

Page 344.—The Mseso-Gothic word sauths, and Old Northern

saudhr, is common with more or less variation to a wide range

of language other than the Japhetan, and Monsieur Pictet cites

it as the only general analogue of the category of sacrificial

words, derived from su, hu, in the old Aryan tongues in the

East.

Page 345.—I may observe, that, turning for a moment to that

treasure-house of primeval roots and associations the Old

Egyptian language, we find the following meanings of the word

ka. Ka, male, seed, offspring, husband, bull ; ka, kau, cow

;

ka-ki, goat (corresponding to at£, goat) ; hu, a calf. Also ka, to

offer, kha, altar, hu, to strike, and ka, a type or symbol.

That the ram or lamb sacrifice was the propitiatory sacrifice

per excellentiam of the early Japhetans is to be found partly in

the significations of the Scandinavian and Gothic saudhr, sauths,

denoting goat or ram, and partly in the testimony of classical

antiquity. Taking the Scand. saudhr first, its signification is

given by Pictet as ' victima et vervex, ovis.' Pictet compares

saudhr, sauths with the Gothic saun, Scandinavian son (from

sona, placare, reconciliare), and the Old German suana, all

three signifying ' expatio satisfactio,' as also allied with the

Sanscrit su and its derivative savana, ablution, purification.

Page 350.
—

"West Japhetan testimony, supporting the con-

clusion that the Ram or Lamb Sacrifice was pre-eminent.

Page 354.—There is one name for the Ram or Lamb which

reveals in analysis the peculiar sense in which the animal was

piacular, and the actual pai^t borne by it, and by every other

sacrificial victim in the sacrificial rite.

Page 355.—That the word scdf, Teutonic though it be, is

of primitive antiquity may be inferred from its appearing in

precisely the same form and with the signification of Ram, as

<%f in the vocabulary of Egypt.

We may proceed further, and, by ascertaining its special

signification, ascertain what was the peculiar doctrine associated

by the Japhetans with the sacrifice of the victim in question.

The old Teutonic root scliieb, as in the verb schieben, our

common English shove, is almost identical with scdf or schdf.
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Schieb is rendered in Schaz and Oberlin's glossary by ' transfere,

devolvere, transfere culpam, declarare quem renm, depre-

hensopenes ipsum corpore delicti
;

' and I take scdf, <^(f, there-

fore, to have signified, at a very remote period, literally the

'shove,' '"Vf,' or 'scape-offering,' or victim upon which the

confessed guilt of the penitent or community that offers it in

sacrifice is 'shoved' or transferred, for his or their immunity

and redemption.

Page 357.

—

The Goat and the Ram appear to have been com-

prehended under the same titles and sacrificed indifferently,

although the ram was always the especial victim of honour.

The Boar. Boar-pig or Sow. Connected with treaties or

contracts of peace, whether after war, or in marriage, or with

hunting. The Calydonian Boar. The Boar Saehr-imnir. The

Erymanthian Boar.

Page 359.

—

The Bull. The /JoGs or go, gaus, the generic hos.

The fiovs—the sacrifice of Prometheus at Mecone. The Zendic

bull Abordad, and the primitive man Gayo-Marathan. The

gaus, yata, yr)—the earth.

Page 362.

—

The Horse. The horse-sacrifices of the ancient

Germans. The Zendic and Vedic Aswa-medha, horse-sacrifice.

The Grecian and Roman sacrifices, the ' October equus.'

Page 366.

—

The Bog. Usually offered to Hecate, as an offering

of expiation. The dog-sacrifice of the Macedonian army.

Page 367.—Of all these sacrificial animals, the Ram or Male

Lamb was the ' princeps gregis,' the typical and central type.

The simple and fundamental belief of the Japhetans was that

guilt must be transferred from the sinner to a substitute before

he can be freed from the bonds of Varuna, and restored to

favour.

Page 368.

—

Class II. Extraordinary or Human Sacrifices. Such

oblations were not unusual among the Japhetans in all their

branches, not excepting the Aryans, for, although repudiated

by the Zoroastrians more particularly, their protest proves that

such sacrifices were practised by their ancestors.

Page 370.—The fundamental truth which underlies the

practice of human, and, indeed, all sacrifice, is the existence of

sin, as constituting a chasm (*%-, cha-os, schism) between man
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and God, which can only be effectually filled up or bridged over
by the voluntary death of an innocent man in satisfaction for
guilt.

The innocence and purity of the sacrificial animal were thus
insufficient

; the moral equivalent, the sense of assumed responsi-
bility, the acceptance of a penalty not rightfully his own were
further required for appeasement, reconciliation, and blessing

;

and such could only be found in the voluntary suffering of man,
for man. In the lower or passive aspect of human sacrifice, the
voluntary or self-immolating character was imputed to the human
(as to the animal) victim by the sacrificer ; but in the higher
or heroic aspect of ' Devotio ' an actual and peculiar blessing
was expected and received, in addition to mere remission of
punishment.

Page 371.—First Variety : Human Sacrifice, Passive, or In-
voluntary on the part of the victims. Historical or semi-
historical instances.

Page 372.—Mythical instances.

Page 374.—These and similar legends are founded on a
distortion of the early belief that the Son-Deity and the demi-
god heroes, his representatives, not only became voluntary
piacida for mankind, but that Zeus, the Olympian, doomed
them to suffering, and even to death, as if through personal
hatred, loving them all the while, yet obeying the supreme
will of that Moipa or Fate—in other words Zwarz, the hidden
Father-God, of whom he was the instrument. This is exemplified
in the action of Zeus towards his daughter Pallas, and in the
legends of OMipus, Bellerophon, and the piacular heroes and
families generally. The monstrosities and revolting incidents
which figure in mythical story have their origin partly in

cosmogonical metaphors, but in a greater degree in a materialisa-

tion of spiritual dogma. Etymology shews that human existence

began in good, not in evil, in lofty aims, not brute instincts and
impulse.

Page 376.—Classical usages symbolical of human sacrifice.

Page 377.—The qualification of guilt and legal condemnation
is attached to the idea of human sacrifice (at least in the lower

or ordinary form), and thus necessarily, through imputation,
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the attribute of guilt also falls on the guiltless but willing

victim.

Patre 378.—Second Variety : Extraordinary or Human Sacri-

fice, Heroic : Self-sacrifice or Devotio. This rite is best known

under the Latin name of 'Devotio.' Its most histoi-ical and

normal type is the act of P. Decius Mus in the great Latin War.

Then follow the stories of P. Decius Mus (p. 378), of the

second and third Decii (p. 380), the 300 at Thermopylae, the

Fabii at Cremera, Metius Curtius, Mucius Scaevola, Codrus of

Athens (p. 382). The mythical stories of Mencecius of Thebes

—

Alcestis. The piacular families, the Decii and Athamantida3.

Page 385.—A breach has opened between God and man.

Man has done his best, but there is no help in man. Heaven

interposes to point out a means through which the Divine

wrath may be appeased and reconciliation obtained. This

consists in a human sacrifice, the self-immolation of a man for

his nation. The sacrifice is a free-will offering—permissive,

not prescribed : an alternative is presented as acceptable to the

gods; it is for man to choose, for himself individually and

exclusively, whether he will adopt it, and win the blessing for

his country or not. But he is not at liberty to assume the

mediatorial duty unless the invitation and sanction is previously

given by heaven. Here follow the explanation of the formula

used, and etymological criticism and analysis.

Page 390.—The principle recognised by the primitive Japhetans,

was the transference—literally, if we have rightly understood

the significance of the word ' scaf,' the ' shoving '—of the guilt

of the human sinner from himself on to the head of an innocent

victim, a bull, a goat, but more especially a ram, or lamb, which,

offered on the altar (ha), bore the imputed penalty by death,

the sinner being delivered, separated (sh) by that quasi-forensic

transference or substitute, from his responsibility. What or

whom did the victim represent ?

Page 391.—The Egyptian word ha is suggestive—its meanings

being ' a type or symbol,' ' an altar,' ' seed, or offspring,' besides

other significations. The imputation of willingness to a brute

creature, the victim of sacrifice, proves that the inferior,- irrational,

bat innocent creature must have been employed in such sacrifices
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to personate the more elevated, intelligent, and yet peccant lord

of creation, man. The like argument applies to the ' passive

'

human victims.

Independently of this, the earliest names of animal victims,

finding their common type in a root denoting seed, offspring,

son in general, thus necessarily include the seed, offspring, or

son of man as prototype. It is a fair inference from this, that

the victims in question represented such a human prototype.

But while the ordinary periodical ram or lamb sacrifice sufficed

for ordinary circumstances, yet on extraordinary emergencies

the supreme ' Devotio ' of a human being was required, self-

dedicated, self-immolated, of his entire free will offering him-

self, moreover after a previous indication and sanction from

God that he was willing to accept such a piaculum.

It rises, therefore, beyond an inference to a fair conclusion,

That all the minor or animal sacrifices, and that of the passive

human victim, were typical of the highest, the heroic, that is of

' Devotio.'

Page 392.—But the sacrifice' of a Decius, a Codrus, or a

Leonidas, however efficient for the salvation of the State or

nation on whose behalf it was offered, was only sufficient pro

ilia vice ; heroic as it was, its scope was limited to the compara-

tively narrow bounds of the occasion, it was still, in fact, only

a type or symbolical tradition. The Japhetans, in all their

branches, acknowledged that the nations of the earth formed

one family, the children of God. It follows, therefore, that as

the ram or lamb, yielding himself to the sacrificial knife in

expiation for his village or his owner, symbolised the human

Decius or Codrus, King and Priest, dying voluntarily for Rome

or Athens, so Decius and Codrus symbolised yet a higher victim

of a corresponding but still higher nature, as necessarily implied

by the ascending progression, who should concentre in himself

all minor symbols and characters— ' Ram,' or ' Lamb,' per

excellentiam, as a sacrificial offering ;
' Seed,' per excellentiam,

of the family of man ; King over all kings, Priest over all

priests ; whose self-sacrifice, enduring as that of Prometheus,

triumphant as that of Dionysus—Iacchus,—should compass tbc

ransom and deliverance, not of one only, but of all the nations
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of humanity; and not for one generation only, but for all

time.

Page 393.—Such is the belief included potentially in the

Japhetan doctrine of Sacrifice, as above illustrated, and it is

exemplified in practice partly in the passion and expected

deliverance of Prometheus, in the resurrection and ascension to

heaven of the Aswamedha victims, but more fully in the career,

death, and resurrection of Hercules and the Dioscuri, to name

no others, among the Son-Deities ; those especially who bear

the name and attributes of Ka, Aku, or Deuces, implying

human generation, and who figure emphatically as hotars,

godars, or o-am)pes, Sacrificers of self and Saviours, in the ancient

Japhetan religion.

It was, if I mistake not, on the question of human sacrifice as

offered to the Father-God, that the first great schism took place

in the Japhetan Church, ages before the days of Zoroaster and

Varnth.

Page 394.

—

Theory of Piacular Sacrifice. Covenant between

God and Man.

As shewn in the beginning of this work, there are two

attributes of the Father-Deity, Bonds and Mercy ; the Bonds in

consequence and punishment of the schuld, or debt, of man, the

Mercy in the providing for the payment of the debt and en-

franchisement of the debtor. We have shewn that the Son-

Deity became incarnated as man, and endured penal servitude

as the representative of mankind, of whom he has since become

the Saviour ; that there was an original covenant or contract

between God and man, as implied by the qualification of human

sin as schuld or delictum. The nature of that schuld ; the insti-

tution of the priesthood, whose central duty was sacrifice ;
the

humblest victim pointing to a higher, in ascending scale to the

highest, the Son-God being the supreme victim, the Father-

God accepting his self-devotion, on behalf of man ;—all this has

been dwelt upon in the preceding pages.

Page 395.—This remedial process, or ow^pia, took place

through the conditions of a fresh covenant entered into between

God and the Son-Deity ; by which the latter, as man + God,

made himself responsible for the schuld, debt, or guilt of man-
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kind, by taking that guilt upon himself and suffering the penalty

in the mortal half of his bifold being, the Father-God in

return making over to him mankind freed, emancipated from

the debt, and unchained, while mankind enters thereby into new-

relations with God through adoption as sons 7rcuSes aft tcrnas

(cf. p. 329), sons, so to say, of the Holy Spirit, and brethren of

the Son-God.

Page 396.—The central point in all this is the intervention

of the Son- Deity between guilty man and the Father-God for

the supersession of Bondage and the evolution of Grace ; and

Sacrifice is the symbolical exhibition of that new covenant and

its consequence.

Comparison drawn between the Processes of Law and

Sacrifice.

Page 397.—In every saci'ifice the presenter of the victim,

whether an individual, a city, or a nation, is the representative

of guilty mankind pleading immunity from the curse or debt

above specified ; the sacrificial victim scapegoat <^(f, or ram, who

approaches the altar bound, but willingly through imputation,

represents the Saviour-God, the third party, the 'amicus curias,'

who has intervened for payment of the debt ; the sacrificing

priest, as representative of the Father-God, the creditor, accept-

ing the compensation ; man, the offerer of the victim, departs

forgiven, in virtue, not of his own act, but of the sufficiency of

the substitute who has voluntarily, although in similitude,

suffered in his stead. The process throughout is that of law,

legal obligation, legal sponsorship, legal emancipation, consti-

tuting a nexus, bond, or contract between the parties, analogous

to the procedure of Roman law.

Page 400.—The double duty of the Pontifex Maximus, the

representative of the Father- God, who moreover invests the

victim of Devotio with the insignia of his self-assumed double

office of Priest and King, additionally shews that human and

heavenly obligations are identical, and that the sacrifice of the

animal or human victim on earth necessarily figures the con-

summated sacrifice of the Son-Deity, not only on earth, but also,

seemingly, in some uncomprehended sense, in heaven. Cove-

nant, obligation, and sacrifice all repose on one central idea.
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Examination and etymological .analysis of the roots of words,

names and ceremonies connected with the contract or covenant.

Page 407.—Words used for the act of sacrifice, and their signi-

ficance. Compai'ison drawn between ritual and classical legend.

Castor and Polydeuces, Balder and Hoder, Pallas and Athena,

Dionysus Zagreus and the Titans—all these samples of one

great presentment.

Page 409.—The result of the comparison must be, I think,

a conviction that the saudhr, sanths, or sacrifice, especially of

the Ram or Lamb, was a representation through symbolical

types of the death of the Son-Deity in his human personality,

and of his suffering, although necessarily not unto death, in

his divine being.

Page 410.—Name and significance of the instruments of

sacrifice.

Page 413.—Symbolism of the Scales or Balance.

Page 417.—The Judgment scene before Osiris.

Page 418.—The symbolism of the Gate or Door.

Page 421.—Analysis of the names Mecone, ' Place of Weigh-

ing,' 'Place of Sacrifice.' Mecone or iEgialeia, Sicyon or

Telchinia. The Mons Exquilinus and the Lucus Fagutalis of

Rome.

Page 434.—Who was the Deity, and what was his sacrificial

name, to whom the piacular sacrifice was offered ? The pre-

sumption is that it was the Father or Supreme God. The

names peculiarly connected with Sacrifice are Lycasus, Lapbys-

tius, Lapis, Feretrius, borne by Zeus or Jupiter in Greece or

Rome. They are connected with the ideas of Sik-, lex, law, of

contract ratified by oath, and involvo the symbolism of a stone.

Here follow analyses.

Page 438.—The process of public auction is symbolical of the

relation between sacrifice and judgment or adjudication by the

balance.

Page 440.—A feast always followed a piacular sacrifice, as

the expression of the peace and friendship which ensues upon a

reconciliation between contending parties ; and each sacrifice

expressed, as we have shewn, the one supreme sacrifice of the

symbolic ram or first-born of creation, the Son-Deity.
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Page 443.—The Symbolism of the Constellation of the Bear

or Wain.

Page 450.—Piacular sacrifice was thus in all its varieties,

animal and human, a quasi-dramatic presentment of the

Supreme Devotio of the self-sacrifice of the Son-Deity, God
and Man, Priest and King, at the altar of the Supreme or

Father God, giving himself as a piaculum or atonement for

humanity, the Son-Deity accepting the ' bonds ' incurred by

humanity through guilt, and the Father-God exercising his

mercy by emancipating man, and laying the bonds and punish-

ment on the Son, who pays the debt, Father and Son being

contracting parties to that effect.

Lustratio at birth from prenatal impurity, and sacrifice,

figurative of this great contract and consequent piaculum,

were incumbent on all, nations and individuals, in order

to obtain the benefit of the crwT^pta thus accomplished.

The sacrifice was performed by the priests, but all took part in it.

Page 451.

—

Sacrifice of Thanksgiving.

These offerings were sequent to the piacular sacrifices of

appeasement and reconciliation, and were expressive of gratitude

to God on the part of his children.

It was by bloodless offerings that these tributes of gratitude

were paid.

Page 455.—Conclusion.

The early Japhetans acknowledging themselves guilty

collectively under the moral law, sought for forgiveness

from the mercy of God through lustration or purification from

sin by water and by fire, and through sacrifice,—the sacrifice

setting forth in a figure, and in its highest exercise, the self-

sacrifice of the Son-Deity, God and Man, for the o-tDT-qpia of

mankind. Every infant was lustrated at birth, and adopted

into the family of God ; and every man afterwards was a party

to the rites of propitiation through which himself, his village,

and his nation were maintained in the favour of heaven.

Page 456.—Except in the case of infant lustration, long

exercised by the pater familias in the capacity of priest and

king, the rites of propitiation were performed in a perpetuated

form by a regular and established priesthood.
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Chap. III.

—

Education op Soul during Present Life.

Page 457.—From Lustration and Sacrifice, in the interest of

the many, we pass to the training of the more aspiring few,

who aimed after spiritual intelligence and physical perfection,

—

the most important means thereto being participation in the

Soma festival in the Eastern, and initiation into the Eleusinian

mysteries in the Western world of Japhet, as well as the

training for contention in the heroic games of Greece. The

principle that lay at the root of this consummate education was,

that man is capable of being fortified in an extraordinary

manner, both in body and in soul, for the achievement of heroic

deeds, and, in a lesser degree, for the performance of daily duty,

by the reception of food administered to the body as meat and

drink under religious and ceremonial sanctions. This food was

of a special nature ; restricted in quantity, so as not to satisfy

mere appetite ; accompanied by fixed formula? of special

character, observed by each participant and understood as

a peculiar act of homage or military ' Sacramentum,' or oath,

such as that which the conquered nations proffered to Iacchus

in token of allegiance in return for his cup of peace and

reconciliation. We find traces of this doctrine and practice

in every Japhetan mythology.

It became the nucleus of the great mystery of religious

teaching of which the central shrine, at least in Greece, was

fixed at Eleusis; but in the East, especially after the Aryan

schism in India and Iran, the doctrine was alternately ex-

aggerated into abuse, repudiated and reformed, to sink finally

into the grossest superstition. In the West, as a rule, the two

elements of nutriment correlative in importance retained their

primitive balance and integrity ; but in the East the drinking

became the dominant part of the ceremony.

Page 458.

—

The Soma or Haoma Festival in the East. Soma

and Haoma are used, both in Persia and in India, in the distinct

but constantly interchangeable senses of the juice of a certain

herb possessing intoxicating qualities, and of the deity or genius

supposed to animate and be identified with that juice. The

plant is described by the post-Vedic writers as the fruit of
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heaven and earth, and resident originally in heaven, placed

there by Varuna under the guardianship of the Gandharvas,

stolen and brought down to earth by Vach in the guise of a

falcon sent by the gods for that purpose. The eating of

consecrated bread and the sacrifice of animals, and their

consumption in part by the sacrificing priests, in part by the

votary, in part by the fire, are parts of the ceremonial, and

must originally have been of equal importance, but the oblation

and drinking of the Soma juice is the essential point of the rite.

The history of the festival apparently was this : It was cele-

brated in purity before the Zoroastrian schism, during the

primitive unity, by the ancient sages and prophets : but in

process of time the rite degenerated into little better than a

magical spell ; the use of the Soma was pushed to intoxication
;

deva- and idol-worship, rank materialism in fact, proceeded from

its abuse. It was abolished by Zoroaster but revived by his

successors, and continues to this day among the Parsees. The

Rishis and Brahmins retained the ancient i*ite, but in course of

time the plant became confounded with the god Soma, sacrificed

for mankind ; for which, except in the merest germs, there is

no warrant in the original hymns of either Persia or Hindustan.

Page 463.—In the Western mythologies, under the category

of meat we have: (1) Ambrosia, (2) the flesh of the boar

Sashrimnir, (3) the apples of Iduna. Under the head of Brink

we have: (1) Nectar, (2) the Son or blood of Kvasir, (3) the

wine of Dionysus or Iacchus, (4) the Mead of Odin, (5) the

Amrita cup of immortality in Hindu romance.

Page 465.—Etymological testimony to a feast of meat and

drink supernaturally sanctioned.

Page 470.—Various legends.

Page 478.

—

The Eleusinian mysteries.—Analysis of words.

Page 480.—That both meat and drink were administered to

the Eleusinian neophytes, after ablution from sin, and fasting,

is shewn by the formula which each had to recite :
' I have

fasted ; I have drunk the KVKtutv ' (a mixture of barley-meal, or

tisan), 'I have taken from the kio-ty)' (chest or coffer),
—'having

tasted, I have deposited ' (the accusative subject is unexpressed)

' in the calathus' (basket), ' and from the calathus into the kiVt^.'

3 F
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Page 481.—Illustration of the words used, from their old

Egyptian analogues.

Page 482.—I think that this banquet of Eleusis, with its double

aliment infinitesimally because symbolically administered, was

the nucleus, the primordial germ of the Mysteries, how much

soever obscured and lost to view under subsequent accre-

tions of ritual. What is common alike to the creeds of Iran,

India, and the Pelasgi, must be older than the incrustations,

however venerable, which have gathered round it in this or that

locality.

Page 484.—As regards the training of Eleusis, the particular

doctrines imparted to the initiated in the full avroif/ta, and the

modes of conveying them, direct and figurative, it will be safer

to speak only in general terms, the evidence being in many

respects contradictory, and the entire subject one of controversy
;

but the evidence of Pindar, Plato, Isocrates, Andocides, Dio-

dorus Siculus, and Cicero may suffice to shew that the tendency

was of the most consolatory and elevating character. Here

follow quotations. Among expressions of ' disprezzo ' for the

Mysteries dating from heathen times the most important are

the fact that Socrates abstained from applying for initiation,

and the scoff of Diogenes the Cynic.

Page 488.—Such then, so far, was the provision made for

the education of the soul among the old Japhetans ; its founda-

tion stone being the dogma that the spiritual life is nourished

by food administered to the body under the sanction of that

supersensual power which maintains the harmony of matter

and spirit, law and liberty, or, to speak it adequately, nature and

grace, each through the correlation and interaction of the other.

That such was. their belief there can be no doubt, but in what

I shall now add I would speak in the tone of suggestion rather

than of assertion.

Page 489.—The distinction between Bal, as the Son-God, and

Tur-Aku, Tetor Z, as the Man-God must be fresh in the reader's

memory (see pp. 38, 40). He will remember, too, the idea

cherished by the Aryans in the East, that creation itself was the

result of the voluntary self-sacrifice of a God (see p. 46). This,

as has been stated, is nowhere directly asserted in the West;
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and yet the religious feasts of the Salii, the ^Esir, and of Eleusis,
taken along with the legends of the cutting up of Ymer, of
Kvasir, and Dionysus Zagreus, answering to that of Osiris in
Egyptian, and of Belus in Assyrian legend, appear to point to
such a belief. My impression, therefore, subject to future re-
vision, is, that our Japhetan fathers looked upon the first great
Devotio or self-sacrifice of the Saviour-God, as performed medi-
atorially before and with a view to the creation of the world
and of mankind, in the personality of Ymer, mBal, Bal, the Son
of God,—that the second great Devotio performed by the same
exalted being, consisted in his incarnation, through a woman,
and his aOXos or dywvt'a towards the re-creation of the world and
of mankind spiritually, in the personality of Deuces, Aku-Tur,
or Tet, Son of Man, or Man -f God,—that Polydeuces or Bal-Tet[
the bifold deity, mediator of both creations, is thus the o-urrjp

or Saviour of body and soul, matter and spirit,—that the flesh
of Dionysus Zagreus, the boar Saehrimnir, etc., typified the first,

and the blood of Kvasir, the Soma or Haoma juice, the wine of
Iacchus, the second self-sacrifice,—and that the Eleusinian feast
commemorated both sacrifices in one rite, the flesh in the bread,
the blood in the wine (or other potion) administered to the
mysta or alumnus as sustenance towards his spiritual « educatio,'
as aforesaid.

Page 490.—That these religious feasts, whether at Eleusis or
elsewhere, either commemorated a former creation or a new,
a re-creation of the moral being, would appear, indeed, inde-
pendently from the etymological analysis of the word which
expressed them— ev-xapt-crTTjpta— in which xaPi(TTylp- answers
exactly to ' thworestar-,' creator, according to the familiar inter-

change of t and k.

The games of Greece constituted an important element in
the system of ' educatio ' by which the youth of Japhet, in
that most illustrious branch, were trained, not merely physi-
cally but morally and even intellectually. Self-command
and temperance were the first steps towards success. The
games were held in honour of the highest deities, they were
especially presided over by Heracles and the Dioscuri, the
whole nation were witnesses and judges of the contest; and,
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during the intervals, the scene of the assemblage, except at the

Olympia, was the resort of the noblest poets, artists, philosophers

and historians of their time, where all that was most lofty in

thought and principle and most beautiful in execution in art,

was scattered in recitation, taught in maxims, exhibited to the

judgment of critics, or presented in dramatic action before

the youth and the manhood of Greece.

Page 492.—Description of the four sacred games, the Olympic,

Nemean, Isthmian, and Pythian.

Page 495.—The games expressed and promoted, I think, in

a practical sense, that education towards the overcoming of

difficulties in the dywvia or struggle of life, for which strength

was supposed to be given to the mystae in the eucharistic feast,

and which formed the crowning lesson of the epoptse or initiated

of Eleusis. The incitement, however, to the struggle, was the

crown of victory ; but the inherent worthlessness of the supreme

prizes stamp them as the symbolic, not mercenary, reward of

excellence.

Page 497.—There was, adjoining to the hippodrome at the

four great centres of the games of Greece, a particular spot

named the ' Taraxippus,' known by a tomb or a stone, or merely

by certain effects produced there, where the horses were scared

by a dread without cause, so as to swerve and occasion frequent

accidents. There was nothing visible to account for the terror

produced. The existence of such a cause of offence at all the

festivals, proves that it was an institution common to all ; the

presumption being that it had a symbolic significance as old as

the games, and expressed a dogma still more ancient.

Page 498.—Various legends regarding the Taraxippus.

Page 499.—I believe that the Taraxippus of the Olympic

Hippodrome represents Aki, Typhoeus, Azhi-Dahaka or Lok,

the great dragon-fiend, overpowered and bound.

Page 507.—If these preceding approximations are correct,

the fact emerges—that at a particular period in that great race

which symbolised the struggle of mankind in life towards the

goal of perfection and the palm of victory, the Greeks placed

an image of terror, or underwent a secret terror from an unseen

cause, in either case witnessing to the presence and malignity
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of the arch-demon of ancient days, who, although bound and
impotent to offer direct violence, was capable of injuring,

through the effect of his very look on the horses, the vehicles

of the competitors in the race.

Page 510.—I am aware, that Mr. Grote, a very high authority,

considers the games of Greece as of recent, at least historical

date, save originally in their germ ; and his strongest argument,
as it appears to me, is that they are not mentioned by Homer.
But a tradition exists in almost every instance, that tbey were
reformed and reconstituted, either by Heracles, Theseus, or

others
; the sanctity, religious and political, attached to Olympia

and Elis cannot be of recent date. I cannot doubt that the

germ, at least, of the principles on which the games were
founded, and even the games themselves, existed, humble per-

haps in development, but with the sense of ' educatio ' here

ascribed to them, from the very earliest Hellenic and Pelasgian

times.

Chap. IV.—The City of God.'

Page 512.—In this chapter we inquire—Into the constitution

of the early Japhetan Church or Polity Ecclesiastical.

Sect, I. The process of induction has been sufficiently indi-

cated by which we rise to the recognition of the Primitive

Church, first through comparison and contrast of the distinctive

faiths of the Yeda and the Zend-Avesta, pointing to an earlier

and common Aryan Church from which those faiths dissented
;

secondly, through comparison of the ancient Church thus identi-

fied, with the religions of Japhetan Europe, pointing to a
remoter scheme of more comprehensive belief, within which the

various doctrines subsequently opposed in internecine hostility

enjoyed due recognition, and though essentially dissident, full

toleration.

Page 513.—Constitutional development. Materialism and
idealism of theologic and philosophic systems in general. The
constitutional and successive disintegrations point backwards
to a primitive and original standard.

Page 51G.—The result of the comparison is, that, during her
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integral or undivided state, the early Japhetan Church acknow-

ledged and paid Avorship to the deities whom subsequently the

Eastern Aryans stigmatised as devils. She held God the

Father, the Son—in both his natures, human and divine,—and

the Spirit in equal honour ; while she set forth the iniquity of

man, and his salvation from God through a mediator (the Bonds

as well as the Mercy of Hek, Swaz, or Varuna in equal and

balanced opposition). It was especially on this doctrine of

mediation that the first Aryan schism took place. Our induc-

tion can only point with certainty to the very latest years of

the undivided Japhetan Church, immediately preceding the age

of schism, but the presumption is that the earlier period during

which it flourished was of long duration. It continued to

subsist, especially in the West, subsequently to the first and

through all the later schism, and survived till superseded by

Christianity.

Page 517.—Development and analysis of the first and second

Aryan schisms.

Page 520.—Throughout this prolonged drama, the original

Japhetan Church continued to subsist in the West, maintaining

a comparatively pure creed and elevated tenets, in the midst of

grievous corruptions in detail. Distinct traces of it are to be

found in the religious communions of Rome and Greece—Rome

embodying the idea of Law, as Greece did that of Liberty.

Page 522.

—

Sect. II. The analysis and designation of the

original Japhetan priesthood, ascertained by a process of com-

parison between the Veda and the Zend-Avesta and the religions

of the West.

Page 527.—We may conclude that the most ancient and

general term or title for priest in the primitive Church was

hotar, zaotar, godi, and that his office was that of ' minister of

sacrifice.'

Sect. III. The conservation of religious truth and the enforce-

ment of obligations towards God and man were provided for by

the authority of the Pontifex Maximus and the Pontifical College

at Rome, and by the high court of the Areopagus at Athens.

Considering the primeval antiquity of the West Japhetan

Church, we may conclude that these tribunals were an institu-
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tion which had been founded and developed in the infancy of

the Japhetan race, under conditions of authority and obedience

which were repudiated by the Aryan sects on their principle of

independent judgment. No tribunals of corresponding cha-

racter accordingly are found in the East, there being no analogy

between the hereditary caste of Brahmins, and the elective con-

servators of truth at Rome and Athens. The Pontifex Maximus

was the great conservator of Law, while the court of the

Areopagus tempered law with equity in the spirit of Liberty.

The Roman represented God the Father as the God of Bounden

obligations—the Grecian the same Supreme God but under the

presidence of the Son-Deity, God + man. The Roman office

must not be judged of by the fragments or legends of Roman

tradition. The Pontifex Maximus presided in the name of God

for the indication and enforcement of the duties of obligation to

God, and between man and man, as secured by the nexus or

contract upon which society is founded on earth and God and

man reconciled in heaven ; and it is to this his character that

we must resort for the true etymology of his title and his office.

His presidency over the Sublician Bridge was the mere symbol

of that path from earth] to heaven which it was his province to

keep in repair and guard.

Page 529.—Etymological evidence.

The antiquity of the high court of Areopagus must be estab-

lished, not only by its sacred supremacy throughout Greece, but

by the reference to it for decision of disputes between indepen-

dent nations, and by the venerable tradition which represents

Ares as prosecuting Poseidon at its bar and Orestes as pleading

before Athene as its president^—Athene, according to ^Eschylus,

having been the original founder of the tribunal. The Areopagus,

or bill of Ares or Mai-s, was the seat of the tribunal—not, I

think, Ares the brutal god of war, but 'Eppos or Hru who gives

his name to Rome; one God, the Jupiter Optimus Maximus,

thus ruling over both cities, and the two tribunals administering

the laws of one master.

Page 531.—The Japhetans set forth the doctrines treated of

in this chapter, under the symbolisms of a City and of a

Ship.
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Sect. IV. i. The Ship was the symbol primarily of the indi-

vidual soul of man voyaging on the ocean of life under the

inspiration and government of the Spirit-God; but soon after

primitive times the idea of the community, religious or political,

embarked under the guidance of God for the voyage of duty,

was superadded to that of the individual life, and it is at this

stage that it became the symbol of the City or llo'Ais of God.

This idea attains its full development in the history and

symbolic constitution of the ship Argo.

Sect. IV. ii. Page 537.—The City of God.

It must not be confounded with Olympus or Asgard, a city

of the gods or God in heaven, but the City symbolic of the

Church is on earth and inhabited by mankind, vassals of the

Deity—originally faithful, but who subsequently fell away from

their allegiance. Three of the cities of the West exhibit the

characteristics of such a City of God in the names and circum-

stances attendant on their history. They are Megara, Thebes,

and Ilion or Troy. The ideas of a trust, of the betrayal of that

trust, and the consequent destruction of the sacred City are

common to each of the legends, sufficiently proving that they

are mere varieties of one original.

Page 539.—Conclusion. The Japhetans believed in a Church

or commonwealth founded mainly by the Spirit-Deity and in

honour of God, a quasi 7roAis or city animated by God and

served by a priesthood, while, practically, the observances of

religion and the interests of morality were watched over and

protected by officials invested with supreme authority in the

exercise of functions provided for by the political constitution

of the leading States of the Western World.

Chat. V.

—

The Future State.

Page 541.—The question now before us is, What was the

early Japhetan doctrine in respect of the fate of the soul beyond

the grave, and its future happiness or misery ?

Page 542.

—

Sect. I. The Immortality of the Sotd—that is to

say, a personal immortality, not a mystic absorption into the

divine essence or Anvma mundi, but a survival of man as a living
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soul, an intelligent conscious agent after death—and reunion with

the compauy of the fathers our departed ancestors, to which man
looks forward with hope in this life; the Resurrection of the

Body (an undoubted Zoroastrian doctrine according to the high

authority of Dr. Haug)
; Judgment after Death ; and a Futurity

of Bliss or Bale respectively, in the abode of God or that of evil

demons in accordance to onr deserts,—these were dogmas com-

mon alike to the followers of Zoroaster and the Rishis and
Brahmins, inherited by both from the ancient sages, the priests

of the pre-Zoroastrian period, of whom Zoroaster was a de-

scendant.

Page 543.—Here follow quotations from the Rig-Veda and

from the Zend-Avesta.

Page 548.—Comparing these Aryan doctrines with Western

traditions we may recognize them, with relative variations, in

the conduct of the souls of the dead to Hades by Hermes, Tet,

or Mercury the ^i;^o7ro/x.7ros, the very fact thus affirmed testify-

ing to survival after death,—in the crossing of the Styx in

Charon's boat (the analogue of the bridge Chinvat-peretu),—in

the judgment before the three judges,—and in the apportion-

ment of the good to Elysium and the bad to Tartarus.

Page 549.—The Scandinavian Edda—that is, what remains

of it—dwells rather on the great catastrophe of Ragnarok than

on the fate of individuals ; but the reception and happiness of

the good in Gimle, and the punishment of the bad in their dis-

tinctive abode, Nastrond, are equally affirmed, after the breaking

down of the bridge Bifrost under the march of Surtur and his

elves of light for the destruction of the present world. We
may conclude, therefore, I think, thus far, that the immortality

of the soul individually surviving—a bodily resurrection, as to

which testimony is not quite so abundant but quite sufficient—

>

judgment to come—and reward or punishment according to

deserts, were doctrines of the primeval Japhetan Church ; that

is, were held in common by the ancestors of the Hindus, Medo-

Persians, Greeks, Romans, and Teutons, in the original Japhetan

home.

Page 550.

—

Sect. II. The foretold events attach to individual

destinies, but there are others in which the whole human race is
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concerned, and which refer to the dissolution of the present and

the birth of a new world, the final doom of the great enemy,

and the establishment of a reign of righteousness, peace, and

happiness, by a great Deliverer, the coming champion of the

human race. His personality is sufficiently defined, but his

origin is more obscure, and his attributes have been repeatedly

ascribed to and embodied in the myths relating to other deities

and celebrated intelligences, so that it requires an attentive eye

to discern and indicate the existence of the great corning

champion as an independent element in the early faith of Japhet.

Page 551.

—

Sect. II. i. The name of the Deliverer, " the hero

who is to come," among the Iranians is Soshyans or Sosioth.

Follows legend.

Page 552.—The Hindu hero deliverer is Vishnu.

Page 553.—The Western traditions of Surtur, returning

after the day of Ragnarok ; Saturn of Italy ; and, among heroes,

Astyanax or Scamandrius.

Page 558.—Lastly, the coming hero of Virgil's beautiful

eclogue, addressed to Pollio.

Etymological reasons for giving to the two most important

names of the 'coming deliverer,' Soshiosh and Vishnu, in con-

nection with the final catastrophe of the world the signification

of ' The Sign '—perhaps in the sense of a star, or constellation,

or token.

Page 561.—Belief in a 'deliverer' and 'avenger,' whose

office will be to bring the present world to an end and man to

judgment and its consequence, was common to the whole house

of Japhet ; and the name of the Personage so looked forward to

seems to have been that of the ' Sign' or ' Token,'—the sign,

that is to say, under the attendant circumstances of the myth,

of the brightness or glory of the Almighty.

Page 562.

—

Sect. II. ii. The Doom of the Evil Demon is fore-

told in the Edda with most fullness and assurance, but I should

hardly have cited it as a primitive Japhetan belief save for

the confirmation it receives from other sources. The personal

antagonism of the demons Aki (Vritra) and of Azhi-Dahaka

with Indra and Thraetaona, consists, in the Veda and Zend-

Avesta, of a primordial struggle imperfectly terminated by
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the Divine victory—imperfectly, because the evil influence

continually revives in renewed strength.

Page 563.—But a tradition later than the Zend-Avesta exists

in Persia, that the Azhi-Dahaka was to perish in the last days

by the band of Kerecaspa, the son of Thrita. According to the

Edda—and the correspondence of the details witnesses to their

common and remote origin—Asa-Lok, the analogue of Azhi-

Dahaka, after a long career of malignity and deceit, was chained

by the iEsir under three rocks, there to remain imprisoned

till the twilight of the gods ; but he will then burst his bonds,

place himself at the head of the giants of the Frost, encounter

Heimdall and slay him, himself perishing in the encounter.

The various legends all relate to one and the self-same personage.

A conquest, once for all and permanent, achieved by the Saviour-

God or his analogues over a personal and evil potentate named

as above (the various names), followed by long suppression,

succeeded by a moment's sporadic outbreak, and terminated by

condign punishment in the form, so far as appears, of utter

extinction, is thus the summary of this point of primitive

doctrine, as derived from a comparison and estimate according

to their relative antiquity of the various legends.

Page 565.—Scenery of the Progress of the Soul through the

Future World. Much of this scenery, and the character of

many of these dramatis persona? (other than Aki, Azhi-Dahaka

or Lok, and the avenging Surtur) are of the most primeval

antiquity, common in fact to the Hamite and proto-Semitic

as well as to the Japhetan world ;
and this comes out even

more clearly from the etymological evidence than from the

mythological.

Page 566.—I can but indicate the line of inquiry in this

direction. The (//uxotto/xtto?, the Bridge or Boat of the Dead,

the Dogs which protect the souls journeying on their last

pilo-rimage against the wolf which infests the passage, the

Judges of the dead, Paradise, and the abode of evil, are all

designated by names which echo back the mythological tradition

and support the general views of Japhetan doctrine above set

forth names utterly unintelligible to those who transmitted

them to us. The analysis of these names does even more than
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simply support the mythological testimony; it tends to establish,

or at least suggests with strong probability the especial part

borne by the Son-Deity in his bifold personality in the conduct

of the soul of man beyond the grave to the period when the

convoy ceases in the presence of his final Judge. We may

consider first the names of Tet, Set, Thoth—otherwise Deuces,

Iacchus, Aku, and Lok (in his unperverted early character)
;

in Latin Mercurius, in Greek Hermes,—in connection with his

office of xj/vxo-n-ojXTro'i, in Europe;—secondly, the character of

Yima or Yama, surnamed the Gatherer and Guai-dian of the

Bridge in the East : each in relation to the other, Yama and

Tet being the two halves of one and the same being, separated

in office but not in personality.

Page 567.—Etymological evidence.

Page 568.—Tet or Hermes, representative of the manhood of

the Deity, brings the souls to the Bridge; Yama, or Bal, in

his Divine character, receives and gathers them together,

and transmits them to the place of judgment. In Egyptian

mythology there is the same parallelism ; in the ' Book of the

Dead ' Tet acts as ^ux071
"

)"-77
' '? m tae nrst instance, but delivers

over his charge to Horus—the equivalent of Apollo—that is,

Bal or Yama.

Page 570.—(Names and analysis of the Dogs—symbolisms.

Page 573.—Names and analysis of the Bridges or Boats.)

Page 575.—After crossing the Bridge, the soul has to be

judged before reaching its goal. The goal for the blessed who

pass the ordeal is described in the Zend-Avesta as a pairi-daeza,

a paradise, and a Garodemana, the abode of Mazda and of good

men.

Page 579.—In the mythologies of the West, referring to the

Etruscan and Greek analogues of the Bridge of the Dead, i.e.

the Boat, the departed spirit had to tender as toll, or passport

to Charon for passage over Acheron, an 6fto\6s, or havaK-q, the

meanest coin of its kind. The word is connected with o/3e\o<;,

a spit, also with /?<fAos, a dart or javelin. The obol coin is said

to have been originally of iron, shaped like a spit, that is, as

the head of a spit, javelin, or arrow (coin, 'cuneus,' wedge).

The lance or spear was the special symbol of the Sou-Deity as
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God, or Bal (derived from the roots sphal, sphar, whence spear)

(cf. p. 175). It was thus a coin, marked by the peculiar symbol
of his Saviour, and named an obolus, that the departed spirit

presented to Charon as passport, seal, or ransom, and without
which passport his claim to cross was disallowed.

Page 580.—Etymologies, analogues, conclusion.



PAKT III.

THE LEGENDS AS TESTIMONY TO DOGMA.

Fage 585.—How far are the early Japhetan legends reconcile-

able with the dogmata we ascertained in the preceding chapters ?

If those dogmata constitute the primitive Japhetan belief,

then those legends may be expected to receive a clear and

comprehensive signification, consistent throughout, from the

approximations. I do not adduce the legends as proofs of

dogma, but merely as poems built upon dogma. Broadly

speaking, their testimony as to dogma is negative, not positive.

Nothing should be credited to the Creed of Japhet as matter of

dogmatic belief but what can be asserted independently of

legend, as I have in fact limited the proof in the preceding

pages. The efflorescence of legend indicates 'pious opinions,'

not matters of doctrine, although necessarily founded on dogma.

I do not speak now of the licentious growth of later times, nor

yet of some admittedly of a cosmogonical character, but rather

of the grand old heroic legends which resolve most of them into

one great epic, native alike to East and West, involving the

destinies of man from the commencement to the close of his

career, and in which the siege of Troy and the expedition of the

Argonauts appear but as special episodes.

Page 588.—The legends to be treated of fall into a natural

and quasi-organic sequence corresponding to the five great heads

of dogma treated of in the first two Parts of this inquiry.

Most of the legends treated of belong to what we call classical

tradition, but the etymological and attendant evidences prove

that they form in the germ or nucleus part of the most ancient

mythology of the Japhetan if not Noachide world.
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Chap. I.

—

Legends depending on the Dogma of Human

Schdld or Guilt.

Page 590.—Exemplified by the legends of Persephone or

Proserpine, of Cadmus, Europa, Harmonia, Scylla of Megara,

Ariadne, Pandora, Iduna, Grunlada.

Page 599.—The defection of the soul, through skhal or schuld,

entailed captivity on departed spirits. Legends: the herds of

Helios, deluge of Deucalion, etc.

Chap. II.—Legends depending on the Dogma of Emancipation

through Devotio of the Son-Deity.

Page 604—All the legends which follow have for their

central type the Saviour-Deity, and for their especial heroes the

humanly conceived but mythical personages in whom the

dogma of the Devotio or Piaculum performed by the Son-Deity

was set forth and illustrated in the early poetry of our race.

Page 606.—Legends of Admetus and Alcestis, GEdipus,

Athamas, Bellerophon, Theseus, and Perseus.

The names of Admetus, of Athamas, and the Athamantidaa

are formed from Cadmus or Adam, in Sanskrit atum, dtman,

implying 'living soul' (cf. p. 594), with the addition of set,

ides, 'genus' or race, the title Admetus thus denoting 'gens

humana.' The name Alcestis is etymologically identical with

Alcides or Hercules.

Page 619.—The Athamantida?, the Decii (hereditary piacula),

and others,—all these individuals represent in human person-

ality the suffering Son-God, self-sacrificed for mankind, as so

many knights and champions sent forth to do good in his

power, and suffer after his example, but never without a

previous call and consecration to that effect, and in no sense as

incarnations or avatara of the Son-Deity in the sense of the

later Hindu legends. Bellerophon is another deeply interesting

figure emerging from this group of types or reflections of the

Son-Deity. On Theseus and Perseus was also laid the obligation

of suffering for mankind, but success and triumph were more

visibly vouchsafed to them than to the heroes before mentioned.
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Chap. III.

—

Legends depending on the Doctrine op ' Education

Page 635.—The conception which lies at the bottom of the

following legends is, that the mystical nutriment by which the

soul is trained for heaven, whether fire, ambrosia and nectar,

the personal relics of the Son-Deity, or a treasure in the

abstract,—this mystical nutriment has been withdrawn from

man by God, and is guarded from his approach by a being of

the nature of a kiW, dragon, griffin
—

' watcher.' The heroes,

types of the Son-Deity, on various occasions break through the

barrier, bringing the lost treasure back to the common religious

hearth, the quest involving a sort of pilgrimage to the gates of

heaven.

Page 636.

—

Sect. I. The Soma plant brought from heaven by

Vach. The apples of Iduna brought back from Thyrmheim. The

Son, or blood of Kvasir, brought back by Odin. The apples of

the Hesperides. The bones of Lycus and Chimoereus, of Pelops,

pf Linus, etc.

Page 640.—The idea of the pilgrimage is common to East

and West. The special nature of the treasure withdrawn by

the Deity and recovered by these semi-divine heroes may be

found in the analysis of certain of the titles, Gandharva,

Centaur, etc. Gandharva, or Gandurva, appears to be a com-

pound of i. Gand, a word formed from han, lianta (Sansc. to

kill), <fxov-T-, analogous to hnt, Egyptian, sacrifice, priesthood,

sanctity, hntr, sanctity of a king; ii. urva, guardian, haurva and

sarva, guai'dians or watchers, the title signifying ' watcher of

the sacrifice.' The treasure was, by the tests of etymology, the

' sacrifice,' i.e. the Son-Deity self-sacrificed by devotio, as repre-

sented by the ambrosia and nectar of the Gods, the meat and

drink of men, through feasting on which after sacrifice Gods

and men enjoy life and immortality, while mortality and death

are the consequences of its withdrawal.

Page 642.

—

Sect. II. The Argonautic Expedition. Pilgrimage

of the Ship of the Church for recovery of treasure withdrawn.
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Chap. IV.

—

Legends based on the Doctrine of the City of God.

Page 676.—The legends now to be dealt with are based on

the doctrine that the individual community of the faithful

formed originally a City or Polity constituted by God, but

which was subverted and broken up through human error, and

judicially destroyed.

The legends of Megara or Thebes, and of Troy or Ilium, the

city of God per excellentiam.

Page 688.—Analysis of moral significance of the legend of

Troy. Etymological illustrations and analogies.

Page 693.—Connection of the Trojan with other legends.

Greater antiquity of the Argonautic legend.

Page 699.—The legends of Ilium and of the Argonauts point,

not to a local, but to a central and universal polity, whose fate

Gods and men contend to determine.

Chap. V.

—

Legends based on the Doctrine of the City

Restored.

Page 701.—Legends that reflect the dogma that the City or

Polity of God judicially destroyed will be, or has been, reconsti-

tuted on earth by a faithful remnant. The coming hero who is

to restore the world. The iEneid. The Pollio.

Page 710.—The legends of Argo and Troy are homoge-

neous, whereas that of the yEneid is a conglomeration of myths

belonging to many branches of the Japhetan race, assimilated

for the purpose of illustrating the central tradition of the

restoration of the golden age among mankind. Etymological

analysis.

Chap. VI.

—

Priority of Dogma over Legend.

Page 715.—It should be noticed that the legends fall into

five groups with corresponding dogmas.

3 G
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n }
Dogma,

III. Legends.

I.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

| Dogma.

Legends.

\ Dogma.

Legends.

> Dogma.

Lee-ends.

Group I. Chap. Part.

The Supreme God . . . I.

Human Seliuld or Guilt . . I.

Persephone, Scylla, etc. ... I.

Group II.

The Son- God, the Saviour .

Propitiation of God
G3dipus, Athamas, etc.

Group III.

The Holy Spirit-Deity .

Education of the Soul .

The Argonauts, etc.

Group IV.

The Unity of the Deity

The Polity or City of God
Megara, Thebes, Troy, etc. .

Group V.

Spirits Intermediate between God
and Man .....

The Future State of Man after death

The iEneid, etc

Dogma is thus to legend like cause to effect, like life to

matter, earlier in point of date, active in the sense of power.

Page 718.—Induction from the legends. The effects of ration-

alism and matei'ialism.

Page 724.—Traditions point to a still earlier scene of conflict.

Comparison between the legend of Troy and the tradition;] 1

realms and races of Turan and Iran.

Page 729.—I cannot help believing that as Rome (R-heim)

perpetuates the tradition of a ' City of Hru ' or God—parallel

with that of Ilion, II- or El-heim, Troy—so Ilion perpetuates

Ihe tradition, in Greek song, of the glory and destruction of a

city of God earlier than either, and venerated originally by the

whole race of Noah. It appears to me probable that this primi-

tive city was the Babel of Semitic, and the Ka-Ra of Babylonian

tradition. Both names signify ' Hah' or ' Ka ' of *L1,' 'Ra' (mouth

II.

II.

II.

III.

III.

HI.

IV.

IV.

IV.

V.

V.

V.

n }
Dogma.

III. Legends.
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or gate of ' El,' ' Ha,' = God) :
' El' and ' Ra

'
being forms of

Hlu and Hru in Japhetan (see pp. 12 and 18) ;
HI and Hr being-

abraded forms of the name of God.

Page 732.—Reasons given for differing from the conclusions

drawn by Mr. Grote that the tale of Troy is purely mythical.

Page 735.—Lessons taught by the legends. The myths and

legends are not cosmogonical, although in some cases coloured

by cosmogonical influences. Conclusions drawn. Summary.

Page 738.—The five groups of legends reviewed in the pre-

ceding pages bear evidence that, though insufficient of them-

selves to establish dogma, yet they testify to dogma, inasmuch

as, though found unconnected, unintelligible, and void of moral

significance in the interpretation currently, imposed on them,

yet they are found to assume, when approximated to dogma,

both intelligibility and moral significance. Thus interpreted

they form, from beginning to end, a great religious epic, em-

bracing, it may be said, the entire dogmatic faith of the old

Japhetans —picturing forth those dogmata, that faith, in dramatic

action, even as a secular poem or romance founded on a great

event of history deals with details in perfect freedom and yet

preserves a general fidelity to the character of the hero and the

facts connected with his history. Throughout this legendary

series, while special dogmas are illustrated again and again,

each presenting itself in the exact place which it might have

been expected to occupy, one uniform and broad lesson is to

be drawn from the whole, i.e. the glory of endurance, the

sublimity of self-sacrifice in man ;
the Son-Deity, either in his

own person or in that of the heroes, his representatives, being

the great motive power, success in enterprise being usually

achieved by his intervention when human effort has failed

through weakness.

Page 740.—In conclusion, I venture to submit that the legends

above
&
analysed and illustrated having been shown to be founded

upon the dogmata already elucidated, those dogmata, as thus

explained, must be admitted to rest on solid proof, and not on

arbitrary assumption, as articles of the Creed of Japhet.



PART IV.

SUMMARY.—THE CREED OF JAPHET.

Chap. I.

—

The Creed of Japhet formulated.

Page 741.—I have now completed my task, and the reader

has before him the leading outlines of the ' Creed of Japhet,' as

recoverable by the aid of Comparative Mythology and Language

—so far as I have yet recognised it. And it might have been

uttered by the descendants of our great patriarch, while yet an

undivided family or clan, in words somewhat like the following,

which do not, I venture to submit, overstate the results we have

arrived at.

I believe in one unchangeable Moral Law of Order and Right,

imposed by God;—that there is a straight path of duty

for man to walk on ;—that the primal condition of man in

relation to the Law was one of innocence and happiness ;

—

that man has strayed from the path, lapsed from duty,

become contaminated by sin and deserves punishment;

—

that pardon may be obtained through the mercy of God,

on purification and repentance.

I believe in one God, the Father, Almighty, Creator, Law-

giver, -whose name is ' Hidden,' ' Shrouded,' ' Black ' and

' King,'—supreme in excellence and power.

I believe in God, the Son of God, distinct in personality from

the Father, but one with Him in substance ;—who is also

God the Seed, or Son of Man, conceived and born on earth,

thi'ough the Holy Spirit, of a daughter of the race of man,

a married virgin or virtuous wife, surnaraed the Great

Lady ;—who is bifold in nature, God + Man, Man + God,
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Creator as God-Man of the first creation (physical, of the

woi'ld), and Creator as Man-God of the second re-crea-

tion (spiritual, of mankind), both natures in perfection

co-existing in one person ;—who dwelt on earth, endured

hardships, promoted peace, destroyed powers hostile to

man, fulfilling the Law of God in all things, in willing

servitude and self-devotion;—who died, the immortal, to

redeem the mortal nature ; descended into Hades ; rose

again ; was translated to heaven by the Supreme God, his

Father; is, like the Father, the object of worship and
praise ; intervenes personally on earth in man's behalf

;

and is, in general terms, and by special title, the ' Saviour

'

of Mankind.

I believe in God, the Spirit ;—Holy and Wise and Good

;

energising forth from the Father ; the Shaper, Giver, and

Generator of Life ;—who works towards harmony ; makes
matter pregnant; imposes order on creation, physical and

moral; provides for the birth of the Saviour-God on earth;

—who purifies man as by water, and refines him as by fire,

inspiring him with wisdom,—by ordinary means through

a Church, a Priesthood and sacred Ordinances,—and by
extraordinary means in emergencies through signs and
dreams sent direct from the Father, and by oracles uttered

through prophets,—speaking to man at all times through

the trift, 'tripudium,' or impulse of the Father.

I believe all other deities to be sub-forms of these Thi*ee, and
these Three to be but one God.

I believe in Spirits, or Demons, Good and Evil, friends and
enemies of man ; intermediate between Man and God, and
in one supreme Evil Demon, who has been conquered by
the Son-God, imprisoned, and reserved for punishment in

the latter day.

I acknowledge two supreme rites, necessary for the propitia-

tion of the Father, and as a covenant, through priestly

mediation, between God and man, negative and positive

respectively, but inseparately linked together,—to wit,

i. Lustration, for the symbolical but effectual washing off

of sin, national, gentilitial, and individual, from the bodies
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and souls of men, and for the cleansing of fields, forests,

animals, and the fruits of the earth from impurity in the

sight of the Creator, forgiveness and remission being

thereby set forth and assured to man in response to his

confession of guilt and promise to amend his ways
;

ii.

Sacrifice,—of Appeasement and Self-Dedication first, and

Thanksgiving afterwards; the latter through unbloody

offerings, the former through the blood-shedding of a

vicarious victim—the ' Sacer Agnus,' weighted with im-

puted guilt, and passively suffering, as typical of man

and of the Son-Deity in his human nature ; but further,

through the active or voluntary self-immolation of a

human victim, a Codrus or Decius, King and Priest, and

called of God as Champion in the cause of his country,

as typifying the Son-Deity in his aggregate character,

Divine as well as Human, dying by a sublime ' Devotio

'

for the entire family of mankind.

I believe that, even as the athlete is trained to exercise and

endurance for the crown of victory in the public games,

and as the soldier is bound to his captain by the ' sacra-

mentum,' oath of allegiance, so man is nourished, disci-

plined, and strengthened, Body and Soul, in purity and

wisdom, for the struggle with evil, in the performance of

the active duties of life, by meat and drink, bread and

wine, ambrosia and nectar, administered to him under

religious sanction and ceremonies, as by the hierophant

Eumolpus, and received from him in token of sacramental

allegiance as a soldier of the Son-Deity in the new or

re-creation.

I believe in the life to come ; in man's personal and endless

immortality ; in a judgment after death ; in the reward of

the good in the abode of God and good spirits, and of the

bad in the abode of wicked spirits; in the final suppression

and doom of the Evil Demon ; and that there shall yet be

a reign of righteousness and happiness upon a new earth.

Page 744.—To this Creed, at once special and comprehensive,

as professed by the earliest Japhetan forefathers, and which
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we have exhumed (as it were) from the ruins of later systems

reared upon it in the West, the two great but narrow creeds of

the Aryans in the East, of Zoroaster and of the Brahmins,

stand forth in opposition, as dissentient at once from each

other and from the primitive orthodoxy above indicated. The

original schism took place, I conceive, in the early dawn of the

intellectual development of the Japhetan race, when those

afterwards styled Aryans, ancestors of the Hindus and Medo-

Persians, broke off, in protest, as I believe, against the corrupt

practice of human sacrifice and the dogma it was based upon,

perhaps in haughty disdain of mediatorial salvation—in over-

sight of the fundamental truth that the World of Faith, the

Infinite, has claims upon our recognition co-equal with those of

the World of Knowledge, the Finite. The dogmatic expression

of this original schism is found in the repudiation of the

Father- God, in his character of Ruler, Hek, and his identifica-

tion, along with the Son in his character of man, as Aku, with

the Evil Principle, the one as the imposer, the other as the

victim of human sacrifice.

Page 745.—The second great schism took place ages after

the first, between the Aryans themselves, when Reason and

Imagination came into collision, in the over-ripened intellect, on

the great principles which still divide the world into Idealist

and Materialist, Protestant and Catholic (in its narrow sense),

Liberal and Conservative—principles which will one day be

reconciled in the calm light of higher wisdom. The dogmatical

expression of this second great schism is found in the repudia-

tion of the leading deities on either side by their opponents,

the branding of them as devils, and their aggregation as

subordinate ministers to the central and dominant Evil

Principle represented by Hek, Aku, as in the result of the

original schism. After the first great disruption, the

Japhetans in the West, retaining their orthodoxy, gradually

eliminated from their ritual, as civilization advanced, the

accretion of cruelty which had gathered round the primitive

symbolical sacrifice, transmitting it to a comparatively late

period, in the shape of the purely voluntary offering of Devotio,

In the East, after the second schism, and when the Brahmin
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and Zoroastrian schism had declined, the mediatorial dogma

asserted itself in the Magism of historical Persia, and the

rationalistic in the Buddhism of India, each in opposition to

the dominant system, and in resuscitation of old dogmas, hut

with a mystical infusion of which there is no trace in the

primeval faith.

Page 746.—The point to he ascertained by us is the relative

orthodoxy of the two East Japhetan or Aryan Creeds, as

represented by the Gathas and the Rig-Veda, in respect to the

Japhetan standard in the West.

Both Aryan Creeds are peccant as regards truth, inasmuch

as they identify the Father, as Hek—Ruler, and the Son as

Aku, in his quality of Man, with the Evil Principle. Both

are one-sided, inasmuch as, i., the Medo-Persians exalt the

Spirit above the Father and repudiate the Son as Mediator

and Saviour altogether ; and ii., the Hindus or Brahmins exalt

the Son (Indra) as God above the Father (Varuna) and

repudiate the Spirit altogether:—whereas the primitive faith,

the ' Creed of Japhet,' as above restored, acknowledges the

three great Deities, Father, Son (God and Man), and Holy

Spirit, as working harmoniously together in various but equal

honour, within the unity of ®eos, Deus—Deity and Man having

alike their province in the great economy—the Evil Principle

standing apart from both, in hostile personality, and specially

put down, himself, and the monsters his embodiment by the

Son, as the ©eos 2wT7/p.

Page 747.—Note on the Egyptian Mythology.

Chap. II.

—

The Japhetan and Christian Creeds compared.

Page 749.—The questions now present themselves : How far

does the Creed of Japhet, as above ascertained, agree with the

Creed of the Bible and of Christianity ? What light does the

comparison throw upon the vexed question of Inspiration?

And what deductions flow from the conclusions compelled by

that comparison ?

That the Creed thus exhibited corresponds in a remarkable

degree with the Creed of the Old and New Testaments,
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especially the New, as summed up in the great Christian

symbol, the Nicene Creed, will, I think, be granted by any one

who institutes the comparison.

Page 750.—It must not be overlooked that that which stands

out in clear daylight and in perfect consistency in the Bible,

and in the great Christian Creed, is only to be gathered painfully

and by criticism out of the forgotten treasures of Mythology,

and through the new light thrown on the past by Comparative

Speech, or what I have called Glottology, and that these

sources have been as yet but insufficiently explored.

It is impossible to maintain that the fragments of truth

which, when assembled together, constitute the Creed of

Japhet were borrowed from the Hebrew or Semitic race,

because they are proved to have existed, in all their most

important features, ages before the advent of Jesus Christ and

the composition of the New Testament—ages, indeed, before

the legislation of Moses and the call of Abraham. Some of

them, too, and those among the most ancient, are far more

Christian than Hebrew in their character, and give that full

expression to the principle of Liberty which in Scripture is the

especial province of the younger dispensation. On the other

hand, it is equally impossible to assume that what we have

in the New Testament is merely a development of those ancient

Japhetan ideas, built upon them, and thus a concoction of

Jewish theologians. It is to be remembered that the ideas

and traditions in question, or the greater number of them, had

either become odious through their association with a corrupt

system of idolatry, or despised through the contempt thrown

over them by the philosophers, or absolutely forgotten, at the

time when the New Testament was written; and secondly,

that the ideas and traditions in question were preserved among

the Japhetan or Gentile, not the Hebrew race,—that the

Gentile religions were held in utter abhorrence by the Jews,

—and that early Christianity, while inviting Gentiles as well

as Jews to assemble under its banner, viewed the Gods of the

Greeks and Romans simply as devils, and was wholly opposed

to paganism. Nor was it through any communication with

Persia during the Captivity that the Japhetan doctrines
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especially dealt with here could have been adopted into the

Jewish faith, for these doctrines are, in their individuality

and interdependence, far more comprehensive and catholic in

their scope than those which appear in the narrowed and

systematised reform of Zoroaster, even in the materialised

shape in which it existed when Daniel and Ezra worshipped at

Babylon. The two Creeds therefore—that of the primitive

Japhetan race and that of consummate Christianity—are,

strange to say, on the one hand fundamentally one and the

game, and on the other wholly independent of each other.

They are derived through distinct channels of descent—the one

open, and in the face of day, an ever-broadening river; the

other creeping under ruins and decay, out of sight—from one

common source.

The contrast thus noticed ia of such importance that I must

develop and enforce it. While the Japhetan Creed descended

in the ordinary course of oral transmission, although incrusted

and obscured by innumerable corruptions from the early date

at which we have ascertained it, till the time of our Saviour,

—

the Creed of the Bible and of Christianity was, on the contrary,

renovated, reformed, and amplified three several times during

the historical existence of the Hebrews ; first, through direct

revelation (as Ave are informed) to Abraham ; secondly, in a

like supernatural manner to Moses ; and thirdly, through Jesus

Christ, the Messiah or Christian Saviour. And the fact stands

out patent to our view : the resemblance between the two Creeds,

instead of diminishing, increases with the lapse of years—not

through any change in the Japhetan, the old tradition remaining

the same throughout, although buried under the accretions of

1 ;mc—but through the successive and independent development

of the Semitic ; so that the ancient Japhetan Creed has actually

a nearer resemblance to, and affinity with, the Creed of the

Apostles, and of what is technically called Christianity, than

with that of Moses and Abraham.

This is unparalleled in the case of any other subject of tradi-

tion. It is at these respective points of the history of the two

Creeds—at the time, viz., of the culminating of the Biblical Creed

in the promulgation of Christianity, and at the early date when
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the Japhetans were still living together in their ancestral home

before the first Aryan secession, that the comparison has to be

made between them.

It is a further consideration that the testimony to the early

Japhetan Creed afforded by the revelations of comparative

etymology—apart from which the mythological results would

want their firmest buttress—was not known to the promulgators

of Christianity and authors of the New Testament. The science

of language is a discovery of our own times. So, too, is that of

comparative mythology—apart from which the mere myths

themselves are but a ' rudis indigestaque moles ' of unintelligible

legend.

The Creed of Japhet as above exhibited was, in a word,

absolutely unknown as a theological system, alike to Jew and

Gentile, in the time of St. Paul and St. Peter. We know more

of it now than Herodotus, Plato, and Aristotle, more than

Hesiod or Homer ever knew. The Evangelists and Apostles

could not, therefore—so far as this testimony goes—have

accommodated their new creed to the ancient one.

Page 753.—Comparing the two Creeds—that of Japhet, as

held at the time when the Japhetans were living all together in

the paternal home, and that of Christianity at the time of the

promulgation of the gospel—the conclusion to be drawn from

the comparison may be pointed as follows:—If the Apostles

and founders of Christianity had attempted, as uninspired men,

to found a new religion, the close parallelism which actually

subsists between the two Creeds as above shewn would not have

existed—the new Shemitic (or Christian) Creed would have

diverged from the old Japhetan one, instead of approximating

to it, as it actually did ; and Christianity, instead of being a

restoration and enlargement—a reconstruction, as it might be

called—of the pure and original Noachide faith, would have

been (like Mahometanism) a schismatic departure from it in a

partial and restricted sense. But the contrary to all this took

place_the parallelism between the original and forgotten

Japhetan and the restored and consummate Shemitic Creed

became more marked; the new Creed answers, in fact, so

exactly to the old one, as to present in a consistent and
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harmonious whole, and with the hiatuses of doctrine filled up and
perfected, the system of belief which we have independently
and painfully reconstructed from the ruins of Japhetan tradition

and the inherent testimony of language. Each of the two
Creeds thus testifies to the other, and refers backward for its

origin and authorship to the times when the Japhetan and
Shemitic race were—I may now say—one, under the tent of

Noah, in the early spring of humanity.

Page 754.—But who was it that presided over the birth, or,

strictly speaking, the regeneration of Christianity with this far-

sighted retrospective view to the unity of the faith and the

origines of the human race ? Who was it that slowly and

elaborately developed the Christian Creed, as the Hebrew race

were able to bear it, as delivered in the Elder and Younger
Testament, to Abraham, to Moses, to the Prophets, and to the

Apostles, so as to be in perfect harmony with the innate and

unsuspected revelations of language as witnessing to primitive

belief ? Who was it that superintended and carried out, as an

ever-present agent, century after century, the gradual reform

and reissue of the Shemitic, destined, as Christianity, to become
the Universal Creed, so as to bring back the faith by gradual

steps to that which it had been before the dispersion of the

nations ; and yet substituting, in the fulness of time, and in

accomplishment of this vast and continuously sustained work,

type for anti-type, substance for shadow, reality for prevision,

in the manifestation of the true Apollo, the true Hercules, the

true Dioscurus, in the person of Him who is set forth and

propounded to Christians as Jesus Christ, God alike and Man,
our Blessed Saviour?

It could have been no Jew, no Gentile—but one above the

distinction of race and the limitations of time; to whose eye

the past, as well as the present, was revealed and open ; and
who had presided at the very conception and birth of language

—no human legislator and philosopher, but the God, alone, of

Wisdom and Goodness—who, we believe as Christians, sent His

Son, the Second Person of the Trinity, born of a woman, to die

for our sins and rise again for our salvation ; commissioned His
Apostles, through the Holy Ghost, to preach the gospel of our
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redemption to all nations ; and inspired both Apostles and

Evangelists to record the facts and monitions relative to this

great intervention in the books of the New in sequence to the

Elder Testament.

The Bible, alike in the Old and the New Testament, is thus

proved, I submit, by the correspondence of the ancient Japhetan

Creed (derived from the sources above indicated) with the

repeatedly renewed and resanctioned Shemitic doctrine, to be,

literally and truly, the Inspired Word of God—revealed objec-

tively, or ab ezterno, to man—and not the development or reflec-

tion, self-evolved, of man's own finite intelligence.

Page 755.—The recognition of the Inspiration of the Bible, in

the simple unequivocal sense of a miraculous interposition for

the purpose of imparting to mankind knowledge important for

his salvation, which human reason cannot discern for itself, will

place the student face to face with numberless forms of modern

scepticism and theories on the origines of mythology and

language directly contrary to this argument—theories most

earnestly and eloquently worked out, but misleading, because

facts of co-equal importance with those dwelt upon, facts

belonging to the world of miracle, are left entirely out of view.

The labours of the school of thought above alluded to can never

lose their exceeding value, but they are crippled by a one-sided

philosophy and a jealousy of an objective utterance to man from

God, whereas to reach the point of vantage from which the pole-

star of truth is visible, we must ascend above the misty regions

of materialism and idealism, and take our stand on Mount

Calvary itself—on the point of intersection of the great

antagonistic principles of being—beneath the cross of Him in

whom Spirit and Matter, Liberty and Law, Godhead and Man-

hood coexist in harmony—the Thworestara of both creations,

the physical and the spiritual, the Xptcrros, Christ. Thence only

can we discern in its reconciliation and integrity Truth Universal.

FINIS.
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